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A B S T R A C T
The present essay aims at a critical study of the cult 
of the Mother Goddess in North India from prehistoric 
times to the end of the 12th century A.D* It consists . 
of a preface, five main chapters, a concluding chapter 
and two appendices*
Chapter I discusses the position of goddess worship in
the Vedic period and analyses the attributes
of some of the Vedic goddesses to determine 
the extent to which they have anticipated 
the Mother Goddess in Hinduism*
Chapter II is devoted to some of the non-Aryan village
deities and the Matpkas* It analyses their 
■ functions and attributes and points out their 
place in Hinduism vis-a-vis that of the 
Mother Goddess.
Chapter III traces the development of the concept of the
Mother Goddess in Hinduism frdm the Vedic 
period and analyses the evidence of her 
worship from early Indian literature,
Purapic mythology, folklore and epigraphy*
t'i
Chapter IV examines the archaeological evidence
concerning the rise and development of the 
cult of the Mother Goddess in the prehistoric 
and historic times in North India*
Chapter V makes a critical study of the icons of the
Mother Goddess and analyses the various forms 
in which she appears in the iconoplastic art 
of early and medieval India*
Chapter VI in conclusion gives a brief resume
of the salient features of her cult and 
reviews the place the Mother Goddess now 
occupies in Hinduism,
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P R E * F A C E
V'U
This is the first full-length systematic study of the, 
Hindu Mother Goddess based on literary, and archaeological 
evidence. Unlike S.K* Dikshit’s book, The Mother Goddess, 
it has no claim to be called a study of Hinduism, nor is j
i
it like Briffault’s The Mothers a study of social 
anthropology inspired, by a desire to enquire into the 
origins of sentiments and institutions, *
The Mother Goddess has been the object of much 
veneration in India from remote antiquity. Her cult has 
undergone substantial changes since its adoption by 
Brahmanical Hinduism which has raised her to the dignity 
of a national deity under the names of Durga, Dev! or 
Mata, A vast amount of literature has grown up centering ; 
round the Mother Goddess* Moreover, she is a prominent 
figure in popular mythology. She has also been the 
subject of much Indian plastic art which has been enriched 
to no small extent by depicting the themes associated with 
her various aspects*
The abundance of literature, religious or otherwise, 
is however of small help in tracing the origin of the 
Mother Godddss worship in India in a scientific or 
systematic manner. The earliest strata of Indian reli­
gious literature do not refer to her and her mention in
other \tforks which are datable in the early years of the 
Christian era is so perfunctory that it is not possible 
to form any. clear idea about the state or extent of her 
cult in" those .times* The same is almost true about the 
epics, though here for the first time we have indications 
of her organised cult and her worship not only by the 
non-Aryan aboriginals but also by the K^atriya princes of 
India* The Purapas offer a much better picture of the 
Mother Goddess and her cult* Some of these texts also 
give the iconography of,her various forms* But, as with 
the epics,; the dates of the Puraijas have not yet been 
satisfactorily determined, and consequently these 
authorities * otherwise so helpful* cannot be much relied *: 
upon in reconstructing the early history of the Mother 
Goddess* The medieval Indian literary works of . secular 
.type refer■to the Mother Goddess as the object of 
veneration by the Aryans and non-Aryans, but do not throw 
much light on her history, or iconography*
The Purap as lack in historical perspective, but they 
are nevertheless of immense value as source materials to 
:a scholar interested in, a study like the present one* In • 
the numerous legends recorded by them are embodied the. .v 
beliefs and practices on which the: foundation of-Hinduism 
rests* The Purapas no doubt discuss the:higher philosophy 
of religion, but they also.: reveal through the legends and 
anecdotes,a vivid picture of the Mother Goddess in all
her aspects and the place she occupies in Hinduism*
Aware of the drawbacks of the literary sources, we 
have depended more on archaeological evidence - sculp­
tural, epigraphic and numismatic* The history of the 
Mother Goddess has been written quite clearly in our 
opinion in the archaeological finds consisting of 
terracotta statuettes and steatite plaques, ring-stone.s 
and votive stone-discs,. coins and seals, and inscriptions 
on stones and copper plates* Attention to the signifi­
cance of, these, especially, the statuettes, ring-stones 
and votive discs has ho doubt been drawn by archaeologists 
but they have not \so far been utilized in a systematic 
study of the Mother Goddess as. has been done in this work* 
Besides furnishing unmistakable proofs of her worship in 
prehistoric and. ancient India, the archaeological evidence 
throws, much light on the iconic motifs in the development 
of the Mother Goddess. The salient iconographical 
features of the goddess are noticeable not only in the 
prehistoric female figures from the Indus Valley, butalso 
in similar objects unearthed.at the archaeological sites 
all over' North India. (The statuettes as well as the 
female figures appearing on early Indian coins undeniably 
anticipate the Mother Goddess as she appears later in 
Indian plastic art - a heavy-breasted, slim-waisted, 
wide-hipped and profusely ornamented figure - conforming 
to the nyagrodha-pariman&ala or ideal type of Indian
.'Ft
feminine beauty# Many of the attributes, the different 
attitudes of her presentation as well as her lion mount 
can also be traced to the early Indian coins* Further 
the coins reveal a striking resemblance between the 
Indian Mother Goddess and her counterparts in Western ,
Asia and Greece*, not only in regard to attributes but in 
her name as well* Apart from this,*the coins also point’ 
to foreign influence on the iconography of the Mother 
Goddess* ; ' :
While utilizing the archaeological and Pursugic 
materials in^ this essay, we have hot neglected the ■
studies on social anthropology by some of the celebrated
- ' 1 ' ■' ■ 'V;’.-. - ' ■ , : " . -■ 1 '■
scholars in the field* Professor E.O* James1 monograph ,
which is otherwise a brilliant survey of the goddess cult
from the Upper Palaeolithic Age down to the historical
period, devotes but a few pages to India* Ihe same is
true about Sir J*G. Frazer’s very informative volumes
v - V ■ 5 . ■  . ■ , . '■* ;
and Briffault’s work .v Unlike Professor James, these two * 
authorities do not correlate their anthropological 
findings with archaeological evidence* Particularly; 
useful for the purpose of this theses have been the works 
•
1♦ Ihe Quit of the Mother Goddess* London, 1959*
2* She-Golden Bough* 3rd* edition« London, 1933*
3* fhe bothers * 5 vols**. London. 1927*
on popular religion, folklore and ethnology by Dr* W*
1 ; * '■ '2 ; . . ; - 5 • .• ' j
Crooke , E*T. Dalton , S*C. Hoy etc* Based on personal
observation, these studies scientifically evaluate the.
■ ' ■ ■ - ■ ” , ■ - - ■ ■ -■ : •'
popular beliefs and customs, legends and anecdotes, in 
which can be traced not a few elements of Hinduism*\ They 
also:focus our attention on many details of Hindu religion 
including the numerous village deities,whose cults are , 
prevalent in India and,who are the prototypes of the 
Mother Goddess* It is not the Vedas, the Brahmapas or 
the Upahi^ads, but this welter of folk-beliefs, customs 
and superstitions which:presents, the Mother Goddess xn j 
t M  correct perspective* It is from this background that 
she was lifted by the Hindu priestly class who made her 
the great goddess (MahadevI) by changing her complexion, 
but not so much of her flesh and blood, so that her ■ '
pristine characteristics are still recognizable, and she . ' 
is evCn now what she always has been - a Mother Goddess ” 
to all sections of the community, boundless alike in both 
her benevolence and her malevolence*
The need.for a study.of the goddess cult cannot be 
overemphasized* In the words of Professor James, 'Clearly 
it was an essential element.very deeply laid in the long
1* Tribes, and Castes of North Western Province?and Oudh,
,4 vols, Calcutta 1896;;Popular_Religion and Folklore 
of Northern India, Oxford,' 1896* Religion and^Folklore ; 
oY-^ '^Mbrtherh^ lngn'a, Oxford, 1926* 7 
2* Descriptive Ethnology of Bengal, Calcutta* 1872*
3* Qraon Religion and Customs, Ranchi, 1928* ,
and complex history of the body of beliefs and practices
which centred in and around mysterious processes of
fecundity, birth and generation, alike in nature, the
human species and in the animal kingdom* . Relics
identified as associated with the cult of the Mother
Goddess have been traced as far back as the Gravettian
Gulture in the Upper Palaeolithic and on the basis of
these'has been laid the hypothesis that she waa the 
;  ^ 2  ^
earliest manifestation of the concept of the Deity • Be
it so or not, the antiquity and importance of the Mother
Goddess is confirmed not only by archaeological and
documentary materials, but also by the actual practice of:
her cult prevalent among the followers of two important
religions• In Roman Catholic Christianity the prehistoric
Mother Goddess has been transformed into the Plater
Ecelesiae or the Mother of the Church, and the Madonna'
who is the Virgin Plother of Jesus, the Incarnate son of
God* In Hinduism, she is venerated in numerous forms and
under equally numerous names, but is commonly known as
Durga, Parvatl, Gaurl, Ma, MahadevI, Maham&yl, Jaganmata,
, . . * 3
Desamata (motherland), Bharatmata (Mother India) etc. etc*
1* CMG, p. 11.
2. Murray, M.A. : Ihe Genesis of Religion. London, 1963,
pp. 61-62* *”
3* Por the,names of the Mother Goddess see Sabdakalpadruma, 
which-mentions their number as 1000 but gives223\PP• 
742-46); Matsya P. xiii, gives 108 names of the goddess 
in connection with her pIfhas; DM, pp. 254-57; Bphat- 
J tantrasSra, i, pp. 47 ff; JRA8BL, xiv(i), pp. 26-587 
Erl,vvTr. 254-26; Sorensen, 8 : An Index to the Names m  
tile Hahabharata, London, 1904, pp. '689-690
Of her common names, we have selected Durga to refer 
to the Mother'Goddess, though for the sake of convenience 
we have also mentioned her: as1Devi1 or 1the"goddess1 in 
this thesis. In our, opinion, rather than any other name 
of hers, Durga suits her best and it is also in perfect . 
conformity with her character, in the M&rkan&eya-Can&I.
The gods are;in great trouble (durgati) because of the 
tyranny of the t it an Mahiga, and they implore her Just as; 
children do implore their mother for:protection. Like j 
the affectionate Mother that she is, the goddess . 
immediately takes the frightened celestials under her 
wing and saves them by killing the wicked asura* Not only 
once, but she repeats this act again and again as well as 
providing sustenance to the creation in her role of 
Sakambhari,when the world is in the grip of a terrible 
drought;,and famine. Thus, whether as a protectress, a 
war goddess, of an affectionate mother ever anxious to 
save and deliver her children - gods as xtfell as mortals — 
the Mother Goddess is revealed as the durgatinasini 
(destroyer of troubles or miseries), and therefore 
deserves to be called Durga. Moreover, it is also the 
most familiar among her many names and epithets. Her 
annual worship during the autumn is associated with thid | 
name and is called Durga-puna. which the Hindus Pi 
Bengal regard as their national festival. Her autumnal 
service is marked by great excitement, and looked forward
to with much expectation by rich and poor alike, Uina, 
Gaurl and Parvatl as names are mostly associated with her 
maiden state and also with her role as the wife of Siva.
But it is as Durga that she perfectly,fits in with her
* " ' . ./ " 
function as the slayer of demons, protectress of her
worshippers, remover of miseries and as the- mother not
only’of Gape&a and Karttikeya but of the entire creation*
Various bodies and individuals have laid me under 
their debt while I have been engaged in preparation of 
this essay* I am thankful to the University of Rajshahi 
for the study leave that has enabled me to come over here 
to. take up this work* ,vlo the British Oouneil I am 
grateful for a travel grant with which they have favoured 
me under the Commonwealth Universities Interchange 
Scheme* I am most particularly obliged to another 
institution, which wishes to remain anonymous, for its 
kind interest in my work and favouring me with a 
substantial grant-in-aid for its completion* I must 
also thank the authorities of the Varendra Research 
Museum, Rajshahi, for kindly, permitting me to take photo­
graphs of some sculptures in their collection for use,in 
this thesis* . ,
To Professorf A.LifBasham^:i^ are due - my \
most 'sincere "gratitude., affeeition and respect. It is . ^
impossible for me to express in words the invaluable lielp, 
wise guidance and constant encouragement that I have had 
the good fortune to receive from him during the prepara­
tion of this essay, pi amconsiderably ^indebted to ' Miss 
Padma MiSralvof; Benares, Hindu University, and Mrs Aparpa ;
Das Gupta of .Calcutta for helping me 6ver many a. difficult ; 
Sansld?it6passago> ■To ProfessorvA,R. Mailick, my" friend ; | 
and colleague; of more :than twenty years, I am under 
ob^gations-too^numerous to enumerate. To Professor:M,Aw'■; 
Bari I am Indebted for many acts of kindness,^ . encourage^- 61 
ment :and; helpV;; I am :also in the debt ; of Mr# S#; SiddhahtaT-; 
of the Varendra' Research Society and :Mr Dvijendra Kumar ; 
Ghakravarty, (Rampada Babu), formerly Assistant Curatory 
Varendfa Research Museum at Raj shahi, for much help and ; 
encouragement# lo the: latter 1 am particularly grateful 
for: initiating me;.in:the "study of iconography* ■
1 would also fhankfuily acknowledge,:here the ungrudging 
help and encouragement received from my students'Mr and ^ 
Mrs 1C. ’Mollah end Mr M, Rahman. So Dr A. Momin Ohowdhury 
of Dacca: my thanks are due for many valuable suggestions 
and "help#-'^ xl. would-also thank Mr. . Abul Faraz Khan,: ; ; *
engineer and architect, for: generous assistance in regard 
to some of the plates# I would also express my thankful-.
. ness for all the courtesy and promptitude with which I ;
have been served by the staff of the libraries of the 
School of Oriental and African Studies, the British 
Museum, the India Office, the Royal Asiatic Society and 
the University of London#
I i must also take this opportunity to put on record my 
most sincere thanks and gratitudb to my parents and m y . 
sister 3?rofessor Muslimah Khatun for all their help, / ; ’ 
encouragement and good wishes#. Finally, I would thank 
little Chand,. my wife, for great encouragement and much 
self-sacrifice, that have sustained me throughout the 
preparation of this thesis#
Alam ati vistareha
School of Oriental and;African -Studies 
L 0 N B 0 N
2nd'July, 1965#
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G L O S S A R Y
a standing position in which ths?re is 
definitely perceptible slight bend in 
both in the upper and lower halves of 
the figure#
a gesture of protection or assui^ance 
made by the hand which is turned towards 
the visitor with palm open and fingers 
raised upwards (pi* xxxv.1).
a ceremonial bath or sprinkling with 
water; usually associated with the 
coronation of an Indian king#
tantrik texts*
fire, an attribute of Durga (pl.xxxiii.1 
Mother (Assamese).
rosary; a string of beads used as rosary 
(pi. xxxiii.2).
a particular mode of standing, usually 
sideways in which the right knee is 
thrown forward, the right leg retracted 
and the.left leg is diagonally stretched 
behind* (pl.xxxviii.1)*
an embrace; a gesture of embracing.
the crest of the pyramidal tower of,a 
Hindu temple shaped like an amalaka 
(Emblic Myrobalan) above which~rises 
the finral*
A hand, pose in which the palms are . 
joined and the hands thus .are made to 
rest on:the chest.1 Ihis handpose is 
indicative of worship and prayerfulness 
(pi. xxxv.3). . . :
Ahkusa an elephant goad. (pi. xxxiii.3-5)*
*5 9i'j
Annada
Annapurna
5rya 
As,ana 
A^tabhuna 
iDa!
Asura
WWWWtW IW
Asvattha (tree)
Atibhang;a
Ayudha
Bali
ara
Bhumi
Bhumitja
Bucjl
Oakra
the giver of food; an epithet of Durga*
full of food; giver of food; an epithet 
of Durga.
half pavilion.
a noble lady.
a sitting posture.
eight-armed; an epithet of Durga.
the guardians of the eight quarters : 
Indra, Yama, Yamuna* Kuvera, Agni, Yayu, 
Nippti and Isana (PHI» pp. 519-20;. *
a Yedic ritual connected with the worship] 
of ancestors. ,
a demon. . ‘ - . : ■
the Ficus Religiosa or banyan*
■W V W m M M IM fam iM lM M iN M ltaM M tM l
the exaggerated form of tribhaiiga.
any weapon; ayudhapurusa s a male or, 
female being-who" personifies a particular! 
weapon, such as the Cakrapuru^a and 
Gadadevi respectively personifying the 
discus and mace which are placed in the 
hands of Yi^pu* ; :
a sitting posture similar to padmasana.
an arrow (pi. xxxiii.6).
a sacrifice; an offering.
bend; flexions; attitude of the body.
a narrow-necked water-pot with a spout.
the earth; the earth goddess* -
a female born of the,earth; an epithet 
of Sita,
an old woman (Bengali).
a discus; an emblem of Yi^u; a ritual 
circle used in Tantrik worship of Durga.
(pi. xxxiii.7~9)-« :
Gaitya temple: or monument originally of 
funerary character, usually Buddhist*
Camara, chowrie 
Capa :
Chatra
Dakgipa
pamaru
I 111 ■ .M ill M fclll II I I I
Darpapa
DaSahara, 
Dusserah
Dhanufc
Dhanyarupa
Durva
Dhvatja
Dhyana
a fly whisk* 
a bow.
an umbrella*
fee; remuneration paid to a Brahmin 
priest for his services*
a hand-drum; a tom-tom; associated with 
Siva (pi. xxxiii,10-11;.
a rod; a staff*
a mirror (pi* xxxiii.12).
ten-armed; an epithet of Durga.
the tenth day of the bright half of 
&£vina; in Bengal it is associated with 
the autumnal worship of Durga; also 
called vitjaya dasaml or the victorious 
tenth in.commemoration of BIma*s victory 
over RUvapa. In the south and west of 
India,'it is observed as a military 
festival. Originally, it had no connec­
tion with Durga, being held on the 
tenth of Jyai£tb-a 3-n honour of G-anga' s 
descent from heaven. -
a bow (pi. xxxiii.13-140 •
corn; grain; unhusked paddy.
paddy incarnate; an epithet of Lak^ml.
the earth.
the bent grass*
a banner* . ,
meditation; mental representation of the 
personal attributes of a deity; the ;"y 
verses describing- such a representation.
Gacha
Gada
Gayatri
Ghora
Grahavipra
Gramadevata
Gundi
Ear a 
Horn a]
JananI
>aaa
Jafra^ ftta
Jatamukuta
a particular pose of the hand in 
which the palm of the right hand is 
placed on that of the left and both 
are laid on the crossed leg of a 
seated figure*
a tree (Bengali)*
a mace (pi* xxxiii* 16-18)*
the name of a Vedic1 metre; variously 
arranged, but generally as, a triplet 
of eight syllables each* RV iii*62* 
10 is a typical example; is called 
the Gayatri and also Savitri and is 
repeated, by every Brahmin at his \ 
morning and evening, devotions* , .
an earthen or metal pitcher to hold 
water for ritualistic purposes. \
a bell (pi* xxxiii,19*)♦
dark, terrible, malevolent*
astrologer; st Brahmain capable of 
pacifying the plhnets,
a village deity* ‘ . , -y
the trunk of a tree (Bengali).
a torque, a necklace (pi, xxxvi.3), 
a sacrificial fire-pit* -
one who gives birth; mother.
matted locks, of hair*
long tresses of matted hair twisted 
or piled up on tjie head. : i; ; =
matted locks of hair done up in .the' 
form of a tall crown on thevhead, 
and sometimes'adorned with jewels, 
or a crescent or a skull; associated 
with Siva. (pi. xxxvi.i)’ . :
Jntoamu&rll
Kama&dalu
Kambukantha
JIOBUU
Kahcxdama»
Katisutra, 
Mekhala
Kahkana
PMiiiwmnTiiminni PiMiBif f iniiiia
Karandamukut a
Kargikara
Kartari
Katakamudra or 
Siifihakar&ahast a
Katihasta
a
a- pose of the hand in which the M p  
tips of the middle finger and of 
the thumb are joined together and 
held near the heart with palm 
turned inwards, (pi. xxxv.4)•
a water-pot made of gourd, wood, 
clay or metal with a spout; usually 
associated with Brahma and ascetics^ 
(pi, xxxiii.20). ■
having three horizontal lines on 
the throat; indicative of good 
fortune and auspiciousness, (kambu- 
a conch). . ~"
a jewelled girdle furnished with 
tassels and tinkling bells.
(pi. xxxvi.9-11)*>
a bracelet; a bangle.-
a crown shaped like a conical 
basket with the narrow end upwards
(pi. xxxvi.2-3)•
the flower of Pterospermum Aceri- 
folium. — r—  ~
a short chopper; a big knife.
a pose of the hand in which the, 
tips of the fingers are loosely 
applied to the thumb ao as to form 
a ring or resemble a lionfs ear. 
(pi. xxxv.5-6).
a hand pose in which the,arm is let 
down so as to hang by the side of , 
the body and made to rest on the 
loin indicating a posture of ease 
or pertness. (pi* xxxvi7-8). .
the upper part of a human skull.; 
used as a drinking cup•(pi.xxxiii* 
21-22).
Kapalika
Katha
Eathakali
Keli-Kadamba
Keyura
Khetaka
Kikar
Kinnara
Kirata
Kirx^a,
Kir1tamukuta
wwiwwn* tnwini ■iiiBiiw.wuitfcuBw
Klrtimukha
Ks anika-murti'
|.i)iiiwTmn«iir-Ti mi iiniTiiirwi
Kgetradevata ,;
a Saiva ascetic of the left hand type 
who carries a human skull as a recep­
tacle for his food and drink and 
worships Durga in her terrible, aspect 
with wine and’human sacrifice*
holding up with one, hand a skull with 
its concave side upwards.
a story or tale; in our context 
especially an aanecdote glorifying 
the acts of a god or goddess.
A colourful folk-dance from Kerala, 
South India,
a tree, Hauclea Cadamba, under which 
Kp$$a is said^to have dallied with 
the milkmaids. k '
an armlet, (pi. xxxvi,6~8),
a heavy sword (pi. xxxiii,23)*
a shield (pi. xxxiv.1),
a tree of uncertain identity, possibly 
the pipal or ficus,religiose.
a mythical musician the upper part of 
whose body is human and the lower part 
bird-like; he is represented as play­
ing on a yina.
a degraded mountain tribe who siibsist 
on hunting.
a diadem; any jewelled ornament used 
as a crown, (pi, xxxvi.4-5)*
a grinning lion-face carved at the 
top centre of the back-slab of an 
image, or over a gateway.
, a. sword. ' k . - ■ k \ ;
a,clay image made for seasonal ’ 
worship and immersion into' water ; 
afterwards.: ; :
an earth deity,: 1 kk :
Ksetrapala
In^ Hlll U«| ,...... - ■!■ 1^^fc^WtCln
Kukkuta
Loka
hokamata*
Xckajahani
Lalitakgepa, 
Laiitasana
.Lolahasta
Matr,' riatrka
■ ■nnnmiiBWWW * I l f  III. iiiMi.mnoii*.
Maitliim a  
Makara - ,
Map&ala ■
Mandapa
Hanikundala
lord of the fields, same as 
ICg etradeyat a. \
a “breast band (pi* xxxvi.5).
"a. cock; a peacock.
a pit; a brazier* . j
a pendant ear ornament.
a sitting posture, in which the : 
legs are crossed so as to make the: 
heels come under thegluteals* ;
.the world; the Universe•
the mother of the universe; an 
ep ithet of.Durga;and; Lakpmi*
a sitting posture in which one.leg; 
usually the left is placed flat ;)! 
upon the seat, while the right one! 
is pendant;.. also known * as ardha- ! 
p aryahka s an a * ; ; ; ~ i
a hand that, hangs loose by the ; '
side of the body like the tail of ; 
a cow (pi* x x3cv*9“11)* v
mother; refers chiefly to Durga 
but may indicate any female divi- 
nity; usually used as a suffix ,to" . 
the:name of a goddess.
sexual intercourse, associated 
with (Tantrik worship of Durga*.
a mythical aquatic animal with 
elephantine head; usually associa-: 
ted with Gahga as her vahana* /■
a circle; especially of divinities: 
in the lantrik form of worship* t
a pavilion*
an ear ornament made of gems*
Mantra
Matsya
Matsyamudra
E&ga
Mudgara
Mudra
Mukuta
Murbl
Musala
! ^  -I I 11 I .nrV lH
Naga
Nagini 
Nataraja 
Navagraha 
Navanna 
Navaratha
Nay ilea
Nilotpala
Nim, Nimba tree
a sacred formula addressed to a deity* 
a fish*
a fish held up in one hand* 
illusion? magic.
a deer with antlers; an attribute of 
Siva.
a club.
a gesture of the hand.
a crown? a jewelled head-dress.
,an image; a representation, plastic or 
otherwise, of some deity.
a pestle..
a serpent; a mythical being, half snake 
and half human.
a live snake used as a noose.
a female naga*
lord of the dancers; an epithet of Siva.
the nine planets.
the ceremony new rice.
having nine facets (of an image 
pedestal)•
the heroine of a drama; the principal 
female character in a literary work of 
romantic type.
a blue lotus.
Azadirchta Indica
anklets with tinkling bells.
Ny agr odha-p ar ima$d ala
Padma
Padmasana
Palasa tree
MM IWTWhiMi lUl—fclf* —
Pancaratha
Parasu
Parivaradevata
ParthivI
ana
Pasa
Patrakuudala
Phala. 
Pinaka . 
Pisitasana
Prabhavali
a female figure with high breasts 
wide hips and a slim waist; an 
ideal type of feminine beauty,
: a lotus (pl- xxxiv.5-6)-
a lotus seat; a sitting posture
in which the two legs are crossed 
so that the feet are brought to 
rest on the thighs*
Butea Prondosa
having five facets (of an image 
pedestal.(Plate xxxix.3)•
taking the hand in marriage; 
marriage.
a battle axe;(pl. xxxiv, 7-*9)*
attendant deity*
of.the earth; a daughter of the 
earth; an epithejj of SIta,
a sitting posture in which both 
the legs dangle from whatever 
type of seat the figure sits on.
a noose (pl. xxxiv.*10-12).
a circular ear ornament origin­
ally made of cones of cocoanut, 
of palmyra-leaves or of thin 
gold plates•(Pl, xxxvi.12).
a fruit (pl* xxxiv.13)*
a bow.
a female (goddess Camup<Ja) seated; 
on a carrion-eater ( a dog?).
a place sacred to a god or 
goddess.
an elaborate halo• 
obeisance,
the opposite of alidha(pl.xxxviiii 
2 ) *
Preta a corpse; a ghost or goblin.
Pustaka
Ratjasika 
Rupasl 
Rupesvarl 
Sakta 
Sakti■
Saktyayudha■ 
Bala tree 
Salabhahrjika
Salaka
Samapadasthanaka 
Saftkha
a
Saptaratha
Bara
Saumya
SilpasjstraTTlIf t !■■■ I ..lV llH . ■«!!■■■ n ll l l lM  ■■■■■» .1.  . .
the portion of the litiga visible 
above its base.
a book; may also be a bundle of 
palm-leaf manuscripts.(pl.xxxiv.14-15
ma.jestic.
a beautiful woman.
the goddess of beauty*
a worshipper of Sakti or Durga.
power; the female principle; the 
emanation in female shape of any god* 
with identical attributes; Durga; a 
spear-like weapon associated with 
Karttikeya. (pl. xxxiv.16).'
a spear.
Vatica Robusta.
an image or figure made of Bala wood; 
a female figure standing in~tribhanga 
pose against a Bala tree and holding 
a branch of its~*leaves in one hand.
a stick.
a standing position in which the body 
faces front without any bend; also 
known an samabhahga* (pl. xxxviii,3).
a conch (pl. xxxiv.17-19).
the taking of seven steps; the circum- 
ambulation of the sacrificial fire 
seven times by the bride and bride- 
groom during an orthodox Hindu 
marriage.
having seven facets (of an image 
pedestal)•
an arrow.
pleasing; placid; benevolent,.
treatises on the arts, especially 
sculpture and architecture.
Si&havahinl riding or sitting on a lion; a 
form as well'as an epithet of 
Durga*
Sit ala-pandit
Sloka
Stupa
Sue!
Suclmudra
Sukhasana
Suta
fantra
priests of Sitala, an inferior 
class of Brahmins; may as well 
belong to the pom caste*
the impish followers of Siva*.
couplet* - *
a monument, generally of a pyra­
midal or dome-like form, especia­
lly one erected over the sacred 
relics of the Buddha or on spots 
consecrated as the scenes of his :;s 
acts* . j
a needle; a sharp pointed vjeapon*
v k ►. ' .
a gesture of the right hand in 
which the projected forefinger 
points downwards and the hand 
itself hangs down, (pl.xsbcv* 12-13) *
a hitting position in which one; i 
leg, usually.the left one, rests, 
flat on the.seat while the right 
knee is raised upwards from it 
and the right arm is stretched opt 
on the upraised knee; also known; ' 
as maharajalila- or illasana.
ii*»imw wnwp mm i     ■ ■!■■■!Bii mm*
(pl, xxxvii.J)* 
a trident* 
a daughter, ’
green*
a short axe-like weapon; a stone 
mason * s chisel, ' :
a class of. works teaching magical 
and.mystical formulas, mostly in 
the form of dialogues between 
Siva and Durga*
also called tapas, and tapah;
. - ^  w  m  ■>. * * * run--------~ {y  { i
the practice of austerities; 
ascetic penance. ,
*1 ar tj an lumdra
rfhakura^I 
GDI 1 aka.
Tribhanga
Trisula 
M^ira ' 
fryambaka
Urdhvalihga, 
tlrdhvar eta
Uttariya .
Vajra
Vahana 
Vana 
Vara .
Varadamudra
Vasuki
Vibhuti
Vidya
/ i !  Ji'J
a threatening gesture made with 
the forefinger (index) of the 
right hand pointed upwards*
(pl, xxxv*14-15)*
feminine of ‘fhakura, a god.
a sectarian mark on the forehead 
made with sandal-paste, vermi- k 
llion, ashes of cow-dung or clay 
from the bed of the Ganges*
a standing position with three 
bends in the-body - the fade; 
slightly leaning to the right or. 
left, the middle of the body to 
the left or right, and the por­
tion below the waist again to 
the right or left .(pl.xxxviii.^)
a.trident (pl. xxxiv.20-24-).
,a quiver, ;
haying, three mothers or eyes; an; 
epithet 'of' Siva*.
ithyphallic. . \
a scarf of thin material thrown.
over the upper part of the body<
> ' , -■*
a thunderbolt; an aegis.
(pl, xsbsdv* 25-26).
a vehicle; a mount. ; .
the forest.
a boon*
a "boon-giving** gesture made by 
the hand with palm open and 
f ing ers po inting downwards. , - k / 
(pl.xxxv.16-17).
the king of snakes, k\v
emanation, k . • k
a book; knowledge; science. .
Vidyadhara a demigod living in the Himalayas 
and possessed of magical powers*
V ismayamudra
Vrksaka, 
Vykgadevata
Yatjha
Ya.jnopavlta
Yakga
Yaks 31, 
Yakglnl
I2£a
Yogi
Yoginl
Yoni
Yonlpatfca*
Gaurlpatta
Yantra
the Indian lute*
a hand pose that indicates astonish 
ment and wonder* In this pose the 
forearm is held up with the fingers 
of the hand pointing upwards and 
the palm turned away from the 
observer* (pl* xxxv. 18-19)•
a tree-spirit or goddess* 
a sacrifice-*
the sacred thread worn across the 
chest by a Brahmin. (pl*xxxvi.l3)•
a supernatural being; usually a 
class of semi-divine beings who 
are attendants of Kuvera*
feminine of Yakga; may also mean 
an ogress such as Harltl*
asceticism.
an ascetic*
feminine of yogi; a female super­
natural being; followers of Durga 
in lantrik belief.
the female generative organ; the 
species (of living being in which 
an individual is born).
the base of the Rivalinga*
an amulet; mystical diagram 
supposed to possess occult powers 
and used in the lantrik worship of 
Durga.
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Plate Description- /’
i . Dane ing Matpkas from Siddappa Temple at Haveri 
(Prom. Jame s, Burges s :. The. Anclent Monuments ,
Temples, -and Sculptures of India, Part IX,
Plate 5 1S7T~“
ii. Indrapl from Paogacha, Bogra (Courtesy Varendra 
Research Museum, Rajshahi).
iii. Sapta-Matpka Panel from Haveri (Prom James Burgess: 
The Ancient Monuments, Temples,and Sculptures of 
. India," Part XI, Plate 317* 5)
iv. a. Camup<ja Rudra-Carcika from Dinajpur
b. Camu£t$a Pisitasana from Dubail, Rajshahi 
(Courtesy*Varendra Research Museum, Rajshahi)
v* Dantura from Dinajpur (Courtesy Varendra Research 
Museum, Rajshahi).
vi. M6ther-and~Child Image from Mallickpur, Rajshahi; 
(Courtesy Varendra'Research Museum, Rajshahi).
vii• Mother-and-Child Image from Khajuraho (Prom H. 
Zimmer; The Art of Indian Asia,, pl. 344).
viii. Roma or Pallas Athene on a coin of Huvi^ka (Prom 
P. Gardner : British Museum Catalogue, pl.xxviii. 
20).
ix. a. Obverse: Durga Ekanaftsa on a coin of Azes
b. Reverse : Humped bull, vahana of Siva 
(Prpm“P. Gardner: British^Museum Catalogue, 
p2i. xix.5) -
x. Durga sitting cross-legged (padmasana) on coins of 
Gahdragupta II (Prom: J.Allan : Catalogue of the 
Coins of the Gupta Dynasties. pl7~vli. 1,57)♦ ’
xi. Durga in .lalitdsana on the back of a. couchant lion 
on coins of Gandragupta II (Prom J.Allah:Catalogue 
of the Goins of the Gupta Dynasties, pl. ix.10,117.
Plate ,v Description / ■
7Xii. Durga as-the fertility goddess on. coins of 
\ Oandragupta IX (Prom 1,S«: Altekar: Catalogue of :
the: Gupta Gold'Goins in the Bayana Hoard, - p l . :7,
V;. , - x v T T ^ J ^;  .“ •••
xiii. a* Durga ,as the goddess.of fertility on ar-coinr of;
: Candragupta II (Br o m A* S ..A11ekar : Catalogue
7 of the ,Gupta Gold Goins in the Bayana Hoard,
, VT'.A pi* ?n.T5TT“ -:v ' ■ - ;.-S" 7" ’ ,
1: ; b* Durga as the goddess of fertility on -a coin of
"Samudragupta (Piom J, .Allah: Catalogue ;of Goins .7 
of the Gupta "Dynasties. pl. ivT 167;"" .
\ ■mrTwmiiiL Winn— .— .hwhLii ni-miiiu;*j.|i.ii Mil n>Wim. iim« — — i..tipi>n« iihmiimh * . * ,
; 1 c . Durga as the goddess of; f ertility on coins pf v
; Banrudragixpta" (PromAj. Allah : : Catalogue;of 1:
; ;Goins of the Gupta Dynasties . p  1;. vi • 7 v&JT
d. Durga as the goddess of fertility oh coinslof ; ;:
. . 1 A A 'Oandragupta; II (Prom AB3. ;Altekar :; Catalogue-
of the Gupt a Go Id, Go ills in the Bayana Ho ard \ A: 7
7-f' 7plf >1X1,11 , 7 ~ .■ ' '  ^~
xiv. . A kganika Image of Durga Mahis am ard ini (Prom : .A A 
W. J. Wilkins : Hindu Mythoiogy). . ' ■ ' 7 7: v A; 77; 77
i    iinTl'flllimiiiiiiii.iTfnnniiniii^ i ... ■ w L J l A w  '
: ipori Durga- Mahigamardihl’f roiri r Bad ami ^ Cave :NoV 1. (Prom I.
/ , J. Burgess : Archaeological "Survey of Western v' 7 !
' 7 ■. * rn ’ .  i« uni ■  ^ | 1 ' 1----^  Thiri' 1--- 1 !■ I I ■ ■INI j~-----------1---1 |||l II11II — ML !■■■ • ' , |
7 ,Indiay vol. x* pl. xxx*1 ;• . ;v . 1 : : i
xvi• Mahi^amardinx' Panely .Mahaballpuram (Prom. V.S. 7; 7 - ; rj 
. • .. : digrawala : . Devx-Maihcltmyam) ■ A-v7':' .7.7 -
IH*11>< 1 >!■ ill■■ 1.rin. 11 mill ift|>«^ .hi>.iHinwft.h-^ Tl~-^ TH.:n.
A xvii.. Durga standing,;ph huffalo-head, Elura (Prom. H. : A
1 Zimmer : Ihe Art of Indian : Asia, pl. 288). v 7
7 IXviii. :-purgi'^Mahi^asuramardihI from Muklied (Prom $000 ,-Aj 
" 7 1;: ; Jahre J-Cunst- Aus Indien  ^ plate on p. 401) ; =7 7
xix* AstabhuiaDurga MahisamardIni from Harakrishnabury 7 
■ A>A A' Hap shahi (Courtesy ferendra Research Museum) . ./A-AAA!
/ Dasabhuja Durga Mahi^a.mardinx from ‘ Bagmara ^
. 7 A .Rapshahi * (Gou3?tesy Varendra Research Museum) .
f ;-77S-;X^ I#; Uma’s tapasya, froni the Bahkesvara lemple, Elura 
V . 7 (Prom Archaeolpgical ^ urvey:^ dflWestehh Indian .
7' : vol. :v, pl. XXX.277 7 7, .
Plate Description
xxii. Gaurl standing on a godhika , from Cave Nos# XXII 
and XXXV, Elura (Prom Archaeological Survey of . 
Western India, vol. y, pl* xxv.4,5j.
xxiii, Parvatl from Mandoil, Rajshahi (Courtesy Varendra*
Research Museum). I
xxiv. Gaurl from Dak^ip Muharnmadpur, Comilla (From !
Archaeological/Survey of India. Annual Report, ' j
T9J5-3S, pi. xxxv.57* ”■ ; !
xxv. Parvatl from Patharghata, Dacca (Prom R.D.Banerji
Eastern Indian School of Medieval Sculpture, Xj
pir —  ■ ;i,
X xxvl. Gaurl from. Kagajipara, Dacca. (Prom N.K. Bhatta-v .]
sali- n Iconography of the Buddhist and Brahmani-1
_  .     turn    .m. .1 . n" ........... ■' ■ i . ..... ;
cal Sculptures m  the: Dacca Museum, pl. Ixi v),
xxvii* Durga/Parvatl from Shaykh-hati, Jessore ( Prom : !
R.D. - Baher ji■ ; Eastern Indian School of Medieval 
Sculpture, pl. lviii.aJX
xxviii. Durga Simhavahinl from Bihar (Prom Archaeological
Survey of India.>AnnualReport, A935-36, )
pX. xxxvT.107* X
xxix... Mup$e§varl. from Bihar (Prom R,D. Banerji ;
; Eastern Indian School of Medival Sculpture.
;• ■:■ ;■ *: "■ ■
xxx. Parvatl as a bride or ICalyapasundara-mtlrti. from
ChatIngram, Bogra (Courtesy Varendra Research 
Museum). . X
xxxi. Uma-Mahesvara or Urn alihgana-murt1 from Bhatranda
Rajshahi (CourtesyjVarendra Research Museum). X
.xxxii* Arddhanarl from Purapara, Dacca (Coux*tesy Varendr
Varendra Research Museum) ,.X
xxxiii. Attributes or emblems found in the hands of
Durga images : ; •,
1 • Agni from SIX,: pl.iii.6* -
2. Akgamala from SIX, pl. iv.2.
3* Ahkusa. ■ frofii SIX, pl*
Zi**. Anluisa from. Sll, pl. lv#8 #
Plate
xxxiv
nu-
Description
5. Ankusa from. BIB, fig* 26.1c*
6. B§£La.from BIT, pl. iii.4.
■ 7"9-* Cfakra. from BIB, figs. 26.2c ,3t> »3c*
10. Bamaru from SII, pl. iv.24.
11. Damaru from TTiSOA, Golden!Jubilee Number,
p7” 77. ™ ~
12. Darpapa from BIT, pl* iii.8.
13~1^« Dhanup."" from BII, pl. iii,5j10$
1g* Dhva^a from STT, pl* iv.22.
16* Gada from STI, pl. iii.1.
17-18. Gada . from SIB, figs. 28.1b, 28.2a.
19. Ghanta from BII, .pl* iii.?.
__ III II111 IIM11mi■■■«Hi 11* 1
20.,Kaman&alu from BII, pl. iv.4,
21-22. Kapala from BII, pis. iii.21, iv.23a*
2g. Khadpa from BII, pl. dv.13,.
24. Khatvanga from BII, pl. iii.11.
25. IQmtva&ga from HP, pl* 39*1*
Attributes or emblems found in the bands,of 
Durga images' s
1. Khefraka from BII, pl. iv.12*
2* Linga from HP, pl... 36.4.
3* Hugala from SII, pl. Iv.i4.
4. Nagapasa from SIT, pife. i.4b*
5. Padma- from BII, pl. i.13#
6 * fvom HP, pl. 30.
7-9# Parasu from slB, figs. 30.1a, 30.1c,
■thi. o i i i t t i  * W  7
, - - 30.2b.
■10. Pasa from SII. pl. iv.9.
11-12.- Pasa from SIB,, figs. 27.2a, 27.2b.
13. Pbala from HF7 pl. 37.3.
14. Bustaka from JTSOA, Golden. Jubilee
- Number, pl# Bharatmata.
15* Pustaka from BII, pl. iv.4.- - -
16. Sakti : from BII, pl. iii*2.
17# SaSkha from SlI, pl, iv.11. '
18-19. Saflkha from SIB, figs. 27.3a, 27.4a.
20-80*. Irisuia from SIB, figs. 29.1a, 29.1b.
. 22. fPriSQla from HP? pl’. 35*2.
23. T r M i a  from STB, fig. 29.2c.' l^ f im iT T T in y i  «H|i il H'MI.iMi. 1 H j a iu w u i .  /  \ ? '  *
24. Insula from HP, pl. 34,
25. from STI, pl. iv.20. .
26‘ ZaiES from DHI,,pl. v.7.
Plate
xxxv.
xxxvi
xxxvii
Description
' Hand poses :
_ 1 . Abbayamudra from SIB
2. Abbayamudra from SII
 III! llWl ■IW.K'Wr.NPM** **■■*> rtM f—MIW
3. An<j alimudra from SIB 
4 •, Jnanamudrd"'* from SII 
5* KaTakamudra from SII
6. Kajalcamudra from SIB 
7 # -Katihasta - from. SII 
8* Katibagta from SIB
9-10. Lolabasta from SII
11. -Lolabasta from SIB
12. Sucimndra from SIB 
13* Suclmudra ; .from SII
14-15. far 1anlmudra from BIT 
1&* Varadamudra- from,SIB 
17* Varadamudra from SII 
^8* ITismayamudra from SIB 
^9* Viamayamudra from DHI
fig. 5a.
pl. iv.7«
fig* 7&* 
pl. iii.14. 
pl, iv,4a. 
fig, 5d. 
pl. iv.6* 
fig. 6a. 
pl.i.1,2. 
fig* 6b. 
fig. 6ci 
pl, iv,23. 
pl, iii.18,26. 
fig. 5b. 
pl. iii.23* 
fig, =6d. 
pl, iv.4. .
Head-dresses and; Ornaments etc.
1 • Jaf arnukuf a f r of rbm I§ II.> 0 p 1 * 8 i, 8.
2. ICarandamukut a
3.* Karan&amukufa, ‘
Sara and
a
5. Kirltamukuta 
' and
' Stanabara
. 6-8. Keyura -
9-11* Katisutra, 
HekEaTa~~
12* Batrakundnla 
13 * XaJnopavlta
nt < * III ■ I ,Tii iwum
from fig. 13*a*
from SIB, fig. 25b, 
from BIT, pl, i.7*
from;SIB, fig, 15b. 
from SIB, figs. 20,1b,
. 207-1c, 20.2b.
from SIB, figs. 24.d;
23.1b, 23.2a. 
from SIB, fig. 15*b, 
from SIB, fig, 9c,
Sitting Postures
. 1. Lalitasana 
2. Padiiiasana 
3* Sukhasana' 0
4, Yogasana
from’ £SI> pl* i*14. 
from SII, pl, i.16. 
from JISOA, Golden Jubilee 
Number, fig, 16B. 
from DHI, pl, iv.5*
Description
Standing postures :
^ v AlXdha- (from M • Martin s Eastern India, i ,
* r "" " pi# ii*2.) . ”  ■
2* Pratyalidha (from M* Martin ; Eastern'
■'n il 1M 1 ■iimbmi ■iniiinm i«»bii mimlii ii
India» i, pi. vii.3*)
3* Bamapadasthanaka from SII » plv ii*14:.
4» Xribhahga from BIX» fig* 124*
Pedestals : - - :
1* Buffalo-head pedestal from SIX, ■ fig*126* 
2* Doubld-Iotus pedestal from 5jj fig.128. 
3? Pancaratha pedestal
C h a p t . e r O n e  v^\
•  . ■ - \  " - * ; C • i- ’ ' • 1 , • '-  ' " ■/' • . • 1' .* ,
*  ' 1 " •' - ' — - ' .a ’ ■' ■ * '
S H E  P R O T O T Y P E S  '7-,^' r' / :‘
0  P  ; ■■
T H E  • M O T H E R  G 0 D D E S S : V E D I IP
Aditi is the most distinguished among the female X 
deities of the Vedic pantheon* She Is called the mother 
of gods, and in -view of her attributes, is regarded by
: ; * . ■ ■' \ ■s. ,. >*/.- 7-";!-' : . /;. - 1 ;-v-
scholars as the Mother Goddess of the Vedic period . In 
reality Aditi is closely akin to I^thivi, with whom she 7 
is justifiably equated . In the' list', of words 'prefixed 
to the- Niruktav the word ifaiti stands,as the synonym 'of
words like ppthivl . vtk end feo in the singular, and'of 7
7-777 --7 \ " • "3- ^ ' ' • .7 7, ' ■“ '•--'"7; ''o'
dySva-prthivl, in the dual As well as in the Vedas, 
“■•-v- v ■ \  ^ 4 ! v.' 77-'7-7/\
Aditi has been identified with the -Earth ,^and this is\ 7
done quite frequently in the ffalttirlya Sa&hita and the
5 7 7v;j- ■ ' vy - v ' ' '7.
• She has however been addressed :
separately in many pg Vedic hymns in which she occurs in
1. AIBI, p. 46.
2. CMG, p. 112.
5* OSI, v, pi 25. f
4. RV, i.72.9; AV, xiii.1*2S#
5. VM, p. 121. .7
company with other gods, including Dyaus and P^ybhivlv In 
these hymns, argues Muir, Aditi appears fas if she were ;
• ; ■ ■ • ; ‘f 2 ■- , -  \
distinct,from both the one and the other1* Alsbiin .the 
Vaiasaneyl Safthita,. Aditi appears to. have been invoked
»m**«*t>w>*>wwi■— m*wwwwi— ^  f .l ■ .-1*
*:V-- • ■■"■' 5 . ; •:
; along with the Earth, Diti, Heaven and others* In the 
Atharva Veda too, Aditi seems to have.been distinguished
. - ■ ■ ' : ^  ■ ■ ~ ’ ‘ -■ h - : /
from Bhumi or the Earth* But in the Sat ap at ha Brafamafea ; 
we find her equated with the Earth no less than four
5 . ■ •- , • \ * '
times* Muir has characterized these identifications as\
- ■ - - v.."' '■ 6 ■ - '■.
Very aititrary and frequently fanciful1, but, all things 
considered, it is rather difficult to agree with him*
Ihere is nothing fanciful or arbitrary.either in the j
Veda or in the Sat ap ath a Br ahmana, which .warrants such an ■ 
observation* hi such a passage of the Sg Veda /as i*89*10 ,v 
Aditi:may have been represented as the,personification of
‘ ; ■ 7 . . ': ■’ /* ■: '
universal nature, but can one deny after examining the j
- - i
hymns in which she has been celebrated, that in- her can be; 
traced many of those attributes which characterize PgthiyI
1* HV, iii*54-* 19-20; v.4-6,3; vi*51*5; ix*97*58; x> 36.2-3 i‘ i
x*-92*11; x* 63 *9-10* , .
2* OBI* v, ,p* 40.
3* xviii.22*.
4-* AV, vi.120.2.
5* ii,1*19* 1 Aditi being this earth,, and this earth :
being a firm resting place1; v.3,.1.4- : 1 Aditi is this 
earth1; viii*2*1.10 s 1Aditi doubtless is this earth1; 
xi* 1*3*3 i !Now Aditi is this earth, and she jLfi indeed : 
is certain and firmly established1*
6* OBI* v, p, 4-1*
as a Mother Goddess? Like the latter, Aditi is a mother 
of the gods,who draw from her breasts honied milk. In !
fact, motherhood is Aditifs most prominent characteristic.* 
’•She is the mother of a group of gods whose name 
represents a,metronymic formation from hers1 (Idityas). |
Atharva, Veda credits Aditi with an eight-fold womb . j
from which were born her sons, the Adityas. Further, ;
a. ' 4- . • • a v •
like FpthivI, Aditi is supplicated for protection and |
• . *  ' 5% - '1 '6 ■' V , 7 V't-'/v s /' ;
blessings, wealth and gifts. Her equation with the , i
' ■ i •- ^ V 8 : •. , -■
Waters, and the Earth as mother of gods represents her as
* •: 9 : 7. . , -j
the source; of fecundity. Again, as in regard to the 
Earth, the; Vedic poets seem to have discerned in Aditi -
77'' „ hi 3 7  , •■■■ ' ‘ . r ' - 10
1 a sort of - conmion womb , \a subsisturn of all existence^* ,
v, Aditi plays an■ inferior-, role in the Rg Veda* it has * •:
been remarked by one scholar, though she happens to be/'■ -
' 7-V h ' - ' h V  - ■ ■*-■ 11 ; , ■
the mother of some of - the leading gods«- Shehhas been .
1*.RV, x.63.2-3• Xahka (Nirukta, ;ivv22) describes Aditi Vj 
■ -As the mighty mother of the, gods. ; :
2. VM, p. 122. - : ■ :: : -it / v  - ■7V"~
,3..AVv viii*9*21. ; ; * -  - v .  ^\ : / 7  -
;#.■ xii.1.  ^ -v ‘ "t.'‘ > . - f*;-':.
3* M r  Viii.i8.6r-7; ; 1 , . . d ; ■: 7 3  3 3
64 : RVy' vii.4-0.2 i ‘ : ' . :: :
i^185*3vS: :
8. K¥, x.63.2. ’• ., :_*j- : .
, 9. Enzjrluski j :j : ,'The Great;,,GodcLess. in India and Iran1 -y-V ■
I t : : - ■ / ■ "'v, • - 7
ilpy.Earthy,; ftte: Helip;idns of Indiay ,6th.edition,:
celebrated in the ftp;Veda no less than eighty times, .
yet *the goddess Aditi is not the subject of any separate 
1
hymn?* Such evidence apparently indicates a minor place
for Aditi in the Vedic pantheon in which the gods are more
prominent than the goddesses* But in the opinion of Jean
Przyluski, and we are inclined to agree with him, Aditi
is an exception to this rule; like the Great Goddess.of
Asia Minor, she is not only superior to the gods, but
2
also exercises unlimited sovereign powers* RV, i.89*10, 
he maintains, establishes clearly the omnipotence and 
i&mensity of Aditi, and makes her power superior to that
' 3
of the gods* But it is difficult to accept Przyluski?s
4
equation of Aditi with Ardvi, Nanai and Artemis, for 
unlike these goddesses, Aditi never rose to.the position 
of a national deity, either in the Vedic or any subsequent 
period,' She was, however, essentially th& mother of gods; 
her frequent invocation as mother of the Idityajg empha­
sizes her motherhood, which is her most outstanding 
'■ 5 ‘
characteristic* In this regard Aditi closely, resembles 
the Egyptian goddesses concerned with motherhood as their 
principal attribute, for does she not, like them, give
• .. • -
1* VM, p. 120. Aditi,Itohasobeen counted, seems to have 
been mentioned in the RV no‘ less than 140 times, either 
alone or in company of~others. JASB, 1932, p* 15*
2. IHQ« x, p. M t  4-15. . , .
3• Ibid, p. 41?. .
4. Ibid, p* 415* Bikshit seems to be In full agreement 
with Przyluski*s views* He, also agrees with V.S. 
Agrawala (cf. IC, iv, p. 401 ff) who connects Aditi , 
first with Nana, and then with the Sumerian mother: 
goddess called.Nana, Ihnana, Nina, and Annuit*
5* VM, pp. 120-^21.
1 2birth to gods and kings? The theriomorphic representa-
■ 3
tion of Aditi in the Rg Veda is an additional indication
of her motherhood* Hathor, an important mother goddess
4
of Egypt, was worshipped in form of a cowr, and Isis, as
the goddess of procreation and birth, had the same animal
- 5 ;
for- her emblem. ,'As. in the case of other mother goddess­
es', points out Dikshit, 'identification with the cow is
almost a constant feature of the Indian mother Aditi, {
. 6 , t
Ppthivx, I<J.a or Vak', In. the Harivaihsa, Aditi -is * found 1
• ■ ~ ~ . 7 . - hi
to have been equated with the celestial cow Surabhi* She I 
V . ■ ‘ . 8 . '■!
is a Mdtr in the Bhagavata Pur ana-, In the Grhyasdtras !
IM*»» ii n imrii.m^  rrfHfiiwmv*BBiiw  if  r 'n*i I  I liwiiF* uni ■■l«n»<irnii1ij_iHi   i«hi*piihi ■
• - ' • 9 • , * ' * - * ■ -
also Aditi has been identified with Ppthivx.; Sayafta
seems to have consistently seen in Aditi nothing but a
.. 10 - ; 
mother of the.gods and Bhumi or Earth* Aditi's identi­
fication with the Earth is attested by the Pura$as, which
A  '
equate go-dana (gift of cows ) with Prthivx-dana (gift of ■
f l U l M U n H T I I H W 1' r Ii.imni IW I I     W
-land). Gows seem to have been associated with fertility 
and childbirth in ancient India, for the queen Vilasavati,
6, CMG, p * 65*
nmnwrmi * -**■
1.* Supra, p* S4~
2., RV,™xi.27*7; cf. RV, iii.4.11 and viii*56.11, and AV, 
xxi.82 and xi*1.11™in;which Aditi has also been called 
'.mother of excellent sons', 'mother of powerful sons', 
'mother , of divine $>$$0 heroes' *
3* RV> 1*153*3; viii.101,15; x.11*1; ix.96*15*
OMG, p. 59* - > .
5* E5E, i, p * 508*,
6. MG, p. 188. cf. Bphad arabyaka Up an i s ad, i*4*4, in 
which the female half*of the Self or Supreme being . 
assumes the form of a cow and He follows to unite with 
her in the form of a bull,
’ 7tPA
writes Ba$abhatr£;av was blessed with. Candrapi<Ja, her first
born * through bathing under cows endued with auspicious 
1
marks, Ihe Earth, as we know from the Atharva Veda, is
2 . 
the mother of snakes; so is Aditi, who in the laittirlya
Brahman a is called s arp aratj hi (queen or mistress of the
serpents), and is identical with Kadru, the mother of .
all snakes* In the lalttirlya Salhita also may be found
Aditi1s identification with PpthivI expressly asserted
as well as in other, texts, fand by the time of Nighh$tu&a
"this is so much the accepted -version that the word is
.4 *
placed as a synonym for earth1. In post-Vedic mythology,
' T * - » * ’
Aditi appears as the daughter of Dakga, mother of the gods 
In general,, but particularly of Vivasvat, Surya, and
’ . 5 -
Vi^pu in his dwarf incarnation. Previous to her incarna­
tion as Uma, the goddess had been born as a daughter of
/ ' 6
Daksa and was known by the name of Sati, Along with her
7* Harivamsa, i.5*59 ff, i*3*118,
8, Bhagavata P, vi,6,24-26,
9. PGS, i.5.26.
10. R?V i«89.3; i.115.19; v.46.6; vii.88.7; ix.71.5; 
i5.74.3-5; ix.132.6. •
11. AP, ccxiii.7, ccxi and ccxcii; Matsya P, ccv.3 ff.
*■■■■■ i , i  * * /  - in r--- i i b i i tw — •
1. Kadambarl. (translated by Ridding), p, 55*
2, p 7 “ H7<l,46.
3* IB,, 11.6*2, . .
4, Keith, A.B : RPV, p.216. 1
5* VM, p, 121, In~RV, x,72*4-5? however, Dakga is born
from Aditi and Aditi from Dak$a. See.Yaska1s commentary 
on the passage in the Nirukta,, xi*25* RV, x.90*5 
.furnishes another example of . such reciprocal'generation
6. CDHM, p. 287; Sabdakalpadruma, p.2275 * Sati-Durga.
Por the legend of. :Sati see VP, xxi; KP, vi, ix, xiv, 
xvl, xvii; BP(Kedarakhanda)7”iii; Kurina P, i.xi; IP, 
i* xcix; Ka^sya T V ~ x n a ; Bp haddh arm a P , xvi*
twenty-six sisters, including Aditi, Durga as Sat I was
•: <1 
designated by their patronymic Daksayanl* This legend,
in which .Durga was one of the Dakgayabi1 s along with
Aditi, has been seized upon by a few over-enthusiastic .
scholars in order to equate the Vedic Aditi with the
■ ' ; ' • 2 
Burap.ic Satl-Uma-Parvatl-Durga-Kall. Nothing could be,
in our opinion, more far-fetched than this* The back­
ground in which the Puranic goddess has been conceived y 
and developed;is totally different from the one in which 
Aditi is born,'and celebrated in the Vedas, While it must 
be admitted that Durga has borrowed through Ppthivl quite r 
a few of Aditi *s attributes, particularly her maternal 
characteristics, Aditi can never be viewed, as Przyluski 
and others believe, as the. exact prototype of Durglhas a, 
mother gbddess* As we have already stated, Aditi never 
rose to that prominence which is enjoyed by Durga in the 
Hindu, religion, nor did she, like the latter, ever become
v :. . V. ;■, ' ■■ ■- . '■ ' 3 ■' - v;;:
the object, of; so much popular worship in India* In fact, 
the cult of Aditi as a\mother goddess^ if at all she had 
any, has, not come down from the Vedic to the Epic and^the 
Puranic religions. .
1. Amarakoga* 1*1*36«~38«
2 * THg,;x, p* 430 where. Przyluski has connected Aditi with 
Kali and c 1 aims that the. two. are. one and the s ame god-. ;■ 
dess * But Kali, we maintain.and 'on good authority, was 
c^peived upder circumstances, totallyfdifferent ;from. 
those in which Aditi was conceived. Kali is in reality 
a manifestation of Durga. Such identifications, are, in 
our' opinion, far-fetched* Dikshit is more, to the point ■ 
(MG,pp,46-47) though Durga- was,not,•as he suggests, *'
Originally a sacred river, Sarasvatx is one of the two | 
1 ■ . . .  
Vedic goddesses who are worshipped even today on a very
wide scale* In importance and popularity she is next to
Lak^mx and Dui>ga, the Mother Goddess, to whom she has "been] 
* 2 
affiliated as a parivaradevata*
Sarasvatx's prominence in the early Vedic Age need not
surprise us* As her name signifies, she is sarasa, that
. 3 ™  ■ -
is, 1 with moisture1, or *wateryf or a river, and great 
significance seems to have been attached to the waters,, 
called l2§i. in the fig Veda, which celebrates them in no 
less than four hymns, fas well as in a few scattered 
verses1 as mothers and bestowers of boons* As in other
\5 "
countries, , flowing waters, particularly springs and
rivers, in ancient India were believed to be prophylactic,! 
. , : 6 
bestowers of. long life and fertility*
Sarasvatx-according to Muir, is a Vedic goddess of somel
■ - 7 .
but not of great importance* But in the very fig Veda
Uma or Parvatx .in her incarnation as Satx Bak^ayapx. 
fQ}he derivation of Kalx from Kala (time). is• very un­
certain ; it is more likely a late connection1* Ihe 
Saktas, p, 62, note 2*
3* ATRT, p* 47*
1* Ihe other is SrI-Lakgml, See. Infra* V* 97
2. HM, p. 300* - 3 ■ — —  •
3* hirukta, ix*26*
4. OST, v, p. 339.
5*: CTO, pp* 8^". 9;l*
6* RV, vi*50*7; x*30.12. In AV, i*5*3> the waters are 
Besought for procreative vigour*
7* OST, v, p..359*
80
she has been referred to as ambitame naditame devitame
Sarasvati, ■the best of mothers, the best of rivers and
1
the best of goddesses1, all of which indicates the high
position she has been accorded in the Aryan pantheon
dominated by the male divinities. Her importance was no
doubt derived chiefly from her fertilising waters as can
be understood from RV,vi*52#6 and x*30.12, where she has
been mentioned with the waters, and also from RV, vii.95*1
2
in which her fertilizing powers are clearly referred to* 
She is invoked to come swelling with streams and along 
with the waters which bestow wealth, progeny and immorta-
5
lity* As the giver of vitality and offspring, she is not
4*
only associated with deities who assist procreation, but
5 • ■
she herself also grants, progeny to her worshippers* Like
all other mother goddesses 'Sarasvati also has a consort,
Sarasvat, a river with fertilizing waters, who is invoked
6
for wives and children as also for plenty and protection*
The Eg Veda especially lauds the purifying qualities of
Sarasvatx*s waters, and in one passage describes her as
8
pavaka or purifier.
W m  —  m m .  *7+
SX* ii.4-1.16; cf* Das, S.K. : Divine Power, unpublished 
Ph.D. thesis, University of London, 1925,™p« xxvii.
2* OST,.v, p. 340.
3* VH7 pp. 86-87.
4-. RV, x. 184**2.
5. W ,  ii.41.-17; vi.61.1.
6* v» P* 340.
7. RV, x.17.10, 14.
8> ‘2I> i.3o.io.
6As a sacred river, Sarasvati was thus to the early
1
Aryans what the Ganges became to their descendants#. Like
Gahga, who appears as ’a full-fledged mother-goddessf in
2
the Purap.ic age, Sarasvati too is found to be closely 
associated with the Hindu Trinity - Brahma, Vi^ju’and 
Siva - as consort of the first two and the daughter of the 
last.
Sarasvati is praised in the Eg Veda both as a river
5 ' ’
and as a goddess. In her first role she was considered
sacred because she and Dp^advatl formed the two boundaries
6 ' *
of the Brahmavarta, the home of the' Aryans who performed
7
yatjhas or Sacrifices1 on her bank* ’When once the river
had acquired a divine character1, argues Muir, ’it was
quite natural that she should be regarded as the patroness
of the ceremonies which were celebrated on the margin of
that
the holy waters and/her direction and blessing should be
invoked as essential to their proper performance and
8 ; 
success1. Scholars have found nothing wrong with Muir’s
above analysis of the causes behind Sarasvatifs deifica­
tion# It was probably through her connection with the 
*
1. 0S£, v, p. 338.
2. “
3.
5.
6. rianusafluiiija. 11.17
7. CDfflf, p. 284.
8. OS®, v, pp. 338-39.
AIR®, p. 54.
NmmhMinm f «** _   ^
vFTT/p. 87. 
p. 48.
ii.135-36.
sacred rites, it may also be argued, that Sarasvati first
inspired the composition of the Vedic hymns and then
'■ ■ . . 1  
became identified with VaK, the goddess of speech,
(Though addressed as *the best of goddesses*, in none 
of the $g Vedic passages celebrating Sarasvatx do the
3
poets seem to have lost of her character as a river. But
in the PurSp.as, she appears as an important goddess. As
Vagdevx or Vaglsvarx, Sarasvatis presides over learning 
. 4- - v
and the arts* In fact, even as river deity, Sarasvatx
appears to have been equated in the Apri hpihd of the
5
Eg Veda with Vak, Ila, Mahi and Bharati, all of whom are
6 - • - •
goddesses of speech, '
In spite of her Vedic origins, Sarasvatx*s character
betrays., not a few traces which establish her conne&tion
with the Mother Goddess Durga on more than one count.
Like the latter, Sarasvatx is also parvatx, because in her
* “  - . ■ 8
role of a river she comes out of the mountains. Pavaka.
which Is one of her epithets, affiliates her with Agni
1# OST, v , p. 339; Bus, S.K : Op. cit, pp.xxiv-xxv.
Bupra, p.&C9 . - —
3. OST, v:, p. 34-1,
Bhattacharya, Vi^upada ; Vaidik Dev at a (Vedic Gods), 
Calcutta, 1950, p. 4-3#
5. VM p. 87.
6. Griffith, R.T.H : The Hymns of the Rg Veda, i , p. 16, 
note 9?. p. 198, note-9*. Por equation" of Vak with 
Sai'asvatx see Brhaddevata, ii,51 and iv,39*
7. RV, v.4-3* 11* 7  ~ ’ ~
who is known, as pavaka because he purifies, and Durga has
also been associated with the Vedic fire god in the 
1 \ - 2 
Iranyakas and the Upanisads* Like the Mother Goddess,
Sarasvati is also found to be associated with, agriculture
and procreation* Her representation with serpents
3 4
indicates her connection with phallism and agriculture,
V
M tenth century stone reldjf from Khiching (Orissa) , which
depicts a nagini playing on n vina, has been pointed out 
, . 5 ■
as an image of Sarasvati,
Ihe invocation of Sarasvati in the *&pri hymns relating
6
to animal sacrifice suggests her Indianization, while 
her equation with Ila or Ppthivx points to her close
7 '
association with agriculture* Ploughing starts in north
Bihar, it may be mentioned, on the Srlpancami, the day on
which Sarasvati*s annual worship is celebrated in Bengal
' 8
and other places, , Further indication of her agricultural;
associations may also be inferred from the nature of the
offerings made to her during the annual worship. fhey
consist of. new fruits and pahcasasya, or five kinds of :
new grains* In the fantras, Sa3?asvatx is called kala- 
.. 10 , , * . T
badhu, or ’banana bride* which is somewhat akin to the
1 • 1A, x •
2. HU, i,2,4* ,
3* H § ,  p. .47*
4. me, xi, p. 3999
5. d h i , p. 378,
6. RPV, p. 173*
7* BKS, p. 47; Brhaddevata, ii.74* ii.76,
8, BICS, p. 47* ‘ “ , ' ■ .
9* TtxTd ; r cf. PD, p, 96 : dhanyamasastila mudgah sayavah
. p anc a s as y aka *
navapatrika in which Durga is initially worshipped during 
*1
the autumn * In the Vedas, Sarasvati is invoked, as the
2
mother who grants reputation to the unrenowned, and a ;
similar prayer is also made to Durga by her worshippers,
who regard her as a goddess, presiding over learning and
3
all kinds of prosperity*
In many respects Sarasvati resembles the earth goddess
, ~ 4
Ppthivl* She is wealthy in spoil, and her worshippers 
can draw upon her prolific breasts for prosperity, riches,
5
food and pleasure of all kinds* . As sards a or 1 watery1,
Sarasvati stands for all rivers, so indispensible for
agriculture, particularly in a dry season like the spring
when success of the harvest depends largely on water
irrigated from rivers or streams* Incidentally, her
annual worship coincides with this season and makes her
therefore something of an Earth Goddess who represents •
the generative powers in nature, and is Responsible for
the periodic revival of life in the spring after the
; ' 6 
blight ,of the winter or the summer drought1«
1°. BKB, p* 47*
1. HD, v(i), p. 161 and note 415; Infra, p* 123, 
2* Ev,.ii.41.16*
3* £5?, xei*2l,
4. RV, 1.3.10*
5* RV, i.164*49*
6* cm, p. 48*
p I™ 
Otl
Though a goddess of learning and the fine arts,
Sarasvati is, nevertheless, something of a termagant like 
1 , ' '
Hera, whose jealousy, intrigues, quarrels and vindictive
acts form many a theme of Greek mythology* Already in
the fig Veda we come across an aspect of her character
which puts BarasvatI on a par with not only the Greek
2 « . ’ 3
Athene, or the Roman Minerva, but also with the Mother
Goddess Durga* Sarasvati is represented as the protec-. ~
tress of her worshippers and the conqueror of their
4- y 5. :
enemies* Bhe destroys also the revilers of the gods,,
but what is indeed of great significance is her role as a
. ■ 6 
demon-slayer ; she is ghora-hiranyavartani vrtraghni*. ,
h*amp**»^pn ir     EmnpwiiiP»^ R^pSfcp*pm nrpnfia* H H M ii* p g a > ra ' ip^npi
Shall we treat this passage as an example of the poet1s
licence , or. assume on the strength of it that , the Aryans,
like many other ancient peoples of the world - the Greeks'
and Romans, the Cretans and Babylonians - did-actually.
possess a war goddess, notwithstanding their pantheon
being, dominated by the male gods? Whatever may have been
the purpose of the poet in representing Sarasvati as the
slayer of Vptra, he has, though unwittingly, made her
8
anticipate the Mother Goddess Durga, who like Vi^u,
1*. PP* 113-16.$ cf*. GI, pp* 92-94.
2* XBB; pp..117-19. v- 
3* Ibid* pp. 219-20*
4 . RX>“"ii.30.8; vi.49.7.
5. RV, vi.61*3#
6.* RV, vi.61.7.
7* XE’hene in ancient Greece, Minerva in Rome, the Great 
Mother of Crete, Ishtar.in Babylon, Ma and Cybele In 
Asia Minor were all war goddesses* LEM, pp. 113, 219» 
57; CMG,
incarnates herself from time to time to protect the gods 
and mankind in the role of a demon-slayer*
Later Hindu mythology has made Sarasvati a goddess of
1
speech, music and learning* She is also represented as
2.
the daughter of Brahma, fand under various names his' 
spouse like most Mother Goddesses, the One Being dividing 
himself into a duality of male and female, husband and
3
wife1* In the Santiparvan of the Mahabharata, Sarasvatx
■ - 4-
is mentioned as the mother of the Vedas* This is a
further point for identifying Sarasvati with Vak, who, as
Vedamata, ’mother of the Vedas1 in the Taittiriya
5
Brahmana,is said to contain within herself all the: worlds.
Jl-s Brahmi or Brahmapi, Sarasvati is no doubt a &akti of
Brahma, but she is, at the same time, an emanation of the
< 5 --Mother Goddess Burga* Her affiliation with the great '
Goddess is also, attested by iconographic evidence* In i
plastic art, Sarasvatx has been represented with a tri&ula 
and a cakra in her hands and a lion for her vahana* !
8* Bhagavat Gita* iv*7~8s cf* MP, xci*38-51*
•
1. GI, p. 90.
2. HR,, p., 107.
3. HRG. -p. 110; cf. AP, ccvi.2; M a t e y a  P . iii.31,9 in
• which Sarasvatx i“ mentioned along-with Savitrx, 
Gayatri and Brahmapi as daughter as well as wife of 
Brahma* In the Manusaihhita (iv*5*92) Sarasvatx is 
mentioned, as Brahmx^'xTe •, the wife of Brahma*
4-* OSI, v, p. 3d2.: •
5* Tbxd*
6* ME, lxxxviii*14; xc*3-5$ xci.11. ’
7* MG, p* 78.
Dikshit quotes from the Brhat-stotra-ratnakara a sloka
in which Sarasvati is identified with Ila or Ppthivi and 
1  . .
Mahesvari, who is a sakti of Siva as well as one of the
~~ “ 2 
manifestations of the Mother Goddess* The Sloka addresses
Sarasvati as Ila and Mahesvarl, who has a lion for her
d . 5
vehicle, and holus in her hands a trisula and a cakra*
Sarasvati is called Vaglsvarl in the Tantras, according
to which meditation on this goddess makes a devotee not
only rich in knowledge and learning, but also in fortune 
4
and property* In the Markaddeya Fur ana* the Mother 
Goddess-is personified as intellect and addressed as
'5
Sarasvati* In the Devi Puraqa, she is addressed as both
6 •
Lak^ml and Sarasvati. As well as in the pradama-mantra
of Sarasvati quoted by Raghunandana from the Brahma Purada
7 •
Sarasvati Is invoked as Bhadrakali, one of the names of 
8 . . . .
Burga.
Many of the attributes of Sarasvati, it will now appear 
from above, were borrowed for the development: of the Mothe 
*
1 * MG, p. 78.
2. MF, lxxxviii*15; xc*3-5*
3* Attention may be drawn to the headless statue of a 
goddess sitting sideways on a lion and holding on her 
knees a musical instrument shaped like a lute. Pound ’ 
in the north-west of India,- the image has been identi­
fied, by Grunwedel as that.of Sarasvati. He suggests 
that she: was perhaps a local deity, and as the goddess 
of Vedic poesy she received the attx^Ibute of the lute. 
Buddhist Art in India, p. 105, fig. 56*
4-* Briiat.-t.a.ntrasara. i, p. 114 :■ vande vagvibfeavapradam i 
frtLA'&ta?am , trinayanam saubhagyasampatkarim. |
5. MP» xci* 22.. ' '‘
- ■ . '  ^  £  Q .  -
. 1. ; . ; ’
Mother Goddess Burga* Sarasvati in her turn, it is
equally obvious, came to acquire hot a few non-Vedic or
Indian. characteristics which brought her very close, to
Durga, so much so that ill popular belief, as, well as in
sculptural art she could be easily affiliated to the
latter# _ : '
£ R 1 - 1 & K £ M 1 , 1
Sri-Lak^mi, the goddess of beauty, prosperity and
■; * 2 - . • : -■ . ; . 
fortune, does not appear among the divinities of the
. " ■ 5 ” ■ ' < : '
Vedic pantheon, though the word laksrni occurs in the
' ■- :  ■■■ ' ' , ' '  '■'•, ,  4 *  ■ ■ ■ -  A ' - . : . .
Eg Veda iii a-kindred signification* In, the Atharva Veda
also the word occurs in a similar:sense,■and in two hymns 
we have a number !of lak^mls, some of whom are good and ; ;d
6* DP, oocxvii# v. v
7* RayYop^esh Chandra ; Puria-parvan * Calcutta* 1951 %
p * 46* - , , ■ - ' \
8* IIP, Ixxxii 1*8; Ixxxiv*35; xci.26*
1* 1 In the attribution of motherhood to Sarasvati5 says 
•S*K. Das,^ *we; find one - of, the earlibst attempts on the 
part of the;^gis to conceive the female divinities in 
a motherly character ‘.which we fing so well developed 
in the post-vedic Sakhi-cult in the Puragtas, the Epics; 
and'the lantras** Divine Powe^©* p. xxix*
2* GI, p* 105.
3* AXA, .p. 159. '• , ; =
4. RV, x.71.2* : ■' V--" . v /i
1
some bad*. In the Yajur Veda, grx and Lak^mx are two
distinct personalities, and both appear as the wives of 
2 • - -  ■
Aditya. In the Bp Veda, the word Sri is used, according
*“  3 '
to one scholar, 1 in a general way1* Used both as a noun
and an adjective, SrcPdenotes primarily that which is
beautiful, in the sense of pleasing to the eye; perhaps
also in some cases with the implication of wealth and
■ 4
increase, all of which are "beautiful” * * Standing
respectively for lovely and pleasant qualities, Sri and
Lak^ml often occur in the plural in later Vedic litera- :
5 , - ■’
ture^ and also as the. name of iji one and the same 
goddess*
So far as her leading characteristics are concerned,
Sri-Lak^ml appears to have been anticipated in the &g Veda
• , • Of , !
by a number of female divinities possessing more^less i
similar attributes* One is Pura^idhi, a goddess of plenty,:
whose name occurs about nine times in the gg Veda,
Pura^dhi, it may be pointed out, is regarded as the Vedic
form of the Avestan Parendi, a goddess of wealth and abmi-
7 , ,
dance*. Another goddess is Fu^ -fri* whom Saya^ia has
*
vii*115*1-4; xii*5*6*
2* VS, xxxi*22*
3.DHI, p.N370* ‘
4. EA, :i(3), p. 175# JSayapa also explains the word Lak^ml
xn the sense of!pl/asing to the eye** Infra, v*70„ rvcvii,
5* Ibid*' /
6. VM, p* 124*
7# SSE, xxxi, pp* 251f 346*
justifiably equated with lakgmX as the goddess of pros-
1 ■ 
perity* We find in Raka another Vedic deity, who is
celebrated in the Rg Veda as a rich and powerful goddess- ; 
and therefore closely resembles Lak^mx* Again, there is 
Sinlvall, who comes much closer to Lak^ml than Puraijidhi 
and the others, for she too is, like Lakgml, fair, broad­
hipped, a mistress of the family and implored to grant 
3 " :■
offspring* ' Another reason why■Sinlvali.may be identified; 
with Lak§mi is furnished by the Atharva Veda in which the i 
former is mentioned as the wife of Vi$p.u* But, as a .. j 
goddess of fertility and wealth, it is Aditi, one of the i
'■- T
most important among the Vedic divinities, who comes
‘ 5 ]
nearest to Sri-Lakgml. In fact, as.the personified 
nature, great mother, goddess of abundance and the lady of 
Vigagai, Aditi is found to anticipate, more than anyone 
else, the goddess Sri-lak^ml of the pos't-Vedic period#
1 One cannot but feel this1, observes Goomaraswamy, 1when :
1* Sudrslv-a Fugfrifo sobhanadar&ana Lakgmlriva bhavati,
commentary on gV,™rv, 16* 15# V  •. •
2* RV, ii*3R*4-5;™.42.12* Raka* according to Saya^a " V 
Ton RV, ii*32.4) is full moon; she is closely connected 
with^purturition, and is asked to assist the formation 
of the embryo,*
3* RV, ii* 52*6; x*184 * 2 *, Sri-Lak§mI, according to the .
; iconographical texts, is-to.be. represented with such 
physical characteristics, as 1 fully developed breasts,
• a narrow waist and heavy buttocks* These, features are: ;
indicative of. radiant and healthy^motherhood1v DEI,: 
>:>* 373; cf * Matsya._Bv selxi * 40-47* 3
4* AV, Vii#46*3* HfTSri-sukta, vv* 11, 20, 29# ;
•5.i. M»'i' (3), * pp.; 17^ 7^ 1 - - '?/ .
we consider; Sri as,"Bother Sri" (Bharhut inscription)*
when we find her at Bharhut, and in some later representa-
' / ■ $ . - ■ • ■ ■ ■' ' *’■*■ -' , 
tions pressing from her breads a stream of -milk, and when
in the later Vai^ava theology, Lak^mi is said to he
Prakpti (Hature) in relation to Farayana (Vi$pu) as
Puru^a (Spirit)*. , h i
A concrete.concept of Sri-Lak^ml as a goddess personi­
fying beauty and fortune,, is furnished for the first timeB
. . : '■ 2 .• - - - p j ]
. by the datapath a Brahmana# The goddess Sri is said to j
v  m N H w iH w u ia ii i)  ■ 3 W B M n w i i i * p m , T v n i « u n m i i p i > m n ^ t » n ^  i
: v  - . 5' :
have issued from Prajapati, who was tired of creation, I
' * ' * J' " ! 
much in the same way as Pallas-Athene came outvof the j
aching head of Zeus, the supreme god of the Greek pantheon
Jealous of her radiance and beauty, the gods wished to j
kill her,.but Prajapatiiintervened* He then asked: them j
to, take away from her, instead of her life, all her :
■ ' ■ •“ 5 ■ ;, . ■ , .
attributes* Accordingly, Agni, Soma, Varupa,■ .Hitra, t
Indra, Bphaspati, Savibp, Puga$, Sarasvati and Tvap^rtook-
from her kingship, universal sovereignty, noble rank, ;■ I
power , holy lustre dominion, wealth, ' prosperity and; , ;
beautiful'form respectively* After this, Sri, on Praja-
pati's advice, offered ten sacrificial dishes to the ten
gods, who became .pleased and restored to her all her
ty n 
u fj
attributes# JEven in the Vedic Age, it thus appears, the
goddess §rl was believed to be the embodiment of all those, 
- by
things that are desired hot onlyp ordinary human beings:,
but also coveted-by important gods* In the Taittirlya
Upanisad also the goddess Sri appears with some of the „
■BiKtatasajvMiiMnMAiiHfM
. 1 • ' 
attributes just mentioned*
Most of the distinctive features which firl-Lak^ml
exhibits in her developed form are described in the Sri- 
2
sukta, appended to the ancient corpus of the Rg Veda*
The sSrl-sukta is no-doubt a later addition, but it is of, 5 , 
c ons iderable antiquity, as observed by Max Muller, and,
4.
,Gooraaraswamy suggests, surely pre-Buddhist# In this hymn
j
Sri and Lak^ml appear as one goddess, with particular
V  * 5 5
emphasis on her association with the lotus, which, ;
■ 6 4  ... j
according to the Satapatha Brahmana, means waters, and j— -----•-----r-------------------------,-----------------------[1-----------------1----[■------ -----1-*——-----/  /  r j'
therefore enables us to identify her as a deity of ferti­
lity. Not only in the texts, but in her iconoplastic 
representations as well, Lak^ml is depicted as padmahastay 
1 with a lotus in her hand*,fpadmasanaf, !having a lotus 
for her seat1, padmavasini, fwith her residence among the :
7 .
lotus** Her other appellations, such as, ksxravdhi-
“ O "* '. - ■
tanaya, 1 daughter of the creamy ocean,
1* TH, i • 4 * 2 * -
2* BHI, p# 372*
3* Muller'* Max j Rig-veda Satfihita with Bayanafs Commentary
•r / I I—III, n!■ Aw*—’i—irnp*,ipijii—#yi«^s——iin#p|— if<»iM.,LH.#fc-—rii««wnrlii»iiifc—if i' 11IT11 ni>i^#P nr *r n##wi»n -m 1*1 i  ■■■........
vol* iv, p. 590.
4..EA,.i(3), p. 175.
5. Srl-stikta, vv. 4-, 12, 13> 17? 18, 24.
6* BB7MvxxT~'4#1 *8; also in imarakosa, i*9*3*
-71
p; n
§ &
fborn of water*, as well as the numerous legends descri-
1
bing her birth from the ocean, unmistakably associate
2
her with water, hence with fertility* 1 In the Stxtra 
literature(SGS, iv*21*7 ff) offerings are made to firl at
3
the head of the he&$, evidently as a goddess of fertilityJ|
It is also in the same character that Sri is referred to
4
in the Taittirlya Upanigad* ^
The concept of £ri-Lak£m! is much more concrete in the 
Epics, be it as the godde&s of fortune and prosperity* or 
as the consort of Yi^gu or Mrayapa* In the Yedas, it
may be mentioned here, there is nothing to show her connect
. . 5
tion with this god* In .the Epics, Lak^ml is found to
associate herself with the victorious kings and gods* The :
story of her deserting the asuras in favour of the
  ~  6
divinities related in the Mahabharata is significant, as |
it points.out her un-Aryan association at some stage of
her career* She also appears in the; great Epic as inti* .
7
mately connected, with'Kuvera, the lord of the riches*
In one place, the king of the Yak$aa- is mentioned as 
funited with Lak^mi1 , and * in some latex* epic passages, 
she is expressly named as his. consort, and the ideological
union of the goddess of prosperity with the god of riches
: 8 - - •  ^' - ■ 
is easily understandable1* As an auspicious divinity,
7. EA, i(3), P. 178, : ;
1,* Yigpu fc* -1*9*99-100; HM, pp* 127-28\ and 131; Myths of ’ 
the Hindus and the BudShists, pp*r-315-16# \
2* D r T T e r t T m y ^ ^  Goomaraswamy, A.KV ■
Yaksas, ii, Washington, 1931 iP* 13 ff*
FM '■
Sri was placed along with Kuvera on tlie entrance gates 
and.facing the towns in the.belief that 1 on whatever place 
these two cast their eyes,, they pour prosperity, health
V ' ■'■ •'’"■-I ' \ - •’ . , ■ . ;• .
and victory’* Under the name of Sri the goddess Is again 
found in the Mahabharata, in which she ia listed with .such 
abstractions ab Url, Klrti, Dyuti, PugjlvUrna, Sarasvati/
* . ' ■■-■' '3 . h ' . ' 2 '
and Lak^ml;.but usually Sri and Bak^ml are one person*
In the Buddhist/and Jaina literature, Srl-Lak^ml seems 
to haye gained a position of some, importance* Heri 
position in the former religion is pot however very happy, 
though in some of the Jatakas she is mentioned as. Slrlmatti 
’Mother Sri*, who bestows lordship on mankind, and symbo- 
Mzes beauty, fortune and prudence* Her usual assobia- "
tion with ;the lotus is reiterated in some of the Buddhist
' : ■",4 ■’ /’ • - ■ //" ■ ' / ■ . . \ . -
works* As well as in the Kalpa Sutra and Jaina litera- :
ture of religious type,: mention is made of Srl-Lakgml, her
.* , ,■ , V'- ■- ■
3. EA, i(3), p. 175*
4. Supra, p. V 3  :
5. thbs, p. 1B6. ,
6 . Mbli, :iii>.9A»
7. Ibid,! ii.'l0.'l9; iii.168.3.
8. DBT7 p . 572...... •'
1. AJA, p. 276.
2'. M 7  i(3),. p. 177, 
3.' Ibid,- pp, jt77-78. 
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association with the lotus and her residence in a 1lotus
.
lake amongst the heights of the Himalayas, anointed "by the 
waters (poured upon her) by the strong, thick trunks of 
the elephants of the quarters1. 1 Medieval Hindu litera­
ture, notably such works as Raghuvaihsa, Malavikagnimitrau
* . ' i<m*iHhbii* i.* * . ...........'"pp     i hVmii mi i mmi'niH ■ miiii.w^Mirt *
Kadambarl, etc., continue the epic conception of Sri-
Lakgml, who is padmahasta, who consorts with the kings,
and after whom are modelled beautiful and accomplished 
2
heroines#
The conception of Lak^ml, as it now appears, is hot;
]jg Vedie, though it is Yedic. It is definitely pre- '
Buddhistic. The reluctance with which the goddess has
been given a- place in Buddhism, is. possibly a proof of her
alien background* But Srl-Lak^ml, as we .shall presently
* *
see, absorbed, in the course of her evolution much that is 
non-Aryan and indigenous which characterises her as an ! 
Indian deity* This is evident from her very names, such ; 
as, Padma, Pu$kari:gl, Kamala etc., all of which mean*lotus1 
1 IndeedV, /observes Zimmer, 'the lotus, the flower with 
which she is identified, belongs to India, not to the 4
northern regions of Middle Asia and the Hear East whence
1:. El., i(3), pp. 17?-78.
2. Ibid. ,
5. UM7-P. 106.
, /'I''? . , ^
1
the Aryans sprang** The concept of'such a deity by the
primitive Aryans, who *were semi-nomadic pastoralists who
only occasionally stooped to cultivate the soil.by rude
2
and primitive methods1, may be dismissed as improbable,
3 ■ ■ *
for Lak^mi, like the Latin Ceres, is primarily a goddess
of agricultural prosperity, associated with harvest or
4
corii, the rice fields and all kinds of earthly abundance* .
The concept of such a goddess could, therefore, originate
among the Aryans only after their migration to India,
5
their adoption of agriculture, and their growing contact 
with the?non-Aryans*
The goddess £rI-Lak§mI was developed by the Aryans, we 
may now argue, with much borrowing of attributes of Yedic 
deities of a kindred character but in a background that
was essentially Indian, and to a great extent agricul-
6 . .
tural* Thus *like Sarasvatl who developed into the 
Goddess of Learning and was credited with multiple allian­
ces and worshipped in all principal religions, Sri as
I ‘ .
Lak§mi was also credited with multiple’origins and rela-
7 ' ' ,
tions in later times** She absorbed a great many Indian
i. AIA, p • -159*
2* SETlde, V*G % The Aryans, London, 1926, p* 83*
3* CMG, p* 106*
4. 133,'p, 529.
5* Muller, Max : Physical Religion, New Edition, London,
1898, p, 161; p i T m r r "^57“ -
6 * The existence oF"the\Avestan Parendi (Supra, p*£5?)
suggests however the acquaintance of the Aryans with a 
goddess of Lakgml*s type, but, in all likelihood, their 
knowledge was derived chiefly from the agricultural 
Iranians among whom they lived In course of their.
*7 r) 
b si
elements which not only changed the nebulous character in,
which' she is^met-with in the Ve&ic literature, but also
forged her into the concrete shape that is worshipped as
the goddess of fortune and wealth, as well as of all that
is desirable to mankind. One of the most distinguishing
features of Srl-Lalc$mx is her great popularity among all
. - \ " - . 2
sections of the people, irrespective of caste and. creed*
As the goddess of prosperity,-LakgmX is respected by the 
Indians in general* Hot only among the Indians, the god­
dess was equally welcomed, if not actually venerated by
!» *-
the foreigners, as testified by her effigy stamped on the 
coins of a number of alien rulers who exercised sovereign- 
ty in the north-west of fndia* . Ihe worship of SrX-Lak§ml
tx^anscended religious and sectarian barriers, obviously
:: .. ■ , h .
because she. was the goddess of wealth* *She reigns in
the hearts of all Hindus1,, observes E.O. Martin, *as
fortune’s queen, and although she has no temples she is
assiduously courted and is more invoked for increase of
prosperity than Kuvera, the god of wealth, himself**
wanderings and before their coming to India, for nearly 
a millennium* Of, Ohatterji, S,K : Indo-Aryan and I
Hindi, Calcutta, 1960, 17* -
7. W T i i i ,  P* 4-7*0.
*
1 Xakijmx is also known as Mahalakgml in which character 
she is: called As-fcalakgmi as-combining eight kinds of 
prosperity ; (a)* Mahalaksmx , the Great .Lak§ml from 
whom the others descendYCb7* Dhanalakgml* the. goddess 
of wealth; (c), Dhanyalakgmx* the goddess of rice and 
corn in general; (d),' Dhalryalakgmi, the goddess of 
patience and venture; TeJT ' vxraTa^sml, the go dde s s .of 
bravery; (f), Vidyalakgmx» the“goddess of learning;
1
Ms testified by the coins, seals and sculptures, the 
worship of Srl-Lakgml must have "been current in India 
quite some time before the Christian era* Her position 
as a deity presiding over wealth, fortune and crops, ifV 
not as a mother goddess of the most benevolent and plea­
sant type, in all probability became well-established
- 3
during the Gupta period, when the country was very pros™ 
perous on account of a flourishing state of trade and . 
commerce:.
Lak^ml's subordination to Vigpu, we have noticed, is
posb-Vedic; originally, she must have been an independent \ 
4 * . . * i
goddess* None of the hymns of the $g Veda is addressed ,j
to Lak^ml; nor can we find her occupying any place in the
circle of the Yedic divinities* Her appearance in the.
Srl- sukta * with all the traits which characterise her in
literature and art of the later period, Is therefore very ;
(g)# Santanalakgml:, the goddess of progeny; (h) Bhagya- 
lakgml, the goddess of fortune^ Oil, pp.562-6?*
2* Even ^hd Muslims(undoubtedly the backward section of 
the community), whose religion is chiefly directed 
against Idolatry, are said, to have been among the vota­
ries of Lak§ml in Bengal* Of. Lahiri, Bankimchandra,, : \ 
Hindu-o-Muslim Bharmer Samanvaya, (Ihe synthesis of* = 
Hlndinim'"and^slam7,"Calcutta, 1345 B.S., p. 30.
3.* HHI,pp. 110-12, 133-35* . ;
4* S 2 2  > ^  * p * 470.
5* gi, pp. 103-04.
1. BHI, pp. 193-96, 374-76; £4, i(3), pp.178-87, pl.xxiv.: 
figs. 1-4, 6-11; pi* xxv.figs:. 15-20; pi. xxvi.figs. 
21-22; pi* xxvii* figs. 24-25*.
5223?., ii, p. 470# Ihe beginning of Lak^mifs worship in 
- northern India definitely antedates'the. Buddhist reli- 
gious architecture unearthed at Bharhut and Sanehi and: 
assigned, to 0. 100-50 B.Q.
significant* It may not be illogical in the above context
to assume for Lak§sml an im-Vedic and purely indigenous
origin. ’Like the lotus plant itself, she is a product
of the vegetation of India proper, and was therefore >
1
foreign, to the Aryan invaders. As one. of the many forms- 
of the earth goddess, and the presiding deity of all 
kinds of prosperity and fortune, SrI-lakgml was in every/ 
probability venerated by agriculturists and merchants, 
kings and ordinary men all over India long before the 
advent of the Aryans. ’Not; improbably1, observes Zimmer,;/! 
’she existed! among the people long before the priests of 
the invaders deigned to grant her recognition1. Ihe 
fully developed concept of Srl-Lak^ml as a goddess in 
■^^ie Srl-Bulrba confirms the truth in Zimmer*s,observation.' 
Srl-Lak^ml, it may be pointed out, seems to have joined 
the Yedic pantheon on her own terms and conditions without 
much.substantial change in her basic attributes.
Ihe'development * of Lak$ml as a mother goddess appears
:*■ . ■ . 3 ■ ' ■
to have followed a-bifurcated course. Firstly>; she has 
3* A M , -  p. 59*
4. p* 107.
1. MSIAO, p. 90.
milMMI ■ l l l l. I Ip. V
2. Ibid, pj9i•
3*- n R P y.p. .'39.
come down to us in her original character as a goddess of
agricultural prosperity and good fortune, and secondly
1
as the.consort or Sakti of Vig^iu* In both these roles, 
Lakgmil may be equated with the Earth, and all things con­
sidered, she must have, like most of the mother goddesses
2
of India, originated as an earth deity. In the Aitareya
• V-hT * t J  mi M Mill nH i ml 1 ii ■TfiMH'i ■!
, 3
Brahmapa , the Earth is Sri, and as Dikshit suggests,
, 4
Lak^ml-Srl undoubtedly signifies Bhaga, the Earth Goddess.
V i ^ u  is the husband of both Lakgml and Earth, especially
when the latter is represented in the form of Bhu, who
’may be connected with the Aryan Dharanl, Demeter or Geres
or perhaps with the Gauda-Dravidian goddess of the earth,,
who plays such, an important‘part especially among the- 
5 6 
Gonds1* Bhu is unquestionably a form of Srl-Lak^ml*
' 7 '
She. is represented as standing on a lotus, with swelling
8 ,
breasts and carrying ears of corn, suggestive of her
motherhood as well as her role as a born goddess- Again,
9
LakgsmI is the. source of all-gems and wealth; so is the ,;
1.# ,BVB (Prakpti Khanda). i..
2.. Grooke, W ; Loc.crt, p.
3. AB, v.3*5t vHT757w”
4* FRfJ p., 123.
5* 211, PP. 363-64.
6 - 0f* Srl-sdkta. verse 25 : ’Iakgml is M M X  Bhumi*.
7. She may also stand on ,a tortoise, as seen on a-frag- 
. , mentary Yisntrpalfa now in the Dacca Museum. IBBS,
pp. 92-93. .
Earth, who is ratnagarbha, 'pregnant with gems' or'contain 
■ . . ~ 1 - '• ■ t 
ning gems in her womb'* In the Srl-sukta Bak^m! is
: • • ■ - 2  f
addressed.as 'the mother of all created beings'* while
- .5 ■ ' " .. 4 ^
in the Eg Veda and the Atharva Veda the Earth is cele- :
brated in a similar character1* An appellation common to 
both is Kgama, which means 'the Earth', and both are !
prayed to;for wealth, honour, crops, cattle, progeny, long
, , .. ■ ■/ ' . :■ . r' 6 i
life and protection against disease, dangers and death* ;
Lak§ml is thus, we may agrees with 2immer, fa special 
aspect of the Mother Earth of old; the great mother godd­
ess of the Ohalcolithic period, who was worshipped over a
/ /  :■■■“: .■ - 7
wide area of the world'*
1. Amarakoga * ii*1*4; AV, xii*1*44*.
2 . Srl-sukta, verse 20™  pratjanam bhavasi mat a*
3.«. InfraJ P* I.09 1 - -•
4* Infra* p* 109
5* Amarakoga* ii*1*4; SrX-sukta, verse .25*
^ * SrI-sukta, vy *. 19-20, • 28^ 2$• cf * AV, xii.1.6,8,14,22, ; 
32 * 40-44; BVP (Prakpti K h a M a ), vixi*53-64 in which - ” 
the Earth is invoked as the source, of all wealth* She: 
is the auspicious depository of urfe/-ersal good, support 
of all things. She is worshipped for desired objects; 
she is holy, eternal, the abode of sanctity and the 
; source of gems*. She is also venerated as the gem among 
women, as the asylum of crops, and as full of crops*
She represents the wealth of kings, is devoted to kings 
and is prayed to for land*
7* MSIAQ* p* 92* In the Visnu Pui?ana (viii*15«28), LakgmlL 
orT^x is described as the1"Supreme Mother Goddess' by- 
such epithets as 'Jaganmata*' Lakgml's motherly nature 
is further brought out in this Parana by such express- 
ions as Vedagarbba, YannaRarbha. SurvaMrbha. Dsvae-ar- 
—44 tyag arb ha, all of which go-to prove-her the 
Great Cosmic Mother in which aspect she is still wor- - 
shipped in Bengal* Ihe Mgrka&deya Purana (lxxxiv>1ffV 
depicts ;Iak|mi as Ambika in a mothex*ly sense* Das,S*Ks 
Op*c it,pp* xxviii-xxix* -nn i*V r-in i i i i  i * n n i | W i f  *1* *J- v
Further evidence of SrI-Lakpi1 s as an agricultural and
; .. W  ' *
Indian goddess may alsoApnumerated here, We have already !
touched on her association with the lotus, which connects j 
her with water, and characterizes her as a goddess of . .. . j 
fertility# Her association with the owl, which is her ; !
vahana, and elphants, in Whose sound she takes delight j 
(hastinadapramadini), as well as her partiality for the \ 
hilva (wood apple), and her worship in the form of an j 
earthen ghataI and paddy, all combine to suggest the non-; 
Aryan and agrarian background in which she was originally ; 
conceived and developed# The Srl-sukta describes her ; 
as taking delight in clay and moisture : Ananadam kardamafct 
Srtdasciklita itm visruta# and also as ardra, 1 damp1 and.: 
nityapugtam kax*igin lm. ■ 'the well-nourished one possessing 
dung'. Clay and moisture, as well as dampness of the ' 
earth, and dung which acts,as fertiliser, are all essen­
tial ingredients of a rich soil that produces a bumper : : 
harvest. Being associated with.these, Lakgmx is rightly : 
regarded'as the tutelary deity of.the rice-growing agri- : 
culture, of native India*. As well as her association 
with yajha as- daksiaa (fees), cloud,.'her residence in a 
lotus forest (saraslnanilaya), and'representations,
1* f cf. AIA, p. 71* 'elephants represent 'the
life bestowing force of the waters in the clouds and on- 
the earth'. Also see Yakgaa, ii, p.. 32*
2 * Sri-sQkta, w«/gy/ 0 W 0  w/04 9, 15-1^, 27. ;
5. MSIAO, p. 91. ' ' ' ‘
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plastic or otherwise., ih which she is depicted as being
sprinkled with water from golden pitchers by a pair of
elephants, indicate good rains and the prospect of a
1 - 
bumper harvest •
LaksmiTs Indian and agrarian background, are 'further
stiKgested bv the Mahabharata in which she is mentioned as 
2 3
a cow and Siva is Yrsadhvaja # Ihis is no doubt Bhatta-
charya!s basis for suggesting the relation of husband and
4 :
wife between Siva and Lak$ml at some remote antiquity* j
Ihere may be some truth in this suggestion for lakgmi is ■;
also described as the beloved of the Rudras and Saftkara
(Siva), and she grants peace to and destroys the sin of
5
her worshippers in the form of a cow • It seems that -
6
Sri-Lak^ml was originally worshipped on the Srlpahcaml y. . 
the day of Kama and Rati*s service and that on which was 
celebrated the marriage of Skanda and ga§t?hx, the goddess
? ' ''i
of childbirth * Ihe associations undoubtedly make Lak^ml 
as much a goddess of agriculture and fertility as ate 
indicated by her husband Vig^u, who is the
1. M S ,  p. 47. Of. DHI, pp. 375-76; EA, pp. 181-8?, pi. 
3aciv.6-7, 9-11; -pT7 xxv.13,15*19;. pi. xxvi.21; HSIAO, 
p. 92, .'fig.15; Yaksas, ii, p, 61 ff.
2. BKS, p. 4?.
3. M 7  p. 220.
4. B|S, p. 4?.
5* Vratakhanda, p. 584.
, PP• 540-41, 568, 575* On p. 574- it is recommended 
that Sri and Ppthivl should be worshipped on the 5th 
day of every lunar month.
7. M S ,  p. 47.
■ , ■ • O 1
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lord of Go-loka, fthe cow-world1, her father Siva, who
- ' “  ... .• , 2
has a hull for his vahana, her mother Uma, who is Ann ad a
5 ■ ‘ - . ■ . , . * ■... v
'the giver of food1, . and her own emblems, which consist 
of paddy, a wicker casket and an earthen ghafra*
5?here is more than a fair resemblance between Lakgml 
and.Durga, the great Mother Goddess* 'We need not be .
surprised1, observes Dikshit, *if Parvatl and Rama-Srl-
. : 5 * ■ :
Lak^ml, are.forms of the same Mother goddess1* An
analysis of the characters and attributes of the two god­
desses will bring out the truth in Dikshit !s remark* !
Lak§mi, as we have stated, is an agricultural deity and a
. 6  ; ■ . . i
form of the Earth goddess* In the Purapas one of the ^
■ . ' ■ ■ 7 , - ' • :.‘.v
names of Eak^ml is Dhara, 'earth' * The Mother Goddess 
Durga too appears in similar roles in the numerous legends^ 
recorded in the Purapas. Lak^mt, as we have,noticed,.is ; 
Kama!a.and Padma, both of which mean 'water1 according to
the Amar.akoga; she is also KgamaV which is one of the i
; : V ~  ■' *; —  . , . 9
names of the .Earth* DurgS is not only Apa and Ppthivl,
.1 * BVP, (Pralcct i Khan&a)* 
2* 1M7 p* 271 * " •
3. TEidy p. 319..
4. BKS, p. 47.
5. m, p. 123.
^ Bupra*fp» S2 - \
7 * §1^7 P* .23*
8* Ibid,,pp. 2J-24*
9* MP* xci*3.
1 -2 ; 
she is also both Lakgml and Sri* .
\ ’ hr
In the ftg Veda, the waters appear as female and mater- i
3 " . ' ■ " ‘ I
nal, and the lotus ( indu, pugkara) as the womb from j
Zj. !
which no less an important god than Agni is born.
As well as in the Epic period, the lotus seems to have := 
been conceived as the womb# Brahma was born, we are told,
. - . t
- * * * 
from the lotus which sprang from the navel of Vi^u, and !
was therefore called Abja-ja, Abja-yoni and Kahja-ja , ’
• 5  ■ ' ; i
’lotus born1. Padma-yoni, Kamala-yoni and Padmasambhava, 
are, also some of the well-known epithets which suggest i 
Brahma1 s birth- from the lotus# The waters, being ■‘female- ! 
and maternal, rightly argues Zimmer, are- the’procreative j 
aspect of the Absolute, and the cosmic lotus is their
. ' - , 6 ’ \ , V . . ' .. i
generative organ1/* I&ksmi is'not only Kama la and Padma
as personification of the cosmic lotus, she is, as we ;
know, also ardra and Kgama#. Not only is there enough >
justification to regard Lakgml as an agricultural deity,, 
&\$o . : ■ •
but^an earth goddess and a mother goddess.
Gn the other hand, Bhagavati appears as one of the ' -
’■ . . y , ,
sixteen names of Durga in the Brahma Vaivarta Burapa.
1* HP, lxxxv.9? 26; xci.21. '
2* l3cxxi.60; lx3cxiv*10. In this Pur ana* the Mother.
Goddess. Durga is said to become a Lakgml in times of 
prosperity when she bestows abundance on men in.their 
. homes. Vide xcihjG : bhavakale njrpagi saiva Lakgmlr-
5* TO, p. 85.
4. RV, vi.16.13; vii.33.11? cf. H8IA0, p. 90.
5. CDBM, p. 58. ' —  , -
6. H0TAO* p. 90.
7. B ^ ^ P r a fefatiTaChanda:) , , Ivii . 1-11*
Elsewhere in the same work the meaning of the word 
has been given as prosperity, wealth and fame; and being 
the source of all $ these, the goddess is called Bhagavatl*
‘ ‘ - *' ■ i
She is so named, says the Purana, because she is invested 
with the bhaga, or the female generative organ* It is on 
this account that her male .counterpart, the Supreme Being,
» ' /-j
is called Bliagavan* , -
1Srl-Lak^ml combines an abstract Vedic terminology1, 
it is observed by Coomaraswamjr, *x\rith a concrete Indian 
Mqther-goddess: of abundance1* We have already hinted as 
much in the foregoing pages, but it may not be unrewarding 
if we. pursued her history still further* She is, as we. 
have;seen, one of the forms of the Great Mother Goddess*
In other words, Durga and Lak^mi are as much the same 
goddess as are Uma-Gaurl-Parvati and" Durga* In the deve- ■ 
lopment of the concept of Durga in the Brahmanical 
Hinduism, a great deal of Lakgml's attributes have been f 
freely borrowed and utilized. We have already pointed,out. 
that Lak^mi was originally an independent, deity before 
her inclusion in the circle of Vedic divinities. She
. &hV;
1, BVP, (Prakrti Khanda) , ii.yPor the different meanings,
2 of the word bhaga,'see SED., p* 7^ -3*
3. EA,-.i(5), p.“l ^ 7  ~” “
5. Supra, p.73,.
was a cox'll goddess, who also presided over the welfare 
and general prosperity of the people. Her worship on
1
Thursdays during the bright half of each lunar month,
observed in many Hindu homes, probably represents a
tradition that goes back to a hoary antiquity# The same
2
may be true for navanna, celebrated by the agrarian 
community at the end of the autumnal harvest# As Lak$mxfs 
emblem is paddy, and she is also dhanyarupa or dhanya-
 ^ V  W „,. I, taftg — ■ t-ml# > IW WM* #■»##»> IMWIHHIIWIH.i'UlViHtM—
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lakgmx, it would be quite reasonable to regard this
festival as not only held in her honour, but, in view of
India*s being one of the largest grain producing, countries
as also of cosiderable antiquity. In the worship of
Lak^mx, we may as well mention here, women play a leading 
4- .
part# A Brahmin px*iest is of course engaged to perform
the actual puna (worshipJj, but everything else in
k " ** * *. ' •
connection with Lak$mxfs service is attended upon by the : 
women of the household# It is also the women, and not 
the men, who assemble in large numbers to take active part 
In the ceremony, and listen to the katha of the goddess# :
1 • VIresvara ICavyatxrtha ; Vratamalavidhana, Calcutta, 
.1911,. p* 424* But the goddess isTworshipped in Bengal 
on all Thursdays# Being, earmarked as the day of her 
service, Thursday in Bengal is called Laksmlvara, 1 the
- , 1 MB I  ■"■"'•I '*■«■! k«|.#MN<tAkMUl#' »
day of Laksmx'# : . :
2. m,;: -P> .58v,.
3 * Supr a ,. p. Vlt note 1.
4. Vratamalavidhana, p# 424#
on
■  ^- y . . " o-o
The Laksnix-pfija Is thus an affair virtually dominated by
V • m n  w w m i l  ^ iBiWtra^ln'HW^  v i lVSwi kmi .. . - W
the women# By nature conservative, Indian women are known 
to have preserved many a practicecustom and tradition , ; 
which are Hot only un-Vedic, but xvhose origins go back : ,
, ■ ■■ vV 1 '• . ■ *
further/than the Vedas* A fair amount of support for 
this view may be obtained from the Srl-stikta in which ;
' . N liiH lil« .H i» i miiii m n 11 I. ■ hipmiii i
the goddess has been solicited to reside in the house of 
the worshipper* In the Purapas too, Lak^ml appears as
a household goddess of fortune and the mistress of the
• 3 ' ■■■: ■ . '■ ■ \  ;■ .
house, \ In'Srx-Lak^mx have thus been symbolized all that, 
is auspicious and prosperous. She also personifies, pros­
perity arising, from the land, and from trade and commerce\ 
as well* . As the presiding deity of crops and agriculture 
Bak^mx came to be conceived as the Earth, the very source . 
of all created beings* She is thus addressed as prajanam 
P£gtimata, fthe mother of all created beings1, and the
Amarakoga calls, her not only Md, but also Lokamata and 
■ ' . ~ 6 *r™ ~  
Lokajanan-ly which mean /mother of the world* • She is
prayed to for wealth and all kinds of desired objects,
1.- BMKI, p. 15.
2. Srx-suirba, /verse. 20*
5# BVPy' PralErti Khanda, xxxv. /It is a common practice in 
Bengali to refer to the.housewives as Gyhalakgmls,
. !Eakgmxf s of the house1, in recognition of their beauty, 
: modesty, piety and other accomplishments.
4-. Ibid, (Prakpti .Khanka)* i*22-3^Gf. the well-known Sans­
krit proverb : vapxjye vasati hakgmx, *Lakgmi presides 
over commerce f, - ‘ 5 . • ,
5 *- Srx-rsukta, verse 20,
6* Amarakoga* i.1.27-28*
such as riches, progeny, crops, elephants, horses, cattle.
' 1 “■ ■ \ .
and long life* Popular hut important, Lak^ml must have
flourished, though of course not under any of her present
names or titles, in the different parts of India as one
of the numerous gramadevatas» who h^ye been eventually
Aryanized and whose worship have been adopted by the
Aryan population of India to a large extent* The 15th
century grammarian Bopadeva has also described Lak^mi as
-  • 3 ■’ . - ; ■> - -
a ^ramadevata• Eamala and Laksml appearing among the
names.of Aryanised Esetradevatas confirm the existence
V  NjWMIlrtaiMWIIWIIWiMW
of a pre-Aryan indigenous goddess possessing attributes 
similar to those of Lakgmi,; Egetradevatas are no other, 
than village deities, connected with agriculture, whose 
1 worship is the most ancient form of Indian religion1*
; , The Mother1 Goddess;‘of the Indus Valley, it has been 
observed by Mackay, was looked .upon as the village or 
house deity, very much like her present day counterparts, < 
and her terracotta representations were kept in almost'
\ l ; 6 - ..
every house in the Indus cities* Marshall also believes ;
/ " '• " . ’ , .V... . 7
her to be the prototype of the Indian gramadevata of today< 
The Mother Goddess of the Indus Valley, he also: suggests,;
\ ■ ... ’ ■; ‘ . . 8 v ~;
was possibly worshipped as an earth goddess, who presided 
1* SrI-sukta, vv* 19-20*
2. 0T|7““ 398. 'X ■ f" ■ ■
3i Ibid. p. 456; - \
4 • -:Sia>" PP.• 3 9 8 - 9 9, note . ■148.
5. VC-SI. p. 11. . :
6* - Earl^ Indus Civilizations.^ 2nd edition, London, 1948,
'  ^ l)vj xj
over agriculture, and we may as well assume on the basis
1
of available evidence, also over trade and commerce. She 
thus anticipated some of the essential attributes of the 
Srl-Lakgml of Vedic and post-Vedic times* fG?he ideas 
underlying Sri, Devi or P^thivi, the bearer and producer 
of food and wealth1, remarks Banerjea with not a little 
justification, 1 may also be traced to the concept of all 
nourishing Mother present among the Indus people1* Con­
siderable weight is lent to this view by a very interest­
ing seal, which was discovered at Mohenjo-daro bearing
■ . ■ ■ ' ■ ’ 3
the representation of a tree goddess or. spirit* Issuing
from a circle on the ground at the right hand corner of 
■ ■ *5the seal a tree ashown, consisting of two branches between 
which stands a nude female figure with long hair, trisula 
head-dress and armlets* In front of the -tree is a kneel­
ing votary,, also with long hair, armlets and similar
composite
head-dress. Behind him is a/$$$$%$]&$ animal, a human­
faced goat, while in the field below and standing in a 
line are seven figures, all dressed In knee-length skirts, 
each with a ’long plait of hair falling down the back and 
a plume on the head* Marshall and others have identified
7* MIC, i, P. 51# 
8* Ibid, p. 52.
1. li/heeler, R.EMM : Indus Civilization, 2nd edition, 
Cambridge, 1953, PP# 58-62,
2. Banerjea, J.N : *Early Indus Civilization1, CR, cxv,
1950, p. 6. ”
3* MIC, i, p. 65, pi* xii,18.
the deity as a goddess and the tree as the pipal (ficus
religiosa), still an object of veneration all over India.
Father Herag regards the tree deity as of male sex and
f 2 
the supreme god of the Indus people. A. similai** belief is
5
also professed by K.N. Sastri. But Marshall's arguments,
'the absence of any evidence of male sex on her person,
coupled with the fact that Indian tree deities are usually
female, and that the ministrant figures on the seal, also
appear to be women, point to its being a goddess,
4
rather than a god', seem far more convincing and have been
5
accepted by the majority of scholars* On the seal under \
6
notice, as well as on several others of its kind, the 
manner of representing the goddess as standing between the 
two branches of a tree is strikingly similar to 'one of 
the variants of the goddess Lak^ml, in which she is made 
to stand on; the pericarp of a lotus flower, with lotus 
flowers and leaves on long stalks spreading on her either
7
side1. Apart from this similarity in representation, the 
Indus goddess has in her female ministrants one more 
feature in common with Srl-Lak^ml. Unmistakably, it
1. MIG, i, pp. 63-65; Mackay, E ; ffurthei* Excavations at * 
Mohenjo-daro. i, pp. 537-38*
2. Heras,“J T m e  Plastic Representation of God Amongst 
the Proto-Indians', Sardesai Commemoration Volume. 
Bombay, 193.8, p. 229*
3* Sastri, K.N : New Light on the Indus Civilization, i ,
Delhi, 1957? ppTTo-jT. ~ ~
4. MIG, i, p. 63. -
5* Gods are of course associated with trees like pipal. 
bilva, nimba, and kadamba, but as Marshall points out, 
It is more usually the. goddesses who are connected with 
trees and all kinds of vegetation, vis., Manasa with 
si.i * Durea with Sheora. sala. and palasa (as ,
distinguishes her also as a household goddess and the 
special object of devotion to the women# The composite 
animal appearing on the seal is obviously intended.for 
sacrifice before the goddess#, Though such a practice is 
unheard of in connection with the worship of Lak^ml, it 
was quite, common in the cults of the.ancient corn and ; 
earth goddesses* Lakgml or her prototype, it may be 
argued here, must, have been worshipped in her pre-Aryan 
•background' with animal and even human sacrifice-which :
■ - 7 ■ . 7  : V  . . t . • . :■-* 3
marks the ..cult of many a CTamadevata in parts of India* ;
■ An analysis of-the traits which constitute the saumya; : 
and majestic .aspects of Durga, unerringly points towards 
Lakpml from whom those attributes must have been borrowed.; 
It cannot hate’been otherwise, for Durga appears’ to have ,? 
gained admittance into the Brahmanical pantheon much later 
than Lakgmi, because not only are ,the characteristics v 
which distinguish Bakgmx as a Mother-Goddess traceable in ? 
the Vedas;, but also a number of deities of a kindred :
4- *■
character* On the, other hand,, there is nothing in the ’
♦ ' ” • ■ . • ■ ;
5, Yana Durga) and navapatrika, Lak^mzD&ath lotus r bilva, 
/paddy etc. The early Buddhist sculptures, at Bharhut .?
and Sanchi, Amaravatl, Mathura, Taxila and other places 
represent mostlyrgoddesses and not gods as associated ; 
. with-trees#'1 ■' . , ‘ : 7
6. MIG ,1, p l.xii *13, 14, 19; Further Tbsaavations at 
MohenJo-daro, ii,, pl^.Vxciv*430, xcix.AV ™
7* DHlf p. . 168, . note 2 ;
1 * Gurudas .Bhattacharya, (BKS, p. 46) describes Lak^mx as 
1balikaminl1V or desirous of animal sacrifice on the 
strength ~oT: Manusamhita * ..iii#89? which, states : 'Near \
early Ye&ic literature to show if the rgis (Vediccsages) 
had ever contemplated a goddess who might be called a 
prototype of- Durga* In Uma, the wife of Siva, -we have, 
no doubt, remarks Keit h , 1 a.goddess *♦. foreign to the,
old Vedic religion, since her name appears only in the,
' '• ■ 1 ’ ' / ■ ■ '- 
last strata of the period of the Brahmapas1. (Though ..
addressed as Ambika, the Mother Goddess appears in the
■.' ■ ■ : - •  . 2 , ■, ’■ : . ■ ,
' Valasaneyl ;Safahita as a malignant ideity, who destroys
s ■ “ 'V ■■ , . ' - * v - ■ , 4 3
the life of the people oh behalf of her brother Rudra..
• . ■;  - 4  ■ 4  ' ■ ,  ; v  '
But in the Kena Upanisad, we come across another form of
the same goddess. - bahusobhamana or 1 the highly adorned1
Uma/i (This was undoubtedly, as Muir points out, the
‘ • '■ '/v . ’ ■ ■ - •■■■' ■ ~ 6 4
earliest appearance of the goddess under this name *... Uma
in the Kena. Upanisad is not only bahusobhamana, she is
T •‘•*,,Virrirrrirrt~»LTirtr~vrrt n iwwil m ■ witiwtot-rfTff mi >i i b* mm I■■■-■<wn Hwin n in w in i t n i t r-'w i iii i n *
the head (of the bed), he shall make an offering to SrlJ 
(The bali or offering mentioned here cannot be taken as 
animal sacrifice* Similar offerings to Sri have been 
prescribed.in the GyhyasutBHs(Supra, p+73* )9 but no . 
indications have been given as to the nature of the 
, sacrifice.:
2 * • v, p. 129.
3 * lnfra,fp* \iq~3 o ,
4. S u p r a p .  .
. 4  "  ' . , - ' ' 1 -
1. MAE, vi, p. 119. ■
2 . v§7 Iil.57.1
5. SB, 1.6.10.
4. Kff, iii.12* •
5* .Ambika and Uma are names of the one and the same - 
goddess* Amarakosa, .1*1,36-38*.
* 0B(T, iv, p*
1
also Haimavatx, that is, the daughter o f ‘Himalaya. She
was originally, as will be shown later, like the Cretan
2 3 
Great Mother, and the Phrygian Cybele, a mountain
goddess with a long, well-established cult in the Hima-
layan and Vindhyan regions. Her appearance in the
Va,jasaneyl Safthita as the malignant Ambika, points to a
non-Aryan background where such goddesses abound. But
Uma is a totally different concept in which the goddess
has come down to us, since the time of the Kena Upanisad,
“ r— **r.wfi fi m  i.iVir fEteaiin.i.i in iMmIi.
as a highly adorned woman, a lovely and comely maiden,
who practises severe auterities in order to win Siva for
■ 5 ■ ' ; - . .' ' ;
her husband. She is also represented as a devoted wife
.'6'
and an affectionate mother. Now Srl-Lak^mi, as we-have 
seen, is not only the goddess of beauty and prosperity, 
she is also the embodimentof all womanly virtues. She 
is Madhavapriya, 'the beloved of Madhava1 or Vig^LU, 
because'of her great devotion to him as his wife. We 
have also seen, how as the source of all food and fertility
"  - . ■ v '  ' '■ : .8 . ■. ; ' *
she is a benevolent mother goddess. . The Aryan genius
1. SBE, i, p. 1515 note/1.
2. Glotz, Gustave : The; Aegean Civilization, London,
192 5, pp. 245-46 .
3. LEM, p. 173.
/ M i / / M / W .
9. Infra, ;p. 254 ff.
5* Hy^Es of .'the Hindus and the Buddhists, pp. 296-97.
6. ‘Infra, p. A5'5*4' - “■ . ^
7. ;^ i-sukta, verse 25. " . ’
8 * Supra, f>pT
was not slow to make use ..of' these attributes of Lakgml, in 
or to build up the saumya aspect of Durga., who is other-
wise a terrible war goddess, whose battle cry shakes the
three worlds, and who as asuranadlnl displays the most;
unwomanlike qualities* Durga is. also^known to take
delight in blood, is fond of wine and flesh, and her 
• . • . ' • • - - 2 
worshippers are the Sabaras, Barbaras, and the Pulindas* :
i „ -J- J- fc'Ji ||i ngB. P Ilf  rn ||trH1F1 HI M I'Jtlll H '  a^H^ qHlnr   |l.| Li l| ■ ini.ir ■■■11.
In the Brahmanieal pantheon therefore, Durga ,is ,
addressed as baiarkasadrsakQ.re purpacandranivanane, , ; v
plnasronlpayodhara, and bhasidevl yat h a Padroa Narayapa- :
parigraha,I1 she whose body is like that of the newly
risen sun, and whose face is as beautiful as the full
moon.; who is of fair round hips arid liigh breasts; and who
is the goddess who shines as does Padma (Laksml), the
consort of Narayapa'* She is also mentioned as klrti,
Sri, dhpti, hr! and kanti meaning 'fame 1,'prosperity',
• “ —  ■ : 4
1 steadiness *, 'modesty1 and 'beauty * respectively. In
her majestic aspect, argues Bao on the eviderice of the
Markandeya Purana, the Great Goddess manifests herself as
. i i ii. i . i. ii ■■■im ii..ii«nrw>l»w.H n la .iliB iiit i l i . .  ■ ■ m . i iinw  i mbiiIW m.iM  •
* , . ‘ 5 :
Lak§ml. In the Tantras too, Durga is not only addressed 
#
1. MP, lxxxii.31w33*
Harivaili^ a , il * 3.7«
3.* Mbh,. iv * 6 * 7-8» .
4. Ibid, iv.6422-23; cf. HP, lxxxi.60
i(ii)Vr>p.* 334-35T
ry ,n
9  b
as Lak^mx, but like the latter she (i.e., her complexion) 
rivals the.lustre of molten gold, rind she holds in two of 
her. hands two lotus flowers,' and with the other two hands 
makes the gesture of vara and abhaya, while four elephants 
pour water; over her from jars held in their trunks.
Kamrile-kainlhliior£ 1 the lady of the lotus forest1, which is
 ^ ^ “  2  . ' '  
one of the forms assumed by Durga as hlahgalacasg^lu ’the
Bengali Ha&gala poems, is but another variant-of Lakgmx.
Many of the attributes and much also of the iconography
which emphasize the saumya and majestic aspects of Durga
under such grandiose forms and gradiloquent titles as !
• hx 4!..' ; . . 5 ' ' ' " , 6 - - -7 ;•]
Jagaddhatrx : and -Jaganmata, Bhuvaile svar I , and Annaphrna j
I » wiiiiii«Wti*wfiiii"iTinww— mmw i^hhh.hw iw■ii.iimiwn i i.hMiiiMiiMiwitMb O f c fcfci m ^
were doubtless borrowed directly from Lakigmx. The most j 
conclusive evidence of Laksml*s absorption into Durga is j 
furnished by the inclusion of the former as a parivara- ,j 
devata of the latter. Lakgmx appears in this role . I
* - — — 7 .  ■ ' , ' .  Q  : :■ . i
apparently as one of the daughters , but . she is in reality!
1, Avalon, A and. E : Hymns. to the Goddess, Madras, 1952, 
PP* "33-34, 35-39-^Cf. Vratakhancbn, p p . 77-7B for the 
iconography.of Srx and Laksml. . :
2. Dvija Madhava; Mahgala Candlr Git, edited by Sudhi-
: bhugsug. Bhattacharya, Oalcutt a, 1952, pp. 2Q9 , 241-42. 
In the Mdngala-kavyas,.the, goddess Candx also appearsWtTIHi i i»iW !!■ lVT.i> ^ .li 1111 ii.It.n —Mil 1 ■ ini liftin'* ~i ■ VMi# ^ W •
- as ,.a beautiful maiden of sixteen, gorgeously clad, and 
profusely ornamented, resembling none else than iaksmx 
Of: Ibid, p. 49.
3* Ibid;.Introduction, p. xii.
4. HPr lxxxi.53, lxxxiv.27, xciii.9*
5* Tbid, lxxxiii.33*
6* Avalaon A and E : Op.cit, pp. 29-39
7* Ihid, pp* 64-67.
8. The other is Sarasvatx, see Supra , p. 59
a vibhntt or .emanation of -the Great, Mother* It cannot
but, he so, for Laksml , like Varahl, Harasi&hl and Vaig$avl 
... - - 2- , 3. 
is a sakti of Vig:g.u * As well as: i n . the Mahabharata , and
■' ‘ ■' ■' ^ • :■ V ■ ‘ ' " ■ " * ~ ■
the Pura^as ,v. Durga herself appears as NarayapI , Vi gnu-
maya and Natayaaavarapriya, all of which names represent
‘ " “* ■■ - V  ' ■ ; ' 5' ;;
her not only as an emanation of Vigpu , but also connect, 
if. not;equate herjwith Lakgmi.
Her. subordinate role as a parivaradevat a notwith-- 
standing, Lakgml1s eminence and popularity as a goddess 
have always remained unchequered* , From the importance 
and grandeur that mark the celebration of her annual 
worship on the full moon night of Asvina (known as
\ ‘ ■' ' y ■ ' '. /' ■' " , ' •' ■ ; ' "
Kogagarl purpima) v,. and the.sincerity and enthusiasm that
~ V ~  : . 7 -;vUr
distinguish her weekly service on Thursdays , Lakgml 
appears to command a popularity which no Hindu goddess 
has equalled,, not even the Great Durga herself*.
;Sri~Iakgmxwe, may , now claim, is a goddess of ' con si- 
derable antiquity, ‘ Because of. the virtues which she ,
’ • . ■ ‘ i ' .' ' \ ; .: . -
1*. HP, Ixxacvii♦ i7-19 • . , : >.■ ’-■■ -'-v- •
2> Avalon, A and E, :■ 'Op* city p, 49, note 1,
5* Hbli, iv.6.2. b .y"'
^ • Ef'T lxxxv* 6 , . 12; xci*7-23j xciii.F," . \
5* :BVPy-. (Prakrti IGianda) * lvii.1-11;DM,jpp-^55-56.
6, Haghunandaiia • Bhattacharya : lithit attvamy 7Calcutta *: ;
: 1513 BS, pp. 688-97.  ^ V  \
7* Bupra9 p. <gy
embodies, she has enjoyed through the ages an important 
position and immense popularity, which no doubt account 
for her adoption by/the non-Brahmanical Jainism and 
Buddhism. This is fully bornaeout by the numerous repre­
sentations of the goddess in the plastic art which flou­
rished under the patronage of the latter religion* No 
wonder that profusion of GajalaksmI" images should lead • (
*  m m  h m .il il  ii ri ■■■ im r n n i iT w B t »t * ii nr ^
Foucher and others to confuse Bakgmi with Mglya, the mother
1 . ' *
of Sakyamuni.
1. The association of elephant with Maya's dream in which 
she is said to have conceived the Buddha, was obviously 
the starting point for Foucher for identifying the 
Gajalakgmi reliefs as those of Mayadevl. (f0n the icono* 
graphy™of™the Buddhafs Nativity1, MAS I N o .  46, pp.2, 
12-133* On page 2, Foucher states emphatically, 'Not 
only is there nothing to preclude, but everything to 
prove that the modern Hindu Lakshmi started in the 
olden days by being the Buddhist Maya1,
But as 0. Sivaramamurti has shown from the Ramayapa, 
the association of the goddess Laksml with elephant's 
and lotuses is a very old Indian, and therefore, a 
pre-Buddhistic motif, ’Sanskrit Literature and Art: 
Mirrors of Indian Culture1, MASI, No. 73* P* 6.
Zimmer, who does not agree^with Foucher, says, !0n 
the other hand, in the numerous representations of 
Lakgmi, in the reliefs of Sahel and Bharhut, the sym­
bolism of the ancient popular divinity* is preserved 
unaltered. She is placed on a lotus, surrounded by 
lotus blossoms, and she holds a lotus in her hand. Such 
features are not warranted by the legends of the birth 
of the Buddha : in fact, they contradict the legendary 
description of the scene in the mango-grove. Queen Maya 
. should be standing, not among the lotuses, but beneath^ 
a tree, like a tree goddess, a dryad or vpkgadevata. 
Foucher1s, ingenous interpretation, consequently could 
. be accepted only with the understanding that in this 
particular case - for some unexplained reason - the 
craftsmen did not take the trouble to alter in any 
detail in the Hindu formula in order to relate it to 
the Buddhist legend. A. contemporary.looking upon it 
would certainly have been reminded not of the nativity 
of the Lion of the Sakyas but of the well-known goddess
But in spite of the great popularity and importance 
enjoyed by Laksml since immemorial times, she does not 
appear to have ever attained that stature which charac- . 
terizes Durga as the Great Goddess, 'From the moment her 
Aryanisation began, Lakgmi lost her independence* She is 
thus found to have been associated with a number of gods 
not as superior to, nor even equal with, any one of them, 
but in the abjectly subordinate role of a Hindu wife. As;- 
the consort of Vi^u, she is cited as a model of constancy 
and wifely devotion, but, unlike DurgS, Laksml has never
dominated over her husband, to whom she has ever been
• . .  ■ ■ ■ r  1 ■:  ; , /  :
accommodating# Of this utter subordination the most
convincing proof is furnished by the Segasayanamurti>s of
Yi$$u,, in which the god gracefully reclines on the coil
of the serpent Adisesa, and Laksml is.depicted as
Sri-Lak^ml - particularly since the whole stupa is 
alive with the figures of the popular divinities, 
representing, the vital forces of the earth ; yak^as, 
nagas, and vpk^adevatas* I'here is certainly no nece­
ssity therefore (indded there is hardly any possibi­
lity), to read into' the figures of the goddess 
Padma - prominent though they are on the early stupas 
- a new Buddhist reference to the nativity1# ATA,'" 
pp# 163-64-; cf* EA., i(3), p* 187*
1* GMG, p. 109*
n o  ■b y
massaging Ills legs* ’Lalt^ml has never fulfilled,’ we 
will therefore agree with Professor James, ’the role of 
the active and virile-goddess to the same extent as the 
Shaivite Shakti of a thousand names,, the mother of the 
universe, the reproducer, the destrutrbss, mild and
benevolent, fierce and cruel, Uma and Parvati, Durga and
• '  ' 2 - , .
Kali1 * -
S 1 f  1 : t "... i V  :
; : : - ; '. T .  > " 3 - * ' ' : ■!
Intimately bound up with PpthivI is Slta, who is the ! 
furrow or husbandry personified, and worshipped as»a deityj
: - V ■ ‘ - Zf- , . . 1
associated with agriculture and fruits* P>bymologically, ^
;• - \ . . : " v , . 5 ^ j
Sita stands for ’furrowed earth’ or * furrows ’, and Saya^a^
' ' ■ .   ; „ %
while,/commenting on the relevant passage in the . IaittirxyaI
- ; ■ ■ §" * -V- ' ; ' ' - ' - * 
Srahyaka* considers*Sitd.in the same sense* Slta must y/
* > , * * " ' * * •
have been an early divinity connected with agriculture, 1
for she appears not only in the Atharva .Veda,- but!in the "
v  im-*iiii»i**-nnwniw**ww — *.11idi. . “
8 ■ ■ : ■ , 9 1 .- ’ ;
; as well, Ao testified by the. Grhyaslitras- and
1. PHI, p. 407> pi, xxii.2.
2. CKG, p. 109:.
3. Infra, p. I I S "
4..5BBH7 p . 294.
5 • • Amar alto gay ii.9.8-9.
6. $Ay vi.6.2. '•
7. W, iii.17.4,8.
8. W, iv.57.6-7.
9. MS, ii.13,1-2.
1
the Arthajsastra, . Slta appears to have been worshipped
in iHnnnnn Hi ml        iwrn | r **-
as an agricultural goddess at the time of ploughing the 
field and sowing the seed# ©he HarivaitSsa describes the
'**k' mimnnn iITiI IiIim ■ *rii ml-----— ■
Earth as the mother of all beings in general, and Slta
2..
as the mother goddess of the- peasants in particular#
Slta, it is suggested by Dikshit on the authority of a 
passage in the Haigadhlya, was originally fthe goddess 
of agricultural prosperity arising out of the furrowed 
earth1
5
.In the Ramayana and later Indian literature, Bita is 
the daughter of the Videhan king Janaka and the wife of 
Rama* Her Vedic connection with agriculture clings to
her in the Epics, though in a new character? in which Slta
5 . ...
appears as the daughter of Ppthivi, with such appellatdpv
tions as Bhumija, Dharanx-suta and ParthivI, all signi-
: • ■ ' • ■* - 6 
fying her status as 1 daughter of the earth*.
was another of her,epithets which suggests that she was
'■u -■ ■ ■ 7born not from the womb of any human female.
As the wife, of Rama, xdio was but an avatara of Yishu, 
Slta is rightly regarded as the incarnated, form of Lak^mi
Ol"‘ " ; ’
*
1* ©he Kautillya Arthasastra, edited by R.P. Kangle,iWniBHffli.1 in rtiini.. ■ ■■■rm in !■ imj^ nn^  in i n lllniil niwi Him *  U J /
Bombay, part i, I960, part ii, 1963, ii.24.1, ,;v
2, Harivaihsa, ii.3.14; cf. EM, p. .12, note 2.
3* ?3Sj p.; 14-9. 'Sxta herself is a 8orn mother1. EMj p* '12»
4.. GI, 120-21.
5* Hamayana. ed, G.H. Bhatt, Baroda, 1960, x.65.14.
6 . CBHM, . pT 296. . -
7* Ibid,
1  . . ■ . . ' . . . 
br -Sri* and as -such" may, be identified with the Earth
- 2 : ■ V - ' -
goddess, Lakgml came down to earth to'be born as Slta, 
we are told in the. last canto of Ram ay ana, in order, to /
III llllli IIIIWII TTTriMr irtfWiBtff ,IHt‘ < »
bring about the downfall and death of Havana, king of
Laihka, who was invulnerable by ordinary means* but doomed.
- ’ . /■ ' ' 3 • .,
to die on account of a woman* In the M b  hut a Ramayana,
it is not Rama, but Sita, who kills ’Havana* in foriiVRn
- - . : - ;; 4 j
the form of the goddess Kali who in reality she was* In .
a number of Ramayanas composed in the regional vernaculars
will be found a, similar story., in which Ramafs triumph. .///
over Rava$a is ascribed to Bit a* who is none elsethan; /
Durga* Strange though it. sounds * the story cannot be.' '
summarily dismissed as mere flight of, fancy * or as having
originated from the sectarian Saktas, for it is quite. .
; '• i Tim ini • <i ........ f N J*
possible that as a goddess worshipped/In an agricultural j 
and matriarchal society, Slta., like Isis 'and Ishfcar., ;; X!
might have had attached to her a legend in which she, had-
: , - ' X '■ y- ■ ■ - • . 1 XX'-X
brought back her husband from the land of the dead. /, /!
In fact, such instances of impossible exploits are not ;Xy
rare in Indian mythblogy.X One. is that of Behula, the ; X X
V“ignn^P, ed. H.H., Wilson, p. 80.
2. kB, viii.3•' ■
3 * .Qfiflri. p. 295*, GI, ,..pp . 120-21, note 1.
idbhdta Ramayana,, ascribed to Valmlki, translated 
, Shandranath* V asu, Calcutta, 19Q2, pp. 148, 159 * ■ X 
X*:# Ramayana describes; "Cp* 148)/Slta as Camubb^V and_as 
Kali (bn p. 159) * -v It also, gives 1000 n&^os of, SIta(pp*
163-72)* Cf. HM, pp. 310-12. -X - * X :
much celebrated heroine, of the Bengali Manas a Hahgala - :
poems. Behula*s daring adventure into a world of uncer-:; ;
tainty, carrying the dead body of her husband, recalls j
the saga of Isis and Osiris, Ishtar and lammus, and the i
severe tests which she had to pass in order to win her .'.j 
husband*s life.back, all point towards a society organized 
on a matriarchal basis. X
In many respects Slta as the daughter of PpthivI !
X : ‘ ’ V '2 :
resembles Kore or Persephone, a Greek vegetation deity, .:
. ■ * • ■■" ' : ■ 3 "*■- ' - -1
whose mother was hemeter the Earth goddess. Like S
Persephone Slta is also abducted and kept in confinement X 
in the house of Havana, whose effigy is ceremonially L : : i
-•X X . XX ‘ , 4
burnt by the peasants outside Bengal on the Bhsserah. It ] 
commemorates as much the victory of Rama over the Rak^asa : 
king as Sita*s rescue from his clutches, and may be inter­
preted as the renewal of vegetation-on the earth f o l l o w -  X
■ ./ ■ ; ’ ■ X 5 ■ , ; "'XX.
ing a long period of barrenness. Ihere may thus be some i 
amount of truth behind the suggestion that the story of 
Rama and Slta or the theme of the Ramayapa was possibly . 
first conceived in a society that was. agricultural.
1. Das Gupta', I.G. ; Pracana^ Bahgala Sahityer :Itihasa,
. Calcutta, 195^y InProduction, , p.-5^7* .." " ; . y
R*/LEM,-pp.- 175-76, 190'.  ^ X ■
3* Ibid, p. 174* For the. myth of Persephone and. its analy­
sis, see; GB, v(i), pp. 35-40. X-.
4. The 10th day of the bright half of SSvina, the last .day 
of Durga, pula in Bengal. Cf. Hutton, H. J.: Census of 
Ihdaa, 1934,- Report, Part i, p. 403.? Glossary, p.  ntTTm itfiTr n  > . • — # r r JL ■ • „ /  w / +1—
5. BKS, p. 42. ,
£_ *** ■
Rama1 s' complexion is syamala or.’green* ; it is also dese-. ;
cribed as navadurbadalasyama, 1 as green as the newly born! 
1 ~  ^X : 2 X
grass1, and Sxta1s is like that of warm gold, which is 
also the colour of ripe corn# Equally suggestive are the 
names of her twin offspring : Kusa and Lava were derived
presumably from the upper and lower parts of the kuSa
• ^ 3  _  , 
grass (Poa cynosuroides) respectively.* Kusa grass, it
may be mentioned here, plays an important part in Hindu 
rituals# All these unmistakably add up to represent Slta/ 
as an agricultural goddess# X !
; ‘ j
As an agricultural deity Slta is found to be associated
in the g g Veda with a male god who is styled
■ 4  - - , . y X
* lord of the field*, who may be equated with the non-
X' ; ■ ' X • 5 ‘ .. . . . X 1
.Aryan gramadevata or .Ksetrapalav In one passage of the
■ •  \. . • ‘ 6 :
Rg Veda, Sambhu or Siva has been mentioned as Ksetrapati,
X '  . ' ' 7
but in the Gphyasutras, this position is assigned to
. / . , 8 
Indra, thoug®-- such appellations as 'bull of the earth* X ’:
suggests that ^  the latter was already a lord of the
field in the gg Vedic times# In Kautilya's Arthasasira,
Prajapati KaSyapa appears with Sxta and is saluted,
possibly as the god of agricultuia or her 'male- counter-
- . X - '  ■ X; 9 : . - .
part* as Dikshit argues# But It is not at all;clear from
*  . . ,  ■ v  . ... - ■'
4* KpttivasI Ramayaha*, ed.AD.C. Sen, Calcutta, 1916, p*65* 
2* Ibid,/p#'. 63* v
3* MG# p.. 154* ' . . X,- -X k  - -X
4.XEV# iv:*57#6;' Sxta is also an Aryan!zed Ksetradevata, 
see Oil, pp; 598-99/note 148* ; ^
5* Cf. 1 M ,  p* 468*: : . -  ; X X X: : X.
the mantra which is enjoined to be uttered at the sowing i 
time if Sita and Kasyapa are jointly invoked In it, for 
it says :
P3?a,iax>ataye Kasyapaya dev ay a na namah sada/ ^
mi Miir.TMi m«ri ■iioLmiiihihii iiibiTiIi*   i an 1 llnliil If f nTT 1 r~ T>~Vr "1—T -f —■■  ■   i-f— ,  . .  ■« . . . W„ . | .
Slta’me pddhyatam devl bijegu ca dhanegu ca//
As the earth is equated with Aditi, Sita as the letters
- 2 
daughter would be like Ugas, a sister of Pu^ap, who is 
3 • 4
an Aditya and a lover/consort of his sister# Considered
in this way, Slta’s career is found to match that of
Ambika or Durga, who first makes her appearance in the
; ' / ■ • 5 :
Vedic literature as Rudra's sister, and- only later 
. 6 ’ - 
becomes his wife# lo such myths may we ascribe the
origin of the story In some Buddhist works, where Slta
XX/ ; ; . -■ , ‘ ' 7- - ■ y
is mentioned as Rama's; sister as well as his wife* , .
Slta is essentially an agricultural deity of the bene- 
- - .. 8 • X ■
volent type* Conceived and developed in a background.
where other gramadevatas of uncertain temperaments are 
also worshipped, she has been repx*esented, no doubt underX 
the impact of Saktism, as a war goddess, similar to, If 
not Identical, with IMrga* In fact, she is a manifesta­
tion of the Mother Goddess just as Ppthvl-mata is one 
and Lak^mi, another* , *
1* Ihe Kautillya Arthasastra, ii.24.27*
2 * p 7 ’p. i$21 rv , vi. 55.4-5.
3 . vH, P ;.37. '
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Prthivl or the Earth seems to have been deified and 
*  * -
worshipped, as a mother and goddess: in India from a very
1 . ■ ‘ : . . . 
remote period# As the bringer forth of crops and fruits,
the Earth has been conceived as a female and one of the;
-2 . . . .  . _ ■ ■' ■, * ■: 
mother goddesses, whose cults 1 have all been derived
■ ■: ‘ ■ •- . . ' 3 :
from that of the Mother Earth1. In the evolution of 
Mother-worship in India, Ppthivi occupies a very important
: Zj. , - . •
place* . She is invoked: early in the Vedic period as a
■ • ' .-5 •.- . ; : ;
Great Mother, to.whom,the worshippers, who are her sons, .
turn for crops and riches, progeny and happiness, protec-.
' ' . 6 • /  ' • , . 
tion and longevity# . .
" marks" .
Ihe worship of Mother Earth rrrihs^ ffiaii1 s adoption of a■ - . 7
settled life and his earliest experiments in agriculture#
It will thus be, indeed unfair to claim her conception as
a deity as exclusively. Indian# Ihe Earth as a Mother
. Goddess has been worshipped in various parts of the world 
. - ■ ... '8 ; --. . • , 
from an early prehistoric period. An Earth Goddess and
p. 149. . #
8# As a benevolent deity Slta was held in great estfcem by 
the agricultural community in ancient India. 1Ihe 
orthodox Sltayajlla;, "sacrifice, in honour of Slta1 is 
recognized* ih the Iiarivafnsa as especially. offered by ~ 
ploughmen1# EM, p. d2
1. BSSSy p. 15# ■’ •. : "v' ' "v ■ ‘ \ \ >
: 2. SDEHl , i, pp 334
3. Orooke, : f!The Oults of the Mother Goddesses in
India*, Eolklore, xxx, London, 1939, p. 296#
4. AIE'1), p . ^ T   ■ ..
5. HV, i, .168.33. ,;
a Corn Mother appear to have played a conspicuous role in ;
the evolution*of the Mother Goddess worship in ancient
1  ^ ; 
Mexico# Nerthus had first been conceived andvenerated
as an Earth Mother before her cult as a Mother Goddess'-
: - 2 * 
became widespread in ancient Germany# Rhea in prehis-
. 3 4
toric Greece and Oybele In ancient Rome were earth
goddesses before their elevation as Great Mothers* The
Great Goddess of the old Cretan religion was in all pro- |
bability an, Earth Mother in origin, because she is often !
identified not only with Rheai and Cybele, but also with !
' ■ ‘ ; ‘ -  ' 5 ' ;
Remeter and Gaia, all of whom are earth goddesses# The. i
Babylonian Ishtar, than whom !no goddess could be more :
distinctly celestial and lunar1, did possess nevertheless,; 
• ■■ \ ■. 6 
fthe characters and functions of an Earth-goddess1«. One -
of the many forms of Isis, the great mother goddess of
Egypt, is that of a serpent, which Indicates her originry . . ,
as an Earth Mother* In the Osirian myth, Isis, as the 
rich plains of Egypt, is annually fecundated by the inun­
dations of the Rile, who is no other than her consort
8 ■: ' ■ . •' ..; 
Osiris*' .
w
6 • Infra ,Pp# HO- 119 *
i  ....  » » ■
7. ERE, y^p# 4*
8* Hackenzie, D#A ; Myths of Crete and Pre-Hellenic Europe 
London, 1917? p# 1< — —
. /  •
1*. Br if fault, R s The Mothers, iii, London, 1927, p# 61
2, Tacitus': Germania-, 40.
3. c m g ; p. -
4* Ibid, 161.; SDML, i, p. 464.
5* ERE, v, p. 130.
6* The Mothers* iii* p. 90: Contenau. G s Evervdav Life
9 *» *  A *  * T  n  ?  y\ p  I ,  ii^ghiBiii.iu ...................................I n BabylbhXa and As syrra, London, 1954, p 7 2  p#
With few exceptions, we may therefore assume that the 
great’, goddesses of the East and West originated asfEartlp :j 
Mothers * h^eyr/o wed their prominenc e , sugge st s Briffault , j 
chiefly to their association .with agricultural rites in
.which they figured * as the Earth-Mother who brings forth
'■ ' - ' h .  ■ ■ :  ^ j  i :v  ' * ■ i .  ■'
.the .golden corn1* As an agricultural deity, the-.-Earth.
was not only conceived as a female, but also believed to :
be the source or mother of all things : in Nature - food,-
■ .. , ”, ' ' 2 . . 
gods,, men and a n i m a l s I n  fact, the. Earth’s deification |
goes back to :the primitive times when,agriculture was' in
charge of women, who were believed to.possess, similar to
their power, of child-bearing, magical powers inherent in
 \  ■ : ■ 3-' -
their sex to bring forth a successful harvest* Q}he : 
Earthfs fecundity, and that of women, therefore, came to; 
be viewed as one and the same thing; and both could be 
fructified, it w&s believed, by one and the same process.*
Scholars , are unanimous^ with Macdonell about the, subor-. ■ 
dinate position which the goddesses occupy in the Vedir : i
; ■. : 5 .. ■ ■ / I
pantheon* d?he hymns in which PfthivI occurs in the i
7* Myths of Crete and Pre-Hellenic Europe, p* 183;
sismiTT, p." 5^9. ‘— -----
8. M,"'p{ 19. ; . . ■ ■ \
• - r
^* ®-ie Mothers, iii,,p* 56
2:. ERE,"lF7^r'l28
3> ghe ..Mothers, iii, p* 54*. . ..
4# Ibid, p» 55** Qf ♦ Agni Pur aha, 'xli>18 which recommends^ 
the worship of Bpthivx orb the day of - garbhadhana, :
8 impregnation** -
5. IM, pp, 124-25* . '
Vedas:, alone or in the company of her partnex^ byaus, no 
doubt demonstrate her. maternal aspect, yet as Macdonell j 
observes, fthe personification is but slight, the .attri- ;
butes of the goddess: being chiefly those of the physical i
\ , ■ ■ ' “ - •! 
earth1. VEhe figure that P£thivx cuts in the Vedic.
mythology is much different fx*om that of the Earth Mother ;
. . ; ' *. " . . . 2 " 
whose, worship has come down to this day. Indeed, as
Whitney remarks, though deified, addressed as mother and .-;4
substance of all things and prayed to for blessings, *the !
Earth herself makes no remarkable figure* in the circle; :
"  v . .  ; 3 ■ ■
of Vedic divinities#
Ah analysis of the Vedic hymns celebrating P^thivx 
reveals her-however as a great and powerful goddess.: It i
is she, and not her consort Dyaus, who appears as the V
chief object of veneration. She is invoked as mother of;
3 . ' 6 .; . . : . ’V - ;
men, and of gods, and is said to have made and: sustained
all creatures. . 1 In thee; let everything be born, 'what, is
and what is yet: to be1.- so is she addressed in the
Atharva Veda. As the.final resting place of her sons,
she5 is approached in the Vedas to shelter the dead. ;
,1.r m ,  p. .88. . . . '
2. RTLI, p.; 182; Oil,, p. 402. . ;
3*. Whitney,. W.D. : Oriental and Linguistic Studiesi' Earst 
' Series., New; York, 1893, p.. 32-* . .
4. 0MG,.- pp. 112-13. : : ..
5-* OT, i,159.2, i.164.33, 1.185.11';. AV, .vi.120.2, xii.1.10.
6 . H?,.. 1.106,3, 1.159.1, i.185.4, x.2.7, x,11.9,vii.53.1. 1
7. KV, 1.159.?, 1.160.2,1.185.'), x. 110.9.
xili.1.54.. . ■ ■
* Heave thyself, Earth, nor press thee downwards heavily: 
afford him.: easy access., gently tending him* ;
Oover hiha as a mother"‘.wraps her . skirt about her: child, ' ;.:
G Earth* \ b f  ‘ f , “4"'
: And elsewhere,- she is prayed to": . j
;1 Be pheasant to him, 0 Earth, fhornless and. lulling him ;
t o ’rest*!.-,. v;V  . ; . •, ' _2 ' .
Vouchsafe; him. shelter broad’ and sure1 * ' -
Unlike other Vbdic;. goddessds, PpthivI appears to have
commanded throughout the Vedic Age a position that was
far frmny insignificant. .This is quite clear from th®)
attitude of the fsis (Vedic seers) , who seem, to have ^ :
combined in attributing to her- 1 all motherly feeling, /
tender hffectiony generosity of heart: and forbearance * .hf
fhey take pride as her offspring, and .dilate, in hymn
after hymn, on her yastness and majesty, variety and
fruitfulness* In the lengthy but beautiful Ppthivi-sfjkta'
in^  the Atharva Veda can best be read: the further: deve- .
lopment of Mother Earth*s greatness- : She is*the Queen of
all that Is and* is to be*(v.i)5 the source of all waters,
food and cornlahds (v*2); she is invoked'to grant foremost
rank, position and power (w, 3,8)., for cows with ,
1. rv, x.18.11..
2. AT, xvlll.2.19.- 
:3. :IlRa}, ;sP.; 47.
never-failing milk (v.4), for luck and splendour (w*5,
7-9, 18, 21). She is our firm standing-place, gold- 
breaated, store-house of treasures and shelter of all that 
moves (w#6, 26,.44, 45)# She is our mother (vy*10, 12, |
63), who is invoked for granting prosperity (v* 13), and, . :
prayed to for vanquishing our foes (v*l4);* She produces 
as'well as sustains: all mortal creatures, - quadrupeds, * 
bipeds and the five human races (v*15)* She is the all-. 
producer, mother of plants and herbs, and is asked to;, be. ; 
gracious;bo her sons (vv# 17, 23)# She is invoked for 
granting longevity, (v*22)\ for protecting her children . 
from, the hatred of" others (w* 18', 23) , against robbex,s 
and deadly weapons (vv* 32 ,. 47) wild animals, evil 
spirits and demons (vv* 49, 50) and foemen (v*4l). She 
is also approached with prayers for abundance aiid opulence; 
(w* 36, 40 , 44)* As the bearer of: all: things in. herj 
womb (v*43),.she: harbours inside her snakes, scorpions, 
worms and ‘each ,thing, that in the Rains revives and stirs 
(v*46) * In short., Ppthivi possesses all the. principal : 
attributes, with which the Mother Goddess^ is found invested 
in the pbst-Vedic literature, particularly the Epics and
the Purafras* , , ;
Belief in the Earth Mother being , common among the, - ; ,
ancient peoples, scholars, are naturally disinclined to 
trace the Vedic as well as. the post-vedic ideas-:about the 
the deification of Prthivi to a similah conception invthe.
'Indus'Valley Culture or ta her worship existing since
' • ■ V - \ r ' ‘ ; i
. immemorial times among the non-Aryan aboriginals of India*; 
But it is difficult, not; to agree, with -Br if fault who ' 
rightly points out, /*Mother Barth has scarcely any place 
in .the: cosmological, or religious conceptions and rites of, ; 
peoples in,the pre-agricultural stages1. Even in a 
highly advanced culture whose authors are non-agrarian*
- ;■■; >■: —  5 ' ;
Mother. 'Earth plays no” conspicuous role* Bince the Aryans!
' ■’v ’ ' " ' ' ■ ■  ■' ■ ^
were nomadic pastoralists.before their migration to India*!
it would' be unfair to credit them with the conception of, *
an Earth Mother, at that stage. Boon after their settle- ;
ment in the fertile plains of-Northern India* the Aryans ;
appear to have adopted agriculture which formed an imp or*-
tant, part of their economy* and there is also evidence in
'■* . ; . 5 ■. :
the, fig Veda of the increasing;, use of the plough. That”
the-Earth has already acquired a new and holy significance
in their eyes' can be seen reflected in their thought and -
culture; not only is she -celebrated in the Vedic hymnsy. \
6 " ; . ; 
but agriculture as well. * Sweet bp the plants for us*.
the heavens* the waters... May the Field1s lord for us be
♦. \ " - j ■
A IRQ?, p . 4-9« '
2. The Mothers, iii* p. 59,
3 » Ibxd * #y ;*
Supra, p ♦ 7£
5* CHI* i* pp. 88-89. Bi»iff ault1 s arguments (The Mothers, 
iii* p. 59) on the Aryan attitude towards agriculture 
are not wholly true* - * ,
6* BKB* p. 23, - -
i d
full of sweetness.** may the plough furrow happily.** Hay 
Ihdra press the furrow down, may Pu$ap guide its. course;: 
aright*** Happily let the shares turn up the ploughland,
happily go the ploughers-with oxen* With meath and milk
. -  - ■ . .  '  - ' . • 1  ' ~ v 
Parjannya make us happy1,* tod elsewhere, the Earth-and;.
Heaven are inyoked to 1 pour, down the balmy.: rain1, evi-
dently for the benefit of agriculture* Prom a race of ,
pastoral warriors the Aryans must have'become enthusiastic
agriculturists, or it would indeed.be difficult to find:
some of their great gods invited to become auxiliaries ^ h:
their new occupation and to attribute the composition .of /■
these verses to any other circumstances* We have also.
seen earlier that importahtrVedic gods like Indra and Siva
■ ' v . ' 3 ■ ■■ i > . - ■ : .id .
appear 'as- Ksetrapatis*
■*- - I~- uTT i mill ............... • '
£he.existence of an Earth Hother in the religion of . 
the Aryans: in their nomadic ‘ state being improbable , it 
ifipynn&t be bad logic if wb assume the conception of \ ond -d 
when they had taken up. agriculture-after their migration1 
to India# . Again, . an agricultural mode of life, argues / .
Mackenzie, engenders beliefs' influenced by agricultural ;
^ ” ' v ;■ : \ V  d^.-fd
experiences^* After the initial conflict with the noh-
Aryans was over, the Aryans became slowly but steadily .
1* RV, iv.57.3,4,7,8.,
2;* RV-, vi*70*5* ’ t
3*‘ Supra,~ p. iq4 g one of the epithets of Siva: is 
Ks etrap a t i .SEP, p. 332*. \
* • •« iiJfcBlin iii MhUi mj iPiiiWPWiTinfciwWifc# * .-nt^ rhafcW* * *** . . v
4-. Myths of Crete and Pre-Hellenrc Europe., p* xxvr
M ijibu nB M C T H iM *>■ i ■■ LaM* *aa ii ii i n ■■■ iii 1111 ill 11 W i*M u t« ii^ « ij* M B T W i I M.ii ill ii ■ mi i i i  |ii ii i iw  iii ii mimi<tit*l>iiUli' t *
infused with, the former., from whom they borrowed a good 
many of those practices which permeate modern Hinduism 
but are not to be found in the Vedas at all, including 
the conception and worship of the Earth Hother* Though
the orthodox among the Aryans strove hard to preserve the
. ' 1  . . . . ■' . - ,  
'Aryan colour1, we have evidence from the Mahabharatax !
and the- Purapas; of racial admixture and countless episodes
of marriages between Brahmapas or Zgatriyas. with Naga, |
. 2  - .. . . -  .  ■ ; 
Sudra or Das a women* . As a superior race, the Aryan did j
doubtless impress his own stamp upon the indigenous j
peoples of India, but the change from a nomadic to a j
sedentary, and from a pastoral to an agricultural mode of
life), added to the comparative-paucity of his number,/ j
proved his 'ultimate undoing as ah Aryan and a foreigner,-
leading;-to his quick or slow but ultimately inevitable/ !
3 ; ;
Xndianisation1 * Hother.Earth thus got her recognition !
in the Vedic Age, rightly observes Orooke:, 'when agricul- !
ture was combined with pastoral life', though her cohcep- /
t ion was 'not fully developed until the Aryans amalgamated/
with the tribes whom/ they found in occupation of Northern-
4 ' A' ' ' ■ ‘ !
India'*
1.Cf* Griswold, H.D* : loc.cit, pp*37“40, and note 1 on
p. 37*
2* Chatterji, S*K. : Ihdo-Aryan and Hindis Calcutta* 1960* 
P. 7. “ ~ " ■ /
The Eax^th may be a minor deity in the'Vedic pantheon, 
as*suggested by Macdonell and others, but in Indian lite­
rature of the post-Vedic period she is a goddess of 
considerable importance* From an ahiconic Vedic divinity, 
she becomes the anthropomorphised Earth Mother in the:
■.....  1 ■ ' ■ ■ 2 ,;
;Like Demeter of Greek mythology, she appearscl *
to us as the mother of a daughter - Slta, * the most
exquisite and at the same time the most suggestive symbol
4 .
foa? agriculture1* In the Anusasanaparva of the Maha-
bharata, the Earth is described as Prosperity’s self and 
a mighty, goddess, ’who makes him her. lord who makes gifts
. 5 • : V“
of her in. this life to other people*. As in the Atharva
- . 6  : ,-*■ 5 " -
Veda, the ,,Earth in the Mahabharata has also been viewed
as the original mother and nurse of all creatures as well
. . .. $ . . ■ - ■ - 
as their final resting place* But already'in the Brahman
Brahmana^ period, when the Aryans have made further pro-. .
■maj fcaa IH»i. ll ll l ■ III T l 11 Ml _ ■ 1 1  “  4» ! ^
# { ' ' . . ’ 
gress. in - agriculture, the Earth appears to have been
receiving a great deal of veneration* Not only in the
/ 'i ' • * ■Axtareya Brahmana,' but in some, of the later Upanisads asp M T iw w w M a a m itiia r r^ f i n  ■ w itn m iT*ain ,i %fi.mtawMi *  *1* f
10
well, ; the Earth is identified with.Sri, the goddess, of .
1* RFNI, p . 49*
2. James, E*0 s Prehistoric Religion, London, 1957*P* 198* 
3* Sxta came out of the furrow of cultivated land at the 
mouth of a plough. Ramayana (ed. Bhattd, i*65.14.
4* AIRiy p. 49*  niamsiniwciin;* * . -*-*
5#.Mbh, xiii*62*6*
6. AV , xii*1 * v-.. . . . .
7* Flhh, xiii*62f 38,49*
8* OKI, i, p. 121*
9* S T  viii*5; v.3.5* ,\ '
10.AIHI, p* 50.
harvest: and fortune# Such names as Bhumi and Kgama, under
- “  1
which she is celebrated in the Srl-sukta, represent 
Lak^mi as but a manifestation of the Earth Goddess. 
Identified with Sri, the Earth is eulogised as the
2
sovereign goddess, and homage is paid to her accordingly#
In the Sutras, Earth shares along with other gods sacri-
5
fices made during the festivals of the nei^  and full moon*
4 .
"She is worshipped as a domestic goddess, is the recepient
5 • .
of the first ball, and is believed to contain In her womb 
6
Agni, one of the most important Vedic gods* In the 
Gpliyasutras the Earth is also characterized as the final
7
resting place*
In the Pteapas the Earth is an important manifestation
of Mature,, who is no other than the Great Mother Goddess
(Prakpti) * She is the support of the world, mother of..
crops, - and mine of gems; she is ratnagarbha, 1 pregnant
with gems1, and she contains within her the oceans; all
created beings constantly worship her, for she is the
9'
source of all livelihood and prosperity* As Vasudhara,
1• Supra, p* S1
2. AIM? # p. 5*0
x i AP A
4; m i ;  m t m t m t  ±1.9.3.
5. GGS, i.4.8.
6. HGS, 1.7.25.1(d).
7. AGS, iv.5.7; cf. RV, x.18,10.
8 . BSSS, p. 23.
9. BVFTPrakrtl Khanda). i.91-100.
the Earth is also a consort of Vi^u, who ms said to unite
1 . | 
with and beget on her a son named Ma&gala. Under the 
2 ■ 
name of Bhu, as well as Ppthivi*the Earth is joined with
Sri and Nila as Visnufs consort in the sculptural repre- 
' • 7' ' ‘ : 3
sentations of the: god from the Gupta,period onwards*
Standing on either side of Vi^jju as his saktis, Sri and
Bhu personify possibly two important aspects of the Earth
4-
Mother, - that of prosperity and productivity respectively 
Since Lak$mi stands for both these aspects as a mother
5 . , •
goddess, she.is also addressed as Dhara, that is ‘Earth1,
6 r • . 7
in the Pura^as* Elsewhere, in the; same literature, we
find Ppthivi being mentioned as Jagaddhatrl, one of the
8 . i ' ; '
forms of the Great Mother* She is also heard to declare:
9
I am Ppthivi, Jagaddhatri, in the form of clay or earth1.
In many Pura$as,. PpthivI and Burga appear as one and
- . - . id ■ ■; .
the same goddess. In the Markaffdeya Pur ana alone there
is considerable material which characterizes the Great
Mother also as an earth goddess. Ihe gods led by Agni
.
1* (Prakyti Khanda), viii.21-26.
2. Eor the various "names of the earth, see ibiaralcosa, 
ii .1.2-4-.. -
3* Bupra, p. 7&
4-. BSB§7 P* 23.
5* Supra, p. 78
  .!■ anii n.ii m i imrt »
6. BSSS, p. 23.
7. KJJ7~xx^^i*25“28.
8* W  Infra% p. 2.<sS
9* KP,... xaprviiT. 63 ♦ ",
10.BSSS, p. 23.
 ■ , •; , 1, , . • j
praise her as Mahisvarupa, ‘who exists intthe form of thej
j" fcii.lliHiilliilMaii i U*i*iHHII n>'i 11 Ml ^  rj  |
, .. • . . . . .  ’ . , . , , . - 2 /  3  *
earth1,, and she- calls herself Bhramarl and Sakambhari s j
. , * ■ ' * 4- “ *
both of which identify the Great Hother with Ppthitfl. :
Ihe former identifies Durga with the Earth, who is found %
in the Yedas connected with honey in many ways, and is
described as tedhumati, Madhuvrata, Madhudugha and Hadhu-
■■' ■, 5' , . . i, ' ■ ‘ : V . -b, ■'{
mayl, all of which make* her .its source. In the laitti-
- ,  6 1 ■ ■ ■ • * \\
rlya Brahmana, , the Earth has been called Baragha which ;
' ' . . . - ‘ 7 - ' 1 . .. * . ‘ ...
means a female bee* , The bee, it seems, wa,a looked upon ,; 
as a. symbol of potency of nature or earth, W 0 fits
motherliness., its never-resting, artfully formative busy-
8 ; ' : '. b
ness .*.1 In the oldest times, honey was sacrificed to
.. ■- a ■ - I. ' . :■■ ; . . ■ 9 , -  - ■ ■ :
the earth goddess along with milk* IDhe title Bakambharl 1
is equally suggestive-of the Great Mother*s role as an
i : ■ ‘ ....■: . .\. .10 ■ " - •- - h
earth goddess., In the Devx Bhagavatam, she is repre­
sented as SataksI, ‘the.hundred-eyed one1, who in answern 
to the * prayers of the gods.removed a great drought by 
causing rain, that issued from her numerous eyes conti-\ h  
nuously for nine nights♦, fhis four-armed goddess of dark- 
blue; complexion, we are further informed, appeared before..
1v HP-,, xci’*3.
2* HP, xci*§6.*
3 . KP, xci.45*
4. BHSS, p. 24. . ■ ; -
5* . -Ibid. - : 6. Ibid. - .
Ihe Word 1saragh 1 meaning a bee7 male or female, also 
occurs in the BY, 18 and SB. SEB, p* 1183*
8* GH , p . 263 * - " ' v.
9*,Ibid; also p. 266 for association of bee and honey with 
- earth,and woman.
10 * DB, vii * xxvii • In the MarkahqLeya Pur ah a, xc i * 44, the 
goddess herself refers to™Ihxs rorSiohliers : 1 Ihen I
Brahma and his retinue, with such emblems as lotus, vege­
tables, fruits, flowers and roots with abundance of juicer 
to quench hunger, thirst and fever* And since she fed . ./■ 
the. famished gods. and mortals with these, she came to be 
known as Sakambhari*. In the Harkah&eya Purina, the\god^ k 
dess herself makes a prophecy of this famine as well as 
her Sakambharl form in which she would support-
the whole world with $ life sustaining vegetables, having i
• 1 . -j
grown them on her crwn' body. ODhes word saka has been . 1
rightly taken to mean all kinds of crops, and the goddess;:
promising to groitf them on her own person in order to feed !
\  . ‘ 2 ' 
the world can be no other than the Hother.Earth* Kindred :
epithets of the Great Hother like Annada and*Annaphrna,
*  ^ jwwmwMrirniMiiiB .il i. »ri|.i.Hii an nilil 1MWUM1 *
- also suggest such ah interpretation. *As goddess of . 
earth and fertility, of sicy and rain... *, it is observedj 
by Erich Neumann^ !the Great Goddess is everywhere the i 
ruler over the food that springs from the earth, and all i 
the usages connected, with man*s nourishment are subordi- k
■ ■■ -■ . i  3 . ' ■ ■ J
hated, to her1*
Many, of the^  mother goddesses of India, remarks Crooke: 
with good reason, *have been developed from the Grama- — 
Clevatas;, of village goddesses, many of whom owe. their ; "
* ' i-‘ ’ 7- - ' ■ . - -7: " ’ ■ 7 • '
7 shall behold the”Munis with a hundred eyes, and so 
, ' people shall glorify me as. "the 1 hundred-eyed one,1. : ^
*  - .7 7 1 . ■ ' • ‘ i
hi HP-, xci.45* • :i
2* BBSS, p. 24. . ■ . ■ .
3* H T p *  261. Op., 1 Being at once the goddess of fertility; 
worshipped in a great variety of local vegetation cults, 
the Durga was the author and giver of life to the : ^
1
origin to the cult of the Mother Earth'* It is not at 
all surprising that, in India, which is primarily an agri­
cultural country, the Mother Goddess should first have 
"been conceived and worshipped as the Earth Mother* . Ihe 
goddesses of India, maintains Briffaultcontain all the
characteristics of agricultural goddesses, Mothers of
, . 2 
corn, Earth Mothers* A pile of stones or potsherds, re­
presenting the aniconic form under which the Earth is 
worshipped as a gramadevata, is a positive indication of
' : ' ■ * .. * 3 • '
the primitive .nature of her cult*. In later cults, she is
called however, not by her Vedic name Ppthivi, but Bhumi,
- * * 
vdiich may mean 'that which is produced* or 'exists', and
'earth' as well* Add.to this her other appellations like
Dhart 1, Dhar.ata. and Dharitrl, 'she who bears or carries',
and we have, the Earth Mother or Dharti.Mal, who is vene—
 --— i — — ----n*~.--------- *
rated by the simple agricultural folk all over India as
'the upholder of humananimal vegetable creation that
' ' •' .A* : . . . .
rests upon her surface** Libation of rice-beer is m
offered’ as a drink to DhartS Maf by the Oraon farmer
fruits of the earth as its primordial essence, the 
manifestation of cosmic vitality in perpetual process . 
of regeneration,1. GMG, p* 24-2.
•  . • ■ ■
1# Folklore, xxx, p. 297•
■2 S E e - m i e r s , - ill, -pv 5 0 .
5* Folklore, xxx, p.* 286* :
4. T b M ~ .  285.. ., j
before the transplanting of rice seedlings, with a prayer
; 1
for plenty of rains and a bumper crop. Prayers of
almost similar nature are also addressed to Mother Earth
.2
by the forest “dwelling Khstrwar farmer, and his compatriot 
in the Pern jab. Even the orthodox Hindu, at the time of 
sowing and reaping,, offers a prayer to the earth
who grants all desires and who is blessed with all kinds
4
of. riches.
Since the Earth has been so much intimately connected 
with Indian life and religion from the remotest antiquity, 
we must.not wonder if the itforship of the Great Mother 
Goddess Hurga should contain elements pointing to her 
origin as a primitive earth goddess. Her Sakambharl 
aspect, we have noticed, reveals her as an agricultural 
and corn deity. Much of the autumnal worship of Durga 
consists in fact of rituals which suggest such a charac­
terization. fPhe Saradiya puja or the autumnal worship 
of DurgaJ observes Ohanda, 'is analogous to the service 
of the Greek goddess Demeter Chloe that took place on the
sixth of Hhargelion..• The. goddess is also worshipped in
6 ". •
spring’, whence her name Vasantl. . Demeter, as we have
1* Hoy, S.O.: (The Oraons of Chota Hagpur, Ranchi, 1928,
r  ^ ~  '    ' I' I II 111 II H 1 III I I III I  I ■ ful l  MB llll ■ III !■!!■ Ml I H rN.1l lU .IIW * 11   ■ IHl» ■ n 11| mil I. n 1 .  *  /  *
p. 142..
2. Folklore, xxx, p. 286.
3. H S f U T T ,  p. 32.
iimamwMam.hm • .* vL-
4. ERE, v, p. 6.
5* MP, xcii.11 refers to the annual worship of Durga thus: 
saratkale mahapuja kriyate ya ca varsikx.
* . . , , - 1 . ---------T, 11 i ^ f t nr-rJteT».m w tmiriT. TT.V n . TTTinr»fi«Bi.^«i.inV»iiimiri|T in ii ir - t ' f  11 —
6. Ohanda, R .P . : Indo-Aryan Races, Rajshahi, 1916, p .131•
t e% n
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" ■'* 1 . • 2  ^
seen, was an earth goddess, and also a vegetation and a
, ‘ . 3 - . ; >. , . ■ - • •
corn;goddess* As early as the Brahma^ta period, the Great
.Goddess is found to be identified with.autumn under the !
" . n
name of Ambika s Sarad vai Ambikd, *Ambika is autumnr,.: ;
n w u m tH W H ie W H  ■ IW^I — I I ■! WWIfHWHUHiWPMMhMWftW f  *
which incidentally is the beginning of the agricultural 
season in Bengal* Her equation with autumn and her 
annual worship which is coincident with this season, 
naturally .represent Durga as a great agricultural goddess*1 
; : I’urther, the ggricuiturair season in Bengal continues, :
beginning \ with autumn, up to the end of spring, r and during* 
 ^ this period are observed, the worship of Ambika/Durga,
Lak^mi,Jagaddhatri, Kali, Barasvati^: ¥adantl and Auraturn,
• A/ . * ' - A, • '' :AA- *' A
Annapur^a* We have already seen how Daksmi is not only/
/an agricultiiral and corn deity, but also a manifestation : j
~ of the saumya and ra;jastka (maqestic) aspects of the ;•.
’ ’ ; . ■’ T , • 7 1, •v  . . . ' : ■ . " ' • . A ' - ■' ‘ ‘ V . : ‘
Great Mother,/AW® have , also examined the evidences which/ .
- establish. 'Barasvatxhs association with agriculture and \ /
.— i - ' -A^ - A - -
with Durga Kali, Jagaddhitrl, Vasanti and lnnapdr$a,/
. being ;the/different names and forms of Durga, must aleb be.
, . regarded as ODerra, Maters and agricultural goddesses.
•1. LM1, p. 174. / ,/x v"
2. GB, v (i) * p* 41. 4 :4
4 3• EHE, v, p. 129. Such epithets as 'Earth Mother1 or
'6rain Mother' point/ to Demeter'’s' connection with 
.vi-ihe^J&rihi'Goideshv*—'’ ' ■ ■ ' -4;i :
4. i’B, i.6.10.4-5. • "■ ■■'./ ' '
' BSSS, p. 25. ; -•;■;/4 . 4 V .• v . .i;*...:
< '6-i Up. ifthe. calender‘'of Hiiidu religioiis. festivals in HRY,, 4
> ',;pp>£l56, 1481^50v 5^1,;: 1 ' 4/v ; :
7. Supra ,f p. «-4. ^  o ir. ^
i ) i 8 . ^ s ^ a rf p v ^ 3 4 ^ vv;, v ) ,  ;:)/;.'■/'
fTA‘p
-<£ d'
Annapurna and Saleambharl are epithets, rightly suggests -
A, It, Sur;, which connect the Indian. Devi, i,e,, the goddess
A- - " ■ A : \ 1 ■ " '•
Durga, ‘with the. Earth Mother# We have also noted how as
- v , A, < , " : with the Earth .   ;
Kali, the Great Goddess equates herself/in the KalikaA r ‘
Pur aha*
. . - * ‘ ' ' 
(The very first-important ritualistic act in her
of
autumnal, worship, called bodhana or ’the awakening ^the 
goddess:1, reveals Durgd as an agricultural and corn godh;
dess:, consisting as it does of her initial worship ih a a
A .3 ■ ■ v
branch of the bilya. tree# Next is the. worship of the
. ; . . ' a 4 ...... , ' |
navapatrika, also called ’corn bride*, which consists :of i
>nn*iii[iMrjiir«t mtr itwm i ■ iT w m T H iiiri * - / ,'
nine, plants bound together. Since the navapatrika is■ ,;k 
believed to be the symbol of Durga, and its worship a 
precedes that of the goddess in her image, the autumnal ‘
service has. rightly been regarded, as, originating from: the
V. 3 '■ ' a ' .. A. 1a'. A-hi
cult of acorn gpddesc,;: Air. some families of Bankura,; West?
igal, it is still the custom to worship during the- A : A 'a
autumnal service of Durgd the navapatrika% but not, herL : aa
,. , ■ 6 . . ■ ■: -A' ; . ■ A A AA )
image, Natapatrika evidently stands here for Durga or ■
Navaddrga, because each of the nine.plants is supposed to:
.'A-A ' * ' . ; ; AA-A. . ■ A 8 h  ; ' A ■ i\.A?
represent an aspect of;the: goddess, Ihus the. Great vAv’A
* . A A  ' ‘ , v' . - ■ ' - 4 j'*vA'.
1, Sur, A.K. : A Pre-Any an Elements, in Indian? Culture’,A;A'
-  m  ^  1 %  p* 14*. ......a
.Supra, p* 117, . -a : ■, -vA
3* Puja^parvauV U t i M M  , ?Ba ,v- AV
4, aBMs B , -,p • a a .. .• -a - A ’: -. . . . - - a A A A;. a a ,
\5* Puja-parvan, !p, .78, , a -  ^ .'AA- *■; .a /4 ' a-A-AA
6. 11aid. • ■ ■■ ■ -...■ .  . V .
7./- Ibid, • A' ' : . A. ■ 3 ■ . ' ; . / .A ^ aaa/:
8. But^the' name & as well the: iconography of the ^ nine .4 , A >: 
/ Durgas have little or nothing to ./do/ 'with .agrichltW? - a
Goddess-;/!) "as- Brahmadi - presides: over- ARambha (plantain ./ 
tree) ;' (ii) as: Kalika overAEaccvx (Aram oolocasia)j (iii) 
as Durga over Earidra (turmeric); (iv)A asAKarttikl or 
Kumar I over J ay ant I (barley) ; (v) as Siva oyer Bilva (Wood
' « . pri nil n/jiipm’ ii, i, . li-i L7 tsj  ^ - v- W  ^ ' •. € „ fi.|iWir.i>WwWTi ■ -r '
Apple tree)';: (vi) as Raktadantika over Da^.ima (pomeganate 
tree); (vii) as dokarahita over A&bka (Jonesia Asoka); A
* * < piTiia,inMriiinariuihMii# ^ \ * f
(viii) as Gamunda -over Man a ( .a variety of Arum colocasia)
^  , liRHliiiiliiiMin ■* '  ^ . >irn n  i n r I i r r ' itiTil—l ii n m rrmTiiimmn>ipirfl~ ^
and (ix) as Laksml over Dhanya (paddy plant). The
connection of; the goddess -with’' -the;'-fruits of these nine 
plants has also been explained;; She vis Haridra because 
her complexion is yellowshe is dayantx as she is victory 
incarnate; as the 'bes tower of honour/she is connected with 
Mana; Bilva is equated with her as being the favourite v-.
■ >n ii hi iiiinrprni • r mio 11^ *11 nHipHi—  T1- V--J ‘
fruit of her consort Samkara; she is devoid of grief (soka 
hence she; resides in the Asoka; as the life-giving source- 
of all,the creatures, she.is personified as paddy; and A 
because; she becomes Raktadantiksl or’one whose teeth are
of the colour of blood1, resembling, pomegranate seeds at
' . ‘ ■' A' . ' ’A ' 2 A'--:A'. /
the time of destroying the demons, she is Da&imba. Ihese
are .but deliberate attempts, we need hardly emphasize,
to equate the Ptirapic Durga with a primitive corn goddess
V- ■ \ ' . ■' ''A ‘ - ' 3 ‘ — iV*:.v
who is but an aspect of the Earth Mother* fhe navapatri-
^  ; #B^TOWI»Tl JIM jJiftjIm JIlW M  l i n f ' II . .
ka ceremony also cannot but be. viewedAas survival" of A :
Eor the ivono0;raphy of the Navadurgas, see Infra, p,
•  " ' ' . * ■ -
A  &do-Aryan Races, p. 131., . ’2.. BSSS, p. ?5'7~ “ J
3* ibxd o
the agrarian phase of Durggaworship * because it'clearly 
shows that the goddess was conceived as the personifica- 
tion of the vegetatioii spirit* *
But the cult of the Earth Mother is much more ancient 
than Puranic Hinduism or the religion of the Vedas* 
rfhe Earth Mother or Dharto. Max, as she is worshipped iii 
India, substantially differs from the goddess whom the, gg . 
and Atharva Vedas celebrate as a mother under the name of 
P^thivi* ’Devotion of the Earth-mother’, says Professor a . 
James9 ’has continued to find ritual expression, especi­
ally among the Dravidians, all over India and all down
2  - ~ ‘ , ! ' a
the ages1« Among the npn-Aryans of India, it had also ■
been pointed out by Gustave Gppart mozb than half a 
century before the Rev* James, Mother Earth as represen­
tative of the female energy (sakti) hasbeen worshipped.
, ■ - ■■' '■ ; ““  . , 3 -t
as the principal deity from a far remote, period* ’In,
India the worship of the aptive female principle (sakti)
,** has a long history behind it, having arisen out of a
the impersonation of feminine energy in the form of the
Earth-mother in the pre-Aryan cult of the village godd- 
4 . , ■
esses’* Uhe worship of the village gods, who. are the :
present-day Substitute of the Earth-Mother, is the moat 
ancient form of Indian religion, dating probably from the
period when people-began to settle down in agx*icultural
1  ■ . ' ‘ - , -  ■ : 
communities. Revered throughout the country not only by
the rudest aborigines, but also by the highest castes,
these gramadevatas are as numerous as there are villages
miMii "< mwiJMiifcui aiiwirta ^ n w  . , * *
• • 2'-, -• ■ . -
and towns in India. With few exceptions, the village
. ■ ;• * 3.
gods are all females, says Whitehead, and as their name 
Fiat a , Amma or $$$$. Amba implies, are worshipped wherever 
they reside as protecting mothers, Flonier-Wlliams. v  
noticed 140 1distinct mothers' of this type in dujarat, . 
'besides numerous varieties of more popular forms1, who 
were 'in reality gramadevatas worshipped from time
. 5 •; 1 - - . ’ ■■
immemorial1* Equally numerous would be the South Indian
' ; ". “ s . .
village deities whose names are legion, The Impressive, 
but not uniform, array of names under which the Mother 
Ooddess -is • said in the Pura^ias to exist and receive wor­
ship in reality belongs to independent pre-Aryan deities
A, •- • - ' ■ - ■ ' 7 : ■
having their cults in different parts of India, Simi­
larly, the multitude of goddesses mentioned by the Bengali 
FJailgala poems’ were doubtless village deities worshippedjhjmn/TMT^ r- rwmattaw -f* , _ J -L J.
since immemorial times in different localities of the
1. VGSI, p. 11. '
2 . ,0TI7;-p. 451, ■ . . . .
5..* VGSI, p, 17* Of. Orooke W ; 'The village goddesses 
being originally earth deties, were naturally spiritua­
lised as females'. 'Dravidians', ERE, v, p. 4*
4. Oil, p. 458. ~
5. HEEI, p. 225.
6. VGSI:, p. 21.,
7. BSSS, p. 5,
1 . ' , . , • 
province . * In Mahara^lra, 'The Mother goddesses are 
.2 - • . . . . ' . 
innumerable1, and those having the word aya (mother) at
the end of their names, have been lmown in.the particular
- ;: - . . \ 3 *- ' - ■
localities for over two thousand years.
Worshipped chiefly in connection with agriculture, 
Mother Earth is in non-Aryan belief a powerful being,, 'on 
which all that is or lives in or on it depends, and which/
in consequence exercises an unlimited influence for good
■ . , , , 4
or evil over all earthly creatures and objects'. In this
two-fold conception, Mother Earth appears as a goddess
who £ is at ohee propitious and malevolent. - traits which
characterize not only the Indian village mothers, - but,
as we shall see, also the great Mother Goddess Durga .
herself. She being the common womb of all existences, no
single goddess could personify the Mother Earth, who has
accordingly been venerated under many forms and names, and
. ■ ' ■ * 5
her cult has become universal in-.India. Wo wonder that 
under the. name of P^thivx, this primeval goddess?-.should 
have been espoused by Dyaus Pitar, the most ancient among
. ■ 6 ■. \ a ;
the Ihdo-Aryan gods* Nor .'is it also at all surprising If
insppiteebf her being eclipsed by a host of popular god-, 
desses like Durga, Lak^ml or Sarasvati, 'the sanctity of
1. BSBS, pp. 5-6. . . --/
2. Kosanibi, D.D. : ;'At the. Crossroads ' , JRAB, 1960, p. 21.
5 . Ibid» . ' : '
4. Oil, p* 452. / • ...
the Earth has remained.'a. .fundamental belief‘throughput
India for all time, and around her; the goddess cult has
A  ; ; ‘ . 1 ' ' ; A
found its several modes of expression1• A ;
Ohie two-fold aspect of the Earth Mother is illustrated
as much by the nature of the offerings made to her as by
the respect and fear which alternately mark the attitude
2 •
of the people towards the goddesses in general. 'Like 
the Earth-Mother1, observes Orooke in this connection,
'the other Mothers appear in a double manifestation, at
.. ■■■AV 3 a  .. 1 , ■
once benevolent, and malevolent'. This contraiety of.
aspects.is also evident from the names and epithets by
which the goddesses.in India.are known and addressed#
While names like Gauri, Unia, Lak^mi, Siva,. Sarvamangald,
Jagaddhatrx and Jaganmata indicate benevolent goddesses,
epithets like Kali, Gamup^ju, Oap<j£? Bhima, Raktadantika
etc., are equally suggestive of their malignant nature
and terrible, appearance,, In order to appease a malevolent
goddess or to keep one of her kind in good humour, it 
. that , .
should be remembered,however,/the worshippers are wont to:
address her. as mata (mother), matajl (the honourable
mother),.and maha mal (the great mother). But for ///
such euphemistic titles, the small-pox goddess w o u l d  not
A  ' / A 4 , ' ■ • . ■
have been called Sitala, and the demon-slayer Durga or
the Kali of terrible appearance addressed as MahadevI and 
1 ‘ .
Jaganmata. It was possibly in obedience to such a time-
fens*
honoured practice thqt Rxidra's sister, though a killer,
.2
was named Amblka, 'mother', in the Va/jasaneyl Samhita 
before she was identified with the baktisobhamana Uma
3 ■
Haimavatl*
The Earth in her benign character is like an affec­
tionate mother, who sustains all life by giving corn and
fimparting fertility, by virtue of her life-giving 
. 4
energies* to human beings and^  animals* As such, she;':' is
worshipped 'with offerings’, of flowers, milk ox* fruits of 
5 .
the earth*. Yet, the Earth is more dreaded than loved,
for she 1was to be propitiated by valuable sacrifices1,
observes Oppert, 'in oi*der to yield the necessax*ies of
life, and nothing was deemed too precious that could gain 
6
her favour1. This indicates her malignant aspedt in 
which the Earth's appeasement is sought by blood sacri­
fices of bii*ds. and animals - goats, pigs, cocks and
buffaloes - at her alter, or as in the case of the Khonds
7 . . 8 
of Oentral India, and the Todas of Hxlgiri, even with
human victims. To the Khonds, the $! Earth also appears
1* rip, Ixxxi*58, lxxxiii.53*
2* Supra, p*£3*1 . H WM I* *■» ^
5* TA, x.10.
2^2? p * 113-*
5. ERE, v, p. 6. -
6* QII ? P* 452*. ■ .
7’. ERE, v, p. 6. Of# Campbell, J : The Masks of God, ii, 
£*■ London,, 1962, p. 160.
8. 'The buffaloes take now the place of human beings, but 
. the tradition still now survives among the Todas /chat
; as benign,'-"but it is-in'lier. malevolent aspect that she 
is a supreme-power; and in whatever form or occasion, she 
is■ worshipped, immolation of a human being at her shrine
.. . . ■. 1 "> _ , . V
seems, to be a custom*
in former ,times they sacrificed men to the Bhumidevx, j 
though they have managed to keep it secret1* OXJ,p.^53*j
1. ‘As the divinity who presides over the operations of \ 
nature,* the character and functions of the Earth-godd- j 
ess are defined with a considerable degree of direct- h 
. ness. They reflect generally the leading wants and 1 
fears of an agricultural population* She ru^es the ; j 
order of the seasons,tand sends the periodical rains*; t! 
Upon her depend the fecundity of the soil and the t  
growth of all: rural produce, the preservation of , the 
patriarchal houses, the health and increase of the t 
people, aiid in an especial manner the safety of flocks . 
. ,and herds and their attendants* She is worshipped by :
human sacrifices 1 * \Lt* .Macpherson j . ‘Report on the 1; 
Khonds1, OR, v, 1896,fp. 54* . / , *
Equally: interesting and" informative may be found, the:
: .following .extraqt from Macpherstm * s second unpublished r 
report •: ‘the tribes of the northern tracts (the only; - 
portion of the; sacrificing population whose opinions I 
have had ail opportunity to ascertain exactly) regard ■/ 
the earth goddess, as supreme, - and at the same time 
attribute to her, in her character of-regent' of the 
operations of nature, pure malevolence towards man, and 
they believe, that while no observances or course of 1 I 
conduct can-change her malignant aspect into benignity ,:
; her malevolence may still be placed in partial or in t  ^
complete abeyance by the sacrifice of human life which 4 
. "she-has expressly ordained1* OR, v, p. 5d* - -
O h a p t e r T w o /:;v y  < v ' A"
' *‘i . ‘ ' *' ‘ ‘ k • • ‘ ... ‘ - ' ' „ ‘  ^• - *,*'■- ' ’ •'
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T H E; ■ VM 0 T H E R. G O D  D E S S  : K O H - V E D I  - 0 ^
(T H E G R :'|'fVA',£ E :v A.I .i;"-'  ^ / ‘ ‘
The gramadevatas* or village goddesses 'being representa­
tives of the EarthMother f .we may . as ;well examine , here 
the part played by them" in the. popular religions of India# 
As a manifest at ion of Sakti or Female Energy, the grama- 
devata. - has been receiving the veneration of the non-Aryah 
peoples in India:as their principal deity from immemorial 
times* Bishop Whitehead has also discovered in them 1 the
. > 1 ' ''-V. ■ \v; 2 • , ' ' i -4 ■ ' ‘ W' : • n
germs of national deities4, and Hinduism being 1 a . strange 
medley of the most diverse forms" of religions, ranging' ; 
from the. most subtle and.'abstruse systems of philosophy
■=i' ' : ’v /  3 : ;
to primitive forms of animism1 f it is not at all surpri­
sing, if the . wor ship of tlie village gods and goddesses ; 
should form an important part of that complex polytheism* 
Bishop Whitehead is fully borne out by Orooke, in whose , 
opinion Hinduism ’is so ecclectic and tolerant that 4 it 
recognizes the combination of the local with the orthodox 
cults, and some of the Animistic godlings have been promo-, 
ted to the orthodox pantheond*1
1# Oil, pp* 449*50*
2* VGSI, pi ,n. : ■
5. Ibid-, .p ♦ 13. . .
4* BFhl, p. 12* Bor the process by which a non-Aryan 
graSadevata is introduced into the Brahmanical
fcran** imj^wj ■■ ■■«!!*»» nMffwrmwr »ph"h t * ' « ' • '  - p.  #. >
pantheon, see ..Ibid, p* 14#
Not much different from those of the other primitive
races, the pre-Aryan religion of India consists chiefly
of superstitious belief in a multitude of spirits, good as
well as bad, who are the cause of all unusual events,
1
especially diseases and disasters* Each village, there­
fore, must have its own grarnadevata, who is its guardian,
* b»K**VriOl> lllil IIPI IIMl HJB.JIill IIIIMMl * ^  /
2
and is revered as its founder or creator* The normal 
function of the grarnadevata is to protect the villagers
iTrifi »■—  ~ i inrrfinr rtrnf»Tii-i—r~7Ti-rrt ^
from all sorts of calamities caused by evil spirits, f 
who'lurk everywhere, on the top of the palmyra trees, in 
caves and rocks, in ravines and chasms', and like birds of 
prey may at any moment pounce upon their innocent and help-
3
less victims# Bor protection against such evil forces,
4
much reliance is placed on the grarnadevata, because it 
is he or she, rather than the dignified Siva or VI$pu, 
who is 'more intimately concerned with happiness and pros-
5
perity of the villagers * *
To the less intelligent Indian villager, who according
6
to Crooke, suffers from 'demonophobia', the gramadevatas
*  , •*• /  ihh iii n i ■m ini n ■ I
*
1* Orooke, W 5 'Demons and Spirits', ERE, iv, p# 601*
2* Oil, p. 398* ~ ~
3* 51SI, P* 43*
4. Mir iv* p* 606*
5* VGSI, p* 14* A correct analysis of the common people's 
affitude towards the Brahmanical deities vis-a-vis 
their own village gods is- given by a Bengali novelist, 
itfho says, 'Truly speaking, they (the rustics of south­
west Dinajpur, Bengal) have no illusion about these 
high.class vegetarian gods (i*e., whose offerings con-, 
sist of fruits and flowers)* Only those deities, who
are too real and too malignant in their manifestations,
are of any concern to these people* Education being 
of little or no value to them, they could not care less
1
are obviously very important beings who1 symbolize only
1
the facts of village life1, having as much powers to
grant a rich harvest as to inflict him and his fellowmen
with disease and calamity* such as, cholera or small-pox,
drought or cattle disease* Since the gramadevatas are
believed to ward off evil influences in their protective
capacity, the villagers do not regard them as evil spirits,
2
but neither aretthpy looked; upon as unmixed benefactors.
Of unpredictable temper and rather human in their liability
to take offence,, these village goddesses, or mothers, - as
they are called everywhere, * are more feared than loved.
Their cult !is one of the most outstanding features of
3
Hindu rural communities1. At their shrines the villagers
•
for the goddess who presides over learning. Their gods 
appear before them as the unkind and.all-devouring 
cholera, or the cruel epidemic of small-pox which is.a. 
sure killer# Their gods lurk by the roadside and river 
bank, in the forests and the undergrowth^ with .fangs■ 
poised for striking. Also their god is Kgetrapala, 
whose auspicious hand blesses every corn land wifh a , 
golden harvest, and whose angry frown not only burns up 
all vegetation, but also brings down death and destruc­
tion from the heavens.
These malevolent deities can be appeased only by means 
which are violent, - with offerings of wine and flesh 
and orgiastic rites* The Vai^javite.nature (placid, 
benign) of the goddess Brahm&gl (Sarasvati), as well as 
her offerings which consist of*rice and vegetables, are 
as unintelligible, foreign and; umfamiliar to them as 
the Brahmanical society which is beyond their, access1. 
(our translation) Harayapa Gahgopadhyaya: Vaitalika 
(The Minstrel), Calcutta, 194-7, pp. 198-997
6. ERE, iv.. p. 601.
♦
1. VGSI, p. 17.
2.. IBIS! p . 25.
turn out en masse, and take active part in the sacrifices - 
and attendant rites held in their honour with a view to 
insure their favours and protection * particularly when 
they stand helpless in the face of some raging epidemic or 
a severe natural calamity# 1 Being at once propitious and 
malevolent', observes Professor James, 'she can either 
protect or destroy, and so it behoves those who live 
within her 1 sphere of influence** not to neglect her wor­
ship or offend her in any way, lest instead of securing 
their well-being she brings upon them disease and death,
drought and. sterility, and all the ill's to which flesh is 
1 .
heir1; - ,
Like the Earth Mother, the village goddesses as a class 
thus fall into two distinct categories s benign and male­
volent. Ihe functions of the village mothers are not 
clearly defined, though there is a special cholera goddess 
(Ola Bibi or 01 ai Ga:p4i), as also a goddess of childbirth 
(ga^'thl) and a goddess of small-pox (fixtala); *but as a 
rule1., points out Bishop Whitehead, 'the infliction and
removal of epidemics and disasters is (sic) a general
2 ' /  
function of all goddesses alike 1. Orooke supports him
by rightly regarding these local mothers hs 'primitive
3 - : .I . x
deities of all work'# He also agrees with Whitehead that-
*
p. 114*
2* VGSI, p# 26*
3* Polklore, xxx, p* 297*
localisation of functions which had led to the specializa— f
, • ■ ' ■ }
tion of the village mothers, many of whom .are now regarded-
as responsible for distinct spheres of activity, is a 
"  ' - 1  - .  
later development* In I€iiteheadfs opinion, only in places ,
where the people have for' many generations been under the ;
civilizing influences of Brahmanism, are the functions of ;
the gramadevatas found differentiated, and often elaborate:
legends are current as to their origins, characters and
2 , . :
' greatness* -
The mention of the gramadevatas in the Sanskrit Purapasi
is a strong proof of their important and honoured position
3
among the non-Aryans* Iheiz1 infIxtence must have been : 
considerable, so that the Brahmins instead of ignoring 'j 
them, 1 found it even to their spiritual and worldly " 1 
advantages to include in their pantheon not only the- 
principle they represent, but also occasionally these, In i
i\ - ;
their opinion, lower deities1.
Ho one will question the superiority of the Aryans as 
a people, but in India., more often than not, they found *
themselves seriously challenged on the plane of religious 
belief. Bx*ahmanical Hinduism, proud of its Vedic origin, 
characterized Jainism and Buddhism as downright heresies,
1• Folklore, xxx, p. 297.
2. YGSI, p. .26* *
3. Bee gll, pp. 398-402,. note: 148 for the names of the 
Aryanised gramadevatas, and p,456 (note) for another 
list of such'deities.* -
4. Oil, p.450*.
but could not itself escape the profound influence which
these two systems exercised on Indian religious thought*
Nor could the Ve^dic Aryans at the same time resist the
impact of the omnipresent aborigines, whose crude animism
and barbarous cults made constant inroads into «their life
1
and religion at many points* Rather than being completely
swept away by the pre-Aryan religious beliefs, as well as
by the upsurge of the extremely popular Jainism and
Buddhism, Brahmanical Hinduism found it expedient to
B.C.
compromise. From the 6th century/onwards, the social 
changes which gave rise to Jainism, Buddhism and numerous 
other heretical sects, also engendered conditions which
were favourable for the fusion of the Aryan and pre-Aryan
2
elements and for the emergence of a new composite culture. 
Instead of remaining rigidly orthodox, Hinduism became not 
only tolerant but also eclectic, so much so that it 
allowed the local cults to merge with the orthodox and 
also promoted many of the non-Aryan gramadevatas into its
3
own pantheon. The worship of such deities appears to 
have been rationalized and given formal sanction by the 
priestly class in the Gupta period when there was a new 
orientation in religious and cultural life due to the
1. VGSI, p. 12.
2. Winstedt, Sir Richard(editor) : Indian Art, London, 
194-7, p. 68.
3. M I ,  p. 12.
growth of a prosperous trade and the patronage of popular 
■ ' ' 1 
cults by a rich, and mercantile community, 1 First rejected,
later tolerated and finally assimilated*, remarks John
Irwin, ‘these gods and goddesses, together with innumerable
pre-Aryan; rituals and customs (such as snake-worship,
river-worship and the phallic cults) , survive * as-evidence
of the insidious triumph of the popular pre-Aryan imagina-
2 ‘ ;
tion over the priestly mind1•
Purely benign village deities are not very common. 
$a§£hl, in whose character the malignant aspect is totally!
- * 3 - ‘ ■ ‘ . 1
absent, belongs to this small but distinguished group. j 
Her cult enjoys a wide popularity in Bengal as well' as in 
the United provinces, where she is venerated as the deity I 
who presides over the home and childbirth, ‘protecting j 
infants and married women in their various avocationsf. : 
The goddess is called §a§thi obviously because she presides* 
over the rites which are performed on the sixth (^a^ha) ■
' " ‘ " 5 • • '
day following the birth of the child. Her name is not ,
6 . 7 ;;
as Orooke explains and Professor James accepts, the ^
word gasthl for the*sixth mother1, because it is neither ■
the correct meaning nor does it explain the actual nature
* ~
1. Indian Art, ‘pp. 88-89.
3. Bhattacharya, Asmtosh s ‘The Cult of ga^^bl in Bengal1 
MI, xxviii, p. 155
4. S W V  p.-114.
5.*: MjT xxvlii,/p. 153* ,
of -the goddess whose epithet is found 1 extended to all the
popular deities who. are beneficient to children1* As 
the.goddess presiding'over natal rites on the sixth day 
of a new horn child, glag'fch! is worshipped by the Hindus
outside Bengal as far as Gujarat*
Infant mortality, which Is still a living threat in 
India, must have been viewed as a much greater calamity in 
ancient times. It would be quite natural in the circurn-
a deity as the protector of their offspring* We have, . 
however, no idea how long such a deity had been worshipped 
in non-Aryan communities before getting a place in the 
Hindu pantheon, though it may be presumed that such a 
goddess did exist from very remote times under some other 
name or names* The nameless Mother Goddess of the Indus 
Valley, whom Mackay has described as a village or house
5
deity, may as well have been looked upon as the benefac­
tress of children* Terracotta figurines of women with 
babies In their arms unearthed at the different sites of
the Indus Valley Culture, possibly permit such an 
inference* The existence of a deity associated t^ it^ r 
•
6 * RFHI, p* 208.
1
2
stances if superstitious and anxious parents conceived of
7* CMG, p. 114,
«
1 * MI, xxviii, p. 154. 
2* R T L I , p, 229*
3* Early Indus Civilizations, p. 5^*
mothers and children is also indicated by the Gphyasutras.: 
(The Paraskara Grhyasutra, for example, prescribes a bali
■ inn n rm it m u  nn j  j - —  n - r ‘ ~~ ~~ 11 m~i n 1 * ili ni ifr i i I—  —  -  r  i nin i niiiinrt
to such a god or goddess, to be given by the wife of the !
householder outside, the house with the following prayer i
fThey who allure my offspring, dwelling in the village or
in the forest, to them be adoration. I offer a Bali to
1
them. Be welfare to me! May they give me offspring1*
Whatever may have been the sex of the deity, one cannot
fail to notice here, gradually creeping into the Aryan
society, a prototype of the present-day iga^ |:hl or
Pane an ana (a name of Siva), who are worshipped in the j
countless village shrines of Bengal by women desirous of |
offspring or mothers anxious fox* the welfare of their 
2
children.
Two other goddesses, one of them Buddhist and the other: 
Purapic, are also associated with children* They are,
respectively, Ear it zl and Jatapaharipi, the latter being
. n . ' * - 3 •
popularly known as Jat?paha$i* Hariti, presumably be­
cause of the position she holds in the Buddhist pantheon, a 
is regarded as a mother goddess, and therefore closely' , "•/: 
akin to, if not the prototype of §a$t;hi. Jxi Indian plastic 
art also, Hariti is represented as a happy, smiling niother
1. PGS, i.12.W
2. ffihdwdhury, Eanimadhab : fSome Cure Deities1, IC, vii, 
p. 419. Bapabhaita in his Harsacarita (trans*~tTowell 
and Thomas, p. 12) and Kadambarl^Ctrans. Bidding, p*28) 
mentions a goddess worshipped at childbirth and known 
as Jatamatrdevata♦ She is also called Carcika and has 
the’TTace - ox^a cat. The cat, it may be polifted out, is 
associated in popular mythology with aa her -
1
surrounded by nearly half a dozen children - a convin­
cing proof of her prolific motherhood ( suggested also as 
much by her heavy-breasted and wide-hipped figure ), whiegt 
is doubtless one of the reasons why she is associated with 
the welfare of infants* Hariti is also regarded as belong* 
ing,to the pantheon of those popular pre-Buddhistic
divinities who remained favourite objects of worship for
2
many lay followers of the gospel'.
But it is chiefly because of her antecedents that
Hariti can on 110 account be connected with $a§'thl, much
less be her prototype,1 for $a$thl is essentially benefi-
cient - a characteristic trait which distinguishes her
not only from the Buddhist mother goddess and from the
Hindu Jatapaharipl, but also from the myriads of Indian 
. . .  5
village godlings. The early history of Hariti, as re­
constructed from the Buddhist legends, represents her as
a malignant demoness who along with her own five hundred
4
sons used to feed on the children of Rajagpha, As every 
other means to appease the ogress proved of no avail, the 
harassed endifrightened*. citizens of Rajagpha were advised 
in a dream by their tutelary deity to solicit the aid of
vahana* See Infra, p,
5. S E T T S *  xxviri~p, 152.
1*
1. HFAIO,, figs*, 64,65? AIA, pis, 154-55*
2. ATETp. 135*
3. HT7 pp. 152-53.
Yaksas,ii, p. 5; AIA, pp. 135-36. The demoniacal nature
of Haritr has also, been referred to by I-ching who calls 
her Ha^li-ti, Watters, T t On ftian Ohwang's (Travels in 
IndiaTinonddn, 1904, p. 2167 ” “ “ ^ ^ ^ “ “ *“^ ™ “ ™" :
the Buddha, And it was on his orders that the yaksini 
Hariti who had been in her previous birth the wife of a j
■ f
, t
herdsman of Rajagpha, ceased to be a child-killer and *
1
joined the Buddhist order in atonement of her sins. It 
seems that by adhering, strictly to the chief commandment 
of the Buddhist religion - 'do not injure any living being1 
- Hariti not only gave up her natural attitude of $$$$%%$$
t
merciless ferocity, but also acquired? a place in the \
l
i
circle of Buddhist divinities as the 1tutelary deity of j
children, a madonnalike being, surrounded! by babied, whom
2
she fosters and protects1* j
Yet., notwithstanding her elevation, as a mother-goddess 
- ■ .,! 
and the wife of Kuvera, lord of the yaksas* as well as the!
* Fnin11 iih iibmTi. iii n,hii■ n * j
great popularity of her cult vouchsafed by numerous sculp-
3 ' |
tures, Hariti cannoh be put into that class deities to ;
which §a$*fchl belongs. Her very name Hariti means a 1
'snatcher1 or !a female thief1, evoking memories that are !
far from pleasant, and rather than obliterating a much
blemished past, has survived through the ages as a oerGtari
4 ' ]
constant reminder of her original character,. In so far j
1*. Wattersr* 1 ; Op, clt, p. 215 s I-ching evidently refers 
to Hariti fs .conversion ..while speaking about Rajagpha, 
particularly when he mentions fa tope, at tne place 
where the Buddha converted; the Kuei-tzu^mu or "Mother 
of Demons", and forbade her to kill human, beings. The 
people of the country worshipped this ;Demon-mothex* and ,
, prayed to her for offspring1, I
• 2, AIA, p, 136. / . J
3 * Banerjea, J.N ■% 'Some Folk-goddesses.of Ancient and
Medieval. India1,' IHg, xiv, 1938, p. 104; Gordon, D.H: 
"The Mother ,Godctess"of Gandhara’. Antiquity,, xl, Ho.41 -y '
. . P> ■‘152 ; I n f r a ..
as her origin and character are concerned, the yaks ini
Harxtx can be equated with Jara, who was originally a
became quite a celebrity by joining together
Jarasaijidha who was born in two vertical halves from the
womb of two mothers* Jarasamdha was the son of Bphad-
ratha, who was, surprisingly enough, king of Rajagpha, the
very locale of Haritifs cannibalistic activities and her
subsequent conversion by the Buddha* Later Brahmanical
literature does not repeat the story of Jar^, but in the
Buddjist works we encounter, as well as Hariti, a few other
demonesses of her type, They are the yaksini Kali and a
Himalayan demoness named Ku$4ala who died' after giving J
birth to one thousand children all of whom fed on the j
2 I
children of Vaisall. Neither Jara, nor Hariti, nor the ;
other titfo just mentioned, can be identified with, or have 
anything to do with the conception of £>a§£hl, who is j
'the guardian goddess of the home, presiding deity at 
childbirth, the giver of children, the friend and helper
3
of married women1. Unlike Jara or Hariti, $as*fM! is not : 
first an ogress who devours children and then their pro­
tectress through some accident* Nor is there anything to 
•
4-, In European mythology there are‘sorceresses like Circe 
and demonesses like Medusa, but none whatever (or at 
least not one that we know of) like Hariti. The only 
divinity who is a child-eater is Cronos, the father of 
2eus and Hera, but the children he fed upon were his 
own^and not of others. The nearest European parallel to 
Hariti is perhaps the Black Anni of Leicestershire, 
England. See Mackenzie, D.A. : Myths of Crete and Pre- 
Hellenic Europe, p. 61.
’ * ' r—-*T*-*t»1~J-fTnr"ir~imiimi.nntti niltiimmi.iH     up n I *
1* Mbh (Roy's translation), ii.17-18* In the standard
connect her with. Jatapaharipl whose name by itself is a 
sufficient index of her character. Asutosh Bhattacharya 
is inclined to. identify J at ap ahar ip 1 with Hariti, though 
in our opinion she; is one of the many non-Aryan godlings 
who have been accommodated within Purapic■Hinduism, on 
account of their importance and popularity* The great 
Hariti herself, we would also like to suggest, was possi­
bly suchi a uoxi-Apyan deity of malignant nature, and the 
in which
fear and respect/vshe was alternately held by the people 
in and around the x^egion of Magadha’ must have had some­
thing to. do: with her transformation as a mother goddess
2 - / 
under the auspices of Buddhism*.
Like the numerous village mothers of India, $a§^hi is 
a popular goddess: who appears to have found a place in 
the Hindu pantheon around the 9th-10th centuries A , of 
the Christian era#/ Neither in the original texts of the
edition of.the work published from Poona, see ii*l6-17,j 
in which the inclusion of the story of rales as I Jara 
and her elevation as a deity.at the capital city of the: 
king^Bphadratha may be regarded as a proof of its au- 
thencity. Jara, it will be found, in spite of her.ha-: : 
ving been a rakgasi, calls herself a gphadevl or 'house* 
hold goddessT # In her thus blend two opposing natures -• 
malevolence and benevolence - the characteristic traits: 
of the village mothers*
2* IHQ, xiv, p* 103*
3. SI, p. 251*.
fajJUAli ’  ^  *
1* MI, xxviii, p. 152*
2* We are inclined to think so because Parpa-Sabari, a 
Buddhist goddess, has also been imported from the non- 
Aryan pantheon* See Infra, p* 2.7B 
3* The.Brahma Yaivarta Purana which refers to Saslxhi as .. 
the goddess of children, appears to have been composed, 
during this period* This Purana occurs in the list of
epics and ancient Sanskrit works, nor in any of the older 
Purap.as, is there any mention of this goddess* She appears 
as a goddess in some of the recensions of the Mahabharata, 
but not as the benefactress of children 0  and married 
women, in which aspect she is an object of popular worship* 
She is represented in these recensions as Bevasena, having] 
for her sire no less a divinity than the Prajapati (Brahma);
*7 *1P - * f
She is given in marriage to Skanda, who is called Sahthl-i
4 . . . ' ■ !
prfya (darling of gaj^hx), which indicates that ga^hl |
and Bevasena are one and the same goddess* As in the case’ 
of the Burgastavas in the Virata and Bhlgma parvas, the ; 
sections containing references about §a§thl are also inter­
polations* £n these later additions to the text of the 
Mahabharata, Sasthl is also called LaksmI, Asa, Sukhaprada 
Sinlvali, Kuhu, Satv^tti and Aparajita, and ’is known
. . .  5 ;
among men as Bevasena, the wife of Bkanda* * Her equation
with Lakgrni, Sinlvali and Kuhu no doubt represents her* as, =
a deity associated with fertility and procreation, but
does not suggest that she was venerated as the patroness
4
of children and married, women during the epic period*- 
•
similar texts in the Kitab-al-Iiind of Alb^runi who - 
flourished in the 11 tin century a Tb * Alberuni 1 s Ihdia, 
translated by E.Q* Sachau,. London, 1888, vol.i, pp.*
130-131.
*  - ■
1. Sorensen, S ; An Index to the Names in the-Mahabharata, 
London, 1904, p« 63?.*” ■
2* Mbh* iii.224 (Roy’s translation)*
3* Sorensen, S 1 Op* cit, p*. 238*
4* Ibid, p* 637*
5* Hbh, iii. 229 (Roy’s translation, p* 694)*
6* TIT"appears that neither £>a$thl nor Bevasena was ever 
connected in.the epic period with procreation or
§a$thl occurs in two later Puranas, namely, the Devi 
Bhagavata and the Brahma Vaivarta# In the former:,
i'hm* * * i n mm 'JteiXwUiu.rtmtM'fflWTVCJPriri
as an epithet of Durga is one of the sixteen divine
1 2
mothers (matps)* In the latter text, she is among the
mothers the most adorable, because as the goddess of child­
birth, she is the giver of sons and grandsons, and like a 
mother she preserves children • on land and water and
in the sky* Her name is §3t§*fchi because she is the sixth -
3
digit of Nature (Durga)* Under the name of Bevasena,
the goddess is also said to have been espoused'by Bkanda,
the generalissimo of the gods and the son of Siva and
4 ■
Durga * The representation of in the Pur arias -
whether as one of the divine mothers or as a part of
Brakpti, or as Bevasena, the wife of Bkanda f (hence a
daughter-in-law of the Mother Goddess), we need hardly
point out, only demonstrates how a non-Aryan village deity
was admitted into the Brahmanical pantheon*
fJ?he primitive nature of ga$thi!s cult is also suggested 
by the aniconig form in which she is worshipped under a
protection of children* In'Mbh, iii*231 (Koy!s transla­
tion, p* 700) it is stated i Tpersons who desire to 
have children born to the'm must- always worship those 
female spirits who live on human flesh and are produced 
on trees1*
*
1* MI, xxviii, p* '152**
2* BVP, (Prakrti Khanda), i*71-81*
' I ■  H  l l  I I *  i *  /  > I|| liUP il'liJl, I ,IIJ » l^ w m  ^  _  a ,
3* Ibid, xlni* Ihis chapter also gives the anecdotes re- . 
rating to the origin and forms of, and to the benefits 
accruing from the worship of j ga^thi*
4* Besides Bevasena, §a§thi is also mentioned under^other 
names in this Purana, such as, Sukhaprada, Lak^mi,
big tree, usually a banYyan, in a public place in a
2
village or town* Sometimes she is also worshipped in
. .3
the form of an earthen ghata inside the house* Rich 
devotees erect in her honour brick altars in grateful 
acknowledgement of favours received from her* Barren 
women and mothers of still-born children, in order to be 
blessed with healthy offspring with long life, suspend 
from the branches of her favourite tree pieces of rags ;
with small stones tied at one end* Though incorporated |
„  ■ 4  ' ;S
as a Puranic deity about the 9th or 10th century A*D*, 
the goddess ga§-fchi does not appear to have ever been the. /j
subject of the sculptor!s art* An image pointed out as
5 :
belonging to this goddess, has been subsequently proved
6
to be the representation of Manasa, the goddess of snakes*; 
None of the early or medieval images of Hindu goddesses
7
has yet been identified as that of $a^thi* The total
*
Bin1vali, Kuhu, and Aparajita# It should be noted that : 
Lak^nix, - Sinivall and Kuhu are Vedic names* Of these 
except Aparajita, who is represented as a powerful 
goddess riding on a lion, and armed with bow and other 
deadly weapons(cf* VratakhaptjLa* p. 82), the rest, as 
their names indicate, are benign goddesses, particular­
ly Lak^mi, Sinivalx and ICuhu, who are associated with 
childbirth or prayed to for children* Cf* JHQ, xivy 
p. 107? OST, v, p.. 346*.
Sffib P* 114.
2‘„ There is hardly a town or a prosperous village in Bengal 
which is without its Sagthjtala (shrine of Jpa^hi)under 
a big tree* . 7
3* MI, xxviii, p. 153#
Suprao p. \4A9 Kobe, 3 »
5. Vasu7 N.N. : ASM, i, p. xxxviii, fig. 15; cf. Infra, 
fp.5'ie-i9. "
6. IBBS, p. 227, note. 2,.
7. Wt7 MI, xrviii, p. 153,.
absence, of her sculptural representation is another proof
of her non-ifyan origin, as is the confinement of her
worship to the female half of the community to xvhich there
1
is a clear Puragic reference* Her cult is also redolent 
of the soil, and her non-ilryan background" is amply sugges­
ted by the character of the,; offerings, which consist of 
ripe plantains, banana leaves, mangoes, lemons, sweets and 
rice, made to her during her service*
SasthI is not, as wehhave seen above.', a Ved'ic or even
« 4 A  4 *
a Puranic goddess* She made her entry into the Hindu-
society from a non-ifyan background where she must have
been receiving her worship from considerable antiquity*
Phe importance, of her cult, as well as her wide popularity
were no doubt largely responsible- for her admittance into
the circle; of Hindu divinities* The Puragas are silent
about her antecedents, and it would be too much to expect
any help in this regard from the Jaina or Buddhist works*
Yet, should we, on account of these factors, as also
mere
because she happens to be; a/village deity, stop here anyr ' 
further enquiry into the origins of $a§*tM, who has been 1 
otherwise so intimately connected with the very first of 
the three most important events in an- Indian’s .life#
1* BVP, (Pralert i Klianda) , i*, 71-81 *
2. MI, xxviii, pp. 155-57. . :
(Couching on the mystery of birth, Professor James says*
■ Tthe deepest" emotions and mo:st heartfelt needs* hopes and i
t
fears have been aroused by propagation and nutrition as'
1
the vital concern of man in all ages** Pood and offspring*
maintains Frazer* have always been the primary needs X of
2
man and will remain so for all time to come* It has 
always therefore been the fundamental urge with man to 
acquire both. fBut*, as Professor James points out, 1 in 
the precarious environment in which Early man had to XXXXX 
engage in the struggle for survival the mysterious forces 
of propagation and nutrition acquired a sacred signifi­
cance towards which a cautious and numinous attitude was 
adopted arid a ritual technique developed in order to bring
3 I
them under some measure of magico-religious control1* (The I
!
votive XX, character of the sculptured Genuses* of the j
i
Gravettian Culture in.Burope, as also the Neolithic and j 
Chalcolithic female figurines found in the Near and Middle! 
East and Westejta India, bears out the truth in Professor 
James* observation*
Clay figurines of women, often with babies m/arms, 
which are still placed as votive objects at many a village 
shrine, represent in fact an immemorial and deep-robtdd 
Indian tradition of which the numerous similar images of
1 * Prehistoric Religion* London, 1957, P* 14-5*
2. g b, very, p. 5.
3* Prehistoric Religion, p. 145*
clay or limestone found in the Indus Valley furnish the 
• ' "1. , ' 
most ancient evidence,. We need hardly dilate on the
purpose behind these votive figurines* They are offered
to the $$$.$ village gods and goddesses mostly by the
married women either in expectation of offspring or to
signify their thanks for some favour or favours received,
Hankering after children as well as anxiety^ for their
well-being are universal among the Indian mothers, who 
' 2 
‘arrayed in their best attire with all their ornaments1
throng in large numbers to the shrines or temples of , 
deities particularly reputed as the bestowers and protec­
tors of children* There Is no dearth of such deities in 
Bengal, or, thanks to the high rate of Infant mortality, 
also in other parts of India*
V M N £ - D U E G |
The cults of the non-Pura$ic Vana. Burga, and a number 
of village deities of allied character worshipped in the. 
various districts may, in our opinion, furnish some clue 
to the origins of $a$^hx# Under different names and at 
different places, these deities have been receiving; the 
veneration of the simple rustics since an undetermined . 
antiquity, ‘having in common two Important features,, 
namely, association with the Eheora. tree: (Trophis aspera)
1 .
and the protection and welfare of children* No district
seems to be without a goddess of this type. She is known
as .Vana-Durga (the sylvan Durga) in the districts of Pabna?l
ByIhet 9 Oo.milla and Birbhum; RupasI and Rupesvarl in .
Mymensingh; Gundi lhakurani in Manbhuni and Birbhum; Oapjl
2 * 
and Kali in Dacca,; and Bu<JI in Bogra. Basanvari and
Bhitakumarl are also two of the names under which the
goddess is worshipped in the districts of Birbhum and
x
Manbhum,
Not all the deities mentioned above can however be 
regarded as identical with ga^fchl. Analysed, the cults 
of 1fana~ Durga and of others reveal the following features: 
(a) all of them are tree goddesses and worshipped outside 
the village either in a wood or a solitary place; (b) the 
object of worship in all cases is protection and welfare 
of children; (c) both the form of worship and the nature 
of offerings are unorthodox in character; (d) the special 
devotees of these divinities are mostly married women; and 
(e) in one instance, i.e., in the district of Pabna, small 
pieces of cloth, dyed in burmeric, are tied* by the mothers 
to the branches of the tree in which the goddess Vana-
a
Durga is believed to reside*
1* Ghoudhury, Nanimadhadhabs TThe Cult of Vana-Burga, a 
tree Deity*, JRASBL, x i , p. *
2- Ibid, PP. n W l  “*75-76.
5* Ibid, p. 77»
4. Ibid.
The non-Aryan origins of these deities are at once
evident from the above, while the'custom of worshipping
them outside the village indicates their inauspicious, if
not malevolent character. In the Gyhyasutras, we. have
already met deities of this kind, and balis prescribed
for their propitiation are to be offered outside the
house by the wife of the gphasta (householder) in order
'that 110 harm may come to her children. The Yanaparva
of the Mahabharata gives the names of many malevolent
godlings, all of whom are females and styled yigf 4 ho
2
doubt, euphemistically, as Matykas or Mothers1* In
Gupta and post-Gupta India, the-custom of worshipping such
mothers seems to have been continued, for they were vene- .
rated putside the village or city limits and offerings
3
were placed for them at the cross-roads* Such places 
have enjoyed in India and elsewhere, for unknown ages, an
L\.
ill repute as the dxvelling place of evil genii* No won- 
‘der that the deities believed to haunt the cross-roads 
should be euphemistically addressed as Mothers1, and fear 
should mingle with the reverence in which they are held 
by a superstitious people.
Yana-Durga, it will also be apparent from the above
1 • Supra, p. )4Q ,
2. Chapters ccxxvii-ccxxix*
3. Kosambi, D.D. : ,\At the Crossroads*, JRAS, London,
1960, p. 17#
4. MacCulloch, J*A* s 1 Cross-Roads *, ERE, iv, pp.330-31•
analysis * is a goddess.whose propitiation is sought chief­
ly hy women with the sole-.object of getting offspring or ! 
ensuring their protection and welfare* The tying of rags
to the branches of the tree in which Vana-Durga resides,
■ ' ' ‘ - 1 ' ' 1 
is also a custom- analogous to the cult of gSa^tha* Also j
significant is the fact that both^ the goddesses are wor- *
shipped-in their aniconic forms, and any image that may ;
occur in the worship of Gup<ji Thakurapi alias Vana-Durga
is an accretion, having no connection whatsoever with the \
form in which .she is meditated upon* But the most out- I
standing feature which not only distinguishes Vana-Durga ;
and ^a^hl, but also links them together, is the tree,
which is inseparably associated with,the cults of both — ’
the Sheora with the former and the a&vattha (banyan) with ;
: the latter* A stone stands for the emblem of ga^hl, in
her unpretentious shrine whose location is under a banyan 
■* 3 ‘
tree, while it is chiefly in the form of a Sheora tree
that the goddess Vana-Durga x*eceives her worship, though ;
in some places, the tree may be a Kaminl as in Gomilla,
a Sal or a Balasa in Birbhum, or an asyattha in Manbhum.
Such trees, in which the goddess is believed to reside are!
called Gandi or Kali gaeha or !the tree of Candl or Kali1 .
v ncanmitftiioluuiNj V
* " ' 
2upra <> p»
2, JRASBL, xi, p. 77* GupgLi Thakurapi means fthe goddess 
of Rhe tree-trunk**
3 ^ f ! G }-p, 114, ,
4. JRASBL, xi, p* 77* / -
1
in the district of Dacca* Or, the goddess may, as
indicated by one of her aliases, he worshipped in the
2
trunk of some unspecified tree. In short, Vana-Durga is 
a tree-deity, the local version of many similar ones, 
whose worship in India can he traced not only to the 
Buddhist and Vedic periods, hut, in the light of the evi­
dence unearthed in the Indus Valley, also to the Ghalco- 
1ithie age, though in all probability, it goes even fur­
ther hack.
IE A S 2 I E N T I N D I A :
i• Prehistoric period*
Tree-worship is a well-known feature of the Indus
3
religion. The tree-deity of the Indus Valley was a god­
dess and not a god, and seems to have been worshipped (a)
4
in its natural form as indicated by a number of seals ? 
and (b) as the personified tree-spirit endowed with human
5
shape and attributes. We have already suggested that
this tree deity was a manifestation of the Earth Mother-,
who imparts fertility to the soil as well as to all crea- 
6
tures. Worshipped in her natural form and also in human 
shape under a tree, this particular Indus deity exhibits 
two features which are also peculiar to the cults of Vana- 
Durga and ga^hl* Add to these the evidence furnished by 
*
1* The tree seems to be the nim or nimba* At Rajnagar .
Ku^hibaJI, Vikrampur, Dacca, the trunk of this tree,
which is-sacred to the local goddess Kalimata, is pain­
ted, with oil and vermillion by the .Hindu-women who wor­
ship it occasionally* Gupta, Xogendranath : Vikrampurer
• . f t  .  ^  - 1 *  X ' T  ^  ■ I> I I i n ' U m i
Vrvarana, Dacca, 1919 5 p* 230.
one of the seals in which seven of the eight ministrants .
1 seems !
of the goddess are women, and the identification ^s/even
closer. The- composite sacrificial animal,appearing on the
seal, furnishes another feature common to the cult of Vana-
Durga, who is also worshipped with blood sacrifices of
2
cocks, pigeons, swine and goats* 
ii. Historic period.
frees have been deified and worshipped in India from
v 5
immemorial times. Ihe practice is not exclusive to India,
and even the Aryans are known to have venerated the trees,
plants and forests, though in doing so, they exhibit a
4
trait that appears to be non-Aryan, but may nevertheless 
be a survival of a similar belief of their remote ances­
tors. In both the and the Atharva Vedas, tree-deities 
are found to receive some attention from the Vedic poets* 
Galled Osadhi because of their medicinal properties, and 
in view of theirfdfficacy, they are deified and praised in 
the Vedas. A long hymn of the Bg Veda is1 addressed to the 
Osadhi; plants are referred to as mothers and goddesses;
ir i—nn iwii.ft.n~n * lJ- V-*1 /
and in AV, vi*156*1, it is interesting to note, a medici­
nal herb is characterized as a 1 goddess born on the god-
5
dess earth'. More Interesting information is, however,.
2, JHASBL, xi, p* 76, *
3.., PFlcTp’i, pp, ;63**-65; Early Indus Givilizations, pp.38-61 
, MiG, -i, pi, xix.16,20,21,25,26*
5;* ibid, pi, xii. 1391^,18,19*
\ 6 . \ , S u g r a , p p .
1. MIG, i, pi. xii.18* f ,
furnished by the Taittirlya Samhita in which tree-deities
^  *Jrfi i*|MTTw7r.ctw.wwTHMii
are associated with childbirth, and it is advised to
appease them with' animal sacrifice lest they obstruct the 
* ‘ -■ 1 
course of delivery. Designated as Vanaspati or 'lord of
the forestf , the large trees have been deified in the
Vedas, as well as the forest as,a whole, under the name
of AranyanI, the mother of beasts, who also abounds in 
• - 2 
food without tillage* But, as Marshall observes, the
forest deities are mere punies before the great gods like
Indra, Varupa etc*, and accordingly, the part played by
3
them is negligible* What matters however in this connec* 
tion is that tree-worship was associated with childbirth 
in the Vedic age*
Veneration of trees and belief in their spirits, good
or bad, have formed part of Indian religious belief throu-
. 4
gh the ages* Such Buddhist sites as Sanchi, Bharhut
IBASBL, xi, p. 76*
3* for tree-worship in other countries through the ages, 
see GM“, p. 240 ff$ GB, i(ii), p. 7 ff*
4. M i o n ,  p* 65*
5* 154*.
4* VM, p * 154*.
2* Ibid* ’ .
3* TbrdV
4* TIn ~fact J says. E.O* Martin, 'according to the .Hindu
theory, all trees and plants are coiijcious beings,having 
distinct personalities and souls of their own as gods, 
demons, men and animals (see Manusamhita, i*49).** 
Another reason for the worship of trees"™is their wonder­
ful utility in daily life* Their shade is grateful in a 
hot climate. Their wood is the source of fire^itself a 
god. Their fruits, Juices, and bark are articles of food 
and have, well-known medicinal and curative properties. 
The leaves supply many needs, amongst others roofing 
and :bhatch for houses. The palmyra palm, so abundant in
Amaravati and other places abound in monuments on which ;
the sculptorfs mallet and chisel have left indelible proof*
of the veneration in which the people held the tree or its
1
presiding spirit. In their anthropomorphic forms as j
dryads or vrkgadevatas , the tree-goddesses represented |
life-force and the fertile aspect of the trees* The
fully rounded, heavy-breasted, broad-hipped and narrow-
waisted yaksls and vrksakas, whose realistic represents-
tions provide the chief decorative element of the gate-
pillars and railings of Buddhist religious architecture
in Northern India from 100 B.C. onwards, were all tree-
3
deities and objects of popular worship* Like the caitya 
*
South India, has over fifty distinct uses to the people. 
What would the social life of the North Indian 
village be without the PIpal-tree? Its shade and beauty 
are undeniable, and it naturally forms the Assembly 
Hall and Court House of the village community. And so 
highly reverenced is it that by an easy transition 
it becomes the abode of the village godling or guardian 
deity, and the centre for village worship1. GI, pp. i 
232-33; cf. GM, p* 245. . ™  |
1* Pergusson, J s Tree and Serpent Worship, London, 1073, ■ 
for tree-worship^“”HiHdEr^PsriEHF7l-3; xxvi.1~2; :
xxvii.1-3; xxviii*3; at Amaravati : p. 206, pi. lxvii; i 
pp. 207-08,. pi. lxx; at Bharhut : HFA1C, fig.43; CHI.lV4
m* * i . r—  - * * » «  ’ m m w  _■ ir*mi*fe nwn i* ‘ ^  * m m c w j* '■*
pl. xvi*45; xvri*47*
2 *. AIA, p* 71 • .
■3* ]p>id? PP* 71? 235-365 Yakgas,ii, p. 55;-^gIIA, pp.35*-36*
^The art of Sahel as a whole, is of course, Buddhist.-‘in: 
theme; the story-telling reliefs successfully fulfil an 
edifying purpose. It is equally clear that their 
\ content is not religious; in the;
sense, that Indian art at a later period becomes reli- 1 
gious; the intrinsic quality of the early art is realise 
tic and sensuous, and this is only more evident in the ! 
case of the dryads, because there the theme is anything; 
but Buddhist. Or if we recognize in this very sensuous-; 
ness with which the art is saturated, a true religious
and stupa worship, the veneration of trees in their
natural form also became a distinctive feature of Buddhist'
religion. As Zimmer observes, gust as the stupa is a
symbol of nirvana, so is the Bo tree, the tree of enlighte-
nment, the tree of that immemorable spot where the Buddha
1
defeated the Mara and achieved the highest goal* But 
more significant for our purpose is the Buddha’s birth,
•' i
i
which legend and history have combined to represent as j 
taking place under a tree.
Enciente for ten lunar months, queen Maya, mother of ; 
the future Sakyamuni, ’desired to visit her family at 
Devadaha; whereupon her husband, the Buddha’s father, King: 
Suddhodana, had the road made smooth for her from Kapila- ! 
vastu to her family’s city* Moreover, he had it decorated, 
with plantain trees, streamers and banners, and seating j 
his queen in a palanquin borne by a thousand of his 
courtiers, he sent her off to her parents in stupendous 1 
pomp*. On the way, however, there was a pleasure grove^ of i
*
feeling, then it is religious on,a plane very far remo-
v ved from that of the, aristocratic philosophy of the . f 
Upani^ads and Buddhism* It is religious in the very. | 
real sense: of the ancient cults of mother-goddesses and 
and fertility spirits, not in the sense of the Great * 
enlightenment1.- IIIIA, p. 36»;
i. AIA* p.- 245? text pi* B, 10c*
Sal trees, the Lumbini §rove, belonging to the people of
the two cities 5 and at the time of the journey the trees
of this lovely place were filled bdebh with fruits and with
flowers# She saw them and with her party turned from the .
road' to the foot of a magnificient Sal tree, where she
stepped from her palanquin and reached to grasp one of the'
branches*. Ihe beautiful great limb bent down of itself,
like the tip of a supple reed, and came within her reach#
She grasped it and immediately felt her throes of giving
birth* Standing, with her hand to the branch", she was 
1
de liveredi . .
It was certainly no poor genius who so masterfully 
connected a traditional popular belief with- this nati­
vity legend which is one of the significant chapters of 
Buddhist religion# The belief in trees as the givers of 
life and sustenance to all. must have been very deep-rooted 
indeed, or Maya, who was the daughter of one prince and 
the wife of another, could _ hardly. be represented, as giving 
birth in a grove and under a tree instead of in the midst 
of the luxurious comforts of a royal palace# Other 
interesting features of the legend are : (a) Maya does not 
assume the usual position of the Indian women during £$$$]$ 
labour, but delivers her child standing; and (b) the child 
comes out of her womb not by the usual way, but from her 
right side.* It is also to be remarked that she stands in
a grove of Sal trees, beneath one of them, holding a :
branch of it with one of her hands \fhile she is in the 
throes of, giving birth. In plastic representation of this; 
scene, queen Maya is everywhere shown standing in this ;
salabhanqika position, a classic attitude of tree-goddess-
  '
. . r 1
es in Indian art. The reasons why an ancient Hindu and
popular motif should thus be integrated to the Buddhist i
idea of the nativity are quite obvious. Deified, trees
,fare credited with the power of making the rain fall, the
sun to shine, flocks and herds to multiply and women to
2
bring forth easily *• With the nativity of the Buddha for 
his subject, and the wide prevalence of tree-worship not 
only among the Hindus, but among the Buddhists as well,
P
the artist could not but represent Maya as a vrksadevata.
l~i n  Ii t ~it iinr ri r<Ti I n i m m  m m .riftmll
*
1. AIA, pp. 80-815 cf, G-runwedel, A : Buddhist Art in 
India, London, 1901, p. 110 ff., f i g i ^ T ^ T S S T ” ’ '
2. SB, i (ii), p. 45*
3. The observations of . D.D. Kosambi (JgAB, 1960, pp. 138- 
39) in this connection will be found quite illuminating 
based as it is on an extensive exploratory tour of the 
area where the Buddha was born. fThe locality is still * 
named Rumin-dei, the del being short for devl ,i!goddessV 
The little shrine by the Asokan pillar where'Maya was 
depicted at the time of the nativity was attributed by 
the villagers to Reminder. So the Buddha fs mother was 
worshipped even at the turn of the century as the god­
dess Lumbini or Rummini, with the red pigment 
and occasional blood sacrifices that disgusted pious 
Buddhists. *. The. picture is quite clear, knowing what 
to do. Maya "sought the grove of the goddess, which was
. on the main route ... Maya must have felt her time 
coming and gone to pay homage to Lumbini and receive 
her special protection* The protection proved inadequa­
te, for Maya died on the seventh day giving birth to 
her incomparable son; but she was herself identified 
with Lumbini and receives her worship1'... Of* Ibid,
. pp. 142-43* .
In the eyes of the artist, who was probably a Hindu,
queen Maya, being the mother of so eminent a person like
the Buddha, would naturally appear as a goddess,
particularly a vrksadevata in the context of the scene,
or her standing position (resembling the upright tree)
in which she is shown delivering her child cannot be
1 . ' 
satisfactorily explained* Nor can we,'unless she were
conceived as a divinity, account for the extraordinary
2
way in which the child comes out of her womb .
1 11 § 2 R O  A S  S O U R C E
O F . .
E E R T I L I T T
Buddha Is not however the only prophet whose birth is 
associated with-the tree or trees* According to the 
Qur’an, Jesus was born not in a stable but by the trunk
nfc*tin>n< * \J
3
of a palm tree in a rempte, and desolate place . The
1 * AIA, p * 80. >
2. The" wa^ ?- gods, goddesses, quasi-divinities and human 
beings are found to be born in Indian mythology, is 
rather extraordinary* Compare for example, the births* 
of Brahma, lak^ml, Sarasvatl, Durga Mahi^amardinl', 
Skanda, G-apesa, Sit a, the Kauravas, • DraupadI and* 
ffarasaindha. Indra too, we are told, 1 was born through • 
his>mother’s side1* Cf,.. AIA, p* 80*
3* Qur1an, translated by A* Yusuf Ali, 3rd. edition,
Lahore, 1938, xix.22-23*
nativity of Jesus is the subject of a late 16th century |
■ : ■ Ml ■ ■, V- , ■, ,■ ' ■ ■ \ h ■ _ ;
Muslim painting , In which the Virgin has been represented^
as leaning against a date-palm in an attitude of, utter I
exhaustion, and the newly born infant looks as if it has
just been dropped by the tree* The reasons for the ;
artist’s representing the scene in this manner are not ,
far to seek* The, date palm is of the greatest importance
in-Arabian society* ’The Prophet is reported to. have <
said, t! Honour your aunt, the palm which, was made of the
same clay as Adam1” ,*; frees were common objects of
. v-> M  ' = 1 *■ 3 .: : .V ■;,
worship among the pre-Muslim;Arabs * Called Dhat-Anwat ,
(that on which things are hung), trees received divine
honours, and sacred palm trees were decked'with
appare1* Al-Uzzah, a celebrated; pre-Islamic Arab
goddess, who is sarcastically mentioned as one of the
. - , / >  ' ■, 4 *■ ■ . , V ; '•
three daughters of Allah in the Qur’an, was worshipped in
" v  ■ -■ ■ ' - *■ ,
her sanctuary at Nakhlah in the form, of three trees * Her
II'Arnold, Sir f.W.: Painting in Islam, Oxford, A 1938, ^
p* 100, pi* xxv*
2* Hitti, P.K. ; History of the Arabs* 7tfir edition,
London,, 1961, p* 19* “* % ;/ ;
3* Ndideke;, fh* : ’Arabs’, ERE* i, p* 666*
4-*. Qur’an* liii*l9*
3* E ^ ,  M a p ;* 660*.
cult was a sanguinary one; animals as ivell as human beings.
1
were sacrificed to her in large numbers , but, peculiarly
enough, garments, rags and other things also were hung
2
from her trees as a substitute for sacrifice * Ihe 
sacrifices were no doubt offered either in expectation 
of favours 03? in fulfilment of vows made to the goddess* 
And in view of the Arab's yarning for progeny, parti­
cularly sons, we may well assume that much of his prayer 
to al-Uzzah was for offspring.
Trees have beeh associated with fertilization of 
women and easy delivery in various countries from a very 
remote age* Among the numerous instances furnished by
3
Frazer , mention may be made of the Maori custom according 
to which a stez^ile woman may be blessed with offspring 
by embracing a certain tree* The common practice of 
placing a green bush on May Day in front, or on the 
house of the beloved lady, is supposed to have originated 
•
1. ERE, i, p. 665.
2* ibid, p* 666 and note* 1Sacred trees,1 writes Noldeke, 
T’to"e“‘which rags are attached, exist in Arabia at the 
px'esent day, and still more frequently in Syria1.
3. GB, i (ii), p. 56 ff. ' .
in the belief of the tree-spirits1 fertilizing powers* 
Obviously, due to such a belief, the South Slav women 
desiring children are known to have hung a new chemise 
(to be worn'by them afterwards)- upon a fruitful tree on 
the eve of the St* George’s Day* Mention may also be 
made of the Kara Kirghiz barren women, who roll them­
selves on the ground under a solitary apple-tree in order 
to obtain offspring. That the ancient Greeks also had 
a similar belief in the efficacy of certain trees in this 
regard, particularly for facilitating delivery, is 
apparent from the legend in which Leto or latona, a 
mistress of Zeus, is said to have clasped a palm tree 
and an olive tree,or two laurel trees when she gave birth 
to Apollo and Artemis. The association of a tree with 
the birth of Apollo is also referred to in a Homeric hymn 
which says, ’Leto clasped a palm-tree in her arms, 
pressed the soft, ground with her knees and the earth
'1 1
beneath her smiled and the child leapt into the light’ .
Tree-worship in India has come down to the present-day 
in an unbroken continuity, and tree-spirits are even now 
belyved to make the herd to multiply and women to conceive 
and bring forth* The Vedic Vanaspati still survives*
“  nniTwim rT~i>r*in^>r~B iTiiiiiiiiik /
through changed into the form of Ban asp at i Ha, 'mother of
the woods', who is propitiated by the forest people not
with animal sacrifice, but 'by flinging a stone or branch
on her cairn, either as a mode of keeping the spirit under
control, or as a tribute' to', or recognition of, the drea-
ded deity who abides in the dark places of the jungle*
But the forest mothers are- gradually acquiring the
character of village deities of the agricultural type,
because the village herdsmen who bring cattle into the
jungle for 'grazing, usually offer such a goddess a cock,
a goat or a pig, with an entreaty that she would protect
2
the cattle from tigers*, To such a belief may we ascribe
the origin of the cult of forest goddess called Rakga-
Qafifll (Cap^l who protects) of the Sunderbans in lower
™  ' 3 * tke
Bengal* She is worshipped in the form ofAtrunk of a tree
which is smeared with vermillion by the wood-cutters who
are her principal devotees# Mention-may also be made of
Banj ari Deo, a male deity of this type, who has an imper- 
- " , 4
fectly organized cult in Madhya Pradesh* Kad' Bhagavatl
U ^ v  fci>il#if *iiii i#nMiH wni*'*i*»TwJinfiTM n il Mi#i r--r-j
1. GB., vi., p* 15*
Itnrom r f **“ *
2. Folklore, xxx, p* 298.
3* 0THaTley, L*S-*S* ; Bengal District Gazetteer: Khulna, 
Calcutta, 1908, p. 627 “ ‘ —  “*
4. Folklore:, xxx, p* 298*
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or Kali is the name of a sexless forest godling, who is
1
worshipped by the Raniyans in South India.
Belief in the fertility-giving powers of trees is as 
well-known in India as in the countries mentioned above.
In Orissa, the growing rice-plant is equated with a preg­
nant woman, and the same ceremonies are held with regard 
to it as if it were a human female* The people of GilgitJ 
according to Frazer, believe that their sacred Chili or 
Cedar possesses in addition to that of fertilizing the 
corn the virtue of fecundating their herds and their .
3
women. Fx»ayers are offered with libations at the foot 
of the AmalakI tree (also called Amla, Bmblica officinalis)
tmjtmM CUblcnM  * | , Hi n Ii   > ■..riiHH*Q|pW|in  *H n.* |[¥linr-r*rnT.«n  ;i*fMi»ii«i.> •ti-r-’KBytrS :
a sacred tree in .North India, for fruitfulness in women, 
animals and land. As a symbol of fertility, cocoanuts* 
are kept in many shrines in North India and presented to
5
women craving for offspring. Belief' in the fertility 
giving powers of trees is also illustrated by the promi- 
fifiyLjfjfc nenee given to different trees in the marriage
ceremony among the Hindus and the Hinduized tribes in
6 ’ ; . 
different parts of India. Among some, hill tribes, there
1. Thurston, Edgar s Tribes and Castes of Southern India, 
Vol. vi, Madras, 1909, p * &2. *" ' “
2. Beams, John ; /Folklore of Orissa1, IA, i, p. 1?0. ' ,
3. GB, i(ii)., p. 50* ™
4*. Ibid., p* 31# : .
5v Ibid. In. a .Kalyanasundaralmtzrti from Elura, Menaka,
the ;mother of'Parvati, is seen holding , a cocoanut rn . 
her .hand no doubt as* a, fertility symbol. Gen Gupta, Ri:
: 'The Panels of Kalya^asundaramurti at Ellora', Ig, No *7,
. "p. 14, pi. iv.2* -■ - ' . :
£• JRASBL, xi, p. 82. .
is the custom of marrying the bride and the groom to ti-ro
trees before they are pronounced man and wife in the eye
of God and the society, -.'in order that the reproductive
1
poi^ er of the trees may pass on to the couple. The tree
is regarded as an emblem of fertility in Micronesia, Fiji,
Polynesia, Madagascar and among the Palaungs of Burma, and
it is frequently a plantain tree which is used in India in
the mock marriages sometimes performed for elder children ;
2
to enable their juniors to be married. The non-Aryans 
of Bogra venerate the plantain tree after the rice harvest
5
and also worship it before solemnizing a marriage* Tree-
worship is also common among the Hinduized Koch people in
the same district, and even the Muslims are known to have
taken part .in the' ceremony known as Budlr puja (worship of
the old lady) in which offerings of sugar and milk are
4
made to the Sheora tree. The banX^yan is very well- 
known for its association with fertility not only in 
Assam and South India, but also in Africa, Italy and-other
■ -  ‘ S.
countries,. Attention may as well be drawn in this connec­
tion:' to the celebrated Keli Kadamba tree near the temple
*
"l* i(U), p. 57* .
2* Hutton, H*J, : Census of India, 1931 <> Report, Part i,
Delhi, 1933, p7- ?147 ^ - 1 ■ '
3. Orooke, W 'Bengal', ERE, ii, p.482*
4,..' Hunter, W*W : .■Statistical Accounts of Bengal, vol. ffX
viii, f>t "" ""
5. 'Hutton, J : Op. clt, p. 397# Even the Muslims in India,
appear to/have faith in the feihility-giving powefsof
the tree. As Hutton states, 'A close parallel to the 
Bagahda,theory of conception from a plantain flower is 
to be found in; India' in the Muslim, belief that a woman 
may conceive if the flowers of a rose tree or jasmine 
. yhxch is.growing■from the tomb of a dead saint should
of Barga Bhima in Midnapur, and other trees* particularly
the a&vattha as special objects of worship by women eager _ _  _ . . 1 _ 
for the removal of their'barrenness* Regarding the usage
of marrying brides to trees before they are regularly
married to their bridegrooms * Frazer!s views are supported
by Or.ooke .who says * 1 It appears to be done either with the
intention of-transferring to the tree any possible dangers
that may result from the marriage; or it is a sympathetic*
mimetic or,homeopathic magic by which-the fertilizing
power of the spirit which animates the tree and revives it
2
after its winter rest.are communicated to the girl1*
V A N A - D U R G I.,
P R E 0 U R §00 R O F § A § | H 1
The forest mothers mentioned above should not be connec­
ted with the Earth* since their worshippers are either 
non-agricultural or belong to the pr.e-agricultural stage* 
But we have adduced enough evidence of trees being deified 
and worshipped in agricultural societies all over India*
Belief in the tree*-*spirits, it may be noted, is a mixed
3 . ■
one of fear and respect - fear of the demon or the spirit 
fall upon h e r ( H u t t o n , H.J ; Op* cit, p* 414),
*i . „ .
1. JRASBXi, xi, p. 82.
2. ERE, ii, p. 482.
3. Xbid.
dwelling in the tree, and respect for its supposed or 
well-advertised benign character, since it is a bestower ( 
of fertility and desired objects such as the Fp^thvi~mata i 
is# But benign or malignant, a tree-de&ty has to be kept ; 
perpetually in good humour, or it may either withdraw its 
countenance from, or inflict injury or harm, on its wor­
shippers. Vana-Durga is evidently such a deity - a :
mixture of good and evil, almost in equal proportions.
.(That is why she is meditated on as a goddess of fearful 
appearance, and women worshipping her as Durga residing In
i
the Sheora tree, invoke her' by reciting such prayers as,
''Save our .sons, give us sons, o goddess; make the paddy
in.the field and the plough for tilling hundred-fold;
1
obeisance to thee, o goddess of the tree-trunk'• Like j
i
Vana-Durga, Sasthl also originated in agricultural back­
ground, but unlike the former she stands for the purely 
benign tree-spirit* 'The development of the concept of a 
goddess like ga^thl, it may be argued, followed the same 
pattern adopted by the priestly class in shaping out of. 
non-Aryan beliefs an absolutely benevolent deity like . 
Iak§ml. ga^hl, is,in our opinion, a civilized and harm­
less version of Vana-Durga. Of the twelve types of §>a$t;hi
1. JBASBL, xi, p. 77. Kao (EHI, i(ii), App. 0, .-p . 108) 
has ""given the iconography of a goddess hailed Vana- 
Durga. who is multi-armed, holding such weapons as vajra
' J- rn mm ii iiVr in i mTi) m
isahkha, krpana, khetaka, dhanuh, bana etc* She is also*■1 n  • . . . ^ i i .ji «ri. fad M  >iiii»»|< m t M . ■■i.nM ' ' l~ i.i ih iT t  iih
described as the auspicious Durgshrith the complexion 
of newly born grass.
1
worshipped in Bengal dtiring the twelve months of the year, 
the names of at least four suggest their having originated 
as vegetation spirits - Ara^ya-^ag'fchl, Patai-^a^M. j Asoka- 
and N‘ila-“£a§£hl (sylvan, leaf, Asoka and indigo 
Sagtjh-l respectively). Hone of these twelve godlings is 
malevolent, though as with their prototype Vana-Durga, the 
worshippers are particularly careful not to he remiss of 
anything in their service.
2
Contrary to the opinion of Bhattacharya, the twelve 
gagrfchls are but the various folk forms of the one and the 
same goddess, all having been originally vegetation and 
tree-spirits, and subsequently brought by the Hindu priest­
ly class under one group with the suffix of the Pura^ic
3 •
$a§-phi added to their names. The cult of Arap.ya-»§a§'frhi
is actually a yrata observed by the Bengali women on the
sixth day of the bright half of Jyaig*j?ha. fhe goddess is
worshipped in a wood near the village, the object being
the. welfare, longevity and prosperity of the children.
Ara^ya-^a^t^1^  thus seems to be a stage in the evolution of 
• 4
from Vana-Durga.
.
1. lte 12 §a^his and the seasons of their worship ares 
Dhulo~$a£*tM * in April-May; Ara\iya-^a^thr in May-June; 
Ko<Ja-$a$*tM-' in June-July; Botan-f^a^hl in July-August; 
Manthana-^a^hl in August-September; Durga~$a$thi 
September-October; Go’jj-ga^ 'fchi in October-November; 
Mula-^a^hit in November-Dee ember; Patai-$a$£hl in 
December-January; Sltala-§a§thl in Jamiary-Pebruary; 
Asoka-^a^'frhl in Pebruary-March, and Nila~£a££hi in 
March-April.(MI, xxviii, p. 154). will be seen from 
the list that^Manthana and Mula ga^^his are also agri­
cultural deities; manthana signifies the churning of 
the milk for producing“butter and cream, while mula 
means the well-known vegetable radish. • ■
Village goddesses were originally believed to concern
themselves with the general welfare of the people living
1
under their respective 1 spheres of influence*• But in
course of time, and chiefly under the auspices of the
educated Hindu priestly class, their functions became, more
2
or less specialized* This accounts for goddesses like 
ga^^hi, whose sole concern is“the protection of mothers 
and children all over northern India, or such a tutelary j 
deity as Devl-mal, whom the.Oraons worship and whose !
functions consist of looking after the health and pros— ;
perity of the village* To this class of specialized I
4 ' ■- -* i
deities belong a number of others, but of an entirely
different type, whom Orooke has described as the 1godlings:
of disease1* These are also female, though some of the 
most celebrated are not only male, but in many places may 
even be represented by a member of the Hindu Trinity ~ no 
less than the great Siva himself* The reputation that
3. JRABBL, xi, p* 79.
4-* Fo™legends connected with $ a ^ :hl, see MI, xxviii, p*
157 ff* Two other types of Sai^ ’thls are also worshipped '
in Bengals—  * the Janma-$a^hl and-the Jamai-^a^tM* ®ee :
1. VGSI, p*
2 * RFHI, p. 12*
5* Roy, Sarat Chandra % Oraon Religion and Customs, Ranchi,,
5
2. MI, xxviii, p* 15H*
Ibid, pp. 155-57
5* Ibid, p. 122
Siva enjoys at Tarakesvara and Gondalpa^a in Bengal and .j
1 I
at Vaidyanatha in Bihar reveals him as a deity of cure. ;!
As Rudra, Siva is praised in the Vedic literature for his :
2 . 3
healing powers* He is called fthe. healer of healers1, 
an attribute which seems to have survived till today in 
his titles like Vaidyanatha which means -lord of the '
' - Jt
physicians’* ]
i
Though addressed as Mothers’, the majority of the {
i
village goddesses are not only malevolent but also appear* 
to be far from maternal in their conduct and character. j
j
There are of course deities of a truly beficient-nature, j
!
but the religion of the Indian rustic is based largely on ; 
a feeling of fear which he has never wholly shaken off. ; 
Though as tutelary deities, the function^ of the village j 
mothers is to shield the villagers from harm and calamity,' 
yet they are regarded as more inclined to turn miscliie- j 
vous and cause misery if anything is remiss in their wor- ‘
5 :
ship, [Everywhere in India, the fear of the village mothers 
is chronic, because they are said to be the causes as well 
as the averters of disease and death* They are also known: 
to be extremely fond of blood. In order that they may not 
•
1, Ohoudhury, Nanimadhab % ’Some Cure Deities’, 10, vii^^\1 
p • 4-iO« , • i
2 * iih p* 76. • . ’ :
3* RV, ii,33*4’$ AV, vi.44.3, vi.57*1 a-n(3- xix.10,6 represent 
Rudra not only for his .cooling and healing remedies,but : 
; also invoke him for curing diseases. One of the names 
under which Siva is worshipped as a cure deity in 
Bengal is Pane an ana* (Of. Gl^ . pp. 177™7S)» No less 
interesting of-the Taittirfya Brahmana, which mentions 
Sarasvati as a physician. nivihe^Fower, p. xxvi.
indulge in mischief and bring disease and misery upon the
village, they ar-e propitiated with blood sacrifice of
animals - goats, swine, cocks and pigeons* To the anger
of the gramadevata are attributed all kinds of maladies -
* 2 
from cholera and small-pox to whooping cough, as well as
drought and famine, cattle and infant mortality* There.
is, therefore, nothing of a festal character in the wor-
ship of these deities who are more feared than loved,
their cults being marked by many gloomy and weird rites
aimed at_propitiating their anger or driving away evil
spirits*
3
India may be a land of many wonders, but being situated 
within the tropical bel£, she is also an excellent breed­
ing ground of diseases which are propagated through air 
and water* The most fearful of the diseases belonging to, 
this category are smal1-pox and cholera* Ignorance of*the 
laws of hygiene and. absence of adequate preventive measu­
res are chiefly responsible for the frequent outbreaks of 
these two diseases in the form of epidemics which have not
4. EMI, p* 15* 
5* P* 225*
1* RTLI, p* 228;.CMG, pp* 115-16*
2. ClrfG., p. 116.
tomftntMxxnE* *
5* . VGSI» p . 44*.
only laid desolate many a once prosperous and well-popu­
lated village, Put also take even now a heavy toll of 
. 1
human lives. There are of course other dangerous disea­
ses, but none is even half as hotprious as small-pox or 
cholera - whose sudden attacks almost always result in a 
rapid but very painful death. . Overwhelmed by the recurr­
ing inroads of such swift, cruel and fatal diseases, on 
whoia could the superstitious and helpless Indian rustic 
lean upon but his gramadevata? This can be easily infer- 
red from the worship of such deities under similar circum­
stances .still current among the uneducated and backward
2
sections of the people all oyer the land, In a country
like India, where the percentage of mortality is so high,
it would have been rather unnatural if the religious
belief had not included since primitive times some god or
goddess^ invested with the powers of causing as well as
curing diseases* The general functions of the Indian
village deities, as we have already seen, include the
5
infliction and removal of epidemics and disasters* The 
absence of evidence does not however enable us to deter­
mine how far back the worship of the various gods and 
goddesses of disease may go, though we can well imagine
*  ^^ '
1, Some idea of the ravages caused by these two diseases 
(small-pox and cholera) may.be formed from'the vital 
statistics furnished for the period between 1882-1890 
by Sir W.W. Hunter in his book The Indian, Empire, 
London, 1892, pp. 770-71 • As late""as 1921,""there were 
in India 304,062 cases of small-pox, of which 216,538 
resulted In death; and in 1949, out of 17, 740 cases
the circumstances under which they were conceived and
venerated. We have also at the moment no proof whatsoever
of the cult of any such deity in the religion of the Indus
Valley in the Ohalcolithic period. Yet, as the Mother
Goddess of that place has been pointed out both as a
1
village and household deity, it may be suggested that, 
like the present-day gr am ad ev at a , her functions also 
included causing, preventing and curing diseases.
Sickness and disease were attributed in ancient India
2
to supernatural agencies. It might be from the gods in 
punishment for sins, as in the case of dropsy caused by
3
Varup.a, or, it might be due to a mere caprice of a male- 
4*
volent deity. A cure, it was believed, could be effected
only by propitiating and appeasing the god or spirit 
5
responsible. This is also apparent from the Vedic lite­
rature in which Rudra appears as a malevolent deity who
assails men with fever, cough and poison, and with his
6
hosts attacks men and beasts with disease and death* But
* in India, there were 17,74-0 deaths, and of 4,806 cases 
1,471 deaths in Pakistan, ^cyclopaedia Britannica, xx, 
1957 edition, p* 818.
2. M I ,  p. 12.
3* Supra , p. i33
#
1. Supra ,fp*' <$\ -92-
(IT -n PR^
3* VH, p. 26 and note 16 on p. 29.
4. Jayne, W. A ; The Healing Gods of Ancient Civilizations; 
New Haven, 1925? p«
5. Ibid.
6. VM, p. 76.
at the same time h e .is supplicated to restrain his male­
volence^ and is besought $ not only to., preserve from
calamity but also to bestow blessings on and produce 
■ , 1 
welfare for men and beasts*
I S  £ M 1' -I1 ■ • ' '
Epidemics in India are attributed to sins committed by 
people in their present birth, and the gods or goddesses 
responsible for them are objects of special veneration 
among the common people* Fear of small-pox is indicated
by the euphemistic title given to Sitala (cool) , its pre-
3 ■ -
siding deity5 who is chiefly worshipped for the cure*
of the disease from Assam to Baluchistan, and from the
4 . -
Himalayas to the Vindhyas* She is also called Mata
(mother), Mata,jI (respected mother), and even Maha Mar
*       ■■ nr ITU.. i Hn   w in ii. .
' ‘ '
or the Great Mother* In South India she is known as
6 . .
Mari Amrna*
Ihe. godd-.ess Sitala, whose cult is widely distributed
7
all over Northern India, occurs as the deity responsible 
for causing and curing small-pox In those sections of
1. VM, P. 76.
2. GI., p. 253*..
5* Ibid5 CMG, p* 116*
zl-* TCr^viT, p> 124*
5* OMG, p* 116*
6* GI, p, 253* COhe name is also spelt as Mariamma and 
Mariyamma.
7. CMG* p. 116*
Hindu treatises of medicine that dealjf with the antedotes 
1
to poison* The importance and popularity of her cult
before the 15th century A.D«, may be vouchsafed by the I
2. j
sudden abandonment of her worship in Mathura, presumably
under the orders of the iconoclastic sultan Sikandar Lodi
(I489“l5d7)g who destroyed all the Hindu temples of that
3
place* A very ancient temple of Sitala on the Dalllva-
4 * ;■
medha Ghat Benares, and another near S&saram in
5
Bihar indicate the antiquity of her worship* She is
worshipped under the name of Sitala-Bhavanl by the scaven-
6
gers of Mirzapur in Uttar Pradesh* In Madhya Pradesh,
Sitala is worshipped in the form of indented stones placed
beneath a medicinal nim tree* I11 the Pan gab, the goddess
is believed to reside in a kikar tree, whose roots are
watered by women to cool those who are suffering from *
8
small-pox* In Mahara^tra, an image of Sitala is bathed 
in water mixed with nim leaven and sprinkled on the -$$$%$$$
9 “ ;
patient* In the same province, the goddess is also
*
1* Bhattacharya, Asutosh s 'The Quit of the Goddess of 
Small-pox in West Bengal1, gJMS, xliii, p* 55*
2* Elliot, H.M. and Bows on, J ‘g ^ History of India, vol. iv, 
London, 1872, p. 448, note 2. '
3. Ibid, p* 447. >
4* ]$$$$ Mustafi, Byomkesh s 'Sitala Mangala*, Sahitya
Pariffat Patrika, Calcutta, 1898, vol v(i), p*“27. ■
5* x l H T , ! p • 55* A profusely decorated stone chamber
is known as the temple of Sitala at Kangra. ASI, 1905- ; 
06, p. 14. . -
6 * QJMS, xliii, p„ 55*
7* CMG, p. 116*
8. Ibid.
9 * Ibid•
worshipped with a different purpose* Mothers solicit her 
'favours on the occasion of their daughters1 marriage and 
sometimes for the purpose of getting offspring, Several 
images of Sitala-have. been brought to light through 
excavations in Mayurabhahja:, but in Orissa the goddess
2
passes under the name of ^hlQmrsojl and not that of Sitala* 
The presiding deity of small-pox in the Brahmaputra Valley 
in Assam, especially in the itfestern part, is known as Ai,
„  \  ■ 3
which may have been derived from Sanskrit-Srsik®L or Arya,
The Ai and her six sisters figure prominently in many
Assamese; folk songs which are sung whenever any one is
A
attacked with small-pox, The goddess is lmown as Mari
Amma, fthe destroying mother* in the Tamil country, and as
■■■' ■ 5 ' ,
Poleramma: in the Telegu region of South India,
The rites associated with the worship of the small-pox
goddess differs from place to place, In the Hinduised
localities, the goddess has been given an anthropomorphic"
form, but among the lower class people she is usually
represented by a crude piece of stone daubed with ver-
million* In Birbhum, the image of Manas a , the snake-.
. ? ■goddess is worshipped as Sitala* Usually, the goddess
^ » xliii, p* 55* In Mayurabhahga, Sitala■is also 
2, known as Kalika, ABM, i, p, xcvii, - 
QIMS, xliii, p% 55*^ *
5, Ibid, . - ,
n>id,
5. / W J/7-7//7.M g m g, p. 116,
S.: xliii, p. - 5 5 Of. VGSI, pp. 27, 2 2 . --‘ ;
7*> QJMS, xliii, p, 55*'
rj n
■*7iu
has no permanent shrine and mostly her worship takes 
place9 as in Bengal, on a piece.of ground marked out and 
smeared with cow-dung. Hindu women of Bengal observe on 
the seventh day of the bright half of Srava#u a yrata. 
which is called Sitalas apt ami-vrat a, the object being to 
avoid widowhood', and gain sons, wealth and paddy* A 
brand new ghata^. is placed on an altar decorated with the 
drawing felipana) of an eight-petailed lotus, and the
w  . ’  ■ u n iM i in  truiniiiiiniii i in  m *  « *
worship of the goddess takes place in her golden image
(in default it a ghata) after the service in honour of
^ ■>
Ganesa and other deities* The dhyana is the same as
. . 4 ...
quoted from the Pic chilat antra *
We find in the Vedic literature not:, a few references
5
to.diseases and their treatment, and also the names of
6
a number of healing deities, but it would be absolutely, 
futile to look for Sitala in the Vedic age, for she is in
* r?
reality an Indian folk goddess* The rituals connected 
with her worship, as also the conception, of her image,
differ substantially from the conception of the Vedic
8 . , ; ■
divinities#
1. GI, p* 254. '
2. PD, p. 26?.
5* Ibid*. A similar vrata is observed on the sixth lunar .
haXS of Magha:* known as: Sltala-sasfehl * the goddess. is
worshipped: in private, houses,r"by women having children*. 
Works of H*H. Wilson, ii, London, 1882, p* 192#’
j |  J»il W#li wm JEm.LiiI j*r-WMhm.w*va n» wfiwi—mt■ ii W # »U *
4. Infra,?p. )g)-s'i;Iee#*teu*te5*«lhsii8tati * — * ^  ^  -
5* Jayne , W* A Op.cit , 'pv 150.#
Ibid, p* 160.
7. BMKI, p. 693*
* lDXd.
It is no doubt true that small-pox is widespread in
tropical countries , but we cannot agree with Asutosh
Bhattacharya that, since the Aryans came from a cold
climate, they had.no knowledge of this malady and conse-
> . ' 1 
quently there is no mention of it in the Vedic literature*
As a dangerous disease, small-pox seems to hage been quite
well-known in Europe from ancient times, though the first
mention of its occurrence Jn France and Italy was made by
Bishop Marius in .570*A*D* Small-pox was pandemic in
Europe in 1614 A.Dv and epidemic in England during 1666- 
3 ■
75, and not even royalty \^ as immune from its fatal 
attack* From Zimmer*s list of the principal diseases
• ~ . 5 , - •
known in ancient India, it is not difficult to infer if
the Aryans knew of small-pox or not, for we find included '
in its ailments like sores, abcesses and skin*»diseases,
any one of which can be equated with small-pox* Ihe
disease does not find any mention in the Atharva Veda^
but occurs in such ancient medical books as the.SusrutaV:
Saifihita, Astdhgasamgraha, Astangahr day as ato.it a and
■wr ■ H*r*i ■•iM.TT g s w  «WI ibh w m  * >I 'Uhln iil TiiiH i III in lTTIi IMi l >l ■■III !!■>*—nVlii l lin f r in a' f l  Ihm t 9 mii ■*■(£■! ii» inn liiB H M i«iJtfi*r.>r|iinT ii|H 'i»^»*ni*rt,»»>iiiin>i]il
Sarhgadhara* . According to the Astangahrdayasamhita, 
masurika. or small-pox is a dangerous disease, whose attack
~ • . 7. • .
nobody survives*
1i ’ pp; 693-94* :
2*. Encyclopaedia Britannica, xx, 1957? P* 817*
5* Tbrd* .. _ '• - ; ‘ . .
4 * Cambridge . Modern History, vo 1. vi, ed, Sir A * W* Ward ! 
and others, Cambridge,^1925? p* 148; Leroy, Alfred : 
Louis XV, London, 1939r P* 350*
5* Zimmer, H ; Hindu Medicine. Baltimore, 1948, pp*31-32* 
6* Jolly, J .: Indian Medicine, Poona, 1951? P# 137*
7,. I b M .  , ^
Q •*A m
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The name Sitala is non-V'edic, but became current as a.
popular designation (lokasraya saijna) of the smal1-pox
■ . ■ - *■ - • .v~ 1 -■ ■ '■
goddess in the 12th century A-.B. It originated doubtless
in connection with the cold treatment for small-pox be-
cause- of the high fever?that accompanied it. Since; the
mild type of"small-pox: is cured of itself and the virulent:
type, is a sure killer, many physicians prescribe no
medicine and the only treatment suggested is application*
of cold water and putting the patient in a cool place1.
5
Different types of small-pox also account for the seven
, cults (k£
forms of the goddess and the prevalence of the/s.even small-
: 4
pox: sisters in'North India.
The Bhavapraka§au a treatise on medicine* contains a
KMM.ll l|IHM.I»*WIIHHlll M BIB II. III .■ Ill III .hat— # - v K
series of meditative verses or the dhysma of the goddess 
Sitala, which are said to have been derived from the
- ■. ■ ■ ■ ' 5 ' ■■
KaSikhanda. of the .Skanda Pur ana. This is evidently a • 
later ascription:1 made: with a view to invest the folk 
goddess: Sxtaia with a Purapic pedigree. The worshippers V  
of the goddess,believe that the rituals connected with her 
,worship have been compiled from the Picchileitantra and her
1. Jolly, J : Op.cit. p. 137#
2. OMG, p. 116T~”  .
3. Jolly, J ; 0p> ext ,.p. 139. .
4* Ibid. Of . BKavapr alta sa by Bhavamisra, ii, ed'. and brans
s- by . Kailasa. Ohandra Sen Gupta, Ga‘ Lcutta, f9C>1, PP# 934.,
5. Bhavaprakasavii, p p . 930-31*
6* BMgf*. ,p.7 693# t ,
1 2
dhyana lifted from the Skanda Purana, In the dhyana
-t4/-*»|p i i t, m n r m  riTw.^ww«TMm IL.iji *n— mr»nrea.nmwrrtimn
the goddess is descxdbed as of white complexion, seated 
on an ass, holding in her hands a sweeping broom and a
pitcher full of water* She sprinkles with the broom the 
nectar-like water from the pitcher to alleviate the heat
(caused by the ravages of the disease)* She Is naked, 
has a winnowing fan on her head, is three-eyedl and her ■ 
person is decorated with gold and jewels. She restrains 
the terrible suffering caused by the painful eruptions*
There is also a hymn in the Skanda Purana* in which
tics of the goddess as described in her dhyana appear to 
have been repeated here. According to this hymn, people j
i
who worship her, are sure to be rid of diseases, parti- ;I
cularly the fear of eruptions in their own houses* j
'The conception ,of Sitala1, says Nanimadhab Qhaudhury, j
'her cult as it is practised now-a-days and the absence !
of any mention of her in the older Purapas - all point to
A
her rise from a folk goddess of demoniacal type'. Yet,
as the goddess in the hymn addressed to her by Siva i6£
5
is said to be worshipped in water, some scholars have *
-QJMS, xliii, p. 56..
2. Quoted in ASM,i, p. xcvii, also compare fig.5i^in Ibid* 
On the north wall of the temple of Sachiya -flata in^ 
Marwar, Pa j as than, there is an image of‘.SI tala, which
3
Sitala is adreesed by Siva* All the salient characterIs
e anyana
5* Yastvamudakamadhye tu krta sampu.i ayennarah
" ■ I i i .h im )   n rM r-11-rmnwnrrf.TH     nw ' nsnnen ■ ■ J .■ n 'H T jifJ *" *^ u n w a
1
sought to equate her with Apa^, who are praised in the
Vedas because they are remedial and grant remedies for
2
healing, long life and immortality* But as we have
already stated, Sitala has nothing to do with the Yedia
pantheon* Nor has she, contrary to what has been sugges-
3
ted by H.P* Sastri, any relation with the Buddhist
liar It! * There is absolutely no evidence, either legendary 
*  ^ %
or iconographical, which may connect Harltl with Sitala
M- , . . ,
as the prototype of the latter* It is indeed' difficult,
5
as Bhattacharya rightly observes, to equate Sitala,
BMKI, p* 694.
r-TTTir i rmiwrhi ■* ■
Oalcutta, 1897? P« 20* J*N* Banerjea also regards 
Sitala as having * a great many affinities with the 
Buddhist Harltl, especially from the point of view of 
her^iconographic and other traits** (DHl, p. 38J)* But 
it is not Harltl but Parpasabarl, another Buddhist 
goddess, who is-three-headed and wears an apron of 
leaves,- who is, according^to her Iconography a deity of 
disease’and epidemics i as e saro gamarIpadakrant ai 
sarvvamariprasamani = 'tramples under foot many 
diseases and epidemics ... and queller of all epidemic^1. 
An image of the goddess, found at 'Vajfcayogini, Dacca,
- represents her as trampling under her feet figures with 
small,round pox.marks on their bodies, and other 
figures symbolizing epidemics, are shorn in flight,.
ASR, 1922-23, p., 115; IBBS, pp. 59, 61,- pi. xxiii.b.
4. For the legends regarding Harltl, see Supra,fip. \AI- . 
It will appear that Harltl did not possess: like Sitala
■ S®^P°wer °®-use avert small-pox or epidemies. •
5. BMKI, pp. 695-96.
whose dhyana represents her as seated, on an ass, naked',
with a winnowing fan over her head and holding a broom in
her hand, with Harltl who is the very image of happy and
radiant motherhood - well-dressed, profusely ornamented,
1
of smiling countenance and surrounded by babies* Ihe
origin of Sitala as well as her name has been described
in the following legend by Nityananda Ohakravarty, the
2
author of a Bengali Sitala Mangala poem* The king Nahusa 
performed, a sacrifice for getting offspring. When the 
sacrificial fire was about to be put out at the end of the 
ceremony, a girl of daszling appearance came out of it 
with a winnowing fan over her head, Brahma gave her the 
name of Sltala(one who is cool or who cools) because she 
came out of the sacrificial pit when it was cooling down* 
Evidentlyy the story furnishes another example of how a , 
non-Aryan goddess is admitted into Hinduism* ffhe attri­
butes of the goddess} we fully agree , with Nanimadhab 
Chaudhury, fand the existence side by side, of her worship 
in the Hindu and non-Aryan forms, indicate her true origin,
namely, that she is a folk goddess who has been Brahmani~
3
sed**
«
1. MtM-t Supra» p.140-41.
2. BMKI, p. 696.
3* 10, vii, p. 4-25*
Sitala is obviously a Rir^ic name invented to address 
or designate euphemistically the small-pox goddess so that’; 
she might restrain the burning heat from which the patient! 
suffers during an attack of the disease* In her dhyanai
% » • , iim '!>■> »i w Fiigaa v
too, she is mentioned as vispho-frakadup;r apratapaprasamana~, ! 
karl, or 1 one who alleviates the high heat caused by the i
tiyinMiin r 'j*r,r*n «
eruptions!* One of the South Indian village goddesses
• . • ' - - - ' 1 
bears the name of Slb.ellamma., who is however a water deity,
but fyi in many parts o.f South India 'goddesses of her kind
2 ' . d
are associated with small-pox. Gahgamma of Masulipattam
■ ’ ■ 5 :
district is a deity of this type*. In the hymn to Sitala*
it has been stated that she is worshipped in water. The
submerging of the Sitala temple at Benares in the Ganges
every year during the rainy season has given rise' to the
' popular belief in which the image of the goddess is thrice
submerged by the holy Gahga in order to'maintain its
■ I' ■ . ' -4*. . ‘ - . ' :
purity and effectiveness. . Sltalamma, though a water
spirit, is thus a small-pox goddess.
'Bhattacharya thinks that' Sltalamma of South India -and- h
.  I ■ . ’ 5 ■ " ..
Sitala of Bengal are. one and the same goddess. According.
to him, Sitala was originally a South Indian village :
\ ' ~ . ■ 6 , . .v-
goddess imported into Bengal. ’The reasons given for.his V
1. VGSI, p. 22.
2. BMK1, p. 697,
3. VGSI, p. 21. 
4.. .SHKl, p..‘697# 
5® Ibid*
6. Ibid* . ‘
L y o
conjecture are however far: £tJki convincing. _ Bengal must
have Been as much subject to the ravages of small-pox ast |
South India or any other part of the.sub-continent. It
therefore stands to reason if the $ people of Bengal in
ancient times should have' conceived ar goddess- presiding
over this disease and given her tlhe euphemistic title of J
Sitala under Purapdc influence. More logical and effecty<
tive sound the views of Banerjea in whose opinion Sitala,
as she is worshipped now in Eastern and Western India, is
a form of the goddess Jye^fha, about whom there is an
entire chapter in the Baudhayana Grhyasutra and who was
once worshipped in South India: for happiness and pros- !
1 . ‘ ' ;i
pierity# Ihe worship of Jyei^ha, it appears, declined in i
South India due to Vaisnavite opposition, but she gained j
a permanehtrfpoting, so thinks Banerjea, in Eastern India,]
particularly Bengal and Orissa, and also in Gujarat under j
the name of Sitala, who is characterised by many of the
• * 2 1 
features of Jyeg^iia* In the old lamil Nighapfus, Jyegfha,
appears under many names such as Mugadi, Tauvai (elder
sister), Kaladi, Mudevi, the crow-bannered, the ass-rider
Kffctai, the bad woman and Ekavepi, and her weapon is said :
3
to be a sweeping broom* But mere tracing of Jye§£ha to 
.
1* xiv, pp« 104-05.
2* Ibid, p. 105.
5* SHI, i(ii), p. 395; also pp. 390-98.
the time of the cannot invest her
with the character and importance of a Vedic- goddess. She 
was, like many other non-Aran gods and goddesses, obvious­
ly incorporated into the Vedic religion which^had already 
accommodated a fair amount of belief in grotesque and
malevolent spirits. We are inclined to regard Jye§-fcha,in
1 * ■ 
the light of her iconography, as of non-Aryan origin,
notwithstandig her worship being traceable among the Vedic
2
Aryans of the time of .Baudhayana, Apart from the facts
that Jye$£ha has a broom in her hand and that she rides
an ass, there is hardly any other feature which might
5
equate, her with Sitala as described in her dhyana or in the
j  T ~ j wowtt,mb,
hymn addressed to her by Siva, We shall not deny that the 
Senas brought with them from their original homeland many 
items"of religion to Bengal, but we find it difficult to 
agree with Banerjea if they had really brought with them 
the conception as well as the cult of, a goddess, whose 
worship, as testified by Banerjea himself, had declined 
in the South owing to strong.Vai$$avite opposition.
As the goddess of small-pox Sitala is widely itforshipped 
in Bengal. She is also known as Basantl Bnphi or Basanti 
Oa$(jI and worshipped even by the high caste Brahmins in
, . ' . 3
times of acute emergency. In Jessore and Noakhali
2SZ? i(ii), p. $00 593; App, 0, p.156, pis. cxxi,cxxii, 
cxxiii.
2. C. B.C. 500-500.
districts tlie goddess takes the form of a white woman in 
' ' 1 • 
a state of perfect nudity, and the Pods of Khulna regard
her not merely as the goddess of small-pox, hut as their 
. 2
main deity* .
Besides Sltalamma, there are a few goddesses who are
also connected with small-pox in South India* One is
■ 3 .
Sukhajamma, who is worshipped in Mysore district* Mari- 
amma, the most $c reputed among the gramadevatas in the 
South, is actually a godling of disease, and the.special 
malady with which she is associated is small-pox, and she
. 5
has, in this capacity, Sitaladevx. as one of her epithets*
hone of the South Indian small-pox deities has any image;
6
all are worshipped in the form of stones* This is a
proof both of the antiquity oftheir worship as well as of
their non-Aryan origin* In Bengal also, Sitala had ori-
7 ' •
ginally no image* Usually, a stone with pock marks 
■ 8
represents the goddess,, who may also he indicated by a
piece of wood or stone with a human face carved on it,
besmeared with oil and vermillion, and studded with nails 
of gold, silver" or brass in imitation of the pustules of
9
the disease* Her priests are known as Sitala Pandits,,
t  ■ im -T i r -   rnnnr if in f f ' *!   in ?
I ‘ '4
1* Webster, J.E* : Eastern Bengal and Assam District 
gMgttegr __j_,JoakhaH , HlahabaoL.I^H, pp.. 54-35.
Bengal District Gazetteer % Khulna, p* 61*— »'''■» ■W'»*h**mnintr.*    , ..... —^ -|-TT,rtr--T1||.t.rT1^ ,_.1 m  nul fM,w.t r^.jnKJ 7 JT W W
3. VGSI, p. 23
4. Oil, p. 471 ff’, and notes. 263 and-264-.
5. 'Ibi'd; cf. VGSI, p., 27.
6. SHE! p.. 6987“
7* lbid#
8. Sahitva Parisat Patrilca* v(ih 1898. n* 30* cf*Mats
„ __ _   . If
responsible for Epidemics* w
drawn chiefly from the lower class, and their goddess.is
an image having neither hands nor feet but only a face
smeared with red lead and with pustules made of mother of
1
pearl or of some.metal. The iconography of Sitala as
2 -
well as her image discovered in Mayurabhanja, should
therefore be ascribed to the Buddhist, or Hindu Tantrik
3 '
influence of a subsequent period. Another proof of 
Sitala.1 s non-Aryan origin is furnished by her priests -
,  . Zf.
the Sltala-Pandits, - who are also known as grahavipras#
2 £ I £ 2 £ t 2 £ 2 £ 2 £ 1 b i b i
Equally fatal and dangerous is cholera, whose presiding
. i, ■ 5dexty xs known as Olai Capqx and Ola Bibi in Bengal, and
6
Ankamma1 in South India. The third maqor epidemic disease 
of India, cholera 'has endemic foci in the country, in 
Bengal, and In the Cauvery delta of the province of
7
Madras'. The disease was known to the Aryans under the 
9* M S , ii, p. 485*
A1. Sahitya Parigat Patrika, v(i) i898, pp. 30-51 2 e ASM, i, p, xcvi. - ^
3* BMKI, p. 698. h
p  Skid; cf. Sghitya Parigat Patrika, vCi),.^98, p. JO. 
J.. ERE, xi, p. .4-85. ... '
6, TCgl, p. 22.
7. Sigerisfc, H. E : A History of Medicine, ii, New York, 
1961, p. 130. Accox*dxng to thxs scholax*, from 1877 to
^.1941, the avarage number of annual deaths from cholera 
* calculated fox* five year periods, varied from 141,000 
to 440,000. '
names of visQcika and visucl, and according to the
ni'-ifuaiii rirnmrrmi i n n ii-iitfn* , ' 1 ■ mum * 'W
Va.,1 asaiieyi Saiihita, people were attacked by it as a result
fc-ML-Mwirrrf^^MiiKnTun— ttiii * — ——* „
of drinking too much soma* Symptoms and treatment of the
.■ ■ '
disease have been discussed in both^ the Susruta Saihita
3 ■ , T- ' ■ ■ '.f'V‘ ^
and the Bhavaprakasay, in the Rajataran gin 1, cholera^ is
cited as dangerous as well as fatal, while the Garaka
. . ■ . ■ o , ' ' \  . 4-
Saifihitai mentions it as an epidemic disease.
Ihe goddess presiding over this notorious disease, is .
sometimes represented as wearing a gown and riding a horsey
but usually she is worshipped in the form of an earthen
pot placed under a nim tree. As in the case* of jSrtalay
the priests of the cholera goddess also belong^ to the;
lower castes, The.Mother'Goddess Burga, whose manifesta-
6 : " 
tions the various godlings are, is believed to. develop
during the excitement caused by epidemics into herterr-,
r?
ible; form, the blood-thirsty Kali. She is therefore 
worshipped', particularly in Bengal, as Rak§a Kali, 1 the 
preserver Kali1, in times of an epidemic of a severe type*
1*. Jolly,. J : Op* cit, p. 111*
2 * Sulsruta SafthiffgT ill (ed. and trans. by Kavlraj Kunjala
lad Bhisagaratnay, Calcutta, 1916, pp. 352-56.
3. Bhavaprakasa,-ii, pp. 307-09*I - -t) • n m H1T1..I-—tVi" *ii i .i *i ■■ hiii i n 1 i in « / »i_ J- ^ t ^
h*. Jolly, J i Op.cit, p. 111*,
5. ERE., ii., p .
6. It. should however be noted that the Mother Goddess or
* hex* emanations are not mentioned in the pre-epic:, epic ’
and Purapici accounts as deities of disease, and there 
is also.no reference to their healing powers. In popu­
lar ^ beliefTonly she is worshipped under her various 
Purapic- names for the cure of various ailments* 10 ,
• V 1 . J. lUiNIAMWM «Vlly p* 421,
7. EMI, p. 122.
Hie worship of Rak^sa ICal.x takes place during midnight at
lonely . crossroads: outside the village or in a cremation 
1
ground* In former times,Rak§a Rail used to be worshipped 
with human sacrifice:. The cholera goddess is worshipped 
.in#}&$ Uttar Pradesh under the name of Kali Devi, who is-
3
also called Hulka. Devx and Marl Max in some places.
Many local and folk deities, having association with
diseases, have been affiliated to Siva* or his consort
; (chiefly under her name Cap4x) under the impact of Brah-
manical Hinduism. This will be evident from such names
. as Olai Ca:g4x, Basana Ca:g4x, Ghocja Ca^ujd? Dhara Gap.^ !,, d 
• * t t • h - : 4
Kalai Oaijdx, Abak Candl, Kakai Gan&x etc;. The words mat a* * WiW>Tn'>. >i "ti
and Kalx are also found added to the names of suchtm.n1 " » tino r
. • • - , 5
goddesses, e.g., Ujali Mata, Rak$a Kalx, and so on. The 
uncouth names of many of these village goddesses unmis­
takably point to their non-Aryan origin, and x^ords like
Candl or Kalx suffixed to. their titles indicate their
adoption into orthodox Hinduism by giving their cults the
6
.semblance of having had a Pura^ic origin. More often 
than not, local and folk deities, whose identities are 
-#
1. RFNI, p. 126,.._ prrt-atgap'’''.........* * *** _
2* Gi» P* 256, On,p. 255? Rev. Martin says, *-In times of
small-pox epidemics of unusual severity, human sacri­
fices have been known'to be offex'ed to stay the 
- ravages of the diseaseJ 
3* Ibid, pp., 255-56, For the legends of Sitala and the
propagation of her wox*ship, see BMKI, p* 698 ff.
4, IG, vii, p. 422, “  twirna * W J* f
5* IbxflY . .
6. Mxtra, S.G„ ? f0n the Cult of the Godlings of Disease 
in Eastern Bengal', MI, iii, Ranchi, 1923
merged in this way,into that of Pura^ic gods and goddesses 
assume the representation of the Patter, and the forms of 
their worship; also follow the orthodox pattern.' Goddesses 
like Olai Ga^I, Kakai Ca:g4ietc* , are therefore repre­
sented as Kali and worshipped in the Brahmanical form; 
Pehco-' or Pahcanana; is often represented and always wor-
1 - \ • '1 ■ 7  - . ' ■' ■ ■;
'shipped'as Siva** Adoption of folk deities in their 
aniconic or iconic forms by Hinduism does not. involve any 
substantial change, nor does it mean much, because gods 
and goddesses are worshipped in Hinduism both in their 
aniconic and anthropomorphic'forms*. Even in the case of 
the widely worshipped Durga an unpretentious earthen; . 
ghata, filled with water and with a green cocoanut and
rrfu i i*ftiniiTn~i* r ^
mango> twigs on' the top, free?ly replaces her gorgeous 
image*. Xhe same is the case with such popular goddesses
as Xak$ml. and $a$t&^ as also a few others who now enjoys
* ' ■ 2 . 
the status of national gods in India# . . v
1*- 10, vii,, p* 4J0*.
2*. Visnu is represented by the salagrama: slla and Siva 
by the linga* Xn the Nadiyadistrict7 West Bengal, 
Olai or*™UXai Ca$4^ fs worshipped in her aniconic form 
of- a piece - of stone placed under a vata tree (ficus 
bengalensis)*, Mallick, Kumudnath ; w -■-“« *
i"'*"——f “i-**"—1' 1 tun'ii Jtt iLirr* ■
Nadiya KahinI, Calcutta, 1911, p * • 32 3
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Like the Deae Hat re s. whose worship seems to have been
quite popular in Gaul, Britain, Lower Germany, and to a
limited extent even at Rome between the 1st and the middle 
. ■ / 1 , - 
of the 3rd century A«D.? the Matpkas may"‘'be described
as mother goddesses in a restricted sense of the term*
Prom what is known about them from the Mahabharata, the;
Purapas, and other literary sources, they appear as minor
war goddesses to serve as auxiliaries to great gods and 
■ ' ‘ - . 2 
goddesses in the latterfs struggle against the asuras.
Seven Matpkas are said to attend the investiture of Skanda
• 3
as the generalissimo of the gods* At the end of the
ceremony, a large band of mothers, of whom 194- names are
given by Vyasa, come to join Skanda on the eve of his
4-
fight against farakasura. Besides these 194- mothers, we
1. Robins.on, P.N : TBeae Matres * , ERE, iv, p. 4-06 ffr 
LEM, p* 24-8. —  _  •
2* Mbh, ix „ A3; IIP, Ixxxviii? Varaha_P, xxvii; Matsya P, 
cIxxrx5 Kurma P 9 xxvii; SPfKasikhaude ^tarakhapdaT9 
lxxxii, . Por &n exhaustive list - of^literature on the 
Matrkas, see Aufrecht, fh* : Oatalogus Oatalogorum, 
Part i, Wiesbaden, 1962, pp. 4-4-7-4-8 T 
3* M b h i x , 4-3.29#
I6ld, ix,4-5.1 ff; VP, lviii*28,
are told* many others numbered by thousands and of diverse 
- - ; ' ' 1 
forms, appear to swell the ranks of the celestial army®
The Mahabharata describes them in detail* These Matrkas 
appear to be terrible as warriors and are said to have 
their abodes on trees, in open spots and at the cross­
roads* 'They also live in caves, cx^ematoriums, mountains\ 
and springs* Adorned with various ornaments, the Matpkas 
ax*e represented as attired in vaxdoxis kinds of dress and 
speaking different languages*
According to the Varaha Burana, Siva is assisted 
during his fight with Aixdhakasura by seven gods tlxeough 
their respective baktis who are named Brahmap.! (of Brahma) 
Mahesvarx (of Mahesvara) , Kaumarx(of Kumara), Vai^pavl 
(of Vi$p.u) 5 indrapi (of Indr a) , and Camup<j& or Yarn! (of 
lama)6 Collectively, these saktis of the seven gods are 
called Sapta-mat^kas or the seven mothers# As stated in
f p .
the Kurma Pur an a , the Matpkas after the destruction of 
the demon Andhaka, go to live in the patala or the under-
* f ? II1* #1* J >i® If 4»WW * J0JK3#
woxdd, but, having no means of subsistence, start feeding
1* Mbh, ix#45*29*
2* Ibid, ix*45*30 ff*
2* Varaha.P, xxvii.3^32* In addition to the seven
mothex's, Yogesvarl, who is reckoned as a Matpka, is 
born,out of Siva's mouth (Ibid, xxvii*30)*- 
4* BHI, p* 365* 1 *
5* Kurma-uP, xxvii.226-32,; BP, (Avantyakhande Revakhanda),
*  ■ irBatEaie# t  tth Vnnrm ,"~~* - A- ■ r rilT im i- l r ^','T, * - " * - " * " i‘ ;ui  ,i i ni l. 11 ■ r * • — ■ \— * f
Mat sya P , clxxxx*44-86*
themselves upon anything and everything that come-in
their way, V i ^ u  as Hpsimha (the man~lion incarnation),,
stops their carnage by abstracting 0:4^  Jh)L<k& from them
their destructive and cannibalistic,nature. According to
another legend recorded,in the Supr abhed ag ama, the Sapta-
matpkas are, created by Brahma in order to kill a demon
named Nirrta. Similarly, in', the Bev£~M&hatmya section
2 - - . - -
of the Markan&eya Purana, we find coming out of their
bodies of the gods - Brahma, Siva, Karttikeya, Yi^u,
Varaha, Indra^ and Npsimha - these Sapta-Mat^kas in the
forms of their respective saktis to assist the Mother
Goddess Durga (Ca:$<jn) during a very tense moment of her
struggle with the demons Sumbha and Nisumbha, The Adbhuta
Ramayara , a- work ascribed to Valmiki, mentions the crea-
tion of thousands of Mat^kas, all of them of terrible
appearance and warlike character, from her own body by
Slta, who assumes the form of Kali in order to destroy,the 
* * 3  . .
rak^asa king Kavapa• -
The.cult of the Matpkas can claim, like that of the 
Mother Goddess, a great antiquity among the lower orders 
at least, and it must-have come into vogue among the upper 
strata of Hindu society following the rise and spread of 
*
i(ii)5 PP. 382-83.
2. MP, lxxxviii.11 ff.
3* Adbhuta Ram ay ap. a , p. 150 ff.
I.IMK — . —ma ITT 1 III I Ml I — I----------1 / *1*
Sakt ism in India*. The Vayu Fur ana , which existed more or ; 
less in its complete form during the early Gupta period, , •; 
if not before, contains notices of Hatpkas and describes
them as the-, wiv.es of ygis, who nurse: the motherless Sk ah da!
\  . k  ’ ■ , k  ; 2 ; . ■ ;!
immediately after his birth* It was thr*ough Skanda, ;bhat 
’the Sapta Matrikas got themselves admitted into Saivism 
*•, and later were transformed from their original charac-i 
ter of the Saptar^is of astronomy to the new saktis or 
bibhutis or energies of the seven great gods as they 
are found represented In the later sculptures from Ele-
k : ' ; 3 k . * ./ • .■ ■
phanta and Ellora.*, Ihe. Hatpkas do not figure promi­
nently in the Gphyahutras, but as Kane observes, their
worship was prevalent certainly in the early centuries
. '  .  • >  ,  4  • ■ . /  k
of the Christian era throughout India. fhe custom of
Matipka worship In ancient India may be noticed in the
writings of the dramatists Bhasa, and, Sudraka, and during
their times it was both widespread and generally uiider- 
5
stood., . ’Bhasa and Sudraka lived before Kalidasa* Scholars
■ v 6 * . * '
are not unanimous on the date of Bhasa, but as the
*
1* Smith, V.A.s Early* History of India, (4th edition), 
Oxford^ 1957 (reprint), p. 11 ff; HD, v, p. 856*
2* Patil, D.P. ; ’Sapta Hatrikas or thekSeven Mothers from' 
Besnagar’,,FIHG, xiith session, Allahabad, 1950/ p.111* 
According to tlie Mahabh ar at a ( ix * 45 ) „ Skanda was nursed 
by the Kpttikas or the Pleids. Of. EM, p.227* ;
3* PIHQ, xiith session, p* 112. . ,
4'. HB, ii(:L), p. 217* But Kane is wrong because the Matps 
- are mentioned in the, Manava Grhyas u tra. See Infra,- V
• . ,  ^ ' ......... HI Il> i III I | I I   .. ■Ii.v.r.i,™
■' P* ZOO* ' ■■ ■ '
5* JRAS, 1960, p. 18.
6, Suktliankar, 'VkS. s’Studies in Bhasa’, JBBRAS, Ixxv, . 
p.235? Dasp;upta,S.N. s A History of Sanskrit literature, 
i, University of 0alcu ^ a 7 ^ 9 5 ^ ^ k ‘:^ 5 7 ^ ,m™ “‘— '
■peculiarity of the Prakpt in his drama Oarudatta is also 
■ ; ■ 1 
shared by the works of Asvagho$a, a contemporary of
■ 2 ' .
Kapiigka, it would be reasonable to suggest^ Bhasa to
■ ■ 3 v
have been living not only long before Kalidasa, but
possibly before the birth of the Christ as well* Bhasa
also, appears to have lived before Sudraka, who has been
assigned to a period between the 1st century B*G. and the
4.. .
1st .century A.D* , , because Oarudatta written by the
former is the fragmentary original of the letter's
, .5 ' v :
Mrcchakatikav Bhasa in his Oarudatta and Sudraka in
ip *j*J■*..wup I»11»Mil! J
his Mrcchakatika refer to the worship of the Mabrs at I
6 ' ; 
the crossroads. ■ - 1
• ‘ ' 7 .. '
The Matpkas also occur in the leading Purapas and are ;
mentioned as well as in the Gobhila-smpti , the B.r3
. " " ,  8 
satfihita of Yarahainihira and the Devi Purana. Iheir wor-
ship seems to have come down from the Kuga$a to the Gupta
period. Phis is indicated by the Kumar as ambhava of
Kalidasa, The Matps, whose number is limited to seven by :
9 ,
the commentator Mallinatha, appear in connection witli
1, Sukthankar,Y,S,; 'Studies in Bhasa1, JAOS, No* 40*1920, 
P. .290* •
2'* Keith, A*B, : A History of Sanskrit Literature , . Oxford, 
1920', p. 54* “ “  . . .  . — r—
2* Smith, V,A, s Early History of India, p, 212, note 2 ;
Kalidasa belongs to the Gupta period and 5th century 
A,D*1 .
4.,-Dasgupta. S.N.; Op.cit, p. 758*-
5. Ibid;., p. 108; JA0f,"TT5. 40, p.. 249.
6.- JRA8, 1960., pp."17-18. ,
, note 2, The Amarakosa'also mentions the
Matpkas (i.1,41) , but gives^onl^Tlme name of Camiup^a 
and no description of the others* . ,
1
the marriage of Siva with Parvati. Held in regard by 
2 —  *
Siva, the Hatvlcas appear as brilliant as lightning, and;
with their eax'-rings swinging due to the movement of their
vahanas, they follow the god as part of his entourage in
f—  3
/a.procession from Kailasa to the house- of Himalaya, That 
these, goddesses- enjoyed the reverence of all strata of 
society including even, the royalty during the 7th century 
A.D., is testified by Ba$abhatf?a- in two of his famous
. A  —  5
works, Kadambari and Iiarsacarita. In the former, the
*  rtniwhimpi.iiiihi i u'iiiiMMiaHHL!ii Iw h m w ,t * n'■**M■ n*    Hij #
Mtpkas appear as. associated with the removal of barren­
ness in women and with childbirth, for the queen Vilasa- 
vatl is found to solicit their favours in order to
be % blessed with offspring, Abu Raihan Albiruni, a 
contemporary of Sultan Mahmud of Ghaznah (997- 1030), and 
his son Sultan Masud (1030-1041), not only mentions the
Sap.t?a^mat^kas, but their names and iconography as well,
: . 7
including that of Vlrabhadra and Ga$esa. Kalhapa, the
•
3. HD, ii(i), p, 217.
9* Kumarasambhavam, ed, and translated by Srishchand'ara 
Ghakravarty^Dacca, 1904, p. 616,
6
1• Kumarasambhavam, vii.30 *
2 ., Ibid, vii * 31 *
3* Ibid, yii.38,
4. Kadambari, (trans. Ridding), p, xvi,
5. Harsa^arita by Banabhatta,(trans* Oowell and Thomas), 
pp. 85,^21.
6 * Kadambari , (trans. Ridding),- p. 56.
7. Sachau, TS.C. ; Albiruni!s India, 2 vols., London, 1888, 
vol. I, pp. 119-20.'
12th century historian of Kashmir* frequently refers to 
the Matykas and the erection of temples in "their honour
h . 2
by the kings of his country,
It may not be possible for us in the absence of
evidence, to assign a definite date for the origin of the
cult of the Matipkas, but the large number of terracotta 
unearthed
female figurines/in the prehistoric sites of the; Indus 
Valley suggest, in our opinion, the evidence of their 
worship from the remotest antiquity. It was from such a 
background, rightly argues Kane, that the cult of the 
Matpkas was taken 'up by the followers of Vedism and later
on affiliated to the worship of the Mother Goddess Durga
4
Q?he Vedas too mention the Sapta Matarafu who stand for
Hill ihiwirfiV nrfjiimim *
3
5
seven rivers, and are said to regulate the soma when it
6
is under preparation, (The daughters of Iva^^ collec­
tively enjoy the epithet - 'mothers of Ihdra1 , whom they'
7
cure of ophthalmic sleeplessness, Rudra!s title Iryam-
baka has been interpreted as that godfs having three 
8
mothers. Should this.interpretation be correct, Rudra
1* Keith, A ♦ B . s A History of Sanskrit Literature, p, 158.,
2. Raj atarahginl ,“~TtransT^HTa , StelnTT Westminster, 1900,, I-1 rn , lif Mi li> I i hi i mil ■■■■ 1— 1 I Ji, , ii n»tTi I ■ ill Iff I - r f W 9
, 1*222,353, 335, 348; iii,99; v*55$ viii.2776,
3. HD, li.(I), p, 218, . *
4. RV, i3c*102,4*
5 • Gr iffiths, - R *T,H •:: (The Hymns of the Rig Veda«> vo 1 • ii, , 
Benares, 1897r P* 370, note 4,.
6* HD, Ii(i), p, 218*
7* R'RV, p* 205*
8 * JRAS, 1960, p. 19. .
wou3.d be connected according to some scholars, with the 
. ' . 1 
cult of the mothers right from the Yedic period. The
mothers are also mentioned in the Manava Grhjasutra in 
. ■ ' - 2  
connection with a ritual of the As taka festivals.. ©ip
the evening of the last- Asbaka a cow is killed by the
sacrificer at the crossroads and its flesh is distaibuted
to the passers-by, but while soma is offered to the Pit^s
and their wives, the 'Mothers V receive only sura (wine)
. 3
and the scum of boiled rice. The 'Mothers1 in whose
honour the cow is killed, appear here not as Aryan ances­
tresses, says Kosambi, but in their own right as indepen­
dent goddesses whom it was necessary to appease, and that 
this practice was borrowed from the nonrAryan element in 
India is indicated by the rite being' performed at the 
crossroads*
The earliest concrete evidence of Mat^ka worship in 
India is suggested by a headless , standing female figure' 
found at Shabkadar on the Momand frontier, representing a
■5
goddess with four arms of which the upper two are broken*
^* HPV, p* 14-9; but Keith does not agree with the inter-, 
pretation as there is no mention of Rudra's three 
mothers in the literature of the later period* Of.EM, 
p « 220 , note 1 *,
2* RPV,- p* .428* '
3? £bidi P* 429*
4* JSMs 1960, pp. 19-20,. Evidence of the worship of the 
Mat^kds at night and presumably at the crossroads<out- 
* side the village or city and also the custom of throw­
ing the offerings meant for them.into the space, is 
also furnished by Bapa. Harsa Garita (trans. Cowell and
5* ASI,(Prontier Circle), 1908-09, p. 4.;
Headless and short of two arm's, the image can yet be
identified as that of Vaig^avl or the sakti. of Pi$pu and \ 
. 1 • ; i
one of the Mathkas. Bw 0. Ganguli assigns the sculpture |
- - ■ '  ^ • ■■ - 2 . ! 
to the early part of the 2nd century A.B., but Smith ;
' -'"15 ' 4
thinks it to be later than 226 A.D. Both Spooner and
5  ' • ■ ■ ■  I
Smith are however wrong in describing the weapon held j
i
by the goddess in ,her lower left hand as a spear, because 1
6 ‘ ■. ;i
it is actually a mace or gada, which along with the !
cakra or discus seen in the lower right hand of the image,j
*^7 I
constitute the weapons placed in the hands of Vigp.u, and ;
should therefore be in the hands of Vai§4av 9^ who is his j
sakti. Por, according to the BrhatsaMiita, we have : !
^  r m i  rtl nnrrrnrrmriTrmrriiiri* I iniitlmmi im i m i ■ f
' , ' ® ! 
matrganah karttavyah svanamadevanurdpakrtacihnah, that *
1 111 ■’*  ■«>»*->/■ i jt >  i ■  i p • ii rt i . <s — unrri in 1  T-'rniiirrrTirniti-ngiiinrTrwmiiir^i, T»..i^ .Tn.Ti if * |
is, ’the mothers should be made with the form and cogni- j
gance of the gods whom they are named after1* Againi$ in J
the Markandeya Pur aha, it is in connection with their 1
Tuinrmnnf rj~frlirW>Ti*,|i"T<rpTrirrrfmnrJtitoi«»iW<iiwwi^ ««~iiil*Tri*n»i Lf ■
9 tappearing to augment the strei^ fch of the Mother Goddess' :
Yasya devasya yadrupai yathabhusanatfi tattaddeva hi i
9 • * :
tacchakti ... or, ’the sakti of each god is character!—
sed by his (that god’s) form and ornaments’. Acoor&ing
1. Ganguli, B.C. s ’Identification of Bome Brahmauical 
Sculptures’, IHg, ix, p. 162.
2. Ibid.
3* MEI2., p* 125, fig. 78-
4. ASI, (Frontier Circle), 1908-09, p. 4,
5. HPAIO, p. 124.
6. THQ; ix, p. 16p. Ganguli regards the indistinct object 
on the palm of the upper right hand of the image as 
lotus and conjectures that the corresponding left hand 
held a conch.
7. EHl, i(ii), App.G, p* 59* 
8 * Brhatsamhita, l v n  * 50 *
to this formula, the image from Shabkadar answers to the 
description of Vai^pavl# 1 It is also the earliest known 
Matpka image* Assuming it as datable in the 3rd century 
A*B*, and taking into consideration the evidence furnished 
by the works of Bhasa and Sudraka, the Mahabharata, and
imiin  KiTjini r l m f  iiiimiTnrnmnim .ii*  ’
the Manava Grhyasutra as well* the cult of the Matrkas 
may with reason be postulated to have been in practice at
1 CL'
the beginning of the Christian era, if not earlier*
V#S* Agrawala draws our attention to a number of stone 
slabs containing seated as well as standing female figures 
and preserved in the Mathura Museum, He assigns all the ' 
compositions to the Ku^apa period and identifies the 
images as those of Matpkas, notwithstanding the absence 
of attributes* Xn regard to No, F*38, containing a row 
of seven standing female figures, with their right hands 
raised in abhayamudra and each holding a water-pot in her 
left, he observes, ’they represent the earliest forms of' 
the seven Bivine Mothers, Sapta-Matrikas, shown as ordi­
nary female figures without any distinguishing symbol or
3
vehicle The group is flanked by two male figures, each 
•
9. MP, Ixxxviii.13* Ihe Mahabharata also describes the 
Matpkas as having the~f orrns • of important Vedic and 
' Puranic gods, such as, Yama, Soma, Kuvera, Varupa,Indra. 
Agni, Brahma, Vayu, Kumara, Vigpu and Varaha* Mbh, '
■' ix* 45 *36-37* -
9
*
1* IHQ, ix, p* 163*
2 * CBIMA, p. 59 ff, Nos, !F,38, 3?.39, G.57, 126, 1024, 136%
2491 „
3 * Ibid, p * 60.
xtfith his .right hand in abhayamudra and his left holding a
spear. Agrawala identifies them as ayudhapurugas* In
his opinion, 'the convention of carving the Divine Mothers
between Vlrabhadra and Ga:g.esa was preceded in the Kuga^ia
period by the figures of two ayudha-purugas or male atten-
1
dants carrying spears. let elsewhere he identifies a
group of five seated female figures as Mt:pka images even
' ' . 2 
though the ayudhapurusas are absent from the slab. The
female figures on slab No. 126 are according to him 
Mat.pka images, being the earliest of their kind.
To us, Agrawala*s identification of these images as 
those of Matykas appears to be based more on guesswork 
than on Aopnographical texts relating to these goddesses* 
He seems to have identified these female figures, regard.™ 
less of the absence of any distinguishing symbol or 
vehicle^as Matpka images. The identity of the male 
figures as ayudhapurusas is difficult to accept * for.. r-i-rTPrtrr in n i> i> m ..i i1 mi i J ,  7
Agrawala does not specify what or whose ayudha they 
personify in the composition, Moreover, their identifica­
tion as ayudhapurusas seems to be chronologically pre-. 
mature, because such figures do not appear In Indian 
sculpture till the Gupta period, and when they do, are 
found to have been exclusively employed in the represents™ 
tions' of Vigpu, as testified by numerous representations 
*
1. CBIMA, p. 60.
2..Ibid, p. 60 (No. G.57)..TWMiifl it.. i,  * -Ij . ^
of that god in the medieval and la!be medieval art of
1 ..........
Northern India* Ayudhapurusas are not known to have
accompanied any other god, much less any goddess, in 
Indian.plastic art* Thus V*S. Agrawalafs contention can™ 
not be entertained* As to the dating of the images, we. 
have only .'Professor Agrawala1 s claim that they belong to 
the Ku^apa period* This, is quite likely, for the bulk of 
the antiquities from the region of Mathura belong to those 
times, but we cannot regard the female figures as Matpka 
images because there is no attribute to warrant such an 
identification*
We cannot also agree with Agrawala’s identification of
2
some of the animal-headed female figures as Matpka images*
’The figurines are distinguished’, he says about one of 
1:
the groups, 'not by their vehicles but by the different
5 ■
animal.faces borrowed from their respective vahanas1.
Two of the goddesses in this category, i.e., Varahi and
Narasimhi have of course to"be‘represented as boandhidcd
lion-faced respectively, but all the rest of the Matpkas
4
have human faces*C Agrawala!s claim that-the four-armed
5
ox-*headed goddess is Mahesvarl must be rejected as 
fantastic, because it is not sux>ported by iconographical -
2S5) P* 537? p* xxvii.2; for ? S€?e -»
pp* 403-04*
2 * OS™!? pp. 60-62, (Nos* 880, 929, 2331 ? 1.8)
3. Ibid, p* 61, (No* 2331).
4* Infra, p. 23S-
■5* 2BIMA, p* 62, (No. D.8).
texts. Seated female figures with a child on their laps
in the MathuratMuseum collection, and .assigned by Agrawala
■ 1 . ' 
to the Kugapa period, may as well have been votive images
associated with the worship of the Mother Goddess, and
hence may be put in the same class as those found at
various archaeological sites and assigned to the pre-
2
Mauryan, Mauryan, Suftga, 'Kugapa and Gupta periods. But . 
as they are.depicted in groups on the same slab^, which, is 
the usual manner of representing these divinities, as well 
as on account of the child on their lap, these figures may 
be regarded as Matpka images, though such an identifica-
■ t
tion, in the absence of the visual attributes, must be held:
' 3 ■
as tentative. In regard to the fragmentary relief, the ^
identity of the images depicted on it does not leave us
in doubt. They are, as .Agrawala suggests, Matpkas, the
boar-faced goddess being Varahi and the lion-faced one
Narasiiihi. It is with regard to the dating of the relief
that we must differ from Professor Agrawala, It cannot
be assigned to the Kugapa period for none of the incarita-
tory forms of Vigpu in plastic art goes back to a period
d
earlier than the Gupta Age. As two'of the Matrkas on
4
this slab happen to saktis of Vxgpu in his Varaha and 
NpsiMia incarnations, the relief cannot be assigned to 
the: Ku^apa period. ‘ ■'
p ■' r "
•i* OBIMA, p. 59, (Nos. S’.51, J.32).
2. Infra, pp."5S9-QI
3. CBIHI, p. 60, (No. 1002).
4-. M T T “p."Al2.
■ • . ~ ■ 1 
. A. sculptm?e depicting a dancing female whose head
and foreparts of four arms ax*e bx’oken, and which is shown
as wearing an ankle-length transparent skirt with a
kukkuta by her side, has been identified as Kaumarx or
2 - 
the Sakti of Kumara (Skanda). Ounningham identified .
3
this image as .that of dancing Kali, R*D. Banerji not
only accepted the identification but also assigned the
d
sculpture to the Ku^apa pex'dod. In regard to its identi­
fication both Ounningham and Banerji appear to have been 
wr'ong. In spite of the mutilations suffered by it, the 
image is still r-ecognizable as that of Kaumarx, because
of the presence oiS the backslab of the kukkuta, which is
3
the mount of Kumara. There is no r*eason whatsoever to
mist alee the image as that of dancing Kali. Not only
Kaumari, but the other Matpkas as well are known to have
been represented in dancing attitudes in Indian plastic
art. Mention may be made in this connection of the square
panel of the 12th century Siddappa temple at Haveri in
6
Dharwad district (Karnatika). The panel is divided into 
nine square compartments of which the central one is occu­
pied by a multi-armed dancing Siva and the rest by eight 
*
1. Banerji, R.D : fThe Haihayas of Tripuri and Their
, Monuments’, MAS!, No, 23, Calcutta, 1931*
pi* xxix. a. —
2. XHQ, ix, p. 165.
3• ASK, ix, p. 70. The image is no. 78 in Cunningham's
list on page 69. 
d. MASI, No. 23, p. 69.
5* According to
y• the Vigpudharmottara, kukkuta or the cock is an emblem
Matpkas * including.Kaumari in the compartment ajf top left. ;
All the Matpkas are four-armed, accomj>ariied by their ' a, j
respective vahanas, and represented as dancing, as if they
have .joined Siva Nat ar Hi a in the central compartment, 1
Banerji’s dating of the sculpture under notice cannot, also
he accepted in view of the transparent garment, kucanatta
and the exaggerated'hips of the image, which suggest the 
■ „ • 1
Gupta art idiom of the 5th-6th century. A*D.
Seven sculptures of goddesses found near the famous !
2 . - ] 
Heliodorus Pillar at Besnagar, have been identified as
Sapta-matpka images , They belong to the post-Gupta period
and, as Patil points out, iconographically they dcjnot
3 ' 1
conform to the texts, A slab representing Siva and the
- d I
Sapta-matpkas, unearthed at Nalanda, may on stylistic . j
grounds, be assigned to the late Gupta period. It also j 
confirms the Purapic evidence regarding the affiliation of j
i
the Matpkas, to Saivism, The mothers represented here are:' 
Brahmapl, Mahesvarl, Kaumari, Vai^pavl, Indrapi, Varahl 
and Camup<ja. A stone slab containing the representations * 
in relief of ’Ashta saktis or eight female energies, sea­
ted on their respective vahanas or vehicles’, was noticed ;
‘ 5
by Ounningham at Besarh (Basarh) or ancient Vais all* As ...
of- Kumara (Skanda) « DEI, p# J6d * Kukkuf a may be 
defined as a cock or~wild cock. CfT SED, p. 287«
6. AMT3I,ii, p e dd, p. 316; our* pi* i*
• ■ * • '! 
1 -• IHQ, ix, p .. 166. I
2-o Lake, H.H. s ’Besnagar’, JBBRAS, xxiii, 1909? p.1d0 j 
3* 0p« cit, p. 110* - ~
1
these remains antedate 640 A.D., the Agta. Saktis who
are no bbhervthan Apta Matplcas, belong, either to the early
part, .of the ^theorhthe latter part of the 6th century of
the Christian era, “This piece of sculpture also corrobo- ,
rates archaeologically, Rapa's testimony regarding the.
worship of the Matpkas in his time* further testimony of
the worship of these divinities during this period (may be 
2
even earlier) is provided by the topmost pfrithe eleven 
panels, on the long flight of steps that leads from the
brow of the Deogarh fort on its south side to the Belwa
3 / ' . ' ■- ■
river. It contains a row of nine seated figures which 
are : Vlrabhadra, holding a yrgji with both hands; Brahmapl 
with three faces, Mahesvarl(?) seated on a lion and Gapesa 
in her left hand; Kaumari on her peacock; Vaigpavl on. the 
Gaahxja; Varahl; Indrapx; Gamup(La with four arms and seated
,  . . . ,  . 4
on a corpse; and Gapesa with two arms, D.R, Sahni is
obviously wrong in ident listing the Matpka with a lion for .
her mount as Flahesvarx, for not only has she a bull for 
3
vail an a , but also the instance of representing this '$$$$. 
goddess with Gapesa in her hand is totally unknown * The 
Matpka in question Is, in our opinion, either Cap.(LI or
5*- ASR, i, p, 56,
*ti ,■ A g e. , x , p * 56 #
2!* Sahni,D.R,;*Deogarh Rock Inscription of Svamxbhata1, 
El, xviii, 1925-26, p* 125,
3* ABR, x, p, 100,
4, El, xviii, p, 125,
5* Of, Vratakhanda, p, 83®t^rr, jV m W JUttflI I im l—nit, ■
Arnbika whose vahana consists of a lion and whose images •
 ^  ^ 1  ' . . 
are usually flanked by/Gapesa and Karttikeya. . It must
however be conceded'that no stone image of the Mother
Goddess under, either of these names with Gapesa on,her lap
or held in her hand as in this Deogarh panel, has yet come
to light. The goddess in question, may also be Sim^havahi*-
nt, another form of the Mother Goddess that we will
presently notice among the nine Matpkas on a panel pre-
served in the Verandra Research Museum, Rajshahi, The
placing of Gapesa in the hand of the goddess will then be :
justified, not tconographically of course, but at least
according to popular belief which regax’ds him as the son
3
of the Mother Goddess-* A relievo cut in the rock about
half a mile to the east of Mand.br in Marwar and measuring
about eight and a half feet in length and one and a half
feet in height, contains nine figures,which represent
- 4
Gapesa with eight divine mothers, Riye of them, -
Vai^pavx, Mahesvarx, Brahml, Aindrl and Camuppa are easily 
recognizable b y ‘their attributes and,vahanas; and the re­
maining three, lacking in their emblems, have been.tenta-
' ■ ■ 5
tively identified as Kaumari, Varahx and RarasiMiI, A
1, Vratakhappa., p, 89 and Infra, $p»-47*7
y w i I i i i t ihitaww f  ^  i w n M w u M a fc. * X  I  /  f
2* Infra, p. 2 0 b  also CVRM, p* 15*
5* Inf r a , p. /ZA 1.
A§I, 1909-10, p,. 93; Agrawala, R,0e s 'Goddess Worship 
in^AnGient Raj as than a.' , IBR8, xli(i), p, 8,
5. ASI, 1909r10, p. ,95.. ---
large panel on the western wall of the Siva chapel in the
main cave at Elephanta has carved on it ten seated figures
two of which are easily identifiable as those of GapeSa
and VIrabhadra, and the rest, though sadly mutilated, can 
. • 1 
still he recognised as the Ag^a-matykas. The sculptures
2
are datable in the first half $$ of the 7th century A.D., 
and may even belong to the Gupta period.* A§£a~matpkas
in relief also occur in the Brahmanical caves at Doke&vara 
20 miles west of Ahmednagar. They have Gapesa for
their companion, and he is preceded by a naked figure who 
is possibly Kal!a(hime or death). An example of poor work­
manship, the panel^ depicts the Matpkas as nimbate, with 
proper cognizance and seated under the foliage of five 
trees. There is a figure of Siva (VIrabhadra?) at the 
end of the panel. The sculpture may be assigned to the
medieval period though according to Fergusson and Burgess,
5
it,may be of almost any age. Matpka images also occur
6
in a number of Elura caves9 whose rich Hindu sculptures
7
have been assigned to the 8th-9th centuries A.D. In Gave 
No* XIV, a large panel depicts the Sapta-matpkas in the 
•
1* Sastri, Hirananda : A Guide to .Elephant a, Delhi, 193^$ 
P. 50. '
2. Ibid’.
3* Ibid. . * r :
Lv‘ Oil, pp. 429-30.
5»' JbXd, p. 425.
6. AlAO, pp. 128-29S Oil, p. 434; ASWI, v, p. 39. ' -
7..AAIT P. 184. Cf. AIA, p. 290; HIIA" p . 99; ASWI, v,WBsw^ wui* _*   J ta«n>«MUS!| r u- /  i f—irnliririirTn /  . ►— f fm. /  *
p. 26. ’
in the ‘Company ■ of Siva (Virabhadra?), Gapesa9 Kala and 
.1 ‘
KalxVi In the !I-Iall of Sacrifice1 in Gave XVI, the images
of eight divine mothers appear in full relief accompanied
" 2 
by Virabhadra, Gapesa, Kala and Kali* As well as in
Caves XXI and XXII may be noticed SaptaTmatpka groups
3 ’
similarly attended by Virabhadra and othex^s*
The Archaeological Musexim at Mathura has in its collec­
tion an interesting stone sculpture which depicts a female
4
stending, on a cushion supported by a, Gaxmcja* The image 
has ten arms, each of which holds a cakra* An elaborate -
* taiu nwwrt ■
halo, shaped like a full-blown lotus, can be seen behind
its missing head* There is a profusion of ornaments on
>
the person of the image which has a female attendant on 
either side* There is a seated male figure in dhyanl 
attitude in the, top centre of the slab, and on both sides
of the halo are carved foliate patterns and flying vidya-
dharas with garlands' in their hands* Prom the emblem held 
in its hands as well as its mount, the image Is identi­
fiable as that of Vaippavl, though it must be .conceded 
:V 4
1* AEAG, p* 129, pi* Ixxv (bottom)5 EHI, i(ii), pi.cxviii. 
2; for a description of the panel see Oil, p. 434, ■
; pi* Ixxii* , — .
2 * AEAG, p * 129 *
3* SHEZ? P* 39, pi* xxxiv.1-3* Referring to the panel
in Gave XXII, Gupte and Mahajan state the number of 
■ Matrkas1 as eight (AEAG, p* 129) which Is obviously 
wrong as seen fx^ om ASWI, v, p. xxxiv• 3•
4. Vogel, J*Ph* : Catalogue of the Archaeological Museum 
at Mathura,’ Allahabad, 19107 P* 95l pi* xvii*
that a ten-armed specimen of the goddess is against the ;
«
canons of iconography, . According to the Matsya Buraia ,
1 ;
Visnu images may he made with two, four or eight arms.
There are also examples of Vi$$.us in plastic art with six,
2
twelve and even twenty arms, but none has yet been'dis­
covered with ten. The presence of the dhyani figure at\
the top centre of the slab need not be taken for a Buddha
d .
or a Jma? it may very well beAyogi form of Siva,- indica­
ting the affiliation of the Matpka to that god, or it may
3 , • ■ *
yogasana Vi^u, whose sakti this particular goddess 
4’
is. Also somewhat irregular appear the inscribed images 
of three goddesses - Lidra$i, Mahesvarl and Narasiihl - 
all of them depicted as ten-armed and now preserved in
3
the Indian Museum, Calcutta. Mahe^vari may be : ■ y iu
1. Agrawala, V.S. s Matsya Purana, a Study, Varanasi,
T7 __   *   __1« iwin'inifi..1 H M  iui"  p ii ^ i .< n.Vgt-v i w t-t. w . i m H i.ri«i.M.iST>»n * /
1963 ? P. 354; DHI, pp. 400-01.
2. Banerjea, J.N. t 'Hindu Iconograijhy1 , JISOA, xiii, 
pp. 83-84. \
3. PHI, i(ii), App.C, p. 20. / .
4*. Of. Bhattacharya, B.C. : Jaina- Iconogr&phy, Lahore,
1939* PP* 121-22, pi. xii. "The goddess"Gakresvari ^  
worshipped by the Lainas of the Setambara sect (and alsoA 
the Digambaraes), is represented with-four, eight or 
twelve arms, images of the first variety holding two 
discs. Cakresvari has also a Garu<J.a for her yah.ana. By 
her name, emblems of discs and her mo tint, she-is close­
ly akin to Vai^pavi. The image under discussion on 
account of her having a dhyanl figure resembling a 
Jina may as well be taken for-a work d£ Jaina art. 
Without denying such a possibility^ wejmay point out 
that though she happens to be the SmasHnaclevi of the 
first Tirthaiikara, and an abundance^of - her1 images 
testify-to the importance and popularity of her cult, 
no ten-armed representation of Cakresvari has yet 
come to light.
5. AST, 1925-26, p. 152, pi. lix.a, c, d; DHI, p.508,*rs I I *1 -r J
: . . * 1
made with four or six arms according to the texts, and 
IndrapI with four , hut neither of them is said to he 
eifelit-handed* As NarasifahX aiDpears to he a sakti of Vigp.u, 
she may he represented,according to the Byhatsaiihita
• 7 ' ■ ■ ' . ; ■ • - ’
formula, with eight.arms, hut the present example must
he regarded as only one of its kind. Instances of Matyka
worship in the 10th~12th centuries A.D. are furnished hy
Sapt'a- and panels as well as individual
images of these goddesses found in different parts of 
4 ; / .
North India* But the most elaborate example of Matyka
worship in India duringithis period is furnished hy the
Chau^at? Yogini temple at Bheraghat near Juhhalpur, Madhya 
5 * ■ .
Pradesh* Iheugh called the temple of sixty-four Yoginxs,
' 6the actual number of images found, in it is eighty-two, 
and the iconography of many of these divinities styled 
as Yoginls, seems to he quite applicable to some of the 
well-known Matykas# Ounningham identified eight of $'/&£;£
■ . • 7 £-
these sculptures as the representations of A^a-Saktis,
1. EHI,i(ii), App*0, pp. 146-47*
2. Ibid, App.O, pp. 155-54.
3* Supra, p *201-It should however he noted that in icono- 
graphical texts, Vigyu as Nysiftha does not appear as 
eight-armed*
4. HB, • i, pp. 454-555 AHlgl, ii, p. 44, pis. 316,317;
CVRM, pp. 16-17*
5* AER7 ix, p. 63,ff; ASI-EC, 1907-08, p. 14 ff; Banerji, 
R.I3. ; ■The Haihayas of ‘ Iripuri and their Monuments1, 
MASI, No. 23, pp. 68-704 tit I and 78-91* ■ R.D. Banerji 
assigns the temple to the 10th century (MASI* No.23, 
p. 69). According to Bloch, the sculptures do not ante­
date 12th century (ASX-EO, 1907--08, p. 15), and Gunning, 
ham places the temple between 900 and 1200 A.D'. (ASR, 
ix, p. 71}* ""
6. AS1-E0, 1907-08, p. 14.
to i iiiiiwmin' unm.T* * * * ***
and the rest^ whom he also identified, confirm to some
extent in our opinion, the huge number of the Matykas
mentioned in the Salya Parva of the Mahabharata and
1
chapter clxxix of the Matsya Purana.
Epigraphic evidence is also not lacking in regard to
the worship of the Matykas in ancient and" Medival,India.
Mention may be made in this context of the Gangdhar Stone
: /  2 
Inscription of Visvavarman, dated 480 A.D. It records
the erection of a Viygu temple and also one for the Maty­
kas by Mayurak^a, minister of Visvavarman, son of Bandhu-
' ' - * . 3
varman, a feudatory of the Gupta Emperor Kumaragupta I.
The erection of a temple for the Matykas, who are objects
/- . , '
of Sakta worship,by Mayurakga, who appears to have been a
Vai^yava, is a definite indication of the popularity as
well as the importance of their cult during the Gupta 
4
period. Evidence of Matyka worship during this age can 
also be had from the fragmentary Bihar Pillar Inscription 
•
7* A8R, ix, p. 63. Ihe Matykas are ..addressed by .Siva as 
Xoginls in the Skanda•Buraya (Avantyakhayfle-Revakhayda), 
lxvi.-According to this Furaya, the Mother Goddess "" 
Durgafcreates out of her o^-body millions of saktis to 
destroy the army of Durgasura (vide KasEEEahde-Uttara- 
khayda, lxxn.1-4). • • *
*
1. Of* AgnJ^pp. 65-69. Nos. 12 and 18 in Ounningham1s list 
appear as Indrayi^ nos./ 16 and 40 as Mahesvari; nos.
38 and^54 as Vainayaki; no. 32 as Narasi&hi, and no. 55
as Varahi. No. 78-has■already been identified as 
Kaumari, - vide Supra, p. 2.06*
2 . 01T,.-iii, p. 72, bl. x.
3* Ibid., pp. 73-74,
4* Slid> p. 74; cf. Banerjea, J.N. :
Pancopasana, Oalcutra, i960, pp. 252-53.
1
of the time of Skandagupta, The epigraph commemorates
the erection of several temples in honour of certain gods
2 ■
and goddesses, including one for the Matykas. An 
inscription of the Kadamba kings, datable on palaeogra-
. 5
phic grounds in the 5th century A.D,, refers to the ruler;'
ICakusthavarman, who meditates on the 1 assemblage of the i
4 ;
mothers * (matrgananudhyatanain) . That the Oalukyas of I
w n w i w  h h ^ .i..ti.u ih iW  it n u m .ii ijin im . ii.in r  ih i ih ih » t i t i ,^ » h ! M * w  ^  i
Badami were also great devotees of the Matykas is attested:
by a grant of the great king Satyasraya or Pulakesin II,:
5 6 
dated in the Saka year 535, corresponding to 660 A*D,
According to this grant, the Oalukyas appear to have been j
I
descended from Harlti, and nursed by the seven mothers 1
" j
who are also the mothers of mankind (Harltiputranaifi ^
T "H»'    ■ rrn»r> i ' i im i i  h  n jM g" ■' ■■■»! »'M
, , 7 ‘ -j
saptalokamatrbhih saptamatrbhirbhivardhitanaii) * Ihe
rfj ri, .. in m  II1  ... .. I) in   .. . i m n m *r ■ ■ < miinw n ii i in ■>»!!■ *
Kadambas were not the only proteges of the Matykas*
Narasiilihl seems to have been the patron-goddess of the
Yadavas of Pevagiri, and Camupcja is still the tutelary
8
deity of the royal house of Mysore.
1* Oil, iii, p. 47, pi. viB*
Ibid, lines 5 and. 9.
3. Pleet, J.P, : 1 Sanskrit and Old Oanarese Inscriptions1, 
IA, vi, p* 22.
4. Ibid , p. 25, (inscription No. xxii) lines 2-3; cf, 
SIEshit, K.N. : !Sangoli Plates of Harivarman ; the 8thj 
Yearf? El, xiv, p. 166, line 2* I
5* .1A> vi rinscription No. xxvii), p. 72; cf, IA, vii, 
p. 163 (inscription No, xli, lines 2-3); 1a7 xiii, p.
138 (inscription No* cxliv, line 2), ~
6. Hult^sch^E.: fIalamanchi Plates of Vikramaditya I,. A,D*. 
600*, $ El, ix, p. 99 (also, see Posteript by P.Kiel- =
horn om p7~102). |
7* IA, vi, p. 73, (inscription no, xxvii, lines f~ 1 -2 ) ; 
cf. Ibid, p. 76 (inscription No, xxviii); El, xviii, 
p. 1257”~ *“  7
8. AEAO, p. 128*
Both the Gangdhar inscription and the Byhatsafohita of
Varahamihira are silent about the number of the Matykas 
- 1 * ‘ , 
as well as their names and description. So are the
dramas of Bhasa and Sudraka, and the woxffcs of Kalidasa,
Ba:$abha'kta and Kalhaya. Moreover, the inscriptions of
the Kadamba kings and the Bihar Pillar Epigraph dojnot .
throw any light on these points. The Deogarh Rock Inscrip*
‘ 2
tion of Svamibhata noticed above, and datable on palaeo-
3 '■
graphic grounds'in the 6th century A.D., describes the
4
Matykas as lokamatynafn or !mothers of the world* .but does 
not give their names ox^ their number. In the preamble to 
the inscriptions of the Oalukyas, the number of the
1, Albxruni,s statement that he gives from the Byhatsam- 
hita of Varahamihira the names and iconography of the 
Matykas is indeed puzzling, (Alblruni1s India,i, pp. - 
117? 119-20) because in none of the extant editions of
■ the .text do we come across any ,refex*ence to the making, 
of Matyka images except what is stated in the first 
line-of the verse 56 of chapter lvii. It is also 
obvious that in writing about these goddesses Alblruni 
is not following Utpala's commentary, which he is-said 
to have fully utilized, (Ibid, p. xxxvii). As 
Alblrunifs integrity is beyond question, the passages 
relating-to the Matykas translated by him, must be from 
a manuscript of Byhatsaihhlta, which had suffered from 
. interpolation, or the* discrepancy cannot be explained*
2. Supx^ a, p. 2*Of£
nunMUMnmm r J- *
3* S r-wiii, p. -125. ' ,
2 i' r7Jl is
Matykas has been given as seven, but neither their names 
nor their descriptions are jnentioned. Only Utpala, the
commentator of Brhatsariihita, while commenting on the
: 1  s ■ t "■ 
relevant verse, gives the names of eleven Matykas;
Brahmi, Vai yriavx, Put dr a , Kaumarx, AindrI, Yaml, VaruyLl,
■ • ' ’ - - ' - * 2 * ■
Kauverr, Narasiiihx, Varahl and Vainayaki* In the Varaha
La, Siva is assisted by the saktis of seven ,gods, but
according to this Purana itself, the number of Matykas :
IM lbmtnuwllataq f . , W
3 - ' x|
is eight, because it includes in addition to the afore™ j
said Saktis, Yogesvarx, who came out of the mouth of Siva i 
kc, ' , 4 \
whileAwas engaged, in single combat with the demon Andhaka.;
Hao1s remark that the Matykas are seven in number accor- 1
\ . *- * 5 ‘
ding to the Pur ay. as and Agamas, cannot thus be substan­
tiated. Their number as well as their names vary in ;
6 ; - , :
different contexts. Usually, they are referred to as
Sapta-matrkas or seven mothers, but they are also cited tin 
groups of eight, nine, sixteen, and even a hundred. As we 
have noticed, the Mahabharata gives the names of 194 of
*  r  * h ih i i i  i .  ii n'»>i i in ii i it i r n m n . i i i n i  ^
‘ ■ ■. . . ■ .7 ;
these mothers, and describes them asinumerous. The
1. Byhatsamhita, lvii.56. * J V
2, 1  four-arnied elephant-faced female figxire in the collec- 
f tion of the Indian Museum (No. 3919)? represents in all
; likelihood. Yainayakx, the sakti of Vinayaka. or-Gapesa* 
B1oc|)l,. Th. : Bupplementary^cTatalogue of ^ the . Archaeo­
logical Yd^YY^ Section of the Indian MuseumT^Balcutta. 
.1^11? P* 90. — —  —  _ _ _  —  -
3* Varaha Purana, xxvii.31-32•.  M. m  ......—n • n r i i .n  mau rnimrMrlT'mTiT.. *
xxvii.30.
5. EHl7i(ii), p. 381.
6. M C . p. 503. ' -
7. MBh, ix.45.29; cf. AdbirBta Ramayaaa, pp. 150-52.
Buraya records the names of more than one hundred of these
1. ,2 i
Matykas, the Kurma Purana one hundred,, and the Bkanda i
¥  / fc.i*... m i  .......  9 III I Iii
Purana mentions sixty-eight in one place and ten in :
3 v ■' - *
another. Moreover, in the Gobhila-smytl, we come across' ; 
the names of fourteen Matys; Gaurl, Padma, Bad, Medha, j 
Savitrl, V-ijaya, Jaya,, Bevasena, Svadha, Bvaha, Bhyti, :
. h, ■
Puyti? Tuyfci, and one's own deity (abhlgta-devata) . The :
> ' ■ 5
Matyka panel at Elephanta represents eight goddesses* At ;
Elura, in caves XIV, XXI and XXII, the Matykas are s e t o  -,
- 6 -
in number, but in Gave XVI they are eight. According to 
Kgirasvami, such goddesses as, Kaia Samkaryiyl, Vamani, 
Vainayaki, Gaytjika an& Mahalakyml should be added to the
• 7 : .
list of the Matrkas. In the Markandeya Purana, the number
iw imunuuiiffi iiHiilmiiiif■■ .n m .m. i IHniift /
of Matykas, is seven : Brahmi, Mahesvarl, Kaumari, Vaiyya-/ 
- - • - -8 . , . 
vi, Varahi, Ilarasi&hx and Aindri. Camuy<pi, usually
*
1 • Matsya P-, clxxix.9~32. According to this Buraya, Siva 
creates the Matykas to drink up the blood of-Andhaka. 
Again, it states in another place (clxxix.35 ff), that 
to assist Biva Viyyu first created, four Matykas, the 
foremost among them being StykarevatX (vv. 35-37!) ? who 
is no other than Kall(verse 65). Then he creates 32 
other Matykas, in four groups of eight each. The-names; 
all the-Matys created by Vi$yu are given,.in vv.66-74. ; . 
2, Kurma P, xxvii.226-32. As in the Matsya P, Visnu also 
. creSSeS according to this text, l55T®ErEts to assist1 
Siva (vide w .  139-40).
3* SP(Nagarakhay&a)., clxxxiii.68; KasXkhande-Uttarakhay&a,
***«“     I i ? 1—  « __ ^  w 4  1 --n-r-r.1 , ..i K n n m  ■>    m.     ,nf „ *  ■■ H * •
lxxxxx*53 of this Puraya gives the*names of nine Matys: 
Brahmayi, Vaisyavi, Eaudrx, Varahi, Narasiithi, Kaumari, 
Aindri, ’Camuy&a and Cay(Li, and verse 26 of this ehyptbr' 
gives-the-name-of another Matyka^ Vika^a. . :
Q* P* 217* The Bhav 1 gya■ Ihirapa list of the
Matykds' seems to have been“ opied ’“from the Gobhila- 
smyti. Of. Vr at akhanda, p. 84. — — —1 PMtUitliWi * mu ■ an !!■ .riiTi -r---rriini i imiiiiniiiiii'rTT I'mnu /  1
5* Supra, p. %)€>*
6* Bupra, p. ad*
7. SESDT p.'128.
8. lIP™lxxxvii.4 ff, :
reckoned as one of the Matykas , is, according to this
• 1 -
Parana, no other than Kali, the latter having sprung
earlier from the wrathful countenance of the Mother .Godd- ; 
2 . ■ ’ 
ess* In the Devl-kavaca- attached to the Devl-Mahatmya
section of the Markandeya .Purana-, the Matykas are men-
Tmnrrilli-raTHTw * — i— Trm n r i r 1 ■ v*r"ifitlTI Ii  ^ ♦
- - ^besides,
tioned,as eleven in number, and included/the aforesaid
3
seven, - Camilla, Sivadutl, Lakyml and I&varl. In the 
Vamana Purana, the Mother Goddess creates out of the - 1
II r Ii ■ I ill r  ■' Ilf tl l i ll  III m n I i i t  I n i l  miri I ■ ■iibiii i* Biffin In hi r +
I
1 ■' 5
different parts of her own body six Matykas: Brahmayi, j
e , '  ■  4* *  j
Mahesvarl, Kaumari, Vaisyavi, Varahi and Narasiilihl* But j
as in the.Markandeya Purana, Kali is created earlier from :
' 9
the frown „of the Mother Goddess, and also from her lock
of hair another being named Cay^lamarl resembling very much,;
6 * «
the physical aspects of Oamuy<ja* As both Kali and Oay$a~ 
max1! are emanations of the Mother Goddess just as Brahmayi 
and others, theyfmaycalso be logically x^egarded as Matykas, 
and the number of these divinities, so far as the Vamana 
Purana is concerned, may be reckoned as eight*
•
1• MP, lxxxvii.25* Kali becomes Camuytjh by killing the 
■ demons Gay<j& und Muy<Ja* See Appendix A.
2* Ibid, lxxxvii*4 ff*
d* Durg&kavacam, Ghowkhamba Stotra Granthamala, Benares,
*  M MiWjppii i iM»w/ | r ii n il UlliJWI l i i l H l L H  f  4  4 -
1^F67 vv7^^11. ■ ■ • • ■
4. VE, lvi.5-9. ■.
5. Ibid, lv.53.
6. TBoff, lv.63-65.
In medieval Orissan sculpture, the. Matykas appear in 
groups of seven, a fact which led, Clian'da to assume that 
the artists of Orissa must have derived their knowledge 
about these divinities from the Devlr-M&hatmva section of
naJi l  'Mu m* unliiUmcruu 1 upm «i wV-retAJta.
1 . . .
the Markandeya Parana* As we have seen, Alblruni gives
the iconography of seven Matykas, but elsewhere in his
- . - 2 
book he mentions the number of these divinities as eight*
In Bhavabhuti’s Malatl-Madhava, Siva as &aktinatha (lord
of the saktis) is represented as &ttehdad by eight saktis
who, according to the commentator Jagaddhara, are no other
than the well-known Matykas : Brahml, MaheSvari, Kaumari,
‘   • - 3
Vai^yavi, Varahi, MahendrI (Indr ay i) , Camuyda and Caydika. 
In giving the names and iconography of seven mothers in 
his book, the Calukya king Somesvara ( 0, 1126 - 11,38 A.D. 
seems to have followed the Markandeya Purana. The Prapah-
sara Tantra mentions eight goddesses known as Matykas
3 - ■
(matarah proktah). The list follows the Markandeya Puraya
*     iipw™ i tiM.MtouM** ! .  -  .■ m m      m n B n iJl a i i i i i i  i mrTnr— - mr - “ -ri— n in
1. Chanda, R.P. :’Exploration in Orissa', MASI-, No. 44, 
Calcutta, 1930, p. 19* Chanda seems to have contradic­
ted himself by bringing to our notice the images of 
eight goddesses whom he identifies ‘as Matykas: Varahi, 
Camuyda, Ihdrayl, Brahmayi, Mahesvari, Vai§yavl,- • 
Kaumari, and Narasi^ihl.: (Ibid, pp. 2-3). Camuyda &&&# 
does - not appear to have been "included among the-Matykas 
in the Markandeya Puraya, but Chanda obviously treats-
I n  in  - ' n t i ' r t  h i i l i f f ' ' 1111 ■  . . .  ■ ■  rn I I I  Ii I« I n  1 r * ^ | —  l <  t /
her as one.
2. 0p ._ctt, p. 121*
3* Malatl-Madhava, with the commentary of Jagaddhara, 
edited by R,-G*. Bhandarkar, Bombay, 1905, Act v.
4. Somesvara: Manasollasa, Part ii, edited by G-.K.'Shrin-firiMiii* -‘i i mi '11 .n iin i i . i i . i .— i - .w m .h  in * 4 t /
gondekar, Baroda, 1939? VVj v?96~99.
5* Avalon, A.(ed): Tantrlc. Texts, iii, Prapahcasara Tantra 
vii.1-1. .
except that Narasimhi is replaced by Camupda and Maha-
lak$mi takes the place pf the eighth Matpka. In eastern
India, examples of Bapta-matpka groups seem to be common*
In the Indian Museum, Calcutta, there are as many as three
slabs - Nos* 4189-4*191 ~ each containing the images of the
seven mothers and a male god,who has been identified as 
1
Siva* All the examples are from Bihar and assignable to
the Pala period. Composite reliefs, depicting the Matpkas
flanked by Gape&a andeVirabhadra, have been discovered in
2
many parts of India, but not in Bengal* A stone slab 
with the Sapta-matpkas in relief, but without Siva, Gapesa
and. Virabhadra, is preserved in the Varendra Research
3
Museum at Rajshahi. The Museum has also in its. collec­
tion a sandstone slab on which are represented nine Matp­
kas, whose names from right to left read as follows :
Brahmapi, Raudri, Kaumari, Vaippavi, Mahi^amardini, Varahi,, 
- • - - : 4. . . . .
Indrapi, Camup<ja and Simhavahini. The example must be 
regarded as unique, for in no other Matpka panel discove­
red so far, do we come across a group xMiich includes 
Mahi^amardini and Sifthavaliini, both of which are well- 
known forms of Durga, the Mother Goddess* The evidence of
1. Bloch, Th*,: Cpucit, pp. 91-.92. The mothers are : Brahml 
Rudrapi(Mahesvaari7, Valgpavi, Karttikeya(Kaumari) , - -
Indrapi, Varahi and Camup&a* - - . .
2* HB, i,.p. 454.:
5. CVRM, n* 16 (No. 251).
4. Ibid, (No. ‘7: )
‘Matpka worship in Bengal is furnished, apart from the two ; 
panels and single images of some of these deities in the 
Varendra Research Museum?as well as in the public collec­
tions at Calcutta, by numerous other images obtained from
1
different parts of the region* Mention may also be made 
here of the image of a lion-faced goddess, evidently that 
of NarasliMii, which has been noticed among several rock- 
cut sculptures.at TJnakoti, an ancient holy place of the 
fiaivas^ in the Koilashahar sub-division of lipperah State, 
India*
Like the divine mothers of Europe, who were‘conceived
3' ■ ,
as triads, the Matpkas also appear In groups, but as we
* - 4 -
have noticed above, their number is not xdgldly fixed.
(The relevant texts and plastic representations are not of
any help in determining the number of the Matpkas with any
exactitude* Ihe goddesses, as also their male guardians,
such, as Virabhadra and Gapesa, may either be represented
on the same slab in a group, or separately, as suggested '
by the colossal images of Varahi, Camup^a and Indrapi
- - .
from, Orissa; several Varahi images, one of Indrapi, and ’:
*  * \  -
1* DHI, pp. 506-508.
4SX, 1921-22, p. 86* Q?he sculptures are datable in the. 
Sth-9th centuries according.to K.N. Dikdhit. EMd,p»87*
5 • ERE, iv, p.p* 408-09* Bod? illustration of the divine 
mothers, see LEM, p. 245* V
4. 1 Stone and bronze sculptures are not only unknown1, says 
Banerjea, !in which the number of the 'Mothers1 are only 
three, and they '-are!usually Brahmapi, Kaumari and Vai£-;- 
pavi ...one such fine bronze.composition ... (now In . 
the-King. Edward VII Gallery of the British Museum) shows
the three goddesses se.ated between Virabhadra and
Gapesa-' *. DHI, p* 505*: H* Goetz: mentions a panel tv
1
a large variety of Gamu^as from North Bengal; a four­
armed Brahmayi and a Cannula in the Vahglya Sahitya
Parigat Museum (Calcutta) 5 an eight-armed Narasiihhl image j
2 '■ 
in the Indian Museum; and images of MaheSvarl, Kaumari, i
Vai^avl, Brahmagi, Varahi, NarasifthI and Camu:g4a from
.  .  , . 3 .
various parts of Orissa# Matpka images executed on
separate stelae, may yet be placed ]S$ side by side on j
!
platforms or in niches, so as to form groups, as in Gave jL\. j
XVI at Elura , or .in the Chau^a^ YoginI temple at Bhera- I
’ !
ghat. The single Matpka images mentioned above, suggest 1"1
no doubt their having been set up and worshipped in isola— j 
tion, though, except in the case of Omnup<ja, no proof, 
literary or archaeological, can be adduced in corrobora­
tion of such a surmise. As we have noticed in the Epic 
and the Purapas, these goddesses are always mentioned i 
collectively (matarafc), and more often than not, they are :
# from
consisting of only five Matpkas/Gujarat. 1 Late Gupta 
SculxDtures from Patan-Anhilwa^Laf , Bulletin of the 
Bar o da. Museum and-Picture* Gallery1~MvIIXx-¥rj, Hay, 
1.949-March, 1950? Baroda, pp. 31-32#
5. MASI, No. 44, p.2; DHI, p. 505.
1. GVRM, p. 16; our .pi..-ii.
2. HB, i, p. 455; DHI, p. 508, pi. xliv.2.
3. Dill.,- pp. 505-07; MASi, No. 44, pp. 3, 14:
. i w w u « ^ |  # u. U- 1 r _ it mi, ifiom  .. . * / •**•*- f
4. ABAC, p. 129; DHI, p. 505.
1
represented in groups of seven* or eight in plastic art 
as well* Single Matpka images, other than those of Qamup- 
<Ja, are therefore an exception rather than the rule.
As regards the undetermined number of the Matpkas, who
may he represented in groups of seven, eight, nine or 
2
sixteen, Banerjea observes, * It appears that side by
side with the common concept about the stereotyped number
of the Mothers o b  Saktis of seven or eight gods there
existed a belief about the Saktis of other gods or their
aspects* In subsequent ritual literature of the Hindus,
the number of sixteen Matpkas beginning with Gaurl are
• , - 3
mentioned (Gauryadi-sodasa matpka)1 • The popularity of     ^  ---------------------.. P. t  —r_)— W T r r _L. J- C/
these goddesses, particularly of the Sapta-matpkas, all 
over India is established beyond doubt not only by their 
plastic representations, but also by the literary and 
epigraphic evidence cited above* (The commonly accex>ted 
seven mothers are ; Brahml, Kaumari, Mahesvari, Vaijgpayl, 
Varahi, Aindri and Camuhda* In the Markandeya Purana,
* ™  ^ >"i ilTriJiHi iibhiwIi ml*Mi WiTM-TwiThT¥»in«iin*> rrifiriiH>>>i*tM>i»<*wfcl«l *
however, the last-named Matpka appears to have been re-
5
placed by NarasiiMil*
1* ,Gf. our pi*, iii showing from.left ,to right % Siva or 
Virabhadra, Kaumari, Mahesvari, Vaigpavl, Brahml, 
Varahi, Indrap.1, * Camupda and Gapesa having for their 
vahanas, respectively, bull, peacock, bull, Garu^a, 
swan,T5uffalo, elephant,$$.0. dog (sarameya) and rat,
2. Oil, p* 447. _  . —
■Hiwpwiiipp J f ■—  ‘
3. DHI, p. 504.
4. ABAC, p. 128.
5. ^Eld. p. 128.
o p '
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The position which 0amu:g4& occupies in the cult of the 
Matpkas may appear as somewhat ill-defined, due mainly to 
her not being mentioned specifically in the Ilarkahdeya 
as one of the group* We have already, given the
context in which this goddess is born according to this 
1 from
But, the omission of her name Scathe list of
the Matpkas in this text notwithstanding, Camupda is men­
tioned in all other works of this kind as one of these
goddesses. Amarakosa mentions her by name) and also as
. 3
Oarcika, which is one of her forms. She occurs as one 
of the Matpkas in the Yaraha, Bhavisya, Matsya and Skanda
mwnwiii|>iiHTWi«mpmw * * tTifn-i.ruwhMV m <
Pur anas. In the Devl-kavaca, she is mentioned as one of 
5 6
the Matpkas , and is also described as such by A3.biruni.
In the Matsya Puraha however, Qamunda seems to have been
BWWWWW Mm .V W.jMViTOT..g3'i>.VN. WOlUl iJfa MW *  • W
7 'equated with Yogesvarl , who as we know from the Yaraha
Purana, springs from the mouth of Siva to assist him
8against Andhakasura • Both YogeSvarx and Camupd^ appear 
to have been born under similar cix^cumstances and to per­
form similei* functions. Iconographically also, the two
1. Bee Appendix B*
2* Amarakosa, i.1.41.
3. GVRH, p. 16, (No. 280).
4. Supra, 2.19 , note 1 ; Matsya P, eclxi.375 Vrataklianda'.hpm i'iii III! I.TM t H U 1; ■_   . gr * • l . lvaw M iTfffWWi.^ Vf riH m i^nwiM a • • n im n i l  >i Pi iH ■ i i i i I  li i niiimi ItiitTT ii i i  ;
pp.. 83-84.
5* Bupra, p. ,2 <9-
6. Albxruni ’ s India, i, p. 120*
7* Matsya P, cclxi.37#
8 * Bupra,; p ♦ i 9^ > n<pTe *
1
are almost identical. Again, both the goddesses possess1
characteristics which may also he remarked in _gu$karevatl,
an ogress* whom Vigpu creates to drink up the blood of 
7 2
Andhakasura. £u$karevatl thus appears-to be no other
than Yogesvarl whom we me eft in the Varaha Purana. But as
Su^karevatl is also Kali she may as well be equated with
Gaming<JsL, for according to the Marka^e_ya Purapa., the latter
(0amup.4a) is but a subsequent form of th.blformer (i• e •,
4.
Kali). Out of the confusing mass of Purapic legends, we 
may thus conclude that Yogesvarl, £u§karevatl and Camupcja 
are one and the same goddess, and that all of them, 
including the last-named, are Matpkas.
The 194 names given by the Mahabharata do not include
^  w lwwtowmmiBwito.fcmlnwiMiHiwm. wwTa
those of the well-known Matpkas. But we come across
*5
among them Kalika and Manojava , which appear to signify
. . 6
two of the. seven tongues of Agni in the Mundaka Upanisad ♦ 
As Kalika or Kali happens to be one of the names of the - 
Mother Goddess in the Purapas, scholars have sought on the 
strength of this Upanigadic passage, to invest her with 
•
1. Por the iconography of Yogesvart/Camupcja, see Matsya P, 
cclxi.33-37; for Camup^a's see EHI, i(ii'), App.CTT “ 
pp. 151-52; AP, 1.21-23.
Flat sya_P, clxxix. 35-37 *
3* ibid, clxxix.65*
4. Bee Appendix
5. Mbh, ix*45.14, 16.
s. m r  i.2.4-; .
aii Aryan pedigree through Agni, who is an important Vedic 
god* It may as well be noted here that the tongues of 
Agni and the commonly known Matpkas are seven in number.
Manotjava, another tongue of Agni, has been equated with
the feminine form of Manolavas, which is an epithet of
Yama, the god of death, in the VsLjasaneyx Saithita of the
2 • * *
White Yajur^Veda* Yarn! or the wife of Yama appears as ^ 3
one of the Matpkas in some of the Purapas. In. the Varaha
. ".~2p
, she and Gamupcja appear as one and the ssone goddess,
and she is occasionally found to replace the latter, whose
5
name appears last among the Sapta-matpkas. In referring
to the forms of the Matrkas, the Mahabharata mentionsj&fefef
• - 6  
some who partake of the nature of Yama. YamI also apnea
appears among the Matpkas mentioned by Utpala when he
is commenting on the:-verse 56 of chapter lvii of Brhat-
mi.mL.ni I.
§amhmta( dandx Yamo mahisago iti Yamya). But, though both
nr rmrnilf . iTiiTTni«iTifc.i-niii» m. wm m   mu ■ >!■■■ ■ikhHmh       11 mui h*uiim* nn >_i_nu nj * /  '1-—'
are Matpkas, and'may even replace one another, Camu^uja
and Yami are, nevertheless, two different goddesses.
Iconographically, Gamup<ja is as different from Yami as she
• '• 7- •
xs from Vaisnavx, Brahmanx, Indrani or ICaumari. The •
1• Paneopasana, p. 229*
2. VS, v.11_.
5. P.ahcopasana, p. 250.
4. 7araK^P7”locvii * 51-32.
5* Pancopasana, p. 250*
6 * !!!£&» ix.45.36*
7* Bor the iconography of Yami, see Vratakhap&a, p. 91;for 
Oamup.(Ja see Ibid, pp. 85-84; for Brahmx^and others, see 
EHI. App.C, pp. -145-46, 149-50,■ 153-54,147-48.
mention of 0amu3Q.(j.a as Yami in the Varaha Purag.a cannot
therefore be accepted as final, and accordingly, Banerjea’s
treating them as one and the same goddess cannot also
1
be entertained • While Yami appears according to Utpala 
as the sakti of Yama, Camilla is an emanation,E "if-not 
ac.form- of,.the. Mother.:; Go dde s s herself, and she. is also a
2
&akti of Siva as Yogesvari, and of Visnu as Suskarevati.
In order, therefore, to equate Yarn! with Camuguja, Yama has 
first to be equated with Siva and Vi£$u. Since that is 
out of the question, the Varaha Puraiia passage and 
Baherjea^ identification of Camugtgla as Yami cannot be 
taken seriously.
Of all the Matpkas, Qamugt^a appears to be the most
5
popular and widely worshipped* Hot only does she appear
as one of the seven or eight Matpkas in Indian plastic
art, examples of which we have cited above, but can also
claim the largest number of individual representations to 
M-
her credit. This should appear as rather strange, for a 
Oamup.(ja image is far from beautiful to look at, but It is 
by no means illogical or inapproriate• Undoubtedly, there 
is much that is grotesque, ugly and fearful in the repre­
sentation of Oamup<ja as enjoined by the iconographical
1. Pancopasana, p. 230.
2. Supra,-p. 2 note 1 *
^WltJWMCTini /  *L. /
3. HB, i, pp.- W-55.
ilfeiSs CVRMj pp. .our pi. iv.a,!).
texts, but her conception is a tribute to the Indian
genius, for she is but a form of the Mother Goddess per-
1
sonifying death and destruction, famine and epidemic.
This Is quite clear from the Markandeya Purana, in which
she is an emanation of the Mother Goddess, and also from
the Devi Pur aha, according to which the Great Mother
assumes the form of Camup4& ^o destroy as the champion of
* 5
the gods a demon named Ruru.
Carmrqcja1 s popularity is largely due to her being an
°
object of Sakta worship as indicated by the discovery of
her images from various parts of Bengal, which Is a strong-
hold of Saktism, and also from the fiaktaplthas in 
5 6 . '
Orissa and Assam . This acco^’lnts as much for the large
variety of her images as for the weird and uncanny fea­
tures which x^ender them !a concrete representation of the 
esoteric symbolism underlying one aspect of the Tantric
7 -
faith1 . The association of Carning^ a with Tantricism 
since remote antiquity is also suggested by Bhavabhuti
1. According to the Matsya P , cclix*17, an image made with 
a sunken abdomen and fleshless body brings about famine 
and loss of wealth : krsodarl tu durbhiksatfi nirmafisa
dhananasrnx.
ft h >>j. utMMin n.nbm
2 • Supra, * p. 219
3. DP, xxxvii.17*
4. fcayne, E. A. : The Saktas, Calcutta, 1933, p* 69*
5* PHI, p. 307; A S g r i , pp. lxixTlxxii, figs. 30-32.
6. Chowdhury, P.O.*”": The History and Civilization of the1 | 11,1 11 1  ^■— nt-mTB-----r 1 1 ..............   linn jjTivi.fl.frtr*.— ciliP^ a miinm -r^HM'^wUaili'i ■■
r^OEleLof_Ass^v QauJiati, 1959, p. 4-95; Gait, E.A. : 
l3-.gtory of -Issam, Calcutta, 1963, pp. 287-89;  ...
7 . DHI, p. 507.
who flourished in the first quarter of the 8th century 
1
A’;D* 3xt his play Malatl-Madhava, Qamunda appears as a
V iTItf. mml III II ■PPHWM'IIIBI I > III f' II* null llll Ml ll'l ™ I.
2
Tantrik goddess who is worshipped with human sacrifice.
But the worship of Camup4& * some goddess or goddesses of
her type, seems to go further back than the time of
Bhavabhuti or_tha;beginning of Saktism in India. This’is
indicated, in our opinion, by the terracotta female
figurines unearthed at the prehistoric sites in the Zhob
3
Valley in Baluchistan • ho more' than a few inches in 
height, these figurines with their hooded heads, circular 
eye-holes, beak-like noses, and grim, slit mouths produce 
the same terrifying effect as do the Gamunda images of 
the medieval period. Considered as a grim embodiment of
5
the Mother Goddess , the little Zhob figurines have on
their lipless mouths the same cruel expression that lurks
in the evil smile on the broad, bare face of Dantiira, a
6
ghastly variety of Oamtu^a.
1 * Maiat1-Madhav a , p, xvii; Wilson, H*H. : Hindu Theatre, 
ii, 2nd edition, London, 1835? P« 4-*
2. Malatl-Ma&hava, p. 199; Hindu Theatre,ii, p. 54#
. I>I I * *-L" f > .................. Ii n Ml I mill * / -i-
2 . MIC , , P * •
4. Pigotb, 8 : Prehistoric India (Pelican Books), 1952,
. - p. .126. ~
5.. Ibid, p. 127.
6# 212T P* 507; cf. Our pi. v.
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THE- M I T g K A"B
Ihe Matpkas have been described in the Mahabharata as
beings of divergent appearance and speech. Some of them
are said to have well-formed, youthful, sweet-featured
' 2
bodies covered with ornaments , while some are described 
as beautiful as^  the celestial nymphs and sweet-voiced
3 .
like the Indian nightingale, Q?he ICrttikas or Pleiades, 
who nursed Skanda immediately after his birth, were all
4
'goddesses of beautiful forms' (devyo divya-vapurdharah) ,
1—iHh rtriinl'i.Tiirnrmnii intnnnpi r.ri^ iTrnMiii-n|in.HiMiT tMm .ni *i ...iniimii niniiii*- 1 »
and the 'mothers' who joined him against larakasura, are 
all described as slayers of foes as well as 'illustrious 
mothers' (yasasvininaifi matrnaifr) , and' auspicious ones'
iif ~n n i l n n n i iTTrrn iHTl ■iiiiimfif n m  -injr m n % wl niHnTiinlfni n«n^n^  ' / J*
5 ’ *
(kalyanlbhi&ca) • But there are as many of these Matrkas,
6
who appear as so many fiends, whose fearful shapes 
strike terror into the hearts of those who come to face
7
them on the battlefield. Whether handsome or hideous,
and in spite of some of the commendable virtues attributed
8
to them in the Mahabharata, the Matpkas undeniably
1. Mbh, ix.43.29y ix.-45.42.- . '
2, Hbh, ix.45.30 : sarala madhurascaiva yauvanastha
# ^  .  *  ■! HI I WIIIII. ^ I  I » .....................................
S V cl 1 £1 3. « -
3* Mbh, ix.-45.-37 t rupenapsarasaih tulya ... parapustopama 
vakye tatha. - * .
4. HbE7“T574f7l3.
5. WbK, lx.45.-i-2.
6. |m7 p. 228. -
7. MEh, ix.45.39.
8. MEE, ix.45.32, 35.
appear to be endowed with a fair amount of malevolence* 
(This is quite apparent, in tlie Purapic stories about their 
origin* According to the Yaraha Pur ana* they not only
assist jSiva'i against Andhaka but also drink up the demon's 
/ . 1 - ' . ■// 
blood after he is slain * Apart from this gruesome ins­
tance, the Puraha also furnishes additional indications/, 
of their malevolent character by identifying the Asia* 
matpkas with eight bad mental qualities : Kama (desire), 
krodha (anger), lobha (greed)* mada (pride),(moha (illu- / 
sionj* matsarya (fahlt-finding), paisunya (calumny), and / 
asuya (envy) represented, respectively by YogeSvari,
Hahesyarl,-Vai^pavi, Brahmaqi»; .KaumarX* Indrapi, Yami or
■ * -t ■ /■ ■; 3 : <■/*/■ / • - ,/
Camundd and Varahi * By.their conduct and appearance, the
Matpkas thus seem to betray characteristics that: are
peculiar tb the Yoginis and Pakinls associated with the
goddess Burga or Kali when she is engaged in some destruc-
/- ■ . ' ^ * ■■/'■ • /’■ /"/v /
tive work .* ‘The importance of the cult of the Yog inis /
is indicated by the circular temple erected in their/
honour at Bheraghat near Jabbalpur. in Madhya Phadesh,. as ’
also by the rectangular cloister with sixty-four cells
< - 5 : " ‘ ‘ ■ ' ■'' ' '/ ;
at Khaouraho * The. Rudra Upanisad legend about the ori-
6
gin of the Yoginis . recallsfphose, in the Yaraha and Matsya
1. Yaraha? F /xxvii.39-40,
2.* Ibid*■ xxvii.54-57.
3* R*P*Ohanda treats the relevant passage in this Puraha 
as interpolation* In his opinion, the Matpkas wEo liel- 
ped Biva(auspiciousnedd) against Andhaka (darkness ),. *ran< 
. not be malevolent (MASI, Ho* 44, p. i8). The weight of 
evidence,however, invalidates this theory. ’
4. ASR, ix, p. 70. ,
Purapas regarding the Matpkas* Strangely enough, the . , 
Yoginis, whom Siva summons according to this Upanisad .to'UJ f s V—/ 1 r1  “ ■ “ T
devour the corpse; of the demon Jalandhar a , are named
Prahml, Mahesvarl,. Kaumari, Vai$$avt, VarUhl and Makendrl*
, dra . * * - ’ '
All of themAcruel and evil-looking creatures, who dance
with goy while drinking up the gore with which the battle­
field is drenched. The Matpkas as well as the Yoginis 
are, therefore, in both appearance and action,totally 
unlike the Deae Matres, who from their artistic represen­
tations and the epithets applied tothem, are benignant 
1 .
deities.
Two reasons may be advanced to explain the saumya and
ghora aspects of the Matrkas* The first is their lion-
Aryan origin, suggested unquestionably by the crude
2
appearance of many of them , their gruesome habits and
- 5
malevolence, their warlike character , the magical powers 
A*
they x>ossess , and the strange places they inhabit or
5
frequent • The Mother Goddess Burga, whose non-Aryan 
background is no less pronounced, is also said to have for
5* ASR, ix, p* 70.
6* Ikld, p. 71*
1, ERE, iv, pp.. 408-09*
2* HbE,. ix.45*54-59.
3> HASI, N@. 44, ,p. 15; EM* P. 229.
4. Mbh, rx#45*32, AL0 mention them as capable of assuming 
' any form (kamarupadhara) and sojourning.at will.
5. Mbh,■ix.45.41, -
tnKBlOil *
her abode open spots, caves, crematoriums and mountain 
1
tons • The Matrkas mentioned in the Mahabharata and the
tl* . *  I"  HI Ml w#¥ ■mil fiiir
Purapas. are, in our opinion, no other than the numerous 
village goddesses who have been^ pressed by the Hindu
priestly class into the. service of Siva, Skanda and Durga,
> . ^under the guise of the saktis of the difj^ Jrent gods# This,
shows on the one hand the process by which the non-Aryan 
gramadevatas are Brahmanized, and on the other the affili­
ation of the Mother Goddess’ herself through these deities 
to the various important Vedic and PuragLic gods# This is
quite clear from the Marka#<;ieya Purina, which describes
“  : 2 
the Matpkas as her emanations or manifestations# In &'0l
other words, the Mother Goddess herself stands simulaC-
taneously as the sakti of each god# Her relation with
the various gods is made quite clear through her origin
which this Purana ascribes to the combined energies of
3
all the great gods# fThe Devi was also manifest as the 
motivating energyibehind many Hindu god-concepts like 
Brahma, Mahesvara (Siva), Yij^u etc., and was known
d
CQllectively as 'the Divine Mothers1, the Saptamatpkas'#
In all likelihood, the Mother Goddess was conceived in 
this way, though in later belief the position k;
#
1 , p. 2.72
2. MP, 5c.5-5.
3. See Appendix A. 
H O I P , "iii, p. 44-7.
seems to have been quite reversed since she is represented, 
as in'the Markahdeya Purana, as capable of absorbing all
those forms and manifestations and resuming her unitary
1 ■
character as the Supreme Goddess*
Saktism is no less responsible for the peculiar and. 
strange characteristics of the Matpkas a© well as for the 
peculiarity of their worship all over India from a very 
early period. Their association with Tantricism is borne 
out by both literary and epigraphic evidence. We have 
already referred to Bhavabhuti's play in which the goddess 
Gamup.^ _a is the object of Tantrik worship. Her priest 
is Aghoraghapha, who is a kapalika, a sect of the Saivas. ; 
He tries with the help of his disciple Kapalakup(Lal&
(one who has human skulls for her ear ornaments), a 
female Tantrik,. to kidna^and sacrifice the heroine Malatx
, 5 ■ ......
before the goddess Camup<j‘a. Baca’s Hargacarita also
■ 6 
suggests the Tantrik association of the Matpkas. The
Gangdhar Inscription of the Gupta period also points 
towards, the Matpkas as objects of a Tantrik form of wor­
ship. The temple erected in their honour is referred to 
in this epigraph as 'the terrible abode ... (and) filled 
full of female ghouls,of the divine Mothers, who utter ... 
loud and tremendous shouts of joy (and) who stir up the 
(very) oceans with the mighty wind rising from the .magic
S2S» 111» PP. ^6-47*
2* §unra, p.- 23£>
3 * Malatx-Madhava , Act.. v.
4. Eanoopusana,
1 ;
rites of their religion1* pakinis frequently occur in j
Tantrik literature as attendants of the goddesses belong-
2 j
ing to this branch of Sakta religion * They are also j
: * 3 !
known as the followers of Kali (Kaligapavi&esa&) * Addi- |
tional evidence of the .Tantrik association of the Matpkas :
is furnished by the BrhatsaffiBftta*, according to which their=
images are to be installed only by 'those^ who are conver-
4
eaht with the circle of the divine Mothers,1 * In comment-; 
ing on this passage, Utpala says 5 mat^aih brahmyadlnaili ; 
mandalakramavido ye mandalakrarnani pujakramani vidanti j
nananti / tan sthapamana vidu* But the phrase pun akrama
i>tw f ^ iMFiriii ri)at*«L.e.B^ ma4 T n i-nt tiPi if *>i i iWlWnlii di n m i  .................. -i- I'-immiP- i t“.i r •JlrnVi i mini 1
does not properly explain the sense contained in the !
egression mapdal akr ama, which is connected with Tantrik
5..
rituals. In the inscriptions of the KadamJ)fe kings,
there is a reference to the Assemblage of the mothers*
6 -;t. :
(matrgannh).. In Kashmir, It appears from the Raj at arah-
* f *»- _Trrm-i->i*n rwTTT ■
gij^ .1, the Matps were objects of Tantrilte worship, as is 
evident from such expressions about them .as matpcakra or :
'the dircle of Mother^* * Both mapdala and cakra play an
, g
important part in Tantrik form of worship * .
•
5• Maia11-Madhava, Act v *
Har ga - Car it a , (trans. Goi^ell and Thomas), p...85# : ‘
*
*
 ^  ^ iii? p# -78.
2. Pancopasana, pp* 264~65»
3» I I H 7 p 7 ^ 5 k ' c f .  SED, p* 430*
4* By hatsamhit a , lix*19. ;
5» Pancopasana, p* 253*
6. 117™ i 7”i~25 (line 2 of the text). ■ :
7- Supra,,, p.199. note 2.
Literary and archaeological evidence points towards 
the association of the Matpkas with Siva and his family.
As we have seen, the Maiiahharata and the Pur anas suggest 
as much by representing them as the followers or auxilia­
ries of Siva, Skanda and Durga. In iconographical texts,
they are directed to be placed between Vlrabhadra and 
1 -2 
GageSa , who belong to the family of Siva * In plastic
art we have seen the Matpkas represented in the company
of these two divinities as well as in that of .Siva. In
the Markandeya Purana we have also noticed these goddesses
fcitynJ totuiw  lo*. fcRararwxtreu w uw»,wm uai tag; .Bram. —
described as part and parcel of the Mother Goddess, who 
figures in Indian mythology as the wife of Siva. ,fIhe 
Sapta-Matpkas are often carved in relief on a rectangular
stone slab f.. with the image of Vlrabhadra and Gagesa
3 ‘ *
on either side' but as we have seen at Elura, these two
4
gods occur with the a-matpkas as well * In the Elura
panels, the Sapta- and A$ta-matpkas are also accompanied
5
by the skeletal figures of Kala and Kali , a further proof
of their (Tantrik association. According to the Eupa-
mandanam Vlrabhadra should be placed in front of the
Matpkas who, should be placed i^ J the middle with Gagesa 
6
at the end. But this direction does not appear to have 
been strictly adhered to, *as testified by the Matpka
■ 7
panels on which both Vlrabhadra and Gagesa are absent , or
"1* ME? (Mahesvarakhagde-Kedarakhanda), iii.33-37 
2 * ™ ?  PP*'2?0, 32J ff. '
only one of them is present. Sometime® in xolace
Vlrabhadra and Gagesa the god Siva is represented with the 
* 1 
Matpkas *
The presence of Siva, Vlrabhadra and Gagesa on the
Matpka panels is a further indication of the non-Aryan
origin of these goddesses, for each of these gods comes
2
from indigenous background . The Tantrik .association of
the Matpkas indicated by'the literary, epigraphic and
plastic evidence also suggests as much, for Tantricism is 
3
non-Vedic , and may even be pre-Aryan.
In spite of their being represented as warlike goddess­
es, and of their Tantrik association, the Matpkas, with
the notable exception of OamupgLa, appear in plastic art
*
with well-formed bodies. In fact, this particular feature 
does to a large extent counteract the otherwise terrifying 
effect produced by the weapons placed in their hands, as 
also by the boar’s face of Varahl, the lionfs face of 
Harasiilihl, and the four and six faces of BrahmapI and 
ICaumarl respectively. ’The goggle-eyed lion-face of the
6. EHI, i(ii), App.G, p. 15^5 cf.Matsya P, cclxi.38-39* 
7 * Supra , p • 2 2 j —  -
* ? j/jr * * i * ° s ' ^
3* ASM, i, p. lii; The fiaktas, p. 61 ff.
goddess and the face of the lion mount opened wide as it 
were for a mighty roar endow the composition with a grotes­
que character1, writes Banerjea in describing a NarasiMii 
image from Madhya Pradesh,-but the grotesqueness, he 
observes, has been 'partially relieved by the modelling
'I
of the main imagef * Introduced as they were into Brahma- 
nical Hinduism from a non-Aryan background in the role of 
war goddesses, the Matpkas had of necessity to be repre­
sented in the beginning as of terrific nature, armed with 
fearful weapons, and capable of prodigies of valour in 
the battlefield - attributes that are fax* from being 
compliments to their sex* As in the case of the malignant 
village goddesses, these too have been sought to be propi­
tiated with the euphemistic title of the Matps or Mothers* 
A further attempt to cover up their malevolence seems to 
be indicated, even in the Mah abhar at a , by inferences to 
their asceticism and handsomeness, and- later in the icono- 
graphical texts as well as in plastic art, by'depicting 
them with youthful bodies, handsome faces (except Varahl, 
Harasifthl and Camu^a), profusion of jewellery dm their 
persons, and tall impressive crowns on their heads* All 
of them are usually represented as seated in the ardha- 
paryanka pose with one of the hands (the lower right)
*
T. PHI, p. 508, pi* xliv.2.
2, A sitting position of ease with one leg drawn up and 
the other dangling rests .on a lotus* Also known as 
lalitasana 03? lalitaksepa. DHI, n. 272.
raised in the gesture of protection (abhayamudra). The
custom of making their images agreeable in appearance
seems to be an old one, for in describing the iconography
of the Matpkas , Utpala says : klntu tasafo stanasobha
madliyaksamata nitambavaipulyaifi karya.yena prakarepa
strlrupasya sobha jayata iti, that is, !but their ( of
the Matpkas') breasts, slender waists and massive hips
should be so” made so as to give maximum play to their '
1 ~ 
feminine charms' . Their carefully modelled bodies, I
2 ;
breasts of remarkable size , and wide, rounded hips are
as much suggestive of sensuousness as of ripe motherhood. I
It is chiefly on account of the latter characteristics i
with which the Matpkas, contrary to iconographical direc- !
5 ' . * . :
tions , appear to have been invested in a later period, ■
that we find so many of their representations in which
each of them, except Qamup<ja, is depicted with a child on ’ 
4 5 - ?
her lap , or by her side, The Matifkas represented by ;
Indian artists appear, in the opinion of R.F. Ohanda, as ;
6
real mothers. The idea of representing these erstwhile' ;
1. Bphatsaiiihita. lvii.56.
2 * A.8R, ix, p.. 63,
3* M S ?  i(ii;, App.C, pp. 143-54-*
PP* 505-06;- MAS I, No. 44, pp. 17-18. Sometimes 
Brahmi is shown without a child (cf. ASWI, v, p. 39, 
pi. xxxiv.1, 3)* But in the Matpka group consisting of 
seven Mothers and preserved in the Mathura Museum, each 
goddess is depicted with a child in. her left arm. CBIMA, 
p. 62-(No• 552). 5 ’
5 o' JBB.RA8, xxiii, p . 140 •
6* MASI- No* 4-4 , p* 0 0 /  1 7 .
1
companions-* in--war as mothers fondling a child , can
possibly be ascribed to popular belief in which the Mother
2 5 Goddess is not only Slcanda-mata and Gapesa-jananI , but
the mother of all. gods and human beings* Such manner' of
representation also accounts for, if not justifies, the
title of Matps given to these goddesses, who are otherwise
introduced in the Epic and the Purapas apparently as
saktis of different gods and also as so many fiends, who
■take part in sanguinary battles against demons whose
blood they drink up with joy . Nor does this practice of
representing a goddess with a child on her lap seems to
have been confinbd to the Matpkas or the Mother Goddess
alone. It appears to have been extended to a quite a
number of female deities, including such malignant types 
5 6 . 
as Manasa , and Sltala , and also others whose plastic
7
representations are termed as 'Mother~and~Ghild Images1 , 
because, their proper identification has not been possible 
with the help of the iconographical texts.
1. About the Matpka images Chanda observes ,'1116 Indian 
artists do not represent them as actually engaged in 
war, but as real mothers each seated at ease on her pro 
per vehicle with a child on her lap supported by the 
left lower hand,to whom she offers protection with the 
right lower hand, while holding xveax^ ons of war in her 
two upper hands'. MASI, No. 44, p. 17.
Mbh, (Roy's translatTon), vi.23.11.
3. hm7 ,P .. .320.
Matsya_ P , clxxix.9933*
5* Marty7 P.-K. The Early History of the Cult of the 
Goddess Manasa, ^Unpublished Ph.I). Thesis, University 
of London, 1963), pp. .334-,336-337, pis. 4,5,7,9.
6. 61,. p. 254. . .
7* p. 39) fT-
IH 
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In the light of the archaeological evidence, unearthed
1
at the different sites in India, we are now in a position
to claim a great antiquity for the cult of the Mother
Goddess. Ihe absence of any written documents does not
however enable us to say under what name or names and in
what forms she was venerated in the remote past. Ihe
Vedas do not throw any light on this point, and it Is
fruitless to look into them for the common names and the
iconography of the Mother Goddess as she is worshipped
2
today* But as we have already observed, Durga has
\
absorbed the functions and attributes of a number of Yedic
goddesses in course of her development in Brahmanical
Plinduism, ■
In the Yedic pantheon, which is predominantly male, 
goddesses may not play any part as rulers of the world, 
but they are by no means 1vague or shadowy* as Payne
j
thinks* An examination of the functions and attributes 
•
1. Infra* p ,3>50 Ff■
2. Supra, p. 52. FF*
3# Payne., E. A : Ihe Saktas, Calcutta, 1933r P* 33*
1 2 3 
of attributes of Aditi, Sarasvatx, and Ppthivx will
testify that even in the early Vedic age these goddesses
have a distinctive place in the estimation of the Aryans*
(The Mother Goddess, as she is worshipped now, was
4
unknown to the ancient Aryans, but the idea of Mother-
ir
worship seems to have found a place even in the/patriar-
5
chally constituted society. In the Aryan family, the
father was no doubt respected, but the mother was adored
6
by the children. Prom the way Dyaus and Prthivx are 
celebrated in the Vedas as heavenly parents of all crea-
7
tures, including the. gods, the earliest religious creed
of the Aryans seems to have been 'constructed on what may
, 8
be called paternal and maternal lines1. Phe idea of the 
universe proceeding- from a female principle; brought into
9
union with a male Is fully developed in the Vedic texts.
The duality of the self-existent Supreme Being is pf.
much more elaborately enunciated in the later strata of
1°
’theVedic: literature, and the union of the two principles 
- male and female —  Self or Furuga and Maya or Prak^tx of
1. Supra,pp. 33 -57
2. Supra, p . F - f *
3* Supra p .  io&> - 11 • 
b* Supra,pp. }12.‘ 14.
.II III Ml I . . .  U.l l WM ■ *  * ■—
5. RODLI, p. 225.
6. Ibid,..
7« Supra, p. 109-
8. RELIT p. 225.
9. Ibid..
iO.. SB,xiv.4-.2.1 *, Bphad Sranyaka Upanisad, i.4.1-5
RSF*.***)# f mi..............................................................  . innMaimBinVrniHt6iMJi.u i.
Manusamhita, i.5 ff♦
the Vedanta and Sankhya philosophical systems - came to be
regarded as indispensible before any creation could result.
In the popular creed ho*\rever, the Purugu. became identified
with a male god, Siva, and. Prakpti with the goddess Parvata 
1
/Durga*
The concept of Sakti or the female aspect of god as 
being more active and more powerful than his male,side 
also makes its appearance in the Vedie: age,. In celebra­
ting Vak in RV x*125, the composer who is the daughter of 
££i Ambhipgia, visualizes none but herself as capable of 
infinite powers, including those controlling the universe. 
According to the Saktas, who characterize ait as the Devl-
sukta, this hymn draws up a vivid picture of §akti or the
MW.ir.it IWlfiHlia I r V J* ***     n.
2
female principle. Containing as it does ideas that are 
parallel to those in the Sakta philosophy, it has been
readily adopted into the latter as the oldest mantra of
3 ”
Devi worship. But, truly speaking, there is no clear
4
mention of the Mother Goddess in the so-called Devl-sukta.
Nor can we find in the old Vedic literature the epithets
5
which have been used in this hymn in celebrating Vak.
There is also no proof whatsoever that the Sakta cult
6 -
centred around any of the Vedic goddesses, though from
1. RTLI, p. 143.
2. Banerjea, J.N : Pancopasana. Calcutta, i960, p. 225*
3. BBSS, p. 29.
4. T b l d .
5* Paflcopasana. pp. 225-26.
6. Ibid. p. 226.
the way several female divinities like Adit 1, Rurar^dhi,
Indrapl and Barasvatx are described as mother goddesses,
it would not he wrong to say that this' conception of
motherhood which figures so prominently behind the notion
of such goddesses as Uma, Parvatl, Lak§mi etc., is un-
. ’ 1 .  ■ ,  
doubtedly of Vedic. origin*
Ihe Saktas may try to invest the Mother Goddess with a
Vedic and therefore an Aryan pedigree, but she is essen-
2
tially as. much non-Aryan in origin as the Tantras , which
celebrate her as the Supreme Creatrix, preserver and
destroyer* Her non-Aryan origin is also indicated by her
being introduced in the Vedic literature for the first
3
time as Ambika, sister of Rudra-Siva who appears to have
absorbed a fair amount of non-Vedic characteristics in
course of his development as the supreme god (Mahadeva,
Mahe&vara)• Initially, Ambika appears as the antithesis
of the benign Vedic mothers, for she is characterised a©
5
a killer, and thus closely resembles a gramadevata of the
malignant, type*. In the laittirrya Aranyaka, Rudra is
6
described as. Ambikapati, *husband of Ambika1, and the 
goddess henceforth came to be known as the wife of that 
god'#. Ihe commentator Sayapa describes Ambika not only as
•
1. Divine. Power, p. xxvli.
2.. For the non-Vedic origins of the: lantras, see BKS, p. 
82; Ohattopadhyaya, Debiprasad s Lokayata, New~Delhi,
1959, p.- 32-1 ff.
5* Supra, p. 93.
4. VSMRS, pp. 106 ff: EM, p. 219 ff.
5. SJB7T.6.10.4-5.
6. IS, X-.10.
Rudra.'s wife, but also as the mother of the world d ag an- I
1 !
m at a) and Parvati*
Durga, which is one of the most important as well as 
popular names of the Mother Goddess, occurs in a gayatrl ,
2 - i
mantra in the faittirlya Srapyaka. Ihe mantra also
contains two other well-known names of the goddess - j
Katyayanl and Kanyakumarl* The goddess is however men- I
tioned in the mantra as Durgi, but according to Saya$a,
♦ 3 ;
it is a variant of Durga and means the same goddess# j
Hone of these names are found in the Vedaa, but their
occurrence; in the later strata of the Vedi& literature is ;
nevertheless highly significant., for each of them is used
4
in the Pura^ic worship of Durga*
The appellation Kanyakumarl, which signifies a virgin 
daughter according to Sayana (kumarl kanya) is associated
^  — *  — ‘ r —ir f i i ' i t  rn i •*“ '   ■-—r*- — -
with the name of a place in the far south of India. Styled 
as Kumarika, this spot on the southernmost .tip of the , 
Indian peninsula:, has been revered since remote antiquity ; 
as sacred to tlm goddess in her aspect of Kumarl or Kanya-,
54. . , , . \ :
Kumarl* The unknown author of the Periplus Maris 
Erythraeae mentions this place as Oomar,where 'those who, 
wish to consecrate the,closing part of their lives come;.,.
1. TA, x.18.
2. 5 7 a , x .'-I.
3* Ibid. -
4* Pancopasana, p* 227#
5# Ibid;, Undex^ the designation of Kanya, the goddess is 
also associated' with,.several places5'of Sakta pilgrimage^ 
such as, Kanyasrama^, Kanyakupa and Kanyahrada#jBM,p;225*~,
and bathe and engage themselves to celebacy. This is also 
done by the women; since it is related that the goddess
1
(Kumarl) once on a time resided at the place and bathed*.
The Mahabharata also mentions her as Mandaravasinl Kumarl
2. * . 
or the virgin living on the rocks. It seems quite likely
that the Mother Goddess must have been worshipped as a
3
virgin all over India since immemorial times. The
goddess. Kumarl mentioned by the unknown Greek author is
doubtless no other than the Kanyakumarl, who is mentioned
d
in the Taittirxya Aranyaka as an Aryan divinity,
W B B IM M K M KBtSW K , Hfill i  W* ■UBM r t w a f # W  v
R.G, Bhandarkar regards Katyayanl, (another common naiae
of Durga), as the tutelary deity of the Brahma^a Katya 
-5 • .
dynasty. Incidentally, he also suggests that the Devi's
.6 ’
name Kau&ikI may also be explained in the same way,
7
Durga is also mentioned as Katyayanl in the Mahabharata,_ q . . g.
According to the Yarnana and Yaraha Puranas - Katyayanl is
no other than Durga, and was born at the hermitage of the
j*gi Katyayana, who joined the gods in contributing his .
• * 10 | 
own energy for the creation of this goddess. She is j
*
1, Majumdar, R. 0 : The Olassical Accounts of India, 
Calcutta, 1960 ,pp", .
2. EM, p. 225.
5* it seems that Durga has been conceived as a young
virgin and of age between an year and! sixteen. Thus she ! 
is called Sandhya if conceived as an year-old baby;
; Barasvat1 if two years old; 0ap4ika if she is seven; 
Sambhavl-if eight; Durga or Bala if nine; Gaurl if ten; 
etc.V.etc. EHI,i(ii), pp. 532-33.
Virgins appear to play an important part in the cult 
of the Mother Goddess. According to the Devi Purana.
(xxxiii• 54*960,67.,71 ?75?79?.83?87?91,95,100,10377 at“eaph
monthly service of Durga beginning from Srava^ia (cf *HRY, 
P,17£ Ii.) the worshipper must feed the Brahma^ .as and""
. 1
described as an eight-armed, maiden in the Yaraha Purapa, 
according to which she materialised in response to-Brah­
ma's meditation in order to destroy a demon named Vetra-
2 . - : 
sura* In the iconographical texts as well as in some
other Purapas, Katyayanl is described as ten-, sixteen-
. . .  • . 5;
and twenty-armed Durga in her aspect of Mahi^astiramardinx* j 
The Taittirxya Aranyaka- also furnishes proof about they
■■■■■ii inii ifi-m '• tin m iii tirr t iTir - ilin mu « ■■■ uw »i>in rn nim Tin i w -rw iin w iiii J*
Aryanizing of the goddess Durga by connecting her with
Agni and Surya, two prominent Vedic gods. She is invoked.
* 4 5
as Vdiro.canx, or the. daughter of Surya or Agni, and is
•
kumarxs and pay them dak$ipa(fees). Feeding of the 
virgins or kumarxs,;^, says-this Pur ana (xxxv.17-18), 
is an indispensible rite in Devx worship because Durga 
herself is_a kanya (daughter) in her forms as Uma,Gaurx 
and Parvatx, and so long as girl^ do not attain puberty, 
they are as good as the Devx herself. Of, Yaraha P , 
xcii.1, xcv.24,38. ■ -  ^ -
4.Pancopasana, p. 228*
5.I§MRS,.p. 14-4 •
6. lb id.7
7.EM, p, 224.
8. VP, xvii*42.
9.Yaraha P. xxviii.39*
10.YP,•xviii.7 ff.
1. Yaraha P, xxviii*23-25.
2. xCxi), App. 0, pp. 109-112; Vratakhanda, pp.88-89
Manasollasa, ii, vv.764-72. ""
2* InfraT^p. 477 ^
4. TA, x.1.
5. Jacobi, H : 'Durga1, ERE, v, p. 117,
characterised as having the colour of flame, radiant from
■ meditation, an object of prayer, by people (because she
rewards them with success)and a beautiful deliverers to
1 2 
whom, people turn in distress. The Durgastavas (eulogies
of Durga) emphasizing the Devi's aspect as a deliveress 
and bestower of success in the Mahabhar at a and the Purapas. 
may be traced to this passage, which point out her connec­
tion with asceticism, and with the Vedic gods Agni and
3
Burya, as well as with divine energy.
U N A
The name Uma, which suggests the.placid aspect of the
Devi, occurs fox1 the first time in the Kena Upanigad. It
is to be noted that Uma appears in this text not as the
wife of Rudra-Siva, but as a fvery radiant' (bahusobhaman$'
heavenly woman, who is conversant with the Brahman or the.
Supreme Being. Thex*e is also nothing in the Kena Up an i gad
to suggest that Uma is the same as Ambika of the Vajasa-
5
neyi Samhita, though in the Taittirlya Arapyak'a she is
mentioned as the wife of Rudra who is designated Urnapati
the husband
(the husband of Uma) as well as/of Ambika. Uma and Ambika ; 
thus came to be regarded as one and the same goddess.
1• lam agnivarpam tapasa jvalantlm Vairocanlifo karmaphalegu*
DHrgaih devlm saranamaham prapadye sutarasi tarase
namah// T A , x . 1.
2 . Infra,. p . 272 , n<$>'te 2 *
p. Pancopasana, p. 228*
^.■KU7“rxr7^5T 
5* TA, x .18.
1
In the Kena Up ani sad, the goddess as Uma appears
conversant with the knowledge of the Supreme Being, whom
important gods like Agni, Vayu and Indra could not even 
2
recognize. This is rather surprising, for it is the 
goddess, and not the seemingly dominant masculine divi­
nities of the Yedic pantheon, who appears to possess the
3
knoxvledge about the mysterious power behind the universe. 
Sayapa also focuses pur attention on this fact by charac­
terizing Uma as Brahma-vidya or the knowledge of
   «I HI I . tU w . — # * • * *
Brahmap personified, while commenting on the passage in 
which Rudra is mentioned as the husband of both Uma and
Zj.
Ambika. But Uma is not only Brahma-vidya in the Kena 
Upanipad, she is also Haimavatl0 an epithet that has been
3
interpreted as the daughter of- Himalaya. The association
of the goddess with mountains thus appears to date
back to great antiquity. In qualifying Uma as Haimavatl
Up an ip ad may possibly be referring to an ancient and
well-known tradition in which the goddess was known as
6
the daughter of Himavat. Not only is her husband Rudra
7
described as Girlsa and Giritra in the Satarudrlya, but
the goddess herself is invoked as Gauri and Girisuta
(daughter of the mountain) in a gayatrl of the Maitrayanl 
8 . « • " 
Samhita. We may thus equate Girisuta and Gauri with Uma
1. KU, iv.1.
2. ibid, iii,1 ff. '
3* Campbell', J i The Masks of God^ii. London, 1962 ,p. %04 *
AIA, pp. 108-10.
4.' TA,‘ x* 18.
5* SBE, i, p. 151j» note 1. In explaining the soma, Sayapa 
describes Gauri, who is also Uma and Brahma-vidya ._
9K9hJ fj i-J
Haimavatl though it must be remembered that the portion of
'khe Maitrayanl Samhita containing this gayatrl belongs,
like the 10th part of the Taittirlya Aranyaka, to the
1 ■
later Yedic period.
Our subject being chiefly iconographical, we do.not : 
intend to enter on a lengthy examination of the etymology
• i
of the various names of the goddess. Among her well-known
names, Uma appears to be most controversial in so far as 
- 2 3
its etymologyis concerned. Hopkins follows Oppert in
deriving the word from amma or amma which in Bravidian
means Mother1. It is quite likely that the word Uma is
not of Sanskritio origin and the explanations offered about
its etymology are mostly arbitrary. The Bengali poet j
Bharatchandra explains the word Uma as the firl (grace) of i
5 ’ - ■
Siva. Another Bengali poet seems obviously fantastic 
when he traces the name to the crying sound made by the
6 " V j
goddess on her. birth (m e , ~u-ma)«
personified, as the daughter of Himavat or Himalaya s 
Himavat putryah GaurySah brahma-vidyabhimanirUpatvad <
■ III.BIHI.HMIIIHMMIHIl .III jUMMfnV 11. > ■! .H .11 ||< !.»!■< I ^ H 1 |H» H n II. mil. .'IIiwKmtTTIIWII If ■ I TI-fTT. I >1 ' Vf*J.I ■■illiMMmalii riMIni , nV'.", it.i*
Gaurl-vacakah’UBia-sabdo brahma-vidyaifi upalakgayanti -
'Since Gauri, the daughter of Himavat, is the imperso-^ 
nation of divine knowledge, the word .Uma which denotes 
Gauri indicates divine knowledge1 (0ST,iv, p. 420).
Thus- we have in Gauri another name of Uma and in both 
aspects the goddess is the daughter of Himalaya.
.6. BBSS, p. : 36. . .  tsai.mWMWwMat •
7. TS, rv.5*1? YS, xvi.___ w u u in a  * t »
8. MS, ii.9.4. •
*  * -
1. Pahcopasana, p. 228.
2. EM, p.-226.
3. SII, p. 421. .
4 . .BSBS, p. 26.
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The origin of the name and its meaning appear to have
been undetermined even in ancient India, for, ICalidasa
derives Uma from u ma (oh, dont) addressed to ParvatI by
her mother when the latter sought $$ to persuade her not
1
engage herself in rigorous ascetic penance, (The origin
of the name as suggested by Kalidasa also occurs in some
2 ■
of the Purapas. It may be pointed out that the Babylonian
word for 1 mother1 is ummu or umma, in Akkadian It is ummi,
3
and in Dravidian Umma or Amma, It is not unlikely that
these words as well as Uma have come from the same source
and are therefore synonymous# Uma, we have noticed,
4
appears on the coins of Huvi^ka as OMMO which is possibly; 
derived from the Babylonian and Akkadian words for ' mo the:*' 
It may also be suggested that the word Amma or Ma, which
'• 5 -
is the name of the Mother Goddess in Phrygia, may have
had something to do with the formation of the word OMMO,
for OMMO in our opinion seems to be a Scythic adaptation $
of the ancient Anahita, who is known to have been identl-
6
fied with the Phrygian Ma* ■ In any case, notwithstanding
5# Bharatchandrer Granthavalr (published by Vasurnati 
SahTtya MandirJ, 14th* edition, Calcutta, p# 15* -   HUllWft'H'HAHj * * * /  J* ^
6. BSSS, p.* 27.
*
1 * Kumar as ambhayam, i*26 ; Umeti matra tapaso nigidflha 
paleadumakhyBm sumukhx lagama. -
__ ** :—  t ---1 —  1T1.uu| r _1JJMri., — C-i^n ir r ‘rri " I ‘rm-rtiti   m niiiirwTiii-*rHi^*iW«i.>Mii#TTir>»iw*| i*iMitiLjijt
2, VP, Ii.-21; Varaha P, xxii*5? Matsya P, cliv.73; KP.xlii:1 r 9 * ~ ^ - r r r r r r r t n r t w t r . a t i r m r r t # m i m r ^  ' ujmnrn * *' Harryaiisa.* r.18.1p~*22* For further explanations of the 
name see™B,8SS, pp, 27-28.
3. MG, p* 597
mrarmw •
4, Infra, p* AO & ♦
5. MG, pp. 59“*60»
6*, MSS, vli, p* 25; CMG, p. 95*
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its occurrence in the Kena Upanisad, the word Uma is both
non-Sanskritic and non-Vedic, and appears to have been
derived from some non-Indian stock through the
1
Dravidian, Ihis also indicates that the elements of the
Mother Goddess cult may have been borrowed like the word
Uma from the Near" and Middle East in the distant past and
preserved in their pristine character among the non-Aryans
of India from whom the cult of the Mother Goddess was.
introduced into the later Vedic religion and Brahmanieal
2 -
Hinduism.
P l R V A T i
W ai im a to w  fc u j im « IM d  t a .
In the Epics as well as in the Purapas and other
literature- the goddess Uma is known as ParvatI. 'Her ■
birth as "daughter of Himavat", whence this name, is -
3
recognized everywhere'. In the Ramayana the goddess Uma
. . • • 4
is described as the second daughter of Himalaya. She is
mentioned as Sailasuta Parvatl in the epics and under such
synonyms as Giriputrr, Gir if an aputrl» Sailara;] aputrl,
4, >■■»■■■ HI I I W 'U.I I IU PliilHilHfl IHil I *      I i ,1 f^^rri ^Tn—•— — iff '■* *
Uagaraj aputrl, Giriiaw Girivaratmaia, Hagakanya, Parvata-
l ^ > M w a w i a M n a i » M + to-i-uw mriin y ■ rfit ii ri KiiiiVT ir r r / ir im a  * r n m n ftlf»inn iim hh
-  .......  * 5
rajakanya and Sailaputrl# Ihe goddess: also appears as theW J  jeajMMataaa f^ few) w a f t a m  ^ 1f r r f L»»n. Mai w— ^  a*  >V 4
• • ... 6
daughter of Himalaya in the Hariva&sa, As testified by
V  m to. rv Ofjit. M W  tog » «
1. MG, p. 60; cf. Oil, pp. 421-22.
2. 02V ICretscmer, Paul : 'Ihdra und der Hethitische Gott 
Inaras', Band i, Heft 2, Weimar, 1929, p. 316; HCIP, i*
pp. 165-66, v *"
3. m r p. >224.
4 * ed. K.P. Parab, Bomabay, 1888,
i.xxxv,13-1$,
5. EM, p. 224.
6, Harivamsa, i.18.13 ff*
1 2 
Sudraka and Kalidasa , the association of the goddess
with mountains seems to have been well-known in ancient:
India^ for both mention her as Parvatl. Dhe story of the
Devi's birth as the daughter of Himalaya is narrated by 
' 3
most of the Purapas. Phat in the epic and Puranic mytho­
logies Durga continued to figure as Parvatl is attested 
by.Bana*s Candisataka in which no less than six epithets 
connect her not only with mountains but also with Himalaya, 
(The association of the goddess with mountains does not
extend to the. Himalayas alone , for she is also Vindhya- 
... “5
vasinl, or the dweller in the Vindhya mountains, and a 1
6
is said, to live on mountain peaks. We have already 
noticed that she is mentioned as kandaravasin!-Kumar! 
in the Mahabharata. In the Devi Purana, the goddess is
■an.» , ■ M ■ ■ M W f W R I B K M i H h W m i  >*»*! W J f B M W l l W  ■» u i H f t l M l f c w  * ^
addressed as always residing on the peak of the Himalayas,
Kailasa, Meru, Mandara, Vindhya, Malaya, and Gandhamadana 
8 ■
mountains.
Kalidasa: defines the word Parvatl as the patronymic of
• : • " ■ ■' $  
the goddess, who is later,on called Uma. The latter name
1. Infra, p. 1.
2. Kumarasambhavam, 1.26. In verse 21 of the same canto
Kalidasa mentions the birth of the goddess from the
womb of Menaka, the wife of Himalaya. ' •
5. KP, xli. 40-41? SP-, . xx; Tar aha P, xxii: Siva P, vii; 
Padma P (Srsti Khanda), x l m ;  Matsya P, cliv.73; VP, 
xxi.2; Kurma P , l.xif DB, vii.xxxi*
4., SPM, p.“238.
5# Harivamsa, ii.3.8; ii.10.3.9; ii.120.19; EM, p. 224; VP, 
xviii*7”TP; MP,- xcl.39. Rap: reproduces from an.uh&is-.: 
closed source‘""the iconography of a four-armed goddess 
called Vindhyayasini Durga(EIil,i(ii), p. 344). Ihe 
Kathasaritsagara (trans* G.H7 Tawney, i.2,2. 1.3.38. 
IT^CrrrrxTUT?, i.10.41) frequently refers to the
is no doubt an Aryan invention to include into the circle
of Vedic divinities a non-Aryan goddess who must have been
venerated from immemorial times as Earth-Mother, Mountain-
1
Mother and Forest-Mother* The appellations of the goddess
suggestive of her mountainous origin should not be taken
to mean that she is the daughter of Himalaya* (They rather
indicate the existence of her cult in the mountainous
regions of India from long before the advent of the Aryans^
The situation of many of the Saktapxthas on mountains
(Vindhyacala, Kamarupa, (also called Kamagxri), Ca-fctala,
. 2 
Hiftgla-g, Srxparvata, JvalamukhI, Kasmlra, Ramagirx etc),
should tsupport such a contention* This also links the 
goddess Uma/Parvatx/Durga with the mother goddesses of
goddess as Vindhyavasinx*
6* Ijarxyamsa, ix*3*6* -
7* Supra, -p7
8* HP,, cxxvii.73-7^-* '
9* Kumarasambhavam, i,26*
1* BKS, p, .25* Oppert (Oil, p, d2l) appeal's to accept like 
Huxr (OBT, iv*p*d25) Professor Albrecht Weber*s sugges­
tion that the word Uma. may be derived from the Sanskrit 
root, u, ay, which mean1to protect ** Muir gives his :
support in the following words :'As Ambika,
mother appears to be merely an euphemistic and flatter- 
.ing epithet, employed to propitiate the cruel goddess, 
in the same way it appears that we must derive Uma from 
root u, av, to protect. It is true that a final vowel 
, before ma commonly takes gupa or is lengthened, but the 
words sima and hxma show that this is not necessary, 
and the name Ruma xs perhaps .** a perfectly analogous 
formation'* OBT,-iv• p* d25*
2.~Bircar, D*0 T^The Bakta Pit has1 , JRASBL, xiv, p*
•? r; i
hi j-
of the ancient Near and Middle East# The Cretan Mother 
Goddess was venerated as Mater Dolorosa* Long before her
X 2 ;
worship was introduced into Rome in. 204 B.C., the cult of 
Cybele was widely practised in the .mountainous regions of
3 . . -h
Asia Minot, particularly on Mount Ida, whence her epithet
- ' 4 5:
the Great Idean Mother. The identification of Rhea and 
6 . ’ ' . : 
Anahita with the Phrygian Cybele possibly suggests that
the: former-were mountain goddesses .in the more primitive
state of their respective.cults. Ishtar too appears to
have been a mountain deity, because among her numerous
appellations she is also mentioned as 'the mistress: of
the mountains'# In fact, all mother goddesses In their
aspect as Earth-mothers appear to have been worshipped on 
 8
mountain tops, and Uma/Parvatx/Durga is no exception to 
this rule#
> It is quite true, that in many Purabtjas Durga is des- 
cribed as the daughter of Himalaya, but in a few others 
the epithet Parvatl appears to have been derived from her 
residence in the mountain's# Thus in the Markap&eya 
Pur an a , she is called Parvatx not because she is the daugh* 
ter of the,mountain king, but because she resides in; the
1* 2MG, p. 134 ff.
2. Barrow, R.H ; The Romans (A Pelican Book), Harmonds-
worth, 1949, p. 146.
3. LEM, 173. -
4. Showerman,G : 'Cybele1, ERE, iv, p. 377? LEM,p. 173* 
5*.Pearson, A.Cs 'Mother ofTEe Gods', ERE,vxxx, p. 848,
.6. Supra, p#^25'3- .. . .6... _.......
7* Jastrow, M : The Religion of Babylonia and Assyria ,
Boston, 1898 ,"p— -E57----- “ --— ............----- ’
8. CMG, p. 1J4.. . ,
1
Himalayas* Like any other god, Himalaya also came for­
ward to contribute his own energy to the creation of the
goddess as well as to give her a lion to serve as her
2 ' .. •
vahana*
The connection of Durga/Paryatl with the mother godd­
esses of the Near and Middle East is as much suggested 
by her lion-mount as by her mountainous origin. In her 
Greek representations Gybele is shown as seated on a 
throne flanked by two lions or placed on a chariot drawn :
3 •
by the same animals. In the 5th century B.C., Gybele
was celebrated as the mistress of the swift-slaughtering 
4
lions* Lions are also known to have regularly guarded
the £h?eat Mother in Asia Minor, Ashtart, the Phoenician
6
Mother Goddess,* appears to have had a< lion for herrp ' ,
vehicle: oust like her counterpart in Mycenae and Minoan
8
Grete* The Babylonian Ishtar is said to ride on a
9
chariot drawn by seven lions, who also attend her on other 
10 , 
occasions, Lianna- or Nanaia or Nana, whose identities
11
merged with that of Ishtar, must also have been
1* MP, lxxxv,6, 579 4-0,
? lxxxii,29f
5. LEM, p. .174-,
4. ERJS, viii, p# 848,
5. levy, G.R :The Gates of Horn, London, 1948, $//7-Z3/) 
p, 224; fig* 1015 Cf, MAR, i, p, 275»
6. LEM, pp. .77 ££•'■
7* ERE, vii, p, 116*
8, Cffi, "pp. 157“*38; Levy, G.R : Op^ cit, p, 223? fig*100; 
IMj LEM, p. 88. . —  -
9* 57.
'lO.Oonteneau, G : Op, cit, p. 257; Delaporte, L : Mesopo-
. .  I .  ^  ^  » i  '  , i*** • « «  |  | .  Nenfc»«wi»a»*4f«BW
potamia, the Babylonian and Assyrian Civilizations, 
London, 19^5, P* l4cT*" Levy"," GTE * ~: Op * citTo p.'L^Zjr
associated with animals in the primitive stage of their
cults. It is therefore not surprising to find either Nana
or her variant OMMO to be attended by the lion on the coins
of the Indo-Greek, Bactrian and Indo-Scythic kings of
1 : 
India. Since the early Gupta emperors freely copied the !
2
Ku^a^a coin devices for their own issues, it would be
quite reasonable to postulate the association of Ambika/
Burgn with the lion to have been inspired by foreign
influences percolating through the Indo-Greeks, Bactrians
and the Ku^apas. It is also quite possible, as Professor
James suggests, that the cult of the Mothei* Goddess after
its inception in its original homeland, the Near East, in .
the remote palaeolithic times, subsequently extended to
5
different parts of the ancient world. While It absorbed'
many new elements In the course of its diffusion, it also
retained a few of its pristine features which provide a
link among the mother goddesses of the ancient world. This
accounts for the similarity between Gybele and Durga/
Parvatl, who like the foxmier, is attended by a lion which
may be taken as representing the animal woi*ld of which
. 4
she is the patron. Ihe epithet Parvatl as well as the 
lion mount also suggest that like Gybele and the Mater 
•
i i.. -
Jastrow, M ; 0pt cit, p., 232*
* ■
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, p*.-4^ 2L * *, Bhadrakali,' a form of Durga, Is. to
be represented according to the texts, on'a chariot 
drawn by four lions.;As there is unmistakable evi­
dence of non-Aryan influence on the iconography,of
Dolorosa of Crete, she must have been worshipped in the
wild mountainous regions in pre-Aryan India as a Mother 
1
Goddess/ before she was introduced into the circle of the 
Vedic divinities as the bahusobhamana Uma of the Kena 
Upanisad* Since then her elevation as the Supreme Goddess 
-MahadevI or Mahesvarl (meaning the Great Goddess and not 
the wife of Mahesvara or Mahadeva, i.e.,, Siva) has been 
quite easy and rapid. Under the auspices of Brahmanical 
Hinduism, particularly the sectarian Saktas, Durga has 
risen to be the supreme goddess having absorbed the attri­
butes of the benign Yedic deities, such as, Aditi, 
Sarasvatl and. others on the one hand, and those of the 
numerous village mothers on the other* Ihat is why Durga 
has so many names and so many forms - placid as well as 
malignant *
D U R G A
Historically, the name Durga- comes to designate the 
Mother Goddess later than Uma and Parvatl, though as we 
have seen, it occurs as early as the period of the 
•
Bhadrakali, it is very likely that the idea of repre­
senting- Durga with a lion for her yahana or riding on 
a chariot drawn by the same animals^Xsea Infra,pp. 
may have come from outside long before her"™lep^ends were 
incorporated in the Purapas.
3. OMGy.p* 20 ff. •
Harivafnsa, | i < 3 , g
1. BSBB, p. 39.
' „ 1
laittirlya Irapyaka. In the Ratri-siikta which occurs in
Vedaparisigfra, and is placed "between the 12(->th 
and 128th hymns of the 10th mah&ala, is a Durgastava or a
w pi pipi «lfUuiHW WilM» * I qfc   
hymn in praise of Durga, characterized as an auspicious
and beautiful goddess, who is approached fox* deliverence
fx*om various kinds of dangers, difficulties and fears.
The Ratri-sukta is a late insertion in the sacred text as
are all the hymns in the Rg Vedaparisista, but like a few
othex's, it may have been composed in a fairly early period.
In the gayatri found in the laittirlya Arapyaka Durga is
also approached as a goddess who delivers her worshippers
4
from dangers and difficulties. Ordinarily, the name 
Durga signifies her role as the destroyer or dispeller of
difficulties and miseries (durgatinasinl). . Ihe sense has
- ' 5
been much elaborated in the Sabdakalpadruma according to
which the goddess is called Durga because she is the des- 
«
troyer of the demon Durga, great obstacles, fetters of
action, heinousi acts, grief, sorx*ow, hell and fear of
6
death, rebirths, great fear and mortal disease* Such 
explanations are not exactly arbitrary; they rather indi­
cate the nature of the circumstances in which Durga is
7 ■
remembered in popular practice as a deliveress.
•
 ^ P* 247*
2, Rxg^Veda Samhita, ed. Max Muller, iv, p. 5J5 ffv
3* M d ,  p. "5257“
L^* Supra, - p note 1 
5* Sabdakalpadruma, pp. 743 ff*
6. Cf* BVP (Brahma Khanda), lvii.1-11.
7• BBSS , p. 47. Cf.SP (Kaslkhagt&e Uttarakhapg.a), lxxii.
81 ff* describing"how people may overcome all kinds of 
dangers by worshipping, the goddess for nine nights*
9j (j
The concept of the goddess as a deliversss also occurs 
in the Markapgieya Pur a# a in which she is described as 
Durga because she is durgabhavasagaranaurasanga (the boat
^      -itt— L1 n .ir  r .............................  ~i— inn— ~ • T i n  in in ir  n r  i n i i i ■ ■■ in— 111— l
1
to cross the difficult ocean of existence). Elsewhere,
in the same Purana, the Devi is called Durga as she is to
* . -2
be the killer of the powerful demon Durgama. We are
inclined, however, to agree with scholars in whose opinion 
the name of Durga has originated from the role of the1
• ‘ ■ 3
goddess as the protectress of a durga or a fortress.
This explanation appears satisfactory not only from the
etymological point of view, but also because of the
occurrence of this epithet in a similar sense in the 
4
Purapas. Ih celebrating her greatness, the Devi Purana 
describes the goddess as Durga who resides in fortresses
5
as their mistress^D®v:i durgegu durgesvarI) . In the Devi
Bhagavat am, Durga appears as a powerful city goddess ever
intent on protecting the citizens against all kinds of
6
enemies and dangers. She is £$. invoked by Aniruddha, the
7
grandson of Krsna, as Mahadevi Durga durgapaib&krama, i.e.
*  *  •  '  M  . . . .  mill,  . . . . . . . .   i
1Durga, the great goddess, who is the powerful (protec­
tress) of the fortress, or whose great power protects the
8 9
fortressJ As Moor suggests, the derivation of this name
1. MP, lxxxiv.10? cf. Ibid, Ixxxv.10. .
2. Ibid, xci. 46; cf. DB;, vii. 22; SP, (Kasikhande Uttar a- 
khanda), ■ lxxi-lxxn.,_ pu iMiuM * »
3. BSSS, p. 47. 
4. Ibid, pp. 47-48.
.ill. |MHl)|l.naMJ • **- *J-t 1
5. DP, Ixxxiii.62-63• According to this Purapa (xxxvii.9), 
the goddess is called Durga because whenever implored 
by the gods., she rescues them from unsurmountable 
dangers.
of the goddess, from 'durga', a fortress which is'durgama1,
difficult of access, because it is situated in the
mountains (parvata, whence the appellation Parvatl), may
also have been influenced by three passages in the Manu-
1 - ■ 
saftb.it a# This name of the goddess also appearstto; mean
2
a fortress or a secure place, of refugee in Bana*s Kadambarl,
3
As we have hinted elsewhere, the Mother Goddess may 
have been worshipped in the urban .communities in 
ancient India; much, in the same way as Lak^ml, the goddess 
of wealth and fortune (nagaralaksml), As cities (punas)
V ' . ' m V l W t T H T l I ■  I ■ l T T T - g T - n — Ti M l  ^
* 4 ,
were usually fortified in those days, particularly those
in the. west and north-west of India, it would be reasona­
ble to suggest that, like Pallas Athene, the Mother
Goddess also came to be invested with heroic attributes,
as well as venerated like the former as.a-jjjar goddess who 
slew demons and giants with her own hands#- Whether as 
the remover of distress.', or the slayer of the demon' Durga, 
or as the guardian of a city.or a fortress, Durga is ;; 
essentially a war goddess armed, with 7$  various weapons,^ 
and she is ever ready to crush enemies# She is thus
6# D©:, iii*24#5~6*
- ■ ■ s w w w  •   s -7, EM, p.- 214*
8* Earivamsa., ii#120*35 
9* HPv.p* 153.
1 * Manusainhlta, vii * 71 -73« - v -
2*. Kadambarl Kathamukha by Banabhatta (ed# P.L* ¥aidya, J; 
Poona,. 1939> 9% P* -3d ;i: svaccliandapracaramapi Durgaika-
f  mf *MiT~iTT«ri«#'i- * rnr   ■ ~ > n,"l'llim *l'mmimwmi ■<! ■■ ■ n im rT iiril # 1n -¥n«~ll -intTn-na-irhii*T-r1i»innTrm itB..rirra-T7»
-sarapam, !though wandering at pleasure, he had his sole 
rePuge in the goddess Durga(or. a fortress)#: . ; r ;
utterly' unlike; Uma/Parvati who has nothing warlike about'
her and who is celebrated! in literature and art: as a
daughter (of Himalaya), a wife (of Siva), and a mother
(of G-aiQLesa and Skanda).* In her placid aspect as Uma/
Parvatl,. the wifely and motherly virtues of the goddess
appear as the most prominent characteristics, whereas
Durga, Oau<jI, Kali recall her terrible forms associated
with violence, bloodshed and destruction* Ihe latter
aspect of the Devi is best indicated, by her name Captji or
Capdika connected with her role as the slayer of the
titans like Mahi^asura, Sumbha and Nisumbha, Durgama and 
i
and others. It is quite likely that representing as they
do two diametrically opposite aspects of the goddess,
Parvatl™Uma and Durga-Ca:q4i were two different goddesses
before they were compounded into one divinity in post-
2 '
Vedie Hinduism*
0 A J>- I O R  0 A | ' j  I K |
As the Supreme Goddess, Durga is celebrated under this
: - ; 5
epithet in thirteen chapters of the Markandeya Purana.:
r a w u i . . i ni,* I'ni li imniT . t A . i i i  ti um -in> r w * .  *
•
3* Infra, -Pp. - oA">
4, Wheeler, R.E.M : Indus Civilization, pp. 90-91.*
5* Jones? Sir V/ s *0n the Gods of Greece, Italy and India
Asiatick Researches, i, Calcutta, 1788, p, 252, In the 
frieze of the great altar of Seus at Pergamon., now In 
the Berlin Museum, Athene is shown striking down / the 
giant Enceladus during a battle. BEM, p. 94-#
1. Infra, p . f f " *
2* BSSS, p, 50. ■
3 • £2? / Ixxxi-xciii,
Collectively known as the Devl-Mahatmya or M
C a ^ I 9 or simply Ca^4i? ^  Saktas wliat the Bible
- < 1  
is to the Christians* The goddess occurs in the Devl-
Mahatmya under most of her well-known names, such as,
2
Ambika, Durga, Gauri, Parvatl and KatyayanI, but not
even once as Uma. She is of course mentioned thrice as *
Parvatl, but as the resident in the mountains and not as
3
the daughter of Himalaya. This may be taken as a further
proof of Uma-Parvatl and Durga-Ca^gli being different
goddesses representing two different traditions in the
history of Mother Goddess worship in India. As Das
Gupta suggests, Uma and Parvatl as names of the goddess
• 4-
appear to be much older than Durgai or Ca:gL<ju* ^  i-s also
quite possible that upon hex* introduction into the Aryan
pantheon, the pristine characteristics of the goddess were
sought to be covered under the civilised attributes of
Uma Haimavatl, who was conceived after the Vedic mothers
like Aditi, Ppthivl, Sarasvatl, Pura&dhi and Srl-Lak^ml.
The transformation of Ambika, who was originally a ruthless
killer*, into the placid Uma suggests as much. But the
suppression of the warlike characteristics of the Mother
Goddess, coming/from the non-Aryan background in which
she had been worshipped as the source of all power, was
1. Cf.- Barth, A : Op* cit, p. 197* note. 2.
2. 2SSE&5 P* %
3. bupra,fp. zey-S'S*
4. BBSS, p. 50. -
but temporary* As usually happens to all conquering 
races, the Aryans succumbed to the non-Aryans whom they 
had subjugated, and were compelled to accommodate among 
other things elements from the latterfs religion in their
own. Numerous images in terracotta found all over Nor- 
1
thern India, testify to the continuation of the worship
of the Mother Goddess, among the lower orders of
society at least, after the fall of the twin capitals of
2
the Indus Civilization, Harappa and Mohenjo-daro. The 
fighting characteristic of the goddess, which are so un— 
womanish, appear to have reasserted themselves from the
3
pre-ICu^apa times, as testified by the writings of Sudraka
and the devices on the coins of the Indo-Greek and Indo™
Parthian rulers in the north-west of India. What with
the resurgence of non-Aryanism under Aryan garb, foreign
invasions., and the rise of warlike kings like Candragupta
Maurya and the imperial Guptas, it was but natural that
the Mother Goddess, should be reconceived and represented
as a war goddess destroying for her worshippers their
enemies, personified by demons, such as Mahi^a, Durgama
5 6
and others • The Mat sya and the Markap^eya Purapas, as
*
1. Infra, p, 3*sa
2. Cf. Basham, A.L : 00/ Loc cit, p. 311.
*  t~rn.n i n11i ru r u n ,  u n n n  » J*
3* Mra.f P ‘ na'U 1-
^  Ibfra ,-Pp. [4l4-l4 «■
5* HD, v, "pp. 856, 900* The 4th Book of the Br ah map da P , - 
which. may be of an earlier date than either the Matsya 
or the Markandeya Purana, celebrates, the goddess'under 
the name * oxjbalrta asMDexng more powerful than Brahma, 
Vippu and Siva and also as the slayer of Bhappasura ■ 
(Dikshitar, V.H.A: The Purana Index, i, Univex*sity. of 
Madrad-, 1931? P« xxix7T~*TSlTa xs^one of. the names of
1
well as the Mahabhar at a , which were all compiled during 
the Grupta period, or even a century or two earlier, fur­
nish the best indication of the form in which the goddess 
was conceived and venerated.8 It is not as Uma-Parvat! 
but as Durga-Cap that the goddess gained one of the 
foremost positions in the Hindu pantheon* notwithstanding 
her celebration as an ascetic maiden and an amorous wife
by Kalidasa and numerous other poets and writers of the
2
medieval period, the goddess continued to flourish in
her warlike aspect and under her name Durga/Capcja from the
3 ,
Gupta period onwards. In his Gan4isatalca, Bap.a mentions 
the goddess as Oa^tJI in 96 stanzas, whereas she is men­
tioned only twelve times as Uma and twenty times as 
Parvatl. In this as well as in other works of Bag.a, the
- * 5
goddess is no doubt referred to in her benign aspects,
but. these pale into insignificance before the sanguinary
and violent character in which he usually represents her
6
to his readers*-
Durga(PHI, i(ii), p. 333)* 8he is worshipped under this 
name-at Pr ay aga( near Allahabad) xfhich is known as one 
of her pit has. JRA8BL, xiv, p. 56.-
6. infra, p*44g, note f~,
1. Winternitz, M : A History of Indian Literature, Univer- 
sity of 0alcutta71^/7'T;'pT '^ 3' ff? Hopkins, E.W :
The Great Lbic of Lidia, New York, 1901, p. 587 f£*
  T- "i i ni— fiiimn 11 ii mi ii | h i  p i 11 i i t v u . -  urii ifjmn irrm t-Xi innH.wliiiw iMim nm  i.ii in. in iiiiiim * / ^  7 •
2. BSSS, p . .95 ff.
3. The_Saktas, pp. 38 -^39.
4. SPH,““pp“r^47, 258-59*
5* Iblgj^ 1 PP* 258-59*-
6. Ibid, p. 258; .Hargau Garita. (trans. Cowell and Ihomas), 
pp. 84, 102, 225, 259; Kadambarl Kathamukham, pp.50-31* 
K a t h a s ar it sag ar a (t r an s TP awn e y 7, lTpITB'; rife. 156 5 
I;^0T^ Tt ^ 7 % 7 T89. 1,11.36.
The Vedic and later Vedic literature, such as, the
Brahmap-as’, Up and. $ ads and the Gpbya Sutras, does not
contain any direct evidence of Devi or Sakti worship on
an organized basis. Yet, nevertheless, they reveal how
the elements of the goddess cult were gradually being in-
1
corporated in the religious system of the Aryans* This 
is evident from the importance accorded, though grudgingly, 
first to the Vedic goddesses like Aditi, Sarasvatl and 
PpthivI, and later from the introduction into the Vedlic 
pantheon of Sri, Ambika, Uma Haimavatl, KatyayanI, Claurl, 
Kanya-Eumarl and Durga •
•
1. Paneopasana, p. 231.
2. The recognition of the Female Principle in the. Vedic - 
period is indirectly indicated in the so-called
Oreation hymn of the gg Veda (x.129)» In the 
Bphadarapyaka Upanigad (T74.1 ff), the recognition is 
fully given, though the Female Princixile is 
characterized as part and parcel of the Creator, who 
is male, and who brings her into existence at his will 
because being lonely, he wished for a second (self or 
partner) which he produced out of himself. ’He then 
made his Self to fall into two (pat), and them arose 
husband (pati) and wife (patni) ... Therefore the 
void which was there is filled by the wife. He 
embraced, her, and men were born1. Ibid, i.4.3- (Trans. 
F. Max Muller, SBF, xv, pp. 85-86*
The-first unmistakable signs of an organized, cult
. 1
centred in a goddess appear in the Mahabharata * These
references throw insufficient light on the history of the
worship' of Durga in. the Sub-continent, but furnish enough
indication of a syncx^etism in which the .Vedic and-non-
Vedic elements combine in the development of the Mother 
2
Goddess • The criginal Ram ay ap a is virtually useless as 
evidence of goddess worship in ancient India. The story 
that is current in Eastern * India, particularly Bengal, 
about the worship of Durga by Rama out of season (akala 
bodhana), and which has been widely accepted as the basis 
for celebrating her annual worship dxiring the autumn, 
occurs only in the Bengali version of the epic composedr??
by ICpttivasa . Ilpttivasa's source;of.this legend is yet' 
undisclosed, though there are evidences of such a tradi­
tion of worship of the goddess by Rama out of season in
- . . 4 ,
the comparatively late Brhaddharma Purana . The merit of
    ■     n in>
1.. The Saktas, p * 37 * •
2 . Jacobi, H*- ; 1 Durga * , ERE, v , p . 1^ 17 •
3* Pancopasana, p. 232; cf. Krttivasl Ramayapa, ed. B.C.
Sen,-9th edition, Calcutta, - p* - 4*59 ff*
d* Purva Khanda, xxii.ld ;
Ravapasya vadharthaya Ramasyanugrahaya ca. 
Afcaie t-u .give. l o d h a s t a v l ^ y z i y ^  //
her autumnal worship is referred to by other Purapas as 
1
well . The original Ramayana describes however how Rama
was advised by the ££i Agastya to recite a hymn in
honour of Mitya (Surya), and upon his doing so, was able
2
to kill the rakgasa king Ravapa * The goddess is men­
tioned in the two epics under different names, but these
references are mostly vague and throw little light on the
3
extent of her worship . There is enough indication of
4
Saktism in the Hahabharata , but in reality 0 it 0 does
5
not recognize any Sakta cult * fTVen Durga seems to be a
6
late addition to the epic as she appears hymned1 « Being 
treated as interpolations, the two hymns celebrating Durga 
in the Hahabharata, have been left out of the standard
7
recensions of the text * Though not two thousand years
a
old, as claimed by Yogesh Chandra Ray , these two sections 
may have been added to the text in the early medieval
xxvi.-7"S; KP, lx.26.
2* Ramayapa, Tparab edition), vi.106*
3* Pancopasana, p. 232.
4. Mbh, fx*?5*describes the Matpkas as the saktis of 
different gods after whom the former are shaped.
5. Hopkins, E.W. : Op.cit, p, 113.
6. Ibid.
7 * -Q.lt, ? P * po1 f■f ? Wintemitz, M « » Op • cit, p .
u6y; Virataparva of the hahabharata. ed. N.B.
; Utkigarh, Poona, 1923, AppT notes on pp. 22-23.
8. Putja-parvan, p. 81.
medieval period by the sectarian Saktas * Head with a 
similar hymn styled as Aryastava in the Hariva&sa , as
V w       m * „
- ■ * 5
well as two others of a kindred nature in the same work *
 4
the two Durgastotras * in the Flahabharata clearly indicate:
that the complete development of Durga as a great goddess
of the Hindu pantheon took place sometime prior to the
opmpletion of the final version of the epic and its
,  5
supplement9the Harlva&sa* that is* in the 4th-6th century 
. 6
A.D. The celebration of Durga as a mighty goddess in 
■ . - of-
the Hariva&Sa may be viewed as a proofAher’organised cult
in early India. Just as in the Ratri-sukta the sages
; 7
invoke Durga for assistance , in a similar manner she is 
appealed to in the Aryastava in the Earivailisa. The 
prayer is preceded by an account of Visnu’s descent to
• o
the„infernal region* which he visits in order, to persuade 
the goddess to frustrate* in the form of Nidra Kalarupihi
(sleep personified) , the nefarious designs of Kaihsa. the 
9
tyrant. .Notwithstanding his being a petitioner before
1* Utkigarh, N.B ; Op.cit, App* p. 23*
2* ITarivamsa, ii • 3*
3.  IT. 105; ii.120.
4* FibhT iv.6; vi*23* .
5* Paneopasana * p* 232*
6, Winternitz* E : Op.cit, p. 463* 3?he Eariva&§a* has bfkn 
has been assigned to the 3rd century A.D...by,Sir E.G. 
Bhandarkar (VSMBS) p.36)* and to the 4th. century A.D*
, by Winternitz^rOp^oit, p. 464, note 2). This work as 
well as the Hahabharata may have been compiled much 
earlier as Winternitz suggests (Ibid).
7* Oil, p. 430. “ “,• .-4-rxj, .AKKKUtkU * **- m
8* Harivamsa, ii.2.24 ffV C U ilto C f. , _L_L .  £ 1  .  ±  S, «MgKWfc3iIfihiM.fc.ij ||M| ufEtMKft. iipif i ~B *
9. ffor the legend of Ka&sa, see GI, p. 133 ff
the aod.de.ss, Visnu presumes, as Oppert. rightly observes,Oft
a certain superiority over her , and promises her upon 
her successfully carrying out his requests, the status of 
Indrai*s sister, the title.of KauSikx signifying her 
lineage from the Kusika clan, a residence on the Vindhya 
mountain, the honour of being worshipped by ghosts with 
animal sacrifices^ and the destruction of the demons 
Sumbha and Nisumbha. She is also described as the sole 
refuge of persons wandering in the deserts, or plunged in 
the ocean, or attacked by thieves1and highway-men. , fhe 
Aryastava- distinctly states the superiority of the 
goddess already foreshadowed in the preceding chapter of 
the HarivaihSa. She is saluted as Max1 ay an!, and as the
ii-r-rim ii inmHTmi“~~T-iT i-'“i ^ *
supreme goddess of three worlds, as well as addressed by
2
all the names given *to her by Arjuna in the Mahabharata •
1* Oil, p. 430. , ' ;
2* Ibid, p-* 431* In the hymn to Durga in the Virataparva 
v iv.6), Yudhi^thira dddresses her as tEe*darling 
of "Earayapa, born in the family of the cowherd Uanda, 
as one-increasing the prestige of the family, the cause 
of Kaifisa’s destruction and the slayer of asuras. She is 
described^as.a virgin who has taken the vow of celibacy
» and is .said to i*eside on the Vindhya mountain. She is 
Kali .and =Mahakalx, and is fond' of blood, flesh and
■ animal sacrifices* She delivers her worshippers from all
* kinds of difficulties. In the hymn addressed to her by’
■ Arjuna (Mbh, vi.23), she is given many names including
in2hle ' 7. Mandaravasini, Kail, Kapalx, Bhadrakali, . 
Mahakali, Capcjx, KatyayanI, Karalx, Sikhipicchadhari^Li, 
(one who wears - peacock feathers), Mahi^asppriya, -
- -Kausikl, Kokamukha(vk>lf-faced), Sakambharl, Brahma- 
vidya,«Vedasruti, - Savitri, Vedamata, Skandamata etc-, y
• She -is also mentioned as-the younger sister of-Kp$p.a 
and jas born of the family of Nanda, the cowherd.
_ With reference to the epithet kokamukha in the enic* 
Yogesh Ohandra Ray informs us about a w5Tf-mouthed 
image of Durga, which is still worshipped' at Raipur in '
2'^ QU v_;‘
Analysed;, the- hymns celebrating Durga as a great godd­
ess in both the Mahabharata and its supplement/ at once 
reveal her varied characteristics* The attempt to Arya-1 
nise a non-Aryan, goddess is very apparent in these hymns. 
Great stress seems to have been laid on her virgin state 
and celibate character, as well as on her residence on 
the peaks of the* mountains of Malaya, Vindhya and Kailasa,' 
that is, northern, central and southern India* There are
pointed references to her fondness for wine, flesh and
   ^  . . 1
animal sacrifice (s1dhurnahsapasupriya) * She also appears
as the particular deity of the Sabaras, Pulindas and
Barbaras, ’the chief aboriginal races of India, thus
supplying a strongfoundation for the supposition that the
cult of the Dev! or of the Pemale Energy arose among the
non-Aryan races., and was not imported into this country
2
by the victorious Aryans’. The worship of the’Earth 
Goddess is still practised by the non-Hindu aboriginal
■ 5
tribes belonging to the Sahara and Gond groups. . The 
epithets of the goddess, suggestive of hex' non-Aryan
the Bankura district, West Bengal.-Before its installa­
tion in a temple, the image used to be worshipped under, 
a tree. Puia-parvan, pp. 81-82.
tnniiniinrfiaiiHUi wirtriiniiwim iniBiinTrMii*-' '  '-*■* ^  ' .
1, Mbh, iv.6.17.
2. mi,, p. 456.1 • '
3* Ibid. ■
origin, occurring in these hymns may be regarded as supp­
lying important evidence concerning the worship of the
1
female Energy in India from great antiquity*
1 H E M O T H E R  G O D D E S S
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i. (The Legends and their analysis;
Ihe work of Aryanising the Hother Goddess appears to
have been continued, if not intensified, in the Purapas*
Most of these works refer.to her two-births - first, as
2 ’ * 
the daughter of Dak^a Prajapati , an important Yedic god,
■ ‘ 3
and next , as that of Himalaya . Ihe legends of her two 
births seem to have been well-known in India- from very 
ancient times and are referred to by Kalidasa *
In one of the legends, the goddess is mentioned as SatI, 
a daughter of Dak^a who is a Prajapati and whose vanity is 
offended at the insubordination of Siva* He is, however, 
persuaded by Brahma to give his daughter in marriage to 
Siva, who is of disreputable habits, but for whom his 
daughter has nevertheless conceived a great love and 
devotion* Sometime later, Dak$a arranges a great sacri­
fice to which he invites all gods, but deliberately leaves
1* Oil, p, 4J6,. ■ ‘ ‘
tat** /  J- _
2, Supra, ,p. Sy and note 6*.
5* . S* MKedSralcha^^a), xx; Varaha P, xxii
.^V&pJaJQoa^a), xliii; Matsya P, 
cliv.7?; VP, xxi.2; Kurma P. i.xi; DB, vii.xxxi; 
Ramayaga (Parab edition), i.xxxv.13.15.
4. Kumarasambhavam, i.2i.T‘ Ii*1! i n.ffr—r 1 rT—n— dHTurmmT. ^ i ^ . ^ i i w w u i i I . h u h * /
out Siva* Sat I goes there uninvited, and when her father 
reviles her. husband in a cruel manner, she is unable to 
bear it and gives up her life in protest* When Siva hears 
of this, he comes to Dakgab house with Virabhadra at the 
head of his ga^ ias, and, having destroyed the sacrifice, 
goes away bearing the corpse of his wife on his shoulder* 
Drunk with infinite grief he strides about the universe* 
All nature seems to share his bereavement, for the soil is 
dried up, plants wither and harvests fail* To save man­
kind, therefore, Vi^pn hurls his discus time after time 
and cuts the corpse'of Sati to pieces till Siva realises 
the weight is gone and retires to meditate on Mount 
Kailasa. Hewn by the. cakra of V'i^pu, Satifs body falls 
into 52 pieces (or 51 or 108 pieces), and wherever a -frag­
ment touches the earth, a shrine (pxtha) of mother-worship
is established with Siva himself as guardian of the spot 
1
(Bhairava) » The theme of the other legend is the re­
birth of Sat I as the daughter of Himalaya and Menaka,- and 
her remarriage with Siva under such names as Parvati, Tima 
and Gauri *
1. Bor the story of Sati!s suicide and the destruction of 
Dak$a1s sacrifice, see Sister Nivedita and A.K* Cooma- 
raswamy : Op*rit, pp* 287-94; gamaya^a (Parab edition). 
1.66*3 ff; Siva j ,  v.xvi-xx; i.vii-; LP.? i.c;
• V|£lkaf,? ^ * 7  t2% SP,(Kedarakiiauda), iii;. PP,
> -v}- She number of. the plthasthanas 
does not appear to have been fixed. Of. JRASBL,.,x£v:i’ 
p. 11 ff.; ' “ •
,  . _  - 1 
The first 'legend is evidently a Puranic fabrication
aimed at giving the goddess, a Vedic and therefore an Aryan
pedigree* In the account of the destruction of i)ak§a*s
sacrifice given by the Mahabharata the goddess appears
as Uma/Gaurl, and,not as Sati Dak^ayapl. Virabhadra, who
destroyed the sacrifice on the orders of Siva, is said to
have been created by the latter at the desire of UmsL, who
was unable to tolerate her husband*s exclusion from the 
3
ceremony.,# As- Mahakall, one of her terrible manifesta-
. .  . .  4
tions, the goddess assists Siva to wreck Daksa!s sacrifice,
According to the Devi Purana, it is the goddess, and not
'  5
Siva or Virabhadra, who,destroys the ceremony « As
Bhattacharya remarks,., the story of Sati Dak^ayapI is an
altered form of the older legend in which the goddess
6
figures* as the daughter of Himalaya * Another thing to 
note in this connection is that initially the goddess as 
Parvatl is outside the Vedic pantheon; in the next phase 
she is given a place in.it as BatI Dak$ayapl, and finally, 
she is reborn as the daughter of Himalaya* In this way, 
the non-Aryan Mother Goddess is given recognition by the 
Aryans in their pantheon, but at the same time care is 
*  -
1. BKS, pp. 21-22.
2. HEE, xiii*16l.10 ff*
3* Rurma P, i.xv.4, 36; Mbh, xii.285*23-28.
4* Hbh,'xir*285#31 ff*
5* DP, xvii.23; cf. Siva P, v*xvi~*xx.
6* BgS, p* 22. — — —
taken to keep her at its periphery just as even after
realizing his owi share in the Vedic sacrifices, Rudra-
- Siva has not been granted a permanent domicile in the
'1 ^
Amaravatx, but lives in his own Kailas a * As with the .
non-Aryan, Siva, the Aryans could not ignore'for long .the
claims for recognition by the non-Aryan Mother Goddess,
who was first introduced into the circle of their own
divinities as the daughter of Himalaya, and subsequently
2
Aryanizedas that of Hak§sa . Her suicide and the distri­
bution of the different members of her body all over the 
sub-continent implies the recognition, under the cover of 
myth, of the numerous village mothers whose cults have
5
been active in all parts of -India from immemorial times •
*
1, BKS, p, 22,
2, The non-Aryan antecedents of the goddess are also sugg­
ested by the Mahabharata (xiii• 14-0,2J, Roy’s trans) , 
and also in iii*39 ’where she is represented as a
Kiratf accompanying Siva, who as a Kirata, tests the 
devotion of- Arjuna. That this legend, as well as the 
situation of her cult spots on hills and mountains 
suggest her non-Aryan and mountainous origin, are also 
confirmed by the existence of Hi^ ijjiba or Hi<Jma Devi 
temple at ■phungri in the Kulu Valley, side by* 
side^with the shrines of the goddess under the names of 
Sandra, Tripura Sundarl and Ambika. According to the. 
legend current•in the region, Hhjimba was a man-eating 
demoness before her deification, but-she is now re­
garded as the patroness of Kulu, Higtimba may be taken 
as an ^ example of the non-Aryan Mother Goddess x^orshi- 
pped in the xtfild mountainous areas, and the survival of 
of her name as well as her x^orship is a proof of the 
importance which her cult must have enjoyed since 
primitive times, ASI, 1905-06, p. 26 ff.
3, The xvhole story has an excellent parallel in the quest 
of Persephone by Hemeter. In the fifty-two pieces of 
Satr’s body, observe^ Sister Nivedita and Ooomaraswamy,
we-are irresistibly reminded of the seventy-two frag­
ments of another dead body, that of Osiris, which was 
sought by Isrs and found in the cypress tree at Byblos,
9 ‘J Q;• u l )
iiv The. non-Aryan /background of : 
the Mother Goddess : Sabarotsava
Theree are many indications in the Pura#as of the 
non-Arybn origin of the Mother Goddess and the deliberate 
attempts,at heriryanizdtion* Aparpa, which is one of 
the. epithets of the goddess in the Matsya and Brahma 
Buraias 'is; but the. oivilizedi version of the non-Aryan 
goddess F^pajsabar x . Taking out the image of the Devi 
on a chariot in a procession,the worship of her kganfka. 
image in; a: pahdal' and its immersion in a pond, lake or
The oldest year is said to have been one of the two 
-seasons, 6t seyehtyrtw^^ Thus the body of
Osir is would p erhaps■signif y the who1e y e ar, divided 
into its. most calculable units* ;in the more modern 
story we find burselves dealing: again with; a number 
characteristic of the weeks of the year. Thefrag- 
;ment s of the;body of,Sat1 are fifty-two• Does she, 
then, represent some ancient personification which 
may have beeh the historic root of pur present 
■?..*" Qp» cit y p, 295»
1» CDHM, pp. 18-194 Hariva&sa  ^1«18»15 ff • *
2#.. BKS, p> .26; Of. .Matsya P , xiii*7-9* For the icoho- 
. graphy of Parpasabarxsee IBBS, pp • 58-61, pis ♦ \ 
xxiii .a,b; Indian Buddhist- Iconography (by B. Bhatta- 
charyyaj Calcutta, 192^7, pp V 85-84.
riveroutside village r as well as the sSbarotsava 
associated with her annual worship >- all betray.>, 
traces'-'of :n6ri#Aryah. practices i.dih'hpr, 6uit. ; ;
■ ■■■The word sabarotsava indicates a festival of^ ;^ he : \
Sabaras orone that has beenborrowed from these non-Aryan
1. BKSy p • 26; cf. DP. 3d:iv ■v Sten/Kohow Regards Burg a as 
a goddess of Ihdo-Europe an origin like Nerthus of *
; ancient GermanyV .because^ likej tlip( latter, Durg&fs 
;•/ primitive form was - that of ;an :earth mother and. the 
worship of Nerthus was also marked by 1 a kind; of, ratha- 
; ydtra ..connected -with; feasting andmerry-making/rand-'/./V^ 
concluded by a ceremonial bath ♦ . V . 1A European ; '
■ Parallel to I)hrga--puriaV,; JABB(ES8*^ 1925*
PP^ 317-18. : I VV- v':-'
In discussing the non-Aryan origin of DurgavB.C. 
Haoumdarv.regards the vcustom of Kumarl worship in 
Bengal during the autumnal worshipVof' the: go ddessyas 
well as/ the.-immersion /of her kganika imme^ as having
; been derived from: the;; non-Aryan festival of Kumarl-Osa
w^orship:; of the; virgin)^held: in the lunar month-of
I.svina •'.* 1 Durgi., Her Origin and History ■ v JRAS» '
Londonr 1906v p. 358 ff. ; : -V: ■
r; / A heremonial procession and bathing of; Gauri, who 
appears to be the national goddess of Raj as than, takes ,
; place every yegr amidst much pomp which is highlighted, 
by the dancing and singing of women* Gauri is 
venerated as the bounteous and-universal mother^ the; 
goddess of abundance, love and chivalry. Her festival 
of peculiar brilliance at Udaipur, is held annually 
during the vernal equinox. /The meaning of Gauri is V 
V nyellow115 . emblematic of the ripened; harvest, when the 
votaries of the goddess adore her effigies, which are,
; those of a matron painted the colour of ripe corn and 
she is ^represented with two hands1 * (AAR; ii 9 vppv/-,: 
665-68). The non-Aryan .character ,of the goddess is ; / 
suggested by the slaying of'a boar in her honour 
. during the spring hunt. Ibid, p. 660.
1
people*. As testified by the Kalika Purapa this cere­
mony appears to have become a part of the autumnalal 
worship of Durga around the 10th or 11th century A.D. ,
The Parana directs-that the immersion of the image of the 
goddess on the 10th day of her worship should be marked 
by the sabarotsava. The image is to be taken out in a 
procession which is to be joined by virgins, prostitutes 
and dancers, all dressed up for the occasion. Conches, 
piioes and drums are to be played and crackers to be fired. 
Banners of many colours are to be displayed, fried rice 
and flowers to be strewn on the processional route. At 
the time of immersion, the participants are to indulge in 
a sport which is to- be marked by frolics and the utterance 
of indecent words referring to the sexual organs. Persons 
refraining from using indecent words will incur the dis­
pleasure of the goddess who will curse them. The ceremony
of Sabarotsava is also prescribed as a part of the A
2
autumnal worship of the goddess by Baghunandana, and kis- 
contemporary Sulapapi . Sebastian Manrique, who visited 
India during 1629-4-3, gives a full account of this 
sabarotsava which he witnessed and in which the image of 
the goddess fis carried along in a highly ornamented 
triumphal car with a large band of dancing girls, who 
*
1. EP, -lxi.17. ff.
2, TitMtattva, p. . 425.
3* Paiicopasana, 1
1 ll/H in-nHTinmiNiiili     hi  ^I f  w' ►
besides dancing, gain-’a livelihood' by prostitution ... 
After several streets have been traversed in this fashion, 
these ceremonies in honour of the idol give place suddenly 
to others full of imfamy and dishonour. The idol being' 
taken with all this pomp or circumstance to the river,, or 
if there is no river to some reservoir, is hurled into it 
amidst the execretions of the people who peljj it with 
stones and earth., upbraiding it with being a,whore and 
heaping the most - ignonimous epithets upon it, accompanied, 
with shouts, yells, jeers and .-scoffs, When-they have thus 
ended the festival, they return home contented1* -B.C.
Majumdar also draws our attention to the immersion of the 
Kumar 1 image at the ICumar 1-Os a ceremony when the non-MunaiT.* fin **** V
Aryan maidens, its chief participants, sing indecent songs
2
in honour of the goddess. It cannot be stated with any
certainty if the sabarotsava is still observed in connec-
3
tion with the autumnal worship of Durga , but as Majumdar 
points out,, it was the custom in lower Bengal to sing 
obscene songs on the ninth day of.Durga puja some 75 
years ago, and the Bengali phrase 1navamlr kheud 1 (the 
obscene ..songs of the ninth day), which is well-known-, 
throughout- the province, possibly refers to the sabarotsa- 
va given up in the not too distant past'.
"1* ^ a v g l s ^ _Sebaat»aa Hanrique, 1629-1643, translated
.with an introduction by and notes by Lt. Col. G.E. 
Luard, vol. i, Oxford, 192?? PP* 71-72.
2, JHAS, l906,.p# 560.
3, Pancopasana, p. 284.
4, M ' T O T d', 360.,
The .prescription of savarotsavawhose non-Aryan 
character is so obviously plain, by an orthodox Brahmin 
and social .reformer like Raghunandana Bhattacharya is 
highly significant. Apart from indicating its inclusion 
among the rituals of the goddess long before the composi­
tion of the Kalika-Purana, the-very name of the ceremony., 
is by itself a proof of her cult having been borrowed
from the non-Aryan Saba3?as, among whom it was originally
. ‘ ■ ... 1 
practised and to which the|Hariva&Sa ; pointedly refers*
Worship of the goddess by the non-Aryans of the Vindhya -
2 3
regions is also mentioned by Ba^abhat'fa and Somadeva «
Vakpati, the author of the Gaudavaho, and who flourished
4
during the second quarter of the 8th century A.D* , not 
only mentions the goddess as Yindhyavasinl, but also as 
the non-Aryan Kali as well as Parvatl, whose worshipx>ers
are the Koli women and the savage Savaras, who cover up
their nudity with turmeric leaves and whose offerings to :
; p .
■’ ■ ■ ■ 5 .
the goddess consist of wine and blood* :
iii. Aryanization of -
the Mother Goddess:
Further evidence of the non-Aryan origin of the Mother 
Goddess provided by the Buraias consists of references to 
her black complexion, a characteristic of the original 
inhabitants of India whom the Vedas mention as dark- 
skinned .. In several Buraias, the Mother Goddess aiDpears i' 
* * *
1# Supra, p* *27^ *
2. H^ra, p. , _
?• prz-ss? su>h- ;
1
initially as black-complexioned , "but subsequently becomes
2
fair through ascetic penances • Out of her discarded skin 
arises the goddess Katyayani, whom Indra makes his own 
sister under the name of Kausiki, and instals her with a,
-7
P
lion for her vahana on the Yindhya mountain ♦ Clearly the 
history of Aryanization of the non-Aryan goddess is des­
cribed in these metaphorical changing of complexion, The 
terrible and uncouth non-Aryan Kali gives up her black 
skin for the fair golden one of the Aryan goddess and 
becomes the majestic Gauri or the, bahusobhamana Haimavatl*
fir MY*! 11-fiT 1 i ill* Ilinili
Even then, so powerful must have been her cult that her 
pristine form has been retained under the cover of myth 
and has become known as Kali, Katyayani, Kau£iki,etc *
In the Dihga Puraha, Kali is said to have emanated from
5 , - ' * - ■
Parvati * She is also described as Ambikalalataniskranta
'*< , ^  fTf—i—m I iTftTtr-fii   in           mi i
6 . -
bevi in the Harkandeya Purana « According to the Kalika
«— I »j—t-ai » ■ IT’VjTHTTtl I I * lilTTMnfr— —•— n| V * . ._
Malatl-Madhava , Preface, p. xvii, also pp. xiii-xvii.
5* Yakpati ; ""GauSavaho , ed* S. P. Pandit, Bombay, 1887, 
vv* 270-3587 7 "
6# RY, 1*130*8; x*4-1.1* The black skin is characterized in 
EY, ii.12.<A as Das a varpa. Of, Griswold H,D. : The 
Religion• of the glgve d a OUP, 1923, pp* 37-38*
1* P, cliv*73; KP, xli.^-4-48; VP, li.4; Bphaddharma
, xvi*-p7 « - ..
2 ‘ Matsya P , civil.13-14; KP, xlv.159-65; VP, liv.6-23. .
3. VP,- liv.24-28. .
4. BES, p. 26.
* IP , CV1. . .
6* pabdakalpadruma, p, 343, of* HP, lxxxvii.4-5*
9 0 1 fjO'l
Pnrsbia, Himalaya calls His daughter Kali, .whom his .friends 
address as Parvati and GirinandinI . The same text also 
describes how the auspicious goddess Kalika of dark com­
plexion , 'four-armed, handsome looking, having very high 
round breasts and a lion for her vahana, appears -before
Dak§a and promises to become his daughter (Sati). and the
2
wife*of- Siva at.each creation* The Matsya Purana ascri­
bes the dark complexion of Parvati to Brahma at whose will 
the goddess Ratri enters the womb of Menaka and turns her
3* •
foetus black * And by thus becoming a part and parcel of
4-
Uma/Parvati, Ratri would become known as Ekanafnsa * The 
latter appears out of Parvatifs cast-off skin which the 
Puraha describes as dark as a bhramara ( a black beetle)- 
and a full-blown blue lotus • These, as well as the above- 
mentioned stories, have but one objective bejiind them. , 
They not only indicate the Aryanization of the non-Aryan 
goddess, but also make covert hints about her being 
originally an Aryan goddess*
The deliberate Aryanization of the goddess may also be 
noticed in the Brahma Vaivarta, Devi BhagavataA, Markan-
■mi*lit I.     i‘••ji <i^ l / >■■*»   1 . 1 : 4 ^ I.'  . d , ? tpmr -tarn ■ .1Jj1.1ij1ir.it
^  jjgvl PurS^as.. Tn the last named text,-the god-
. 6 
dess is said to have, originated out of the dhyana of Siva,
T* KP? xli«4-4—4-8*
2. Ibid, vj.ii*7“10*
3. Matsya^P, cliv*68., r. . ; '
hbid7 clrv * 74— 75, *
5*- Ibid, clvii, 15-14** Read with VP, liv.24-28 and HP,
Ixxxv * 38-4*1, it will become apparent that being emana­
tions of the Mother Goddess, EausikI, Katyayani and
who has, been an important Hindu god since the later Vedic 
period. In the Brahma Vaivarta Puraha, she springs from 
the intellect of the lord Kp^a , who is none else than 
Vi^u, another Vedic god. As in the majority of the 
Puranas q the Devi Bhap;avatam also refers to the two births
/ 1 Tt'. T‘' .VnflirifHT...! ■ ! I. IIMIlMI I ■
2 ■ - *
of Parvati , but also states that in reality she is 
unborn, and all the gods, including Siva, who is her hus-
3
band in the epic and Puranic mythologies, are her children. 
Ihus two of these Purabjas ascribe her origin to two impor­
tant divinities of the Hindu pantheon, and another repre­
sents her as the supreme creatrix of the universe-.; ■ and 
the gods, Vedic as well as Puranic. In the Markandeya
 -------------------1»-rt—niVrr.fi^n
Puraha, all the gods combine to contribute their energy
towards her creation, yet she is mentioned as Paramesvari,
4
dParama Pralqpti, Jagaddhatri and Jaganmata • It is she, -
rather than the masculine Vedic and Puranic divinities,
who goes to fight and win the battle for the latter. In
Ekanaijisa are one and the same goddess, because all of 
them rise from the discarded dark skin of Durga.
6* 23?? cxxvii.46-52•
1. BVP,(Brahma Khandn), iii * 65 ff.
2 . DgT vii.xxx-xxxi,'
3. Ibid, i.v.5^-61; iii,v.1-19•
l~* S2 ? ™lxxxiii,18, lxxxiv.6, lxxxi.53, lxxxiii.33.
1 2 3 
the Devi Bliaeavat sun , Devi and Markandeya Purajjas, long
f      i f. i |Vr>f> r« >. .« . l i. * tUH tW H M U M M  ,&*—IraiBl MlWtl-iWMM fc*^*R*#XW**PsW*M ^
hymns ax*e addressed to her -by the gods who dilate on her 
greatness and bounty much in the. same manner we noticed 
her being hymned in the Mahabhar at at and the Harivafnsa * 
Indeed, there could be no better means to cover up the 
non-Aryan origin of the Mother Goddess than the hymns 
which have been put in the mouth of the Vedic and Puranic 
gods and the importance' accorded to her as their mother, - 
protectress and deliverers*
In spite of the best endeavoxirs to endow the Mother 
Goddess with numerous attributes suggesting her Vedic and 
Aryan origin in the epics and the 3?ura^as 9 many of her 
pristine characteristics remain attached to her cult and 
legends* Traces of non-Aryanism are evident in the blood: 
sacrifice of animals, including the custom of human
Lv
sacrifice which the British stopped with much difficulty • 
Jn describing the comparative merits of sacrificing 
various animals, including human beings, the Purapas have 
given recognition to a practice that has been current
1. DB, iii*iv; iii*v; iv*xix*
2 *  BE? cxxvii, _ ■
5* SB? lxxxi*5zt-“67? lxxxiv*1“26; lxxxv*7“36; xci.1 ff*
4. On. human sacrifice as a part of the goddess cult, see
The Salrtas, P* 9 ff; Gil p, 186 ff.; Barth, A : Op.cit,
pp, 20p-04*
' 1 
among the non-Aryan inhabitants of India for ages • The
non—Aryan origin of the goddess is also suggested "by the
character of the offerings made to her during her autumnal
service. Cooked rice and fish curry in one case, and ,
stale rice soaked in water and mixed with burnt fish,
lemon juice and salt in another, are known to have been
the customary offerings to the goddess at her autumnal
2
worship in some places of Bankura district * The fondness 
of the goddess for wine and flesh is another non-Aryan 
characteristic. The Markandeya Purana refers to her
IDMMLrfluMliUI iRVKlMmtWlMWIUWIkn iMBta'MMi'lWff.II**!
drinking spirituous liquor and to her boisterous intoxi­
cated laughter just before engaging the dbmon Flahiga in
3
single combat. Not only wine, but meat, fish and other
things (maithuna and mudra) which the Tantriks regard as
. i|.
indispensible requirements in her worship , have nothing 
Vedic about their character. Even in the Bfthaddharma
1. A survival of human sacrifice, according to Yogesh 
Chandra Ray, is still being continued in East Bengal 
and also at Calcutta. The effigy of a human child', made 
of rice paste, hardened milk or flour, is decapitated 
before the goddess ahd is known as satruvali or sacri- 
ficaing the enemy. Jh the house of*rIch Vaigpavite
yastha.in Bankura such an effigy is depaitated in XX 
lieu of an animal. The sacrificial human flesh is 
called mahaBansa, which is favourite to the goddess. 
People are-not aware that the gourd is a substitute for 
the human victim. The widows of East Bengal do not eat 
this vegetable for this reason. Pdia-parvan, p. 79.
2. Pu,ja-parvaa, pp. 29-30. — ii i i j*
3. RF;'.Acxxi'iT.37, 39.
4. TEe iSaktas, pp. 15-16,
w U u
Purina, which is a very late work of its lcind, we find
Vi,?$u addressing a hymn to the Mother Goddess who is
described as wearing a large piece of tiger-skin bound by
1
a very long serpent . .
I S T H E  M O T H E R  G O D D E S S  
A V I E G 1 B ?
fern* Vnbi ki^j w=Ea hwJ kwi
It is interesting to note that the Mother Goddess
appears in the late Vedic period not so much with an
independent status of her own as the wife of Rudra~Siva.
As Ambika she no doubt appears first as the sister of 
2 -
Rudra and a virgin, but she is represented soon after­
wards under this name as well as lima, as the wife of that
3
god * She is however mentioned in the laittlriya 
Arapyaka as Katyayani and Kanyakumarl, the latter epithet 
signifying her virgin state* In the Kena Upanigad, she 
is Urna Haimavatl and not the wife of any god* In the
' ‘ ' * ' 5
eprcs she is represented as the wife of Siva and mother - 
6
of Skanda , but there are pointed references in such
7
epithets as Kanya (maiden daughter) mid Kumarl which are
1. Brhaddharma P 5 xvi*38.
f* Supra, p.246-
5. Supra, p *25^-
4. Supra, p, 2.47-
5« ffl, pp. 225-26. - .
6. Ffrbh (Roy’s trans), vi.23.-ll.
7. EM, p. 225; Mbb, iv.6.?, vi.23.4.
suggestive of her having been conceived and regarded as a
virgin goddess. The Sryastava refers in no uncertain.
- .. 1
manner to her celibacy by describing her as Bralimacarlpi. *
Many of the Purapas describe the marriage of the 
goddess with Siva, as well as her penance to win the latter 
as her husband « The story of her marriage is not only
3
recounted in ancient Indian literature , but is also per­
petuated in various examples of Hindu plastic art* known 
as the Kalyanasundara-murti and Umalihgana-murti *
Ihe Devi Bhagavatam refers no doubt to her two births
' 5
as well as the marriage of the goddess with Siva * but
insists nevertheless on her role as the supreme creatrix,
and all the gods, including her so-called spouse, being 
6
her creation * In fact, Siva addresses her as his motherr~f
in a hymn in this Pur ana just as he implores her to look 
upon himself as her own son in the Devi Parana » Else- ‘ 
where in the latter work, he says to her in a hymn, 10
harivaiiisa , ii*J*3. In the pur gas t ava by Yudhi$*thira in 
the flahabharata(iv♦6.14) the goddess is praided for 
maintaining the three worlds by. adonkin&nbhe vow of 
celibacy : Kaumaram vratamasthaya tridiyam palitam 
tZSZS* ^ ie virginity o’f the goddess seems to have been 
repeatedly pointed out in the Hariya&sa, i.103.8,i 'j O 0 O 'J wn»M.«»n -1m ?
2* ?l’V h h 20A— ^  xh 5 » x l i i iBP, r.xcrx, ci-cu; SivaJP, xi-xix; SP, (ledarakhan
ii:i, -xxv. ..............  “  — -
3* Kuraarasainbhavam, cantos v-vii#r——■ •! iy ,      irjn»jgmiuuJ • w
p  P- =19 f'1.f '53P. ff-
§• §u£ra, p. zgS- 
Supra, p. 2,35- 
7. DB,. iii.v.
8• Infra, p* 3 9  £» .*r«w<miwfnn ii imh hTJ *
goddess, l a m  in your heart, and you too perpetually
reside in mine, I am-'your father and you are my mother.
All describe me as your brother, husband, friend and
protector, and you .are described by them as my sister,
1 •
goddess and wife’ . .This hymn hinting at reciprocal
generation betrays a similarity with the relationship bet-
2
ween Dakga and Aditi (father -daughter, mother-son) ,
It also reminds us of the incestuous relation between
■ "■ 3
Brahma (father) and Sarasvatl (daughter)*' , Pu^ap (brother)
4
and Ugas.(sister) *
According to the Brahma Vaivarta Purapa the goddess is 
born at the desire of Kr^spa who bids. Mahesa to espouse 
her • She is celebrated in this Purana as the Primordial 
Principle of Nature (Prakpti), who is constantly wor­
shipped by.the gods, but,is described nevertheless as the
6wife of Siva and the mother of Gapesa ,
It may be pointed out in this connection that some of 
the Vedic goddesses, notably Aditi and Sarasvatl, whose 
attributes have been1 borrowed for the development of the 
Mother Goddess in the, Aryan religion,are not represented 
•
 ^♦ SE? cxxvii.174-75* . :
2_. Supra, p.,,57,note «5V . .
3 * Supra, p . ' ;
4. Supra, p..
3 * BVP“XPrakrti IGianda), i.4-15*
6., ibid. -
initially as wedded to any god* notwithstanding the
emphasis on their maternal aspects. In RY* x.125* Vale is
(Sarasvatl) is conceived* as Das points out* as the active
power of Brahmap proceeding from him* and as ! ‘’Supreme
Female Energy”, sustaining and stimualting the activities
1
of gods in carrying out their respective functions1 • Here
2
she is described as the ’sovereign queen1 , and also as 
cognizant of Brahmap* the Supreme Being* abiding in mani-
3
fold conditions and entering into new forms • We agree
with Das’s inference from verse 7 of this hymn* which
ascribes her origin to the waters (yonlrapsvantah samudre)
that she may even be regarded as the first emanation from
4-
the Puru^a, the Supreme Male Principle • But even this •
hymn from the latest map&ala of the Rg Veda does not
explicitly state if Yak is the sakti of Brahmap in the
sense that Durga is of Siva. It is not until the period
of the Brahmapas* as Das himself observes, that Yak takes
her place by the side of Prajapati (Brahma), the father of
5
creation* as his sakti or partner * and unites with him 
.
1* (The Divine Power, pp. xvii-xviii.
_ i iMtni i r iifmi —i iT m  111 ir  i ■ i n  /  •*-'
2. HY* x.125.3 * She declares* 'Ahaft rastrl’* which may be 
translated as 'I am the sovereign power*~or queen’ after 
Sayapa’s commentary on these words' which he explains as 
. saryasya ,jagata fsvarl or ’(the supreme) mistress, of 
all the worlds7•- ”
3 * I bi^L5 t • The Divine Power, p * xviii.
Ihe Divine Power „ p.. xviii, Das has accepted Weber's 
interpretation of'the waters’ as the chaotic XXXXXX'XX^ / 
primordial principle.
5* Ibid. It is only when she is equated with PpthivI in 
the Rg Ye da (Supra iff. S2. ) that Aditi has Dyaus for her 
male partner or husband, otherwise she does not appear 
to have been wedded to any god$ though she is
• 232
1
as his wife • Some other female divinities, such as,
Ip at, Puraijidhi, Sinivall, Haka and Kuhu, possessing 
attributes which are characteristics of Mother Goddesses, 
also appear as unwed* So also are Ratri and Ugas* The 
latter is frequently described as displaying her bosom ,
3
meeting any god who desires her , but in her relations
4
with Surya who is her brother, she appears rather as his
5
incestuous mistress than as his wife • Her relationship 
with her brother-lover-husband is rendered very compli­
cated indeed when she is mentioned as the generator of
, 6
Surya and arrives with a shinning child (i*e., the sun) •
As we have noticed, initially under such names as 
Ambika, Uma Haimavati, Katyayani and .Kanyakumari, the 
Mother Goddess does not appear to have been wedded to any 
god* The fact of her having been worshipped as a virgin 
goddess from remote antiquity has also been attested by
7
the anonymous author of the Feriplus Maris Erythraeae •
mentioned as the mother of the Adityas and has an 
eight-fold v/omb. In the Vigpu Parana, she is one of the 
daughters of Dakga who gives her in marriage to 
Kasyapa (CDKM, p# 3).
1* The Divine Power, p* xx*
2 . RV, i.92.4; vi.64.2.
3. W, i.123.10.
4. K\[, i.92.11.
5. RV, U  vii.75.5.
6* P* 4-8* On the analogy of the relationships of the 
Western  ^Asian^ Mother Goddesses v/ith their male partfte 
ners, the relationship of Ugas v/ith Surya or Pugap,
Aditi and Dakga, Brahma and Sarasvatl and finally bet­
ween Durga(Ambika) and-Siva may not appear incongruous
Bhadrakall, another name of the goddess, occurs in the
Sahkhyana Grhyasutra , a work belonging to the late Vedic
period, but as in the case of Ambikaamid Uina Haimavati,
the Mother Goddess even under this name and in so late a
2
period, does not appear to be . the xd-fe of any god ,
though in all other works of this kind she occurs as
_3 . ’
RudrapI, Bhavapl and SarvapI , i.e., the wife of Rudra,
. . . 4 - - 5
Bhava and Sarva , all of which are epithets of Siva «
Unlike Agnayl, Varupan'i or IndrapI in the Vedas, the
Mother Goddess as RudrapI, Bhavani and SarvapI does not
however shine in the reflected glory of her husband, but*
plays a decidedly more important role than the Vedic
goddesses whose names are formed from those of the gods
6 . - ' 
with the feminine suffix ani . Notwithstanding this
slight prominence accorded to her as the x^ ife of Rudra,
the Mother. Goddess is made henceforth subordinate to her
male partner, whereas, before being paired off with him,
she had an independent status in which she was unxtfed and
the object of veneration from immemorial times. Her being
* r
Isis was the slster-xclfe of OsifSris, Attis stood vis-a- 
vis the Phrygian goddess first as her son and then as a 
lover, and Ishtar first created Tammuz and later took 
him for her husband* In firsj? appearing as &Lvafs 
sister, then his wife and. later In the Purapas as his 
mother, daughter and wife., Durga thus betrays charac­
teristics'which are common to the Mother Goddesses of 
the ancient xtforld*
?• §«EEa»fP* 2-47--4S.
§£§» ii.14.14. . .
2. from'the iconographic texts it appears that Bhadrakall
was lifted from a non-Aryan background where presumably
she was worshipped as ‘a virgin goddess. Infra, p# ,.
paired off with Rudra-Siva may he ascribed to two reasonsi
firstly, like this god she is also a combination of 
, 1
several deities , and her cult is decidedly a blend of the 
Aryan and non-Aryan elements. And secondly, the predomi­
nantly* male character of the Vedic pantheon in which the 
goddesses had little independent status of their own. Her 
being, wedded to Rudra-Siva-, who is an important Vedic god,
fits in with the Aryan social convention in which brides
2
were procured frolm the indigenous stocks , or it may have 
been inspired by the example of Dyuas and Ppthivi, who are
celebrated in the Vedas as the divine pair and as univer—
3- .
sal parents*
Ihe maidenhood of the Mother Goddess is not only 
suggested by some -of her Vedic prototypes which we have 
discussed above, but also by the evidence that has been 
adduced, from references to her virginity as well as her 
celibacy in the Mahabharata, Harivamsa and some of the v 
Purapas. fhe Devi-Mahatmya section of the Markandeya
H(M)t»)VvA<JV 4#4W tA iiM id|iI p I u .11 'V ’f ii hriI >irr|JT-ninn«.* >inlii[i w 1l i * t  n*r n> i. -tpi.^
Puraga, which celebrates her greatness in numerous \\rays,
3* R P V , p. 212.
4. TBIcL, p. 554,
5. Ibid, 0. 218.  IwtwmwaWirii ii I f- 1
S. VK, p. 125.
1. ERR, v, p. 11?; of. Barth,A: Op.cit, ..p, 165.
2. Ghatterji, S.K. t dlido-Aryan .and Hindi, p. 7*
3. VM, p. 21, “ ■ “ ■ “ "
does not represent the Mother Goddess as the wife of any
' 1
god, let alone of Siva V  Nor is she mentioned anywhere 
in this Sakta Bible as the mother of Skanda or Gape&a* She 
is addressed twice as Amba, and more than a dozen times as 
Arnbika, as well as by such names as Jagata adharabhuta 
(support of the wox*ld) , Jagatapratistha (foundation of the 
world) 9 Jagadatmasakti (the power of the sotil of the 
universe) 9 Jagaddhatrl (nurse of the world), and- Jaganmlta.
* /  * m&j w.r-^ i Tiu^ y*! wm nth a \ iv Crr-n,
(mother of the universe), and she is.also described as
Matr-rupa (mother incarnate) - all suggestive of her 
’ ‘ '
maternal and creative aspects * Her relation with Siva
3
is no different from thatAthe other gods, to whom she
stands as theirrp^ot^ctressg.froi’i) dangers and difficulties 
- ~ " 4
caused by the irruptions of asuras * We find in this
Puraha among the various aspects of the goddess % ,an
amazon crushing the armies of the demons who are far more
powerful than the gods i the mother of the universe*, the
primordial .Female Principle or Panama Prakrti: and the
sustainer of the world in;times of famine, drought and
scarcity in the form of Sakambharl or a Corn Mother. But
nowhere do we find her aspect as the wife of Siva or of
1. Infra, p. 34e> pf.
2 * DM? PP* 254-56
3* ^bid . pp. 210-11.
4. 3?pr”the legend of the Mother Goddess in the Markandeya 
Purana, see Appendix A. — —n—‘------\ “tt• • i-lmiMii w * J* JL - ■
:;9 6A' - bJ 4f J
1 _ _ : „
8.ny 0‘bliGx1 god. « Whether jii gh A .l o 11 © cl £is AjhIdb. op Arn o xkb. ^ op 
as Jagaiimata. op Jagaddkatri, the goddess appears every­
where iir the Devl-Mahatmya as a KumSrl or virgin, ,
From the references to her virgin state, the goddess 
Durga appears to be; on a par with her ancient counterparts 
in Western Asia and Europe, Female statuettes in stone, 
datable in the Palaeolithic Age an33 found tin a territory
extending from Siberia to the Pyrenees1 , have been identi-'
- 3
fiedas the effigies of the Mother Goddess , Of unques­
tionable cult significance, the extant Stone Age sculp­
tures consist of fifty-five female figures and only five
A ‘
male statuettes - a fact that sufficiently demonstrates
the ^ predominance of the Female Principle and the secon­
dary role that the male played in the primitive religion 
of 1$ mankind, Even after agriculture and herding became 
established modes of food-supply in the Neolithic Age,, the 
position of the woman as the mother of the race did not 
suffer at all because of the essential role she played in
5
the production of offspring » Thus, though with the
ft
1* In,spite of the great emphasis on the maternal aspect 
of her character, the goddess does not appear in the 
two ■Durgastotras of the Mahabharata and the three hymns 
in ''Vhe Harlyamsa: as the wife o f l m .  She is however 
mentioned in other parts pf the epic as the wife of 
that god,
2, The goddess is also mentioned in the Devi-Mahatmya 
under such names as Gauri, Sarvapl, Parvati, ^iva-and 
Rudra which are usually used to designate her as,- the 
wife-of Siva, But as V,S. Agrawala points out, these 
names are happiest in their connotation and stand out' 
as the expressive symbols of the resurgent Sanskrit 
style developing in ■ the days of Asvaghosa,, Kalidasa 
and Bapa Some of these like Bhaclra, vpddhi,. Siddhi
transition of society from.the stage of food-gathering
to that of food production gave the male an upper hand
over the female, and also as one of the poles of creative
energy his part was fully recognized, it was the maternal
principle that in due course hecame personified as the
Mother Goddess and continued to play its former leading f
1
role in religion , This is not at all surprising, as 
Briffault points out, 1 in primitive societies, generation 
begins with females, not with males5 women procreate by
immaculate conception, men do not; a mother is indispen-
2'
sible, a father not * * Since not much significance was 
attached to paternity, and1as the precise function of the 
male partner in relation to conception and birth was less 
obvious, and probably less clearly understood, it is 
hardly surprising that he should be regarded as supple-
3
mentary rather than as the vital agent in the process’. 
Quite naturally, therefore, with the advent of the 
Neolithic Age, the goddess presiding over the mysterious
Durga also became personified as goddesses but genera­
lly the meanings remained more or less elastic and the 
epithets applied to many different gods and goddesses 
to express their' divine personality1, DM, p. 204, 
5>.GM, P> 9H.0MG, p. 13 ff. 
z'-« SE, p. ?5.
5. UMG-, p. 22.
1.. one., p. 22..
2, The Mothers, iii, p* 48*  — ■■ ■ -------1,1 / / u.3. CMG, p. 47.
I. .. nil *
processes of birth and generation emerged as a virgin, or,
1
more precisely, as unmarried . Thus as Langdon -points
out, long befo3?e the ancient Mesopotamians had evolved
their complex theology and a vast pantheon in which the
male dieities were more important, fthe productive powers
of the earth had supplied in prehistoric times a divinity
2
in which the female element predominated1.
The marriage of the Mother Goddess 
and its analysis;
In view of the changed circumstances in which man1s 
role in procreation became more apparent and recognised as 
a vital element in the physiological context, *the life- 
producing Mother, be it as Mother-earth or in any other 
capacity, was assigned a spouse to play his essential role 
as the begetter, even though as in Mesopotamia, he remai­
ned the servant or son of the goddess, the producer of. all 
3 - ’ -
life* . Another remarkable phenomenon'in the goddess cult
in the Heolithic Age is its close relation with the 
seasonal cycle and vegetation rituals in agricultural 
communities in the ancient Near and Middle East, . As 
Earth Mother, the Mother Goddess was conceived as the
• •
1. GMG, p. 47,
2. tang do h, S.H, ; 'Tamrnus and Ishtar, Oxford, 1914* p. 5,
3. CMG, p. 47.
generative power in nature as a whole and hence respon­
sible for the periodic„revival of life on the earth in
the spring following a severe winter or a dreary summer
1
marked by the absehce of crops. She thus came to be
regarded as of many forms - mother as well as bride ~
2
with many names and epithets •
The male partners of the Mother Goddesses in ancient 
Western Asia and Egypt appear to have played a minor role.
Adonis* the companion of Aphrodite * Attis who x^ as asso- 
ciated with the Phrygian mother * and Osiris* who though
much more important thanfcdonis or Attis * was known as the
5 '
husband of Isis , - all1 apparently embodied the powers
6
of fertility in general and of vegetation in particular1 » 
But obviously they had no independent cults of their own 
because ?;the mythical personification of nature of which 
all three wei'e in at least one aspect the products* 
inquired that each of them should be coupled with a 
goddess* and in each case it appears that originally the 
goddess was a more powerful and important personage than
r?
the god* . The superiority of the goddess over her male 
partner has been perpetuated in ancient legends centering 
round the figures of Ishtar-Tammuz, Aphrodite-Adonisv 
Cybele-Attis* Isis-Osiris and Ppthivi-Byaus.
1. CMG* p. 48; cf. BKS* pp. 40-43
2. CMS , p. 48. ”
5* BESffi,*i, pp. 12-13.
4# Ibid.. p. 90*
p. t e a r f — ■
5. Ibid, p. 529.
S, GB, i P» 201. :
Procreation in an agricultural society presupposes not
only union of the male with the female but also their
marriage. Harrying one corn with another was an important
feature in the- primitive agricultural ritual before they r
1
were conceived as gods and goddesses * Marriage between
the corn g?ods and goddesses also became as compulsory an
act as t -  o  ploughing and hoeing the fields. fhe sacred .
mar3?iage of these divinities was enacted in many places
by men and women who engaged in sexual intercourse? that \
was viewed not as satisfaction of carnal desires but as a
magical aid in fructifying the agricultural lands.and
2 - , 
increasing themr productivity .
In such ritual acts possibly lie the root of the myth 
in which the Mother Goddess in her primitive form as Earth 
Mother appears as the acknowledged spouse of the Sky-God 
or Heaven. In regions where agriculture is always-depen­
dent on the rains, it is to the gods In heaven that
•3
prayers ;are sent up for them to inundate the fields . It 
is in this, context that the Bky-God has been regarded as 
responsible for fructifying the soilv personified as the
•
1, Marriage of crops and trees is still a living tradition 
. In. Bengal and Bihar, Of. Roy,S.C : Oraon Religion and .
Customs- pp. 90-94-.-
2. BKS, p. 32; cf. CMG, pp. 50-52.
1
Earth Mother, with his fertilising waters . Thus Demeter
2
the Earth Mother is married to the Sky-God Ze.us and
3
llpthivi to Dyaus *
The culture of the prehistoric Indus Valley, which has 
furnished us with concrete probf of the Mother Goddess 
cult in the Ch^iLcolithic Age, does not give XX any 
indication if the goddess had a male partner* 'In the 
Ilarappa culture male gods, frequently horned recur, hut 
they do not appear to have been prevalent and seldom 
brought into conjunction with goddesses in the iconogra­
phy as is also the case in respect of the village godd-
4*
esses in modern India' • But as the Indus Civilisation
■ 5 •
was agrarian , we may presume on the analogy of similar-
1* WSG, p* 20*
D M * — » “ V  *. *  . .
2* GJB, v(i), p. 65 ff
3* Infra, p.. 3
A* CMG,"p* -3^ 5 Early Indus Oivi1izat ions , pp. 54— 55* Or 
the. -analogy of the gramadevatas being independent of 
consorts, Mackay not only regards the Indus Valley 
Mother Goddess as without one, but also as a virgin*.
'It is uncertain', he states, 'whether the female deity 
represented by the pottery figurines was a virgin god­
dess or the consort of the god on the seal amulets .** 
so many ancient religions Insist that a 'female deity 
must have a spouse and a son to carry on the .succession 
that^It is not impossible that the two most important 
deities of Mohenjo—daro and Harappa were thus related. 
On the other hand,as F«<J* Richards has pointed out, the 
Mother Goddesses of .Southern India are quite independe­
nt of any consortwhile Dr* Hutton states that the 
village goddesses of that region are. only at the pre­
sent time,being provided with husbands from the ortho­
dox Hindu pantheon* A slight indication that the Mo­
ther Goddess of the ancient Indus Valley was a virgin 
is XXXXXXXXX the small sixe of the breasts compared 
with those of the more matronly female figures which
thought to have been used for votive purposes'. 
Ibid, pp. 57-58.
5. HTU7 i» P-. 93.
civilizations, of Western Asia in the Chalcolithic period,
that here too, the Mother Goddess had a male partner
though it cannot he stated, definitely if it is his effigy
1
that occurs on the seals * The preponderance of female 
• /  . ' 2 
figurines from the different sites of the Indus Culture
precludes the.possibility of the male god’s having the
lion’s share in the religion of the area, In our opinion
his position, vis-a-vis the Mother Goddess, appears to
have been one of subservience similar to that of Osiris,
bis, Tammus and AdonisB
The superiority of the goddess over her male partner 
seems to have continued'1 from the prehistoric to the
historic period, as available evidence from the Gandhara
3
region indicates » To Hiuen Isqng, Bhlmadevl, whose 
shrine is on a mountain top in the north-west of India, 
appears to be more important than her spouse Mahesvara 
whose inferiority is suggested by the situation of his
4 .
temple at the foot of the same mountain , What the 
Chinese savant observed in the 7th century A,D. was no 
doubt a characteristic feature of the goddess cult in: 
which her superiority over the male god has been recog­
nized since immemorial antiquity. It is still evident
3-4 P* 52 ff, pi. xii.17; Further Exacavations at
r,
p. 292* cf7 *ieeli?7 lOTM, : 'Harappa, 19461 , I T T T i i ,
1947, p. 126. - ---
3# Infra, 25p* 373-
4* Watters, 1 ; Qn.jfuan. ChwangTs Travels in India, i,
p. 221. . ~
all over India at the numerous pi^hasthanas, where the 
goddess is the chief object of - worship and her husband is
relegated under the designation of Bhairava not only to
a secondary position but also to that of a caretaker or
1
a servant' of $$$ ' her shrine . This superiority .of the 
Mother Goddess may be said to have been confirmed not 
only,by the preponderance of the terracotta female figu­
rines found at different archaeological sites and identi­
fied as her effigies, or as votive (offerings in her 
worship, but also by stone sculptures containing her 
individual representations in various aspects. In 
examples of the latter class, particularly those; icons 
which are strictly of a Sakta character, there is little 
that indicates her subservience to any male divinity, and
much less to Siva. Only those varieties which depict her
2
as bride, wife and mother , owe their inspiration to 
Saivism and to the Epic and Puranic mythologies which 
associate her with Siva as her husband, and with Gap.esa 
and Karttikeya as her sons. Otherwise, the myth of her 
being a virgin goddess .appears to have continued in heri
cult,as testified by the custom of Kumarlpuja during her
   Tl 1-TMITf‘1 r• l‘ |11-| lirTTfirli Tb i .il--------------------*-'
5 . . , . ■
autumnal service , as well as in Indian plastic art as
mentioned above.
•
1. Of. ’At the Plthasthanas temples are erected to the
different forms of the Devi ox* Sati., not to the phallic
emblem of Fiahadeva, which,-if present, is there as an 
accessory, not as a-principal; and the chief object of 
worship -is a figU3?e of the goddess - a circumstance in 
which there is an essential difference between the 
temples of Durga and the shrines of Osiris1. H.H. 
Wilson, quoted in QDHM, p* 235.
It is not possible to state if'the, myth about the'
marriage of the Mother Goddess as Par vat I, Uma or Gatirl
with Siva owes its origin more to the; example of Dyaus
and Ppthivx or to some agrarianlritual* Celebrated ‘ as the 
- , • 1 2 
parents of the gods , the Indo-European Dyaus and his
consort Ppthivr are conceived in the background of nature
They are also described as universal parents , creator
4
(Prajapati) and universal mother (Aditi) * Elsewhere, they
are conceived as will (iccha) and nature (Pralccti) and are
6
prayed to for food * The Aitareya Brahmana pictures 
their .conjugal life as also their separation which serious 
ly disrupts the creative forces of the world. It furthex* 
recounts how they are reunited through the intervention 
of the godb who hold a special festival to mark the
7
occasion . ’But1* as Professor James points out, !they
are vaguely conceived as father and mother and their
8
anthropomorphism was never cleaxdy defined1 « Neverthe­
less, the influence of the Vecdic Dyaus and PpthivI as
2* Infra, p. ,512 Ff- 
3« P*2-4S? i-votes Z
*
1. Muller,P.Max: India^^hat it can teach us, London,
1892, p. 162. “  ‘ ’ ~
2. RPV, p. 95.
5. BKS, p. 24. •
4. m r f*S9.10; x. 121.8-10; vii.53; i.160.
5* p. 241
6. ifB, iv.27; cf. India 0 what it can teach us ^ pp. 155-56* 
7* Tlhe union of man and wife is the human analogy follo­
wed in the primeval conception of the marriage of 
Heaven and Earth. So compelling was this analogy that 
in harmony therewith the great Vedic gods had to be
universal progenitors on the development of the mythology
1 .
of Iiara-Parvatl cannot be denied * It is of course true
that they had .no paramount status in the Vedic circle of
divinities, nor had the .Aryan mind conceived Dyaus Pitar
and Ppthvi Mata as the.prime cause behind the mysterious
processes of-creation#. .They were, on the other hand,
regarded as the personifications of the material heavens
2 ' 
and the earth .* But the conception of such a divine paix^
or parents in the .£g Ye da has undoubtedly exercised 
profound influence on the subsequent philosophical - doc­
trines in which Siva and Parvatl, Vi$$u and Lakgml and
similar divine pairs have been equated with the Puru£a.b:
. . .
P
and Prakpti * > •
The concept of a Sky-father and an Earth-mother in the
4 • '
ancient Near and-Middle East, may have influenced a
similar conception by the Aryans in the course of their
migration towards India. At any rate, *in the Rg Veda
the picture which the hymns conjure up before us is that
of Father Dyaus bending down in love over Mother Earth
•
joined in wedlock, e.g., Ihdra with Ihdrapi, Agni with 
Agnayi, Varupa with Varupanx1 . Griswold, * HMD.: ll*De*cit, 
p.. 104. . : »
8# CMG, ,,p. 108.
1. BKS, p. 24..
2. CMS, p.. 101.
3., BKS', p. 24,
4. WSG, p. 22 ff.
and bestowing; his seed in the form of rain, by which the
1
earth is fertilized and made fruitful1 . Long before
the advent of the Aryans, however, such-a conception of a
divine pair 'which was far more profound, more mystic,
more all-embracing and more deeply philosophical as well
as more poetic than the simple Aryan idea of a material
Sky Fat hex4 and an equally material Earth Mother1 may have
been brought to India by the Dravidians. Resemblances in
cranial structures and in. many features of religion suggesi
that at a remote period they were connected with the
people of the islands of the Aegean Sea and the tracts of
2
mainland along the Aegean Sea - Greece and Asia Minor *
The Siva™Uma•cult of Hindu India may thus have its roots
in the far older cults of Ma or Cybele and Attis, or |lepit 
great Cretin
and leshup, or the/Mother' Goddess and her young partner,
or Ishtar and fammuz « the former in all cases having as
3
her symbol or vehicle the lion, and the latter the bull .
Saktism , as'Marshall points out, grew out of the far 
'more primitive cult of the Mother Goddess, and later on
Zj.
became associated with Saivism „ In agricultural India,
1* Griswold, H.D.: The Religion of the Rigveda, Oxford, 
1923, p. 99* — —  _
2, HO IT, i, p. 158.
3. Ibid.,
it is but natural that the Mother Goddess should have a
male partner/ Thus the numerous village goddesses have
been associated in most cases*with a male deity who-is
known as Pramatha, Bhairava, Aiyanar or Siva* The last-
named god became associated with the village mothers
rather late, as Mackay informs us on the authority of P#J.
1
Richards and Dr# Hutton* In. the Aryanization of the 
hundreds and thousands of village cults, Siva appears to 
have been used by the Hindu,x)ries*tpJLy class as their most 
effective weapon. For, by-virtue of the important posi­
tion that Siva held in .the Hindu pantheon, it was but 
natural that the non-Aryan village goddesses should be
made to step into Brahmanical Hinduism as one or other
2
form of his consort Durga/Parvati «
1 * Supra,p * 3 0  1, ru^te A -
2* '’In the course of amalgamation1, observes 11, Weber,
’the ancient feminine fertility spirits were first 
elevated to the status of wives of the Brahmanical-gods, 
A particular godly-form illustrating this process is 
the ancient Vedic fertility god, Shiva (the Vedic Rudra) 
Ranged beside^him was Visnu as sun fertility god* The 
feminine fertility demons came to be ordered beside one 
of the three orthodox gods, or better, subordinate to 
them. So, for example, Lakshmi was located beside 
Vishnu, Parvati to Shiva, Sarasvatl (as patroness of 
lovely music and writing) to Brahma# Other goddesses 
followed Many gods and, above all, goddesses not' 
even represented in ancient literature now appear as 
uorthodox,r*^  This process appears throughout India 
and the Puranas are its literary expression ,#.1 
Weber, Max ; The Religion of India, Glencoe (Illinois), 
I960, pp* 296-97.
But, as we have stated above, the concept of a divine
pair as also their sacred marriage goes, back to a remote
period. This is suggested by the worship of a number of
divine pairs extant among the lowex* orders in Northern
India, Such a pair * called Buyha and Buphl are regarded
by the lower class in Bengal as ancestors of mankind
1
and invoked in times of sickness * The Majhwars of
Mirzapur worship during the sowing season.two divine pairs
- Dili and Deoharin, who .are protectors of the village, ' ;i
and Ningo Baghiya (the phallic tiger) and Hariyarx Mata ' •
2  ' . . . . . .
(the mother of greenery) , Other divine pairs are Bapa
Kumba and Rapi Kajhal, tutelary deities of the
• : . 3
Pavras, a forest tribe of Khandesh ; Chandol and Chanda
- 4  • -
worshipped by the ICharwars of the central hills ; Duhar
5 6 
and pakip of Palamau ; Devi and Gansam of Mirzapur ; Jak
7 - ■ 8
Jaknx of Bihar , and Sitala and Ghap^akarpa of Bengal •
1* M S ?  v, p. 5*
2* Crooke, W, i Tribes;and Castes of the North-western
Province$ and^Oudh7“TiT7 Calcutta,"™1896, pp", zf35, 547. 
3* M S ?  v, p. 5. .
4, Dalton, iC/To : pescrlptive Ethnologyof Bengal, Galcutte 
1872 (Reprinted 1980), p. 12"5* In the religion of the 
Mup<L&s,,Hos, and Bhurai^. such deities are known as Sin 
Bohga. and Chando Omol (ibid, p. 184). The Kols or 
Santals also-have such a divine pair - Sin Bohga and 
Ninda Chando, whom they regard as great father and
mother deities of their pantheon. HO IP, i, p. 158.
5, ERE, v , p. 5. ~ — » * ^
6, Ibid.
7* IjlRkfoGs and Castes of the Borth—western Province^ and
In Rajasthan, a similar ancient belief in the divine.pair
n -
also cetres round Ekalihga or lavara, and Gaurl who is
1
identified with Annapurpa . ■
The idea of the sacred marriage in which the Mother. 
Goddess is united with the male god also owes i %  origin to 
similar beliefs and customs which prevail in many parts of 
India. Like the conception of.the divine pair, this 
belief may also have been imported, tcO;ether with tech­
niques of cultivation, by the Dr.avidians from their ori­
ginal^ homeland aound the Mediterranean in remote anti­
quity . Ilie rite consists of a symbolic marriage which is
performed periodically with a view to increasing the
o
fertility of the soil (Ppthvimata) . Thus, Muchuk-RapI,
who ms an Earth or Mother Goddess of the Kharwars of Ghota
Nagpur, is wedded in the form of a small piece of oblong
stone, dressed up as a bride to a similar stone every
d
third year with much pomp and ceremony . The Mushahars 
of Uttar Pradesh also hold a similar ceremony in which 
Banaspati Ma or the forest mother is united with Gansam or 
Bansgopal represented by a mud pillar shaped like a
5
phallus • Dharti-mata or Mother Earth is married every
1. AAR, i, p. 603.
2. WS, p. 29.V*l I ■> >.■ T‘l .1 *
5. jail, -v, p. 5.
4. EMI, pp. 248-49. \/-
5« bribes and. Pastes of North-western XdXXX Province^ and
SudS, xv,“p~ 54 ff;“cr. RFFI, p. B'U ~ “ " “*
year to Dliamma or Dliarmesh, the chief deity of the Graon
pantheon, during’ the spring when the &al, which is the
1 t 
sacred tree of the tribe, flowers • Darya Sahib or. the
god of the-river Indus is married every year to the god-
dess called Devx, who is represented by an image made of
clay or cowdung and is loaded with ornaments, but is
2
thrown into a well soon after the service . lo such priini
tiv.e practices must we ascribe the origin of similar rites
performed at Udaipur in Rajasthan and in the Bijapur J
district* At the former place the images of Siva and
Gaurl who is described as having the colour of ripe wheat,
are placed together, 'and a “Garden of Adonis*1 is-grown*
Ihe goddess here takes the precedence of her consort, and
she is ceremoniously bathed in the lake in order to purify
her from the pollution incurred during the preceeding year
3
and to fit her for her future fertilizing task1 *• Siva,.
is married, under the title-of Sahgamedvara or 1 lord of
the sacred river Junction1 every year amidst great pomp
to Parvati in the Bijapur district, and their marriage is
enacted by a Brahmin and the village head-man who officia-
4
te as bridegroom and bride respectively ,'
1. Crooke,W- and Hakn,F : !Oraonsf, ERE, im, pp* 502-03* 
.2* ERE, v, p* 5*
3* RERJ? P* 248; of* Supra, p 0 Ztynote:l*
4* Ibid. . ’ 1
A
Evers.ince the earth has been equated with a woman , her
productivity has been viewed, as subject to her being
united with a male partner* In popular belief, she app-
LjiUdhuman
ears to behave exactly like a/female* rI!hus the absence of
crops during the summer is attributed to her barrenness
>• 2
caused by the exhaustion of fecundity , which however 
returns or is renewed with the advent of the rainy season* 
But before she is fecundated again, she!is believed to go 
through a period of uncleanliness, as every female crea­
ture does once a month* This period is known' as Ambuvacr 
which occurs from the 10th to the 13th day in the dark
i *** *
half of -Jyai§pha or A$a<jha (dune-July) in Bengal, and
during these four days because Mother Barth is considered 
unclean, fNo ploughing, sowing or cooking is to be done, 
nor a journey to be undertaken. On the fourth day stones, 
representing her, are set up, bathed and garlanded A and
3
the earth is clean again1 ,
Since like that of all mother goddesses, the worship of 
Durga has also grown out of the far more primitive cult of 
the Barth Mother, it is but natural that with the advent
toft
'l* £ W r a ? p M Cf. such address to the bride by the bride­
groom in a Vedic marriage : 'the heaven I, the earth 
thou.- Come let us marry. Bet us unite our sperm. Let us 
beget offspring. Let us acquire many sons PCS,-
r.6*3 (trans. H* Oldenburg, SBB, xxix, p. 282)
2. Folklore, xxx, p. 287. ---
?. p 7  '287.   /
of the Neolithic Age and the rise of agrarian societies
she should1 have been associated in popular mythology and
religion with a male partner, through marriage* Such
unions are however to he viewed as purely symbolic, and at
best, temporary, because as wejhave already pointed out,
there is no dearth of references to her virginity in the
Vedic and post-»Vedic literature* Our contention is
sustained by the absence of her being referred to as,the’
wife of any god not only in the Vatj as aney 1 Samhita, Ken a
Upanisad and Markandeya Purana, but also in the hymns
addressed to her in the Mahabharata and its supplement,
the Earivamsa* Pupthermore, as .we have stated elsewhere.
1
in this essay , she is not even the mother of Karttikeya 
and G-aijesa, both of xvhom figure as her sons in popular 
mythology.
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l i t e r a t u r e :;.
Though archaeological evidence suggests an. unbroken
8 -
continuity m£ the Mother Goddess worship in India, the 
amount of literary evidence that is available in regard
note 1; .
2. Infra', p. T-f* .
to the history* of her cult in the pre-Gupta period is
comparatively meagre* Such names of the goddess as Gauri
and Parvati of course, occur in the writings of Sudraka ,
wlio may. have ■'belonged to the opening century of the
Christian era, .These, together with the mention about the
2 3 
Matpkas by Sudraka and his'forbear Bhasa , point towards
the custom of worshipping the mothers in their own times, 
but are in reality of small help in forming a comprehensi­
ve picture of the Mother Goddess and her,cult in ancient 
India,
As we have pointed out, it was not till the Gupta
period that the worship of Durga as a great goddess was
d
properly organized , and ^aktism as a cult rapidly
5
spread . This was the time when fthe legends connected
with the goddess received much attention in popular 
6
literature1 > The story of Uma's marriage with Siva Blight 
well.have been handed down for many centuries through folk 
lore and legends, but It was transformed into a refined 
and polished epic by Kalidasa in his Kumax*asambhava,
The Mother Goddess Durga appears to have been mentioned 
under four epithets and listed among post-Vedic female 
deities by PapIni , who flourished’ about the 5th century -
# ^
1. ^ J ^ P P .  note, 1. £ 3 8 ,  rwjfe.3.
2, Supra, p.
w d B J i ^ am U R n '  f A* | ^
3* ?' *96 ' .
4, Supra-* P*
5* TheHJaktas, p* 39*
6.
7. Agrawala.V.S. : India as Known to. Panini. Lucknow,
1953, p. 357* ~ ‘ .
' -1 . - . •■■■
BvO* These are : Bhavani, Garvapi, Budrapi and Mr<Japi
under which she also- appears to have been venerated at
2 , :.r. ■:
the time of the Gphyasutras ..As Bhava, Sarva, Hudra and 
il£<ia all signify the name of one. god, Siva, and also', as 
he was the object of popular. worship in the Pracya region
' . . ' 5
under the name Sarva, and in the Vahlika region as Bhava ?
1 it may therefore-be inferred that the names Sarvaui and
Bhavaiii are local designations of the one and the same 
- . 4 ■
Mother Goddess* « As indicated by the fairly impressive
’ ' ’ . 5
list of her names in the Amarakoga , the goddess seems to
have been the object of much worship in the Gupta 
6
period *
The Brhatsamhita of Varahamihira, who lived in the 6th
, ; ~ ~i‘I ‘ f LTnrtirar>»< w  -nr ' i 11 i >niii«-’—1 ** e™* f
century A.D. , mentions the Mahpkas without giving their
? •
names and iconography , but it furnishes- a comprehensive
direction as. to how the image of Elcanaftsa, a form of the
8 . 9
Mother Goddess is to be made and installed . Varahamihi­
ra fs devoting as - many as three couplets to the iconography 
*
1 * Wint.ernitz,M :. Qp.ctt, p . 42 *
2. Knoro Wo Paninl, p, $57;. supra, p. 2.93. ■
5* sb, i.7.3.8.
4, India as,Known to Panini* n* 667.
* Amarakosa, i*1 *36-38*-■■■
6, Bor the"date of Imarakoga, cf. HD, v, p. 840.
*T,nwr wn i* n 4 m p m f—ii-n-i * * H
• giffira, P.* 1.
8 * infra,fp. S\0-
1 .
of ISkananisa , is a proof of the importance which the
Mother Goddess-commanded under this name during his time.
But neither the hymns sung in he3? honour in the IIaha-
bharata , nor the iconographical notice of Ehanaitsa in the
Brhatsamhita, should b.e regarded' as the true- index of the
importance of the cult of the: goddess- in-early medieval
India, This is shown most clearly in the Devi-Mahatinya
section of the Markandeya Purana, which was finalized
about the Gupta period.. It no doubt formed the basis for
Baca's QafljLlsataka, an ode to the Mother Goddess in one.
' v - “  2 , - 
hundred couplets *■ As well as in his other works, the
goddess appears as the object of worship both by the abori
5
gines and the Aryans*
It is not usually under the. name of Durga but'as Oap<JI
or other epithets that1the Mother Goddess seems to have
been worshipped in the early medieval period, Baca’s
writings indicate this, as also does the Gau<Javaho of
Vakpati, who treats Kail or VindhyavasinI Devi and Cap^ll,
Parvati, Sabarl, Narayapl, jSa&karx and Mahi^asuramathani
v . -, d ' ,
as one and the same.goddess , It is also not-as Durga . 
but under the name of Oamu^nja, which indicates one of her 
ghora aspects, that the Mother Goddess is found to be
I^hatsa&hita, Ivii. 37-,39*
2 • ODhe - fialctas , - p , 4-1,
3 * ' Ibid-,-• p.7 42 «
4* G au Jay ago, Introduction,' pp. cii-ciii
worshipped1 with human sacrifice in EhavabhUbi's Mglatl-
1 ' . : \ : •' ■ ‘ 
Madhhva * The custom of human sacrifice to the goddess is
also referred to by Hiuen Tsang,/who narrowly escaped from
becoming a victim himself when he was surprised and taken
captive by robbers during a journey by boat from Ayodhya ,
2 ■■■:■ j ,
to Ayamukha • It also appears to have been a custom in
ancient Kashmir to propitiate Durga, who is also the Earth
Mother, with human sacrifices before it was abolished by
: 3 ; , . :
the king Meghavar^sa . The placid or beneficient aspect
of the goddess seems to have been equally favoured as an 
object of worship in medieval India, particularly as a 
house deity. From the Karpura-Manjarl of RajaS#ekhara, 
the metal image of the goddess appears to have been wor­
shipped X under the name of Parvatl in the house of a 
4 .
king . .
£ § I Jl fi £ 5 E g G O D D E S S
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More definite evidence about the worship of the Mother 
Goddess is epigraphic. Strictly speaking, such evidence 
should be classed as archaeological, but as it consists of
1* Supra, p. 23e>*
2* Watters, T : Op. cit, p. 560.
3* Rajatarahginl. iii.85-91*
4. KarPUramanlari. edited by N.G. Suru, Bombay, 1960, 
p".™99* ~ ®:
written records, it may as well be treated as literary#
.We have referred to a number, of epigraphs in connection
with the cult of the Mdtpkas who are closely associated
. . . .  • • 1 ‘
with the Mother Goddess as her emanations • They
are no doubt important in determining the .existence and 
the extent of Saktism in ancient and medieval India, but 
in so far as the worship of Durga is concerned can best 
be admitted as.indirect evidence# One of these, - the 
fragmentary Bihar, stone pillar inscription of the time of 
Skandagupta, recording, the erection of some temples , men­
tions as Bhadrarya, one of the divinities, to whom a
. * 2
structure is dedicated • We are inclined to agree with 
Banerjea, in whose opinion the name Bhadrarya is a com­
pound of Bhadra of Bhadrakall or Subhadra, and Arya of
■ ,  3 '
Aryastava in the Harivafhsa • As the other temples were 
dedicated to the Matpkas and Bkanda, all of whom are 
associated with the Mother Goddess in one way or the other 
and also as she appears to have been the object of much 
worship in the early medieval period as Ekanafrsa, which 
equates her with Subhadra sister of Kq^pa and Baladeva, 
the goddess Bhadraryd of this epigraph may be regarded as 
a form of Durga#
1 • giJE£a,fp# 4-IS 
2# Gil, iii # p# 49, line 8# 
3* Paneopasana# p* 253#
Another epigraph of the Gupta period, issued "by
Yasogupta, son of Rajyavardhana and grandson of Dhahyasoma
a king of the Gauda-K$atriya family, and found built into
a niche of the temple of Bhamramata in Udaipur State,
1 . . .
Rajasthan , records the construction of a temple for the
Devi or Durga on the 10th day of the bright half of M&gha
in 547 *V>S. (=490-91 A.D*)* Incidentally, Bhamara is the
vernacular form of Bhramari or Bhramari, which is one of
the. epithets of the Mother Goddess in the M&rkan&eya 
2 - 
Purana .
" ■* ‘ 3
Evidence of goddess worship in the 5th century A.D.
is furnished by two epigraphs whose authorship belongs to 
the Maukhari chief Anantavarman .* Both have been dis­
covered in the caves of the Hagarjuni Hill • One of 
these records the installation by Anantavarman of an image 
of Siva in.the form of Bhutapati,and of his wife under the
■ - ■- 5 - -
name of Devi * (The second inscription, located in the
Gopi Cave of the same hill range, records the installation
by the same Maukhari chief of an image of the goddess
6
PSrvati under the name of Katyayant * Eurther, it men­
tions a grant to the same goddess, but under the name of
BhavanI, of a village the name of which has been des- 
• 7 # ' .
troyed * Line 1 of the second epigraph refers to the
1. YlSI, 1929^30, p. 187; cf* Agrawala, R.C, ; 1Goddess 
. Worship in Ancient Rajasthana1, JBRS.xli(i). p. 3.
2* Supra, p. *
3* HCIP, iii, p. 421*
4W* P*223 ff; pl. 3qoci B, p. 226 ff.
✓* vll, iii, p * , line 3•
o* P* 2|z. line 7.
7. Ibid. t).-*22?. ___
Devi's foot, 'which surpassing in radiance all the beauty
of'a water-lily was disdainfully placed, with its tinkling
■ , . \ ' 1 
anklet, on the head of the demon Mahigasura* • This
epigraph as well as the Mahisamardini relief in Candra-
2
gupta II Cave at Uda^agxri , may be taken as evidence of 
the popularity of this form of the goddess in the early 
medieval period. It also indicates the acquaintance with 
the Devl-Mahatmya section of the Markan&eya Purana.
which states how the goddess placed her foot on the demon
. * - ■ • 3
when transfixing him with her trident .
The Dadhimatx-mata inscription of the time of Druhlaha,
dated 608 A.D., found in an ancient temple in the Jodhpur
district of.Rajasthan , indicates how in medieval India
tutelary-deities of different caste-groups were gradually
merging their identity with that of the more important
Mother Goddess* Called Dadhimatx because she is the 
' ■ r . - . 5 '
kuladevl or family goddess of the Dadhima Brahmins , the
goddess^in this epigraph is evidently meant to be no other
than Durga, as indicated in line 11 which contains the
verse : garvamangalamaftgalye Sive sarvarthasddhike / ^
Saranye tryambake Gaurl Mrayahl namo'stu te //
1. CII, iii, p. 22?,. line 9#
2. pfra, p. A51
3* Infra, p. 45>, note 6,
4* Pandxt Ram Karn$ : 'Dadhimatx-mata Inscription.of the 
’ time of Beuhlana*, Ely xi, p* 299*
5* Ibid. 1
6. MP," xci.9; cf. El, xi, p. 300.
which is a salutation ho the Great Goddess* As noticed
in line 3 of the epigraph, the temple of the goddess
1
Dadhimatx is of considerable antiquity * We may hence
assume that the cult of Dadhimatl is much anterior to the
date of the epigraph, but that she was identified with the
Mother Goddess at the time of its composition in view of
the latterfs growing importance in North Indian Hinduism.
Like the second inscription of the Maukhari Anantavarman,
this epigraph"also confirms the existence of the Mgrkan&e-
ya Puraha including its portion known in the early medie-
2
val period as the Gah&l * A record of similar nature
belonging to the first half of the 7th century is the
Vasantgarh inscription of Varmalufca, dated 682 625
3
A*D.) . Ihe first verse of this epigraph invokes the 
blessings of the goddess, who is mentioned as Durga, and 
who is the Vedas and the Brahmaglta personified, and the
“ \ if..
harbinger of welfare to the world • The second verse
5
is addressed to K^ emaryi?. K§emakarlj (Kgemankar1) , which
6 . ' *
is but an epithet of Durga , who is popularly known and
7
worshipped as IOiimel-mata in Bajasthan . Ihe identifica­
tion of Kgemarya with Durga is also suggested by the fact
1. HI, xi, p. 301.
2* Hr. Infra* p.44g, note 1.
3* Bhandarkar, D.B* : fVasantgarh Inscription of Varmalata 
El, ix, p. 187 ff.
4. TEid, p. 191.
5. TETcu
6. -Tbfil. p. 189.
7. JBBS. xli(i), p. 6.
; . -v ;; ■ . . - .. 1 1
that K^emahkarX is one of the forms of the latter , and
the discovery of the present epigraph outside the temple
\ / . • ■ ■ ' , ' . 2 \ - ;
of the goddess Khimel-m&ta * Ihat K^emhhkarl or Khimel-
m&t& is no other than Durga in her Mahi^amardinX form is
also suggested by a late inscription of Samvat 1234
(- 0. 1178 A.D*), found at the north-east corner of the
. ' ' ' : > / 3
temple of. Sachlya-^ mata at Osian ih Marwar •
As indicated by verse 14 of the Sakrai stone inscrip-
, ... *■ ' 4 - : ' . . . . .
tion of 699 V.S* (- 644 A.D.) , the Mother Goddess appears
to have been worshipped in Ragasthan as SaMcara( feminine 
of Sa&kara, i.e., Siva), during the first half of the 7th 
century. In recording the erection of fan excellent 
loggia for the gods1 by a committee of eleven bankers, 
the epigraph mentions.the goddess as Ca$<Jika, whose multi­
armed aspect is indicated in verse 2 : 'May those hands 
of Cap4ika, dancing with (proper) gesticulation, having ; 
thoroughly agitated the earth by the weight of her feet, 
(and) having dispelled darkness by the flashes Of her 
nails glittering in the night bereft of moonlight, that 
have annihilated the foes (and) that with the palms, 
sportively tossed up, makes the quarters appear to be
1. EHI, i(ii), p. 342.
2. arms, xii(i), P. e.=
3. ASI, 1908-09, p. 109.
4. OhKabra, B. Ch : 'Sakrai Stone Inscription, V.S* 699', 
El, xxvii, p. 22.
extending offerings of- lotus flowers, shower prosperity 
on you* * Further evidence of goddess worship in North 
India is provided by an epigraph discovered at Samoli in 
Mewar. ' Dated 703 V.S. (= GA-G A.D.), it records the
CL
erection of a temple in honour of the goddess.Arapyav&sinl 
who- may he a form of Durga, for the latter is said to
,3
reside in the forest in the Hariva&sa • We may also infer
from the name Arapyavasini which means *resident in the
forest1, that the goddess_of this epigraph was possibly
of considerable importance and the object of worship by 
wild
: the powerful/tribed of non-Aryan origin before she was
Brahmanized and a temple was built to house her. She
worship of the Earth Mother who is?a manifestation, if'
not the prototype of the Mother Goddess, .is .confirmed not
only by her temple at Dungarpur in Rajasthan, but also by
the fragmentary inscription found there. Assigned to the
' A- ; /
7th century A.D. on palaeographic grounds , the epigraph
appears to be an eulogy of the goddess who is here named
Vasuhdhara (the earth) •
1. El, xxvii, p. 3.2*
2. JBRS, xli(i), p. ?•
3• Harivafosa..
A-. JBRS, xli(i) ,*pp. *7-8/
5# Ibid. p. 8. ■..
T h e Daulatpur Oopper Plate inscription of Bhojadeva I,
the Gurjara Pratihara ruler of Kanauj , is an important
document Regarding the worship of the Mother Goddess in
Northern. India during the 9th century A.D* The date of
this inscription has been the subject of great controversy
but on the evidence of other epigraphs,^ Bhojadeva I
' 2
appears to have ruled from 0. 836 to C. 885 A.D. , and
the date of the present document has been fixed at Vikrama
3
Era 900 which is equivalent to 84-3 A*D* The epigraph
contains a list of eight Gurjara-Pratihara kings ofAthree
appear to have been Saktas, as indicated by the expression
p aramabhagavatibhakta or most devout worshippers of
Bhagavatl, prefixed to their names » Ihough R.C Agrawala 
- v' 5
thinks otherwise , as Bhagavatl occurs as a name of the
6.
Mother Goddess in the Purapas , there should not be any
doubt about the identity of the igtadeyl of the three
rulers described as her worshippers in this inscription*
and _
Such titles as Prabhasa/ Adivaraha under which Bhojadeva I 
is mentioned in this and other epigraphs, apparently point 
towards his Saura and Vaig$ava inclinations, but, *we are 
otherwise told that his predilections were towards the 
worship of the goddess Bhagavati* • Any doubt as to the
1. Kielhorn,P : ’Daulatpura Plate of Bhojadeva I of Maho-
daya1., El, v, p. 208 ff; Fleet, J*F* Inscription of 
Maharaja -Vinayakapala1, IA* xv, 138 ff*
2. Iripathi,,R.S. : History of Kanauj* Benares * 1937,p.237 
3* Ibid* p. 360.
4. lines 3 and 6 of the epigraph, IA, xv, p. 141. Of.
Paneopasana* p. 256.
identity of Bhagavatl has been set at nest by D.R. Bhan-
darkar who examined the image of the goddess engraved on
1
the copper-plate bearing the epigraph • fShe is standing 
and facing full front with a tiger on each side near her 
foot and with four hands, upper right holding a lihga, \ 
lower left holding a pitcher and upper left holding the 
figure of GapeSa. So this must be an image of P&rvatl 
ordinarily met with in ancient Saiva.temples and is 
Bhagavatl whose devotees Nagabhata, Bhoja I and Mahendra- 
pala were* ♦ In the same 9th century, the Mother Goddess 
under the name of Ambikli appears to have been the 
object of worship by the Jainas in Hadasthan, as testified 
by the stone inscription found built into the well-known 
Gala of Mata^l at Ghatiyala in Marwar, and dated 918 V.B* 
(= 861 A.D.) *. Ihe goddess Ambika, whom laina iconogra­
phy describes as four-armed, riding a lion and holding a 
bunch of mangoes, a noose, a child and a goad, 1 is by name 
and appearance a borrowed form of Durga* • Such 
•
JBRS, xli(i), p. 9.
6♦ Supra, p.
Irxpathi, R.S. ; Op.nit. p# 238.
1* JBRS. xli(i), p. 9*
2# Quoted in Ibid, p. 9* Bhagavatl appears to have been 
commonly used as a name of thevMother Goddess in the 
9th-11th centuries A.D. It is under this name of Bhaga­
vatl that Alblruni mentions her while giving the names 
and.the iconography of the Matpkas. Alblruni *s India , 
ir PP* 119-20. * “  *
3. xli(i), p. 9.
4. fehattacharya, B.C? i Jaina Iconography, pp. 142-43.
borrowings eire quite evident in the conception of Jaina
1 2 5 
goddesses like Cakresvarl , .Gauri and Siddayika ■ ,
whose iconography betray similarities with the Brahmanical
Yai§$avl, Gauri and SarasvatI respectively.
In the pillar inscription of Arna (about 12 miles from
Jodhpur), datable in the 9th-10th century A.D., the Mother 
' . 4-
Goddess appears as Nanda • According to the Yar£ha Purana
5
the goddess Nanda is a form of Durga * She was installed
under this name on the Himalayas by the gods because she
had brought gladness (ananda) to them by killing the demon
Yetra. Nanda, in our opinion, is a purely Purple name
of the Mother Goddess who assumes various forms and names
to destroy demons and to perform other functions. Nanda
does not seem to have any. connection with the Buddhist
H&rltl or.Naha of the Kugapa coins, as R.O. Agrawala 
, . .  .. . .  6  
suggests on the authority of U.P. Shah . In the Partab-
garh inscription of the time of Mahendrapala II of Maho-
daya, dated Y.S. 1005 (= 94-6 A.D.), the Mother Goddess
occurs as Vata-yakgi:g.I and the grantee of a village for
7
the maintenance of her worship « Her very name points to 
• "
1. Jaina Iconography, pp. 121-22.
2* TEId. pp.. 151-52.
3* THlcU pp. 14-5-4-6.
4-. xli(i),-pp. 9-10.
5* Yaraha Pv xxviii.27-4-4-.*
6. JBRS, xTi( i ), p. 10.
7. CJha, G.H. : VPartabgarh. Inscription of the time of 
King Mahendrapala II of,Mahodaya*, El, xiv, p. 177*
her nonvAryan background in which, like ArapyavasinI of .
the Samoli inscription noticed above, she must have been
1
worshipped as a deity;of demoniac nature y with her 
shrine under a vata tree (ficus bengalensis)^  Vata- 
yakgipl has been identified as form of Durga , who is
invoked in this inscription also as Mahijgamardinl and
3 ■
KlatyayanI . The Mother Goddess is also referred to under
the epithets of ICatyayanl and Kali in another epigraph
dated V.S. 1056 (- 999 A.D.) and found in the temple of
4
ICevayamata at ICinsariya, Marwar . Like Khimel-mata, 
ICevaya-mata also appears to be a popular name of the
, ; 5
Mother Goddess in Rajasthan , as indicated by this epi-
6
graph, which records that the temple is meant for.Bhav&nl • 
Moreover, in line 3 of the epigraph, the goddess is men­
tioned as Bhagavatl ICatyayanl, thus equating her with
. . .7 .
Durga, the Mother Goddess . • .
1x1 a P^agasti discovered at Baijnath, situated east of
8
Kangra, and datable in the 9th century , the Mother 
*
1. Dor the meaning of yaksini and her nature see SED,p.838
2. El, xiv, p. 177* “
3* Tbid, p* 183, lines 3-4 of the epigraph.
4. Dandit Ramkanta : ’ICinsariya Inscription of Dadhichika 
(Dahiya) Ohachcha1, El, xii, p. 56 ff*
5* Jms, xli(i), p. 11.”
6. El," xii, p. 61, line 20 of the epigraph.
7. e t H .  59.
8. Euhler, G : * Ihe Two Prasastis of Baijnath', El, i, 
p. 97 If* Dor the date of the prasastis . see~Ibid, 
p. 103.
Goddess appears to have been celebrated in a manner that
recalls the stotras recited in her honour in the Mahabha-
rata and the Harivaih&a. Ihe Mother Goddess is represented
1
in this eulogy as the most important among the Brahmanica] 
divinities. She is worshipped not only by the mortals but 
also by the gods. She is the great power (mahasakti) and 
leader of men in the three worlds. She rides on a fierce 
lion, but is more beautiful than Sri. She is the remover 
of troubles and the supreme deity of women. She is men­
tioned as three-eyed, the mother of gods, daughter of the 
mountain,/ and bride of Ugra9and as Gauri, Mp4a$31 an& 
Sarva$I. All these testimonies undoubtedly confirm her
importance in Horth Indian Hinduism during the medieval 
2
period ♦
As in other part of India, the worship of the Mother
Goddess in the eastern provinces from an early period is
indicated by the ancient terracottas from Bihar and #
3
Bengal . Ihe Hara-Gaurl relief of Ku$a:pa times found a?f
in Mayurabhahja also suggests the extension of Sakta
ft
influence in Orissa • Ihe Nagarjuni Hill inscriptions of 
.  *
1. El, i, pp. 104-06, lines 3-19 of the epigraph.
2. Elsewhere in this essay (Infra, p. 45*0 we have given 
the iconography of the Devi images found in the Ohamba 
State and datable in the 8th century on palaeographic 
grounds. In two epigraphs inscribed on the orders of 
the ruler Meruvarman, the goddess is mentioned as 
Lak$a#a and Saktidevl(ASI,<NIS), xxxvi, pp.141-42, 145' 
In a third epigraph,■i.e., the Svaim inscription of 
Rajanaka Bhoga-fa (ASI(NIS)» xxxvi, pp. 150-52), the 
goddess*who is depicted in the act of slaying asuras, 
is named Bhagavati(but she is commonly known as A§ta-
1
Anantavarman, located in the Gaya district of Bihar ,• may
of her well-known names and forms in eastern India.
in determining the existence of the goddess warship in 
eastern India, particularly Bengal, in the ancient and 
early medieval periods. Examples of plastic art, datable 
in the Ku^apa times, have been found in various parts of 
Varendra , but these do not include the image of any sakti 
goddess. Among the ruins of the 8th century Somapura
Vihara numeroud images in terracotta and stone of gods 
and goddesses abound, but they are either Vaigpavite or
- ■ 4 '
Buddhist . There are even images of Siva *in those mani­
festations that are still popular in Bengal villages', anc
5
of Brahma and Gu$esa , but not a single specimen that may
be taken as the evidence of worship of Durga. One of the
terracotta plaques contains the standing figure of a ten-
6
armed deity whom Dikshit identifies as Siva , but we agree
. 7 *
with Saraswati that the image is that of a goddess • This
bhtiga ). In the Sarahan Prasasti discovered not far 
from.Ohamba (ASI(NIS), xxxvi, p. 152 ff), the Mother 
Goddess is referred to as the better-half nf Siira
■ xMiogapa is aataoiem une yth-ioth centuries.A.D. on 
palaeographic grounds (Ibid. p. 151) and the Sarahan 
Prasasti. m  the 10th cenEury A.D.CIbidJ p. 155).
5* Infra, p. ff
P* 5*3^
also be taken as proof of the worship of Durga under some
There is jiot much evidence, literary or archaeological
3
IGaurxaehardhg - verse 1) as well as Girisaputri (verse
Early Sculpture of Bengal, Calcutta,
is indicated by the unusual prominence given to the left 
breast which shouM settle the question about the figure*s 
sex* She is clad in a dhoti, wears ornaments on hands and 
feet and patraku£L<jalas ^  &e:p ©sms# She holds in one of 
the upper, left hands a sword much in the same way as the 
Durga dasabhuja in our plate xx* In her normal left hand
is a short dagger pointing downwards and the corresponding
%
right hand, which is placed on the breast, may be indi-
1
eating the tar,ianl-mudra * The figure is shown in the 
pratyalidha pose* Ihe other attributes, if any, in the 
remaining hands cannot be made out* This, as well as the 
absence of her vahana, does not enable us to determine the 
true identity of the goddess represented on this plaque, 
from Paharpur. She may be taken for a representation of 
Durga on the grounds of having ten arms and a few simila­
rities noticed above, but she may as well be one of the 
Buddhist goddesses, among whom there is no dearth of multi 
armed types* It would be rather risky in our opinion to 
•
3. Dikshit, IC.N.s 'Exacavations at Paharpur1, NASI, Nb.55, 
P@Ih.iL, *193S> p.
4: HB, i, p. 527.
5. TBid.
6. M E T . No. 55, pi. xliv.a.
7* Early Sculpture of Bengal, p. 121, pi. xxii.58.
1. Of. our pi. xix.
even tentatively identify the representation as that of 
Durga since no other evidence of her worship has come to 
light from Paharpur*
Instances of Pura^ie Hinduism in Bengal, centering 
round the worship of Vig$u, Surya and other gods, have
been furnished not only by pre- and post-Gupta sculptures,
1
but also by a number of epigraphs • Literary evidence of
the goddess worship in Bengal in the early medieval period
is practically non-existent. Sandhyakara Nandi, the 12th
century author of the Ramacaritanu makes a maddeningly*
brief reference to the Mother Goddess as Uma, during whose
2
'excellent worship', VarendrI becomes 'full of festivities
Authors who wrote about the rituals of the Mother Goddess
3
worship flourished much later • One of them, Sulap&pi,
who is the author of Durgotsavaviveka, Vasantlviveka and
Durgotsava-prayoga, has quoted largely from the works of
two other/ scholars, Jlkana and Valaka, who lived before
A ■
him and also hailed from Bengal • Their dates are not 
available, but they appear to have flourished before the 
time of BhatJta Bhavadeva, the chief minister of the King
1. 'Susunia Rock Inscription of Chandravarman', El, xiii,
P.* 133 ff; 'Baigram Copper-plate of the time "of Kumara-
. gupta I, GE 128/447-48.. A. D.', El, xxi, p. 78 ff; * .
Damodarpur Copper Plate (No.4) of the time of Budha- 
gugta, El, xv, p. 138; 'Three Copper Plate Grants of 
Sasaftkaraga, Gupta Samvat 300/619-20 A.D.', El, vi,
- pp.;143 ff. ~
2* Kama Caritam. iii.35*
3* Pancopasana. p. 281.
4. Ibid. • -
1 ■ 
Harivarmadeva ,■ who ruled in eastern .Bengal during, the
'2- •' 3
12th century ,♦ Bha^^a Bhavadeva, a commentator on Smyti , 
has, discussed in his own writings the works of Jlkana and 
Valaka and also another writer named Srikara - all of whom 
lived before him* But these writings 0 %  deal chiefly 
with rituals. ;,and other than indicating the practice of ; 
worshipping the goddess, in the form of a clay image
(kgatiika murti) from the 10th-11th century , do not throw
any light either on the origin or the history of Mother 
Goddess worship in Bengal in the period*
It is rather interesting to find that jSj/LfS in the
earliest epigraph testifying to the worship of the Mother
Goddess in Bengal, she should appear under the name of
SarvapI , which is both Vedic and Pura$ic. Still more
interesting is the fact that her eight-armed standing
image, bearing this epigraph on the pedestal, is dedicated 
-V . 6
by a person who is the wife of a devout Buddhist ruler •
Instances of the goddess having been the object of worship
by the Buddhists may also be noticed in another epigraph
which mentions her as Durgottara to whom is dedicated a
•
1. Majumdar, N.G.s Inscriptions of Bengal,iii, Rajshahi, 
1^29, pp. 2^—28*
2* Ibid. .
3. About the. scholastic attainments of Bha-fcta Bhavadeva 
see Inscriptions of Bengal,iii, pp. 27, 30-51.
4* Pane op Isanf," p * --
5* Bhattasali, N.K* :*§arvvapi Image Inscription of 
- of Prabhavatx, Queen of Deva-Khadga1, El, xvii, 
pp. 358-59. - ~  -
6. Infra, p*
monastery built in the beautiful city of Pafctikera' in
; 1 ■ -
eastern Bengal .
The epigraphs testifying, to goddess worship in eastern
India .are mostly votive and inscribed on the pedestals of
images which have been identified as o£e form or the other
2 - . '* ■
4 of the Mother Goddess . As the epigraphs are mostly dated
they are of considerable importance. Thus the Sarva^l
image inscription containing the dedication of the goddess
1.'The Mainamati Copper-plate of Ranavankamalla Harikala- 
deva:1141 Sakaf, VRSM, No* 5» 1934, PP* 14-15. Burgo- 
ttara is possibly the. same as Burgottarlpl Tara, whom - 
Benoytosh Bhattacharygra has listed among -extraordinary 
Taras "--(Indian Buddhist Iconography. Calcutta, 1924, 
pp. -156-3?TrT?er'IMdEyana"TBadhanamala. 433) leaves us in 
little doubt about her identity as a Buddhist goddess. 
She is so-called because she removes all kinds of dis­
tress of her worshippers (sarvvaduhkhanmocanl bhagavati 
Burgottarinl » SMhanamalS . 1^11). ' She Is thus like 
Burgl, who rs also invoked in times of danger and 
difficulty,^and is characterised as sutarasi in the 
Taittirlya Aranyaka. Tara is no doubt a Buddhist deity 
but tile concept, of her aspect as Burgottarinl seems to 
have been borrowed in our opinion from Hinduism, in 
which the Mother Goddess is called Durga,because she 
destroys durgati (misery) and also T&ra■and Tari$X in 
her role of a deliveress (Cf* BED, p. 443). The Mother 
§oddess is also associated witETortresses as their 
protectress. The goddess Durgottara of this epigraph 
thus^appears to have been lifted-from Hinduism. Durgo-^  
ttaripi may also^be a Hindu goddess, as indicated by 
the name of a science developed in Hindu Tantricism 
and called Burgottarinl-vidya (Ranatarahginl. vol ii, 
pp. 9-10, note). ^
2, EISMS, pp. 21-23, pis. i.c; iii.a,b; vi.a,c,d.
by the queen of a Bixddhist prince suggests the importance
of i her cult in Bengal in the latter half of the 7th 
7 1 ' 2
century A.D. Similarly,, the image of-Ga^alakgml on the
seal affixed to the Tipperah Copper Plate Grant of Loka-
natha indicates the worship of this goddess in eastern
Bengal during the 7th century . ihe epigraphs not only
furnish the dates, and the well-known names under which
she was worshipped in the medieval period, but also many
less-known and vernacular epithets by' which she was known
in a particular region. Phis is indicated by such names
as Pu^esvarl, Pu^yesvarl and Hup<J.esvarI under which she
is represented as a real mother in the plastic art of
4-
Bihar during the medieval period . Also less known and 
strictly local are the names Kgemahkarl, Khimel-mata, 'Vat a 
yak$i$I., Arapyavasinl and Dadhimatl by which she is mentic 
ned, as we have seen,in the epigraphs datable from the 
early medieval period. She is also mentioned, it has been 
noticed above, as Durga and Mahi$amardinl - suggestive of 
ker ghora aspect - in some of the inscriptions. But 
preference for her saumya aspect is indicated by an image 
which represents her as Parvatl and was dedicated in V.S. 
1252 (= 0. 1177 A.D.), the 14-th regnal year of Govindapala 
* ‘
1. For the date of the Khaglgas, see Dahi, A.H. s Indian 
Palaeography. Oxford, 1965, p.134 ; pp. 86-87.
2. Basak, E.G. :'QkLpperah Copper Plate Grant of Lokanatha* 
7 El, xv, p. 302.
3. Ibid, p. 303#
^ • Infra % pp # -5** 2> - \£>*
5* ElSnS. p. 23, pi. vi.c.
It is also clear from such an inscribed image,made and 
installed during the reign of Iiakgma$sena, that though 
named as Ca^ L<jI the Mother Goddess could yet be shown in 
ker saumya aspect, for the icon is a curious mixture of 
Gajalak^ml and Ca£<3-I ,
It would not be a bad argument if we suggested that 
preference for the placid forms of the Mother Goddess was 
inspired by the concept of Hindu Lakgml on the one 
hand, and the Buddhist Tara on the other, though the 
iconography of Tara in our opinion is to a large extent 
indebted to the representation of Lakgml in early Indian 
plastic art.. But in view of the comparative paucity of 
Lak^ml images in medieval aud late medieval Indian 
sculpture, as against the numerous icons of Tara, we 
should admit the influence of latter*s Iconography on the 
se&ted and standing images of the- Mother Goddess in her 
placid aspects as Uma, Gauri and Parvatl* As the two 
religions flourished side by side, quite naturally one was 
influenced by the other* This accounts for the impressive 
number of Hindu images in terracotta and stone found at 
important citadbls of Buddhism like Halanda, Gaya and 
Paharpur in Bengal. But evidence of Buddhist influence 
on Hindu iconography should not be treated as servile 
*'
1* Bhattasali, N.K. s ’Dacca Ca$<JI Image Inscription of
the 3rd Hegnal Jfear of Lak§ma#sena*, El, xvii, p. 360.
imitation of the art of the former religion. If the Hindu
sculptors horroxtfed the placid forms of lara, seated in
lalitasana or standing in graceful tribhanga pose, two-
as well as multi-armed, with one hand raised in abhaya-
1
mudra and another making the gesture of giving a boon ,
they also retained much that is pristine in their own art,
such as the ayudhas and the vahana of the Mother Goddess*
But for these distinctive features, the representations of
Durga with a child on her lap, or those of the M&tpkas 
* «
accompanied by a child, would have been mere copies of 
Eariti images noticed in Buddhist art from the beginning 
of the Christian era# Ihe absence of any plastic repre­
sentation of Sa$-fhi, who is associated like H&rlti with 
the welfare of children, is a strong proof that Hindu 
artists did not copy freely from contemporary Buddhist art
Unlike the Buddhists, the dislike of the Hindus for 
Buddhism did not descend on the domain of art# In their 
attempt to prove the superiority of their own creed the 
Vajraydna Buddhists not only demonstrated their attitude by 
showing important Hindu gods and goddesses as being tramp­
led under the feet of their own divinities, but provided 
♦
1# Cf. the Tara images reproduced in Indian Buddhist
Iconography* pi. xxxii.c, d, e, f;~ SIsHsT pis# Tv*b», / 
v.c; xxr.c; x*c; xvi.c; xvii.d; . pi# xxvi.62-64*
each of such compositions with -a dhyana ; as well •- Thus 
in the Buddhist, sculptures from Nalanda Brahma, ITi^ u^; and 
Siya are ^ sho^vas ! feeing :iiampled "uhd^i her f eet by Marlci 
Tara is depicted is tramplipg -upon iludra and SBrahma, 
Aparajiha on Gapesa,v -Trailbl^ayijaya; with one foot on the 
head of •. Siva.and >theother ph the breast of .PSrvatt^ and 
Harihariharivahanodbhava with Vi$pu: for his vahana •
T H E M 0 T H E K G O D D. |  S Q . .. . / /.
Ii§lM i Si 1
The Mother Goddess appears in popular .mythology as i; 
well as in most of the Puranic texts, as the wife or sakt 
of Siva# The word: sakti is also -used as,, one of the 
synonyms which designates her as the wife of that god.
Hot only in mythology, but in Indian classical literature 
..also7 the goddess is portrayed as the spouse of Siva. 
Kalidasa1s Kumardsambhavam describes how Siva and Parvat 
became man and wife. .The Gupta poet also equates their 
relation with that of the word with its meaning in the
■ . ■. >¥t- ■ ■ - - ■' ■- •' :
Kaghuvaihsa . In. Indian philosophy, the Mother Goddess 
gas been identified with the Prakrti and her consort Siv 
with the Purusa of the Sahkhya# As Prakrti, the goddess
1. Sastri,. Hirananda : fNalanda and its Epigraphic 
Material1, MAS I# No. 6.6, Delhi, 1942, p. 114.
2. XbM • Indian Buddhist Iconography, pp. 98,82, 139, 
159, 153 (.pi» xli.c.d]; 14-5 £pl.
(pl# xxxix.c); .44-45 (pi* xxxxi.a
xsqcix.b); 146-47
also became later Identified with Maya or Nitya-sakti of
. - 1 
Brahman who was equated with Mahesvara, called Nayin •
But as we have hinted earlier, originally the goddess 
had an independent cult of her own, whose importance was 
the chief reason for her worship being taken over by the 
Brhhmanical religion* Eventually, her identification with 
Maya also equated her with Branha (wisdom) and Svapna
(illusion, dream), whence she came to be called Sarasvatl
2 . :
and Moharatri* Thus personifying Sakti , Branha and M£ya,
to which were added her attributes as the creatrix, the
Mother Goddess became a composite deity, fwho as Maha-
lakgml cheated even the gods, as Durga killed the Asuras,
as Devi revealed the S&kta literature, and as Yoganidra 
• 3
sent all creation to sleepi
The exact reasons why the Mother Goddess was allied to 
Siva as his sakti are as difficult to determine as the : 
process by which she roseAprominence in Hindu religion* 
There is of course no dearth of evidence, archaeological 
as well as iiterary, pointing to her association with Siv 
but there is also equally strong evidence which suggests 
her rise to prominence under the auspices of Vaigpavism.:
5* SED, p. 1044.
353?rguP« f5AV ; note 6*
1. HCIB, iii,pp. 444-45* Nityl-sakti means 1 power*, while 
Raya is usually loosely transiated "illusion11. It is 
the^power of creating the phenomenal world, which in a 
sense is,illusory.
2. Eor the meaning of sakti, see SEP, p* 1044.
5. HOIB, iii, p. 445.
In the Mahabharata, the goddess appears no doubt as the 
~ 1
wife of Siva , but she is also described as the wife of
2
Mraya$a (Vi^u) *. In the Durgastotras put into the mout 
. . 5
of Yudhi^thira an& Arjima i while the association of the
goddess with Vi$p.u is much emphasised, there is little
4 5
except such phrases as Kapall or Bkandamata , which
vaguely suggest her connection with Siva* She is descri­
bed in the Epic as born of YaSoda's womb, darling of
6
Karayapa (Narayanavarapriya) and sister of Vasudeva . (The
IlarivaftSa refers, to her birth as Aparpa, one of the 
~  ‘ . . 7 ,
daughters of Him&laya, and her marriage wit&* Siva ♦ It
also mentions her as Girlsa (feminine of GirlSa, i.w,
8
Siva) and Sivapriya , both of which indicate her as the 
wife of Siva, but there are as many epithets which also 
suggest her connection with Yig^u to whom she is subser­
vient* Hhe Hariva&fea makes it quite clear that the 
goddess owes her elevation in Hinduism to the grace of
9
V1§qu . By carrying out his orders as Nidra-ICalarupinl *. 
the goddess not only becomes a sister of K£j=i$a, Baladeya 
and Indra, but also the object of veneration in the Yi&dii 
Vindhya region* Also through the grace of Yi$$u
1* EM, pp* 224-26*
2* W T P , iii* p* 445.
5* Supra. p. Z72> n<^ te 2-
4. m>h, vi.23.4. Kapali is a name of Siva. Bee BED, p*250
5. HBE, vi.23.11. — *
6* Mbh, iv*6*2,4.
7* Bariva&sa, i.18.18-22.
8* Ibid. ii.103.6-7*
9. Supra,pp. 27f_ 74-
she becomes celebrated as asurana&inl* She thus appears
_  -  -  1 
to be, as Hopkins remarks, an adoption into Vigpuism ♦*,
Ihe development of the goddess under Vaigpavism is 
further attested by the Brhatsaihhita. in which,-'from the*, 
number of verses devoted to his iconography , Vigpu 
appears as of far more importance than Siva* The latter 
is mentioned in only one verse in his form of ArddhanSrl, 
in which the left side of his body is to represent the 
half part, of Parvatl • It should be noted that the Mothe 
Goddess does not find any further mention in this text 
under this or any other name except that of EkanaihSa to 
whose iconography Varahamihira devotes three Slokas* 
Ekanaihla is also one of the epithets of the goddess in 
the Harivani&a » , As has-been pointed out el^sewhere in
.. • j- . ■
this essay , Ekanafcsa is one of the forms in which the ■
Mother Goddess, as the sister of Kpgpa and Baladeva, was
the object oi much worship in North India in the Gupta
and late Gupta periods* Her importance is also confirmed
by the erection of a temple in her honour, where she was
installed under the name of Bhadrarya during the Gupta 
6 . 
period . ■ Ihe derivation of her name Durga may also have
had something to do^with Yigpu^ for this god has Durga as 
one of her synonyms •
•
1. .EM, p. 225.
2. Brhatsaihhita. lvii. 31-35.
3. Ibid. lvii.43.
4. ii.120.15.
5. Supra,Pp.3H-I5; Infra, p. 5 \0-
Strange though it may sound, it is in the Devl-Hahatmy 
locus classicus of the Saktas, that the association 
of the goddess with Vi§3j.u appears to be of the most 
pronounced character# She is nowhere mentioned in this 
text as the wife or; sakti of Siva. Her connection with 
the latter, so far as this text is concerned, is extreme! 
vague. In fact, Siva plays a very minor role in the Mar- 
kandoya-Qandt vis-a-vis Vipnu, who appears in it as the 
Supreme Being (Jagatpati) and the goddess is at first 
introduced as his Yogahidra , which has been interpreted’ 
as the inactive eternal energy that is co-existent with 
him* Yi§$u cannot act unless and until this inactive 
energy .(sakti) is awakened. When threatened by the demon 
Madhu and ICai*faya, Brahma rouses this inactive
feakti by singing a hymn in her honour and as soon as she 
awakens, Vi§pu gets up from his slumber or inactive state 
and saves Brahma by killing the wicked asuras. As Sakti 
of Vi$pu, the goddess appears in one sense superior to 
that god,' for without her he is unable to act. It is as 
Vi^puSakti that the goddess is eulogised by Brahragi, who 
associates her with sacrifices under such epithets as 
■*
6. Supra, p. 3ls7«
7* SSrensen, S Op.cit« p. 27^ *
*•
1. See Appendix A.
2. BSSS. p. 52.
1
Svaha, Svadha and Va§at?kara , and also regards her as the 
personified Vi$p.usakti when she assumes her terrible form
- armed with sword, spear, club, discus, conch, bow,
2
arrows, noose and mace - which is associated with her rol
as the slayer of demons* This conception of the goddess
appears to owe nothing to Saivism.
Moreover, Siva does not play any special part when the 
goddess is described as coming into being from the com-
5
bined energies of the gods * He is no more than one of
the celestials suffering from the depredations of the 
4
asuras * The face of the Devi is made from his energy and
' ' 5
he gives her a trident identical with his own , but it is
Vi$£LU and not Siva who. is approached by Brahma and the y;
gods for redress against the oppression of Mahigasura, an
it is also Vi§p.u who initiates the process by which the
goddess is brought into being for the destruction of the 
6
demons •
The goddess whom the gods approach in the Himalayas 
when they are again in trouble caused by l&umbha and 
Hisumbha, is called Parvati. But she is neither the 
daughter of Himalaya nor the wife of Siva* Her identity 
•
1* HP, lxxxi*54*
2. HP, lxxxi*6l*
5. See Appendix A*
4* BBSS, p. 54*
5* MP, lxxxii*13, 19.
6* See Appendix A.
as Vi^pumaya or ;Vi$pusakti is made abundantly clear in 
’k*ie Markandeya Pur ana 5
Iti lcrtva matim deva himavantagi nagesvaram/  ^
Jagmustatra tato devim Visnumayam pratustuvub //
1 Making this resolve the gods wqnt to Himavat, lord among 
mountains, and there raised their hymn to the goddess who 
is Vigpu’s illusive power1 (trans; P.P. Pargitar).
On the eve of her fight with the asura king Sumbha, tin
gods send their respective jssaktis to assist the Mother 
2
Goddess • Siva leads them before her and says, fBe
3
pleased to kill for me the asuras quickly1 * He also acti
as the messenger of the goddess who sends him to Sumbha
and Nisumbha with proposals of peace . . As Das Gupta
remarks, the Siva whom we meet here is not the god who is
well-known as Mahadeva; his minor role is further empha-
5
sized when he carries the message for the goddess . The
■' •
1* MP, lxxxv.6.
2* MP, Ixxxviii.11-20.
3. HF, Ixxxviii*21 : Siva says to the goddess :hanyantama- 
surah slghraih mama prlty&ha, which Pargitar translates 
as "*llet - the Asuras" be • slain forthwith through my good­
will1. V.S. Agrawala (DM, p. 105) translates it as 
'Let the Asuras be killed forthwith for my gratifica­
tion1. But we are inclined to accept Das Gupta's 
translation : *Be pleased to kill forthwith the asuras. 
because it appears most appropriate in the light of 
the hymns sung in her honour by the gods. As she is 
infinitely superior-to the gods, the Mother Goddess 
cannot be expected.to wait on anybody’s pleasure*
4. MP, Ixxxviii.23-26.
5* ESSS* p* 55#
goddess is no doubt mentioned as Siva more than once , 
but the context in which the epithet is used, is obvious!
meant to indicate her auspicious aspect and not her role
" ' '* .• ':v . ; - 2 •
as the wife or sakti of Siva • Similarly, the epithet
■■ 3 ■ / * ~ , '
Gauri used in the Devl-Mahatmya, refers to the fair
complexion of the. goddess and has nothing to do with
■ ■ . v V-' 4 ' ■- / -• •  ^ ' '
the. Gauri' who is Siva1 s spouse • Gauri occurs in such an
expression as Gauri tvameva §a£imaulikrtapratistha (thou 
art Gauri, established on the moon-crested god) , but the 
first line of the sloka describes the goddess as Srifc 
Kaitavarihrdayakrtadhivasa (thou art Sri, dweller in the 
heart of the foe of Kaitava)* The Sloka further charac­
terizes her as Medha(mental vigour), viditakhila&&stra- 
sara (knowing the essence of all the scriptures) and 
durgabhavasagara-nau (tlie boat (to eross) the difficult 
ocean of existence)* The expression sa&imaulikrtapra- ' 
tigfrha thus refers to only one:tof her aspects, and it is 
by no means.the only one or the chief form in which she i 
represented in this.text • ;
. The Mother Goddess, is referred to in the Devi-M&h&tmya
7 * :. * - - 1
on numerous occasions as Ambika • As we have seen, she i
1. DM, p. 256*
2 . BSss, p. 55.
5. SETTp. 254. .
4. ESSS, p. 55.
5. HP, ixxxiv.-IO.
6. BSSS, p. 55.
7. BH7"p. 254.
mentioned under this name first as Biudra's sister and the] 
as his wife in the later Vedic literature* But compared 
to such names as Uma, ParvatT, Gauri and Durga, which , \ 
associate the goddess with Siva as his wife, her relation
with that god indicated hy the epithet Ambika cannot but
: ■ ' ;-V ■' 1 - • V: ■- : . : ■■•
be viewed as nebulous * for it means 'mother1 and can
equally be applied to apy goddess. It is also as an
epithet to;convey the sense of 'mother1 - that the word
Ambika seems to have been used in the Markah&eya-Can&l,
The Devl-Mahatmya puts spocial emphasis on two, aspect 
of the goddess* One is her;independent character as- the:
Supreme Mistress of the Universe, and the other is her
■- ■; : ■. 3,. ^ ;" “ ' v v  v ;
role as;;Vigpusakti *. The, Ilpanisadic idea vof the one and;
indivisible Brahman has hiso its parallel in S^kta ' 
philosophy which- regards the Mother Goddess as the Suprem 
Being> She is not only the mistress of the world, but; 
also the mistress of mortals and immortals alike, end the 
Supreme Goddess :who is advaya or non-dual* In higher 
philosophy.,, Sakti is treated as indivisible and is inse­
parably bound up with God* Notwithstanding her associa­
tion with Siva.or Vigpu in the Purapas and the Tantras, ; 
Sakti is nevertheless eternally non-dual in nature and is 
celebrated accordingly as the Supreme Goddess. This self 
contained and independent aspect of the Mother Goddess 
has been emphasized, in many places of the Devl-M&hatmya *
$  ’ ■" - ; . : .
1. Cf* BSSS, p. 56.
Such expressions as, saiva sarve.svare&varl (she is the
1 -
supreme mistress of all the gods) , paraparanani parama 
tvameva parame&varKyou are indeed beyond the highest and 
the lowest, you are the supreme goddess) , as well as her 
epithets * parama maya, parama sakti, parama Prakrti,
3 •
Mahamaya etc. , -■ all unmistakably suggest her independen
nature. Her unitary aspect is also indicated by her
spirited reply to Sumbha before she absorbs within hersel
4the Mat^kas, who are the saktis of different gods. Lhis 
feat of the goddess reveals her as the source to which 
Brahma, Vig$u and others owe their energy (Sakti), and, 
therefore, as far above all the gods. As the source of 
all power and the mistress of the world, the Mother 
G-oddess is characterized in the Devl-Mah&tmya as ’the 
lady worthy to be praised by the Lord of the universe*
, 5
(vi£vesavandya) . Her independent aspect also becomes
quite clear in the hymns which the gods sing in her honou 
6 / 
in the Candl .
2* Ambika may be defihed as ’little mother* just as Can&i 
means, little Candl'.Cf. B.B. Kosambi, JHAS. j9bO
P. 19* * ~ ~
3* fhe ICalika Pur ana, composed as late as the 9 th-10th 
century(and possibly in Bengal where S&kfra Pantricism 
was vigorously practised), mentions the*Mother Goddess 
as ¥ii^ nnmay§. or Viggtusakti. K?« v.4-.
#
1. MP, lxxxi.44.
2* HF, lxxxi.62.
3. Eg, pp. 255-56.
4* xc.3 : Ekaivahafc jagatyatra dvitlya lea mamapar£
5* MP, xci.33 - -
6. HF, lxxxi.5^-57; lxxxiv*1-26; lxxxv.7-36; xci.2-35*
Yet the epithets which emphasize her independent 
aspect, are-also used in eulogising the Mother Goddess as 
Vi^usakti. Thus though she is the germ of the universe 
and illusion sublime (vlsvasya blfiam paramasi maya),» she
is also Yaisnavl Saktiranantavlrya (Vigpusakti (and)
, - 1 , \ * . / . 
boundless in valour) • . Elsewhere, she is described as
the Maya of Vippu. In the first of the many Slokas. in
which she is saluted by the gods, the Mother Goddess is
mentioned aB? Vippumayia: Ya devI sarvabhutesu Vigpumayeti
sabdita or ’the goddess who among all created things is 
' 2 
called Yigpu's illusive powerf. Again, when the gods ■
bow before her in reverence after the destruction of 
Sumbha and his hosts, she is saluted as Narayapl or the
wife of Narayapa (Yippu). In the second series of salu-
' , v->‘ 3 - ■ / ■ /
tation slokas , the goddess is referred to as Gauri,
Brahmapl, Mahe s var I, Kaumar 1, Ya i $pavl, Yarahl, Ear as ifhhl
AindrI, Sivadtitl and Camuppa, but it is always as
NSrayanl that she receives the homage of the celestials
(Ngrgyapi namol'stu te : 0 Harayapi, reverence be to thee)
In view of the co.mmon belief: that the development of 
Saktism centred chiefly round Siva, the above discussion 
will naturally appear anomalous. But, as Das Gupta so
1 * MP, xci.4.
2* MP, Ixxxv.12-34.
3* HP, xci.7-23.
1 .
justly points out, this /belief is historically unsound • 
It is not Saivism but Vaigpavism to which Saktism owes 
more for its development, especially in its initial stage 
0?he philosophy of Sakti has been traced to the Upanigads 
and its elaboration may be noticed in the Purapas and th©: 
Tantras * But it , is in . the Sa$hitas of the Pancar&tra 
school of Vai^avism that we find for the first time 
systematic discussion on Saktism which is centred round
3 . — :
Vi$$u * Composed in or about the early Gupta period ,
these Sa&hitsis are older than the Saiva philosophical
works, whose composition is assigned to the 8th-10th
5 > , / , . '
centuries A*D. (The older Buraias refer to the Sakti as
6
either Vi^umayd or Vigpusakti , which has however been 
eventually identified with Brakrti-Furusa of the S&hkhya, 
Myd-Brahman of-the Vedanta and Siva-Sakti of the '
Iantras * The idea of Sakti as revealed in the Mgrkandey 
Qandl may not be older than that discussed in the Visnu 
or the Sa&hitas of the Pancaratra school* All
1* BSSS, p*' 59*
2. I M ,  pp. 76-83.
3. Of. Das Gupta, 8.B. : Srlradhar Kramavikasa (The 
Evolution of Sriradha)7 Calcutta^ 1957-58, p. 23 ff. 
|anOo£|san|, p.-38; Of. H C I P , iii, pp. 423-24.
5* BSSS, p* 60*
6,* As testified by the Kalika Fur ana, such a belief seems 
to have persisted tiII~eS~Tate, as the 9th-10th centu­
ries A.D. (Vide Supra, p*344, note 3.3
7* BSSS,'p., 60. ^
these texts being more or less contemporary, treat
Saktism as part and parcel of Vaippavite philosophy. As
Saktism appears to centre round Vippu in the Gupta Age,
the Devx-Mahatmya, which was in all probability composed
during this period , naturally makes most of the Mother
Goddess as Vippumaya or Vippusakti. According to the
Pahbaratra school, Vippu or Narayapa is Brahman, and bein
inseparably bound up with him, & k t i  is called both
2
Vaippavi and Harayapl • The reasons for erecting a
temple, by the Valgpavite Maydrakpa for the M&tpkas who
■ 3 -
are s^ t i  goddesses, are thus abundantly clear , as also
the temple meant for the goddess Bhadrarya during the
4- .. .
time of Skandagupta*
1. Infra, p*^4g , note 1.
2. Cf. Brahmabhavaii vratj atyevaii sa saktirvaisnavl para/
NSrayapaiSi para& Brahma Saktirparayapl ca sa // 
Ahirbudhnya Sa&hita, iv.77* ■ '
3* §&£££> P* 2)4 ,
C h a p t e r B o  u r
• - '1 * < • / v \
*  -
1  M O I E E H G O  D D E  S S
I N ' :
The worship of the Hother Goddess in India dates back 
to remote antiquity, but in the absence of any direct 
evidence, it is not possible to assign a definite date 
for its beginning* The material remains of the Palaeo­
lithic and Neolithic Cultures unearthed in the sub-conti­
nent, no doubt throw some light on the life and condition 
of their authors, but so far as religion is concerned, r 
they furnish little or no information at all* Yet, the 
dearth in these sites of steatopygous and large-breasted 
female figurines of the Gravettian type, or rock painting
1* About the rock paintings of Madhya Pradesh, scholars 
are divided in their opinions* While Ajit Mookerjee 
and others claim for these considerable antiquity, D.H 
Gordon and some European scholars would not assign the: 
a date anterior to C* 500 B*C. (Cf* Mookerjee : Art of 
India, Calcutta, 1952, p* 12; Ghosh, M : 1Rock Pain­
tings and Other Antiquities of Prehistoric and Later 
Times1, MASI, No* 24, Calcutta, 1952, p. 14; Mitra, P 
Prehistoric1"India * Calcutta, 1927, pp* ‘ 167-68). For 
reasons why the “Indian examples cannot claim an equal 
antiquity with the prehistoric cave paintings of Europi 
see Adam, L : Primitive Act* Pelican Books, 1952, p* 
55* In the opi n i on ^ ?Helmut, de Terra, who shares: the 
views of Stuart Piggot and D.H* Gordon, the cave pain­
tings discovered at Adamgarh may antedate the Central 
Indian examples which are assigned to the historic 
period* Cf, * Stone Age Man in Ice Age India and Burma* 
Asia, Concord, New Haven, March, 1939, P# 163*
akin to the Flagdalenian Culture depicting some magical 
rite or da,fertility dance should in no my militate, 
against the considerable antiquity of the cult of the 
Mother Goddess in India. . -The Indus Valley Culture, whiel 
has furnished the first concrete proof of the cult in 
India during the Chalcolithic Age,.- ’must have had a long 
antecedent history on the soil of India, taking us back 
to an age that at present can only be ;dimly visible/1 ♦ 
This observation of Marshall on the high antiquity of th’< 
Indus Civilization has received the support of many . / 
scholars. Helmut de Terra assigns to it a beginning as 
. early as 3500 B.C. , and V. Gordon Childe thinks that
’the delicate and ... enduring adaptation to the Indian
. environment represented in the In&usnCivilization, can
.only have been created and spread over a vast area after,
" ; ■ ' : . - ‘ - : ' ' /. ■ 5 . ;
a long period of incubation on the spot*. Marshall’s *■'
V  ; - : ■': ' ■ ' ■ Z|* . ■/ ■
dating of the Indus relics in 3250 B.C., >and 2550 B.C. 
for the upper and 3000 to 2800 B.C for the lower levels
' ' , - - .5 . ■ - ■ ■
of the.sites suggested by Mackay, are no. longer accept 
table in the context of the typological evidence unearth'
1. MIC, -i, p. 106V , .
2. de Terra, Helmut :, 1 Stone Age Man in. Ice Age India an
v Burma1 , Asia. March, 1939,. P* 163* -.
3. Childe, V.G. ; Hew Light oh the Most Ancient East j , 
London, 1952, p7 185; Mitra, P. : Op. cit.pp.£71^72; 
HCIP, i, p. 192.
4. HE3J i, p. 105:. Early
5 • Hackay, E • J .H. : The /Indus Civi 1 izat ion5r London, 1948, 
2nd -edition, p. 11;#
at the ancientgsites in Mesopotamia., In view of the, 
scant testimony regarding the contact between the Indua 
Vailey and Western Asia in the pre-Sargonid times, both
-1 -1d-" /;/ V ' ■ ,/ / / ;./ . /
Wheeler and Piggott are not inclined t6 date the relics; 
from' the .former regions" much prior to 0*2350; BwC, The 
former ' suggests a provisional dating of. 2500-1500. B.C.:,-
for the Indus Civilization, because it ’responds cohsis-
/ ■ - v- ' / ' - 3 f -"'/ '■ ■ - ■ ■ . '
tently ;with the: current tests’, and ‘further observes,
’There is little.reason, ... in the light of the collate­
ral evidence j to modify the maximum opening-date (2500 
B.C.) already suggested by the evidence of the /seals : 
always With the,proviso that the lowest and earliest 
strata of Mohenjo-daro and Chanhu-daro are not. yet known
In the light of the evidence unearthed so far we may .; 
thus place:the Indus Valley.Civilization.in the; third 
millennium B.C., .and consequently, postulate an equal: 
antiquity for the cult of the Mother Goddess, though: In 
all probability, both may go even further back. In the 
opinion of de; Terra, a period from five hundred to one 
thousand years/must have/been necessary for the/high' 
civilization of the Indus to develop*. , Similarly, it
» . -V ' ' ' ' ’ . • ~ ‘ . ' •
1,* Wheeler, R.E.M.: -Indus/Civilization,, pp* 84 ff • /
2*/Prehistoric IndiaT Pelican Book, j'9'52. pp. 20?ff •
3. Indus Civilization, p. 95*
4. Ibid, pp. 87-88. .. /
5* Hp.cit, p. 163; cf . Rowland, B. :■ AAI, p. 12*
would/be reasonable f 6 argue,/considerable time must/fiav< 
elapsdd/between the origin of the Mother Goddess worship 
in. the\Indus regions and her anthropomorphic representa­
tions in terracotta which have been found in large numbe: 
at Mohengo-daro in Sind, Harappa in the Pang ah, and the
' * . T ' ’ ■' .-:VV; - /. ' 1 ■ \ /
Zhob and Kulli culture sites.in Baluchistan*
Ever since the discovery:of the Indus Valley Civiliza­
tion, there, has; been a great deal of controversy over iti 
authorship* We shall concern ourselves, though, briefly ,: 
with this question, because not only does the religion o: 
the Indus Valley people, appear to be pre-Aryan and non- 
Vedic in character, but also the cult of the Mother, 
Goddess seems to have formed as an important aspect of : 
it, as we find.if in the, Hinduism of today* Marshall’s 
view that the Indus religion fis so characteristically: >
Indian as hardly.to be distinguishable from the still.
Mother Goddess
living Hinduism1, in which the cuit of the/constitutes one 
of t’themtwd most potent forces in popular worship ’, can 
count among:its supporters scholars like Wheeler and 
V*G* Ohildej;* In the former’s opinion, ’the Indus civiliz 
tion anticipated certain of the non-Aryan elements in th 
* ‘ -■ ■ ■ - * *. ■ _
1. MIC, i, p. 49; Piggott,S*: Op.cit, pp. 105, 107-08, 
126—28.
■2. MIC, i, Introduction, p. vii.
*■ ..V 1 \  .
Hinduism of a long subsequent age1, while to the lattei
the religious concepts suggested,by the available .evidenc
are familiar to the modern and post-Vedie Hinduism, and
therefore, 1the Indus Civilization may be regarded as
■■ 2  . ■ • •_ - 
non-Aryan, and pre-Aryan1*
' ‘ ' ■ ■. ; ; ■ 3 '■ \ .
Marshall’s arguments In favour of a pre-Aryan and 
non-Vedib origin of the Indus Valley Civilization have 
raised protest among Indian'scholars whose views on this 
question may best be studied in the writings of A*D* 
Pusalkar and 1* Sarup. There are, however, more 
grounds than one to regard the Indus Valley Culture as. 
both pre-Vedic and non-Aryan* The views: of Pusalkar and 
Sarup, who are so anxious to prove It as otherwise, are 
weak and far from convincing* The date of the Indus 
Culture, as mentioned above, must be anterior to the 
Aryan migration in India as well as the composition of 
the Veda* both of which.by common consent cannot,be 
placed earlier than the middle of the second millenniumrjr
B*C* fWhat is Imown as the Indus Civilization appears te
1. Wheeler ,R*D.M, s Five Thousand. Years of Pakistan, londc
1950, p*29. “  : '  -“ V
On* cit, p. 185.
3* bp,~cTt, pp* 110-12*
4-* TThe Religion of the Indus Peonle1tModern Review, Dede 
ber, Calcutta, 1956, pp*69?ff; .’Authors of” the Tndus 
; Culture 1 , ,'ABORI, xviii, pp*385ff; Presidential Address 
PIHC,xiiith session^Nagpur, 1950, pp*l9ff;HCIP,i,pp* 
I69ff. ~ ;
5. ’The §gveda and Mohenoo^daro’, IC, iv,1937-58,pp*149fi
6* Supra, p* 3BX
7• ChatterjI, S •K* s Indo-Aryan and Hindi, Calcutta, 1960, 
pp. 18-19; Five TSousahb Years bfPakxstan, p.32;
Piggott, S *, 7~ Op * cit , p • 251 • ■
owe nothing to the Veda, for indeed, in its origins at
- ■ \  V : : V '■ 4 . ' ' ■ ; : - ' ■
least, it is definitely of earlier date1* The Indus.; 
religion consists chiefly of those elements that are 
familiar to modern and.post-Vedic Hinduism, and 1which
are not to be found in the earliest stratum of Indian
. ; 3 ; .
religious literature1. It: would be utterly futile were
we to look for the basis of ’classical1 Hinduism which 
emanates from Vedism in the material culture of the Indu 
Valley, *and we must bear in mind that Vedism itself 
contains elements of primitive religion,, and therefore o 
Hinduism (or, we might say, of pre-Hinduism) the existeu 
of which;at a period earlier than the Veda could be 
verified by the evidence of the Mohenjo-Daro excavations 
Concrete evidence of the Mother Goddess cult in pre­
historic India has been furnished chiefly by the terra­
cotta female figurines found in considerable number at 
the sites of the Kulli and Zhob cultures and at Mohenjo-
: ' 5 ! “ •”: ■
daro and Hapappa. The examples found at the two latter 
sites may be classified as :
1;* Renou, Louis : Religions of Ancient India, London,
1953V P. 3. -
2« Childe, V.G.: Op.cit, p* 185.
3* Basham, A.L*. : The Wonder that was India, London, 
1954, P. 22. \ ~— —  —  •
4*. Renou, Louis : Op .cit, p. 47*
5. MIC, i, p. 49.
1, £££&: figurines of women shown as engaged ;in househo]
• - ' CV/ H ‘ 1
occupations, such as, kneading flour or holding dish
1 ; ' ■ ,
of calces.
ii. Mother and child figurines: representing women with i
2 . ■ 
child or children in their arms. According tovWheel*
- ’■* ■ . ■ " ■ "■ / 3. . r
these may he related to the idea of fecundity.
Mackay calls them 1nursing mothers1 and suggests tha* 
most probably these were votive figurines placed in 
shrines.either to obtain offspring or as thank-off er-
4
ings for having been blessed with children.
iii.Ex-voto offerings s represented by figurines of women 
with hollow, squat and swollen bodies suggesting
5 ' ■
•. pregnancy* Marshall regards these as having magica 
significance, possibly for getting offspringf , but 
these may be, as he himself suggests, apotropaic in
character in view of the taboo regarding pregnant
■ > • y ; . . ;  . ■' ; *
women in India*
iv. lo this group also belongs the majority of figurines 
that 'portray avery distinctive and generally 
uniform type, viz.,, a standing, almost nude female, 
wearing a band or girdle about her loins with elabo­
rate head-dress and collar, and occasionally with 
ornamental cheek cones and a long necklace 1 .Ihey
1 * MIG, I, p.4-9, pl^. xcv.12; Five Thousand Years of 
Pakistan, p.73* ~
2f 1 7 p r i 9, pi* xcv.
3* Five'Thousand Years of Pakistan, p. 73*
4*. Further Excavations 'at’lidh^ ehiodaro * Delhi, 1938* vol. 
p. 2b9,vol. ii, pi. ixxvi.ip* -
wear a peculiar but distinctive head-dress from which ar 
suspended fantastic ear ornaments - two cup-like objects 
one on either side of the head*
Pottery figurines of the Mother Goddess from Balu­
chistan are of two types, both of which differ from thos< 
found> at Mohenjo-daro and Harappa in that they are not 
full-length images, but consist only of head and torso,
the latter terminating abruptly in a flat base or *littl<
2  ■ : ■ . . . .  " ;  ' ’ , _ 
pedestals1. 1 Of very great interest*, these figurines
which are found widespread among the sites of the Kulli
Culture, represent0 the goddess with her arms akimbo and
hands placed on hips, but instead of a regular face, all
have a fantastic acquiline profile pinched out of clay -
*an absurd caricature resembling nothing so much as a
sacred hen, with the eyes made-from centrally pierced
applied pellets and no indication of the mouth1. Simileq
figurines found at such sites as SurJangal, Periano ”
Ghundai , Mughal Ghundai, Kaudani and Dabar ICot in the 2hc
Valley,, end below the waist like, those of Kulli Culture,
Further ExeavatipBsat Mohenjoftdaro* ii, pl*l3ncv.7,12 
.MIC,' i, p. 4 9 pi. !xcv .24,29,30*
6. HTU, i, p. 49*
7* Ibid.
8. Ibid. ..
, ■ Early.
1# MIC, i, p.49,, pl.xii.1; Mackay: liMly^ lndus Civilizatioi
P« .33* ' ~ h .
2-♦ Piggott, S. : Op.cit * p. 126, figs. 9,16-; MIC,i, p.4C,
-■ pl.xii, 3-51 6-10. ‘ \
3. Piggott, S. : OpVeit; p* 107*' '
and in several examples are adorned with a series of 
1 2 
necklaces. But their faces are horribly grotesque,
because they are 1hooded with a coif or shawl, they have 
high, smooth foreheads above their staring circular eye­
holes, their owl-beak nose and grim slit mouth ...and ±i 
two from Dabar Kot all pretence is thrpwn aside and the
3
face is a grinning skull1.
While writing on the Indus Valley Civilization Marshal 
and others have lamented over the paucity of materials 
for reconstructing the religious life of the pre-histori<
4 5
Indus people. Both Wheeler and Mackay agree with 
: 6
Marshall on the absence of temploy or religious buildinj 
and documents or legends at Mohenjo-daro and Harappa.*On< 
of the most surprising facts in the culture of the Indus 
Valley*, comments K.N. Dikshit,fis the paucity of what . 
may be definitely taken as religious symbols or building!
7 '
definitely to be classed as.pertaining to religion*. 
Pusalkar also regards the absence of any positive reli­
gious material from the Indus relics as strange, *for .
1* Piggott.S.: Op.cit, p.126.
2. MIC, i, p. 50^---
J. PIggott, S.: Op.c it. pp.126-27*
Piye Thousand Years of Pakistan, p. 28*
5* ty Indus Civilizations., pp. 15* 52*
6* HISV 1, p., 45.
7* Prehistoric Civilization of the Indus Valley. Univer­
sity of Madras, 1939? P*33*
religion has always played a dominant part in ancient 
cultures, and especially in India, where it was the prime 
factor moulding the lives of people for ages1* fhe pic­
ture of.religious beliefs and. practices of the Indue 
Valley people has therefore to be drawn from what Mackay
describes as 1 the somewhat unsatisfactory medium of '
■- : . ' 2 - 
objects which have been unearthed in these cities (Mohen,
daro and Harappa). (These consist of ’engraved seals ^
found in abundance among the ruins, an inconsiderable
number of clay sealings and copper tablets, a variety
of small figurines of terracotta, f^ence and metal,* and <
■ ' ■/: 3 ^
few stone images in the round’* Wheeler treats these ai 
lesser relics with which, he advises us to console oursel­
ves, but in Marshall’s opinion, they are invaluable to . 
any student of Indian religion, because they constitute 
’the only authentic and contemporary evidence regarding 
the religious belief of the pre-Aryans’*
In the religion of the Indus Valley of the pre-histor: 
times, the' cult of the Mother Goddess was the first in 
point, of importance* (There/ has been no serious challeni
1. HCIF, i, p. 185* \
2. £&^Indus Civilisations,, p. 52* -
5 . w m ;  i ’, p 7 ' m : - — :
(Thousand Years of Pakistan, p* 28. H*E. Sigefisb 
says about the Indus Valley seals ; ’If we had nothin 
but the seals we would have ample evidence of the fac 
that the early inhabitants of the Indus Valley, like 
their Western cousins of Slam, Sumer and Crete, had a 
rich pantheon, a colourful mythology, a.-highly develo 
ped religious life*.’ A History of Medicine%ii* Hew To:
1961, p. 128* “
'■ ■',.v ■; 300
to,Marshall’s identification of the terracotta female 
figurines* from Baluchistan and the Indus Valley .both as 
shored ob jects and representations: of the Mother Goddess. 
on the. analogy of kindred examples associated with her
cult, which was widespread in ancient Mesopotamia and
. ■ . v y - ;  1 . . / ' - > ■ ■ •  : ’ . / - ■' • -v ■ . . /
Western Asia... Many scholars have agreed with Marshall,
who would, even without such.an analogy, identify the
figurines from Mohenjo-daro,. Harappa and Baltichistan^  as
’effigies of the, Gre^t Mother Goddess or of one or other
of her. local Inanifestations*' For .in ho country in the
world has the worship of the Divine Mother been from tim<
. . .: ■ V. ; ■ • ;/ . ' 2
immemorial so deep-rooted and ubiquitious as in India’*
From their general resemblance to one another as also th<
frequency with which they were found at the sites, Macka;
has little doubt that ’these feiiiale figurines with their
elaborate head-dresses'and. jewellery’ are sacred images*
He also thinks, ’(There is a strong reason to believe tha
the y repr.es ent. th e Gr e at Mo ther Go dd e s s, who was wor sh ip;
ed so widely in. the. Hear and Middle East in ancient time
and whose cult is almost universal amongst the lower cla
people of India’* Iieinrich Zimmer hot only:considers th
Indus figurines as strongly’Suggesting the Mother Goddes
5 *‘MIG.,i, p. 52* Elsewhere (Indus Civilization) p*82), 
Wheeler has pointed out: the. inadequacy of such eviden 
as dangerous for reconstructing the picture ofrah; 
ancient religion* : v ; ,
6* HCIF %-i * p*.186*
1* MIC-, i, p. 50 : . i .:V:;
familiar in: Mesopotamia and the lands of the ancient 
Mediterranean, but also as * the most ancient representa­
tions we possess of the Indian deity who was later wor­
shipped, variously, as the Mother of the Universe, the 
goddess Earth., the goddess. Padma-Lak$ml(patroness of r
fertility, riches and prosperity), or simply Devi, “She.
1 - . - . ■ 
Goddess**1 . Rev. E-*0* James, who has to his credit a wid<
range of study on comparative religion, is in full agree­
ment with. Marshall and Mackay about their identification 
of the prehistoric terracotta figurines as effigies of
the Mother Goddess as well as votive objects connected
2 ' ;■
with fertility#
That the female figurines and some of the. steatite 
sealings point to the existence of the Mother Goddess.cu 
in Indus Yalley during the Chalcolithic Age, has also be< 
admitted by many of those scholars who argue a Vedic ori; 
gin for the Indus Yalley Civilisation* The Mother Godde; 
of Mohenjo-daro and Harappa as represented in these 
materials is, according to them, no other than Ppthivi 
*
2. MIC,i, p* 51*
3. TEId, p. 339.
4. E&ffiylndus Civilizations p. 54-• '
' *
1# AIA, p. 22* .
2* Prehistoric Religion, London, 1957? P* 157? CMG, p*34
and Aditi of the Rg ¥eda, The Indus figurines, which ,are 
not only similar to those found in Western Asia, but to. 
those one comes across round wayside trees and village 
shrines in India, are according to Pusalkar, *rightly 
taken to represent the Mother or Nature Goddess1• Swami 
Samkarananda, another firm believer in the Vedic1 origins 
of the Indus Culture,, identifies the female appearing on 
a clay.sealing ■ and from whose womb a plant appears to b< 
coming out, as a mother goddess whom.he equates not only
with the Vedic PpthivI and Aditi, but with Kali and
;■ ■ . ■ " ' ' 3 . ' *
§>a$jhl of modern period as well* The terracotta female
: - ■ ■; ■ 4
statuettes ar@,\according to him, no more than toys* In
the opinion of B*N* Puri, the Mother Goddess of Mohenjo-
daro can be identified with Nana whose effigy occurs on
Ku§ap.a coins, and*the goddess Nana is nonet.el’se than th<
goddess Amba .who is mentioned as the Mother Gbddes:s in t]
v y  - 6 • ' . y
$gvedaf* Puri, however, does hot believe in the Vedic
origin of the Indus Valley Civilization* The cult of the
Mother Goddess, he argues, is not only older than the:
Harappan Culture, but the goddess Amba too is pre-Aryan
and Dravidian since her. name , is derived from Amma whid
•  • - - ■ . - ■
1. HCIP, i, p. 186,. .
2* Vats,M.B*s Excavations at-Harappa* 2 vols, Delhi, 194
vol.i, p* 42, pi*, xciii.304*; • ..
5* The Bigvedic Culture of the. Pre-Bistoric Indus, i, 
Calcutta, 1946, p*.^713'S7_rT"’
4* Ibid*
5* Puri, BvN*:; fCan We Identify the Mother Goddess Cult 
Mohenoolddro t1 , QJMS, xxxiy * 1944 ? p• 160 *
6.* fNana, the .Mother Goddess in Indr a and Western Asia1, 
10, vii, 1940-41, p. 126.
stands for ’mother’ in old Tamil. From this, as well as 
from the study of some Kugapa sculptures, Puri is convin­
ced that the worship-of the Mother Goddess Amba. continue*
'-'.A ‘ . " : ' - 1
through the Indus Civilisation to the,Ku$apa period#
The suggestions of the abovenamed scholars cannot be
entertained on more than one ground. The chit of the
Mother Goddess in India is non-Aryan in origin and so is 
A 2 . . A a -
the Indus Valley Culture. The Vedic. civilisation, as ..
has been explained by Marshall, is neither the progenitor
• ■ - - - .x: . ■ ' - ■? .
nor the lineal descendant of the Indus; Civilisation. Th 
Indus figurines in terracotta on clay sealings cannot 
therefore represent either the Vedic Ppthivl or Aditi*; T< 
call, the Mohenjo-rdaro Mother Goddess .Nana or Amba after 
B.N. Purl is not only a wild guess, but bad logic as wel 
because the gg Veda does hot mention any female deity 
under these names with the attributes of , a Mother G-oddesi
The word Nana; occurs in the gg Veda in the sense and me a
! v  A' A-v!!-‘:'vl'’ , . ' *■ ■ A • ; 4 ;
ing of ’mother*, but does not signify a goddess. To co:
■ A . A : A ' , . * 5 " ■' :
sider the legend HAN A on Huvigfca’s coins as identical i:
meaning and; purport with the Vedic word Nana would perha;
be stretching a point too far. The, word Amba too occur
1.,QJMS, xxxlv. p. 164.
2.; Supra,pp.3 5 3 -^
3. MIC, i, pp. 110-12.
4* KV. ix.112.3 s Karuraham tato bhigagupala prakgni nan.: 
- ’my mother is*~a grinder Xof cOrnAon sPone1. •
5* CCIM, p.77 (Ho.12), p.78 (Ho.14). A
6. The goddess Nana appearing on the Kusana coins may wei 
be the 'Phrygian virgin goddess oZ, the same name who Af
■ . ' 1 " . " ! ■ - •' . ■ ..\ 
in the Veda thrice , but on each occasion it is used
the vocative case though in HV ii.41 * 16 it also qualifie
as ambit amla, ’best mother1., the. deified'river Sarasvatx.
The word Amba thus no doubt characterizes an important.
Vedic goddess as a mother, but there is nothing in the
Bg Veda to show if Sarasvatx ever plays a role similar t
that of the. Mother Goddesses in ancient "Western Asia; or,
the post-Vedic India* 'Indeed1, we ‘must agree with A.K;
Bur , ' the. very conception of the supreme deity s® a Moth
Goddess which is an , outstanding f eatiire of modern Hindu!
was quite unknown to the gg Vedic Aryans1.; . /
As to the:existence of the. Mother Goddess worship; in ; 
the Indus,Valley,, J.N. Banerjea is inclined to rely most 
on the. evidence furnished by the clay sealings and th®. 
-phallic and ring, stones rather than the female, figurines 
.'Many of. the numerous terracotta figurines unearthed ;- 
there in. course of excavations ... ': he observes, 'are ve: 
difficult of correct interpretation in the present state
7  : . 7'- ; 5 v  , . v; *. a- -r •-
of our knowledge1. Prior to their being acknowledged a
gave, birth to Attis(,OMG y p. 162) . Or, she;may,be; Nanei 
the Elamite ;Mother Goddess whose cult: was very active 
for. many centuries down to the Parthian,period(C.250 
B.C.-229 A.D..). CMG, p.94. Of. Gordon,. D.H.: ‘ The Moth 
Goddess of Gandhara1, Antiquity, xi(41), p*76•
1.X OT,: x.86.7> x*97*2v  ii#4l.l6. , .
2. Ambitame naditame, deyitame Sarasvati/
Apra&abta. iva smasi prasastimamba naskpdhi//
effigies of theMother Goddess in the light of Western 
.Asian examp 1©B:, Maclcay was doubtfui. if the' Indus figurin 
did actually represent any particular deity. Wheeler,’ 
whd; has characterised their: identification as Mother 
Goddess images as 1 an exaggerated tendency* regards the 
figurines as,no more than votive objects connect©
with the idea of fecundity, for in their crude execution 
by the prehistoric ’Indus artist ,1 there is no emphasis of
the;generative organs such:as is normal to the Mother
vV\-, 2 ' • - . ■ -V * ■
Goddess cults** In so far as their iconography is con^ ;
corned, ;theIndus figurines, /including those with babes
in their arms, there is little that is distinctive* To
Yogesh Ghandra Ray ,they do not appepr therefore as; at. hi
different from the.terracotta1toys of similar type turhe
out.in hundreds and thousands by the present-day village
potter and;sold in the bazaars and fair grounds.in Benga
The Indus Mother Goddess has none of the exaggerated
breasts and accent on sexual organs, all of which charac
.. ■ ' . ' ' 4 ’ 5
terize not; only her Palaeolithic and-Neolithic protb-
■. r  V : -- "  : '■ : . 6  ‘ . ' v -  ,
types andvOhalcolithic contemporaries, but also her .
3 * Sur,A.K.:1 ErerAryan Elements in: Indian Culture V, IHg, 
x, 1934, p. 14.
4=.; MIC, i,:pp. 59-63*
5.BHI, p. 42.
*
1. MIC, i, p. 339. '
2. Tib;© Indus Civilization, p„ 
, 3. Puja-Parvan% p. 111 /
successor the Puragic :Dak^m!, or Durga or Kali, , each of 
whom is represented as an eternally young woman, with we] 
formed features, radiant complexion and great beauty , 
(except Kali who is b&ack complexioned and has a terribl* 
.appearance) and with high round breasts*514 the last 
■characteristic emphasizing the maternal aspect of the
goddess* Nudity,. held to .be another character1stic of
■ * 2 ■ ‘  • \
the Bother Goddess, is also absent in the Indus figurines
all of which have around the loins a girdle covering
their generative organ. ’The semi-nudity of these figur
is in contrast*, says Mackay,. *with similar figures from
other countries, which even upto a late period were
. ■' • . • , ■ . 3
usually entirely nude1 * . Worship of the Mother Goddess 
conceived as a nude female has also been a prominent 
feature in the non-Aryan religion in India, from very 
ancient times. Surprisingly enough, such a conception 
survives even to this day in the iconography of Chinna-
masta, and Sltala who are but manifestations of the same
V ■ ; v 4 '
pother Goddess Durga. Nudity, it may however be mentio
ed, is an important, but by no means an indispensible
characteristic of the Mother Goddess. In Minoaii Crete,
♦  . :  ... .
1. Matsya P, cclx.55-56; ICP,lix.11-20: Brhat-tantrasara
^  ^  ^  * WIIIJIHIIIH * f n- r TT'         I !■ Ill iMillililmiMIl HI
i, p. 2/0. *
2. CMG, pp. 14, 21, 29; Prehistoric Religion, p. 153*
3. MIC,i, p. 558. .
4. Sur, A.K*: Op. cit, p..14.
where her cult found its fullest expression, the Mother
Goddess appears with her breasts bare, but clad in a
flounced gown which is suspended from her slim waist and 
■ 2 • 
held by a girdle. Isis, the most popular and important
5
among the divine maters of Egypt, is always depicted as 
, ' , ■ ■ * . . 4
'wearing a tunic with fringe reaching to; her feet*,. It
is only when she is suckling Horus that she is represent!
■ ' '■ 5 V
with her bosom bare. Except when she is apprehended and
; 6
disrobed in the Hades, , Ishtar, the Babylonian Mother
Goddess, appears in all her roles fully clothed. So are.
7 8
the -Magna Mater, of Phrygia, At ar gat is of Syria, and the
Avestan Anahita,who in the form of Ishtar was 'depicted
in statues erected at Susa, Ecbatana, Damascus, Babylon,
Bactria and elsewhere, by Artexerxes II, with prominent
breasts, a crown of gold, a golden embroidered cloak, ea;
rings, a necklace and a girdle'. While examples of her
representation in a completely,nude state are not rare,
in early Indian terracottas and clay sealings, the Mothe
*
1. OMG, p. 40.
2• Mackenzie, D.A. : ' Myths of Grete and Pre-Hellenic 
Europe, London-, p. 59;™0Hg7^p. 135; Prehistoric
3* 1 *
4. Ibid, p. 62; Mackenzie, D.A.: Egyptian Myth and hegen 
London, 1915, plate facing p. 190*
5. GM, pis. 38, 44.
6* Mackenzie, D.A. : Myths of Babylonia and Assyria, 
London, 1931? P* 96*
7. ERE, iv, p. 376.
Goddess appears like her Indus prototypes, with a girdle
1around her waist • As well as in the late Indian plastic
art, the Mother Goddess appears with swelling breasts and
massive,round hips, but invariably dressed in a sari
reaching upto her ankles and held at her waist by a plain
2
or jewelled belt or band (katisdtra) •
Ihe Earth Mother :
Female figurines in terracotta and in relief on small
steatite plaques found in the Indus Valley have been
identified as. representation of the Mother Goddess* A
female figure appearing on one of the plaques has been
pointed out as the image of P^thivI or the Earth Goddess
Ihe semi-nudity of the terracotta female figurines has
also led a scholar to identify them as effigies of the
4
Earth or Mother Goddess ♦ A steatite seal, depicting the 
ceremonial worship of a vegetation or Earth Goddess repre 
sented by a female standing between two branches of a
5
tree:, has also been unearthed in the Indus Valley But 
the most interesting find in this connection is the seal 
which has on its obverse a nude female figure upside down 
with legs apart, and a plant issuing from her womb * On 
♦
1. Infra, p.
2. Inlral p. *75
3. MIO.'x. p. 52, pi. xii.-l2.
4. Further Exacavatlons at Mohen.jo-daro, p. 265.
the /reverse of■, the ; seal is a scene which 1 is intended to;
portray a human sacrifice connected .with the Earth Goddes
v  ■ ' '  .v  . 1 ' ■  . 1  ‘ ■■■ ' ' : ■ - - V 7  '' * -  p ' ;
depicted on the other side1. There may he some justifies
tion, as Dikshit observes, in identifying the female *
figure.depicted in such ah unusual position as the image
of Ppthivi, one of whose .epithets describes her as uttara
pad a or 1 with * her legs / up presumably because she gives
birth to trees and: plants in an upward direction. Birth
scenes of more or less similar type seem to have been th(
;theme of religious art in prehistoric; India and Iran; rV A
hilver;,rouhd pinhead .from Luristandated first millennia
B.Q., shows a woman -with her legs stretched and drawn up
so that her pudenda is completely exposed, and the head
. ‘" v V  V ■ 4  4 3 - * > .  ^  1 ;
of the child can be seen coming out of it. The image.o; 
theiwomsh: in the act‘ of child-birth, has been recognized 
as a votive:offering to the ancient Mother Goddess, who 
was the symbol of:, fecundity and, procreation. ' A mutilat< 
inscribed image-in high relief on a white marble slab,tl 
portion from ^ abovq the waist missing, has been found ai 
Eagar junikop^ la,. India;*: Datable in' the ;3ird. century - A.D.
P* 63', pi. xii.18.
6. Vat s',-. M. S -. ; Op. cit; i, p * 42; i i ' p I • xc ii i *; 304.
1 . MIC, i, p. 52. - . . \ . , , . •; ; ” ' V
2. FKJT P.* 81. , il; V .
3 * Ghirshman, JR; : Persia from the ;0rigins to Alexander 
the Great. London", 1954, p. 48, fig. 57*; ; -
4. - Ibid* ‘ . \ *
the image is of considerable icoriographical interest in \ 
that, like; the-Luristan example, it represents a seated 
ntide female; with tier legs doubled up and wide apprt with
.. .. ' ; :V‘. . 1 \ * I, . "
the generative organ completely exposed* ; The sculpture 
is evidently a representation of the Mother Goddessand, 
as indicated by the epigraph, it was in all, likelihood a 
votive offering made in response to the fulfilment of 
certain wishes or desires* Earlier in point of chronolog 
is a small terracotta figure from Mathura, in the form of
a. toad, datable in the 2nd century A.D. The underside, 
of the object displays a squatting, naked female whose 
hands are touching the pudenda* - Apparently, the image is 
that of a fertility goddess the popularity of whose cult 
is suggested by the figurine itself, being *very specia­
lized, highly worked, cast from a mould and therefore in 
• ■-'■■■. 4- '.'0. v ' ■ . -
demand/in great quantity**
As close^parallels to the Indus Valley Earth Goddess 
image mention may be made/of the terracotta reliefs of th
Maurya (3id-2nd century B*C•)r Ku^a^a and Gupta- (1st-4th ,
. - :.v l ■ -5 ■ . e ;* : p v
century A.D) periods found at Bhita* and Kosam. The
1. El* xxix, pp. 137-38.
2. Ibid, p. 139.
3* Man, xxxv, 1935* P. 65*
Zl Thirl
5* ASlT*1911-12,. pp. 73, - 75.
A t'! '
t>'ti 1
subject of these plaques is u nude woman shown with 
Her legs wide apart as in the Indus Yalley example, while
"■ ■ 1 ' - x ' . 2 ; , /v
a palm tree in one , and a lotus in; others, may be seen" 
coming; out, not from her womb, but- from, her neck. Gold
r epousse. f igures, two reach from the pre-Mauryan site ,at-
Xr- . “ 3 ; . . - - ■ 4 - - ; ’ ' I'
Lauriya Nandangarh and the. Piprawa Stupa, have been
identified, from the fact.that they have been discovered
in the,, context; of. burials, as images of Fpthivoy „ on the
analogy .oi:similar figurines' discovered in the ancient:
:: • X: 6 7  ; ' 7  X,, V  . : . 7
tombs of;,;Mycenae. While the Piprawa. images have been
assigned to., the 3rd or 4th century B.0.,; those from
7 ■ 1 > ■ ' v X ‘7 ; 71,- 8 . • 77;‘
Lauriya have be en r eg arded as pre -Maury an. But, as W* G # r 
Majumdar argues, though the findspots/of the Lauriya r r 
figures; may-have connection With Vedic customs, the '-'images 
themselves cannot be regarded as of Vedic Age. -Benjamin 1 
Howland agrees-with Bloch, the discoverer of these images,
that they represent Ppthivlj f.who is another incarnation
'V .. " X -7 ■ ' .. X .7;X ' •' - 10
of.the Mother Goddess of all Oriental Civilizations1. Th
1 * 'AST* 1911-12,. p.: 73»' pi*xxii.9♦ According to Marshall, 
the plaque represents a woman under a $$0 palm tree, 
but the woman shown here is headless and: the tree 
X springs not ,from the ground behind her, but from her;
neck .The po si tion of .her legs does Tndi.c ate that she is
; .standing:under a tree; .she is either in the act of run- 
V iaing' or walking* X7'X
2. Ibid, ^ p. 75,' pl.xxiii.40*.
3. AST" 1906-07, p.l22fffig. 4. . : 
imZti JRAS, 1898, p. 586, figs. 11. 15.
5. ASI. 1955-07 P. 124.
6. Ibid,
7. ASJ,. 1935-36, pp. 59-60.
8. 1ST, 1906-07, p. 125.
9. 1ST, 1955-36, pp.59-60. 10. AAI, p. 23.
his opinion, the Lauriya.images display the same techniqu 
which had been applied to the making of the terracotta 
figurines in the Indus Yalley and because of the complete 
frankness of their presentation and archaic concept of 
iconography, the former serve as a link between the Indus 
examples and.the Yakpl statues of the Maurya and Suhga
1 ■ ■* ; ‘ - ,
periods. Nude female figurines in terracotta, which 
have turned up in appreciable quantities at laxila and
other places- in the frontier regions, as well as in
. - ; 2 .3 - 4 - 5 V
Lauriya Nandangarh , Yaisall, Ahichchatra, Bh.it a, -
‘ 6 ' . : -7- "■■■;■ , . 1
Kausambl, Qhandraketugarh and various other sitesin > 
India strogly, suggest the worship of the Mother Goddess ; 
from ancient times. We may well presume, ^  on the 
basis of the preponderance of these female figurines and: 
their distribution over an extensive area, that the cult; 
of the Mother Goddess was not only widespread but had: 
continued in an unbroken tradition since the prehistoric 
Indus Cultures* If, however, there may be some lingering
1. Mi,, p.. 23*
2. ABI, 1956-37  ^P. 50. , .
3*.. Leva, Krishna and Mishra, Y.: Yaisall Excavations, 
Vai&ali, 1961* p. 50ff* " . : '
4. Al,- iy,C;pp. 106ff.
5. ASI.,, 1911-12, .pp. 71ff; pl* xxii.10, 18; xxvii.97j98,; 
10?; xxviii.103, 104. ..........
6* Sharma, G.R.: Ihe Kxcavations at Kausambl, 1957-59? 
Allahabad, 196Q. Moulded terracotta female figurines 
unearthed during the excavations dating between 200 
B.C. ;and 50 A.D. represent the artistic traditions of: 
, , Bharhut and Sanchi(p.20), but the handmade and archai<
type of figurines with bird-like faces (-p. *74, pi.44.
3-6) represent, a female deity, probably the Mother .
. Goddess, whose images have turned out in appreciable
doubt: about tlieae figurines actually representing a deity 
conceived in the' female form,. 'they are at least sympto­
matic of.some fertility ritual based on a recognition of
. . ; :• ■ 1 ; ‘ ■ . ; ■
the gBnetative powers of women'*
Terracotta images of a nude female with pronounced 
steatopygy and accent on the sexual attributes, imearthed 
in large quantities at Bari Dehri near. Charsadda, have; 
been identified as those of the Mother Goddess worshipped
in the regions of ancient Gandhara at least one thousand
■ ■ -■ - . ■ \ ; v •. , 3 \ . .
years before Alexander's invasion of India. Their find-
place at Sari Dehri has also been pointed out as bUrshrir 
of the\Mother Goddess with an attendant god, the former, 
repeiveing the lion1s share of the worship'• Indications 
of the Mother .Goddess worship at Taxila are provided by . 
the terracotta female, figurines of archaic type found at 
Bhir mound,; Sir leap and; Dharmaraqika stupa* Attention may 
be drawn to a primitive looking idol.of the 'Nude Mother1 
or 'Earth Goddess' type from the Bhir mound and datable 
from any time up to the- first century’A.D. Similar 
.
number in the Gangetic:Valley. The archaic figurines; 
are datable between 0.555 B.G. and 185 B.O. (vide; 
the chronological chart on p. 22)
7* LK, No. 6, 1959* PP* ^5ff? pis. xiii.4, xiv.8, xv.,15#
.  ,* ‘ . * . 1 . ' ■ -
1. Childe, V.G.: Social Evolution. London, 1951? P*&5*
2. Man, Ixx, 19 34-, pp.5511, figsT 5?5*
3* Antiquity, xi,~ No. 41,. p. 71*
4. Ibid, p. 72.
5. Ibid. P. 74.
: 6. Marshall, J.H. : Taxila, i, p..104.
a..*u Kl
primitlye .looking idols representing a nude goddess have; 
also been:. unearthed at this; mound* Three ;of thesewhich 
Marshall dates in the 4th or 3rd century B.C., have been 
treated by him as,relics of a remote pastthe type being
still worshipped over a millennium after the fall'of ,
: 2 • ' --b' ' •; . ./ ; \ -
Mohenjo-daro. Two others; datable in. the' 1st century All
and .also of the same type as the three examples just men­
tioned, exhibit according to Marshall, characteristics 
which may be taken as the continuation of a technique the
; ; •■■■■;.: . ■ ' . ‘v:-- ■■■'-' f * .  ' 3
has been;handed down from immemorial; antiquity. Some of: 
the- terracotta figurines;.from Siikap belong to the Nude
Goddess type, as above,, and may, therefore, be assigned to
-■-‘‘V  4 . \ / ' ' ‘ / . . . .
the 1st century A.-D-., while others from the same find-.
spot could, be taken as survivals from the Maurya period. 
Marshall arghes a prehistpric date for one of the figuri­
nes, which along with four others were recovered from the 
ritual tanks in the Bhir mound and in the Greek strata oi
■■-' 6 1; ; : \ ‘ v  - *' * , . •; 1 -
Sirkap.  ^iiis; dating of these terracottas have not been 
accepted by D*H. Gordon in whose opinion, the date, of the 
archaic type of figurines'' being ’ uncertain, the examples 
-from the, Bhir, and Sirkap.mounds should not be assigned he
11 Taxila, ii v- P .440.; iii * pi. 1.32 * No * 1 -5 ». pi. 136* w,x.
2. Ibid, iii, pi. 132.1-3*
3* Ibid» iii, pi. 136.w,x. . ..
4., Ibid:,: ii,? p. 440; pi. 132*6-8.(in vol.iii)
5. Ibid, iii, pl.132*15,25,36* •
6. TbTd, ii. p. 442«
f\
U cJ
■ ' ' ; '■ , : t - ‘ ;: . -1 ' ’ ~ '
a 'period'^  esp?lier thaia - 200 B.C. But he agrees with
Marshall that, the archaic type of figurines continued to ;
• ' / ; ' ;v' .,'v: . : : ' V' \ / ■' ■ 2 . '■■■
he ''made'down to the 1st century A.D. or even later*.. 
-Accordingtohim, the same dating also holds good for the
.terracotta images which have come to light at the various
: 3 . ■■ \  ^V.1
sites in the north-west of India* We need not join the 
dehate over the dating of these terracottas, which appear 
to he so difficult to assign with any exactitude* Alt * 
Kramrisch points nut, ’Images of the; “Great Mother'* under 
otie name ;or another, are : in the- majority among the/ timeles 
clay symbols found in. all; sites and -still made by the 
women and. potters in the villages1 •- Two things may be
- *  ~ ■ ' ‘ • . - - ■ • . , i - . - ;  '■ -■.............
1* Antiquity, xi, No* 41, p* 77* V
2* Ibid* . /. ' , : \ \ ■ t-.-i■'‘ ,
3* ,MahT cxxix, 19351 pp# 117"^S* Jordon*s dating of the 
terracottas on the basis ;of their find levels ,has beer 
seriously challenged by Bimone Oorbiati - who regards the 
archaic type of the .figurines found .at SariyjDehfrl/ as;, 
of far- more ancient' date than has been admitted by the 
: former* She draws (our- attention to a terracotta figu­
rine of, a nude female and gives reasons why it'sh^ oulc 
v be held as old as the Mohenjo-daro examples. Ihe irnag* 
she .agrees with CoomurasWaniyis that of a goddess of. 
fertility• Iraq, iv, part ;i, London* 1937 1 pp* 1-3 * . 
pl.iii*1->2* V-'
4. JISOA, vil,; 1959% p* 90♦ According to Kramrisch, the 
Indian terracotta images fall:, into two categories : > 
,1.*'• primitive,. that'.;i:s■,' ageless or timeless types, whicl 
, continue essentially changeless, and ; -
2 . timed Variations ,. resulting from impresses whxch ,tl 
. passing moment leaves on them. Q?he two tjpcs often 
\ turning up side; by side on the various levels of-h’; 
Different .excavations render their, prop.er dating 
. difficult.; Ibid, ;pp.; 89-90*'
remarked in regard to,these terracottas of the historic 
period : firstly, the figurines,, whether primitive dr 
late,,represent a tradition in technique and crftsmanship 
which goes back to remote antiquity; and secondly, their 
unmistakable votive character constitutes a strong proof 
;of goddess worship in India since immemorial times*
& a L \ T A: H K B ..
The existence of a fertility cult centering round, the 
Mother or Earth Goddess has also been suggested by the 
votive or ritual tanks, no less than fifteen in number,.
■■ h  ’ ’ -  "  ■ ' ‘ ' . ’ ‘ /  ; ' •  ‘ ' 1
that have turned up from the differeht sites at Taxila*
; : ■: . ■■ -  ^ . ■ *- 2 y .." * ,. ■ ; ..
In the.opinion of Marshall, they were intimately connec­
ted with the cult of the:nude, goddess whose shrine and 
miniature idol stand on one. side of many of these tanks* 
D*H* Gordon regards;these as model shrines of the; Mother 
Goddess,suggested .by such paraphernalia visible on them 
as aquatic animals '(snakes or crocodiles), birds,, pillars 
and 'lamps':,' all of which constitute adjuncts to her wor-
3 v* . , ■ i 1 ‘
ship* ‘ 'Their discovery in situ at the Buddhist or Jaina : 
stupa at Sirkap, unless regarded as, symptomatic of the
conajjamination that had been affecting both Buddhism and 
■ \ v '' "■ y\ 4 “■
Jainism, cannot be explained* . They are in all probabi­
lity the relics of the Mother. Goddess cult which was .the
1.' gaxila.ll. pp.463ff, pi. 136. Nos. rl53-63.
2. Ibid,“p.465.
3. Intlauitv.xi. No.41. p.74; cf.ASI, 1924-25,:p.5P,;pl.x:
,4*: Taxila*. ii* pp*465-66* 1
real religion of the uneducated people for whom the more 
philosophioal side of Buddhism or Jainism had little or
; 1.. - yy/y- , * - - y
no attx^ action* Whatever may he the reason behind their 
occurrence; at Birkap, their' antiquity is unquestionable,, 
as also their wide popularity In India. In a ritual 
practised by the women of Bengal, and known as the:lama
‘ ■ '*■ 2- V ■ - - * y :
Pukur Vrata* -similar miniature tanks with clay human and 
animal figurines play a prominent part* The clay human/ . 
figurines represent Yama and his/wife, his paternal, and 
maternal aunts, and his mother called-Yama-budx> and are 
worshipped to obtain offspring or as a magical rite to
relieve dead ancestors from sufferings in the other
3 ... • ■ . y " ■ v-' , : " y
world* That similar votive tanks have played from.imme­
morial times,a part in the religion of other countries, 
has been attested by their discovery from Lemnos and
Egypt, in the latter country mostly from burials of the
4 ,
time of the Third Dynasty (0*2660-2600 B'.C*)# It would 
of course be bad logic to postulate an immediate connec­
tion, because of their 'similarities, between the. tank 
shrines of Birkap and Egypt, Bengal and Lemnos* But we 
may probably agree with Marshall, in whose,opinion the 
rituals connected with them.'may go back to a. common V
1* Antiquity* xi, No*41, p. 76*
2 * MI, xxxii(2), p. 105ff*
3* Tbid, p* 110; Taxila,ii, p* 466*
4. ABI, 1924-25, p> 50* .
prototype which in the Chalcolithic Age may well have had
a diffusion in the Near and Middle East as wide as the
- . v . 1
cult of the Great Mother-Goddess herself1*
R I N G - S T O N E  S
. A O  ‘ ’ : .
§ T 0 N E 0.1 S O S
Of singular, imterest and importance as proofs of Mothe
Goddess worship in prehistoric India are the stone oboact
shaped like phalli, baetyls and rings, discovered at 
* :■ 2 
Mohenjo-daro and Harappa. As Marshall suggests, these
should not be taken for,direct evidence of Saktism in the
prehistoric Indus Valley, but the realistic shapes of
some of these stone phalli or lifiga* and valvae or, yonl,;
prove beyond doubt the existence of the worship of phalli
- •' ; / ‘ 3
symbols in India long before the advent of the Aryans.
liiey also suggest the male and female organs of genera­
tion having long been worshipped as the embodiment, of the
Zj.
creative principles of life. In opposing the view of : 
certain- scolars that the larger of these ringstones from 
the Indus Valley served as architectural'members, and the 
smaller ones were stone money, Marshall has the support 
of.J.N. Banerjea, in whose view they may reasonably be
•  ■ ■ L “
1 * Taxilay ii* p.467. Several votive tanks, similar to 
the laxila examples,have also been found at Ahichchati 
AI, iv j p.* 125*
2. MTCy i, p., 59.
5* Tbxd, pl.xiv.2,4; pi. xiii.1,7*
Tbid % p. 59.
identified ras representations of the yon!, the female
' t- ' ' ■■ ' . ■’ rt - . ■ ■ ■ 1
organ of generation, symbolizing motherhood and fertility
A number of stone.discs discovered from various
ancient smtes extending from Taxila in the north-west to
Patna.in the east, deserve our attention because most of
them contain on their surface beautiful carvings whose
theme is relevant to our subject* Cunningham mentions
two of these stone discs, one from Sahkisa and the other
. 2 .3 , *
from Shah :Dehri or,Taxila# Of Mauryan date, the formal
is two and three-fourth inches in diameter and its surfae 
consists of decoration in'concentric circles, the inner­
most zone having alternating representations of fan-palms
a nude..female figure identified as the image of the Parti
" * " f "
Goddess and a taurine symbol. The fragmentary Shah Dehfj
■ 5 . ‘
specimen is similarly carved*, . Marshall also discovered
several of such stone.discs at Taxila, three at the Bhir 
6 ' '/•••’ ‘ 7
mound , and one at Birkap near the foot of Hathial. All
the .specimens belong to Mauryan times. , Those from the
Bhir are of Chunar sandstone, and all are elaborately
decorated in concentric circles, one zone consisting of £
1. mi, p. 169.
2. ABB, xi, p. 28.
3. TbTd, pi. ix.3*
4. m m  p. 20. •
5. ASB, xi, p. 28.
spirited series of elephants, another with a kind of 
palmetto, ornament"alternating with what appear to be moun 
tains, while the zone:around the central-hole depicts 
three standing figures of PpthivI; alternating-with an
>r. Y : ' : .  ■ ■ 1  ‘ ;  .. ; ■ -  ■-.. •
Indian honey-suckle motif# The Birkap specimen has its 
upper surface adorned rwith concentric bands of cross and 
cable patterns and with four nude female figures altefna- 
ting with honey-subkle1 design: engraved in relief around
- ■ \ 2 V- . .. ~ . : ,'V-v
the central hole.* bhryea stone discs with similar deco­
rations, one: intact, and the other fragmentary, have: also 
been unearthed at, Mathura* .Another disc with identical 
decoration and bearing a name, in: Asokan Brahmi., has been, 
recovered from the.Mauryan level at Kadamkuan, a section'
V ■ V'- ’"Vz*-- ■ ' " r - ‘ . ' ■.
of Patna city* Comparable to the faxila stone discs in 
date and decoration are three steatite specimens,now in 
the collection of the Bharat Kala Bhavan Museum at Benare 
Nude, female figure's, presumably representing the Earth 
Goddess, also appear on these specimens, which .
present \a; few special features of interest* On.all the ; 
discs, the goddess is:, seen accompanied by a large variety 
of animals : a horse, a short-tailed and .long-eared anima 
a vcrane, a mythical winged animal, a crab and a bird* 
Around the central hole of one of these discs, which was
1* ASI, 1920-21, p. 21; cf. HIIA, p. 20.
2. ASI, -1927-28, p. 66, ' “
3. ASX, •1930-34, p. 260, pi. cxxx.1-2.
4. IBI.. 1935-36. p. 60; JISOA, lit , December, 1935, p.125,
, pl*xxx# 3*
5* DHI, pp. .170-71#
found at Bagghat, are engraved two nude female figures,
with a honey-suckSie design.between..them, while between 
the cable motifs, on. the flat surface of the disc can be 
seen two ape-like,creatures with a lizard or alligator 
between them. ODlie/.disc has also on its rim an illegible 
inscription in early Brahmx script* Nude goddesses bet­
ween. three-pronged trees and a row of alligators occur in 
relief on another disc which the Museum obtained from 
Kpfeam. As many as twenty-one stone discs, five \Of which 
contain x decorat ions .more or, less'-similar to those mentio­
ned .above, were: discovered accidentally from a deep;drain
; \ . .-V . ' • 3
in May, 1951, at Murtaziguhj, a suburb of Patna city.
Figures of a nude goddess occur on the five discs along
with representations of various animals and birds; lion
(in some cases winged) ,, horse, elephant, antelope, stag,
' ' ' ' --5- - ’■ ^ V  - ’ '■
ram, goose, peacock, crane and parrot. Besides,, the ; 
discs are extremely rich in plant and vegetation designs, 
consisting of lotus flower, palmyra, date-palm etc... On, 
ali.the discs,, the goddess appears .nude save for some 
ornaments on her bosom and a head-dress. She is depictec
^  sumapadasthanalca« and in strict frontal pose like.
\ * . V * 7 ■ ’ 5 Vb
similar figures on similar discs.,from Mathura, and -
1.’ DEI, p. 171.
2. Ib Id.
3. Shere,.S.A*:= 1Stone Discs found at Murtazigunj *, JBRS, 
xxxyii,parts,3-4,,p*l78ff. ,
4**. Xbiii* pp. 179-82,. pi. v.1-5. ,
therefore resembles the gold image of Ppthivl from 
:Lauriya, but unlike the latter, she wears no girdle* Lik 
the Lauriya.image, the Murtazigunj female figure, is heavy 
breasted, narrow-waisted and wide-hipped with accent on 
the organ of generation* All .the discs are of soapstone, 
with carvings’ of a very high order and may be dated appro
, . •' .o.:- v t . 2 : .■ / - - ; •
imat.ely in the Sunga period* (They were not used as deco 
ratfve plbcesVon thb walls of houses as suggested by Sher 
but were cult;:obj ects’, falling in line with similar stone 
discs and rings'recovered from t&e early Mauryan sites as
■ . '7 " 7.: 777^'-- 7r ! '.7 ‘7- , 4- '
. well as from the prehistoric Indus Culture*
Scholars are unanimous in identifying the nude female 
figure on the stone discs onringstones as the image of 
a fertility goddess . or Ppthivi, who is but a -.manifesta- .
-7"-- , 7 ■ 7,1 ' , '5- ■ ■ , '7 ■- ' 7 '77i
tion of the Mother .Goddess, and there can be no two. 
opinions; as to the character of these objects* (They seen 
to have as much sanctity. attached to them as the Qakras; ■. 
and yantras of the Saktas*, the ¥lignupattas of the 
Vaigpavas and ■ the ayagapatas of the Jainas, fhey: may 
thus be regarded as the lineal descendants of the ring- 
stones which symbolized in all likelihood the yonl of the
* . .. . .
1. ASI, 1950-34, p.260, pl.cxxx*8*
2* DHI, p* 172* . . \ .
;3« JBSSV xxxvii* parts 3-4*. p* 189*
4. shtt p* 173.
5* Supra* p*l>7 fiT-
6* PHI*.p* 171* Ayagapatas are, votive slabs* Ihey'usually 
oear in the centre the representation of a seated Jini 
with shaven head* HIM, p. 37, pi. xix*71, 72* :\\7
female principle in the prehistoric Indus Valley. There 
is no justification whatever for considering the ring- 
stones as ear ornaments as has been done by 0oomaraswamy. 
Their votive character is quite apparent from the nude 
goddess of fertility !engraved with consummate skill and 
care inside the central hole* thus indicating in a mannei 
that can-hardly be mistaken* the connection between them
-  . ■’ V  - 2  . V . '  ,
and the female principle1;. The very shape of. these v
stones- circular and wheelshaped - seems to have led
Marshall to identify the riude female figure depicted on
them' as F^thi^I* who is described in the jig Veda as whee]
shaped and in the gatapatha Brahman a as circular* More­
over, the animals* particularly the alligator or iguana 
(godhika)». associated with the nude female image on the 
discs are very analogous to similar motifs on the medievg 
stone sculptures portraying the Mother Goddess'in Bengal 
and ei®ewhere. The ahimald'-on the five Murtazigunj 
discs donot of course include the godha* but as Banerjea 
points out* the presence of the lion, and other animals 
and birds with the goddess figures is highly significant< 
Equally suggestive are the profuse plant and vegetation
1/ H I M , p. 20. / ■
2. MIG*, 1, pp.62-63; for sanctity attached to rimgstones 
in”lndia see RFNI, p. 322. \ ■
3* Taxila. ii, pV 553# /
4. dhT;~p. 172.
5. Ibid, p. 173.
designs.clustering round the nude female figures, for 
these doubtless emphasize the vegetation aspect of; the 
deity so prominent in the Purapic conception of the Mothe
V -  ' ■  1 ; - - ' . V  '• .
Goddess* - Marshall, and others are. therefore quite Justi­
fied in regarding the'female figures as images of Ppthivl 
or the Mother Goddess engraved on the stone discs and: ■
rings which must have been used as. votive objects assdcis 
ted with her worship. ; .
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A . considerable number of moulded terracotta female 
figurfnes, datable between - the ,4th or 3fd century B.G. 
and the 3^d century A.D., have been unearthed at Hastind- 
pur. Ihese are shown as standing, with elaborate head­
dress, luxurious ear and neck ornaments, arid holding 1 
various objects like flower, bowl or fruits in their; 
hands. Much as they resemble the Deae Matres of Europe ; 
in pleasing appearance and other attributes, it cannot be 
'stated with any certainty whether all of these.are dolls 
or votive objects. (That such figurines were in great r 
demand .is, indicated by their being cast from moulds. Ihe^
*  '  ^ . ' . . .  '  ;  . .  ;  ■
1. PHI, p. 173.: Steatite votive discs, have also been dis- 
, covered at Hupar and Vaisali. XK, 'No's. 1-2, pl.xlvi.13:
Vgisall Excavatio n s 1950% p* 63ff, pl.xxiii.A.
2. AI%"~"xi-xiiV7l93^ »53v p. 83, pis. xxxvi.1-2, xxxvii.6, 
xl.-15; also p.23 for-chronology.
3. Supra, p. 233* .
may either have been used as dolls in the houses of the
well-to-do, as was the fashion in the Gupta and post-
1
Gupta periods,, or as the objects in their hands suggest, 
they may also have been worshipped as the representation 
of some popular goddess (Lak^ml?) associated with ferti­
lity and agricultural prosperity.
Terracotta female figurines, mostly in fragments,found
2
at Basarh and assignable to the Maurya or Suftga period^,
may have had something to do with fertility cults. This
is quite evident from their wide hips, well-formed breast
elaborate jewellery, nude state and. the much ornamented .
girdle worn more or less in the prehistoric Indus fashion
4-
In two examples, there is an unmistakable emphasis on tb 
sex organ which is.completely exposed, while in others, 
prominence has been given to this zone with the help of
. . 5
the girdle and the transparency of the skirt. Their
6
votive character is apparent from one of the figurines, 
the lower half of whose body is missing, and which is 
shown with her palms joined and held together between hen 
globular breasts in an attitude of .deep veneration(ahjall 
mudra). The quantity of jewellery worn by this fragmentan
. i
1. Agrawala, V.S.: Gupta Art, Lucknow, 194*7*'P* 11#
2. ASI,. 1915-14-, p.115f£9 pis. xliii, xliv.
J. Ibid, pis. xliii.a,c; xliv.a,c.
4-. Ibid, pis. xliii.b; xliv.e.
5* ibid, pis. xliii.d,e; xliv.i.
6. -THIc[| pi. xliv.e.
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specimen and the exquisite.coiffure suggest it to be the 
representation of a lady;of . high status , perhaps of the 
royal family*
Worship of the Mother Goddess in the regions of ancler 
Basarh or Yaisall has been suggested by a number of terrs 
dotta female figurines of the archaic type, entirely
modelled by hand and assignable to a period between C.15C
' ‘ ' . ■ : / 1 . . ' - ' ' 'V " 
B*G. and 100 A.D. Moulded figurines, possibly represenl
ing the Mother Goddess, found in large numbers at this
site, are of the same type as those unearthed previously 
. : 3 -  ‘ v.
during Spooner1 s excavations* The archaic handmade ..type
have bird-Like faces, prominent breasts, broad hips,'.
tapering arms and legs, applied and punched ornaments,
-i-'---. ■ , V ft ■"
such as collar and necklace, and a '."prominent girdle*
Apart from their general similarity with the Mother-
Goddess figurines from Gandhara, their sacred and votive
character is also suggested by their having been washed
6
with red paint* A two-armed standing female figure,wit! 
heavy features and wearing a transparent sari, depicted 
in relief on a rectangular plaque of red jasper found at
• ■ -
d* TaifeSll- Excavations* pp; 50-51, pl*xii*
2. Ibid* pp. 51-53; Pis. xiii* xiv*
5* ISTJ 1913-14, pi 115-£f. . '■
4* taisali Efoaavations* p.50.
5w Ibid; ■. supra, p.
6. VaiFall Excavations, pp. 50-51, Nos.- 2-8; pp;52-53,.. 
Nos.‘1-5 and 7; cf. CMG, p. 34; Further Excavations. 
at Mohenjo-dato, p. 259• ~ *" . ■
this site, has also been claimed as the image of the
1 . , ' . ‘ V
Mother Goddess. . Iii her frontal pose she recalls.the
Lauriya image of PpthivI, but, being clothed,. bejewelled
and holding a lotus in her hand, she may be identified .
as an early form of Sri^Lakgml, the goddess of wealth and
prosperity. Stylistically, the image is akin to the.Suhg
sculptures at Bharhut and the early moulded terracottas 
..' ; 2 ' _ V
from Vaisaii, datable between 0.300, and 150 B.C., Archaic
terracotta images of the Mother Goddess,, as many as,nine 
in number, and some of them having bird-like facial fea­
tures like those of Vaisaii and Mathura, have been brough
. . . 3 * ' ; ; . . ' '■ -■ , : ^
to light at Ahichchatra. As they come from Stratum VIII,
they are datable between 300 and 200 B.O., and are charac
terized,4-n addition to bird or amimal-like face, by :
prominent breasts, broad hips, elaborate head-dress,.
v 5
collar or torque, necklace and a prominent girdle*
terracotta. female figurines of exquisite workmanship 
and in type similar to the moulded specimens from Yaisala
have also, been found at various other places in Northern
•■6 7 ,
India, including Mathura and Bengal, the widely separa­
ted findspots - from tamralipti to taxila - is an indica­
tion of their popularity, while their discovery from the 
.
1 * - Vaisaii Ihccavations» p. 64, pi. xxiii.c.
2. Ibid. •
3. IT7“Iv, pp.,106-07. .
4* Ibid, p. 10.6('vide chronology*),
5*. Ibid, p. 107, pi. xxxi.A, 1-10.
lowest or nearly the lowest levels is equally suggestive 
of their antiqiiity. Datqble mostly in the Maurya and 
Suhga periods., the figurines on moiilded plaques or in the 
round, complete as well as fragmentary,, represent in most 
cases a standing female divinity with elaborate:coiffure, 
dressed in a tunic, or nude to the waist, or wearing a 
dhoti or skirt of diaphonous muslin* Despite the garment 
especial care.is taken to reveal the generative organ in 
apparent, nudity - a tendency that characterizes as well ' 
the stone sculptures of the Sufiga,‘ Kuga#a and Andhra 
periods. These types have doubtless behind them a long
6# Consolidated Report on the Archaeological Museum*
Mathura (1 April, l9'5531 March, 195§T","Lucknow, 1961 
. p. 17ffi Nos.. 4002-4004, 4022 , 4041-4042 , 4117 , 4214, 
4386, 4394, 4J96, 4413, 4436, 4550, 4557, 4-639, 4668,;
4669, .4695, 4-743, 4785, 4792# Figurines suggestive of
being votive objects are; : Nos. 3985, 3986, 3988,3989,
. 4023, 4024, 4033, 4035, 4064, 4067, .4078-4081, 4108.
7* Saraswati. :8.K. : Early Sculpture of Bengal..Calcutta.
1962, p. 96ff, figs. 37r:W, 597^^3? JISOAT x, 1942, 
p. 95? on pp.. 100-01 r Johnston regards it as the image 
of the Mother Goddess. Cf♦ Vai&all Excavations. p»54* 
A considerable number of tex*racottas belonging to the 
Maurya, S.uhga.and Gupta periods, have been found durin 
excavations at Chandraketugarh, about 23 miles north­
east of Calcutta* Many of these, belonging mostly to 
Suftga. and Ku^apa periods, are represented in a state 
. of nudity save for a girdle with the organ of genera­
tion completely exposed* The diaphonous skirt of some 
of the figurines lends a special emphasis to the yolup 
tuous charm delineated with a realistic intensity*.It 
may be argued on the analogy of similar specimens from 
other sites that the Bengal figurines may also have ]6$ 
been cult objects with Mother Goddess worship and fert 
lity. LK, No.6, p. 45ff, pie. xiii.4, xiv*8, xv*15*
tradition and may have served either for votive, objects.
or auspicious representations" of the Mother Goddess as
' ■; .. .. . . 1 ; \ 
the bestower of fertility, wealth and prosperity*
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. IDvidence of Mother . Goddess; worship in ancient. India is 
also furnished by terracotta female ifigurines depicted \ 
with a child or children in their arms* Though it cannot 
be stated definitely if these were worshipped as the 
image of the Mother Goddess, their votive character is 
nevertheless, very plain* Figurines of . this type have bee 
noticed in various ancient sitesj including the pfehis-
' ' ■ .  •' -  la (' . - - "s
toric Mohenjo-daro and. Harappa'*- Marshall has identified 
as deities several specimens from Taxila* datable;in the 
Maurya period, _and represented as standing with a child 
on the left hip. Similar.figurines, assigned to,the . 
Gupta times, and with a child held at the left breast, 
have been.brought to light at Mahet which has been idenfi
. . • . ' ■ Zf. . • ' 'V -
fied with ancient SravastI* From Bhita, near Allahabad, 
Marshall discovered three such motker-and-child pieces in
. ■ • : ■■ ■ , - ■  - - ■; ■ 5 :■ : -
t erracotta, all belonging to.the■Gupta priod* In one
•■ *  , - • '  . . ■ - ' - % • -
1 • Ibid, figs • 16, 23, 57 * 60. For provenance of. the
terracottas, see Ibid, p* 21, note 1.  ^ *
2, Supra, p* ;■ *• •
3* Taxila, ii, p. 1-48, pi. 132, Nos* 23-25*
4* AST, 1907-08,.. p.86;for identification of Mahet with 
* ancient Sravast%, see MASI, No. 50, p. 1.
5* ASI, .1911-12, P* 79*
specimen, the child is held across the breast of the
 ^ -i ' ' -I’ V 1 . - . , . ; - ‘ ‘
mother who supports it with both arms, and in two others
■ ' : ' ■ •' 2 ■ \ h : ■'
the child, is held in the left arm. 'Several crude, figuri-
nes, .showing a woman with one or two babies hanging near
■- . : ■ ‘ ■' '■ ■■ >’ 3 . - :
her.breast, have turned up at= Lauriya Nandangarh. N.G.
Majumdar appears to be more than certain in his identifi­
cation of these female figures as representations of the 
Mother Goddess, and suggests that they were probably 
6f fered at the shrine of the, goddess;by women desirous of 
children.. These-, as well as the preponderance . of female 
figurines among the terracotta objects at lauriya Nandan- 
garh., doubtless indicate the existence of the Mother ’■ 
Goddess cuit in.and around, the region.. A , terracotta bus 
of a headless female and the torso of .'a female holding ,a 
child in,their arms,: and datable on stylistic grounds in
the Sunga or Kuga^a period,have been noticed among the
. ■ ■ ' V C ‘ '.4 ; I . 6 ... ■ . -: '
antiquities of Jhusi, hear Allahabad. Mother-and-child .
images in terracotta, assignable between 550 and 650 A.D.
constitute ah interesting group among the finds of the
■■ '■ 7
same material at Ahichchatra* Oast from moulds, some of
1.::AS1, 191'1”12, pl. xxvii.JOH.
“ 2* IbTdV'pl* xxviii.103.104*
3., A p 7  1936-37, P. 5 0 , p.ixxiv.14,15*
4. Ibid, p. 50* - . . i i
5* Ibid. -i' - v
6. LK,.Tro* 9,; p.~izl-, ;pl. v.7.
.7. a 2 v.4yj. p* 196.
these; show^the mother with the child at her breast, and
others with the child held in her two arms or in the left
\  \  • : -  ;  ■ . ;  \ ; ; .  / , / /
arm. - .«■ ■ ■/ v// .v/ . '■ -■ . / -•
O . F I L D ,  I M A G E S 
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The mother-and-child images in terracotta undeniably 
anticipate similar themes in the plastic art of thecsubse 
quent period. This, is -amply attested by stone; sculptures 
depicting a woman with a child or children. The sacred
character of these sculptures is quite apparent, as is
their poppularity fromtthe frequency with which these'/ 
specimens are met with.. That these had something,to do 
with the cult of the Mother Goddess, is clear :from the 
images of Harltl, a Buddhist Mother Goddess, .who is alway
; • ; - / I-/-. / 2 ' . , v  . . ,/•■/'/
represented with children. Vogel draws our attention to 
.some small Kugap.a' sculptures from Mathura having for thei 
subject a male and a ;female figure squatting side by side 
The female has some features of interest in that she is ' 
showxl with a f lower in- her right hand and a child on. her 
khee. From the large number of these sculptures 'as well
1. AI, iv, p. 146. >
2.. SSI, 1909-10., p. 7 7 SEAIG., pp. -m-IS, figs. 64-, ©5.
3. AST. 1909-10. p . 76; fig.: 7. ' — ::7 '
as their small si&e, they, have rightly been accepted as 
objects }of popular worship*. 'Their votive and sacred 
character; is also obvious, from the figures of devotees 
carved-bn the pedestals of one of these sculptures, now
■ v- " ; • A 1 ' ' 'r ■ ■ ■ ' ' - ' ‘
in the Mathura Museum* Numerous images of a goddess
V-:/- - .. ; -it . - •' ; 2
attended by children have been reported from Gandhara.;, 
Two such sculptures, believed t o •contain;the representa­
tion'of Harltl, are in, the Lahore Museum, and a similar
:■ ■ h  ^ ‘ 1 : /I. 3 ’ t
piece in the British Museum, London* Similar to the
British Museum specimen is the piece in the Mathura Museu 
showing;: .the head less f igur e of a f emal e s e at ed with one 
infant on her lap and four others between her feet* A n o ­
ther group of children is also seen carved on the pedests 
Previous to its removal to the Mathura Museum, the sculp­
ture was,in'worship under the name of Gandhari, mother 
of the Kauravas* ' .
That female figures, accompanied by a child or.childre 
may have been worshipped as Mother Goddess images has bee 
clggrlyeSuggested by a big composition in terracotta . 
from,,Kasia. The mother has been identified as Farvatl, 
who is shown here seated with Gapela and Karttikeya 
* engaged in a lively scramble, for sweet balls1* As many
■ ’■' . . - •
1*;ASI, 1909-10, p. 77* .
2* Ibid*
5 * Ibid* For description of one of the..figures in the
Lahore Museum, see Grunwedel,A*: Buddhist Art in India 
London, 1901*. p* 105, fig*. 55*
4* ASI, 1909-10, p* 77, pi* xsviii*d* . . ,
as fifteen stone sculptures, all datable in the 6th cen­
tury- A* D*-, and representing a standing female accompanied
by a child, have been found in worship in the lane§vara-
. • ■ - . ’ ' ,  . . 1  
Mahadeva temple, 30 miles/from.Udaipur, Rajasthan* Each
figure is nimbate and two of them appear to be suckling
the baby, holding it across the bosom with both hands* in-
‘ . .. 3 ”■ ■
one example, the child is carried on the left hip., while
■*- . ■• = —  . ■ ■; \  . ■ 
in another, it Is standing.near the left leg, and in yet
' - - ■ \ /■ -■ ■ '■ . ’ ‘ ■ J ' ' ' 5 ' - ,
another it stands to. the proper right, of the mother, ; In
one composition, the child is missing, but it is by no
means difficult to guess that it must have stood under th
V/ - 6 ,
extended right,arm of the mother* All the females in
; . ■"* ’ ;  ‘ , '■ . 7
these sculptures have been identified as Mat£ka images,
but except that they are nimbate, there is nothing to 
indicate their divine character* Ihe female figures are 
not shown, in samapMasthanaka, but in the charming posi­
tion of slight tribhaftga, with their head inclined either 
9 V -  .: 10 ;
to the left or to the right, but in all cases looking,
 , 1909-10, p.77*... .
6* Agrawala, V.8.: Gupta Art, p* 12,
•  ■*
1* LK, Ho* 10, p, 32ff; cf* Ibid, No* 6, p*•67*
2* Ibid, NO* 10, pi* xxi. 10,11 T"”
3* Ibid, pi* xxi*l2,
,4. Ibid, pi, xxii.,13*
5* Ibid, pi, xxii.14* 6. Ibid, pi, xxii.OlfT
7* TEld«. p. 32, ' ; ~ nj yyi."w>.v
: 8 * Ibid.
9* Ibid, pis* xxi,10-12, xxii*13*
10. ibid, pi. xii*l4.
as it were, fondly at the child* All are wide-hipped, 
heavy-breasted, substantial women whom Bubens would have 
loved to paint* Their voluptuousness conveys a sense of 
abundance,; and fruitfulness, but certainly not anything 
sensuous* All seem to be enveloped by an aura of sweet: 
innocence and of happy motherhood* Each figure has as 
one item of her wearing apparel a. scarf, which hangs 
gracefully from either shoulder reaching as far as the. . 
ground. This.is a feature not seen in any Matpka image 
not that of the Mother Goddess.
With this type of representations of Mother-and-child 
of doubtful divinity, we would like to include the fairly 
numerous specimens depicting the same theme from the art
. ■ ■ ■■ V .2 1 -
of the Pala-Sena period* Found chiefly in Bihar and
'3 ,•
Yarendra, a part of ancient Bengal, these sculptures ma^
4 5
be viewed in the public collections at Calcutta , Dacca
1* None of the images has any attribute that might sugges 
their being Matpkas. The child accompanying them is 
not of much help,-for none of the iconographical texts 
.describes the Matpkas with children on their laps* In 
the absence of attributes, it would be far from wise, 
to accept Agrawala1s identification of these images as 
Matpkas* Moreover, -Mat.pka images belonging to the same 
period from Rajasthan have appeared with requisite- / 
attributes, including their vahanas and in conformity 
' with iconographical directivesT LK, No* 6, pp. 65-66,
: pis. xviii.4; xxiii.19; xviii*5*6; xix.8; Ibid, No. 10,
p. 31. 1
2. EISMB, p. 107, pls.xlix.b, l.a-d.
3. IBBSy p. 154*
4* Anderson, J.: Catalogue and Handbook etc+ ii, p,258*
5- Enamul Haque: Treasures in the Dacca Museum, Dacca:, . 
p. 47, fig, on p. 45.
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and Rajshahi* The subject matter of these compositions
is a lady represented as lying oh her left side and facin
front on what appears like a luxurious couch. She has a
lotus in her right hand and is supporting her head, on the
palm of her J.eft hand which rests on the pillow* Her-
legs; cross each othei, the right one over the left which
is being massaged by a. maid seryaht, , Near the left breas
of the lady on the couch is a child, also lying down, wit
itsvfeet resting on a lotus* .Outside the couch.and near
its'head and foot are more maid servants with fans and
fly-whisks in attendance on the,lady* On the wall above .
the couch are the gods and Ganesa and a lifiga*
In many of: the/slabsfare also;added the figures of the 1
navagraha. or the niiie planets* ’
y.In 'discussing‘.the above.-‘'salient features of the mothei 
and-child images 'in the,collections of Raj shahi, Dacca 
,and the Indian Museum, Calcutta, Bhattasali has identi­
fied the lady as Paryatl (i«e•, the Mother Goddess) and;
■ y  y ,  y  d -  \  ■ ' ' - -  ■ 4  ■
the child as the sadyojata (newly born) form of Siva* ■
The arguments advanced by him in support;of his contentIc
are not, in our opinion, acceptable for more than ;onef; :y
reason* .According to Bhattasali, the lady is none else
1* CVBM, 0*29. : \y"' • y , . ••. : ’
2* .pp*• 155-36; CVRM, p. 29; our pi. vi;. Anderson,!:
SpTcit » pp* 258-59* :‘-r: ■ '
5* For a description and the worship of the"navagrahas' >
see DHI, pp*.443-45. ‘ ; r ; ■
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than Parvati, but the child is neither GapeSa nor Kartti- 
keya, because both of them appear in their adult forms in 
all compositions of this kind. Just as this fact pre­
cludes the possibility of either of them being the child, 
would it also not be bad logic to identify it as Siva who 
happens to be their father? Further, is not Siva already
represented by his symbol, - the liftga, - in these compo- 
1
sitions?
2
The Liftga Pur ana legend, reproduced by Bhattasali, 
offers in reality no help in identifying the child as 
Siva sadyojata, for according to this particular account, 
Siva sprang from the meditation of Brahma, and appears to 
have no connection with Parvati while in that form,
3 . '
In the Devi Bhagavatam, Siva invokes the Mother
Goddess, addressing her as his mother, and in the Devi 
4
Purana, he implores her to look upon himself as her son 
(putravat pasya mgjSi), But these passages donot mean much, 
for he is one of the many gods, including Brahma and Vigpu 
who according to Sakta mythology, stand in the relation
5
of sons to the Mother Goddess who is the Supteme Creatrix,
1. In the earliest specimen of these images from the Vigpi 
pada temple at Gaya, there is besides the lifiga on the 
backslab Sivafs vahana, Nandi the bull, EISMS, p, 107, 
pi. lc.
2. IBBS, p. 137.
3* Devi Bhagavatam, iii.v.1.
4. DP, xvii,24,"
3* Devi Bhagavatam, i,v.58-61.
Moreover ,' there; is nothing in these Purapas connecting: 
Siva- in"his sadyo1dt a form ;with Parvati as seen in : these 
sculptures* ; -Similar: to -the Brahma Purapa legend quoted 
by Bhattasali ^ is the one., contained in the Lihga Purapg 
which describes how Siva assumed the form of .an inf suit 
to test. Parvati immediately before he was wedded to her* 
In the legend, given by; both : the . Purapas, Parvati is men­
tioned as a bride in the , marriage pandal in the midst of 
a large assembly of celestials and also of.her parents > 
and maids of honour, whereas the scen.e depicted in thes 
sculpture s. is that of a bed-r o om having’ no re s emblanc e .*•:: 
to a marriagepandal or any connect ion .whatever. witli a. 
marriag@; ceremony, and the lady appears as anything but 
abride* According to another legend in the BiftgaP:
Purapa , Siva assumed; the form of an infant and was 
suckled at her breast by the„Mother Goddess• But;the■. 
form; assumed by the latter on this particular occasion 
was that >of' Kail-,; having "therefore no similarity whatso­
ever with the pleasing dpp ear anc e of the lady in.; the, v-v: 
mother-and-child reliefs* b , •. >v
Moreover, we cannot identify, the lady as Parvati and 
the child, as Siva gust because of the ^presence of the 
navagrahas in some ;of the compositions as suggested by
' \ ■ : ■ 1 ' * : -■ , ■ ■ .  ■' -
Bhattasali* Ihe planets are no doubt present on the
. ••' ; ,. ■ 2 ■
.slabs depicting the .marriage of Siva and Parvati, , .but, 
as we have already mentioned, the latter is represented 
in the'se compositions as a bride easily recognizable by 
her tender youth and by a mirror held, in her. hand. The 
absence of the various gods who: attended the wedding’; 
ceremony as ;,well .as of Parvati *s parents and of the signs 
and symbols indicative-of her bridal state are points th 
strongly militate, against the lady being identified as 
Parvati. Consequently therefore, the child cannot be 
regarded as Siva sadyogata. ffhe divine. character of the J 
lady and the child has also been suggested because the ‘ 
former holds a lotus in her right hand, and the feet of .
' -■ ' ■' 5 ;■ , ■■■ ■
the latter rest on a lotus. In one example preserved in
the Indian Museum, Calcutta, the child appears with a
natamukuha on its head. But a lotus in her hand is not
enough to transform;a lady into a goddess, much less into
1. 1BBS, p. 137." MWfRMMlni * .4*  ^ -
2. TEId.
3. Ibid, pp. 121-22; CVHM, p. 9; cf. DHI, pp. 485-86.
4. IBBS. p. 142. " ' .
5. Ibid, p. 157.
6. ASJ, 1930-34, p. 262, pi. cxxxli.b.
to
-:
a. Parvati. fflie human naylkas of Kalidasa are often 
'*describSd with lotuses in. their hands , and so are many 
of ;>the ladies whose romances are narrated in the Katha~
b/:: ' *: • ? 2.-: ■ V - ■ ‘ . . . ■ ■ ■■ ;
saritsagara ; Similarly, the child's- feet resting on a 
lotus or ; a ■;,iatdmukuta on his head! does not necessarily 
Indicatev his divinity * / It may at best suggest that he is 
the scionof a: royal family. '
The/presence of the lifiga and the figures of K&rttikeys 
/’and'^  Gapesa oh'theslabs precludes the possibility of the ;
reliefs representing the nativity of K£$pa as suggested ;
;  ■- ■■■ ''■■■ . - ; / ? : > / ■ > < + 3  : ' - ;■ ; w ' .  ' - ‘ ‘ - .. V i  1
by a number of scholars • The relief Is, in our opinion,
as farfromrepresenting the sadyonata form of Siva by ;th<
side of Parvati, it; is from depicting the nativity of
;'.;Ep'TOa or .Buddha* Nor lb there anything to suggest that
the lady and the child are Yaboda and IC^^a# The relief
is undoubtedly ;a Saiva one , but itddoes not represent a-
nativity at all . There is nothing whatsoever to prevent
us from sugge.sting that tliese reliefs • 'are of secular
■ character, . representing er human mother and her child - th<
former in all likelihood being the consort of a king.
ihis is indicated by .the luxurious couch,the profusion of
ornaments on her person, the diaphonous sari, the.well- /
done coiffure, the coronet encircling her head, and 'the'.-.’.
^..drieghadutain, ed. by S.K. be, New Delhi, 1957, verse 65.
2. Eathasarrt.sagara^ ed.by Durgaprasad and Parab,- xll.B. 
v 68- 74. : . . ‘
3* .EISM8, ; p.107; Anderson, 1: Pp.,cit , p . 2591HB. i«p. 462 .
, 4* , We capniJt accept R.D.Banergi,1 s . suggestionrSl8MS,p.108) 
;vthat .bhe slabs represent the bativity of Butldha, becau- 
 ^ se it seems to be,.far-fetched.. . .
number of maids ministering to her comforts* This hypo-, 
thesis would also account for., the lotus footrest and the 
crown.of the child* The presence of the lihga indicates 
the Saiy.ite aff iliation of the person, who commissioned 
the sculpture as well as a fertility symbol, for is not .
v  . - i,. -.. ^
Siva also prayed to for offspring? Ganesa occurs on the
“ \ ’ . . ■ 2 . ■ j;
slab as the lord and remover of obstacles, and Karttikey*
‘ * 5 ' ' . .
as a leader.of the Siva-ganas* The presence of the
navagrahas on these reliefs indicate the veneration in ,
which they were.held in Eastern India during the medieval 
4 ' V  ■ . . : ‘ - :./ -:v r
period* They were objects of worship for those who: desi­
red peace and prosperity, ample rains, long life and 
nourishment, and for the discomfiture of enemies*
The ;.mother-and-child images examined above, may at-bes 
have had a votive significance, and accordingly, have bee 
set up in the.bed chambers of queens or wives of the well 
to-do in medieval India* But in our opinion, they were 
no more votive than the early Ku^aga fragmentary sculptur
in the Mathura Museum, depicting a woman under an ASoka
~ ' ■ 6 . . 
tree with a child at her breast , or the 11th century
1, BKg * .p * 56; ^ VSFIRSy p * 113 *
%\ *^150 *
4* DHI, p. 443.
3. Ibid*
6, HHa, p. 233, pi. xxi*81
mother-and-child group from Khajuraho, now in the Indian
- \ ■ ■' 1 ' ‘ ' ' / . ■
Museum, Calcutta* The-simplicity of the: composition - ;
a mother with her child on the lap or at her breast - has 
. ■ ' ; - 2 ■ 
captured the imagination of artists in all ages* It is
of course true that the numerous representations of the
Yirginand the infant Jesus, which have so much enriched
Christian art since 2nd century, owe theix’ origin to sue!
a theme, but there is no reason why such compositions
should always be exclusively ecclesiastical in character*
A human mother with her child on a canvas or in stone may
appear as sublime and . dignified as a 1 Madonna with Child1
by Raphael* (The mbther-and-child: images in medieval
Indian -art'need not therefore be mistaken for hacred
sculptures. We believe that they are secular, owing the I:
origin chiefly to ^  the desire of the rich who .sought to
perpetuate in stone the likenesses of their wife and chil
much in the same way the nobility in post-Renaissance
Italy commissioned painters for an identical purpose*
( S H E  M O  T H E R  G 0 DE> E S S
O N  E A R L :  T I N D I A N
0 0 I l  's A N D  S E A L  S.
Pre-Gupta Coins:
Coins and seals found in different archaeological sitei 
furnish important evidence, regarding.the worship of the 
Mother Goddess in ancient India# One of the most popular 
devices noticed on the early Indian coins issued by the 
kings and tribal chiefs is the effigy of Ga^a-Lak^m!, i*e 
goddess Lakgmi standing and being bathed by a pair of
elephants, The motif appears on an uninscribed coin jijt
' /  ' ■ ■ ■ 2 from KausambI, datable in the 3rd century B.C., on simila:
- ' - 3 ■
coins from UjoayinI assigned to 3rd-2nd century B.C., an<
on the coins of the kings of Ayodhya, placed in the 1st
. . p . :  ^ A ■ ; G ■
century before Christ, Not only the indigenous and Hindu
rulers, but. many alien kings of Northern India, such as 
5 6 7
Azilises, Rajuvala and Sodasa also appear to have
adopted this popular device for their respective coinage, 
•
1. DHL, p, 110; cf, CCAI, pp.lxxxviii, xcv, cxv, cxliv#—  
CCAI, p. 149, pi*- xx, 15* V, ■ /
3* Ibid, p. 256, pis, xviii,24, xxxvi*4-5* /
4* ^hid, pp. 131-34, pi, xvi.14-15* \  ^
5* CCPM, pp. 135> 141, pi. xiii.332,- \  /
6. C55l, p* 187, pi* xxvi.12, '
7* ZETH, pp. 190-91, pis* xxvi.14-17, xliii,17#
.; Rather than typifying the Indian idea of prosperity in 
sculptural art alone, the effigy of Lakgml appears quite 
frequently as a numismatic device from the ancient down
to the medieval period in India* ."Whether seated or stjahd
ing on a lotus, as well as holding a lotus flower in her 
hand and unattended by elephants, the figure of LakgmX 
seems, to have been the most favourite as a device:: on the
. . - ■ 1 ■ ;. * .
Hindu coins of UjjayinI* ■, More often than not, £$ her 
hand appears as a symbol on the coins of this kingdom, an 
also on those issued by the: at rap us of Mathura, on the ,
coins of Rajanya Janapada, and on those of Bhadraghoga 
of Pahcala* fhe female figure on the obverse of the Indo 
Scythic.gold coin and described as a 1 Greek city-goddess 
clad in chiton and peplos, wearing mural crown, and hold-
. , . 3  . . ’ -■/‘" V
ing a poppy headJ has been identified as an Indian city
V- 4 ' . 5
goddess by Rapson, , as Lak^ml by Coomaraswamy, and as
V. • - \  ■ 6. ■ . ■ ; ;:
Durga Mcanamsa by Baneroea* Rapson*s identification of
. ■ -  7
the figure as the city goddess of Pu^kalavatl on the ". 
basis of the legend Fukhalavadi devada inscribed on the 
obverse of the coin (read partly and doubtfully by Gardne
4* GQAI, p*252, pi* xxxviii*23-25; for the same motif
appearing on the coins of other, places see ibid,, pp.
, ■ Ixxxi, ei, cviii, cix, cxii, cxxxiii, cxliii, cxlix, 
159-67, 170-71, 173-84., 210-12, 279.
2,* DHIy p. ,111*
3* BMP, p* 162, pi* xxix.15.
4. 0Hl,i, p.587.
;, v; , ?/ , , v .  a t
seems to have been,accepted by the numismatists*; We are . 
inclinedvto, agree with :Banerjeafs identification, because 
Lak§mr*s role as. a guardian , deity of cities is yet funknow 
and, as pointed out :by Banerjea himself, the identity of 
the goddess as a form of .Burga is suggested" as much by.:: * 
the legend ; fauro-uUabheCor vygabha (bull) on the reverse 
of the coin as by the figure of the humped bull which is 
but the thefiomorphic representation of her consort - Siva* 
We do not of course agree with Banerjeathat the Mother 
Goddess has been represented, here^ i^as\;PcarL!aASt, because, 
according to the. very Bfhatshitihita on which his identifi­
cation of the figure is chiefly based, theV goddess is to
ft.:/'- -:v v , ■ •- 5 V- ■ ,
be placedbe^ween..;KY§5La"-and- Baladeva, but the figuies of
these twb :gods are absent.on this doin* Contrary to the
•icono gr aphy of Ekananisa, the godde s s on thi s co in dob s ':
\ v':’ ' .-'if- r , ;6 , ;■
not hold a lotus flower in her right hand, nor is her. 
left handplaced onthe;hip*i Also, she does not hold the 
spear in / her/.-deft^  hdnd ;as ^ stated by P*L. Gupta, and the 
short,, spear-life.weapon .is cleanly seen to, have been he3 
in an uprightspbsitioii-- against, the .‘side of her body by 
the prd'ssure of her 1 eft arm* Again,as ■:Gupta ably demon- 
strafes-, :the. restored * legend on the, obverse can be read
1» BHI% p*257* 5 ;V"/ . •
2 * CD he? t efm Nag ar a-Lakgml do e s ho t signify Lakgmi1 s 
: : 1 status as a city goddess;* It;feems;1 'the goddess who 
:. presides over the^.fortunes of; the ‘ city1 • , . o :
gy DHl%,.p*115* V ; /■>; ■fr-f 
4V Ibid, p*257* ; ' v. ;
5* JSfray, py^tff.noteA ■ . • ;
as Putehalavadl devada Ambi,. that is,*Ambi who is the 
goddess of Pu^kalavati1• As Ambi is but a variant of Ambs 
and Ambika, the goddess bearing this name can be no othe 
than the Mother Goddess Durga. This is also suggested by 
the name of the city,,for Pu^kalavati may as well be read 
as Pugkaravatx,. la (<H) and ra ( O  being interchangeable 
in local usage* Pugkaravati is also an epithet of Durga 
Dakgayati according to the Matsya Purana* As protectress 
and delivex'ess of her worshippers from dangers and enemie 
and possessing martial qualities like Athena, Minerva,
Ish^tar or Anahita, it is Durga, rather than Lakgmi* whc
- * ' ' ■ ; ‘ / - ■ ■  - ‘ 4-'
admirably fits in the character of a city goddess# The
goddess.on this coin therefore is an -early form of the
Mother Goddess, tut not of her EkanaifiSa aspect as shown
above and must not be treated as Lak^ml at all*
Being an object of wide and universal worship, it was 
but natural that Bak^mlfs image should have been adopted 
as addeyioe' on the coins of ancient India# Though not as
■ popular as Lak^ml, cult deities of the Saivas, Saktas and
■ : 5 , - • ; . ■ * ■
yai^avas were also used as devices on many early Indiar
6* JBSl,xx(i) ,pl*i* The object in the right hand of the
 ^goddess is obviously not a tflower, it may either be
a short mace, or rattle (mugala?
7* Ibid, p. ;?0#
' 8* Ibid, pp*:;69-70#
;2v-|ED, p. 659.
3* Supra* pp. '
4* Durga-, one of the principal epithets of the Mother
coins, Mention may be made of Siva represented in bis
1 2 . ' ,
anthropomorphic and theriomorphic forms, as well as by
‘ ‘ ‘ ,  - 3
his symbols the lihga and the trisula, which may be
noticed on ,Indian coins datable in the 3£‘d-2nd centuries 
4 . , 5 6
B*C, The effigies of GapeSa and Kab?ttikeya too are
known to have been used on:the coins of some rulers of 
ancient India, We shall concern ourselves here chiefly 
with the representations of the; Mother Goddess in the 
early coinage, for, apart from their iconographic interes 
they constitute one of the concrete proofs of the exis­
tence of her cult in ancient India,
Thus many of the female figurines appearing on the 
die-struck and cast coins may stand for the image of the 
Mother Goddess, The female deity which appears-with a 
lotus for her pedestal on the coins of Bhadraghoga and"
■ \ ' ; ■■. : : ;  ^ . -7 s v v
which has been identified by Allan as Bhadra in allusion 
to the name of the king, may in reality be Lakgmlv Barer- 
jea considers this as a possibility,- though he is more
Goddess may have been, derived from durga which may mee 
a fortress or a fortified city, See”S-qpra, pp,2<62-£3.. 
5* PHI, pp, 112, 128-32,
' r * * . .
9 • ■ 9
:i. mo, pp. 104, 125,135, 155* 159; COIM. pp.68, pl.xi.5:
70 , 74, 78 , 80; Bhandarkar, D.R.; 1 lectures nn Ancient 
Indian Numismatics, Calcutta. 1921, pp. 15-2(71 . .7. .
, 2.: CCAI. pp’i" lxxi. lxxxii* cv, cix, 120-21, 172*
3.: DHI, pp. 115-16: cf. CCAI, pp. cxviii-cxix;DHI, pp. 
113-14, pi. a.10; ASI7"%11-12, p. 49; HIIA, p.45.
4. DHI, p. 114. . ‘ ,
5* OOIM. p. 81.
6*v CCAI, pp. lxxxvi, xciii, cxliii, oxliv, 270-79; cf.DH] 
ppT”140-46. . ,
7* CCAI, pp. cxvii-j-cxviii, 197* pi* xxviix.1-3*
inclined to agree with Allan, hut no-twithstanding the? .
which the images of cult divinities.are placed in Gupta
rion for an Bkanaihsa image since the deity here has been
CDhere ..is, on the other haiid, nothing against identifying 
her as Lakgmi. .Allan in fact regards her as such, and in 
view* of her wide and universal, popularity we are justifie 
in this identification.
1. DHI, pf, 135.
2. Supra, p* 404*
T i im r -  imnMrid * '  ^
3. DHI, p* "133.
4. nnAl, p. cxviii.
lotus in. her right hand and-her left hand placed oh the 
hip, the female figure’ does not represent, as he thinks £ 
the Mother Goddess, in her aspect ,of Subhadrd or ElcanaihSa
;1
We have already referred to the Brhatsa&hita in support .
2
of our objection , Yet it is quite true, as Banerqea 5 
observes, that 1 the lotus in the hand alone would not. 
always oustify us,in identifying' a female deity 'as 
iiak'pmi unless. some other distinctive marks are present; 
the lotus’ on which a. few of these goddesses are made to 
stand is not also the characteristic, of Mkpmi alone, for 
the lotus pedestal is one of the commonest pedestals on
. and post-Gupta artJ.* But .if these . features cannot serve
3
as' the basis for identifying the goddess on Bhadragho^a1 s 
coin .as Lakgml, they are equally unsuitable as the crite-
represented alone and not between and Baladeva
The figure of. a goddess on some gold and copper coins 
of the. Ku$a$a king Huvi$ka~has been identified with much 
good reason as Uma.(OMMO), one of the earliest forms of 
the Mother Goddess# The .clue, to her real identity seems, 
to have been provided by a quarter stater of the same 
rule# in the Banjab Museum# On this particular piece the
goddess NANA.appears- facing a male figure described as
' - ; " ' ' 2 o,, -
(OESO) ^  i.e*, Bhavesa, an epithet of Siva* That ;
N M A  in the Kugabja period was no other, than Uma, the wife
of S i v a i s  clearly indicated by no less than three other
. 3 • ' ■ / . ::■ : ■ ■ • ■ ■-
coins, on which the female deity appears.under the name
of OMMO (lima), facing a male god mentioned as OH^O (OESO«
. Bhayesa or/ Siva)* In the opinion of Rapson, any doubt as
to the identity of the goddess arising from the symbol in
her hand has been set at rest by the inscription OMMO
which justifies the inclusion of Uma in the list of India
- ■ : V . • 4 • ■ ■
deities represented on Kuga^ta coins* Banerjea not only 
agrees with Rapson, but also provides additional evidence
. 5 : / '■ ■
to support the latter from another coin;of the same 
period in the. Banjab Museum collection bearing the effigy
* : •
1. OOPM,i, p. 197* pl* xviii.135*
2*. Tbi'd * cf * DHI, pp* 135-36 •
3* Rapson, E.J. : 1 Two Notes .on Indian Numismatics" ,
1897* P* 324; cf* Cunningham, A.: 'Coims of the 
, Rushans or Great Yue-tif, NO, iii series, vol.xii, ,.
, 1892, pl* xiii.1; 'DHI, p* li?6.
4.* JRAS, 1897* P*. 3247”  ,
5.* PpT. p. 126*
; '■ " '■ : ■ ■ ' ' :/V-7 ' 1 -
of a goddess with a cornucopia© iii her hand. Instead oi
■ / ■ . '■ *; ■ \'*d \ 2 ■ . : ■ ■.. ■ ;
being rquite blundered and illegible1 , the name of the; .
.goddess'inscribed to the left of her figure can, easily be
'■ -v - ■■■" ■ - - ■ - V-. ■" ■
read, as Banerjea demonstrates,/as OMMO, i.e., Uma.
That the worship of the. Mother Goddess had been firmly 
planted: before the Christian era as an important element 
in the religion ,of ancient India, is amply attested by~ 
th#’: figure of a female/divinity used as a device on.the 
coins of/''thel'/Kuga^ iisL emperors•; ; The goddess,, is represented 
as . standing; draped,.and ■■•usually nimbate, holding a'scep­
tre in her right hand with the legend NJfflA and also 
'EM A2A' on the -gbld and copper coins of Kapigka. . On: the
gold coins of the .same'ruler the goddess also appears . 
7 : if with '.v-dd 5 -■ 1 / 7  :
wearing a.sword, and/the legend NANA^AO. The effigy of
the same goddess is again found on the gold coins of
v  • 6 - ,: /. _ '■ . \ . ■ ■ \ < ■ ;77/
Huyijgka* ./■Substantially differing, in the manner of repre 
sentation; as well as in respect of accompanying legends
* " ’ ’ ... . . ■ ’
1». CGPM, p.. 197? pl* xyiii.136.
2. Xbid.l
3. DHT7 p. 127, pl. xi.7. . . - , ;
4* WMr. PP* ‘70, 71-72, 73? pl.xii. 1,3 5 COM, pp.186-87,
: pl. xyii5 .BMC.,- pp. ; 129,V 131 ? 134-35? pis *xxvi• 3 ,xxvii.
5. BMC,/p. 131, pl.; xxyi.11; OQIM,, p. 70; CCPM, p. 188,, 
pI7 xvii.?; M. . “
67: CCIMy p. 77 g sOCBM; p. , 197, pl. xvil,pp,200, 20?;. gO*
, iiiseries,; vol. xii, pp. 115?; 117-18, 'pis.; xii.l3v/ 
.xxii.20^22; .BMC, pp. 14.4-46, pl.xxviii.8-11. On the 
coins of ;lTasudeva the goddess Nana nppears fully drape* 
nimbate and with eresent on her head, a peculiar scep­
tre in; her right hand and ,a flat dish in her left* NC, 
iii series, vol.. xii, p. 123, pl* xxiv.2; BMC,/ p. 159? 
pl. xxix.8* . ~
are the goddesses whose figures have "been adopted as thei
coin types by the emperors Huvigka and Vasudeva. On the
gold coins of the former, is one of these goddesses, -
standing', robed and holding cornucopia© in-, her hand , and
the legend. APAG3E^0, i*e*, Ardochsho* This goddess also
appears as seated on a throne holding a fillet in her
right hand and a-cornucopia© in her left on the gold.coin
of the emperor Vasudeva KugEuja* On the gold coins of a
ruler named Vasu* presumably the same Vasudeva Kugag.a,
the identical throned goddess is seen with a cornucopiae
in her hand but with the corrupt Greek legend GnOA for
APA0X|)0 or Ardochsho* The effigy of Ardochsho seated on
a throne and traces of her name in corrupt Greek may also
be distinguished on the base gold issues of a number of
sundry chiefs ruling in Panjab and the neighbouring areas
and,also in the north-western part of India during the 
. ’ . . • ‘ 4 '• ' • •
period from the Jrd to the 6th century Ai-D. On Huvi§ka!s
gold coins we also find the figure of a helmeted goddess,
standing, holding out a wreath or fillet in her right han
*■ ; ■ ■' 5 : s ' ' ' \ • •
and. a trophy in her left* The legend OAKAO on
the coin is not of much help in determining the identity 
of the goddess whom Smith thinks to be Kike, th& goddess.
1* OOIM, p #, 76, pl.xii.75 . NO,iii. series,vbl*xii, p*113,p3 
xIT73i-7; 2^0, p* 137» pTTxxvii.10* The.goddess also 
appears on a stater piece of Kahiska*OCPM, p* 194* -
2. OOIM, p. .86*. — —  .
3* Ibid., p* 8;7, pl* xiii,11,
47 Ibid,*' pp*85-91 , pl* xiv*4,11.
5 * TE^cTy :p * 76 ,pl* xii * 13 ; cf * BMC., p • 138 ,pl*xxvii • 13 • Huyiskfe 
5^331 bearing a similar figure with the legend OXpO.
of victory,, obviously because of the objects-in . her hand
and her attitude, suggesting that she is about to crown:’
-- ' ..■ ' ' - ' 1 ' ' " : ' 
someone-for having achieved victory. ; Also on some coins
of Huvigka there is a female divinity with a modius head­
dress, a cornucopiae in her left hand and her.right hand
extended towards a child* IThese coins bear the Greek k -z
v ‘ - ,./ . ■ 1 - / ■ ■ . . . ■■. . 3
legend i>©or4o = Shao Gao, which means 1the queen of earth
Another coin witli the Ohaldaeo-Pahlavi legend Armandukhta
or Queen-Arman or. Queen Earth seems/to have been issued ;
by this king. Arman evidently stands for the Avestan
Armaitl which,is equivalent to the.Vedic Aramatx, the
eart^ goddess. That Armandukhta on Huyiska1 s coin is an
’ , effigy of '
earth goddess,., is also suggested by thef'Demeter on the
cbins of a number of Indo-Greek rulers. The goddess-
(Demeter) appears on their coins as standing to the left,
holding a.cornucopiae in her left hand, and her right han 
; : 6 ■ 7 
is raised as on the issues of Philoxenos and.Azes I, or
like Ardochsho noticed on the coins of Huvigka and Vasu-J
deva,. is represented as seated on a throne with a cornu-
copiae in her left hand. Artemis, in Greek
1* OOIM, p. 78; cf. LEM, p. 189*
2. KTT, iii series, voTZ xii, p* 111, pl* xxi.16.
5* Ibid. , . , . .:
■'4* Ibid, p* 112, pl. xxi.17* But the word dukiita actually 
means 1 daughter1 and is an equivalent to- the Sanskrit 
duhita. -
9* .THId . - .
6. COPFT, p. 72, pl-. vii.
7* Ibid. 121-22. nl* xii.
8;. T5Ic[*‘ p. ;120; OOIM, pp. 46-47, pl. viii.15.
' V,. - ‘ ' • i • .
mythology as the goddess of hunting, appears on the, coin 
' * 2 
of a number of Indo-Greek kings, such'as, Demetrios*
; 3 .. . 4 5
;Artemidoros, Peukolaos, and Hanes* On some coins of
Huvi^ka can he noticed the effigy of a goddess, nimbate
and decorated.with a crescent, who .like.'Artemis on the
indo-Greek issues is shown holding a how in her left hand
and drawing an arrow from the quiver with her right*
According to the. legend on the coins, the name of-the".
goddess appears to he M O w h o  like M A  is known to hav
figured on the coins of this particular Ku^agia ruler with
a sceptre in her right hand* The Greek Artemis thus
appears. to have undergone transformation into the Ihclb-
Parthian and Ihdo-Scythic NANO or NANA* As NANA is, no
other than OMMO or Urna* it may reasonably he postulated;
that she as NANO(=Artemis) anticipated the Mother Goddess
‘ 9 " :
Durga 4X in her aspect, of Kir at 1* Such an identifica^-
tion is as inuch suggested by her association with mounts! 
$ains, of which: there is an abundance of literary evidenc 
as by her • being ;tlie consort of Siva, who as a Kir at a or ;
*1. MAR, i, p. 184* .
2* OOIM, p* 9, pl* i*11; BMC, pp. Ivii, 7i pl* iii.1*
3* POEM, pp*66-69; BHO, p. 170, pl* xxxii.3-5.
4* -p.* 80*
5* G5TH, p. 39, pl. viii.3*
6* 'NO*-, iii series, yol*:xii, p* 116, ,pl.xxii. 16-19;' BMC, 
p* 144? pl. X5cviii*7i ; ""
7* NO, iii series, voi.xii, p* 113, pl.^  xii*14-15*
8. Supra* p* 4<?,s
9* Kir at I is one of the epithets of Durga. SED, p, 283* 
10* Supra, p* %BA ££• “
'■ • ■ /*. ■ 1 
hunter in the mountains is said to have opposed Arjuna*
Similarly, the Greece Demeter and Ardochsho as well as the 
ancient Iranian Armandukhta on the early coins of India 
may be painted out as the. fore-runners of Bhti-devi and 
Lak^ml of the subsequent period# Both Demeter and Arman­
dukhta are. well-known as Barth goddesses, and, as Allan 
• 2. - ■ ■ . ■ ’ - 
suggests, Ardochsho had in all probability the Roman
• " •' 3 ■' . " v. ■ ■ - ' • ' .
■ Abundantia for her prototype# lhat like Demeter and 
Abundantia,Ardochsho too was a goddess of agrieul-V 
tural prosperity is clearly suggested by the emblem
placed' in her hand - the cornucopia© which is the horn of
‘ ' ' •-
plenty, overflowing with flowers, fruits and corn#; Ihus 
Demeter and Ardochsho on the Indo-Greek and Ku§a#a coins
anticipated not only Iak^ml but also the Mother Goddess I
V ■' ; .'V 5 - :V ■
her asp edit of the Earth Mother#
•  ..." . '
1* SEP, p. 283* As Siva is Sahara, Durga is SabarI(8ED, 
p*1052)* Artemis,, represented as clad in skins* and 
armed with bow and quiver-full of arrows on the revers 
of the coins of the Indo-Greek king Artemidoros(OOPM, 
p*68, Nos*551-52),undoubtedly anticipates the Kirat? , 
.. and Sabarl aspects of the Mother Goddess* Again,Artemi 
appears on the early Indian coins in association with 
the bull (00PM, p. 69, Nos# 555-56 , pl*vil; OOIM* p* 
39, pl* viUTJ)V which as we have already observed, 
is regarded as the theriomorphic representation of Siv 
the consort of the Mother Goddess* It is also to be
V noted that Durga was a special object of worship with 
the Sabaras, Barbaras and Pulindas, i#e*, people livin 
in the forests# .Supra, p. ,2.7 3 *.
2# OQGD* p# Ixxii* ~ ’
3* Abundantia is a*Roman goddess, the personification of 
prosperity.and good fortune* On the coins of the later 
Roman Emperors she is frequently represented holding a 
hox*n of plenty and distributing grains and money1* 
Encyclopaedia Britannica, i, p*71# The goddess
One of .--the.-most important aspects of Durga represents 
her as a goddess of war. As is well-known, she frequent1 
assumed this form in the Pursqjas in order to destroy any 
demon who causes chaos and confusion in the universe by 
overpowering the gods* It itfohld be neither far-fetched 
nor a poor conjecture were we to point out that-the icono 
graphy of Durga, in so far as her aspect of a war goddess 
is concerned, has been influenced, if not anticipated by 
the goddess whose figure: is frequently seen on the coins 
of not only the Indo-Greek and Indo-Parthian kings who
ruled in the Pan jab and the. no rth--we stern parts of India, 
but also on the coins of the Kugaua emperors. Identified 
as Pallas Athene, the goddess appears on these types as 
. helmeted and" wearing armour, with a spear in her right 
hand and her left hand resting on a shield. She is also 
most commonly, l^epresented standing, holding the aegis in 
her. left hand and hurling a thunderbolt; with her right*
. . . Abundantia was, like Ppthivx, and Lak^mx, a goddess of 
agricultural prosperity. To * this class of divinities; 
also,belong Dame Habonde or Abundia of medieval folk- 
belief, possibly”a reminiscence of Pulla, an;associate 
of Erigg, who was an earth goddess in Eddie mythology. 
MAP, ii, pp. 184-85* f 
4*. ,0xford English Dictionary, Vol.ii, Oxford, 1 9 5 3 P»dOO 
5 * The associat ion of Demeter with the hump ed bull deple­
ted omthereverse of the coins of.Philoxenos(COPM, p. 72 
ho.584-98), and with the lion on the; obverse of the 
coins of Azes I (COPM,p.121, Eos.221-JO, pl* xii), may 
' be put,forward in support of such a'hypothesis* The 
bull, as wehave seen, represents. Siva in his animal 
form, while the lion is.well-known as the mount of the 
Mother Goddess not only in India, but also in the Near 
and Middle East. .,.
1 rOOIM,pp. 9,44; OOPM! pp. ?8, 141-42.***
On the copper coins of Vonones, Pallas appears as helmete
and standing with a wreath in her.raised right hand, a
shield oh her left arm, a spear on her shoulder, and a
. , ; 1 . : ‘ - . 
sword, at her waist* On three coins of Azes I, Pallas
stands facing, and crowning herself with her right hand,
. ' .... . . - ' ' 2 
while a shield and a spear are held in her left hand* On
in
some issues of this king hi the Pan3ah Museum collection, 
the. goddess, is. seen with , spear and shield on her left sid
and her right arm outstretched as if in a Homan military
' , ■ 3 . , - ' . .
salute. The identical goddess- is again noticed on the
coins’of Azes I in almost the same attitude except that
her right arm hangs by her side, or with the shield and
spear at her back, she is shown crowning herself, as
■ V- . C ' ' V -5 ■ ■ ■
noticed above, with her right hand* . Armed figures of *
.■ . 6 - . . 
Pallas also appeBB^ on the coins of Azilises and.
*
2. CCTl, pp. 18, 21-22, 22-26, 28, 44; OOPM. pp. 41-42, 
pl.lv;pp.49-51, pl.v; p.53; pp.54-61,pl.vi; p.64; 
pp.65-68; p.81, pl.vlii; pp. 112-14; BMO, pp. 57,40-41 
44-47, 54-54, 61, 67, 78, 168, 169, pTs7 x.1,3,4,10-13
xl.1,2,7-12, xii.9,11-13; xill.1,2, xiv.9, xv.11,12,
xvili.2,3, xxxi.1,6,13.
1. COM, p. 41.
2-* Ibid, p* 44, pl* viii.13*
5. 'SOPM, pp. 114-15. :
4. IFl'fl., p.. 116, pl.xi. .
■5... TEIcT.- pp. 116-17, pl. xl; BMO. pp. 79-80, pl.xviii.4-5
6. Ibid, p-.'435, pl, xili.
' * ' ' 1 " *" - . - Gondopharnes, On three base silver coins of the latter,
Pallas, armed with a.thunderbolt and a shield, appears as
fighting, A seated figure'of the same goddess, holding
lance and shield, and with helmet for her headgear, has
' ■ '  ■ ■■■,: - ' 3 ■ •' .
also been identified, on the coins of Demetrius and Hippo
■ 4- . , - 5 v , .
stratus, < On a coin of Huvigka, ' now in the British
Museum, inscribed; with the legend PIOM, the goddess Roma.
or Pallas is seen standing, wearing helmet and long ehito
with the spear ;and shield in her hands#
it will thus be seen that Pallas has been represented 
with some of the■■well-known ayudhas that are placed in 
the hands of the. Mother Goddess. Durga, such as , shield
. ... - ^  s . . v *  „ .
(khetaka)» sword (kha^ga), spear (£ula)# and thunderbolt; 
(vajra) , Like the Mother Goddess who dons armour before
~ , * .■ y - a
her encounter with the, demons,. Pallas also appears
similarly clad# Moreover, as testified by the coins of
\ . -:X9\ ■* ; ■' , ■ ■
Gondopharnes, Pallas is depicted as fighting; so is the
Mother Goddess in all the Puragus and Hindu plastic art.
1. CCPM, pp. 150-51. .
2-# BHO# p» ,103, pl.xxii*6#
3#. Ibid# p* 163, pl* xxx*2#
4# Ibid, pi* &>, 163*
5 ; m ^ k p . i v
6> Ibid# pV 149, pl,xxviii.20; our pl, viii# 
7* Infra, pp* 473-74.
8. MP, lxxxii,27*
9* BHo, p. 103, pl, xxii*7*■ *
If Pallas anticipates Burga as a war goddess, Demeter,
2 3 ■ ' , * 
lyche, Ardochsho, and a divinity described as City, may
as well be regarded/to have constituted" some of the
earliest formd of the Mother .Goddess- in her saumya aspect
with attributes more or less similar to those of the
Roman Abundantia* Ihough described under four separate
names, they are, in our opinion, variants of the one
and the same goddess, who is represented with a cornuco-
5 6 . 
piae in her left hand and a sceptre in her right* Her
right hand is also sometimes seen extended like that of
7 : \ 8 9 .
Pallas# She has either a modius or a turreted crown
for her head-dress, and on some coins holds in her left
10
hand, instead of the cornucopiae, a palm which is same­
'll.
times shown bound with a fillet* A brasier-like object
12is also seen in her right hand when it is not extended* 
The goddess is usually represented in a standing position 
but also appears as seated , on a throne on some of .the
13
issues*
1. BMO, p* 85.
2* Ibid, p. 68, pl.xvi*3; p# 70, pl*xvi*9.
3. Supra* p. AiO-
4. bMS7“p * 57; CCIM, p. 30, pl* vi.6*
5*. UUfM* p* 74.
6* lbid, p* 99, pl. x*
7* BMO, p. 90, pl. xx.1.
8* Tbrd, p* 59. pl.xiv.1; OOIM* p* 30* pl. vi.6
9. OTH,. p. 99, pl. x; B M C . pl. 1.2.
10. B H S 7  p. 60,
11. I b i d . p. 82; CCPM. p. 132, pl. xiii.
12. I b i d .
13. I b i d , p. 84; CCPM, p. 120.
: The:- female/i divinity designated ,as; Gity on the coins 
mentioned .above is however different from the city goddes* 
of Pu^kalavatr in that the former, unlike the latter, 
seems.to have been associated rather with the welfare and 
fortunes of cities, than, with their defence* In her, as ^  / 
well as Demeter , JDyche and. Ardochsho, we 110, doubt have th< 
: loca.l version of the Roman Abundantia, and perhaps, the 
forerunner pfflakgml on the Indo-Parthian, Kugapa and; 
.’.Gupta-- coin's.*^ -; .®h:at-v.like-. any.,of these goddesses, the Mothe: 
. Goddess iwas also conceived hs presiding over fortune and
affluence, is clearly indicated by the Pahjab Museum coin
;
of Huvidha, .;>on which OMMO or Uma ’holds a cornucopia© 
like' Demeter,.. lyche and Ardochsho* . ;
Demet'er v^dtAbunds^tia ‘-not only appear to have anti­
cipated Ardochsho andLakgmion the Indo-Greek and ,Indo-v 
Scythic coins, but also indirectly,the Arnbika or Durga , 
figures on the’ coins of the Imperial: Guptas,* A standing 
figure of; Demeter with her right hand raised and a: cornu­
copias in her left, appears on the coins of Philoxenosv
■ * iw/3;- ■ -; ^  V * v  ,
, and. Azes,. ' The reverse of these coind is stamped with-the 
effigy of1 a humped .bull., but on some coins of Azes\%jL ;in
•. * .  , ' . . . .  v. . ... • • ' - ■'
1. Supra, p. 4<c>s
2. DHI, p. 127.
3 . -  CCPM, p p .  7 2 ,  1 2 1 - 2 2 ;  BMC, p. 8 5 . ,  pl. x i x . 3 .
the collections of the Panjab and British Museums, the 
goddess appears on the reverse while the obverse shows a
'■ . Krh ' - ■ ■ ‘ J 1 ■ '■ ■ i’-V"
lion walking towards the right* On the Azes coins Demote
is also represented as seated, with her right arm extende
‘ ’■ '.v‘- '■ . .  ~ . ’ ■■2-' ■ ‘ . ■/ ■ ■ bv;
and a cornucopiae.in her left hand. On the obverse>of.
, v  ■ : • ,- , i - .3v.v--Vvf-
the square bronze and copper coins of Pantaleon and
Agathokles, is depicted a female, figiire wearing vpendant : 
ear, ornaments, oriental dress and trousers and holding a 
flower in her right hand* . The reverse. of these. coins ; 
shows a maheless lion standing to right. Bemeter's
association with the lion on the above coins undoubtedly
; : ■ b '>:; ■, - ■" v >  ■ •' 5 ‘ ^
represents-her as a pother Goddess, like Cybele*, , The
female figure in oriental' dress bn; the Indo-Greek: coins'i
appears in o-ur, opinion to be none else than a variant of
the Mother Goddess of the. ancient 'Middle_.Kast - the . :b
Iranian .Anahit,a or; the Babylonian Ishtar to whom 
attributed a'lion as her mount and, favourite animal* ; 
Ihat this particular deity as well as the one described 
above as Demeter were in/fact intended to represent the ;
■ Mother,- Goddess is not only suggested, by their association
1. CCPM, p. 121;; BMC, p. 85, pl. xix.4. ,
2. CCPM, p. 120; BM5, py.84; CCIM, p. "46, pl. • viii.15.
3. BRU7 p. .9, pl.”IIl.9.;. .CGIM7VI 10, pl.- ii.l. - V
4. OfflM, p. 10. pl. ii.2.
5* MAR* i, p* 275, pl* Ixii;; ISM,; p*. 174;,. OMG, p. 160* 
r6* PeTap'orteV L: Op* cit* p* 140; LEM* p* 57* Percy V  
.Gardner*s;description.of the figure as that of a dan­
cing; girl of 'strictly Hindu type'(BMC* p*. lix) and 
Cpomaraswamy1s-identification of it as a variant of 
Lakgmi(EA,i(5),, p* 182; cf* DHI* p. 111) cannot be
with the hull and the lion,' hut also by a; bronze coin of 
Azes havingvon its :obverse the figure of a female deity 
clad in a himation, stadding on a lotus and holding a. 
flower in her right hand* A crouching- animal is seen on 
the proper, left of the female figure, and.on the reverse 
we" have the:eff igy of a humped hull* Gardner seems 
inclined to identify the deity Vas Lakgml, obviously . 7 
'because of her lotus pedestal and the flower in; hex^  hand* 
He also seems doubtful whether the crouching"animal is : 
actually a lion*. .Careful examinatibh definitely reveals 
,it to be so* fhus with her lion by her side-and the 
humped;.bull on the reverse, the deity on this coin can be 
no:other than the Mother Goddess Durga* In her tribhahga 
■ pose, the goddess not only appears , to be truly Indian,- , 
but, with a flower in her right hand, having a lotus for 
her. pedestal, and her left haxid placed; on the hip, the ; ■
deity amazingly anticipates the two-armed Ekanafhsa aspect
■ ■ ‘ ■- -V1, 2" .4- ■ ■ ‘ ; -
of the Mother Goddess. Like the goddess on Bhadragho^a.1 s
3 . . , • 1  ‘ ■ . . 1. ' ' .■
coins, this wide-hipped and hesavy^breasted female bn-thi 
..coin of Azes may well be. some divinity personifying 
abundance and fertility* from their attributes as well as 
the manner of their representation, such female figures
' accepted. Iher.e/ is nothing about the. female figure(not 
even the txjusers, which are oriental, but certainly;not 
Indian) ;to justify the hypothesis; of the two‘ scholars* 
.Equally; unacceptable is Banei^jea1 s suggestion thatthe 
figure represents the Yak^ipx Asvamukhi. DHI,- p. 111,
SMC* -p* 85, pl* xix*5; our pl* ix.
on early Indian coins may justly be regarded as the fore­
runners of those voluptuous females who figure prominent1 
in Indian plastic art beginning from the Maurya period, 1
and who are, described as Yak^ls, Vpk^akas, Karth and
•' ' 1 
Mother Goddesses and divinities of fertility*
£  2 h 2  2  2:1 E  2
The main element in the reverse devices of Gupta gold 
coins consists cf the figure of a female with emblems tha 
are undoubtedly intended to represent her (except perhaps 
in the case of the Asvamedha medals of Samudragupta) as a 
divine personage. Female figures representing a divinity 
also occurs on the silver and copper coins of the Gupta 
emperors* In an appendix (B) we record the main forms , 
of this divinity*
As Smith suggests, the goddess seated on a throne on 
the coins of Samudragupta and Candraguta II, the goddess 
seated on a wicker stool on the coins of both these kings 
and of Kumaragupta, on a\lotus flower on the coins of 
Candragupta II and his successors, as well as the goddess 
shown as standing on the coins of. Kaca and Candragupta II 
!are all intended to express substantially the same con­
ception*. This is quite evident from the emblems - lotus
2 . Bf hat saihhlta * lvii*37<
3* Supra, p*-4£>3-
1 * HIIA, p.4-6, pl*xi.37- 
2* JRAS, 1889, p* 16ff. 
3* Ib'id'. p. 27*
49'?S-.'J , 'j
flower and cornucopia© or fillet or lotus flower - placed 
in the hands of the goddess* Smith*s view that the godd­
ess sitting on a four-legged stool on the.gold issues of 
Samudragupta and Candragupta II *is unmistakably an adapt
tion of the goddess who. is named AP40X20, Ardochslio .on th
; 1 . " 1;
Indo-Scythic;coins, seems reasonable* Allan not only
subscribes to this.view, but also draws our attention to’
a coin of Azes on which Demeter is seated like Ardochsho
. ■ " " - I  2  / ,  : . . / “ . V .
oh the late Kugapa coins* Both are supported by Altekar
in whose opinion the goddess on the reverse of the early
Gupta, coins is *an exact copy of Ardoxsho with cornucopia
. ■ • 2 
in her: hand seated on a high backed throne* *
We have already stated that the goddess on the above- 
mentioned Gupta coins is Lakgml, having for her original
the Indo-Scythic Ardochsho, who had been a familiar figur
. "  • ..  5 : V
for centuries ill. north-western India*. tDhis no doubt
accounts for the survival of the cornucopiae seen in the:
hand of the goddess before the Hindu engravers changed it
: - I : , ' ■ 6 ,
.into a lotus, one of her characteristic attributes*
Putther indication of the transformation of Ardochsho int
8* '1.889* p# 26* Here as in Gardner*s British Museun 
Catalogue and other early numismatic studies, the name 
is given as,lArdochrou* 'This. is clue to the fact that, 
at the .time, the letters P (t) and.j^(sh) of the Greco- 
Kugaha script had not;been distinguished*
2* COGD, p. Ixx. ■
5* GGE; t>. .15, pl. 1.14-15*
4* t e a , ;  p* avL  
5* GQGDT pp * lxx±-lxxii *
S>ld* .Smith rightly objects to Q?heoboldfs assertion 
. that the cornucopiae is intended to represent a multr- 
headed naga or snake*.-It is, as he observes, *primari3
. the Indian Lakgmx may be noticed in the replacement of tin
throne by a lotus seat, and the provision of another
lotus, flower on which her feet rest, as in the Battle-Axe 
♦ - * 2 
lype of Samudragupta*s coins#
It would rather be too rash as well as unwise if the 
goddess on the coins of Candragupta II and his successors 
holding a cornucopiae or flower in her left hand, and a 
fillet or noose in her right-, - were straightaway identifier 
as Lakpmi*. In maintaining that the noose or pa&a Is an
emblem of LakgmS, Smith seems to have blindly.- followed
• 5-. *
BIrdwood, who also includes a rosary in one of her, hands, 
but does not give the source from which he derives the 
iconography of the goddess. We are inclined to agree: wit 
Smith that the object held in the hand of the goddess on 
Gupta coins looks more like a noose(pasa) than a fillet* 
But it appears somewhat incongruous that a pals a should be 
placed, in the hand of Lak^ml, who stands for the ideal 
. feminine beauty, wealth and-prosperity. In none of the 
iconographical texts describing the two-armed and four­
armed varieties of Lak^mx images, do we find either the 
pasa or the akgamali. ever placed in the hands of the 
goddess. .According to the Candlkalpa. a supplementary .
. ■ I ' ; r
1. a horn of plenty, copied from the Indo-Scythic coins1 
CJEAS, 1889, p* 25)* That it was regarded as an emblen 
suitable for a.benevolent deity like Lak^mx Is suffi­
ciently indicated by i%appearance as. an emblem of the 
goddess in Glass I of the Archer Type of Candragupta 1 
tII*s coins*(Ibid)
text of the Markan&eya Burana» the goddess as Mahalak^mx 
may of course hold a rosary and a noose in two of her
' v.t • 1 . * ,* ■ ‘ - ’
eighteen hands, but Lak§ml in this form 1really illus­
trates one of the primary aspects of the, principal cult- 
icon of the Saktas(Durga),: which stands for the supreme 
fountain-head of all divine powerf« On the other hand, 
both these objects constitute the emblems placed-in the
hands of Durga, who obtained the paSa from Varu^a whose
. - . ; ( ■. ~ ; '3.
ayudha it is, and the akgamala from, Brahma, Ihe latter
is usually placed iii the hand of the goddess when she is
represented in her two or four-armed variety as Uma * or
; ■ ' _ ■ L\. . : ■ ,. ,
Gaurl orci Parvati. Thus the goddess who appears on a 
lotus, holding a noose in her right hand, should rather 
be identified as Durga and not as Lak^ml,
2, CCGD, p, lxxiii; UHAB, 18.99, pp. 72-73, pl.i.11; CGff,
; pp, 58-59, pie* ii,16, iii.1-5. . ~ ’
3* ^AB,. 1889, p. 83.-
4. TBIcL p. 26. - .
5. Birdwood,., Sir-G.G.H.: (The Industrial Arts of India,
■- London, 1880, p, 58. ^ »
6. JEAS, 1889, p. 28,
7* According to Iconographical texts collected by Eao, th 
following are placed:in the hands of Lakgmx when.she i 
made with four-arms. ; a lotus flower, a wood apple, a 
conch, a pot of.nectar, a citron, a shield and a club 
(LEI, i(ii), App.0, pp,132-36) PaSa and aftku&a donot 
. appear among the objects, placed in the hands of Lak^mi 
according to the Manasollasa(?artliii vv.7.79-803^ . In 
. the lantrika texts-also neither Lakgmx nor Mahllak§mx 
appears to possess either of these objects as emblems 
(cf. Brhat-tantrasara« i, pp.125-29).
1. Mil,:i(ii), App.O, p. 156.
2 « D M  *T) *
3'. MFT Ixxxii;* 22-23.
4. Mil;, i(ii), App, 0, pp, 119-20*
Another factor militating against the goddess being 
Lakgmx is the asana or the sitting posture in which she i* 
seen on the Gupta coins*' ., Ihe goddess sits on. a lotus . /
£ sometimes full-blown) in baddhapadmasana in most of the
■■ 1 . .. f < * 2 ;
examples, and in some others in kurmasana, the earliest 
exampHe of which1is to be found in the seated prototypes,
of Siva-Pa&upati on some Mohenjo-ds.ro and Harappa seals1 •
- ' ■*.' .,,-d ' ’ .. ■ 1 . * - .. ' > 4 ■ ■
Kurmasana, padmasana and variations of the latter .are
evidently yo^ic asanas adopted as aid to the concentration
of the mind* On some Archer hype coins of Candragupta II
the goddess is seen seated #0 cross-legged or in padmasan
but. with, her right leg tucked up and the left bent and
drawn up on the seat so..as to form a support for her out—
stretched left arm( sukhasana)* She. is.' also shown as
seated on a lotus in lalitasana on two Archer h y p e  .coins
- V  ■ • n  . . 7  .  “  ■ . .
of the same ruler* The goddess may be Lakgmx.in both ■ ; 
examples, particularly in the one in which she is seated.
i n  lalitasana, which seems to have been one of the princi 
~ • .8 ’ 
pal iriodes of representing her in early Indian artjg\ Be­
sides lalitasana, Lak§jnx is also known to have been
1* CCGD, pls*vi*11,l3, vii*15,18,xvi.2,8,l2; BHGGG, pis*i
6-10, 12-I5f x*2~5>7-13* xi*2-5,8,12-15, xii*1~6, 9.-10
xiii.1-5; GGE, pls.v*1,2,5, x.1-10; xi*14-15, xiv.7-11 
xv.6-10* . /
2* OCGB, pl*vi.10; .0GB1, pis. xv.13, xvi*9-11; GGE, pl.v*. 
10,12, xiv* 1 1 , 1 5 xv*2-5,6-10,12-15n  BHGGG , pis.ix*
> 11-15* x.6-15, xi.6-7*9-15* xxi.6-15. ""
3* DEI, p. 270.
4. Ibid, p. 272. ; .
5i Ibid, p. 269*
6 * 5517 Pi# v*3*11$ BHGGG, pl#xii*11-15; GGlM, pl.xv.14*
represented in paryaAkasana as in her abhigelca group at
Mahabalipuram, but she has rarely been shown in sculpture
^  ' 2  ' . . ~ _    . . .  _
or in. painting either in padmasana or kurmasana like th
goddess on the Gupta coins noticed above♦ Since both 
these asanas are associated with Siva and his worship, 
ahd:alsb as the pasa happens to be one of the ayudhas of 
the Mother Goddess, the divinity on the Gupta coins re-,, 
presented;in these two sitting postures cannot but be : 
regarded as burga.. In sculptural art also a few four­
armed varieties of burga images appear in padmasana or 
kurmasana.
(The fillet or cornucopiae, or the fillet and lotus, 
arid sometimes only the. fillet or the lotus, held in the 
hands of the goddess seated either on a throne or oross- 
1egged on a lotus, seem to have been the criteria for 
identifying her as Lakgml. But these emblems are also 
seen in the hands of the goddess seated on the back of a
couchant lion on the reverse of gold coins of the King
\ . ’ & - ' ‘ ' • :<v‘ ' ’ 
and Queen Type of Candragupta the Lion-Trampler, Com—
> , \ . . ' ■ . 6 
batant Lion and Retreating Lion Types of Candragupta XI,
7* BHGGC, pi. xii.7-8. - 
8* ES,ri"(5) , pi. xxiv«7, 10-11.
1* EA,i(3)^ p# 185, pi. 2Qnrii*2^.
2*1 Seated figure of Lakgml in padmasana flanked by two 
elephants as in her, abhlgeka scene mhy be seen carved 
on an ivory comb from Bombay. (Birdwood,G.C .M ;Op»ci-t, 
p .218, pi*62) but such a sitting position has^not been 
prescribed in any iconographical text. A similar scene 
As also;depicted on a circular terracotta seal.from
and the Lion-Trampler. Type of Kumaragupta* .The goddess, 
so represented on these coins is no other than Durga/ 
Ambika. It was obviously because of these emblems that 
Allan seems, to have been in two minds about her identity, 
since he says, her lion-inount notwithstanding , that hshe 
is"probably to be again identified as,Lakgml or,she may b'
"  . ■■ n  ■ ' •  -  , 2  -
Mahadevx Cbuggaj-^Amb'ika;) whose vehicle is the , lion1. . 
Smith has no doubt whatsoever in regard to her identity,' 
and explains the cornucopiae as intended to emphasize tile
V  ■; ', ' ■ -3 : ■ ■ ■ ■ . >  / -i ;
beneficient aspect ;of the goddess. tWhen she holds/the , 
cornucopiae,1 ■ he observes, f,and is seated 04 a .lion, as 
in the case of the •coins of Chandra Gupta I, it is . ob­
vious that the symbolism Is intended to suggest both the 
terrible, and beneficient aspects of. the. goddess, and it. 
Is imaterial whether we call her Parvati or Durga, or , :
Lakshmi, for she, partakes of the special characteristics
i Y T  ■■•:. ’ ’* ■' V ;■ , .■ ' Y •'
of each1.* V - . -/y ; y ,
Oh the King and Queen Type coins of Candragupta I, the
Y  ; ■ : -y y . - - h i  \  ‘ - . ■ 5 ■ " V
goddess Is seated oh the . lion in parya&kasana like ■ Y .
* Nalanda(MSI, No. 66, p. 52 (no. 8.1. 812). '
3* Infra," p. 51& ■i J ;/
4*. Qf’T our pi. x. ' p . . . ;
5> JRAS,: 1889. p. 63, pi.i.1. ;■ :  ^ ! -
6’. Ibid, fc>.87. pl* ii.5; p p .89-90. pl.ii.6. v /
1. jras,iB89. p. 106.’ ;^  ^
2; 0 0 G B p I x x i i i , pi. • iii.1,2.8,9.
3. JRA8, 1889, p. 25. \Y V
4. Ibid , pp. 25-26. . v •: : ; -
-;;5. *nGE,;-p> 27,pl.l^8-10,12,13, vi.11; .BHGGC, /pi. i. 1-10 ♦ :
' : " ' ' ' , . ‘ - 1 •' 
like Ardodochsho ;on a throne in Ku$a$a coins, and also
like the goddess who appears sitting on a throne or wicke
■- 2  ■ * ■ " ' " - y  . .  . ' . ;  \  . . ;  ; •
stool /on the Standard, Battle-Axe and Archer Types of 
: ‘ . : 3 ■ • - " ■' ' ■ ■ /
Samudragupta1s as well as on the Archer Type ofOandra- 
; \ ■ Z|* . : "■ - : : 
gupta II*s gold coins* . The dapta die-cutters.no doubt
discarded the throne in favour of the lion,' as Altekar . 
rightly^ suggests, in;order to represent the divinity as 
Durgd, who.has this particular animal for her mount* The 
legends Idcchavayah occuring with the lion-mounted goddes 
on the reverse and Kumara Devi Sri on the obver s e of.the 
King and Queen Type bf Candragupta Its gold coins, pro­
bably indicate that Durga was the tutelary deity of they... 
Licchavls of Va.isalxv •
Even a pursory,examination of the Gupta coins having 
for their reverse device'the goddess seated on a lion,,
with, the latter■either walking or couchant, cannot but
' ' V  . - ' ■ ■ ‘ 8 
reveal that the former: sits on her mount in both padmasan
: ‘ 9 ' ' ' . / . ” • : y\*-
and lalitasana as she does on the full-blown lotus* She
1 * GGE, p. 28, pi* i*3*
2. Ibid, p. 48.
3. BBESb, pis. , i.1,1-15;ii. 1-13;lil:. 1 -15;;- v.6-^; vi.1-2.
4* IMd, pis * vii.13, viii*1-15? i^*1-5V.
5* .OGE,- p. 28. Altekar* s identification of the goddess y 
y seating:o n ,a lion and holding a lotus in her hand 011 
; rthe coins of Candragupta- II as Lakpmr is not acceptabl 
(GGE, p. 106), because, as an emblem the lotus is not 
exclusive to Lakgml*(DHI, p. 133)
6. JRAS, 1889, p. 63* - ~
7. BSE7' p. 28. \
8. TEJxd, pi.; vi.9-ip ; vii.2-3*.
9* UG1T, pp* 111-15. pis. vi.1-3, 5-7; vii.5,10; xix.i; 
BHGGG,pls.vi.7-15,xvii.1-10,12-14,xviii.1-4,xxix.1-15* 
pur pi. xi.
also, appears seated astride the lion on varieties B and
G of the Lion Trampling Type, Class II, of Candragupta 
, 1 ; • ' ' .
II1s coins* The sculptural representation of Durga in
padmasana: on her.lion-mount as on these Gupta coin
is extremely rare if /not entirely unknown. In has'
reliefs/depicting Durga'in lalitasana, it is a throne
rather than the. lion on which she is seated, the animal .
being usually carved on the pedestal. A four-armed
image of the goddess * described as Si&havahinl, now in
the Indian.Museum, Calcutta, represents.her facing, and i
; \ - - -y*-. ‘ V ' '* 3. - . - ■ V '
lalitasana on the back of a couchant lion. She-'differs 
from the goddess on -the Gupta coins .in that she is armed- 
a sword in her upper.right hand and a shield in her upper 
left. Her lower right hand is making the boon-giving ' 
gesture, while., with'her left arm she encircles a child 
sitting on her drawn up left leg.: The goddess sitting 1 
astride the lion on the Lion-slayer Type of Candragupta:; 
II*s coins may be rightly regarded as the forerunner of ' 
the Biihhavahini images of the Mother Goddess that we find
in the art of medieval1 India, particularly in Bihar and
. - ■ : 4 ' - -■ : ;
Bengal* - ‘  ^ ,
1* CGE, pp. . 114 and 116, pi. vi.8 and 13; BHGGC, p. 204, 
pT7-xvii.i1., -
2.. Infra, pp. £502-03?
3. DHTT p . 501. pi. xlii.4.
4. Tbxd* pi. xliii.4.
The female figure seen standing on the reverse of the
Combatant Lion (or Tiger-slayer) Type of, gold coins of 
: - ' ... 1 
Kumaragupta and feeding a peacock, and also performing
the same act sitting on a wicker stool on his Horseman
, - 2 v ' .3. ■■
Type of coins, has been identified as. Kumar! Devi. On
the reverse of the Peacock Type of coins of the same rule
the goddess appears riding the bird, while the obverse
shows the king offering a fruit to a .peacock* The identi
fication of the goddess as Kumar! is based apparently on
her association with.the peacock, .the mount of Kumara
Kdrttikeya, as well as on the fact that the king was
named after that god. While we. are inclined to regard
the goddess riding on a peacock as Kumar!, the lakti of
. 5 * -
Kumara and one of the Sapta-Mat^kas, . it is rather diffi­
cult to say if the standing and seated female feeding the 
bird may also be identified as such* It may be pointed 
out that the lotus held in her left hand does not nece- 
ssarily indicate her divinity, nor does the nimbus,
because this also encircles the head of the*' queen on the
‘ 7
obverse of the King and Queen Type coins of Candragupta I
pp. xcii, 81-83, pis. xiv.14-17, xv.1-4*
2. Ibid. pp. xc, 71-76, pis. xiii.6-19*
3* JRAS, 1889, pp. 19-20.
4**- Ihld, p. 105, pi. iii.1-2; CCIH, pp. 113-14-, pl.xvi.3. 
5. §u^a,fp .Z0&,£>7 
6*. Supra,p„ *\c>7-
7. CCGD, pp. 8-11, pi. iii.1-15; cf. CGE, p.32ff.,pl. ii. 
8-13; BHGGO, p. Iff., pi. i,1-10.
Peacock is no doubt the yahana of Karttikeya and therefor 
of his sakti Kumar I-, but it is also one of the many birds 
domesticated as pets, (bhavanasikhl^ in ancient India.
With its gorgeous plumes of a thousand hues and its deli-
. 2 : ; : ■- ' . : . ' .
ghtful dance, this elegant bird seems to haye been for 
ancient Indian- nayikas and wealthy ladies what pekes and 
poodles are for their Western counterparts of today. Ihus 
in our opinion, the female, particularly the standing one 
feeding a peacock, may not represent the goddess KumarI. 
She is in all likelihood a consort of King Kumaragupta 
whose effigy, occurs on the obverse*.. Q?he figure seated on 
a wicker stool and feeding the peacock may also represent
a queen but' she may equally well be regarded as a variant
•' ’ ’ 3
of Srl-Lak§ml and not KumarI Devi as suggested by Smith.
For in sculptural art Lakgml is known to have been pre­
sented in association with animals (elephants) and birds,
/, ■.. • a ; . -
the latter including peacocks. In regard to the goddess 
riding a peacock on the Gupta coins it must be admitted 
that such a representation of KumarI is unknown in Indian 
plastic art in which she appears with her yahana.either 
carved by her side or on the pedestal. On some coins, th 
female feeding the peacock is seen standing on what looks
1. Hala: Gatha-Sa.pt as at 1,. p. xiv.
2;. Mep’hadutam, WTBWX verse 32-.
3. P, 24. . ;
Ek* 1.(3) 9 p. 181, pi. xxvi*21-22.
5? p.
' ' - ' ■ - - . ■ ■ p - 1 1
like a crocodile or makara according to A.S. Altekar*
But sucli an animal is not the vahana of MtLfhei? Kumarx or
Lak§mx, but of Gahga*., Allan thinks that the goddesspon:
these coins (Higex^-slayer Hype of Kumaragupta) stands on-
■ ■  p -  '  . - 2 .  -■  \  ; *  -  ■  • * ■  :  p  • / ' A -
a lotus plant. We agree rather with Allan, than with
Altekar because Kumarl has no connection with an aquatic
animal; nor is Gahga in any way associated with a peacock
Nor again do we know a goddess:having association with
both these creatures. The object under the feet of the :
goddess does not seem to have any resemblance to a makara
head, though, honestly speaking, it is also, not distinct;
enohghito be regarded as a lotus, as suggested by Allan.
It is not easy to determine with any exactitude the 
identity of all the. female figures used as devices on p. 
Indian coins. As we have seen, the emblems placed, in the 
/hands of.these deities are not of much help. That some 
ofrthe figures are intended to represent Lakgmx is. un­
doubtedly suggested by the goddess- sitting on a wicker 
’pp - left'
stool, holding a cornucopiae in her/hand and scattering 
P ■ ■<: ' ■ ■ A- . \ ■' P ■ . ' ■'
coinspwith her right* Hhe objects being scattered may
also be grains, which would be quite characteristic- of
■ 22dkPi:£\iP ■ : ■ p  * ‘p ' ’
1. GGi, ;pp. 192-9% pi. Xii.1%13; BHGG0,p.277ff*,pl. ' 
xxvli.1-5*
2. OOGB, p. 81. p . - . p
3* Unless v of course, we are prepared to regard her, as 
’ 1 Durga, who like Artemis(MAR,d, p. 184) is also; the 
. 'Lady of the B e a s t s : ”  . .. ;
4. BHGGG, p. 173, ,pi; xiv.8; CGE, p. 94, pi. iv.8.'
p . ■ ■ . - ", 1 :
Lak^ml since she is associated with agriculture,
, Our contention that many of the female figures identi­
fied as Lakgmx (even when associated with a lion) do in 
realityPcepresent the Mother Goddess is clearly substan­
tiated by the; standing female figure, facing * on the
p , . p  ' ■ - p O ' p  ‘ ' -2,;. --pp;
Ohatra Uype (Glass II) coins of Candragupta II, and the 
*, p  ; ■' . 3 ■ ' ■ ' - p p a
Elephant-Rider Hype; of Kumaragupta. Altekar regards the;
goddess on the latter1,s coins as Lakgmlj but is not sure
about the identity of the one on the, former’s. Excepting
thab thepgoddess bn the;coins of; Kumaragupta wears much ,p
jewellery ah%holds a cornucopiae in her left hand,- she i*
identical, in so far as the manner of representation is
cohcerhedfwith the female figure on the coins of Candra-
.gupta II. Except for the position of. her hands in which
she, holds ;lo,tus and cormicbpiae or, noose, the;,goddess on l
the coins of both- the rulers; recalls in her strictly P
frontal-presentation,;heavy breasts, slim waist and wide
\.v p  bw,  p : P ; p-. *" p p  p ‘ " 4
hips, similar figures ih terracotta from Sari Dehri v : 
f  /  V - P P -  •  .  ‘ - p . ' - : .  ‘ ■ 6
and Mathura j ; and oil the gold leaves from Lauriya. , Hathei
than hiding her 'physical charms -and nudity, the, transpa­
rent skirt worn by the goddess lends a special emphasis
- ■ , •* p  . ,p ; ■' ‘.'P
1* SupraV p. VC - r p p i ■ Pi
2. BHGdfC% p. 18lff., pi;,: xv.7-11,
3 » Tbid«: pp;. 500-02 P Pi. xxx. 1,-3 *;
to her mons veneris, particularly on the coins of Gandra-
gupta II, These should he enough to indicate that, like
the Maurya, Suhga and Kugaija sculptor sr,; the Gupta die-
cutters were guided by the iconography of some Mother or
fertility goddesses while executing these female figures
1
on the poins.
In support of our contention we may also draw attentio:
to the goddess shown on the Gupta coins as seated in
paryankasana, facing, on a throne or a lion, with both:
feet down, It is difficult to overlook the prominence
deliberately given to the abdomen of the goddess by the
artists, who have shaped*it after the purpaghata or
pitcher of plenty. The sitting posture of the goddess
not.only reveals this feature in stark reality, but shows
its close resemblance to the lower half of the mutilated
3
marble figure of a nude female, whose ’distended belly
with the ornamental belt around it very much resembles
4
the decorated purttaghata. Divine or human, the female
*  ■ f
1, Of. our pi. xii.
2* BHGGG, pis*i, 1-10-,12-15, ii.1-15, v.6-14, vi.1-2,vii.1 
viii.1-15* Notice in particular pis, vii.13 and viii* 
1-5911>12,14. Our pis. xiii.a-d.
3* S u p r a Sip.
4. ^ 7  xxix, p. 138. The purpaghata does not occur, as a 
decorative element.exclusively in Buddhist art. The 
'pitcher of plenty1 or "full vessel" as Coomaraswamy 
calls it, 'with its lotus sprays, represents the water 
and is a symbol of prosperity and abundance,.. The 
aspect of the form and its mode of occurrence in the 
early art seems to suggest, that the "full vessel" may 
even have been intended, by itself, as an aniconic 
representation of the goddess1(EA,i(3), p. 183,fig.E). 
Coomaraswamy is fully borne out“Ty the present-day
figures on the various types of Gupta coins as well as
the coins of the rulers of Northern India down to the tim 
■ ' . , • ■ ' ' ' 1 
of Sasaiika, the king of Karpasuvarpa in Bengal, stand
not only>for,the type of ideal feminine figure known as
nyagrodha-parimandala, but also appear to have concealed
beneath their apparent sensuousness the sublime idea of
motherhood, of fertility and abundance. Usually two-arme
the goddesses nonetheless anticipate in their standing
and sitting postures the bhangas and asanas of the female
■ < ■' ~ - ' ' * 3
divinities in subsequent Indian plastic art. Just as 
Artemis:,and Demeter, Ardoclisho and Armandukhta anticipate 
some of the well-known aspects of the Mother Goddess on 
the Indo-Greek, Indo-Parthian and Ku§apa coins, so did th 
lion-mounted diviiaity on the Gupta coins anticipate her 
Si&havahinl form in subsequent Indian1 art*
custom of -worshipping goddesses like Manasa, Lak^ml 
and even Durga, the Mother Goddess in their aniconic 
form when;their images are replaced by an earthen ghat 
filled with water and its mouth decorated with green 
mango, twigs and leaves. The purpaghata thus indicates 
the nature of the goddess whom-it symbolizes - the 
. goddess if personifying/abundance, fertidityihnd‘‘pros­
perity;. ' . : \ . -k> - ;
* '
1. CGGD, p.l4-7ff., pi* xxiiij4-l6, xxivi-2.
2. P E T  PP* 373-. 74.
3* fwo- gold coins from Eastern Bengal have on their rever 
. se the effigy of an eight-armed goddess. Her identity 
is as uncertain as the authorship of the coins. CGE, 
p. 33^, pi., xix.B*1-2, also pp. 333-35*
Like those discovered in the Indus "Valley sites, clay
\ r . - ' , . .V ■ ‘ 1 .... i"
seals of . a religious character.‘unearthed at Bhita arid .
2 , ■; '■ ;■ /-.t.' . - ‘ ' '.'•■■■
Naianda furnish important evidence of Mother Goddess 
worship in ancient,India* ‘ The seals found in;the former 
place are chiefly Sadva, and not;only are emblems like th 
linga, the trident-axe, the nandi-pada and the bull O
visible on.them, but also Siva in his, anthropomorphic
3, 1 ,, ; ' ■' . ■* ■■■.V -"■// -■
form* The female figure appearing on.three of these
seals in association with such Saivite emblems as the bul
and the crescent under its neck, has therefore been
■ A ‘‘"-i ' ■'^ .i'-
dustifiably. identified as Burga, .the consort of Siva*. : ,
Facing front with, her right hand stretched downwards a v
little away from her body, and her' left hand resting on
the hip, the female figure on the Bhita seals, datable
. ' : , " ■ ■ . ' ■ 6 
between the 2nd and 3^ d. century A*D*,' -bears a striking ;
* - ‘ ‘ . . ' - ■ ■ V' i “ ;
resemblance to the goddess figures bn early Indian coins* 
These seals - as well as others showing the abhigelta -of
a - v  : ■ * . v
Lakgml, and the terracotta plaque depicting in high relie
1* A8I, 1911-12, pp*
2. MASI;-No* 66, pp* 26ff* .
3* - BBT7 p* 182.
4. 3ET, i9i1^l2, p* plV xviii.26,27*
5* BIT, p. -184.
6* ASI, 1911-12* p* 31*
7* Supray p. A%0* hr
8• A8I7 1911-12, pp * 52-54, pis• xviii *32, xix. 35 ? 42*
a female from whose headless trunk a lotus is seen coming 
out'-.- all indicate the worship of the Mother Goddess at 
Bhita and the regions around it.since great antiquity.
That the worship of Brahmanical deities, including tha
of the Mother Goddess was in existence in the regions
around Nalanda during the ; late Gupta and early medieval
periods, is conclusively proved by the discovery of a >
number of clay.seals which.are of considerable importance 
_ " ■ - ‘ - 2 
from -the artistic and iconographic point, of view. They;
are also of unusual interest, because their find place is
Nalanda, which is principally associated with Buddhism* .
The occurrence of so many; seals with Brahmanical deities^
and their emblems stamped on them must naturally appear ;
3 . ' " ■ ' ■;; ’ ■
somewhat strange. Such devices being found mostly On th
1. Supra *p* 2>71.
2. DHI,"p. .185. “ . ;
3. The prevalence of Hinduism in and around the famous h 
centres of Buddhism should not however be surprising. ; 
Notwithstanding its spectacular success and.the active 
and warm patronage of powerful kings, Buddhism could 
never dislodge the older religion from its firm positi 
tion in the society. This chiefly accounts for the. sur 
vival of the ancipnt Hindu faith ;not only at Nalanda
. but also at Gaya and Benares. 'Buddhism1, says Smith, 
'was still a strong force at the time of Hiuen Tsang's 
. ' visit in A.D, 637, and no doubt enjoyed, a large share 
of favour under the Pala kings of Bengal, whose domi-. 
nions included at times, at all events . But even 
. while Buddhism enjoyed the patronage of kings, the 
. religion of the Brahman was always predominant, and 
t Benares would seem to have been throughout the ages a 
f Hindu Brahmanical city rather than a Buddhist one. In ; 
Hiuen Tseng*s. days, the followers Of Siva, the great., 
local deity, far outnumbered the adherents of Buddha* 
and Siva in many forms and under many names is still 
the deity whose worship characterises Benares * * ERE,ii 
p. 468, — ”
seals, of royalty, officials and village organisations, it
may be presumed that the ruling chiefs as well as their
subjects, living near and around the famous monastery,wex
Hindus, The seals of the monastery no doubt bear mostly
the Buddhist creed and emblems on them. Yet, several of
these have turned up with Brahmanical deities stamped on 
1
one side. Thus a monastic seal of burnt reddish clay
(S9.75) has oh its left side a circular Buddhist device,
while on the other side, within an oval space, is depicte
!a four-armed goddess, Durga, seated on an animal which
- 2
looks more like a buffalo than a lion1. The goddess has 
a mace' in her right hand, a sword, in her lower right, ane 
indistinct object in 'her upper left and a lotus stalk in 
her lower left hand. The accompanying legend on the seal
. 3
ends in gramasya which suggests her as being the tutelar 
deity of some village. But for her face, which is not
Hot only Siva, but Vi^midnd the Mother Goddess are 
worshipped at Benares • Bor the worship of the Mother 
Goddess there since very ancient times see 3kanda 
Purana(KasIkhaudc Uttarakhan&a), lxi, lxx,lxxi-lxxii*
At‘Gaya, the locale of.Buddha’s sambodhi, numerous 
deities pSf the Brahmanical pantheon have been the 
object, of worship from immemorial times.. (See Montogo- 
. mery Martin : Eastern India, i, London, 1838, p.58ff.) 
The Mother Goddess seems to have been i^orshipped at; 
Gaya from remote antiquity under the name of Gayesvara
.
1. Dili, p. 185.
2. MSSI. H o .  66, p. 39, pi. iii.b.
3. Ibid.
shaped like that of a boar ,/this goddess as weir as the 
one (BI. 54-7); having an identical vahana. and the accompany 
ing legend Dvitra-gramasya (of the village Dvitra) could 
have been identified as \yarahi;.’ .That many of the 
goddesses appearing on the;, Nalanda seals - 'man as tic. as 
well as- Janapada - were village^mothers is suggested byh 
the legends;on many of, them ending in gramasya' or 1 of the 
•village1 ‘few' of them, including, the* two buffalo- . .
mounted ones, may even have been intended as Matpkasv who
r^V < , . d . V  hhV ; 2 ' ' - d id
'were originally village .goddesses. , Mention may be made
in this connection of; a six-armed deity seated op a bull"
- ;,;v 3 d  i-V., : , '/ y\.V\
(SI* 915)\"y: and ?a seated four-armed goddess (S*9* R*92) 
whose right upper hand,holds a trident, right lower.hand 
has a noose, deft upper lotus bud, left lower a vessely :
‘ |/;, ' < 4 \ " ■ : y V. ' .. -:: r
tree on, her left ‘eid'e.!.*‘ Because of the bull mount, the 
former may be identified as Mahefevarl, though as Banerjea 
observes, a, six-armed image of this goddess must be
; ■'■■ ■ \ - 5 .* ■ ‘ ■ /' ^
regarded as unusual*. Baherjea seems inclined to regard 
the latter: goddess as the \ Matipka Brahmapl because of her\
attributes, e.g., four arms and kamandalu, but these may
also constitute the. attributes .of the Mother Goddess* It
1 *. MABI, No * 66, p> . 4 2 pi*■ iii * 1.
2* Supra, p*. 234
3* HASI7 No. 66, p. 43* ; d *
4* JHdd,. p. 45* ; . A.
5* DHI, p. 186.
6* Ibid*. ■ . ; ; A..,-
7* Infra, p* 4S3-
would be much better in /our opinion, particularly in the 
absence' of vahana, to identify the goddess as a variant
* »*»mrwwmin nan *»i m.i'ij. * / 1 • '
of Durga. That would be all the more justified because; we
have on the Halanda seals two\four- and eight-armed ;
images of the Mother Goddess with or without her lion
mount. .Thus the four-armed goddess (S.I. 305), seated on
a lotus on the back of,lion with.the inscription Srlmad-
, 1 “
Deve6varl (the auspicious mistress of the gods)
“ — “7, 2
represents undoubtedly the Sifthavahinl aspect of Durga
... - • ■ . . ; " . - 3
that we,have noticed above on many Gupta coins. The
same aspect of .the goddess has . been unmistakably
on a .number of .Nalanda seals on which- she appears as two-
• Z.J - cj
(S .9•B .92, S.I.800), four- (S.9.R.1A, S.9.R.18), and
. . . :  . 6  . '■ -  
eight-armed (S.9*R*19». S*9#R*1A) • A two-armed divinity
seated with a child hdving.a tree to her right (S.I. 836 .
7 . ■ ' ' ■ ■'   .■ . r./:
807), with, the legend Afckothasatta-gramasya no doubt re­
presents the Mother Goddess in her saumya aspect, the tre 
possibly indicating her association with agriculture, the 
chief occupation of the Indian villager. Perhaps the sam 
two-armed deity appears on two other selas - sitting and 
flanked by a tree, with her right hand making the gesture
1. MAS I , No .: 66, p ., 37. ,
2; 5517 P* 185. As Sarvesvaresvarl is an epithet of Durga
’ according to the~MrKaudeya Puraqa (lxxxi.44), the -
legend Srlmad-Devesvari may equally be regarded as on< 
” of her ^KTesi
3. Supra,pp. ‘XQ- 7
Ha SI"7 No .' 66, pp.47, pl.v.c, 53, pi. vi.d.
5* ibid, pp. 48, 54.
6. TBT3, pp. 46, 48, pi. iv.j.
7. 151d p. 42, pi. ili.i.
* . wmt innniwwfcM t -Am
of protection, and a trident held in her left Qh.dneSS)- .
' 1 ; \ - 7 ■ ■■ ..
(^S.3h\668), and seated goddess flanked by a tree on ano- 
,  ' > . ■ ’ ■ . 2  - ' ‘ ‘ h V " \  : ;
ther (S.I. 799, 829) with a two-lined*legend Gaya - ;
, • . • - : — :-f'' -/'■ : 3 ~ ■ ■ •
yijtgyadhikarapasya written::under ■ a serpent • The seated
f igure of the goddess with a child on ,her left knee and 
attended by a serpent alsb appears on two of the seven: •
different impressions on an oval, piece of baked clay (S.I
■vd;“ ^  • ■" ;\:— V  , v .. , t,-.;
673). The divinity here, is in all vpx^obability a variant.
of the Bother Goddess as she is worshipped in ’an agri-; ;
cultural community, or she may also ;be Banasa, the goddes
of snakes ,, whose motherly; aspect is sought to be .emphasi-
■' -b-?".. >  - h ■ ■-V ' 5 . ‘ h ' ' : . V  r/
zed by placing a child on her: lmee* That the Bother
Goddess was.worshipped in the region of Nalanda in all ; ;
her .aspects, saumya as well as ghora, will be apparent
from-an examination of the seals, one of which depicts
a four-armed, skeleton figure of a female facing right,, ’
with a skull (kapala) in her lower right hand, a goad in.
her upper right, a trident in her lower left and a dagger
: ; ■ 6 ,■ \ , . "... v
in her upper left hand* (8*9. R 1A). Sastrl identifies
: , ~ /, - 7 ,/ • V . '  ^ ; i '■ ; . \hi;:
her as Bahakall, but her description and attributes
, 7-7% ■' • " ’ "k  . . . . 8 h / ‘
answer to the fpur-armed variety of Camuptja, who is one
of the Batpkas,•and also an important manifestation of
-'-vh . , 9 ■. -'V; ■ t :
the Bother Goddess* , ./
1* BASj, No*: 66,. p* 42, pi* iv*a, . :
2* Ibid, p* 50, pi* v*h* • _ '
3* For the association 6f the Bother Goddess with the
serpent and its significance see BG, pp* 3 6 - 4 1 . ■■■V'';',- 
4* BA81, No* 66., p. ‘.55, pi* vi.i. . ~ p ;. ;
Goins=and seals furnish much valuable evidence about, 
the. worship of the.Mother Goddess in ancient India. They : 
also record, her iconographic development- - the attributes , 
asanas, and the various modes of depicting her in standing 
attitudes.. Not only the Mother Goddess, but other female 
divinities regarded as her emanations or whose attributes 
she has largely absorbed, also appear, on the coins and 
seals. A;s .we have already noticed, the early Indian coin; 
with the effigies of various female diyinities stamped.on 
thbm enable us to determine the extent of foreign influ­
ence on the iconographic development of Lak^ml and the 
/■'- ■ V 1 '■ ■ v : ' - ■' . .
Mother.Goddess. It^  would be sheer obstinacy.not to admit
that hak^mi had her prototype in.Ardochsho, or that 
Demeter and Pallas Athene had something to do with the 
iconography of Uma and Durga.
It must however be admitted that seals, as compared 
with coins,;supply more iconographic details of the Mothe: 
Goddess *.. This in no way minimises the importance of the 
evidence furnished by the.coins on which may be noticed
some of the well-known1 standing and seated postures of
■ -' 7 2 ■ .. . 7 : '■ f 7-w •
the Mother Goddess.; As on the coins, she also appears
5* Bupra,; p,. . ; • V 1
6. : Ha b I‘7 No. 66, p. 48, pi. v.d,
7 . Ibid. • -
8. d h i , p. 187* , 7 7 7 -
9«. Supr a p . % % Q. , : ,
on the seals with a lion for her vahana* and -in .-two
■ -  7 - 7 7 ' '  ■ '  . - v  , : 7 v  ■ ,  - I . ' :  ■■ ■ . 1  ■ . '
examples, from Naianda (S.9,R,55 and S*9*R*147) ? she is/
seen seated on an-animal.resembling a crocodile or iguana
’ 2  7  ' ' - : ;  . . . .  
(godha) w h i c h  is usually associated with her t w o a n d
' \  7 '  7 3  . .  . : , - 7
four-armed variants* The goddess appears on the coins 
mostly as two-armed, standing as well seated, but on the 
, seals she is mostly seated and shown as two-, four- and 
eight-armed*, Jn the last named variant, she , sits on a 
lion with some of her well-known attributes - sword,, lotu
bell, snake, and noose:,; in her hands, t^o of them being v
. shown in the abhaya and.varada poses* As we have seen,
th©; motherly aspect of the deity on the seals fromNaland 
has been duly emphasized „by a child placed on her knee, 
while her character as a gramadeyatgi intimately associate 
With agriculture,-has. been suggested as much by the ; 
^accompanying legends ending in gramasya as by the tree
or trees at her side* ;
in 
; 
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The Mother Goddess Durga has numerous names and; as
v 1' ■'■■■.*■ v; ‘ ;= ■
many forms • But the best; Imown. among her forms are
those which represent her'as Mahigamardinx or Mahigasura-
mardinx and Ga$<3i. Under her other names JJma, Gaurl and
Parvatx, the Devi is shown as performing tapasY as a ,
bride being wedded to Siva, or in an amorous mood seated
by the side of her husband. Gap-^x 5 one: of her most
p opular name s, obviously sugge s t s her ghora aspect, but;
in reality the. goddess under this epithet appears in
plastic?-art as no more terrific than Urna-Ganrx-Parvatl. -
associated1, with her saumya character. Multi-armed as in
the aspects mentioned above, seated images of the goddess
with her lion-mount usually carved on the pedestal, also
represent her in her saumya character which is indicated
•  '
1* It is not possible to examine here all the forms of 
Durga.’ We shall, therefore confine ourselves to her 
, well-known forms only.'Ihe numerous forms of the 
goddess may best be studied in EHI, i(ii), ppy 338-72; 
Yratalchauda. pp. 79-102; §11, pp. 199 ff*
by the: sukhasana or lalitasana in which she is portrayed 
in many examples of medieval sculptures found, chiefly in: 
Bengal* > . ^
DURGIl AS'THErSLAYER Off TEE IITAN BUFFALO,
;; - By far the largest, number of.representations of Durga 
relate to her ghora aspect in which she is shown as the 
slayer of the bhffalo-demon (Mahi^asura). It is also the 
earliest; as well as the most popular v. as^testified by 
theYlarge number of terracottas and stone images that 
-have been'found at the different: archaeological; sites. 
With; certain modifications;, this particular form of the 
Devi has come down as the accepted model for ihe^  clay 
images (kganika murtayah) in which she is worshipped .-/ 
nowadays in Bengal during the autumn. -
Banerjeafs view that none of the, Mahi§amardini images.
;:>v /; - ' 3
is anterior to the f Gupta period , has been rightly ;
challenged by B.C.: Agrawala,who draws qur attention to a
terracotta plaque from Nagar, Rajasthan, depicting Durga
in the act, of tilling the buffalo-demon, and datable
according to hisiY in the 1st century B.C. or 1st . century
a. DHI, p.497*
2. Ibid; our; plate xiv.
3. HCIP, ill, p.447*
1 V  ■  ^ ' . , •
A.D. Agrawala*s objection;is sustained by as many as
six Mahisamardinl statuettes in the Mathura Museum.' one
- * ‘ ’ f • * \  o - ; • . /  . „ -v. * >
. of them being four- , and the rest six-armed* and all
: ,  . /  ,  ■' ' •  1  . V . . . -  . -  2  ■ :
assignable to the Ku§apa: period. But by no means should
these examples be taken as confirming-the high antiquity '
' - ■' ;  ^ - - ■■ ' 1 3 * v"'
that R.C. Agrawala claims for the Nagara plaque. For it
shows the Devi accompanied by the lion, a feature that is
conspicuous by its absence not only in the Mathura Museum
specimens, .but also in the Mahisamardinl reliefs belonging
tp, the Guptavand; early medieval/periods. Should-
Agrawala1s dating of the Nagara plaque be accepted, the ■ .
date also of the Markandeya Parana, which is commoniy .
believed to have Inspired-the Mahisamardinl concept of
Durga,. has of necessity to be shifted back by at least
1. LK, No. 1-2, p.73> pi. xviii.l.
2. CBIMA, p.57. : :
3 * Elsewhere ( JBRS .xli ( I) ■> pp *2-3) . R. 0. Agrawala has ;claiin- 
ed 1st century A.Dv as the date of another plaque from 
; ; Nagaf, depicting a  two-armed Durga slaying the buffalo- 
’s,demon. The right hand of the goddess is placed on the 
back of the animal.whose,tail is standing erect arid 
whose forelegs are also raised. The Devi's right foot, 
is placed'on the head of her recumbent llon-mount. Be­
sides jewellery, she wears a turban-like head-dress, a 
characteristic of Ku^apa art., The: goddess has a pleasii 
countenance. Like, the-other plaque from Nagara, the 
dating of this one also should be regarded as tentative
A. Infra, cs. '
5. PHI, p..498.
three or four centuries. (Till that has been done, 
Agrawala*s dating should be treated as purely tentative#
Many of the early Mahisamardinl reliefs are poorly
executed and the goddess is.represented in a summary 
2
fashion. Yet as Banerjea observes, their study *will
1. The Devl-Mahatmya section of the Markapde.ya Pur ana, 
which is the-source of the Mahigamardml form of Durg§ 
cannot be later than the first quarter of the 7th cen­
tury A.D. in the light of the Dadhimatl-mata Inscrip­
tion of the time of Druhlaha, datable in the G-E 209, 
equivalent to 608 A.D. and V.S. 665(PI, xi, p*302). 
This epigraph as well as the terracotta and stone 
images of Durga as Mahisamardinl, assignable to the 
;Kupapa and Gupta periods, and her great popularity 
during the period from 550 to 750 A.D. as testified by 
the writings of Ba$a(AI, iv, p.133)» all combine to 
suggest that the MP together with its DM section, was 
written much earlier* This is also indicated by the 
utterance of Candanaka, a character in J§udraka*s 
Mrchchakatika(tr* A.W. Ryder, p.104-): May Siva, Vi§pu 
Brahma, Three in one/Protect thee, and the Moon and th 
blessed Sun// Slay ail thy foes as mighty Parvatl/Slew 
Sumbha. and Nisumbha fearfully//. The destruction of 
Sumbha and Nisumbha is one of the well-known exploits 
of Durga described in the DM, and £udraka*s reference 
to it may be taken as evidence of the existence of thi 
section during his period, i.e.^ 1st century B.C - 1st 
century A.D. (Supra, p. ). We may therefore agree 
with those who arguetan earlier date for the MP(H0IP, 
iii, p*298), though as we have seen, the evidence of 
Sudraka*s play and Mahisamardinl images datable in the 
Kugapa period would point to the high antiquity of the 
Purana% viz., 1st to the century A.D. (Of. Bhandar 
kar,D7R.;fEpigraphic Notes and Questions*, JBBRAS, 
xxiii,l909, pp* 61ff; HD,v(ii), p*82l; Pargiter,F.E.: 
The Markapt^eya Purana."translated with notes, Calcutta 
.1904, ~ pp. xiii-xx.).
2. LK, Nos. 1-2, p.73.
enable us to throw some light on the developmental aspect
: ■ -  '■ ' 1  ... 2  . * '  ■ V
of the ioon&c motif'• In the Nagara plaque,  ^ the Devi 
is four-armed, and her left foot is placed on the recum-v 
bent lion. Her lower right hand is .placed on1 the buffalo 
and in her upper right hand she holds a trlS.uila. Armed 
with such ayudhas as triSula and spear, the goddess also
appears as the slayer of the buffalo-demon in the Mathura
V • 3 . ■ : ' " . : • , \ ■
Museum sculptures. In as many as twenty terracotta
plaques from Ahichchatra, the goddess, usually four-armed
is seen * engaged in subduing a buffalo standing on its
■ hind legs with head uplifted in front of the goddess and ;
body stretched acress her legs. In the upper hands she
• holds attributes, her lower right hand is placed on the
- : -C. - ' ■' "■ “  .. ! -' 4back of the animal and the left swung around its neck1, 
obviously half overpowering It before plunging into its 
body the sula held in her tipper right hand. Identical ,: 
rough representations of the goddess may also be noticed
on two reliefs of local sandstone unearthed at Bhita by
. ■' ■■■ 5 ■ ■; - ' ■' * . :
Marshall., On the superior specimen-(No. 14) the goddess 
•. . ^ : - -6;-.■■■ 
is four-armed (not two-armed as suggested by Banerjea ),.
•  . . ;r ■
1. DHIV pp.497-98. i-
2. LK, Nos. 1-2, p.?5*
.3* GBIMA» p*57«iIhe Bikaner Museum has in.its collection' 
a Mahisamardinl.image in terracotta that may.be assig­
ned to the Gupta period. (LK , No. 8, p.55? pl.3acvi.25
4. AI, iv, p*133? pl.xlvi.B.
5* 551, 1911-12, p.86,pl.xxxi.13,14.
6. I T ,  p. 498.
holding an indistinct object in her upper right hand, and 
a shield in her corresponding left, while her lower, left 
hand is pressing down the haunches of the buffalo as she 
pierces: its neck, with the- sMa iri her lower right* :
Influence of the Ku$a$a art idiom still lingers oh the / 
round face and the low round cap of the goddess on these
. r ' X  - - ' ■ ’ i ' ' 1
plaques which may be placed in the early Gupta, period*
The; practice of representing the goddess as
the slayer of a buffalo, ostensibly personifying the, demb] 
of that name (Nahig.asura), appears to have continued; as 
late: as the 8th century,A.D, It was not before the 6th 
century A.D. that we find the asura emerging in his 
human'form out of the body of the animal, or fighting the, 
goddess assuming a form that is half human and half 
animal (buffalo-headed), The, Bevl-Mah&tmya no doubt 
refers to both the animal, and human forms of the demon, 
but his destruction in his former aspect in all probabi­
lity represents the survival; of a custom relating to the
• . ,  - .
:1* A 1‘oughly carved female figure on the lower part of a 
stone from the monastery site at,Sarnath,with one hand 
on the back of an animal(buffalo?), and with the other 
hand apparently spearing it, may after all represent 
Durga as fehigamardini(ASI, 1907-08, p*48), for we hav 
from-the same place another relief whose Brahmanical 
character is impossible to mistake. She is no,other 
than Manasa, four-armed and seated cross-legged above 
a .ghata from which are issuing two snakes,
There are two rows of four snakes 
one, on each side of'the goddess, the row on the right 
being topped by the figure of Ga$esa(Ibid, p,6l, pi, 
xix,C), The two; plaques may be assigned to the early 
medieval period*
-lxxxiii,20-28, ,32-39•
propitiation of the gramadevata with buffalo sacrifice in
' * . . : 1 * : - ' ■ - ■; " . v
some remote antiquity. The animal is also one of the
many whose blood is favoured by the goddess, some of
whose appellations describe her’as,Hahigasuranasinl
(destroyer ofthe buffalo-demon) and Mahigasrkpriya (fond
of Mahiga1s blood) as well, as Hahigaghni (the killer-of ■
- \ 4 7 ■' . - ; ■' - V.
of the buffalo) * We are therefore inclined to. think tha'
the worship of Durga was combined with some seasonal
sacrifice, and the story of her-fight with the demon in :
buffalo, form was invented later on to fit in with the
: " ■ : 5 \ ■ \ ~
existing custom.
1. HRY, p.57. :
2. BYP^(PrhkttiKKh), liv.89ff; KP% lxvii.3%11*
5. HBEy xv* 6?15,~i .23.8. :
4. Sabdakalpadruma y iii % p.1449. Other epithets of the 
goddess in recognition of her destruction of the buffa­
lo -demon are : Hah isam athan!, Hahisasuraghatini  ^Mahig; 
suramardini  ^and HahisasurasudamfjSPHT"p*2>.■ v *
5. HRY, p.58.‘In support of her observation, Underhill r ; 
mentions,an incident that took place at Hasik,Maharag-
; . fra, in 1909 about dropping the usual buffalo saerifiC' 
to Durga during her autumnal worship but which was mad* 
-following the outbreak of cholera attributed to its 
, omission. ’A special sacrifice was made at the Holi
festival and representations of the buffaloes1 heads 
together with obscene words were painted bn walls all 
over the town. This points to the sacrifice being un­
connected with either Burga or Rama, but with.the prop: 
tiation of older, village gods.1 (Ibid). In their origina 
non-Aryan set-up, both Siva and Skanda appear to have 
been worshipped with buffalo sacrifice. This is indi­
cated by such title of Siva as Mahigaghna or slayer of 
of the buffalo(Hbh,xiii.14.16). Skanda”Ts also credited 
with the destruction of various demons, including 
Hahigasura. (Hbh, vii. 166.16.viii.5.57. ix.4-5»46.)
t ■Representations, of Durga as. the slayer of the titan in 
his buffalo form occurs in an early relief on the facade
-'■‘- ■ v ■" \ . ■: V ; " ■  . v  - . 1
of the Gandragupta.il Cave at TJ&ayagiri, Madhya Pradesh. 
Ther relief is remarkable not because the* goddess is • twelv 
-armed and holding sword and shield, bow and arrows, blub
' ' ‘: :. . ■ ■ 2 - . * v-. . ■ ;
discus .and thunderbolt , but because, with two of her 
upper hands she is stretching over her own head an iguana
: - ■ -;/ 3 ::c; ' ■, ■ . . : ■, ■
or godhika 'which plays a prominent part in the mytholog 
of the goddess Cap<J!['.: and-'K&iaketu/in the medieval Mafijgala 
k&vyas of Berigal * ♦ . Though much damaged, the sculpture
is. a lively.composition in the fine tradition of Gupta ; 
art, and shows the goddess pressing down the head of the
demon with her right foot and lifting its hind part by th
■ ■ - ■ 3 . -1.:;.-"- ; y \ \
heels. That the mode of killing the demon by the Devi
as described, in versb 37 of Chapter Ixxxiii ofs the Harkan
,  . y ’ . - '6 ■ • . > . ;  . • ' •: ■ ; . •_ y  ■
deya Purina was known to the artists all over India, is.
not only clear from the prement example and those noticed
1. PHI, p.#98. pl.xli.4*
2. ASR, x, p.30*
3. mi, p.498.
4. Ibid; cf. Dvija Hadhava: Op.cit, pp. 4lff.
x, p.50. / } .
6. Evamuktva samutpatya s^rudha tafii mahasuray/ 
Padehakramya kanthe ca Mlena&namat£dayat//
above, but also from another Mahi^amardihi relief, databl 
in the 6th century A.D., from the Siva temple at Bhumara, 
Hadhya Pradesh.. Here the goddess is four-armed with her 
left foot on the head of the buffalo, and she has plunged 
into its body a trident held in her upper right hand. In 
her corresponding left;hand is a.shield, and with her 
lower left hand she grasps the tail of the animal, half 
raising it from the ground. To the same period also
: ; -V . . 2 V
belongs a relief in Cave I at Badami, giving *a pretty 
picture, of HaheMsuri or PSrvati as the destroyer of the 
buffalo-demon Mahela, 4 feet 7 inches high, four-armed, 
holding up the buffalo like a pig by the tail while the 
spearhead - half the size of the buffalo's - is through 
the neck. She holds the discus or chakra in one of her 1 
right hands, and the shankh or conch in the corresponding 
left, In the air above each shoulder is a pair of float­
ing figures - male and female - the males holding smme
3 - ■ •
offering'. In a 7th century (650 A.D.) relief in the 
. 4
Hamesvara'Cave (No.XXI), Blura, the goddess as Hahiea-
mardini may be seen subduing the buffalo by holding its
1. Banergi, R.D.: 'The Temple of Siva at Bhumara1, MAST, 
No. 16, p.13, pl.xivib*
2. Banergi, R.D.: 'The Bas Reliefs of Badami*, HASI, No. 
25, pp.2,4. :
3* ASWI, i, p. 16, pl.xix.-1; our pl.xv.
4. Kramrisch, St. : Indian Sculpture, Calcutta, 1933, 
p.180, pi.xxix.75 ;™!a1 A,• pp.92-93, pl.234.
snout with her lower left hand and placing her right foot 
on its back* As: in the previous example.,- she is four- 
.armed, the upper right hand which presumably held the 
trident being broken* Johere is a sword in her other,righ 
hand and a shield in her, upper left., The two male 
warriors flanking the main figures -are asuras, and the,, 
scene probably depicts the stage preparatory to the 
decapitation of the buffalo by the Devi and the; emergence 
of the Mahigasura in human form out of its carcass*
There ms an almost identical representation of the Devi' ’ 
in an inscribed image in the round fromChamba State* :: 
Datable in the 8th century on palaeographic grounds, ' 
this image of the goddess who is.worshipped under the nam 
of Lakga^a, appears to have been made by the workman Gugg 
on the orders of FIeruvarma$, one of the early rulers of \
3 . - ' '•• . ' ■ - ' . ■ 7 ..
Ghamba* Exhibiting a high technique but not much artis- 
tic merit , the image, represents the goddess as a hand-- 
some woman, four-armed, and trampling under her right foo;
the head of a prostrate buffalo whose hind parts she has
■' ■ . ‘ 77 ■ ' ■ *  5
. raised up by the tail}:# held in one, of her left hands.
1. ASR, xiv, p.Ill; DHI,, p.498.
2. ASIj 1902-05, p.242.
3. ASI(NIS), xxxvi, pp.138-42, pl.vii.b; cf.ASI, 1902-03,
p.243.; “
In one of her right hands there, is a trident which is 
stuck into the buffalof s heck* In the remaining left 
hands, the goddess holds a sword and 'a bell respectively* 
Mentioned as Bhadrakall in the va&gsavalX (genaeology) of 
the Ohamba kings, and widely known as Bhagavatl, the 
goddess Lak^a^a is thus no other than .Durga-F&rvabX 
portrayed here as MahigamardinI*
The destruction of Mahigasura in his animal form by the
goddess 0ah<3-ika or Durga has been a theme of literary
' ' ‘ ■' > .v • ■- 7 . 2 " • ' \ : ■;
compositions in the early medieval period^ as well as of
plastic art* But; unlike the examples cited above; the
goddess appears in many medieval reliefs destroying the
buffalo-shaped demon accompanied by her vahana* the lion*
The Mahi§samardinl panel in the Brahma^ical cave at Aihole,
, ■' -  ■ • 3 7. ; ■■ " h
datable in;the 6th or 7th century A.D., shows Durga as
nimbate and eight-armed, piercing with the sula in one of
her right hands the twisted neck of the buffalo. In her
other right hands she has a cakra, a va.jra (or sucl?) * anc
the remnants of a sword. In two of her upper hands she
has a bell and a conch, and the rest are missing* The
twisted neck of the buffalo indicates the great force witi
1. ASI, 1902-03, p.241.
2. SPM, pp.252-55, 293-326. •
3. DEI, p.499; AIA, p.84.
4. ASWI, v, pl.xliii.4; AIA, pi.107.
which the goddess is pressing its head■against her left 
thigh with one of her. missing left hands* Her left foot 
is still visible on the back of the animal, one of whose 
forelegs is raised from the ground* The goddess wears a 
much carved mukuta on her head and a considerable, amount 
of Jewellery on her person, including a garland that, hangi 
from her shoulders and reaches as far as.her navel* On 
the right of the Devi appears the lion, a huge grin.light­
ing up its face * He is far from va disinterested onlooker
■7,”1 . . ' . ; * ;
as Banerjea suggests, but looks as if, he is eagerly
.waiting for his mistress to finish off the buffalo for 
his dinner*
As seen above, the .mode of representing the demon in
the shape of a buffalo belongs to an early tradition that
continued upto the.8th century A.D. Humorous examples in
terracotta and stone amply attest the popularity of the
theme which conforms to the Pura$ic account of the demon1!
struggle with the Devi* but is not supported by any
iconographical text* But already in the early medieval
sculptural art inIndia, the mode of depicting the Devils
fight with the asura seems to have undergone a few
• ■ *  ■ ’ , - .
' 1. DHI, p.499.
2. Supra,pv>.A-4&-
important changes. Thus an Elura panel (Kailasa Rock 
temple, Cave No* XVII), datable in the 8th century A.D., 
and illustrative of the changed mode,. 1 shows the eight­
armed Devi riding on her lion mount vigorously attacking 
Mahisasura, a full-scale man of her stature with buffalo 
horns; other demons, some fallen and others still fight­
ing, are shown below, and in the two uppermost rows in th
■7 1
panel are the divine onlookers of the fight1. On the 
outside of the north wall of the great majtdapa of. the 
Kailasa temple is another relief that dramatically re­
presents the climax of the Devi’s struggle with the asura 
whose human head is topped by a pair of buffalo horns.
His sword still clasped in his right hand#, the asura 
sits completely exhausted on the ground, and the victori­
ous goddess, who has dismounted from her lion, has her 
left foot planted on the shoulder of her adversary and he: 
right on another asura whom her yahana has siezed by the 
head* The Devi’s main right hand holds the jsftla which is 
poised to strike at the demon’s breast, and her correspon­
ding left holds him by one of the horns*"' Attributes held 
in the. other arms of the goddess are similar to those 
noticed in the preceding example.: In both the reliefs,'
*
1* DHI, p.499* pl.xli.2; ASWI, v, pp.28-29, pl.iv.?. The... 
goddess does not sit astrTde on the lion in this relie: 
but sideways with her,left leg drawn up and the right 
dangling* '
2* ASWI, v, p*28, pl.iv.6; ABAC, p.189, pl.cvi(left).
the asura seems to have been,more modestly clothed than 
the goddess, whose; nudity has been h&dden behind a narrow 
strip of cloth with one end hanging between her thighs. 
Much more impressive must we pronounce the panel in the 
Mahi^asura :Mau<3-aPa at Mahabalipuram (Mamallapuram) con­
taining the scene of the Devi’s fight with the Mahi^asura
Gharacterized as the most animated piece of Hindu sculp-
'V 2 ■' ";-v ’ ' 7 V”~;" .'773 : -7 ' -7-' -
tufe, . this early 7th; ceritTiry relief represents the
goddess*as a young amazon, bestriding her mount* the lion
and rushing at the clumsy demon who is greater in stature
' ' - ' •' '7-. -\7-7,: ;■ 4 ' . -7, ' 7
strength than all the gods* • The eight-armed goddess is 
7 - 3 , t' 7 ' - , . 7 ;  ^  ^ 7- ' y ;- ■; 7  - \  7 777 ^
shown in the act of .shooting arrows at the Mahigasura
with her two- main hands. in her remaining six hands are
a cakra, a ghanta, and a khafea to the right, and a sahldis
a p&fia and an indistinct object to the left. A quiver
is visible over her left shoulder. A host of dwarfs,
possibly, the gapas of Siva, are acting as her auxiliaries
One behind her, holds a parasol over her head; another at
her side, waves a fly-whisk (camara). The remainder carrj
various weapons - usually a round buckler and a carved
sword - but one of them in the foreground is armed with
bow and arrow. Distinct from the dwarfs is a female figui
1* ASI. 1910-11, p.55,pl.xxix.a; our pi.xvi; CTI,pp.145-47 
2, Dr. Babington, quoted in CTI, p.146. —
5. AIA, p.413. :
4. Ibid. p.91, pis. 284-285.
5. IgIT 1910-11. p.55; AEAO. p.189.
fallen on her knees in front of the lion and lifting up a 
sword in.her right hand# Opposite the goddess stands the 
buffalo-headed demon, a colossal figure* wearing a conical 
crown ■ above which is a parasol that indicates his royal >■. 
rank,'; He holds a. Heavy, mace in his two hands and is gift 
with a"sword# .His discomfiture at the hands of the war­
like Devi is writ large in his attitude, which is apparent 
ly one of ;:beating a'retreat. Of the seven .demons re-' 
7pre''senting;';hl's; army, two are "prostrate on the ground, .one 
slain and the other wounded and holding up his right hand 
in a gesture of imploring mercy* One
remaining .astiras is in flight and the rest seem to offer 
but a feeble resistance, to the onslaught of Durga and 
her attendants# Particularly noticeable in this sculps , 
tured tableau is the representation of the asuras with 
the exception of the Mahi^asura in purely human form.
In sharp contrast to the abovementioned relief depict­
ing a breath-taking;:episode of Indian mythology, we have 
from the mallet, and chisel of the artists of Mahabalipurai 
a few representations of;Durga in which she appears as 
more full bodied than in her amazonian aspect* but wears 
on her divine; face a sweet and serene expression in her
hour of triumph which she celebrates by gracefully stand-
. . 7-;,.7v' - 7' ' ; 7 . 7 ■- '7-' ■ -71 . - *777:
ing on the severed buffalo-head, of the. demon. She also
’appears four-armed and s amap ad as thanaka on a double
lotus in the back wall of the cella of the Hahabalipuram
temple known as Draupadx*s Rath, and also in the lower 
■■■ ■ . '• 1 
cave temple at Trichinopoly, In both the reliefs the
goddess has a cakra in her. upper right hand and a sahkha
in her corresponding left, Ihe lower right hand of the
goddess in the Hahabalipuram relief is raised in var.ada
mudra while the corresponding left is placed on the hip♦
ihe goddess*in the Irichinopoly cave temple holds a fruit
in her lower right hand and her left is placed on
'the hip as in.the Hahabalipuram example. Pot-bellied
, '  1
dwarfs attend on the goddess in the example from Draupadx*; 
Rath, and of the kneeling figures in. the foreground of 
this composition, one is shown in the act of cutting off 
his. hair, presumably as an offering to the goddess, Ihe 
act of hair-cutting has also been repeated in the Irichi- 
nopoly relief, and in a similar representation of the 
goddess in the Varaha Hap<Japa Hahabalipuram.
•
1. ASI, 1910-11, p,53, pl.xxviii,c,d.
2. She upper left hand of the goddess, in Draupadx*s Rath 
is broken.
3* ASI, 1910-11, p.53* Ike custom of offering one’s own 
hair or that of ohe*s offspring to a god or goddess in 
fulfilment of some vow is very old and survives even 
now in Bengal and Rajasthan,. Hehtion may be made of thi 
temple of Saclya Hata at Osia or Osian, Jodhpur, Raja­
sthan, where people bring their children for the ton- 
sure ceremony. Ihe goddess in this temple answers to: 
the description of Camu$<J.a, (ASI, 1908-09., pp.103,109) • 
Durga under the name of Kall“xs the rec%>ient of hair- 
offering at. North Vikrampur-, Dacca. It is significant 
to note that the village where hex* shrine is situated 
is named 0ancuratal& (cSncura-hair)♦ Gupta, Yogendra
. The above mode of representing Durg&, four-armed and 
standing on a lotus with her lower left hand placed oil th< 
hip (katihasta), seems to be a© exclusive to South India 
as her almost similar images in which the severed buffalo- 
head of the demon replaces the lotus pedestal. The reliei 
in the niche in the back wall of Draupadl*s Rath shows the 
goddess in samapadasthanaka on a buffalo-head* In a 
similar composition carved In a niche in the north wall 
of the ardhamandapa of the Subrahmapiya temple at
", 3 v. ■■' ■ ; ' •.
langCre, the goddess *holds a flaming;wheel in the 
upper right and a flaming conch in the upper left hand*
Ihe other, right hand is raised in the attitude of impart­
ing protection(abhayamudra)* The second left hand is
. ' ■  V -  \  . 4
placed on the hip.*1 In another relief from Mahabalipuran
■ . '' , '5 *
now in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, the goddess
stands on the buffalo-head not in the stiff samapadasthgl-
naka, but in the graceful tribhaftga attitude with her
right'leg slightly bent ah the knee and her lower left
hand placed on the hip. She is eight-armed, but her lowei
right hand, which must have originally indicated varada
mudra, is broken* In her other right hands she has a cala
*  -
;T#atha:¥ikrampurer Itihasa, Calcutta* 1909* p*380*
4* ASI. 1910-11, pV$J. ~ :
1. ASI* 1910-11, p.56, note 1.
2* lEId, p.33, pl.xxviii.b. .
3* Tbl'd', p*53? note 3*
4. Ibid.
5# AIA, P*413, pi.288; our pl.xvii*
an indistinct object (a rosary?) and a:khadga. A Safikha 
and a khetaka can be easily recognized in two of her left 
hands, the' broken object in,the,third, hand being a bpwy ~ 
as is indicated by what looks like a , quiver (tuplra) 
behind her right shoulder#' /There: is a tridentjcarved on; i 
the back of . the slab#-, 1^ -; , ?
In all the South Indian variants illustrated above, th< 
goddess wears much jewellery; on Her; person including a 
karanda-mukufra on her :head *’ Her huge; globular breasts, 
pressing against; each other, are; held in place by, means o; 
a breast band. In the standing varieties she appears to ; 
c lad in a transparent skirt,: but her nudity is actually: 
hidden behind row upon row of' stringed j ewellery (mekhala, 
k&hcld&ma) suspended: from her waist and going round her 
wide hips# In some of the reliefs she wears what.may be 
characteri zed as,a loin cloth, an end of which hangs 
between her thighs. The scant clothing no more serves 
its purpose than the. jew or plain girdles around the
massive hips of the voluptuous female donors in the 2nd
V  , V ' 3
century sculptured;panels, - on the Caitya facade at Karli.
1. There is another, relief containing a . similar represent, 
tion: of Durgaattended;by kneeling devotees and; others 
in the rock-cut ¥araha•/temple at Mahabalipuram.(EHI% i 
(ii), pi.ci). The west wall of the Siva temple at 
Kahdiyap contains a panel that shows Durga as eight- : 
armed but her head and shoulders missing,vstahdihg ;on :
;;; the he ad of a /buff alp and 1 eaning against her Va&ana,
: the lion.(LK, No.5. p.64. pi.xxviii.51. , ■ -
2., Notice :partrcularly the Devi1 s clothing in ASWI,v#pi#-"' 
iv.6,7; AIA, pi.288; BHI,i(1 i), pl.ci.
The number of. her arms and the emblems held in them -» 
sankha, cakra. sula, dhanuh . bapa, kha^ Lga, kh e t aka. pas a . 
vara and abhaya - as well as her physical characteris­
tics , such as her well-formed body, ample bosom, stout
thighs and wide hips, all conform to the requirements of
 ^ 7 ■;;. 1 . . s - , • : . ; / ■’ ■ -
iconography* The Saivite association of the Devi ( opt 
necessarily suggestive of her being the wife of Siva), is 
indicated by the trident carved on the back of the slabs.'
Her, lion mount too appears in these compositions, not at
77 > . " ■ ■ ■ ' '■■ ,' . 2 ; , 
her feet, but at the top corner of the reliefs.
The representation of Hahigasura in a human figure wit!
the head of a buffalo in the Hahabalipuram relief is un- 
■■7-' 7 { differs7 •' ■. "7.
usual, for it. substantially/from the convention in which
he is shown emerging in human form out of the decapitated
carcass of the buffalo. Yet the unconventional mode
appears to have persisted in South India for quite some
time as testified by fa very fine sculpture from Mukhed,
district Vanden, Hyderabad State ... in which the eight-
armed goddess.is shown plunging her trident in the breast
of the buffalo—headed demon whom she holds down with on©
* 1 i - . _ . '
1. |HI;, i,(ii), pp.341-4-2.
2. Ibid. Pis, c, ci.
3* ASI. 1910-11, p.56, In none of the iconographical texts 
is it recommended that the demon should be shown as; 
buffalo-headed human figure. Nor do the Purapas describ 
the asura in this manner.
, 1
of her- left hands* . Hot only in the South,, but. in 
Eastern India as well, this mode of representing the 
asura seems to have appealed to the imagination of the . 
artists. In a relief in the Vaital Deul at Puri, dated,
0.. 1000 A.D., the Orissan sculptor has depicted with 
extreme dynamism and dramatization the scene of Devi's 
triumph in a manner that is identical to the Mukhed 
example. Set in a rectangular stone frame that is rich 
in foliate carvings, the asura in a human body but with a 
buffalo-head is shown breaking and sinking down before 
the powerful eight-armed, goddess who has her right foot 
planted upon his shoulder, and is firmly pressing back 
his.muzzle with one of her left hands, while with a long 
staff-like trident in her right haiid she is stabbing his
3 v :
breast with all her might. Of the various emblems in he;
other hands, mention may be made of a short weapon pointe
* • 
at both ends (sucl?) held in one of her right hands, and
in one of her left a serpent, (nagapasa) with its fangs ■
buried into the snout of the buffalo-headed demon. The
lion-mount of the goddess is near her left foot, and is
shown mauling with his teeth and fore paws the right arm
of the Mahi^asura. The present paneIV it may; be noted,*;
*  . . . -  -  ; ' '
1. ASI, 1910-11,. p.56, note 1; Kramrisch.iSt♦ t Op»citp♦ 19< 
.. piTxlviii.110; our pi* xviii. ■
2. aia, p.93. - : ;
3. Ibid, pi. 326. ;
is the only one of its kind.in Eastern and Northern India
The nearest approach to the conventional representation 
of the asura fighting against Durga, perpetuated in the 
latter*s lcgaj^ ika images, may also be seen at Elura on 
the entrance into the court of the Kailasa temple. This 
pedimented panel depicts the struggle of the eight-armed, 
goddess with the asura, who has been shown here in human 
form between the body and the head of the buffalo. In th< 
conventional Mahisamardinl images, the a a u r a  is however 
shown as emerging in human form out of the trunk of the 
buffalo. Being in complete accord with the Markandeya 
Purana description as wCll as with the iconographical 
texts, Mahisamardinl images of this'type are fairly 
numerous, as testified by the available examples, dating
5
from the medieval period. In the absence of a dated 
specimen, it is not possible to state precisely the perioc 
when the asura came to be represented in this manner.
In so far as the number of arms, are concerned, the
6
Mahigamardinx images fall mainly into three classes. Not
1. ASWI, v, p.29.
2. i m !
3* lxxxiii•38-39• '
, Ayp.C. pp.109-12; Vratakhanda, pp. 88-89..
5# In^South India, the Pura#ic account of the Devi's triu­
mph over the demon .has found expression in a beautiful 
example of plastic art.. See AIA, pl.33^5 6fl,i(ii),pls. 
cii.1, ciii. The theme was popular not only in India 
proper, but also in Java. See ASI, 1910-11, p.55'1 AIA, 
p. 104-,pi.502; Anderson,J:Op.cit, pp.356-57*559*360^51; 
HB, i, p.4-53.
6. ETSMsJ p. 116.
only the eight-armed type, hut contrary to what R.D. . 
Banergi thinks, the ten-armed variety also seems to have 
been very common in the medieval period., 'In the early 
specimens discovered in Bengal, we already meet with the/ 
developed; eight- or ten-armed Devi fighting vigorously
with the demon issuing out of the decapitated trunk of .
” 2 ' -
the buffalo1* Tenr-armed representations of the goddess 
destroying the demon Jalandhara(or Sumbha or NiSumbha?) 
as well as Mahiga may be seen among the sculptures at
the Mata Devi or VajreSvarl Temple at Bhavan in the
> * ■ ■ • .3- ■' - V
Kangra Valley., Also ten-armed is another image from
Hansi, representing Durga according to the Sgfetras, 'as a
beautiful female with her right leg resting on the buffal
demon who is being attacked by her lion from behind1*
Ten-armed Mahisamardinl images are also as common in
Bengal and other parts of Northern India as are those of
5
the eight-armed type* Among other sculptures found at 
Dalmi on the Suvarparekha, in the west of the Manbhum 
district, is a ten-armed-Mahisamardinl image, now in the
• v 6 '
Indian Museum, Oklcutta. In pratyalidha pose the goddes:
1. EISMS, p.116.
2. HSTT, p.453.
3. ASI, 1922-23, p.91, pl.v.c;cf. ASI, 1905-06, p.16.
4. ASI, 1922-23, p.93.
5. CHI, p.497.
HE/ 1, p.453; AMTSI,ii, p.40, pl.ccxcii..
40?
stands with her right and left legs resting on the lion
■ h ’■ . *'■— v-v‘;\v- ■ ' : . . . /■.; T .
and the buffalo hod^ of the demon respectively.. In her
ten hands she carries /trisdia ,(piercing the neck of the 
demon), khetaka, tanka, sara. kha&ga, dhahuh, para&u.' 
ankula, nagap&ila and sucmmudra. As' many as four images
’ * * ' ; ‘ \ 3 ,
of the ten-armed typerhave been found in North Bengal , 
and quite an appreciable number in other parts of the 
province. Ten-armed Mahigamardinl images have also been
5 ,^.;r 6 . . h-;.,/ .
reported from Ehiching and Mayurabhahja in Orissa, and
V. ' • ^ V , ;' , *v-.t 7: . '■ ■ ■
also from Mathura in Uttar Pradesh* .
Mahi samar dini: images of the - eight-armed type are more
'7 V h V v  • " 7 . : • . ■ ■; 8 : • ' • . ; ■ ;
common than . the twelve-armed class. 7. This is indicated
by the single metal image of the latter type discovered :
,,/■ ' V -r 9 . . . .  77-7:a?—
so far in Eastern India. Also rare are Mahi^amardinl 
images of sixteen-, eighteen- and twenty-armed types. The
1.HB,i, p.453* v
2. Ibid. - ' V - V "
5. CVBM, pp.14-15., 7
4. TBSS. pp.195-98. pl.lxvi.
5. 1ST: 1929-30, p.225, p.xliv.e.
6. ASM. i. p.lxxiv.fip:.33. The ten-armed. images; are wor­
shipped .in Maytoabhanp a? under t^ pf Mahaiak$ml.;
7. OBIMA, p.57(^h>54l). Stone.; and metal .images of Durga, 
shown as ten-armed, are still in Worship in thedistri-
.cts of Midanaphr(West Bengal) (Yasu,Yogeshchandras 
Medlnlpurer; Itlhasa, Calcutta. 1921, PP*3^7,335), and 
, Facca. (Gupta, Yogendra Natha: Yikrampurer Vivarana.
- , Dacca, 1919V P*261);. = ,■/ I   ^ '
8.. For eight-armed specimens see CYRM, p.14; i b b s , pp•496- 
V 97, pi. Ixv• b; AST, 1-923-24, p.* 7577ASI * 1925-26, p.. 111; 
ASI, 1906-07, p. 1%, pl.lxxiv.c; ASjTNIS), xxxvi, p.15C 
AST, 1909-10, p.22, pl.vii.c; A'SMyI7'PP.lxxii-lxxiii 
fig.34; Efcamrisch,St:0p.cit, p* 194, pi•xlii.99♦
9. EISMSV p.116, pl.liiiTc. ' , 7;, -
relief of Rava-durga from Porsha, Rajshahi, datable in 
. . * 1 
the 11th century, is an extremely rare type • It consist
of nine figures of Mahi$amardinl, one represented in the 
centre .with eight otherminiature Mahi§amardinis arranged 
around.it- five in the top part of the stela, two on 
either side, and one on the middle face of the sap&aratha 
pedestal. One of the right hands bearing originally the 
trident as well as the head of the principal eighteen­
armed image are missing; and she holds anticlockwise in . 
her remaining right hands sword,arrow, discus-, mace, stic: 
chisel, thunderbolt and elephant’s goad. In her normal , 
left hand she holds the tuft of hair of the demon issuing 
from the trunk of the buffalo', and in others has shield, 
k°w» tarjanm mudra, flag, damaru, mirror, bell and noose* 
She stands in the pratyalidha attitude with her right foo* 
on the lion and the left on. the decapitated body of the 
buffalo whose severed head is lying on the pedestal* Ihe 
eight miniature Mahi^amardinis are all sixteen-armed, 
having.all the emblems.of,the principal image except the 
stick and the damaru* Ihe whole composition fairly; 
corresponds to the description of the goddess Rava-durga.
1* VRS-AR1936-58, p.24, fig.2*
2. HB, i, p.453, pl.xiii.35.
5* Of, AP, 1*7-9.
1
found, in the Bhavigya Purina, according to which the 
central figure is named Ugracap<Ja, and the rest Rudra- 
c ^ a ? Pracapda,Ca:p(j.ogra, Ca^anayika, Capda, Capd&vatl, 
Ca^arupa and Aticapcj^^* Notwithstanding the violent 
attitude in which the nine figures have been depicted as 
well as the multiplicity of their hands, the entire compo 
sition has a .dignified balance • Iwenty-^armed Hahi§a- 
mardinis have not been found in any part of India, but we 
have from Betna, Dinajpur, East Pakistan,1 the unique
stone image of a thirty-two handed goddess fighting with
3 . v .
demons1* In spite of its face and some of the hands beini 
dadly mutilated, the image .'is yet of great iconographic 
importance as no such image or its corresponding text is 
known to us'* Ihe demon Mahi^a being absent from the 
composition, the image cannot be described as a new type 
of Hahi^amardinl though, as Baner^ea points out, its
. • ’ 5
general pose is somewhat similar. In fact, the
1. HB, i, pp.459-54; VRS-AR, 1936-58, pp.24-26; cf. EHI, 
nXii),PP*356-57 &nd App.C, pp. 114-15 and note 3*on"
\-_P*1l5; Vratakhahda, pp.84-855 KP, lix.21-22*
2. HB, i,. p.454. In the Chidambaram temple, there is an 
eighteen-armed Mahi^amardini image that may be taken a 
the solitary example from South India*(Balasubrahmanya
S.R.:'Labelled Sculptures of the Western lower of Chid 
mbaram Sample', LK, No.9, p.29, pl.ix.3)* An eighteen­
armed miniature.HahigamardinI image is still in worshi;
- at Panighat in the Khulna district. It is much water 
worn and. reported to have been retrieved from the near' 
by river in the 18th century. Ihe demon appears in thi 
relief in human form.(Mitra, Satish Chandra;Loc.cit, 
pp. 163-68 and plate). According to the iconographical 
texts, when Durga is^  represented as Bhadrakall, she 
should have as many*eighteen, arms and be shown as a 
handsome woman though in alxdh£sana on a chariot drawn 
by four lions.(EHI,x(ii), P P . 3 3 7 - 5 8 ;  Vratakhanda, p.39
composition has certain features in common with the much 
animated. Mahi^amardinl reliefs from Elura and Mahabalipu- 
ram that we have described above* These are : a chatra 
held by a female attendant over the head of the goddess; 
four pot-bellied dsurgs, and on the top part of the stela 
miniature figures of divinities like Gapesa, Stoya, Siva,
-  '■ ‘ ■ . ■ ■ V 1 . 'V -.■■■■'' : ; ,v\ ■
Vigpiu and Brahma. This multi-^ armed figure undoubtedly 
represents Durga as.the destroyer of demons though not in 
her Mahi^amardini aspect. In the HSrkap&eya Pur aha* she 
;is found to destroy besides the Mahigs asura a number of :
Such an.image has_not however been found anywhere in 
India* As Bhadrakali, the goddess may also be shown on 
the back of a lion and trampling under her foot the 
head of the buffalo-demon.(S1I* p*197). She,, may ;also b< 
made with a frightful face, fat breasts, protruding: 
teeth, a "long tongue, and wearing a garland of skulls. 
(Ibid). The very suggestion that Bhadrakall is to be : 
made;with ten arms and decorated with a ,jajsamukuta and 
all kinds of ornaments when she is worshipped by the 
Brahmanas(Ibid) *: points to’her non^ -Aryan origing.
|S>V HB-, i, p.454, pl*i*5*
.#• TBid* ■
5 * Ibid.
•  . . . .  • . . •
i. In the Elura relief, the divinities watching the Devi1s 
reduction, of the demon and his hosts from the top of-tl 
panel are f Indra oh his; elephant, Agni on the ram', Yamg 
on the buffalo with mace and noose, Vishpm oh GarugLa; 
the fourth and the last in the upper row are,probably : 
Sani or Saturn and Varu$a, and below the latter is Sivs 
on Nandi1.(ASWI* v, p.29). In the Nahabalipuram relief, 
the goddess as well as the demon have parasols held ove 
- their heads * ( Supra *f p .4ffg-59).
other demons equally formidable , such as Sumbha and
1
NiSumbha, Raktavija and others. Like the sculptured 
' ' ■ • 2 
panels in the Mata Devi temple at Kangra, Mah&deva
• -3
temple at Bajaura, Kulu, and the temple of Ag-fcabhuja
Devi in the Ghamba State, the Betna relief depicts the
destruction of the asuras by the great goddess Durga as
recounted in the Pur&pic literature# The number of her
hands in the Betna image is another point that should
enable us to identify the goddess as Durga who, as the
destroyer of all calamities, may have as many as one
hundred or more, hands in which she holds trident, spear,
bow, sword, arrows, conch, discus, club, lotus, water pot
thunderbolt, rosary, hook, lance, noose, staff and other 
5
weapons. As against the magnificient sculptured scenes
at Elura and Mahabalipuram, the four reliefs mentioned
above may not appear very impressive, but they are by no
means poorly conceived# In combining two exploits of the
* .
1. HP, Ixxxiiji.39-68; lxxxiii.1-19; lxxxvi.9-20; Ixxxviii 
xc.
2. ASI, 1922-25, p.91.
5. ASX. 1909-10, p.22.
***• ABT(NIS), X5pcvi, p. 150, pl.xiii*
5. BVP(Brahma Kh), iii# According ,to the Devi Purana,
^he llo ther" &odde ss is not only multi-armed (xxxii. 19- 
3 7 but she is also satavaktra (hundped-faced), cati^ 
damg^ra (four-tSsked) , and mahafj ik^a (big-tong'^5.; # 
cxxvii*73-74. Stanza 59 o f ' *s Capfllsatak^  compare 
the numerous hands of the goddess withy an impenetrable 
forest and the extremities of her arms\ are said to hav< 
reached as far as the sky.(SPM, pp*305K)4).
Devi in their compositions in the Mahadeva temple at 
Bajaura, and the temple of A$£abhuga Devi (the eight-arme< 
goddess), the North Indian artists appear to have scored 
a point over their South Indian counterparts* ,Ihe transl? 
tion of the theme through the medium of stone on such an : 
elaborate scale is as much a proof of the authors1 breadtl 
of vision as of the popularity of the worship of the 
goddess in North and South j&£ India*
As in the twelve- and eighteen-armed types, the eight-
and ten-armed Mahi^amardinl images also represent Durga
in the act of slaying the demon who is issuing from the
1
decapitated trunk of the buffalo* Ihe emblems found in
the hands of the goddess in each type of her Mahigamardin:
form are not however fixed, but contrary to the iconogra-
phical canons, differ from: image to image* Thus,
according to the texts, the goddess in her eight-armed
aspect should have in her hands sahkha, cakra, &ula,
- 2 »  — —
dhanub«» bapa5 khadga, khetaka. and pasa* But it will be
quite clear from our plate xix that while in six of her
hands she holds as.many of these attributes (in two of th<
missing right hands the goddess must have held a sula
and a bana)* one of. her left hands is holding the asura 
•
1. l’he goddess is also known as Katyayani when she is re­
presented as fiji ten-armed and the slayer of Mahifasura 
EHI, i(ii), p.5^7; cf. Matsya P. cclx.55-56:KP.lix.5-2(
2. EHI, i(ii), pp.34-1-42.
by the hair and another is raised in the tar,ja n l . mudra.
In the ten-armed images, Durg& as Mahi^amardinl should 
have tri&ula, khadga, saktyaudha, cakra, dhanub, 5^.sa, ; 
ahkusa, khetaka, paraSu and ghap^ a. in her hands. But as 
in the case of the eight-armed types, the dasabhutja
images of Durga donot conform strictly to the iconographic
3 ■ v ■ '■ / : *. ■
texts. It will be gathered from our plate xx that
although the image is fairly in consonance with the texts,
the goddess,is pressing back the head of the Mahi^asura
with her left hand, a characteristic feature we have
noticed in the examples in which the demon -has been shown
in the shape of a buffalb. In a well-preserved and. very
animated composition , from Sakta, near Dacca, the
attributes of the goddess correspond!; to the textual
enumeration except that in her main right hand she has a
sula and not a trisula , while with the corresponding
: - ' - .  • . / 4 .
left she has sieged the demon by the’hair. In her twenty-
1. In giving the iconography of the eight-armed Durga fron 
the. Suprabhedagama, Rao refers to pl.no. ci of his boo*
. but it will be at once seen that the goddess has only 
four out of the eight attributes prescribed by the tex*t 
Again, in the Madras Museum specimen(MI,i(ii;, pl.cii> 
the goddess may be/ seen holding! six ou^ t of the eight 
prescribed emblems : l&la, khajga, cakra, khetaka, v 
dhanub, and sa&kha. There is a ghanta in one of her
right hands and' with.her lower left the goddess is pre-
, ssing back the head of the demon who is coming out of 
the carcass of the buffalo.
2. MI, i(ii) , p.345. : !
3. AP, 1.3-6 describes the.teh-armed Mahigamardini .as
. ;Burga-like Oapdi• . •
4. IBBB, pp.197-98, pl.lxvi.
armed Mahi$amardinl aspect, Durga should have according
to the Vigpudharmottara, sula, khag&a, sankha, cakra, ba^ ;
vajra, ahhaya mudra and damaru in her.right hands, and
nagapasa, khetaka, para§u, afikuSa, dhanuh,.ghanta, dhvaja
1'
g-adS., darpana and mudgara- in her left# No direction 
for making a Durga image with more than twenty arms, 
either as Mahi^amardinl or in any other aspect, will be 
found in the iconographical texts though she may have any 
number of hands according to the Pur&$as#
In two-, four- and six-armed varieties of Hahi$amardin! 
images, the demon is usually shown, in the shape of a 
buffalo* But there is in the Ajmer Museum, Rajasthan, an 
elegant Hahi^amardini relief in-which the goddess is four­
armed, and the demon is shown emerging from the carcass
2
of the animal# Like the twelve-armed example, the
3 ■ ■
present image is also unique of its kind. So is the 
six-handed miniature metal image of dancing Mahi^amardinl
. i
from Benares, now in the Varendra Research Museum, Rajshal
Durga as Mahi§amardinl is usually shown in the alldha
or the prtaylldha pose, with one foot on her vahana and 
*
1# EHI, i(ii), p.5^ 6; according to the AP(1.1-9), the Dev: 
under the name of. Cap(Ji may be represented as ten-, 
eighteen- and twenty-armed.
2. LK, Nos. 1-2, p.13d* pl.liii#3.
3. R.C.Agrawala reports about similar reliefs in the JhhL 
war Museum, Rajasthan, but does not give any details# 
(LK, Nos. 1-2, p.131).
4-* CVRM, p. 15*
' ' ' ' : ; ‘ ■ V ■ 1 - :
: the other on the shoulder of the demon* She; may, also;
stand on the severed tuffalo-head of thGs asura in sainapa-
‘ ' ■ 2 - • ; ; . ■ . ‘ , - 
dasthanaka, or may, he shown- fighting with the titan
~ / • “ v ' / ‘ 5 ' '
and his cohorts sitting op the back of a lion, though
the latter representation of the goddess.at Elura and 
"Mahahalipuram must be regarded as exceptional and not as,: 
a type* though engaged in a cruel and sanguinary act in 
her Mahisamardini aspect, the goddess is invariably re­
presented as a handsome woman with a youthful body, slim- 
waisted, heavy-breasted and wide-hipped, conforming1 both , 
to iconographic requirements and the Indian ideal of 
feminine beauty. Her expression is usually one of ]£$$$%& 
complete calm, as befits a great divinity who is quite 
confident of the outcome of the battle, and whose mind is 
all the while at peace. In the early medieval examples 
from the South, the goddess wears a transparent skirt;and 
sometimes something like a loin-cloth, but in the North 
Indian plastic art; her clothing consists of a sari, which , 
serves its purpose well in spite of its thinness* The 
breast-band of the goddess is another feature that may be 
noticed mostly in her Mahi^amardinl images, both from
■ •  ■ 1 • . - *. ■ ■, ■■ ■ ■/
1. cf* our,plate xvii* The goddess may also be shown with 
one of her feet; on the ground as in our plate xv* . 
2* Supra, p.^61,In oneinstance we have seen the goddess 
standing in tribhahga bn a severed buffalo-head*(Supr 
p. 4&\r our pi* xvii.)
5* Supra,Pp*458->59,
South and North India# (Though according to the iconogra­
phic texts, this item of the. wearing apparel of Durga
'* * ‘ ' ; ' . - V- 1 - '
should be a live snake (nagendrena stanam baddha), 
usually a harmless piece of cloth keeps her breasts 
partially covered* (The chatra held over the head of the 
goddess indicates her sovereign status, if not her role 
as the Supr.eme Mistress, of the universe.
IEE SO-CALLED OAffpj IMAGES
We shall now turn from the, ghora aspect of the Mother 
Goddess to the examination of some of her images which- 
. represent her saumya forms* (These, images have long since 
been recognized as the placid forms of Durga, but as
Bhattasali remarks, ‘they have hitherto hardly been
. . ■ ■ ■ '2 -■ ’ . . • . ; \ 
properly identified1# In the:Varendra Research Museum1s.
,t ‘ ' 3  • * .  • v
catalogue, these have been labelled as Gap<ji, but the 
compilers 'have omitted to quote the authority on which 
this identification is based1. (The goddess in these 
so-called Cap^ Li images is invariably shown in samapada- 
sthanaka and four-armed, with such attributes as the 
abhaya mudra or pomegranate in her lower right hand, an 
akgamala which is sometimes topped by a miniature lihga 
in the upper right hand, a trident or a mirror and the
1. EHI,i(ii), App.C, p.1C>5.
2. IBBS, p.198.
3. P«13‘
4. BISKS. p. 1-15.
varada mudra or kamandalu in the corresponding left. She 
is attended by a hull and her vahanaV the lion, and in 
the images from Eastern India, a godhika is sometimes 
found.’ to have been carved on the pedestali/; She is also 
flanked :sometimes, by Karttikeya and Gane&a, but in the ; 'v
majority pf the sculptures of this class, plantain trees
■. - ■ , . , ;; , ; - -3.-w - :
also appear on either side of the:composition. The imagei 
appear to be more common- in Bihar and Bengal than in any 
other part of India, but from the absence of a proper 
dhyana in the\tantras current in the.latter province,, it 
may perhaps.be assumed-that in carving these images 1the 
.sculptors of Bengal used some particular Sllpasastra 
which we have not, yet been, able to recover1. Indicative 
of the placid aspect of the Devi,- these images have beeh:
■ / / ,  7 : , u • . —  . . - . 5
discovered in and around the regions of Mathura, at
1. IBBS, p.198. ,
2. Tbld; EISMSy pp.115-16. ,
5. KisMs, p.116. Two statuettes, now in the Indian Museum
Oalcutta, (!fos• 6270. and 5953) representDurga as: four­
armed, having in her; right hands ros.ary and; varada : ■; 
mudra, and in her I eft hand s a -kaman&alu and. the ; 
branch of a tree. There are miniature; figures of 
Gape&a. and, a. liixga in the upper part of the slab. "The 
■ goddess is flanked by plantain treesv There is a lion:
; to the left of Durga, and another animal- a leopard 
or, antelope - to her right; on No. 6270, it is clearly 
a bull. Both the statuettes ar from Bihar* (Bloch,Th.V 
Supplementary Catalogue, p * 87)
4. IBBS-, p7l^9*
\ 1 . ■- : " • / 2 
Nalanda in Bihar, and in many places of North ,Bengal,;
(such as Mahdoil, Dharsay Chapaila, Ramgaon, .Bagmara Aind .
Nunihar in the Rajshahi district; Shanail in the Bogra
district, and Nishchinta in the Dinajpur district), and
".-I - -’v ! * ‘■ ‘, 5 . •' , ^
also at Raiguhj in Dinajpur (West Bengal), and Hahesvara-
\;v- '■ ■ '■ 4 . ;
pa§a in the Khulna district* The number,of such images
found in the eastern part of Bengal, notably in the Dacca
' ■■ - 5 , ■ ■ , ; . ■' -Vy;yV;
district, is not few* An image of this class has been 
acquired by the Indian Museum, Calcutta, from Dakgip
"• ■ -v. . '■ ■. ■ 6 ■
Huhammadpur near Oomilla in the Tipperah districty and 
another has been reported from a place off the G-olagh'at- 
Dimapur; Ro ad in , As s am *
Notwithstanding the.absence of dhyanas, an examination 
of their attributes in the light of certain passages 
quoted by.Rao ,from the Rupamandanam , . reveals that the ; 
images ■ stand for thos e , placid forms of. Dur gfia-in which she 
is known as.Uma, Gaurx and Parvatl. To designate any of 
these images as will therefore be a misnomer, for
the word signifies one who is fierce or. violent in action
■ ■ ' ' 9 ■ , v  - - ‘ 10 ' .
or tempery Also from the*iconographical and Puranic*
PHI, t ) .  5 0 1 .  • b l . x l l l . 2 :  B I S M S , p .  1 1 5 ,  p l . l v i i . b ;  c f .  
ASI, 1 9 2 7 - 2 8 ,  p . 1 6 1  f o r  t w o  i d e n d i t i c a l  f o u r - a r m e d  
I m a g e s  f r o m  N a l a n d a .  B o t h  m a y  b e  i d e n t i f i e d  a s  t h o s e  
o f  D u r g a .
2 .  C V R M ,  p . 1 3 .  : v >
3 .  E I S M S ,  p . 1 1 5 »  p l . l v i i . d .
4 .  A § T T ~ 1 9 2 2 - 2 3 .  p p . 111-12; E I S M S ,  p.115, p l . l v i i . c .  T h e  
a c t u a l  p r o v e n a n c e  o f  t h e  i m a g e  i s  M a n g a l b a r i ,  R a j s h a h  
d i s t r i c t  W h e r e  a n o t h e r  i m a g e  o f  t h e i e  c l a s s  h a s  b e e n  
f o u n d .  A S I . 1922-23, P.112; E I S M S v ' p l . l v i . a ^  .
1 - - - . ; . ; 
texts, it will appear that under this name Durga is
represented in M r  aspect of Nahigamardini:hs well as.
the killer of many other demons*
D U R G l  A S G A U R  I
~ ■ ■' ;*■■■■“';/ ;7, ' • 2 - ’■
According to the Rupamandanam, the images of the 
goddess indicating her: saumya, aspect, may be described 
as Gauri, Uma and Parvati on the basis of the attributes 
placed in the four hands and other .distinguishing marks, 
Thus an image of the goddess with a godhika for her
vahana may be identified as Gauri, who should have
' • ' • .* . , \ - 4
akgamala, padma, vara and abhaya in her four hands.
But the real .criterion of a.Gauri image seems to be the 
godhika carved or placed on the pedestal and not the 
attributes, because they vary from image to image, None
5, IBBB, pp.200-03.
6* ASI* 1935-36» pp.120-21, pl.xxxv.5*
7. ASI, 1923-24, p.82.
8. Ml, i(ii), App.O, pp*115, 120,
9. SEP, p.383.
10. Yratakhapda.. pp.79-80.
1. HP, Ixxxii * 49; lxxxiii. 27,33»34; lxxxiv. 3 * 24; Ixxxvii 
2ri?,24; lxxxviii.7rl2,2i^22,56; Ixxxix.6y8,i3,26,28  ^
30-32;xc*13>18?^9»21; xci,28;xcii.29; xciii.9. In 
all but four of the stanzas of Baca's Cahdisataka • 
picturing some detail of .the Devi Vs fight 'with Hahi £ a- 
sura, she is mentioned as CapdX.*8PH, p.247#
2. EHI,i(ii) , App.G, p|),113,^120. - ~
3. According. to the Kasyapa Silpa and the Hdnasara, the 
goddess under the^namesTof Gauri, Uma and Parvati 
should be two-armed, when accompanying Siva,-and four­
armed when represented independently. 811, p.190. ^
4. |HI,i(ii), ^ App.G, p.,120. According to the Rupamandanai 
it is auspicious to always worship in the House a 
Gauri image of this, type. Ibid.; cf.AP,cccxxvi,1.
of the Gauri images having a godhika on the pedestal 
appears to have conformed to the iconographic directions 
in so far as the attributes in the hands are concerned*
, V ‘ ■ ' 1 .
Notice for example, the images from the Dacca district*
■ 2 v-'
One of them has a fruit in its lower right hand which
> r -=■ ' 3 - '■
should have been in the varada mudra* Another has a
lihga over her upper right hand holding an akgamala; two 
of them . have their lower.right hands shown in the varads 
mudra, and all of ,them hold in their upper and lower right 
hands a trisula and a kamandalu respectively* It is to be 
noted that none has two of the attributes of Gauri pres­
cribed by the Rupamandanam - padma and abhaya mudra, whicl 
have been re^aced in these images by the triisftla and the
kamandalu* Another peculiarity noticed in these
" ' • ■ - - ' T ~ - 4
compositions is the presence of other figures. The. Devi
: ■ ■ " -  ; . •?:' , ' 5 ' . • ■
is flanked by two female attendants in two of them from
the Dacca district as'well as in the one from Mahesvara-- 
' 6
pasa, Khulna* Again, in some of these sculptures not. 
only the godhika is: present, but also are other animals, 
such as the'bull in the,Mahesvarapasa example / and lion 
and antelope in the Devi Image from Raigunj«
1* IBBS, pp.200-01*
2* Ibid* pl.lxvii*
3* Ibid* pl.lxviii.b.
4. Ibid, pl.lxviii*a,b*
5* Ibid* pl.lxviii*a,b.
6. EISMS, p.116.
.7* ASTT" 1922-23, p.112*
8. EISMS * pl.lvii.d*
Iconographieally, the images representing the goddess 
as Parvati should have rosary, lihga, image,of Gapesa .
and kama&dalu in her hands, and she should be placed
■■■-■ ■ . v  ' . 1 _■ ' -  ■ , \
between two braziers of fire. But an image of this type
is indeed' scarce in Eastern India and the extant examples
from the north and south of the country are quite few in
‘ \ -■ ■' ; ■ ' ■ , • ■ ' - ' . " ; 2 , ;
number• Five examples, in the Hathura: Museum, datable :
in the early medieval and medieval periods, represent the
goddess -performing austerities amidst fires to win.Siva
for her husband - the theme: having been obviously borrow^c. ' 3 V v; '^•;.;/
f rom Kalidasa? s Kumar as aimbhavam« In.,one of these
sculptures (No. 1044) the goddess has been shown standing
; .-v- ■ r ' . . 4 . .. 1
bn. one leg between four fire altars *. In this, as well as
in another example (No. 1104), the goddess touches a jfi/
llfxga with her upper right hand and an image of Gapesa
= ..■ ,, . 5 '■■'■; . V; • : '
with her corresponding left. In two others (Nos.8J4,
1100) not only are the liftga and the image of GaijeSa
present, but the bull and the lion as well. In having
. ■ . . . . .
1. , Akgasutrafo Sivaih devaganadhyaksa&, kamandalum/
Agnikundadvayaili par Isve Parvati parvatbdbhava//
.."EHI, i(ii ) j App. C , ~ p . 12.0;r Yratakhanda, p , 86 • * ;
2* QBIHa, pp.51., 53-54. Nos. S^^T^S^ and 1104 show the  ^
Bevirstanding between two fire altars while in No.1044 
she-is shown in the midst of $$$ four.
5• Yv. 8-29 of Canto Y of Kumarasambhava describe in 
detail the rigors of the tapas practised by Parvati. 
Yerse 20 of the same Canto refers to her penance by 
placing herself in the midst of four fire altars* Suph 
penance is known as pahcagnitapasya , the fifth fire , :
the image of Siva or linga and the image of Gapesa in her 
two hands as well as the fire altars, the goddess in these 
reliefs answer to the description of Parvati, though Y.S. 
Agrawala does not, throw any light on the attributes held 
in her. other two hands. Since these compositions were 
inspired by Kalidasa’s Kumarasambhavam, Agrawala*si
■ . - n im n r . ....- ...............  i r - - - r - »  / -
c
dating of one of the images (No.8 7 9 )  in the Kusana,period
will have to, be rejected. Mention'should also be made of
the lion and the bull figures carved on three of these 
3  :
sculptures, though this,is a feature not mentioned by the 
texts relating to Parvati images.
In the Gave temples of Western India, the representa­
tion of the Mother Goddess as Parvati performing 
austerities in conformity with the iconographical texts, 
may be seen in a sculpture in the lankesvara temple at,\
b e i n g  t h e  s u n  a t  w h i c h  t h e  a s c e t i c  h a s  t o  l o o k  w i t h  a n
u n f a i l i n g  g a z e .  S e e  K u m a r a s a m b h a v a  o f  K a l i d & s a , e d .  a n d  
t r a n s .  b y  R . D .  K a r m a r l c a r ,  P o o n a ,  1 9 5 1 »  p p . 2 5 4 — 5 5 *
4. CBIMA. p.55.
5 .  J b i d > p . 5 4 .
6. IbBS, pp.55-54.
1.tIhe, legend of Parvati*s tapasya is quite likely to have 
existed in India from long before the time of Kalidasa 
who was possibly the first to popularize it through*his 
writings.
2. CBIMA, p.51.
5. Ibid, Nos. 834, 1100,<£37 ,pp.53-54.-
; • , - 1 ■ . : '; ■ . , / " \ ■; ' 
Elura. It shows her as !four-armed, and performing
tapas or ascetic, penance between two,fires, while holding
up a liftga - the symbol of. Siva - in one right hand, and,:
an image of Gape Sa, his reputed son aind chief of his
' '■ ‘ - 2 r
followers/, in one of the left, hands1 * Prom the position 
of her other two hands it may be easily guessed that the 
right was in varada mudra and the left held a kaman&alu. 
Also in the Elura caves ha.s, been found another relief thai 
shows Parvati as two-armed arid-performing the pancagni- 
tapasya with an akgamala in her right hand and a kamap-
' ■ ' : 'V   ^ ' . • 5 • • . ' ‘  .
&alu in her left. In the Lahkesvara relief, traces of a 
godhika m^hstilli^b§hhoticed near the feet of the goddess. 
In two other*1 reliefs-from Caves XXII and XXX? at Elura, a 
two-armed goddess is shown standing on a gigantic godhika
with her right arm raised in varada mudra and an.indistin-
■ ■ ■■ 5 .■■ - ■
ct object in her left* While these two images may^  be
. ... -v. , ■ "  6 ' • ' ' “
straightaway identified as Gauri, the Xafike&vara relief
1. CM, p.459,. ■ ;
2. ASWI, y, p.52, pi.xxx.2; our pl.xxi.
5. , Sen Gupta, R*: ''The'.Panels of Kalyapasundaramurti at 
Pllora1, LK, ho.7* P*i4*; pl.v#5# 3In a relief from Patt: 
svararn, jSouth India, Parvati has been shown standing oi 
her right leg, the other being drawn up diagonally.and 
pointing towards her right ,hip. The right hand is stre­
tched Upwards with, palm resting on her ja^amukuta, and 
her left is in dhyanamudra. SIX, p.,190,, fig. 121.
4. ASWI, v, p.52. -
5. Ibidy pl.xxv.4,5; our pl.xxii.
6.‘ EHI.'i(ii), App.C, p.115.
as well as the sculptures in the. Mathura Museumr;n(bta.c4d 
above , betray features that are common to Gauri and . 
Parvati images according to the Silpalastras
D U: H G A A S. U M A  ■
The- characteristics of the, images of Uma, in which she
is worshipped even by the celestials, consist of aksam&la,
. "■ ‘ ' ' ' 1 • ■ - ' 
PQ-dma, darn ana, and kamapdalu in her four hands. The
Bevl image in the Indian Museum, shown with a mirror in
her upper left hand is perhaps intended to represent the
goddess as Uma, .though she appears in this composition
having a lotus, a ball or fruit, and an indistinct object
in her other hands and is placed between GapeSa,
standing on her right and a female figure on the, left. On
the pedestal: is an animal which R.D. Banerji regards as a
'• ‘ 5 , - • ■
boar, but in all probability is an antelope or lion. A 
mutilated Specimen in the Tarendra Research Museum shows 
the goddess holding a mirror in her upper left hand and 
flanked by Ga#esa and Karttikeya with their respective
*- •. ■ ' ... • L
v&hanas, the rat and the peacock, carved on the pedestal.
' ■ 5
In no example except these two and the Nava-durga and
1. EHI, i(ii), App.G, p.i20.
2. EISMS-, p. 115% pl.lvii.b.
3. Ibid; J.N* Banerjea regards the animal as a godhika. 
B17~i, p.450, ~  \
4. C^RM, p.13 (No.273)«
5* Supr a-y p.
' ' : ' I - /  , ' ' 1
some of the ICalyapasundara groups, ao we find Durga with 
a mirror as one of her attributes. Like that of Gauri 
or Parvati, a four-armed image of Uma,strictly conforming 
to the iconographical texts has yet to be brought to 
-light; . .
- G A U R I -*E A R V A T I . I M U E  S,
' . ' - •'' ■ .. ' 3 ■ /
Ihe Devi image from Mahdoil, Rajshahi, is distinct 
. from the examples of this.kind in having the navagrahas
carved in the middle of the pedestal* Her attributes 
are more or less similar to those,of the Gauri images
from the Dacca district - an akgamala topped by a li&ga- i 1
an4 v&rada mudra - in the upper right and lower right, 0
hands respectively, and a trident and a kamandalu in the
corresponding left (the lower left hand is missing).. She
is flanked by Karttikeya and Gaposa and plantain tre^s* ;
"Ihe two parivaradevatas, Karttikeya - and Gape&a have two
lions and two antelopes at their feet respectively, but
there is. no sign of the godhika: in this composition. -The'"-
g o d h i k a  i s  a l s o  a b s e n t  i n  t h e  e x a m p l e ,  f r o m  M a n g a l b a r i ,  i n
. -■■■ ■ ; f t
the two images in the Indian Museum collection, In two 
images in the Varendra Research Museum, and in the.
Infra, p. S3.3-
2. Ihe mirror Is also one of the attributes of Durga, : 
Mahisamardini when she is represented as twenty-armed* 
- Supra p.. *373— 74 
3.,Sv rHT p .13; our pl*xxiii,
LISMS , pis. lvi.a,c; lvii.b*
5 ,  m m , P .  1 5 ,  ( N o s .  1 5 1 ,  2 7 3 ) .
■v : ■ :'v: .. ' ;■ ' ■ 1
wonderfully', preserved specimen from.Dakgip Muhammadpur,
' ■  ■ ' / . : ' . ■ ■■• ' 2 '■ , ‘ y-u;::
as well, as in the Mathura Museum examples* Theimage
■y\:> ■- ■■ • 5 “ " ■ V ;■
from Dak^i^L Muhammadpur is. quite distinct from the
standing Ddvl icons, of this class. She has two arms ■:
instead df four, and has neither the godhika nor.the bull 
and the antelope carved on the pedestal* In place of 
Karttikeya and Ga^esa, she has a female chowrie-bearer 
on either bide,standing on lotus pedestals in graceful 
tribhahga poses - the one on the right holding a kamandali 
in her left hand and the other on the left a lotus also ir 
her left hand. The goddess herself is shown in samabhahg 
attitude oh a lotus, with an elaborate prabhavail behind 
her head. Her figure is framed by two lotuses springing: . 
from the one serving as,her pedestal. Truly a majestic 
figure,.the goddess in this composition is richly adorned- 
a tall jatamukuta on her head, patra-kun&alas . ih her ears, 
three,necklaces, one of which hangs elegantly on her full 
boson, armlets (keyurats ), bracelets and anklets. A 
■transparent- sari reaching.up to the ankles is held at her■ 
waist by a jewelled girdle (katisutra) having many hori­
zontal and vertical’tassels. The third eye is prominent
# v  y  ^ ’ - - * - . *  ^ v  ■' ' y
1. Supra, p.
2* Supra,fp. : :  VC
3* ASI, 1935-36-, p.121; our pi. xxiv.
£V)
on the forehead of the goddess whose right hand bearing 
a lotus-mark (padmafikita) is, in varada mudra and whose 
left hanging down like her right, holds a lotus by the 
stalk. This handsome female figure, so sumptutuosly 
ornamented and dressed, having a lotus for her pedestal, 
holding a lotus; in one hand.and with lotus mark on the 
■ palm of another, and flanked by the same flowers could 
have been, identified as.an image of Lak^mi but for the 
lion whose miniature figure is carved on the pedestal* In 
the Devi image from MahesvarapaSa, we have the figures 
of Brahma/Yisnu and £5iva carved in niches at the.top of 
the back slab, but the present example has at the same 
place of;the stelae the figures of not only these three 
deities in a row, butoalho those of Ga$e§a and Karttikeya
- all '.With., their respective emblems and vahanas . Datable
2 • • ' ■ 
in the 11th-l2th century, this rare and excellent speci­
men of Bengal sculpture, partially conforms to the re-
& 3 "
presentation of Gauri according to the Supr^bhedagama.
The goddess in her saumya aspect is almost invariably 
shown in samapadasthanaka, but in one of the examples in
1. ASI, 1922-25, p.112.
2. ASl 1935—36 p.121.
3. EH1y i(ii), App.G, p.104* Except that its Buddhist 
character is too plainly written on it, the image of 
Tara, datable in the 9th year of the Pratihara ruler 
Mahendrapala, from Bazaribagh, Bihar(EISMS,p .22,pl.iv.
. b), bears-a close resemblance to the Devi icon from 
Dakgsip Muhammadpur. The point of resemblance are: dis- 
: position of the two arms, the double lotus pedestal
on which the goddess stands in samabhanga, attitude,
the Indian Museum, as well as in the inscribed specimen 
described as Gap<ll and now in worship in a temple at 
Dacca , she is pre sented in the tribhaitga"pose • In. the 
former example, her standing posture may even be character 
ised as atibhahga* In both the examples she is four- 
armed and her vahana is prominently sculptured on the 
pedestal.. In the Indian Museum piece, all her hands but 
the upper left are broken and in this surviving .hand she. 
seems to hold what looks like the lower end of a trident, 
though it might well have been a mace or a goad. Prom the
profusa gewelTery on their persons, the leogryph motif 
on the back slab and the two female attendants* . , ;
1. EISMS, pi.Ivi.b. , \ ;
2 * p.202, pl.lxix. According to the inscription, its
making was begun in the 3rd year of the reign of Daks- 
mapsena, the last great Hindu king of Bengal* and was\ 
installed in the next, year which is C.1174* -A.D. The ' / 
epigraph.mentions the goddess as Oandika* Ibid, p.203; 
cf. EISMS, p.23. • — ~
3* Burgess draws attention to a four-armed image identifie< 
as that of Parvati or. Gap<ji, .who is shown in the char­
ming tribhafcga^pose, having,rosary, trident, varada 
mudra""and kamandalti for her attributes • (AMTSI, ii, p *40, 
plT^'ccxciii) * This medieval sculpture from Dalmi, 
Mahbhum., consists of a plain rectangular slab on which 
the goddess stands on.a lotus 'that is placed on thebacl 
of a crouching lion. .There are flying vidyadhara figure! 
carved at. the two upper; corners of the“slab. "The goddess 
is decorated with jewellery and wears a transparent 
skirt. In respect of attributes , the image is similar;/ 
to those "identified as G-auri and Parvati, but unlike 
them has an easy grace, that characterizes the Tara 
images in the medieval sculptures of Eastern India.
.'’XgijMS,• pis. y.3» xvii.d; IBBS, pis. xx, ;xxl, xxii.a^b)^
position of her lower right and left hands it may be' 
guessed that they held the varada mudra and a kamandalu 
respectively. As in the Dakgip Muhammadpur example, the. 
goddess in the Indian Museum sculpture wears much jewell­
ery, including a tall mukuta whose tapering end is fashi­
oned like an amalaka* There is a kirtimukha at the top 
centre of the rectangular back slab with a dwarfish Yakga 
in the attitude of adoration on either side. Two .meda­
llions , one .at each corner at the top, contain the flying 
figures of semi-divihe couples (vidyadharas)♦
. ‘  " 1 
The inscribed image from Dacca represents the goddesf
as four-armed and three-eyed, standing in tribhanga pose 
on a double lotus on a .navaratha pedestal on the middle 
face of which is the,crouching figure of her vahana facing 
left* Clockwise her hands hold abhaya mudra* ahkusa, 
padma and kamandalu« As richly adorned and attired a s '
the Devi in the sculpture from Dak^tgi Muhammadpur, the 
goddess in the Dacca example wears a garland of which the 
lower end comes down to her knees and the upper end dis­
appears beneath her armpits* She is flanked by chowrie- 
bearers.standing in tribhansea noses with their left arms ,
3 . * ■ . / ;
1. Bee our pl.xxv*
2. IBBS , p. 203# R.D. Banerji describes the ahkusa as a 
parasu. EISMS, p. 121, pl.vi.d.
resting on their hips* The main figure is framed by a : - 
trefoil arch springing from slim four-sided piers. ;The 
edge of, the; stelae, is carved with a foliate design and heaa 
its tapering upper end? and .on. either side of the middle 
carve of the trefoil; arch is an .elephant pouring watery 
on the goddess from a pitcher held in its trunk. Bhatta- 
sali, who is: inclined to identify this image as that of,.-y; ■ ' 1 ■ ■ . ■ ■ ' - -y y; ;
Bhuvanesvari, has evidently ignored this feature which
v'-- -v •. r",y yy-y- ■ y . : y:y ■ ; \ 2 y .
is not a characteristic of this goddess. Nor has the 
Hother Goddess as Bhuyanesvari. a lioii for her Vahana.
In the, absence of-the exact .dhyana the goddess in this 
image, may' be ; described as, a . variant of Durg& who has 
compounded many of - the characteristics of Lakgini with
3 -': y •■■ >. 1 ■ : ' - : - '
her, own. ■ y. - ^
A number of four-armed standing images, in the collec­
tion of the; Mathura;Museum and assignable to the medieval 
period represent the Mother Goddess in her saumya charac- 
ter. In;one specimen, the goddess Is shown on the back 
of a. lion, with her lower right hand in varada mudra and 
her1lower left akimbo, while holding a trisula and
, a spear (goad?) in her other two h a n d s I n  two examples
1. IBBS, p. 203. :
2 . Gf. Brhat-tantrasara, i , pp. 96, 98-99*
3. Supra, p.Y€£&*
4. CBIMA, p. .51 (No.59).
she appears with similar attributes,but without her 
1 , ; 
vahana. The lion is also absent in another composition
in which the goddess has a trisula, >a pajsa, and a kaman- 
(g-alu for her attributes. Ihe goddess has been shown in ; 
two sculptures standing on two couchant lions seated back 
to back, and in two other examples she is found accom- 
panied by a lion and a bull - one of these (No.1177) 
having in the upper corners of the backslab a lihga and, 
the figure of Ga^ie&a. In: a number of similar sculptures, 
the goddess stands between a linga and a figure of Ga$e& 
and holds up a conch in two hands in front of her breast. 
Dhere are other attributes in her two upper hands - a 
ram*s head in one example (No. B51), and a sword and a . 
nagapiSa in another (No. 1105)* In one example of this" 
kind, the goddess is shown with a bull touching a linga 
on her left (No. 2105)* V.8. Agrawala is inclined to
identify, these images as those of Yai$:pavl, the &akti of 
Vi^u, obviously because of the conch held up by the J 
goddess in two hands. But in view of the bull, jSivalinga 
and Gapesa present in these sculptures, such an identi­
fication is far from justified. Moreover, the sword and
1. OBIMA, p.51 (Nos. 724,2028).
2. Ibid, p.55 (No* 1108).
5* Tbld, p.55 (No. 1053)
4# Ibid, p.53 (NO. 837), p*55 (No. 1177).
5. Ibid, p.,52 (Nos. D51, KI26), p.54(No.1105), p*55(No.
id??), P*56 (No.2103)* An image of Parvati engraved on 
the Daulatpur Copper Plate of.Bhoja,- dated 900 V.S./ 
843 A.D. (El, v, pp.208ff) shows her four-armed,
nagapa&a,heId by the goddess in one example of this type 
(No. 110.5) , doiiot constitute the emblems of Tai^pavl, who 
as we know, has in addition,to the conch, a mace, a lotus
‘ ■ i -  ■ .  "  ' ‘ 1 - ■  •
and a discus for her attributes. As we have already 
noticed, the bull, lihga, and miniature figure of GapeSa 
are some of the distinguishing features in the Devi imagei
in Eastern India. 80 are the sword and the nagapasa whic3
. ' - 3  ■ \
are;two of her many attributes. We have also seen that
the conch is one of the attributes of .the Mother Goddessi 
and that she received this object not from Vi§pu but from
.. . ' . . ' , , . - .V . ■ \ ■ . - ■ : I
Vax*upa on the eve of her. struggle against the Mahi^asura. 
A conch placed in the hand of Durga when she is reprbsen-
■ " ; ' . • ' 5 - ■- \ . ■: '
ted in her ghora aspect; is evidently intended to serve
the purpose: of a bugle or clarion in the battle field.
Placed in the hand of the. goddess shown in her placid
standing, flanked by two lions, and. holding a linga 
and an image of GapeSa in the two.upper hands•“She has 
a pitcher in her,lower left hand. JBRS, xli(i), p.9.
.6 * ■ Qbim, p.56. • ' /
 ^* &th$ra,, p. 2aIV
2. Supra.Pp. -4*31-S 2.- .
3 .  g l ,  i ( i i ) ,  P . 3 ^ 5 .  .
4. MP, lxxxii^20:
PWM IUHII
Cakrafo ca dattavan ICpgpa samutpadya svacaktah/
Sankhaih ca YarunaSaktifo dadau tagyai Hutasanah// .
5* Suprap pT 47U ; . \
6 • As for example, the conch Pancajanya which is blown by 
Krbna-Narayana-¥igpu<- in the,battle. EM, p.2G6.
character, the conch stands for auspiciousness* It Is 
with this intention that this object seems to have been 
placed in the hands of the Devi in the Mathura Museum :
' . ■ 1 , - "  ■
sculptures*
S .A R ? l-l I -„I M A G7E •
; In her placid standing forms, the goddess has four 
arms according, to the texts though in some variants of 
Gauri images she may’be; made with two arms as well. But
the inscribed gold-plated octo-alloy image from Deulba<J.I,
Tipperah, datable in the 7th century, presents her as 
eight-armed* Notwithstanding the presence of her vahana 
and such attributes as the arrow, .sword, discus, conch, 
trident, bell, . shield and bow, the placid aspect of the 
goddess has not been marred in the least in this composi­
tion. She is flanked by two female attendants,; both 
nimbate and standing in tribhabga.pose while the goddess 
herself affects the stiff samapada s thanalca♦ The inscriphit 
tion on the pedestal describes the,image as that of 
Sarvapi (wife of Sarva or Siva), one of the many epithets 
o V t t e N p t ^  A, Bhattaaali points out, sovon ,
•  • ' , - • . '
1. Blowing the conch during the worship of gods and godde­
sses is part of the ritmal. The conch is also blown to 
anounce the advent of the evening and the birth of a 
male child in the family. In shoBt, it is associated 
with things and events of an auspicious nature.
2. M I ,  i(Ii), App.G, pp. 104-05, 119.
3* p|S, pp.203-205, pl.lxx.
4. Ibid; R.D. Banerji is inclined to assign it to a later 
period. EISMS,. pp. 137-38.
5. MP, lxxxv79“ cf. DM, p.204.
of the eight attributes; placed in the hands of this 
image are similar, to those given to the eight-armed
V  ■’ ' 1 ' '
Hahi^amardini, figures of Durga* With the. exception of
the ghauta, the attributes also agree with those of Hahig;
mardinx as directed by. the Suprabhedagama* which replaces
this attribute by a pasa. Ihe image is of considerable ‘
interest not only because it furnishes concrete proof of
■ : -  ■ ' ‘ 3 :
the worship of Durga under one of her Puranic names in
Bengal in the 7th century A.D., but also because its
donor Prabhavatx happens to be the wife of Deva-Kha<JLga, 
a devout Buddhist ruler in Eastern India*
T H E -  .§0 - G A L L  £ £ 'S'-A £ A M 1 Y A I m '; A G E
Before winding up the examination of standing Devx V / : 
images, we should draw' attention to an extremely rare typ<
■ * ' "  • 5 ’■ ;
found at Kagajipara, in the Dacca district* About four 
feet in height, the composition in its lower part .’depicts 
a well-carved lihga in bold relief. Only half of the 
upper part of the linga is shown, from which emerges the 
waist of the goddess in profound meditation'* Ihe goddess 
has four arms. fhe upper right hand holds a fiosary, and
1. IBBS, p. 204.
2. EHI, i(ii), pp.341-42.
3. $Ee name Sarvapx also occurs in the Gr&ya Sutras to 
designate the-goddess as the wife of Sarva. "
4. IBBS, p.204.
5. p • 452•
a "book is in her. upper ight hand, The two normal hands 
are placed one above the other in a graceful flhyana-mud&a 
beneath the. ample breasts *• Bhattasali appears to have 
identified the image as\that of tlahamaya.or Yoganidra, 
both of .which are forms of the Mother Goddess, though he 
remarks: in the end,/ fA more satisfactory identification 
of this unique image supported by authoritative texts is 
greatly to be desired*. ;
‘ ; 5 ^
Both Bhattasali and R.D. Banerji had the opportunity 
of making .an on-the-spot study of this icon, but. unhappil; 
neither appears to have described it properly. It is-not 
.clear:what Bhattasali means by 1 only half of the upper 
part of the liftga * is shown*, for this would mean three- 
fourths of the phallic symbol lying concealed in the 
yonlpatta* In reality the entire puna-bhaga of the linga 
has been shown here above the elaborately chiselled base 
which serves the purpose of the yonlpatta. . The base 
rises from a double lotus resting on a - pahcara.tha pedestal 
The goddess is actually standing between the lihga and th<
backslab, and :is not emerging out of the li&ga as 7
■ ■ ' ■  ' 5. . :
Bhattasali suggests and J.N. Banergea confirms. The lotus
1. IBBS, pp.192-95» pl.lxiv; our pl.xxvi.
2. TE bS, p.195
5. IST7 1924-25, p.155, pl.xl.c ' '
4. For the puja-bhaga of the lihga and its base 
\ see p* 169*
5. HB, .1, p. 452. ;
crowning the linga is enough to sustain our contention, 
and to refute R.D. Banerji's fantastic suggestion of the
’ ' . 1 - . •
goddess being in coitus with the phallic, symbol, The 
©ack of the upper half of the stele is carved with foliate 
designs. Two klnnaras, one above the upper right hand of 
the goddess and the other abot*e her corresponding left, 
are seen playing on cymbals and fluterespectively. There.
i i h
is a klrtimukha . at the top centre flanked by dwarf Yakga
figures carved in low relief. Between these and the
kinnaras on.either side are flying vidyadharas holding
garlands, in half medallions. The three-eyed goddess is.
richly adorned with jewellery among which mention may be
made of the elaborate ear ornaments, including huge patra-
kuhdalas coming down to her shoulders; a three-stringed
garland of pearls lying in a graceful pattern on the huge
globular breasts that touch one another; and the tall,
exquisitely carved mukuta (kirlta or ratnamukuta) somewha*t
similar to the head dress worn by the modern Kathakali
2 ' 
dancers in India. A scarf of gossamer muslin is thrown
over her body.and its two ends may be seen hanging on botl
sides of her hips. Her skirt or sari of the same materia]
is tied at the waist by a jewelled katisutra.
*
1. ASI, 1924-25, p.155*
2. Cf, Jamila Brij Bhusan : The Costumes and Textiles of 
India, Bombay, 1958, pi. lxi*1-2. .
The image \mder notice -undoubtedly represents the 
Mother Goddess, but the form given to her by the 12th
: • 1 , . r- ; ' . ■ - ■ - '
century Bengali sculptor cannot be explained with 
reference to the extant texts of iconography. As Banerjei 
observes, it is a composite icon, resulting from the 
compound of the attributes of several goddesses. Thus 
in holding an. akgamala and a book in her upper hands,, the
\ * ' ; * “■■v:;:-  ^ ' • . 3 :
goddess absorbs two of the attributes of Sarasvatx* From
the position of her other two hands in dhyana-mudr£ as
well as her half closed.eyes suggesting deep,meditation .
with the symbol of Siva in front, the goddess may also be
regarded as Gauri or Parvati, for according to the Visau-
dharmottara. 1Gauri is to be shown as a virgin meditating
^
on Mahesvara1 • The rosary, it may be -pointed out, is als<
' ‘ -.5 6 7
one of the attributes of Gauri, Uma, and Parvati* Accor­
ding to the Markaddeya Puraaa. both Sarasvatl and Gauri
- ■. ■ 'V : ■/ : -" • 8 . • . • - .
are epithets of the Mother Goddess, who has the akgamala 
for one of her attributes even when she is shown multi- 
armed in her ghora aspects.
1. : ASI. 1924-25. P.155.
2. HB, i, p . 4-52.
5* EH1. pp. 377-78; Yratakhanda. p. 77*
4. EBI. i(ii)y App.G. p. 119 s Gauri kumarikarupa dhyaya- 
mana Mahesvarai. ■
5* Vratakhanda. p.82.
6. Ibid. p. 86*
7. TbTd.
8 . W 7  "xci.22, •lxxxiv.'lO, lxxxv.8, xci.9.
9. Supra, p. 47|.
In identifying the. goddess in this sculpture as 
Mahamaya, Bhattasali has quoted a legend from the KHlik% 
Purana according to which she rends open the lifiga to 
appear out of it before her worshippers. Her breasts 
round and high, the goddess who is beautiful in all
respects, holds varada, abhaya, akgamala and khacLga in
“ ‘ ' - \ -■ ' ' ' ■/>.-' 2 ■ ■ ' ' 
her four hands and sits on a preta(Corpse). Having'none
ofthese:peculiarities save the akgamala. the Kagajipara;
image cannot be identified as that of Mahamaya. It is
also icdnographically incorrect identify her as Yoga-
" - -■■ \ ■ 3 V,’ :
n.idra or Tripura-Bhairavl as Bhattasali has done . just
because these goddesses are not only identical with the
Universal Mother MaMmaya,. but also happen to be her mani-
'■ * 4  : -V.V. ,
festations., The image of-Yoganidra should be made,
according to the Visnudharmottara. with a beautiful
figure and it should be shown as lying on a bed with eyes,
closed. It should have two arms in one of which should.'
' ,. - >" ' . .'.,v 6
,be placed a drinking vessel (kap&la?). The Saradatiiaka 
describes the goddess Tripura-Bhairavl as having a chaplel
1• IBBSy p. 193.
2. KP, lxxvi.88ff.
3. IBBS, P* 19^. -
4. Esa ca Tripuradevl y as c any&fo purvabhasit&h/ 
Barvltu Maya Bhairavya:Yoganidra j agataprabhub//
KP, lxxiv.198; cf. DM*,:- PP* 181,' 168.
5* PHI, i(ii), p. ,382; Vratakhap&a, p. 82.
6. M I ,  i(ii3, App.Q, p.""126.
I GQ
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of skulls end her, breasts daubed with blood(raktalipta- \ 
payodharafii) I n  two of her hands, should be placed akga- 
mala and vidya, but the latter ; may mean a book as well as 
the -jnana-mudra. - Her two other hands should be ,shorn in 
varada and abhaya mudras. As far as the attributes are. 
concerned,, the iconography of the goddess Tripura-Bhairav: 
r iven by the Baradatilaka agrees with that, found in the 
Kalika Puraha. , According to the latter work, this three- 
eyed goddess.with,elephantine gait has high-round breasts 
she sits oh h white preta; has her head, ;bosom,and waist ; 
encircled thrice with garlands’; of human heads;
her three eyes roll due to drinking wine, and her lips 
are red with blood.. In another place, the Purana states.
that the goddess Tripura-Bhairavl should be meditated on
■ V ■ ' : . • ' V •; • • - 4 - . V. V/
as seated on the. best, of golden seats. ,
Except that the ■goddess from Kagajipara. has an akgamall 
and' a pustaka in her upper hands, she disagrees in all / 
other essentials from the goddess Tripura-Bhairavl,,whose 
appearance^ must be regarded as grotesque and horrible as 
against the, handsome »and,saumya.features of the former. 
Moreovershe has, hardly anything in common, with Mahamay st­
and Yoganidra.whose iconography we have described above;
1. Mil, i(ii), p. 366.
2. Ibid,
3* KP, Ixxiv.9^-98.. :
4..Ibid, Ixxiv•i05-07.
We have every reason to think that the goddess does not 
come out of the lifea after having rent it open, or the, 
lifea would have been shown in three fragments as it 
appears from the Kalika Furanastory.> She stands, as we 
have already.stated, facing front, and between the lifea 
and the backslab, the lower part of her body from the 
middle of the thighs being covered by the pulahhaga and 
the base of the phallic symbol. Her iconography is a . 
perfect blend of the attributes of Sarasvatl with those 
of Uma-Parvatl-Gaurl, whose tapasya for winning Siva for 
her husband has been*immortalized by Kalidasa in his 
Kumar as ambhavam.
B E  A T E D  r  A H I  E T I E  S O F  D U  R G A
I n A G E 5. *
Seated varieties of Devi images with two, four or more
' ■ • -  3
hands are not only comparatively rare in Bengal but also 
in other parts of India, Two-armed bronze images of 
Parvatl, standing in tribhafea pose with her right hand
1. KP, lxxvi,88ff* _
2. According to a legend narrated in the Skanda Puraha 
(Aruriacala Mahatmya, 1st part, iv,29-351TSanr i onee
. performed penance on the bank of the river ICanipa in 
order to atone for an offence. She meditated on*Siva 
in the form of a lifea with offerings of flowers, san- 
paste etc. When the- river swelled and was about to was! 
*khe lifea away, she held it in a fast embrace. The 
Kagajipara image may have been inspired by this legend 
for no other work describes if Parvatl in her virgin 
- state ever meditated on Siva in the form of a, lifea.
3* HBy i, p. 4*51*
in Kataka■mudra and her left gracefully hanging down her
■ - .,■. v-:--', - . ; v 1 ■
s ide ,(lolahasta), haveVbeen found in South India• Batable 
from the;1©th century onwards, these two-handed varieties 
also ..show the goddess seated in lalitasana on a double 
lotus ,. her right hand in kataka pose as in the standing 
images and her left resting,, palm downwards, on the lotus 
seat* In a two-armed Devi image of the early Gupta period 
now in the Mathura Museum* the- goddess is shown sitting in 
in lalitasdna on the back of a lion with a &akti iii- her 
right hand and an indistinct, object in her left* Also ir 
the same Museum is another sculpture in which the goddess, 
is eight-armed, -and seated in lalitasana on a lotus that 
is placed on the .back of two lions facing in opposite 
directions* Datable in the early medieval period * the 
goddess in this example has cakra,' khadga * padma T
and abhaya mudr ii in her right hands, and pa&a, dhanuh, . V
. \ . / ■ * 5 - - - ■.".■■■;
khetaka and kamandalu in her left ones.
Among the seated varieties of Mother Goddess images 
mention may be made of the four-armed example from Bogra,.
1* AIA, pis. 415-4-18? 421. The kataka mudra is one of the 
dxstinguishing attributes of PdrvatxT^EHl,i(ii),#/#30/ 
P.338. *. ; . :
2. AIA, pi. 419.
3. CBIMA, p. 52 (No. 1283). . .
4* Ibid, p. 54 (Wo. 1047).
• ISId. . . .
now in the Indian Museum,, representing her in lalitasana 
on a lotus, with her right leg dangling and resting on 
the hack of grimacing and.couchant lion carved on the 
pedestal., She has, a fruit (pomegranate) in the open .palm 
of her lower right hand, a sword in the upper right, ,and; j 
kamandalu and a shield in her corresponding left . hands., . 
She wears a jafamukuta on her head and various other 
ornaments on her person, including a three-stringed hara: 
that hangs from her neck reaching below her waist. In a
sculpture from Waogaon, Rajshahi, now in the Vareiidra
v v ■ :vr - 2 - v : V
Research Museum (Wo* 1549), the goddess is shown flanked
by miniature figures of Karttikeya and Ga^LeSa, and is
four-armed, and seated in an identical manner as in the /
Bogra specimen. She holds in hj^ r hands vara, padma,
■ ‘ ‘  /  ,  ' '  '  v  i  :
trisula and. bhpftgara (kamah&alu?). Banerjea identified
her as Sarvamahgala, a form of Burga, because besides.
having the lion for her vahana, the goddess has three of
the four attributes of the former. A sandstone, image of
Burga in.the Museum's collection (Wo.1582), datable i n :
- ■ ' ' . \ 'S ' ‘ ■ ‘ ' 6 f ■
the 9th century, and found.at Wiyamatpur, Rajshahi,.
represents her as three-eyed, and seated in lalitasana
1* HB, i, p. 452, pl.x.26.
2. HB, p. 452. ' .
3. Ibid.
4. Ibid. ■ -
5. SHX, i(ii), p.359; Vratakhanda, p. 81
6. WE-AR. 1936-58, p.“5E7"?'ig. 5! •
as the two images noticed above, with her right foot on 
the neck of her lion-mount. She wears ,1 atamukufra and 
jewellery, and has, vara, tr i&tila: and khetaka for attri­
butes* Her upper left arm, which must have held a 
sword, is missing, including a portion of the back-slab 
on the left side.; According to N.B. Sanyal, the 
image: has a close resemblance, in respect of attributes, 
to the Aparaj itd $t/$Z form of Bux^ga as given in the 
Beyl Purina* Banerjea accepts this identification, 
but he as, well as Sanyal are obviously in error in this" 
regard. The Bevx Burapa describes the goddess asr 
three-eyed, seated on a lion, holding a bow (pinakesu-^ 
kara),; sword and shield. She should have a crescent 
moon among her matted locks, and snakes for her bangles
• '  - ■- * * v „ T *
(kttav&sukikaiikana). Sanyal translates the word pin ale a 
of the dhyana as 'arrow1, and regards the varada mudra
in the lower right hand of the image as its substi-
4 5 -■* ;
tute. , But pinaka means a bow and not an arrow* Having
neither the one nor the other for her attribute, the
goddess in this sculpture cannot be identified as
Aparajita. Nor has she like the goddess of the dhyana,,
snakes,for her bracelets. In fact, Aparajita seems to
1. VRS-AR, 1936-38, p.26.
2. 7 M Z  p ,  i, P.^52. . . •
3. EHI, iTii), App.C, pi 129, also p.369#
4. VRS-AB. 1936-38. p.26.
stand for one of the ghora forms of Durga, while the
goddess in this sculpture;looks as saumya in appearance.
as the examples from Bogra and Naogaon noticed above.
Like the latter she, represents Durga in one of her placid
forms of which the dhyana is yet to be found.
T H E . 8 0 - C A L L  E D
B- H U- V A N  |  |  V A R  I. I M A G  ,E >
In worship even today under the name of BhuvaneSvarl 
at Shaykh-hati in the Jessore district, Last Pakistan* 
is a six-armed Devi, image seated in lalitasana and having 
in her right hands varada mudra, akgamala and padma, and 
abhaya mudra, kamaadalu and triSula in her corresponding 
left. This large and extremely fine image, datable in
v ; : - 3 . f : :
the 11th-12th century , shows the goddess seated on a 
double; lotus with her right foot pendant and resting on 
the back of a recumbent lion carved on the middle ; of the 
saptaratha pedestal. There are two more lions on either 
side of the Devi1s vahana. . The goddess wears a high 
mukuta, bangles, armlets and anklets. . Wavy lines on her 
thighs and legs indicate the transparency of the sari thal 
is held at her waist by a jewelled kafrisutra. There are 
.
1 * Mitrav 8*0.: Tashohara^Khulnar Itihasa, i, Calcutta. 
1914, pp. 227i F r ™ g i 7^ r i ^ ” prriviii;a; our Pi.. 
xxvii•
2. HB,^i, P* 452. S.G. Mitra (Op.cit, p. 229) describes 
as |ankha what Banerjea correctly,identifies as 
bhrngara or kaman&alu.
3. BISMS, p. 123. The image is assigned by R.D. Banerji 
to the last period of artistic activity in Eastern. 
India, corresponding to the 11th-12th century.
huge patra-kundalas in her ears, and her torso, wide at 
the bust and slim at the waist, would have been naked but 
for the wide necklace and the string of pearls which lie 
in a graceful, carve on her ample bosom* Ihe back ffl the ; 
stele show in low relief a trefoil- arch above which are - 
foliate designs*; Below the pointed end of the backslab 
is a kirtxmukha, and on either side above the trefoil 
arch are flying and daiicing male figures, all executed in 
very low relief*
■ v". 1 ; . V  ■ -
R. D* Banerji seems to have accepted the identifies-
■ : ■■■'  . ' 2  ■ ■ ■ ■ ' ■ ,  ; / . - / : 
tion; of the image by S*C* Mitra as that of BhuvanejsvarX,
.So also has I.N. Banerjea, /but according to the Maha- 
1aksmxratnako&a y the goddess has four arms, two of which
should hold pasa and ahku&a and the remaining two varada 
an& abhaya- mudras* In giving vara and abhaya with two of 
her hands, the goddess from Shaykh-hati no doubt antici­
pates these two attributes of BhuvaneSvarx, but these alsc
' '* "■ ■ „ : V / ' *5 , '/ /"■' -
happen to be the characteristics of Gaurx* Moreover,
not only Vis she without a pd§a and an afiku&a, but, she is
also six-armed with a lion for her vahana* She cannot
— .  , , - " g  ^
therefore be identified as BhuvaneSvarl* In regard to her
1* |ISMS, p. 123. - V  ’ ' . /
2* Op*ext, p*227* Mitra also identifies the goddess as 
Iripuresvarx(Op*dit* p*229) but the dhyana which he 
quotes from-the gantrasara does not agree with the 
iconography of the image*
5* HB, i, p. 452*
4. p i t  i(.ii)t App.C, p.132.
5 i  I b i d . . A p p . C .  p .  119.
attributes * her resemblance to Caurx seems to be much 
closer, for the latter may as well have abhaya, akgamala, 
padma and kamapdalu, or akgamala , padma, abhaya and vara 
for her emblems when she is made with, four arms* Akgamala 
and padma, and aksamala and kama&dalu also constitute
3
the attributes of Uma and Parvatl respectively* ‘The Devi 
also has some of the characteristics of Durga represented
in her placid aspect : well-formed thighs and bust, l/L&fcfa/L
: -V- ' *
k arapda-mukuta. and jewellery (sarvabharaaabhftgita)•
Pinally, in having as many as five lions carved on the
pedestal, the image cannot but be regarded as that of
Durga, though as in the case of the Kagajipara image
5 ' ■ ...
examined above, the dhyana of this six-handed seated forn 
of the goddess is yet to be discovered.
2 2 S £■ I ! 1  § H A- H A L A  K £ M I
It is equally difficult, jLjL- in the absence of a proper 
dhyana, to satisfactorily identify the twenty-armed Devi
6* According to her dhyanas , the goddess as BhuvaneSvarx . 
should be made with two~or four arms* Bphat-tantrasara
i, pp.96-99. - ~
•
1. EHI, i(ii), App.C, p.119.
2 . TbTd, p. 120*
3. Ibid*
A* Ibid, p* 105.
5* Supra,. pp*^^-5^JSxcept that she is six-armed, the Devi 
from Shaykh-hati fairly resembles Ambika whose dhyana 
is given in the KP(liii) which describes her as four­
armed, seated on a lotus seat, having a youthful body, 
kambukautha, and, is adorned with jewels, three-eyed, 
and has a lion for her vahana* These features, as well 
as three, of her attributes -akgamala,
image seated in lalitasana on a double lotus placed onthe
back of a grimacing lion and found at Simla in the Rajshah 
' - . ; 1 ■ -' ' ’ - • 
district* The identification of the image as that of 
; ■ - 2 ■ • • •
Mahalak$mx by S.K. Saraswati has been tentatively
• ■ : ■ 5
accepted by Banerjea, though the goddess under this name
should have eighteen^instead of twenty hands as in this
■ ; ■ ; . : 5
example. In having vara and abhaya as well as a minia-
ture llhga on her matted crown , and twelve of the eigh-
■' . :v  7 ' 7 - " 7  , : ' .; . ■ . . v
teen attributes , the image no doubt appears to be a near 
approach,to that of Mahalakgmx. We. cannot however agree 
with Saraswati if the calm and benign aspect of the Devi 
in this sculpture has anything to do with her mood on the 
eve of her struggle with the Mahi^asura. This unique 
relief, which is now lost, may be placed in the 9th centur 
A.D.
d, vara and abhaya are common with those of the Shaykh-hat 
image. In the Tantras the goddess BhvaneSvarx is also 
addressed, as Ambika, Paryatarajaputrl, Bhavani and 
Gaurx , but she Is four-armed, • having- ;jnanamudra, akga- , 
maiay ghata and pustaka for her attributes# Brhat- 
tantrasaray ii y p.56ff*
. . ♦ - " '
1. VRSM, No.6, p. 23, fig.4.
2. Ibid. p. 23,
3. HB, i, P. 452. '
4. fRSM, Mb,6. p. • 24 and notes 4-6.
, 5# Tbxd, p. 23 V V
6* Ibid, p. 25* ~\
?• Ibid, p. 24# Bor the Mahalak^mx aspect of the Mother
Goddess, see Ibid, p. 22- and note 3; and also EHI,,l(ii)
PP* 33^-57 where Bag quotes a lengthy legend but/\ncrc^ 
mention the recension of the Markahdeya Furana in which 
he found it# The Bevx-Mahatmya•section of the MP does 
not include Mahalakgmx. among the epithets of Burga. The 
iconography of the goddess xn this sculpture does,, not :
■■ ■ , ' ■' - ■ ■ ■'■■■Kno.
D U R G A  A S  §  I  ft H  A  V  | , H I N  I
In the early, iconic types, the Mother Goddess appears 
accompanied by her lion-mount or actually riding on it*
In medieval , sculpturesy^f^y representing her ghora as 
well as her saumya.aspects, - we have.also noticed the; k 
goddess with the lion for her vahana* In some medieval 
reliefs,.now In the Indian Museum, the goddess is shown
; : >■■■. ■. 3 . . >
with her lion in a characteristic manner. One of these : 
represents Durga as .SIfhhayahlnl in that she. is seated 
astride, the lion like the- goddess in the Mahabalipuram
- •■ ■ ■ 5 ^ - ' - , ■ - ■ 7-' - > 7
panel. .She is four-armed, having a long sword in her;^ \.;,
upper right hand lifted up as if to strike, giving a vara
with'...her lower right hand;, and a shield and a trident in
- - ' . "• /"A 6 ' ' “X  ■ '■ ..
the corresponding left hands* She is three-eyed, :wears/
two .necklaces, a three-stringedyya;jnopavItay and patra-
kundalas - features 1which are also shared by the earlier
- : V ; V;: : . \vvo, . , 7; ^ ‘-,7
specimens\ofthe Eastern School, particularly from Nalanda
also appear to have any similarity with the dhyanas of 
Mah&laksmi found in the Tantras • O f Brhat-tantrasSlra,, 
i, pp. 127-29. f /v.--
8. Of. MP,Ixxxii.31-33* ’In,giving, directions for making 
. an eighteen-armed Devi image, the Devi Purapa (xxxii. . 
19-37? states„ that ■ the,,goddess should""be seated on a I 
lion - and roaringafter decapitating" the Mahi^asura • ■
.. whose body she should: :be holding in her nagapaSa.'.
9,. h b , i,. p.
S * AS I , 1.9.-35-3S, p. 122, pi * xxxvi. 10; our pi. xxviii.
4. Supra, p.
g. I5l7"l935-36, :p* 122. -
. ■ •., 1 ' ' ■ 
Datable In the 9th>-10th century , the image, notwithstand­
ing the varada mudra in the lower right hand, successfully
represents Durga, mounted on her roaring lion and armed 
with the aymdhas mentioned above as a warlike goddess 
who is about to rush into the battle-field.- As in the :
Gupta coins , the goddess appears in another sculpture;
from Bihar, which shows her seated in lalitakgepa on the
: ; ' 3 , ■ -' ■ ' - ■
back of a cpuchant lion. . (The attributes in her two right 
.  ^ ‘' • as ; / . ' > ' : - ^ ; - ,
hands as welTAin her upper left are identical with those
of the goddess in the other sculpture. But, unlike the
- - . . . •
ASI, 1955-36, p. 122.
1« ASI, 1933-56, p. 122. No less warlike and ghora in 
aspect would appear the ten-armed standing image Of ;; 
Durga from.Conjeevaram (EHI,i(ii), pl.cii) with her 
left-foot on the back of a roaring lion. and.her right; ' 
on the ground, the goddess stands in tribha&ga po se, 
her'crowned head thrown back and her torso thrown for-- 
ward. Her main right hand, bent at the elbow, holds a 
flower, and another right;hand is placed on the hip. 
Ihe objects in the other right hands are indistinct 
though the uppermost is possibly touching a trifeula 
that is carved on the backslab. In her left hands the 
goddess holds;paraSu, khetaka, hagapa&a, a long bow 
and an indistinct object( it may;as well have been 
-indicating abhaya)h Of particular interest is a parasol 
over the head of"~the ; goddess carved on the backslab*; - 
Arined with deadly weapons, the warlike but handsome \ 
goddess appears to be waiting for the; battle to begin 
, when she will mount her . lion and meet the asuras in ;
, combat. ’ ’ '.ci . ' r : “
2. Supra,fa. . 4 2 * i, h
3* PHI, p. 501; Bloch, Ih.; Supplementary Catalogue etc, 
p. 91 (No.3946). "
latter, the present image clasps with her lower left hand 
a child, sitting on her left knee and looking up at her 
face# The sculpture is a nice "blend of the ghora and 
the saumya sides of her character*** the latter predomina­
ting because the child on her knee obviously emphasizes 
the motherly aspect of Durga, though here too she is 
si&havahini#
D U R G A  A S  J K l r i l s  A - .
The examples discussed above relating to her standing 
and seated images, portray the Mother Goddess in her 
independent aspect., though in many pieces we notice that 
a clear emphasis has been laid on her association with
K£$$a-Naraya£a-Vi$$u from a very early period# In 
; Byhatsaihita, the earliest iconographical text*, the form 
in which the goddess has been associated with is
that of EkanaihSa who may be made with twp, four or eight 
arms* In the two-armed vtype, the goddess Ekanaihsa has 
to be placed between Baladeva and Krsna, but the texb is 
*
1. DHI, p* 501#
2 . Supra,fp. \ - ‘32- *
3 # BHl *M p, 502#
, Bphat saihhita,; lvii#37-59i 'The goddess Ekana&sa should
be made between Baladeva and, Kp§$a; her left hand 
.' should rest on her hip, while the other (i.e., the righ* 
hand) should hold a lotus* If she is made four-armed, 
then a book and a lotus are to be placed in her left 
hands while on the right she is to confer a boon on th< 
supplicants with one hand, her other hand holding a 
rosary# An eight-armed ElcanaihSa should hold in her 
left hands a water-vessel, a bow, a lotus, and a book,
. silent if she is also: to be flanked by' these two; ga^shitle 
when represented with four or eight hands. The.worship
of McanifiSa seems to have been confined to. Eastern India -
a fact which is attested; by some medieval bronze and 
;,stone sculptures found in that region only. An image of 
this goddess flanked by ;the figureii/of Kp$pa and Balarama,
is the principal object of worship in the main sanctum of
, d d d f  • .. 2 \
; of the Ananta-Vasudeva temple at BhuyanS&vara(Orissa) • ,
The fact that.her image is.cast in met al may indicate the;
importance which her cult must have enjoyed during the
medieval, period. A fine bronze image of EkanaihSa bearing
ah inscription of the time of the Fala ruler Mahipala 1
(G. 995-1043), and* found at Imadpur in Bihar,is now in
'■ . .d,-; \ , ; ■; . : • 4 ' ■
the .British Museum. It.'shows the two armed goddess
samapadasthanaka on a lotus,:with her right hand stretchec
down, in the varada mudra and a mirror in her left, and *
she is placed between the four-armed standing figures of
. ' 1 ' . 6 .
*  ■ ' ' ’ . ;■*. ■
her right hands showing a varadamudra, an arrow, a 
mirror: and a rosary'(Trans. DHf;‘ t> 587). Tdehtica]
description of two-armed EkanaAsa image.is also to be 
found in1 the ¥ig:&udharmottara(DHIi p*503)
1. DEI, p. 505* A stone relief showing. Ekana&sa between 
Baladeva; and Vfgpu is in the collection of the Provin- 
c ial Mus eum, Lucknow ( Oho sh, J. C.: 1 Ekanaihs a and Subhad- 
raf, JHASBL.ii, 1956, p.43, pi.vii.)*-The goddess and 
the accompanying gods were wrongly identified as Bita, 
Lakgmapa and Hama by P. Dayal (Ibid). J.G. Ghosh has- 
attempted with* the help of ancient texts like the Hari- 
vafosa and the Burapas etc. to establish the identity 
of the goddess who appears to have been the tribal 
deity of the Vppnis.' Ghosh also thinks that the triad 
not only in the Ananta-Vasudeva temple at Bhuvanesvara.
Balarama on her right and Kp§pa on her left, though cast
with great skill, the bronze figure does not represent the
goddess in consonance with her iconography.as given by the
texts, according to which the right hand of the two-armed
type’ of Ekana&Sa should hold a lotus and her left is to be
> 1 ■ v - - ■ .. 
placed on hbr hip. But contrary to what Banerjea thinks
2
about the,disposition of the two hands, '?.■■£ the goddess in 
the Xmadpur image has two of the eight attributes of the 
eight-armed, variety. She is; moreover, placed between 
Balarama and ICfgpa - a fact that should suffice to identi* 
fy her as. Ekanaihsa,
2 2 2* 2 I  A § A . H E .A L H O T  H E R
-Though styled Skandamat£ and Gahesajananl in.the 
Pura^as and the Mahabharata, the goddess Burga appears to 
have conceived neither of these two divinities in her 
womb. As $%%% has been explained earlier in this essay, 
the suffix,mata . applied to her name is largely euphemis­
tic, None, of the iconographical texts, nor the Purapas 
ever describes Durga with a child on her lap or by her
. but also in the Jagannatha temple at Purl representsthe 
local adaptation of Baladeva, Ekanaihsa and RrgpaCIbid, 
pp* 41-4*6; •
2. DHI, p.503.
5. Majumdar, R.O* arid Banerjea, J.N.STwo Inscribed; Images
from Imadpur1, JEASBL, xvi, 1950, pp*247-5/U pl.xii. ;
4. DHI, p. 505,
•
4* Supra,. p.510, note 4.
2 . DErTp. 5 0 3 f •
3* Supra, p.510, note 4, In another place Banerjea sounds
side* The number of images which depict the. goddess witl 
a child is fairly large; but; in the absence of. a dhyana 
as well.as, recognisable attributes in imany cases; their ; 
i dent if ic at ion has not. been satisfactorily settled. It . 
should be borne in mind that these images owe their origir 
more to the desire: of the donors or. the fancy of the 
artist than, to any text. The purpose in sculpturing such 
images is obviously to emphasise the motherly aspect of 
the goddessj who.is*otherwise malevolent.
Mention’may be made in this connection of the inscribec 
image from Jaynagar in Bihar, now in the Victoria and 
Albert Museum, London# Carved in high relief, this 12th
century sculpture shows a four-armed goddess seated with 
 ^ V . 4- , / • ■
a child on her left knee#: The inscription on the pedes­
tal describes the goddess as PurpeSvarx or PupyeSvarx,;
' v > - ‘ ■■■ / ' *■ • v  ■ 5 *
installed in the 35th regnal year of Palapala. Another: 
inscribed ;image of the same goddess, but not exactly with
more positive regarding the identification of the image 
as Ekanaihsa, and observes, 1 the mirror is one of the; 
characteristics of Durga-Parvatx who is no other than 
EklLnaiisa in one of her aspects1 # ■ JRASBL, xvi, p. 250* : 
A* Supra, p# 241*
1, In giving the details of the Somaskanda mhrtis of Siva- 
Sastrx(SII, p*110) refers to theTKaranagama according . 
to whicETFarvatx and Siva are to be shown with a child 
between them..But the absence of to image of, this type 
in Northern<India indicated that the use of this text 
waw confined to the South.
2, Supra, p.
5. JBRS, *li(2), p. 146.
4-. Tbxd#
the same attributes, has ..been found at Jaynagar and may be 
'  ^ \ 1 ’ - ' • ■ , 
assigned to about the 12th century A*D* , A number of such
images found; in Bihar no doubt indicate the great popula­
rity, of the Mother Goddess in Eastern India during the J 
medieval period* Prom the inscription on a mutilated 
Devi image with a child, datable in the 8th or 9th century 
on palaeographic grounds, and found at the village of 
Valgudar in Bihar, we learn that she was.worshipped under 
the name, of Gansava. . A similar image, with its name 
Pup<JeSvari as well as the date of installation during the 
reign of Nayapala(C* 1043-58) inscribed on it, has been 
found in the neigbouring village of Rajauna* Also from 
Bihar we have another inscribed but much mutilated Devi
image,of an identical type that is now in the Asutosh
*"■' ■ ' : . - - 4 ' • ' ' ■ \
Museum, Calcutta* Prom Ghosrawan in'the Patna district,,
• \ . . ■ ■ c
the Indian Museum collected an inscribed four-armed image
•  ■ . •
5. JBR8 , xli(2), p. 0 $  1514 AMTSI, pp*134-42, pls.liii,.
. liv. ¥jLXfy$%%jk' Possibly, Palapala. did not belong to 
the imperial Pala line of kings* He may be placed 
approximately in the middle of the-13th century. A*D*:
*
1* JBRS, xli(2), >p* 146*
2* ET'r'xxvlii^ p* 138#
3* Ibid*
4. Ibid*
5* ElSM'S * p, 31, pi *xii, c j our pi * xxix*
representing the Mother Goddess seated on a cushion in 
lalitasana.with her .right foot resting on a lotus* She *
holds an ahkusa in her upper right hand, a curiousvwadd ,
with a makar a, head ( a khatvanga?) in her corresponding : 
left,: a fruit.in her'lower right hand and with■her other 
left hand supporting a child sitting dn her left knee. In 
hollow niches in the pedestal are two lions, one on each 
side., facing in opposite, directions * The epigraph on this 
image describes it as Mup<jesvarl or Rupeesvari• From 
Bihar.i which seems prolific invsuch images, we have still 
another metal sculpture showing Psrvatlhwith KSrttikeyal?^ 
and dedicated in the 54th year of the reign ofNarayapa- 
pala(C. 866-920) at Uddapdapura v I* e •, modern Bihar :
Bharif*;; Thia: image is now in the collection of the ; 
Vahglya Sahitya Pariigat , Calcutta. The goddess is four- 
armed With a child reclining;^ ’ on her left knee* Bhe 
has a sword and a shield in her upper arms and a club-lila 
object (khatvanga?) In the; lower right • There is no sign 
of her vahana in this ’composition*
v The Devi-andr-child Images ’of the above class represent
. V ' :*: ■ ■' •; - - , .
in our opinion the; goddess Durga In her motherly aspect. 
The presence of her lion-mount and such attributes as the
■1. BISMS, p. -22, pi. iii.a,b.
2. Ibid. ;  ^Vv ' ’*
3*.That these images are Intended to represent, burga as. 
mother will be, evident from another sculpture found .in 
; Bihar * Suprdyfp * S o q „ ^ p ,
swpfd and shield in many examples evidently suggest such 
an identif ication * .An Image of the; goddess with a:child 
and having a canopy of snakes and a lion-mount has been, 
found in the compound of a temple at Luckeesarai (Lakhi- 
sarai) in Bihar* 1 The deity seems to have been the
primitive;Mother Goddess worshipped under different local 
names in various parts of Bast India, though she may have:
been associated with the Buddhist deity Hariti.as well as
' * ' - . *” - ’ - ' '
the Brahmanical goddess Parvatl with Bkanda on her lap1.
The image of a.four-armed goddess holdihg in; her upper 
arms a. fish and ..a bowl and supporting a child with the twc
lower hands has been Identified as that of Hariti by
*, . ■ : -■■ • - - '■ ; \ 
Bhattasali. Baherjea refers to the Identification of 
: -tv,.:- “ 4 ■ • ■' /, '■ .
the-image by Bhattasali as tentative, and the latter
. appears to- have - argued tis; ease more on assumption; than
on any tangible grounds. The Image has nothing whatsoever
■ .■ ' - -■ - . -• ■ v. . -V ;V y ; 5 ; ■ \ ^
in common with the Hariti images known to us. The
goddess in this sculpture holds the child in a manner 
different .from any representation of her Buddhist:counter­
part. The sitting posture of the goddess in this example 
is baddhapadmasana in which no extant Hariti image has 
: .ever been shown. Moreover, the two extra hands, holding 
a fish and a bowl respectively, cannot be fitted into
*  ■ .. ■ <•
1* BI, xxviii, p. 139*
2. Ibid. ; .
3., IBBB,' p. pi. xxv. / . .
4. HB7“i, p. 461.
5 • j Supra, PP • H  f - 4 2- • -
the iconography of Hariti, who , as Bhattasali himself 
• • 1 - • '. . ( attempt]
admits, is two-arnjed. Bhattasali * s f  to characterize
this feature of the image as 1 a Mahayana redaction of the
.. ■ ■ ' . 2 ■' ■' ■ . ’ 
two-armed. goddess1 must.be. dismissed as poor logic since
he does not quote any dhyana in support of his hypothesis*
-.Except' that i she sits in baddhapadmasana like the Buddha
and the Bodhisattvas, there is nothing Buddhist in
' ■ ‘ 3 ■ .
character in this image. The goddess, is profusely deco­
rated with ornaments and her garments.include a transpa­
rent uttariya. She sits on a double lotus on a pancara- 
tha pedestal on the middle face of which is a kneeling 
worshipper facing towards her left. The.backslab.is. 
plain except for a raised border and a kirtimukha flanked 
by flying vidyadharas.
: In -the conception of this four-armed and three-eyed
goddess,. indigenous, but.not Mahayana tantrik influencesr
seem to have played an important part. This is indicated
in our opinion by the two emblems in her upper hands - th€ 
,4
fish and the bowl (rice bowl). The child.too may be
1. IBBS, p. 63.
2. Ibid, p., 67.
5. 5he common characteristics of a Buddhist image are: a 
dhyani Buddha figure on the crown, caitya symbols and 
.. seated. Bodhisattva motifs on the backslab.
4. The fish, it may be suggested,. is looked upon in India 
with reverence as the emblem of fertility and hence 
used, in marriage rites in Bengal. - The fish is sacred tc 
the Mother Goddess because she is. the goddess of love 
and fertility. It is accordingly placed in the hand of 
the Bengali bride at the time of marriage but it is a 
tabbo to a Bengali widow. MG, pp.32-33« 0^3? the signi­
ficance of the fish.in the cults of the Mother
ascribed to local influence and intended to emphasize the 
role of the goddess as mother and creatrix. The fish and 
the bowl have no other significance but that of indicating 
an important aspect of the Mother Goddess who is conceived 
as the giver of sustenance* As Bengal abounds in rice 
and fish, such an explanation of the attributes appear to 
be most appropriate and far from fantastic or inadequate*
A sadly, mutilated image showing the goddess Durga
seated in lalitasana on a lotus with a child on her left 
• ' ~  . 2 
lap and preserved in the Varen&ra Research Museum, has
• 3
been identified as that of gagthj, the miniature figure 
of the lion on the pedestal having been evidently mis­
taken for the cat which is the vahana. of the latter
5
goddess* The goddess appears to hold in her partially
d
preserved right hand what seems to beAdhvaja, but may as
well be a leafy branch. . As neither of these objects have
any connection with ga§fchi, and as both may be regarded as
• 6
the attributes of the Mother Goddess , and as there is 
Goddesses, see Ibid, pp. 30-32.
• *
SniBra.fp* tig-*<3-
2 . Ig lE B v  pp. 17-18, p i .  i i i . 6 .
3 . H T I 7  P. 461.
4 . . VRS-AR, 1 9 3 ^ - 3 5 ,  P. 1 7 .
5 . hm, p. 477. .. . "
0* bhvaj a is an attribute of Durga in her Mahi^amardinl 
aspecl; * (Supra * p. 47A ). As the - controller of all vegeta 
tion, i.e*, in her Sakambharl aspect the goddess naay 
have a .leafy branch(which looks like a sheaf of grain 
in this sculpture) in her hand* . .
moreover a lion in this composition, 'the deity may with- 
out any doubt be considered as a variety of Durga, though 
in the absence of other emblems, the exact type cannot
. A-. 1 . , ■ /  ■ ■ ■ ' ' “■ " .
be determined1*
'2 ;U; E G . I S  -A B R I D E
In her placid, aspects under such names as Uma, Gauri 
and Parvatl, the Mother. Goddess has also been represented 
in Indian plastic art in the role of a young bride being 
wedded to Siva• Apart from symbolizing1 the union of the 
two cults - Saivisa and Saktism - the .sculptures depicting 
the marriage .ofSiva and Parvatl also signify the union of 
the male and the female principles which is'necessary for
the creation of the universe and the propagation og the
/.V. v " .. ; . , ■- • • ... ' 2 ■ 3 /{v;,
species* As, testified by the Pura$as, the Epics , and 
V  I  I -  ‘ ■ ..v 4  ■ ‘ ■ - ■ :
Kalidasa's Kumarasambhava, the story of the marriage of
these two jdivinities seems to have been well-known in "
India from very ancient times*
In perfect conformity with the Indian custom, Siva as . 
bridegroom appears to.have appropriated to himself the
lion's share of importance" in-these sculptures, which are
\ ' ■ . ■ / . : ■ • -  - i ■■, ■ 5
designated as his Kalyanasimdara- or Yaivahika-murtls*
• .  . ' ,r - .. . ■ . . ' ;
1. VBS-AR, 1934-55, P. 18.
2 * Supra'.": p. 2.^ 9
3. Supra, p. 33s
4. Canto vii. .
5. DHI, p. 485; SIX, p. 103.
Ihe Pura$as and other works give however only the story
of the marriage, hut not the dhyana ■ as to how the divine
’ • 1 
couple should appear during the ceremony. Bhattasali
seems to regard this as the reason for the comparative . 
. . . . . . .  . 2
paucity of Kalyanasundara images in North India. The.
iconographical details quoted by Kao, as well as the
3 ■
examples cited by him, also led Bhattasali to assume
that the making of these images were chiefly confined to
. Z|. • ' r;:
South India# But,as Banerjea rightly points out, in 
recent years our knowledge of Bengal iconography has been 
enriched by the discovery of a few specimens of this type
■■ ■ ■ ; ■ ' ■ -■ 5 ; ' . " ; /
in Bogra and Dacca districts.
Altogether six sculptures representing the marriage of 
the goddess with Siva have so far-been discovered in 
Northern India. Four .of these were found in Bengal - two 
§ach in Bogra and Dacca districts. Of the remaining two
1. IBBS, p. 121.
2 ■ w --*1 ■T" ' 1. Ibid.
3. ggl’T ii(i), pp.337-352, ii(ii), App. B, pp. 171-78.
4. ggES. p. 121.
5. -HB, i, pp. 4-4-5-46•
6 . Of the two Images from, Bogra district one is now in the 
Varendra Research Museum* Rajshahi, and the other at 
the Dacca Sahitya Parigat.(IBBS, pp. 120-21). One of 
the images from Dacca district is in the Dacca Museum . 
(Ibid, p. 120), and. the other in the Vahgxya Sahitya 
Pari^at, Calcutta. (Ibid, p. 120).
examples one was found at Ratanpur in Bilaspur district,
Madhya Pradesh, and the other in the courtyard of the
‘ ‘ ' • 2 ■ . \ ; 
Vig^upada temple at Gaya* Among the.. South Indian
specimens - not more v-than six. in all ~ (contrary to , •
Bhattasali!s contention that the South is more prolific
V  •' -.V '■ '3 ‘ , ' ■ 4
than the North in these images) ., two are from Madura,
' ‘ 5 . 6
one is from Tiruvorriyur, one is from Elephanta, two 
• : : 7 . 8 
are from Elura, and one from the Chidambaram temple*
Strictly speaking, the number of South.Indian Kalyana-
sundara images should be regarded as three only, for
Elephanta and Elura are situated rather in the west of the
peninsula than in the proper south..
The Kalyanasuhdara-murtis from Northern India compare
■ ■ ■ ■ ““ * 9 “
unfavourably with those of, the South in that the latter .
are not only better known but also produced on a vast
scale* .The iconographical details of. the chief dramatis
personae. in these groups are available in as many as four
1. EHI, ii(i), pp. 345-46, pi* cii*
2* ETSMS* p* 112, pi*. xcv.C. This image is in the private 
' collection of Dr* S*K. Chattergi of Calcutta* (Ibid)*,
3* P* SZO.
4. eHI% ii(i), p, 351? pis. cvi-cvii.
5. TbTd, p. 344, pi. ci.
6. gHTC, p. 215, iig. 1,54.
7* A.SWI, v, p. 41, pi* xxxvi.1; EHI, ii(i), pp#34-7-51?
pis. civ-cv; AEAC, pp. 197? 21*27 .
8 . SII, p. 107? W i  fig. 66.
1
texts which seem to have been current in South India 
only, for the theme appears to have been represented in
2
Northern India in a manner that is materially different. "
3
Thus according to these texts, Parvatl should stand on 
the left of; Siva, but except in the Dacca Sahitya Parigat 
example, she stands in front of the god in all other 
sculptures of this type from. Bengal.. In the example from 
Gaya, she stands on the right of Siva, and in the specimen 
from Madhya Pradesh she is of course placed on the left of 
the god, but instead of facing front as in the sculptures 
from Elephatita, Elura and other parts of South India, the 
goddess as well as her bridegroom have been shown facing 
each other with three-quarters of their bodies presented 
to view. While the South Indian images depict the marriag< 
scene in.the Vedic or orthodox style, those from Bengal 
are much more interesting 1 inasmuch as.they portray some 
of the local, marriage customs such as pacing of the seven 
steps, the carrying of kartari in the hand of the bride-
■ 5 /
groom etc1. In these particular sculptures from Bengal
Ahgsumadbhedagama, Uttarakamigama, Silparatna and Purva-
. karauagama reproduced in EHI, ii(ii), App.B, pp.171-78.
HiK. Sastri mentions hhree more works of this kind : 
Kasyapa-Silpa , Silpasafrigraha and Mayamata. SII, p.107*
2. HB, i, p.4467
3. ffil, ii(i), p. 340.
4. A&vRao himself observes, Parvati may also stand on the 
right of Siva. (This will be evident from the. examples
;■ from Elephanta, Elura and Madura. EHI, ii(i):, p.340,nnt<
5. HB, i, p. 446. . '
the goddess holds a mirror in her left hand, while a 
.flower replaces this ohoect in the South Indian examples. 
Ihesa differences clearly demonstrate that 'whatever 
particular texts might have supplied, the northern artists 
with the; theme, they certainly did not. follow, such nianuals 
as .Angsumadbhedagama or the Purva-karagtagama adopted by
■: ■" •- 3 7 r-: ■ - ■ - : . . •;
the southern ones*. '
V'7 _ •: , ' V  . ■ 4 ; -. ;. ‘ ; ' 7 "
- The Kalyanasuhdara image is usually crowded with gods 
r a n d " o f  which the .central figures are those of 
Siva and Parvatl, both dressed up and adorned with orna­
ments appropriate to the occasion. Siva is to be shown 
as a young,man, four-armed, holding.tafrka or para&u and
In his two upper hands, while his lower left will 
b e ext ended in varadamudra and his r ight shall hoId; the 
corresponding hand of Parvatl. The latter in these 
sculptures should be represented as a fully developed 7 
maiden with two hands, of which the right should be placed 
in the corresponding hand of Siva, and the other should 
hold a lotus. Her head should hang down a little in shy­
ness and site should be, made as high as the eye, ^  chin,; ; 
shoulder or ,breast of Siva. The. composition shall also
1 . IBBS, pp.122-23; CVRM, p. 9; EISMS, p. 113.
2 . m *  P-103
3. SBv i, p. 446; cf. EISMS, p. 114.
4. Ml, pp. 340-43; SII, pp. 103-07.
include the four-faced and four-armed Brahma seated on a ‘ 
padm&sana in front of a lighted sacrificial fire-pit in 
the role of a priest. To the right of the main figures 
should be the standing:ones of Y i § p  and iakgmi who re­
place Himavat and Mehaka, the parents;of Parvatl. This 
should be indicated by, the golden pot held in the two 
lower hands of Vigpu for pouring water into the hands of 
Siva as a token of giving away the bride. In such compo­
sitions in which Vi§$u does not give away the bride,, he \ 
becomes a.spectator, with other gods, all of whom are 
attended by their respective; vahanas.
An .examination of the extant Kalyahasundara groups will 
however- reveal peculiarities which dbiiot conform to the ; ; 
above directions. The 11th-l2th century Kalyapasundara- 
m&rti from Tiruvorriyur^ consists only of Siva with 
Parvatl on his right. In the remarkably we11-executed
panel.depicting the sacred marriage at Elephanta, datable..
■:' r : ^ . : : 3 ■ : •/ - ‘
. in the 8th century A.D., the goddess no doubt appears
according to the formula though she is shown on the
' * ' * 7 '. ^ " ’ ' - 1' '
1. Kalidasa x^efers to the presence of Lak^ml at the wedd­
ing and her blessing the couple after the ceremony by 
; sprinkling them with water from the stalk of the lotus.
, r held in her hand. . -  
: : 2. Supra^ p.S 2 \-
. 3. flEETO.* p. ,215.; AIA, pis. ttt 257. and 259.; EHI,
P. 346. - :
"bridegroom’s right, (The place of her parents seems to 
have been taken over by Vigiju and Lak^ml, Brahma is seen 
officiating as the priest, and the figure of a two-armed 
well-built man standing behind Parvati with his left hand 
resting on her shoulder may be that of her father, Himavat 
The top part of the panel is crowded with male and female 
figures, but their,sadly mutilated state renders any iden­
tification difficult. In the late medieval example from- 
the Chidambaram temple, the goddess is on the left of 
Siva, her right hand in the corresponding one of the god 
in paqigrahana gesture, while the left hangs gracefully 
by her side. Both are profusely adorned with ornaments/ , 
and sumptuously clad. As is the Elephanta and other 
specimens, the goddess is in the.full bloom of her-youth 
.suggested as much by her remarkably large globular breasts 
pressing;against one another as by her slim waist and wid 
hips. In the two Madura sculptures of this class, Vi^jju 
as the giver-away of the bride stands on. the right of the 
couple and the three divinities form the principal figures 
in the compositions. In both the examples, Vi$$u, Parvati 
and Siva; are so lavishly decorated with jewels that not
much spape has been left- uncovered :on their respective / 
persons, The group "stands on a three-tiered pedestal in . 
the; upper part of which may be seen.the figure of Brahma ; 
performing the homa.
Rich in wealth of detail,as well as demonstrating the 
vigour of conception of their authors are the Kaiyaqa- 
sundara panels at Elura in Gave Nos, XXI (Ramesvar.a) and 
XXIX (Dumar Lena or Blta-kl-Namr).. There is also a third 
panel in the Eastern Gallery of the LankeSvara temple, 
in Cave No ♦ XVI. . It represents Siva with one of his left 
hands on the:. shoulder and his lower-right hand holding, the 
corresponding hand of Parvati. ’The artist of Ellora has, 
with perfect ease, carved out of mere stone a loving and 
blushing bride*. Brahma is present in this composition,.
\ • • 3 ’■ -jv.i *■■■■;■■. ' : vV
acting as. the priest. The panel from the Dumar .Lena ;; 
Cave ’represents On,a gobd scale the marriage scene on v\ ; 
the east wall of the south 'portico. .The two chief figures 
are Siva and Parvati or Uma, each with a flower ih the; 
left hand; below to the right, kneeling by the uacrificia] 
fire is Brahma, with three heads, acting as priest; to. 
.the left are Mend and Himalaya, the mother and father of 
the bride, with a floxver and a cocoa-nut. Above are the
1. AEACV u .  197? pl* ixxxviii(right) .
2.. Ibid. . . ’ 'v .
5* Ibid.
gods and goddesses; on. the left are - Vi§pu mounted on
Garu^a,Yama on a buffalo, Vayu or Soma on a stag, Agni 
on a goat and perhaps Varupa; on the right are Indra on
i : ■ . • '
Airavati, Nirpti on a makara1 • Datable in the 6th-7th:
■ 2
century A.D*, the Dumar lena example also contains flying
3
vidyadhara couples and Sadhyas etc.,, and in spite.of th«
crowding it is full of that feeling and grace which makes.
■ . ‘ 4
it a noble example of early medieval Indian art* In
’ \ ■ 5
Gave No. XXI, the Kalyapasundara group- is flanked by
* 1
two panels - the one bn:the right showing Parvati perfor-
t . ■ ... 6 - ■■■- - - . 
ming tapas, -. and the one on the left Brahma as a match-
1. ASM, v, p.41; AIA, p.296, pi.237; DHI, p.4-85, pi. - 
xxxv*iii.1; AKACT p.217, pi• cxxxiii (bottom). Banerjea 
(PHI, p. 4-857 detentif ies the couple on the right of 
Parvati as Lak§ml: and Ji$pu. He. is evidently wrong, fon 
not being four-armed, the male figure cannot be Vi$pu 
who seems to have been shown at the top of the panel 
on the shoulders of Garu<Ja. Burgess (ASWI, v, p* 4-1). 
has also mistaken Varupa or Kamadeva on a makara in the 
second line at the top right corner, of the panel for 
Nirpti. Baner(jeatDHI, p.483) identifies the bull- 
mounted figure in~the second line at the top left cor-, 
her as l£ana who is no other than Siva (BED, p. 171). 11 
is not clear how Siva could simultaneously be represen­
ted as the bridegroom and a spectator in the same cere­
mony. Gup te and Mahalan(ABAC, p. 217) also mention the 
figure as that of Isana and“the one riding on the shou] 
ders of a man as that of Nirpti. Ihey are not sure how­
ever if Viptju and Lak^ml have replaced the parents of 
the bride in this composition.
2.,AIA, p.294-. Banerje^ would place this relief in G. 8th 
century A.D., but earlier than the Elephanta example. 
(DHI, p. 4-85)
3. DHI7 p. 4-85#
4-. T5Id, pp. 4-85-86; AEAC, p. 217. .
5* AEAG , p. 212, pi* cxxii(top).
6. Supra, p.
maker before Himavat. The middle panel depicts the 
marriage scene in which Parvati stands on the right of 
Siva and facing him, her,two hands held by the right hand 
of the god, A very curious * feature of this composition
1
is the presence of Gapesa who is seen.between the couple. 
There is a bearded sage'- and another male figure holding a 
casket behind Parvati. There are two female figures in 
this composition as well as a male figure wearing a tall 
crown. He may be the bride’s father. There is a dwarf 
standing behind Siva. Brahma is present near the sacri­
ficial fire-pit (homa-kunda)% and on the right side of the 
panel is the figure of Vigpu, easily recognizable by his 
four hands. Below the pedestal is a row of Siva-gapas 
shown in a humorousw fashion, some having animal faces ,
others with animal-mouthed bellies, attending the ceremony
' ■ 2 
in evidently cheerful mood.
• - > " ' , * %
1. Rao not only identifies Gapesa but also Karttikeya
standing between Siva and the dwarfish Gapa(.EHI,ii(i), 
p*349)* The presence of these two gods at the wedding 
must apparently be regarded as the height of anachronl- 
: sm bacause both are known as the sons of the couple. 
But.Rao also correctly observes, 1the presence of these 
two children, is, in all probability, meant to indicate 
that they were not born by the union of the couple,but 
had existed from eternity like all gods, but a t a  latex 
period assumed the position of the sons of Siva and 
Parvati.1 (Ibid» pp.5 4 9 - 5 0 ) Of. Ko.sambl, P.P.:Myth. and 
Reality, Bombay, 1962, p. 3: *lt might-be noted that 
the son of Parvati*s body was not of Siva’s, and lie cut 
off the child's head later replaced by that of an ele- 
, phant in the myth. On the other hand Skanda was born.
. of Siva’s seed but not of Parvati’s womb*.
2m KHI, ii(i), pp. 350-51* Kalidasa'refers to these ganas 
who joined the marriage procession of Siva (Kumara- 
sambnavam, vii.40), and whose comic faces madS even the
Except in . the Dacca Sahitya Pari^at example, the three
other Kalyanasundara sculptures from Bengal depict the 
■ . 1 
goddess standing in front of Siva. In the Dacca Parigat
image the goddess stands immediately to the left of the
god and the actual scene of ’taking the hand1 (papigrahasta
is depicted* -the god taking the right hand of Parvati in
his normal right hand. The Dacca and the Vahglya Sahitya
Parigat Museum (Calcutta) specimens are crowded with a
host of gods, goddesses and semi-divine beings, and in
both Peirvatl is shown as a developed maiden of about the
• 5 '
height of Siva’s breast# In the Varendra Research Museun
specimen also 'the slab contains a crowd of figures re­
presenting on the right side the bridegroom's friends- 
Brahmajii, Sftrya, Indra, and on the left those of the bride1!
paft'Sf1. In all the reliefs from Bengal, the figures of
- ' c
the navagraha may be seen at the upper part of the slab,
and in the Dacca and the Vahglya Sahitya Pari§at examples,
- 6
those of the astadikpalas as well. We do not find these 
features in the Kalyapasundara-murtis.from South India. 
Also absent from them are the bull and the. lion, the
youn& bride Parvati. laugh while she was sitting by the 
side.of Siva and surrounded by her maids of honour* 
(Ibid, vii.95)•
1. IBBS, p. .121; QVRM, p. 9.
2. IBBS, p. 121.: cf.. Kumarasambhavam, v±i.76.
3. IBBS ,p. 121. . “
4. CVRM, p. 9.
5. Ibid; IBBS, pp. 122-23.
6. IBBS, p.-122.
vahanas respectively of Siva and P a r v a t i w h i c h  can how-
,~T~ “ - . ':V ’ :* . ; : • *. . . 1
ever be noticed in all the examples from Bengal, except 
the .one. in the Dacca Sahitya Pari^at. whose lower portion
, ’V- . \ : ' ' ■i'- " ' - - ■ ■.'■■■' 2
; t s broken. Siva is four-apmed in the last-named relief, 
and holds a skull-cup and a half-blown lotus in his upper 
and lower left hands respectively. In the other sculpture
: . . 7
- ■ ■ . - . . . > . - . . - . • >
from Bengal, Siva is two-armed as at Elephanta and Elura. 
In the Dacca and Vaftglya Sahitya Pari^at examples, the 
god has a trident in his upper right hand and his upper
left rests on the shoulder of Parvati who has a caskejr in
.." ■'-■■■ . ' ' - - '.. .4, ' ■■,
her right and a mirror in her left, hands. Both these
objects are still carried by Hindu brides at the time of
■ -. ■ 5 ' \ ■■-' ■ v ' ' ■ . ■ B ■ ■ - - ■
marriage. In the Varendra Research Museum specimen how­
ever , Siva and Parvati have been shown not in the pahi- 
grahapa but in the saptapadigamana attitude. The former^ 
right hand holds a kartari and the latter*s an indistinct 
object near her bosom. As in the other examples from 
Bengal, Siva holds5 a trident, but in his left hand, and in 
the same, hand Parvati holds a mirror of polished metal by 
the.handle. Both stand with more them, three-quarters of
1. IBBS, pp.122-23; CVRM; p.9; cf. EISMS, p.112.
2. IBBS, p. 123f pl.~xlviii.b.
3* Siva is two-armed in the panel in Gave Ho.XXI only.
: AEAC:, p. 212.
4. TBBH, pp.123-23. .
5* Ibid, p.122. Kalidasa refers to the mirror held by 
Parvati ;in her hand when she is being.dressed and 
prepared by her maids for the marriage ceremony.(Kumara 
\ sambhavam, vii.22)
. 6* CVRH, p. 9; our pi. xxx. Ihe saptapadi-gamana is not 
.however a local custom in Bengal as“Banerjea points
their bodies in view on a double lotus placed on' a bull 
and a lion. A feature of particular interest, is that 
Siva is urdhvalinga in this composition. Miniature : 
figures of Karttikeya and Gapesa on either side above the 
jiain figures in the Dacca Sahitya Pari§at sculpture , may 
indicate the inclusion of these two gods into Siva's 
family, though hot as his sons.
■■■ B  - ■ V - , '  ; ■ • / ■ • ■ : - 2  ■'
The image in the private collection at Calcutta 
resembles the.Kalyapasundara sculptures of South India ;■ 
much more closely than any other of it£kind found in
; ' . 3 ' - ‘ . y  ■ ..r:V:y:. .
Bengal. But-unlike such compositions from the South,
Parvati has in this: one an object in her left hand that
may,; be a mirror, rather than a lotus., Also, unlike the
South Indian examples,;, the group includes the figures of -
navagrahas , as well as the : vlhanas of Parvati and Siva.
Baherji assigns the sculpture to the, end of the 9th cen- ,
tury, because 'there is a total want of craven stylisatior
or of any idealistic affectations which is, to. be found in
the sculpture of the Eastern provinces of Northern India
..-■" ‘ ' , ' 5 - - V-B-
from the end of the 11th century.'
> out (Supra, p. 522 ♦ ) but may be traced back
to the^Te'Sic. times. Bee HCS, i.6.20.5-10, i.6.21.1-2.
.,
1. IBBS, p. -123.
2. S m  )ra, p. 521, note 2- 
5* ETSMS. p. 113. : B
4. Ibid. .
5. Ibid, p. 114. .
The Kalyanasnndara group from Bilaspui? district, Madhya 
; 1 -  • . .  . , J .
Pradesh, has a fefr peculiarities of its own# The goddess
not only stands on the left of Siva, but the latter also
seems to encircle her with his lower left hand while
stretching out his lower right to receive hers intit# The
group is crowded with gods and goddesses including Brahma
who is acting as the priest* A row of nine figures at the
top of the slab may represent the navagrahas # Near the
sacrificial; fir e-pit stands the bull, the yahana of Siva.:
The image is datable on grounds of technique in the'9th
. century A.B#, if not earlier* .
;a  t h e  w i p e  o f  g i ? a
In another class of sculptures the Mother Goddess has 
been represented by the side of Siva,.either standing,or 
seated, under such names as Uma, Gaurl and Parvati, and 
the compositions are generally designated as- Uma-Mahesvara 
Hara-Gaurl or Hara-Parvatl images# The beginning of such 
representations'of the goddess may be traced to the Kuga$a 
period when under the name of OMMO her effigy was used as 
a;coin device along with that of 0EGO or Bhavesa(i.e*, 
Siva)•
1 • Supra, p* ,5121 * The list of Kalyahasundara-mflrtis from 
North India should not be regarded as closed# RTC. 
hAgrawala.(JBRS,xli(i), p.5) reports an example from 
KamanBharatpur State, datable in the Gupta period and 
now preserved in the Museum at Ajmer# Gupte and Mahajan 
(AEAC,p.l85) reports one such example from Gave No*XV 
at Elura* .
2# Supra, p. A0%, . .
«3 eJj v_>!
The Siva images styled Vpgavahana, Candrasekhara, .and 
Ga&gadhara, Parvati appears standing by the side of her 
consort. In the first variety, Parvati and Siva may also 
be shown seated side by'side in an intimate manner
* exactly as. in the Uma s ah it a-alihgana-mhrti ... on a,seat 
placed, upon the back of a full-sized bull1. The Candra- 
sekhara-mftrtis are of three types : one (ICevala-Candra- 
sekhara) depicts the god alone, and the others, Umasahita- 
and AliAgana-QandraSekhara-mUrtis show him standing with
* : .■ -  O  ‘ '■  ^ , : ' 3 '
Uma at his side or embracing her in a loving manner.
These varieties are mostly found in South India, and the 
Umasahita- and Aliftgana-Candr als ekhar a-murtis have also 16$# 
been noticed in many; parts of Northern India. The latter 
class known as Uma-MaheSvara or Uma-alihgana-murtis, have 
been found in large, number in different parts of eastern
■ 5 ... v ■ . . -z -
India, particularly Bengal. In two other varieties, of 
this class of sculptures, Parvati appears as the wife of 
Siva and the mother of Skanda. These are known as
1. dhi, p. 464;. sii, pp.113,120,129,132, figs.70-71, :
7^73,. 84-85.
2. EHI,. it(i)» p. 356, pi. cxii.1-2. Some of the llihgana- 
CandraSekhara-mftrtis also represent the goddess and her 
consort seated. • SII, fig*74.
3* BHI, pp. 466-67.”
4. mis, p. 123; SII, p. 115.
5. ElsHS. ti.. -m .  -
1
Somaskanda-(»Sa+Uma+Skanda ® with Uma and Skanda) and 
_ _  „  _  _ _
Sukhasana-murtis of Siva., In images of thesebjjypes,. Uma 
is shown seated on a lotus with her left leg pendant and
the right drawn up, and with Skanda either on her lap or
, , 2
dancing on a.lotus between her and Siva.
The Umasahita (also known as Hara-Parvatl, Hara-Gaurl, 
Siva-Parvati and Uma-Mahesvara) images found in North 
India, showing the goddess and her partner standing, are
quite few in number. Strikingly simple and unconventional
■ . 4
but far earlier in date than any of the South Indian* - - ’
examples of this class, is the inscribed Gupta Hara-Parvat
5 ' • . - ' ' -
relief from Kosam. Ik shows the goddess standing on the
'■■■- , 6 
left of Siva with a darpana in her left hand. ' Still .
earlier in date is a sandstone relief, now in the Mathura
Museum, showing the goddess standing by the side of her
ithyphallic consort, holding a nllotpala bud in one of
- : * 7 -  ■ . - ■"
her hands and leaning against the bull. Two sculptures -
8 . 9
one datable in the Ku$a$a, and the other in the Gupta
1* glly PP. 10?,M09, figs. 67-68.
2. Ibid, pp. 110., 113> fig* 69.
3. DHTT p . 4-70. Uma also appears by the side of Siva in 
such forms of the latter known as Tripurantaka-murti., 
Kiratarluna-murti rand Can&eSanugraha-murti. SII,-pp.
i^ O-^ fi, 143, 1477 figs^ 9o-9T, 55* ,_n-
4. DHI, p. 467*
3* ASI,-1913-14, p.264,. pl.lxx.
6. DHI, p. 467.
7» Tbia, p.468.
8. 5ETMA, ,p.27(No. 2106)
9. Ibid, p. 30, (No. 2084).
period, represent the goddess standing by the side of Siva 
In the former example both appear before the bull,,which 
has a prominent hump. The goddess as well as Siva.are: 
two-armed in the Gupta specimen, the latter Jt- having been 
shown as ithyphallic with his missing right arm holding a 
lotus bud thrown around the neck of Parvati whose person, 
is richly adorned with jewels. A lotus held in her left 
hand.rests against her left thigh while her right hand, 
which extends behind the back of Siva to lie on his right 
hip, may be interpreted as returning his amorous advances* 
The Beyl1 s vahana is absent from this composition, but 
that of her consort is prominently carved on the pedestal,
The goddess, has also been the subject of sculptures in 
which she is shown seated with Siva on the latterfs mount, 
the bull. In a sculpture from Basarh, datable in the 
early medieval period, the goddess, seated on the lion, 
has however been shown as being caressed by Siva from the 
back of his own mount. In a number of reliefs, the 
deatils of which are lacking, the,goddess appears by the 
side of Siva* At Elura, she is also included in such
elaborate and masterly compositions known as the Pavactanu*
• "■ - . ■ ;4- ■ ■ ; ■ ■
graha-murti,. in which she .appears seated by the side of
1. OBIMA, p.31 (No. D14>, p.34(No.1080), p.35 (Ho. 1970).
2. ASR, i, p. 58.
3. CBIHA; p.52(No.150). p.53(Nos. 868, 1009), p*3^(No$. 
1067, 1082), p.35(No.1574, 1577). -
AEAC\ pp. 192. 195-96, pls*xciii(left), cxxxii.
Siva;, with her right hand entwining the latterfs left and 
also heavily leaning against him as if in great fear due. 
to the shaking of the mountain by the Rak^asa king. JfyiftlpjlfA 
Another .interesting.sculpture from Elura shows the. goddess 
in a sportive: mood playing dice with her husband on mount 
Kailas a . . W i t h  a female attendant watching the game from 
her back v the goddess, is showh in ;this composition seated : 
in sukhasana and her right :arm raised in vismayamudra.-Her 
left hand#- rests.;;.with ‘.palm downwards ’ on the cushion.of her 
seat* Of particular interest besides her full-bodied : 
figure, is her coiffureV done up with many strings of 
p earls * ; The;only example of the standing variety of Hara- 
Gauri sculpture, showing the couple in alihganamudra is 
in the Mathura Museum* . Datable; in the, Gupta period, the
sculpture is much water-worn and represents ^iva as 
ithyphallic. .
By far the. largest number of Uma-MaheAvara images A 
found in Northern India, particularly in the Eastern pro­
vinces , are of. the alihgana type, which show the goddess 
seated on the lap ofSiya. As the goddess Tripurasundarl 
(a name of Uma or Parvati in the Tantras):is required to be
-1 * AEAOy p. 196, pi* cxxiv.
2. UBHA, p. 29 (No. 474)
5. IbTd" p. 29. '
4. ITSMSy- p. 111 ♦ The godde ss actually sits on the left 
. thigh of :£iva. IBBS, p. 123* - < - •' /
meditated upon by her .worshippers as sitting oh the lap,
, of Siva,: Banerjea is, perhaps. justified in attributing the 
greater frequency of such images in Eastern India to ; 
Tantricism. According to the Matsya Puraha , the goddess 
in this type of image shall be placed on the left of Siva, 
one^ of whose left hands should be on her shoulder and the 
other on her breast or thigh. Her hair should be well 
done., aiid there shall be a til aka on her forehead. Her 
ears shall be decked with mahikundalaor sometimes with 
karpikara -flowers, and her person shall be decorated with 
a profusion of necklaces and keyuras. She should be so 
made as to be watching the face of Hara and touching his ■ 
left side in playfulness, and her right arm should pass . 
behind his back to.reappear on his right side. O r ‘she ma^ 
be so made as touching her spouse with her nails. There- 
should be a beautiful lotus or mirror in her left hand.
On two sides of Siva &hdrParvati there shall be the ; i 
figures of laya, Vijaya, Karttikeya and Vinayaka. An 
examination of the Uma-Mahesvara sculptures found in. 
Bengal will however reveal that they differ in many
details from the description of the Hatsya Purana, parti­
cularly in regard to the attributes placed in the hands 
. 1 
of the fovo divinities. Moreover, in some of the speci­
mens from Bengal Siva has been shown as holding up the 
chin of the goddess with his right hand- - a feature for 
which no dhyana has so far been found" except the one
quoted by Pap<jit Bipin Chandra Kavyafcathhu from some
.;. - 2 / . i ; . • ■ -
undisclosed source*
lhat the goddess as well as her spouse have been the . 
object of worship in the alihgana form from very ancient 
times is quite clear from the prologue of Sudraka*s drama
3 V  -
Mrchchakatika* In the verses in praise of $iva and Qakti 
found in the prelude of the drama Mpchchaka'tika, composed 
before the first century of the Christian era, we observe 
a tendency to attribute to these deities, the passion of
1* Compare the two two charts (i) of dhyanas from differen 
texts, and (ii) their actual realization on some of the 
extant ..images* IBBS, pp* 126-27#
2. Ibid, p* 125# According to the dhyana quoted by the
reproduced by Bhattasali,~the god should . 
sportively touch with his right hand the chin of the 
goddess : Aparena karagre&a priyayajgcibukaih muda/
sprsantam lilaya ... *. ’
5. Ryder*s translation, p. 1:
/May Siva * s h e c k s h i e l d  you from every harm ,
Ihat seems a threatening thunderfcloud,, whereon,
Bright-as the lightning flash, lies G-auri's arm!
It is quite likely that Kalidasa*s Kum5rasambhavam 
which devotes an^ntire canto (vili) to the amorous 
honeymoon of Siva and Parvati may have inspired the 
Umalingana-murtis in Indian sculptural art.*
539
love which, we find so greatly developed in all fantrika
-,*■ ' •- /'  ^ 1 . : .. ■ , - 
form of wbrship* * An ancient sculpture from Kois&riga<3.a,
MayurahhanJar depicts(the goddess seated on the left, 
thigh of Siva, her right hand passing around his neck and 
the left holding up a flower* Her right breast is press­
ing against the chest of Siva . whose left arm is around 
her back and touching.the left breast of the goddess. Ihe 
figure of a centaur on the backslab possibly indicates.
Scythian influence and the image may be tentatively
'■ ' . ‘ 2 
assigned to the Ku$a$a period (2nd-5^d century A.D.).
In the Umaliftgana-mUrtis, the goddess sits in laiita- 
saha on the left leg or lap of Siva on a double lotus, , 
with her left leg drawn up on the lotus seat and her righl 
pendant either on a lotus or on the back of her lion 
. carved in a couchant fashion and facing Siva’s bull, who
is represented in a similar manner having on its back the
■; . ; „ - v :  - zj. .. , 7  '
right leg; of the god. Two inscriptions of Lak§mapsena,\
containing a clear reference to this form of representing
i ’■ * 5
Uma doubtless indicate its popularity in eastern India.
She holds either a mirror or a lotus inhher left hand,
ft t r
1. ASM, i, p.li. It is of. course true that Siva and larva- 
tT~figure prominently in the lantras which favour thei: 
aliftgana-murtls. But many an in.,Indian sculpture of 
: far .more erotic character (cf. AIA,‘ pis.314-^515>518; 
AEAG, pis. cix-cxvlii) than Umali&gaha-murtis may not 
have had anything to do with the I ant r as. Ihe male 
lifting up the chin of the female with his right hand : 
while closely embracing her with his left, seems to 
have been a favourite motif in representing mithuna 
couples, cf. Basham, A.L.: Op.cit,pl.lv. AIA, pl.d2i.
while her right may.embrace the neck of Siva or just, 
touch his left thigh.or side. She is profusely decorated 
with ornaments and clad in a transparent sari whose folds 
are marked in graceful wavy lines on her. hips, thighs and 
legs. Particular care seems,to have been devoted to her 
wonderful coiffure which vahiss from image to image. Her 
features conform to•the physical standard of the Indian / 
nayikas and signs of intense passionate love appropriate 
to the sport in which she is engaged with her partner are 
writ large on her countenance. In most of the. examples 
from Bengal, the upper right hand of Siva touches in 
amorous style the chin of the goddess whose left breast
‘ :  ■■■ 5
is also caressed by his corresponding left. Or he may 
touch her left breast with his lower left hand and/his 
*
2, ASK, i , pp,xxvii and li, fig, 9*
3, ElgjS, pi. ly.b; AIA, pi, 387; IBBS, pi. li.a. Represer
tation of Parvati seated on the,left thigh and in the
embrace of the ithyphallic Siva in a medieval sculpture 
from Khiching appears to: be a faithful portrayal of the 
hieratic motif (DHI, pp.469-70« pl.xxxix.2*)
4, EISMS, pi • Iv.a . The lotus foot-rest may also be placet
on the backs the respective veihanas , of. Parvati and Sivc
as. in AIA, pl.387| IBBS, pls.'XlixTa, li,a.
5* Majumdar, . N, G : Inscriptions of. Bengal,iii, Rajshahi, 
1929> p.109; El, xxvi, p.5*
* .
1* IBBS, pp. 126-27, pl.xlix.a.,
2. Of."AIA, pi.387; our pi. xxxi.
3* IBBS, p, 127; EISMS, pis, lv.a,b,d; CVRM, pp. 9-10 
. THos. 227, 100, 159)* . .
other hand (upper right) instead of. lifting up the chin
. - - \ . . 1 ' '2 
of the.goddess, may either hold a flower or-an akgamala.
In some examples, the-figures -of Karttikeya and G-a^ ieSa .
■ 3 ^  ■■ " ■
are included, and in some others, also those of dancing
pretan, Nandi and Bh^hgl, but not the representations of
■/. V  ‘ . . • ; - ■ V  5 .
Jay a and Vijaya as directed by the Matsya Purana, Evi­
dence of Ttotrika influence on these images may be tracec 
in the slmli-cup (kapala) in the hand of Siva and the
dancing skeletal figure on the pedestal of the example
.■ - ■, ■' \ ■ 6 ./ . .. ■ . 
from Dinajpur,
D U  R G A . A S I H E
B E T T E H  — H A B E  O P S I T  A
■ ArddhanarI or androgynous form of Siva owes its ' , 
origin to Sakta ideas according to which God is incapable
1. IBBS, p.12?;.AIA, pi, 387,
2, IBBS, p, 127* pi* xlix,a,
3* Ut oH , p, 11 (Nos, 109,. 119); IBBS, p.128, pl,xlix,a,
4, IBBS, p. 128, pi,xlix,a*
3* Matsya P , cclx,20. For further images of this type, 
their provenance and description see GVRM, pp, 10-11$ 
IBBS, pp, 1 2 8 - 5 0 OBIMAy p,27 (No, 24957TpP* 52-35 (Nos, 
4557 ^72, 496, 537, 726, 1066, 1957, 2489); EISMS, 
pp. 1'11-112$ A E A C ,  pp. 195, 196, 197, 198.
6. EISMS, p. 111, pi. lv.b.
of;discharging his divine functions* unless joined' with His 
female partner- or.Sakti. ;In Siva1s merging his own body J 
Into that of Pirvatl, the main purpose is not only to - 
demonstrate the syncretism of Saivism and Saktism, but
also to emphasize the inseparability of the masculine and
. ■  ■ ■ ■ v' - V h  ■ ;VV vv> b  2 . ;■ h  ■ ;,
feminine elements inthetreatof* The Arddiian&rl images
therefore represent the artistic translation, into ;stone
and metal', of what was originally a purely philosophical
idea. In .factthey register the triumph of daktism pvbr
Saivism rather- than the merger of the former; into the
latter, for in general^belief the god is inactive ;and
transcendent while his female element is'active; and > ■ ;
immanent, '/ and 'the male side of the god is believed to
relegate .;a.ilShis'--moi1© onerous and troublesome sexecutive
functions.to his fearnle counterparts. : 1 v
’As,. the name indicates, an image of this class shbuldt 
in form half male bn the right side and half female o n t h  
left. the jewellery onVthe image( is accordingly ;
1. HTIil, pp. 180-81. - V I : ;
2. B p 7 p. 552 h ■
3. sir, p. 120.
:4. BashamV A>L, Op. cit, p. 31.1. v
5 *.V RTLly pi' 181.; Pbr legends about the origin of this 
- form see EHI, ii(i), pp^ 321-23.
6. M I ,  ii(i7T~P- 323- V ;■■■
7, SIX, p. 120; fig. 75? M I , ii(i) , pp;.323-26, pis•xcv- 
; xcvii; Ibid ,, iiC.lij *; Spp.B, pp. 164-68. V ;
'distinguished' in every detail : those on the left side 
being purely feminine ornaments, and those on the r$ght 
appropriate for a male. The’drapery on the right side: ,
consists of a tigers skin reaching upto the knee, , but on 
the other side it;is a dukula , suitable for a lady and 
falling down as far as her ankle.- Of the four arms of this 
image,jthose on the right:show a hatchet and the gesture 
of protection,:but the corresponding, left ones, are richly 
- decorated with bracelets and armlets, :the upper sporting v;
a flower and, the lower stretching - down to the waist • Acd’on
■ ;V ■- 1 ■ ," V- : a  a ;.y:h
ding tolthe Eisyapa-fellpa,, the lower right ’ hand ipay be 
placed on the head of the bull/ Some images show: only- * 
three hands, two :on the right,: and- one on the left, hoi* 
ding a n .axe in the upper right and the lower renting on
Vi ■ : 2 ; '  ■■ ■ : V ■■ - ■ ;
the head of the bull. , The Arddhanarl figure stands ’ . 
gracefully jagaihst the back of the bull in tribhahga
• '-V'.-3 ■/; -  ^ 1 . > ’ ;;V''
pose. * Such images are also made with two hands - with
' ■- ' >  . •’ . /V . . / 'V; , .* :4v‘-yV
a staff-in the right and the left placed on the hip. As;
indie at ed by the.example from Dharasuram, South India;
such images may also be made with eight arms, three faces
1. SII, p. 12Q. ' '
2. Ibid, figs. : V
3. Ibxd,; p. 120* The image from Madura (fig. 75) shows th
. . de ity in samapadasthan,aka.
4. jbid, fig. 78.- : •
: 5. Ibid, p . 125, ’fig.79;; DHI, p.554-. : V -
and a nimbus behind the head# Another variation is the .
1
image from Tanjore, in which the right side and not the
left that represents the female half of Siva* In an
2iv ■ -
example from Cqjjeevaram, the Arddhanarl figure is three­
armed and seated on a bull with * a vina in the single hand 
on the side which represents Parvati#
. The iconography of Abddhanarilvara consists of the
■ ■:/ ' - " .3
following features according to the Matsya Purana,: Half 
of Siva*s body shall be that of a beautiful female* The 
male half shall have matted hair (jatajuta) with crescent 
moon, but, the other half representing Uma shall have a 
vermillion mark at the parting of hair as well as a tilak; 
on the forehead* The right and left ears of the image 
shall be adorned with Vasuki and kundala respectively* 
There shall be necklace on the neck, a skull-cup or 
trisula in the right hand and a lotus or mirror in the 
left. The left arm shall be adorned with keyura and 
bangles, and the sacred thread made of gems and pearls, 
shall be in the proper place. On the left side shall be 
a full, round and heavy breast, and a bright developed 
chest on the other side. Half of the linga under the 
tiger-skin shall be shown erect, while the left side shal! 
be decorated with jewelled strings hanging from the, waist, 
.
1. SII, p.125* Sastrl regards this image as unusual (Ibid' 
and Rao remarks(EHI,ii(i), p.532),’In no Sanskrit work 
that has been examined do we^ ri meet with a description 
of Ardhanarlsvara which agrees with this image*... *!
The right arm. shall be encircled with snakes and the 
right foot placed on a lotus# Slightly above it shall be 
the left foot, coloured with lac dye and adorned with
anklets and jewelled rings for, the toes# : , :
■ ' v . '-v ■' ' - ' : 1 
It will be at once seen that the . 'South Indian images
do not conform to the iconography given by the Matsya
Purana* In none of the examples from the South, includir
■■ . ;• . . V. - . "-,''2...-, ■. ' ; _ • ’ * *■ ■■ : ‘
the one from Elephant a,, is the male side ithyphallic,
though this is a feature which is quite common in the
" V  : y  y  'V ■ ■- .... 3 \ y ;  ' V  ■■
Arddhanari images from North India# As both'the. Matsya 
Purana and V1snudhar mottara , mention this peculiarity of 
the Arddhanari image,’ it may be argued that the North; 
Indian sculptors followed these two texts, particularly 
the former.which describes it as two-armed.
The iconic motif of Arddhanari&V ara is quite likely , 
to have been evolved at a fairly early period, as testi- 
fred: by the glyptic and sculptural evidence of this ; form 
in Northern India during the Kusana . and Gupta periods#,;
■ • ■ * • . ■ -
2* BII,^fig# 80. In a 9th century Ardhanari relief from ; 
the Siva temple atKandiyar, South India, the,deity :
, has-been shownVseated.in bhadrasana* LK, No*5#1959# 
p# 63, pi. xxvii.4* ~ “
3• Matsya* Purana, ccix*1-10* The dhyana is also quoted in 
the V i gnudhar mo 11 ar a *, PHI, ii (ii)', App * B , pp *;167-68. :
1 * Supra, pp# 5*12-44/ y
2* AIA, p*298, pis*256, 258. At Elura, the first panel of 
the;southern gallery in the Kailasa temple contains an 
an Arddhanari image* AEAC, pp*199-200, pl.xciv*4.
3# £Hl7^7"35Cr ~
' . ' . ■* 1 
In drawing our attention to a seal unearthed at Basarh ,
Banerjea observes, fthe left breast of the figure is
abnormally large in proportion to the right one... “the
curious head-dress like a single horn” is nothing but the
longish coil of rjafra shown on the heads of Siva figures *
and it should be noted, it is deliberately placed on the
right side of the head; lastly, there seems to be traces
' 2 
of grdhvafinga feature on the front part of the waist1*
As-'Banerjea thinks, the seal no doubt contains the Arddha­
nari aspect of Siva , and like all other finds from
3
Basarh, may be placed in the Gupta period. Ihe left half 
of the figure shows the Uma aspect of this composite 
deity, as indicated by the prominence given to the breast
. i\.
on that side. A miniature relief from Mathura, d.atable
5
in the Kugapa period, depicts the same theme. In the
4. /EHI.,ii(ii) , App.B, .pp. 167-68 : urddhvalingaih Mahesvaya 
rddha . sarpamekhalamanditaiu — - .
5* BHI, p. 553. '
•
1. ASI, 1913-14, P. 152, pi. 1 (No.764).
2. l)gl, p. 181.
3. SSI, 1913-14, p. 98.
-4. DHI, p.. 181.
5. Sgrawala, V .S . s 'Brahmanical Images in Mathura1, 
JISOA, v, 1937, P. 124, pi. xiv.2.
Mathura Museum collection, there are no less than four
1
examples of Arddhanari icons* As in the South Indian
_  —  . 2
specimens,, ; one of these shows the deity standing against 
the bull, but, unlike any of the former, it is carved in
the round* and the male half is urdhwareta as recommended
3 ' ... \-v ./
by the Matsya Burana* Another sculpture in the Museum1s
collection represents the Arddhanari in tribhahga pose,
but like the one just noticed, the right half is urdhva-
■ 4 ; \ . . ; "■ ' ■ \ - ■ 5
liftga. Both the examples belong to the Ku^apa period.
This composite form:of Siva and P&rvati has not only been
glorified by Kalidasa, but also perpetuated in stone
■ r . * * =■: ■ 7
sculptures belonging to the Gupta period.
As against so many Arddhanari images from other parts 
of India noticed above, there is but one solitary example
' 8 V .
which has been found in Bengal. This is.rather surprising
1. GBIMA, p.27(Nos.800 ,874-), p.28(No‘*362) , p.29(No .722). 
2* 'IbidV p. 27 (Bo. 800)
3* Su p r a p . SA A -
4. CBIMA, p.27(Ho.874).
3. Ibid. ; ■«.
6* laghuva&sa* 1.1: -
Vagarthaviva samppktau vagarthapratipattaye/
Jag at ah~pit arau vande Parvatlparamesvarau//
Of. Kumar as ambhavam * vi.79s 4$$/ Angirasa advirse's’
Himal ay a - to un it e his. daught er ( in m.arr i ag e ) ydt h § i va 
as word is joined with its meaning: - \tamarth~gimiva 
bhartya sutaya yoktumarhasi.
7. GBIMA,ip.28(Ho.362), p.29(No.722).
8, IBBS* pp#130-31» Pi* HI*
/ ' \ ■ 1 
since, Saivism as a creed is fairly ancient in Bengal, and
. ■ -: ' ■ - 2
two of the powerful ruling dynasties, that of iSalaftka
. . ■ 3 ■ . ■ .  ■' . : .. - ■  .. - "  • • .■■■::
and the Senas were renowned Baivas, The Naihati Copper.
Plate inscription of the Sena king Vallala Sena (C. 1160- 
- ' 4- '• . .
1178) invokes Siva as Arddhanari&vara* The story of Siva
and Gaurl merging themselves into one body may therefore
have been as well-knota in Bengal as in other parts of
5 ' V  • T ■
India* -
The Arddhanari image reproduced here -in our plate No*, 
xxxii- is now in the collection of the Varendra Research , 
Museum,: Rajshahi, Found at Purapara in the district; of 
Dacca, it is.-unlike the majority of other images,found ; 
in Bengal as well as the Arddhanari images from South
India in that it is not in relief, but carved in the
8 : ■ ' . , 
round* It is sadly mutilated* One arm is broken away
1* HB, i, pp* 404-05* > ; ‘
2. Ibid, p* 67*
3* IBBS, p. 130.
4,* El, xiv, p. 159» verse 1*
5* origin of the Arddhanari form1is also narrated by.
the Kalika (ch.xlvT and otEer Purauas(IBBS, p.IJO). As 
testified-by the. king Vallala Bena himseIf(Dana-Sagara 
of Ballala Sena* ed* B* Bhattacharya, Calcutta, 1953* 
pp • 2-3) * most of the; leading Puraigias including the. :
•Kallka* which is but an Upapurapa, appear to have.been 
.-.■■in.■circulation in Bengal~during his times.* The Arddha­
nari form representing Siva and Parvati or Purusa :and. 
Prakyti together thus seems to have been well-known in 
Eastern India,. particularly in Bengal. .
6* OVRM, P* 9 (No* 95)* The Museum has also a fragmentary 
image of Arddhanari procured from Gaya. (Ibid, p.9, No.1 
288). It shows only the female half of tEe™deity upto 
the bust.
7* ™ s , :  pp. 130-31* "
8. Tbid * p. 131.*
at the shoulder and the other at the elbow, and its lower
part from the knee downwards is completely missing* The.
hand of time or the vandal has also left its marks on the
face including the nose.; The right half of the icon,shows
the features of Siva, who is ithyphallic, and the left
those of Uma. *The crown, the third eye, the face, the
bosom, and the other parts of the body, as well as the
ornaments and the dress on the right in the male half are
shown as quite separate and of a different kind from those 
• . . ' . 1  
on the left or the female half.* In spite of its sad
state it is not at all difficult to visualise its pristine
excellence as a remarkable example of Bengal art, when 
2
entire. Datable in; the 11th-l2th centuries on stylistic.
grounds, the image'appears to be a fairly faithful answer.
to the description of the, Arddhanari given by the 
3 . “ 4- 7-
Puraua and the Vi snudharmo 11 ara •
1. CVRIV p.9
2. I ® ,  p, 131
3* Supra, Pp. SAA - Ab>*
4. 3rd. IChanfla, 55 adhyaya,
C h a p  t e r S i x
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In the foregoing pages we have traced the early history
*
of the Mother Goddess as far as it has been possible with 
the help of literary and archaeological sources* Our 
essay ,is not x^ithout shortcomings but we believe? we have 
drawn a clear picture of the Mother Goddess as she appears 
in religion, literature, folklore, mythology and,art*
Our survey must have made it clear that, as in other
countries, the cult of the Mother Goddess originated in
India out of the far more primitive cult of the Earth
Mother, whom Homer characterized as 'the mother of all
1
gods and of all men* ,* The same idea seems to be echoed
2
in the voice of the Vedic rsi in whose contemplation the 
earth is a mother, and who sings, 'may earth give milk
3
to me her son1 and 'the earth is my mother, I am her son1. 
The veneration in which the Mother Goddess is held today 
owes its origin to her originally having been conceived 
as the Earth Mother. It Is still apparent in the attitude 
*
1*: Bruce,Charles : 'On the ITedic Conception of the Earth'* 
JRAS (First series), xix, 1862, p. 333*
2* Cf. Supra, pp.
3* JRAS7iS52, p. 332.
of the Hinduized tribes towards their deities, and in the
celebration by Hindus of Durga as Annapurna, Annada and
Sakambhari; in her manifestation as Laksmi, the goddess of
agricultural prosperity; and finally, in the rituals
connected with her autumnal worship whose resemblance to
1 f
an agricultural festival is so strikingly close..
2
As suggested by Professor James , it is on account of 
her having been first conceived as Earth Mother that the 
Mother Goddess came to be invested with so many names and 
so many forms. She is Jananl because she gives birth to 
or causes gods, men and everything to be born. She is 
Dhatrl because she nurses them, and as Sakambhari she 
causes all vegetation to grow* As the meter out of 
sustenance the Mother Goddess is known as Annada or 
Annapurna. She is ffara and garini because she delivers 
her worshippers from all earthly miseries. As the source 
of all grace, beauty and accomplishments, she is Sri; and 
as all material prosperity springs from her she is called 
Laksmi. All knowledge and learning flow from her, hence 
she is Sarasvati and Yedamata as well as Yedagarbh£. As 
th& supreme creatrix she is Jagafjtjananl, as the preserver 
of the creation she is Jaganmata. and as its protectress 
she is asurandsini. She is benevolent because she
.
Supra % Pp Indications of the origin of Durgaaas 
Earth Goddess are furnished not only by the navapatrikSL 
ceremony and her awakening on a branch of theT>~ilva ~
personifies all the good qualities of head and heart.: She 
is malevolent because she has also been conceived in the 
background of fear and of death caused by famine', epidemic 
.war and strife. That is why she is Ambika. at one moment 
and UmS Haimavati in the-next . Srl-Lakgml and Cdmunda. 
Sarasvati and ISltaln. Annapurna and K&ll are but different 
aspects of the same Mother Goddess conceived under 
different circumstances. Ihus in a wild mountainous . 
environment tixe Mother Goddess appears as Parvatl or; 
Kiratl; amidst sylvan, surroundings she is worshipped as.:. 
Yana-Durga. Ar anyavas ihl,, Parpasabarl and Yata-yaksini. ;■ 
In the fertile plains where life is more settled: and , T 
agriculture is practised she is the Earth Mother, . : ■ 
Yasundhara or Lakgrnl.
In the.; light of archaeological evidence the goddess : 
appears to have been • venerated since remote antiquity;hot: 
only asya'Moth^ source of.fertility.
Current practices known -hs vratas.observed by the. women, 
and the worship of ija^hi, lak^ml and tree-deities 
confirm', thisi Her role as the protectress and bestower 
of boons (abhaya and varada) is emphasized everywhere. - 
In the Purgastuti. which is recited in her honour during 
her autumnal service she is prayed to for various objects
tree, but also by her worship in the form of five kinds 
of grains^and several kinds of earth and also by the : 
worship of IC§etrapala during her autumnal service.
PP.. p . 762 ff. •
2.Supra, p. 12.7 W . ’ ■ ' j
... .  ^  1
~ material as well as spiritual *
Ihe relationship between the Indian and his deity 
often transcends the spiritual plane, to develop into a 
personal one. lhat is why V i ^ u  in his incarnation; as ] 
Sri-Kp^pa.is sometimes, worshipped as Balagopala ( a small 
boy) for whom the devotee entertains an attitude which is ; 
paternal* Similarly, Siva is fondly;represented as a j 
penniless householder, a beggar and an addict to intoxica­
ting drugs. Ih@. Mother Goddess has, not been an exception j 
to this rule. She? has been conceived as a, daughter, a : ' • 
young maiden , a bride, -ahousewife ^ and an affectionate : | 
mother. Not only; have these aspects been celebrated in 1 
Indian literature, but they have also been the themes of | 
many a remarkable piece of Indian sculpture, in which the 
Mother Goddess is represented in her saumya aspects as a 
yoimg maiden i?:aa a/bride being wedded to her beloved, as ; 
an amorous wife of an equally amorous; husband and also as
\ ■ . v  , ' , ‘s.;
.a real.- mother • •
Like Durga, Parvatl and Uma, Kali.is also one of the 
common names of the Mother Goddess, fhe name has been \,--i
1
traced to the Mundaka Upanigad , and it occurs as a
*  , • 2 
synonym of the Mother Goddess in the Amarakosa , the
3 ^
Mahabharata and the Hariva&Sa • The.majority of the 
Purapas also use this epithet to designate the Mother .
-  5 ‘ • ' ' ■>. ■- ' ,
Goddess. * As indicated by its meaning, the goddess •under
this name is represented in her ghora aspect that is
usually associated with death and destruction* As Kali,
the goddess is shown with a dark complexion, a terrible
appearance, armed with deadly weapons and nude save for.,'
ornaments that are usually made of human skulls and bones*
Evidently, her conception was borrowed from the non-
Aryans.whose object of worship in medieval India appears
to have been a goddess of this type, as it appears from
6
the writings of Bapabha*fcta and others * The attempt to
Aryanise Kali by equating her with Parvatl/Uma/Sati is
. ,  . . 7
quite apparent in some of the Purapas and Upapurapas *
There is nothing grand or festal about the goddess 
Kali, who is regarded as one of the principal d forms of 
Durga the Mother Goddess* This ghora form seems however 
to have been especially favoured as an object of worship 
*
1. MU, 1.2*4* .
Amarakosa* i*1*36~38« ■
3# rp>h, .iv'*'S*17* vi*23*4. (Boy*s translation).
Hariva&sa* ii.120*10*
5. Bupra, p* 2 S 3  
Ih^'"^aktas* p. 68*
BSSS,« y * 80 ff; Supra,fp* 2 ^ 3 - ^ 4  -
in North India, particularly in the eastern provinces.
Two reasons may he assigned for this* , The. fmrst is the 
influence of Tantricism - Hindu as well as Buddhist - 
which was very active in eastern India, where anarchical 
conditions.often prevailed from 550 iUD* onwards, follow 
wing the decay of Gupta Imperial authority. Secondly, 
the resurgence of Hinduism under the Senas was short­
lived and the brief spell of peace and security achieved 
by their rule was followed by wars rebellions and assassi­
nations which characterized the first two centuries of 
Muslim rule in Bengal. (I3th-I4th centuries A.D*). In 
such circumstances, it was quite natural for the ordinary 
people, whose life must hAve been a, hopeless and helpless: 
one, to seek*refuge in a conception of the divine as des­
truction , in a deity unreliable, irresponsible almost, 
dancing a mad dance of death, and propitiated only by 
cruel and degrading practices1 . That the worship of the 
goddess in her ghora aspect continued to gain the upper 
hand and also that she was accorded a status which was 
equal to, if not higher than, that of the orthodox gods, 
of Hinduism in Bengal, will be evident from the Mahgala
poems as well as some of the Tantrik texts composed in... —  — 2 
Bengal from the 14th century onwards . But though she was
•  ■. • .
fiaktas * x>\ 87
2. .Ibid, - p * 8G ff * In the Mahgala poems, the goddess is 
however named as Mahgala—Ca&di who is a compound of her 
ghora. and saumya aspects. Of. Dvina Madhava : Op.cit, 
p. vix ff introduction) /.--- ---“ — —  ’
conceived as K&1I* the. tender aspect of the goddess were 
not forgotten, as it appears from the devotional songs 
of Ham Prasad Sen and the Annada Mangala of Bharat 
Candra Rai Gu$akara.
The worship of the Mother Goddess appears to have 
received a neworientation from the first decade of our 
century. Under the impact of Indian nationalism she 
became identified with the mother.land (Bh&ratm&ta) in 
1905 "by the Hindus of Bengal who were .opposed to the 
partition of the Province by Lord Curzon. The germ of the 
this concept is traced by common consent to the hymn which 
was composed in or about 1860 by. the Bengali novelist 
Bankim Chandta Chatteroi, who was also a deputy magis­
trate -In the Bengal civil service. The hymn entitled 
Vande mataram and composed in a different context for his 
novel Ananda Math (The Abbey of Bliss),.became a sort of
Marseillaise of the nationalist movement throughout India 
2
in. 1905 • As Payne observes, it is not at all certain 
if the hymn was intended by its composer 'to be addressed, 
to the goddess Bengal or the goddess Kali* They were not 
identified in the eighteenth century and hardly by 1860
3 - / ■ ;
when the novelist was writing1 . Chatterji equates his
1. The fiaktas. p. 94- ££• ,
2. Sources of Indian Tradition, ed. Wm. Theodore de Ba^ry, 
tl'ew York/i 958, p. 7057 . . ■ *\
5* ^he Saktas , pp.- 102-OJ.
ovm motherland of Bengal with the Mother Goddess. The 
hymn draws a picture in which 1 Durga the Mother is 
nbangabhumin , 1 janmabhumi. All Bengalis are her chil­
dren ... It is to her that they turn for protection and 
all good gifts. They believed that as she triumphed over 
the buffalo and trampled" it .under her feet, so they with 
her help will overcome their foes1 . The Motherland as 
Durga?: is eulogised by Chatterji in much the same way we . 
find her hymned by the gods in the MSrkandeya-Candl. She. 
is addressed as ten armed, holding different weapons 9 
and as Kamala (Lak^mJ) and Van! (Sarasvatl). Most of all, 
the poem emphasizes her fertile aspect manifested in the 
well-watered croplands rich with harvest, and trees with 
flowering blossoms. It conjures up a glorious though 
very wishful vision in.which the Mother Goddess as the 
Motherland appears in her most benevolent and majestic 
aspects - as the giver of sustenance, and the source of 
all power, wealth and knowledge•
■ #  1 * .  ^ •
1. Clark,. T.W. : fThe Role of Baftkimeandra in the 
Development ofNationalism1, Historians of India. 
Pakistan and Ceylon, ed. by C.H. Philips, London,
;v "
2. Sources of Indian Tradition,, pp. 911-12*
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Appendix A*
Legend of the Mother Goddess 
in the Markandeya Purana •
The myths relating to Cap4* or Durga in the Markaudeya 
Purana are spread over 13 chapters of the text and are 
collectively known as the Devi-Mahatmya, Caddl-saptasatl, 
Harkandeya-Oandi or simply OandX * The 700 Slokas of the 
Devl-Hahatmya are however ascribed not to MIirkap4eya> * e 
author of the Purana but to the rsi Medhas, who is the 
original speaker, the former merely repeating his words*
In the 1st canto of the DevX-Hahatmya (HP, Ixxxi) we 
meet the king Suratha, a K^atriya, and a Vaisya named 
Samadhi, both of whom are victims of misfortune and 
treachery of their own relatives, and who have taken re 
refuge in the forest where they meet a muni (hermit)
named Medhas# In reply to their query about the cause of
_  . , ' /
•  ■ • - ■
1. For the date of the Purana including, the Deyx-Hahatmya, 
see Supra, p.^^g, note <t. About its plaeir origin, 
see Pargitar, F.E. : Op. olt. pp. viii-xiii. While 
we agree with him that the text -was composed in Worth 
India somewhere near the Vindhyas, we cannot accept 
his conclusions that it was inspired by Saiva influence. 
Of. DM, pp. iv-ix.
the selfish feelings which are troubling both, Medhas 
discourses about the greatness of Mahamaya, the Mother 
Goddess, from whom such feelings originate* He also 
relates how previously Brahma had invoked the goddess in 
the form of Yoganidra to. avoid being slain by the demons 
Madhu and Kai-fava, and how Visnu got up from his sleep 
and slew the latter*
The 2nd canto (HP, lxxxii) ..relates how the gods are 
defeated in a hundred years* war by the asuras, led by 
their king Mahi^a, who drives the. c.elestials from 
Amaravatl and then assumes paramountcy of the world. 
Oppressed by his tyranny, the gods with Brahma at their 
head approach Vi^pu and Siva*, and solicit them to devise 
ways and means for the destruction of the asura king* On 
hearing the story Vigpu and Siva are" so angry that the 
faces of both become dark with frowns, and there issues 
forth great energy from the mouth of the former as well, as 
from those of Brahma and Siva (tatotikopapur&asya 
cakri&o vadanattatab / Niscakrama mahattejo Brahmanah 
Sa&karasya ca //HP, lxxxii*9)* Great energy (tejas) 
also goes forth from the bodies of Indra and other 'gods to 
amalgamate with those of Vi^u, Brahma and Siva^ * The mass 
of intense energy which appears like a burning mountain 
and illumines the three worlds, gathers into one corpus 
to assume the form of a female (Atulaih tatra tattejaJj 
s arvadevasarlra,j am / Ekasthafo vadbhunnarl" vy&uta-
lokatrayaft tviga. //MP,lxxxii. 12 ) . Through the energy 
of each god present there, the-different parts of her body 
a-re developed, and thus comes into being the auspicious 
goddess celebrated under such names-as Ambika., Durga, 
Katyayani and 0a$4^ • The gods also equip her with weapons 
identical with their own. Thus she is given a trident by 
Siva, a discus by Yig$u, a conch and a. noose by Varu$a, > 
a sakti by Agni, a bow and two quivers full of arrows by 
Vayu, a thunderbolt and a bell by In dr a, a rod (danda) by 
Tama, and a sword and a. shield by Kala* She is also 
given an impregnable coat-of-mail and a very brilliant 
battle-axe by Visvakarma. For her personal adornment 
Varu$a bestows upon her jewels and ornaments, lilakamala 
and also imperishable lotus garlands. Sega, the lord of 
serpents gives her a nagahara set with brilliants. Kuvera 
gives her; drinking vessel full of wine, and Himalaya 
brings her a. lion-momnt.
Thus equipped and attended by hers Ranas (followers), 
the goddess utters a loud laugh that shakes the world and 
goes forth to challenge the. mighty Mahi^asura*
.The destruction of the asuras with their leader Mahiga
is the subject-matter of the 3rd canto of the Devi- -:
Mahatmya (MP, lxxxiii). Greatly enraged at the total
annihilation of his hosts, the titan Mahiga rushes upon
the goddess, whom he assails with many weapons, but not-
»
withstanding all his efforts and magical powers, he is at
last overwhelmed by the Great Goddess who first bears him 
down with her foot and then cuts off his head.
For thus destroying the mighty asura king after a 
valiant struggle, the Mother Goddess- is praised in the . 
4th canto (M3?* lxxxiv) by Xndra and the other gods - with 
their necks and shoulders bent in humility before her - 
(pranatinamrasir<jdharafisa). In a long hymn they sing her 
praise, touching chiefly on her attributes as a mother . 
and protectress, and pray that she may deliver them from 
similar calamities whenever implored. The goddess 
promises to do so and disappears*
Not long afterwards, as it appears from the 5th to the
10th cantos (MP, ixxxv - xc), the gods are again in
trouble owing to the wickedness of the demons Sumbha and
Nisumbha, who rob them of their power and expel them from
their paradise*- The gods remember the great Mother
Ambika? and go to the Himalayas to solicit her aid. After
they sing in her honour a hymn equating her with all- the
virtues, mundane as well as spiritual, she appears before
them in the form of Parvatl( a resident of the mountain).
Soon from her body comes the goddess Kausiki of an
exceedingly lovely appearance. Kausiki is no other than
the Mother Goddess who assumes this form in order to
1
destroy Sumbha- and Nisumbha ,.
1* BSBS, p. 66, also note 2.
Sumbha hears of her beauty from his servants Cap<Ja and
request her to
Mu$4a and sends a messenger to the goddess to/marry either 
him or his brother Nisumbha* But the beautiful amazon 
declares that she will marry none but her superior in 
combat* Sumbha in offended dignity sends army after army 
to capture her, but these are destroyed by the goddess#
At the sight of Cap4a an& Mu£L<jLa coming against her, the 
countenance of the goddess becomes so dark with anger that 
out of her forehead furrowed with frowns springs Kali of 
terrible appearance, armed with a sword, a noose, and a 
khatvdhga and wearing a tiger skin and a garland of skulls 
She is of emaciated form, exceedingly wide of mouth, and 
with a lolling tongue and eyes that are sunk deep in their
sockets* She kills Cap4a MupgLa for the goddess, who
invests her with the title . of Gamu$<ja. Sumbha then lets 
loose his entire force against the goddess, whereupon the 
gods also send their respective Saktis to assist her*
Thus there appears on the scene Brhma$I, Mahesvarl, 
Kaumarm, Val^avl, Varahl, Narasi&hl and IndrapI (fehe 
Sapta-matpkas), each having the form, the ornaments, the 
weapons and the vehicle of the gods whose sakti they 
personified* With their assistance the Mother Goddess 
slay's Raktablja, Nisumbha and others. Taunted by Sumbha 
for fighting with so many goddesses as her auxiliaries, 
the Great Goddess absorbs into herself not only the seven
Matps, but also Kali or Camuh&a(M3?, xc*2-4). The goddess,
then slays Sumbha in single combat.
The 11th canto contains the hymn in which the gods* 
overjoyed at the fall of the demons* eulogise the Devi* 
Pleased with their veneration, the goddess assures them 
that she will incarnate herself time after time and deli­
ver the world whenever it is"oppressed by the demons.
Ihe merits of the Devx-Mahatmya are extolled: by the 
goddess herself in the->12th canto (MB, xcii) which also 
describes the beneficient results of reading and listening 
to the poem* . The gods regain their Amaravatx and '
the demons depart for the, nether regions (patala) * The 
canto concludes with recounting the attributes and bene-V, 
volence of the goddess*
fhe 1Jth and the concluding canto (MB, xciii) relates 
how, after- listening to the recital of the great exploits 
of the Mother Goddess:, the king Suratha and the VaiSya 
Samadhi practise austerities and worship in the'form of 
her earthen image on the bank of a.river, with flowers, 
incense, libations, of water and drops of blood from their 
own bodies* After they have worshipped her in this 
manner for three years, the Mother Goddess appears before 
them in visible shape* On being asked to name the boon 
each desires from her, the king wishes for a kingdom in 
this world as well as in the world hereafter, but the 
Vaisya prays for knowledge unto full perfection* The 
goddess: grants both of them their desired objects and 
disappears#
The different forms of the Mother 
Gqdde: s s. on. Gup t a go Id c o ins :
A* Standing Goddess:
Device
1, Goddess holding lotus 
flower in right hand 
and cornucopiae in 
left,
2, Goddess holding fill­
et in right hand and 
lotus in left, or 
fillet in right hand 
only.,
3, Goddess holding fill­
et in right hand and 
lotus flower in,left 
and standing on a « 
crocodile or makara^
Ruler,
Kaca or 
Kaca
Type
Standard
3a
Oandragupta II, . Umbrella
Samudragupta Tiger-slayer
Kumaragupta .., Rhinocerous-
slayer
1, For the identity of Kaca, see CGE, pp. 78-89. a
2, What Smith describes as an elephant-headed monster on 
which the goddess’stands (JRAS, 1889, p* 64) is in 
reality a makara, which is““weIl-known as. the vahana
of Gahga, the river goddess. The goddess seen*on these 
coins is undoubtedly Ga$ga, who along with the other 
river deity Yamuna, frequently occur in Gupta art.
OGE, pp. 70, 198-200, pis,iii.13-14, xiii.3-6; DHI, 
pp, 353-54-* pis. xvii,3, xv.4. “
Device Ruler Type
4, Goddess(?) with 
fly-whisk
Samudragupta ... * Asvamedha 
Kumaragupta .••• Asvamedha
5. Goddess feeding 
peacok
6,5Goddess facing, noose 
in right hand, or 
cornucopiae in right 
hand
7* ■Do£-
Kumaragupta •... Combatant 
Lion
Gandragupta II ••* Chatra
Class II.
Kumaragupta •., • • Elephant- 
. * Rider*
B. Seated Goddess
Goddess seated on 
four-legged throne
-do-
-do-
-do-
2. Goddess seated 
cross-legged on 
open lotus flower
-do-
-do-
-do-
Samudragupta .... 
—do— ....
Candragupta II ..
-do-
-do-
Kumaragupta
-do-
-do-
Javelin
Archer
Couch
Archer 
Class I.
Archer 
Class II
Swordsman
Archer
Two Queens
The female figures appearing on the reverse of the 
Asvamedha medals and holding a chowrie or a fly-whisk 
in her right hand has with good reason been identified 
by Altekar not as a goddess but as the consort of the 
king who caused them to be struck. CGE, pp. 66, 201* :
Device Ruler
2. Goddess seated 
cross-legged on 
open lotus flower
-do-
-do-
—do—
-do-
3♦ Goddess seated on 
wicker stool to left
a* holding fillet 
and cornucopiae
b. holding fillet 
and lotus
Skandagupta ,* * Archer
-do- > , King & Queen
Kara Baladitya •• Archer
-do-
-do-
c. feeding peacock 
and holding lotus
-do-
4* Goddess riding 
peacock
5* Goddess seated on 
the back of a 
couchant lion
,a* holding fillet 
and cornucopiae
b. holding fillet 
and lotus or 
fillet only or 
lotus only
PrakaSaditya
Kramaditya
*. Lion and 
Horseman
Bull
Samudragupta ... Lyrist
Candragupta II .* Horseman
to right
-dc- Hors eman 
to left
Kumaragupta .. Horseman
to right
-do-
-do-
-do-
• « —do—
• * Horseman
to left
.. Peacock
Candragupta I .. King & Queen
Candragupta II .. Lion- Trarnp-
ler.
Device Ruler Type
b* Holding fillet 
and lotus or 
fillet only or
lotus only . * Candragupta II *. Combatant
lion*
-do- -do- v Retreating
lion
-do- Kumaragupta - Lion
Irampler
in
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A• literary : in texts and translations
Aitareya Brahmaqa
Atharva Veda
'  Ggtyastltras
Maitrayani Sa&hita 
of the Yanur Veda'
1* Text ed* by V.L., Pansikar 
and K.B* Gore, Bombay, 1911*
2. Translation by A#B. Keith, 
Cambridge, Mass*, 1920*.
1, Text and translation with 
commentary, ed* by W.D. 
Whitney, 2 vols, Cambridge, 
Mass*, 1905*
2* The Hymns of the Atharva Veda
English translation, 2 vols, 
by R.TvH* Griffiths, Benares, 
1895-96*
1. Of Asvalayana. ed* by V.L. 
Pansikar»and V.S. Sukthankar, 
2nd* edition, Bombay, 1908*
Goth11a* ed. by Chandra- 
kan^a^TarEal aMcar a, 2nd * 
edition, Calcutta, 1908*
5* Of Iiiraqyakesin. ed. by 
T. Kirste, Vienna, 1889#
4* Of Paraskara, ed. by M.G* 
Bakre, Bombay, 1917*
5* Of Sahkhayana« text ed. by - 
S*RT Sehgal, "New Delhi, 1960*
6. English translation of the 
GyhyasDtras by H. Oldenburg, 
SBE, xxix and xxx, ed. by 
F T Max Muller, Oxford, 
1886-92*
Text ed. by Sripada Sarin a
D.amodarasunu Satavalekar, 
Aundh, 1942.
Manu SaMiita
Rg Ye da
Ratri-sukta
fiatapatha Brahmana
Srl-sukta
T a i t t i r l y a  B r a h m a h a t
Upanigads
1. with ICulluka's commentary»^texb 
and translation, ed* by Panea- 
nana Tarkaratna, 3rd .edition, 
Oalcutt a, 1909•
2* ffhe haws of Manu, translation 
by G. Buhler, SBE, m ,  ed* by 
P. Max Muller, Oxford, 1886*
1* with Sayapa's commentary and 
Parisigtani, ed, by P. Max 
Muller, 4 vols,, 2nd edition, 
London, 1890-92*
2, (The Hymns of the Rig Veda, 
translation by R.T.H* Griffiths 
Benares, 1896-97*
being hymn No, 25 in the _
Veda Pari&igfrani (p* 535 of 
vol. iv of the text ed, by .
P. Max Muller)
1, Text ed. by V.S. Gau$a and 
. Chandhara Sharma, Benares,
1938-40.
2. English translation by J, 
Eggeling, SBE, xii, xxvi, xli, 
xliii, xliv, ed. by P. Max 
Muller, Oxford, 1882-85,
being hymn No, 8 in the Rg Veda 
Barislgtani (p. 523. of vol. iv 
of the text ed. by P.Max Muller)
Text with the commentary of 
Saya$a, ed. by Rajendralala 
Mitra, Calcutta,■1872.
Text ytfith the commentary of 
Saya$a, ed, by Rajendralala 
Mitra, Calcutta,*1859. *
Srhadarapyaka Upanisad, with the 
commentary of Salkaracarya, text 
and translation by S.K, Sastri, 
Advaita Asrama, Almora, 1950.
2* Kena Upanigad, text with tran­
slation TSyl^^ Aurobinda, 
Pandichery, 1952.
Upanigads
Van asaneyi Safohita
3*, Mun&aka Upanigads text with
translation by Swami Sharijanandg 
Madras^ 1939*
laittirlya Upanigad, text ed* 
v by: V. Sastri Islampukar, 4th 
edition, Poona, 1922*
5• Ihe Upanidads, translation by 
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Dancing Matpkas from Siddappa Temple at Haveri
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Indranl from Paogacha, Bogra
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PLATE V
Dantura from Dinajpur
O
PLATE VI
Mother - and - Child Image from Mallickpur, Rajshahi
r v j-x
Mother-and-Child Image from Khajuraho
PLATE VIII
Roma or Pallas Athene on a coin of Huvigka
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PLATE XIII. a
DurgS as the goddess of fertility on a coin 
of Candragupta II
PLATE XIII.b
Durga as the goddess of fertility on a coin
of Samudragupta
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PLATE XV
Durga Mahi§amardinl from Badami, Cave No, I
PLATE XVI
The Great Goddess and the Demon Mahislm 
From a sculpture in Mahishmandapa at Mahabalipuram , Circa 650 A. D.
MahigmardinI Panel, Mahabalipuram
PLATE XVII
Durga standing on buffalo-head, Elura-
623
PLATE XVIII
Durga Mahigasuramardinl from Mukhed
PLATE XIX
Ag^abhuja Durga Mahi^amardinl from Harakrishnapur,
Raj shahi
t
2
PLATE XX
Dasabhuja Mahigamardini from Bagmara, 
Rajshahi
i
r 
*
PLATE XXI
a U M A  IN  L A N K E S V A K A
UmS's Tapas.ya from the Lahke&vara Temple, Elura
Z
3
PLATE XXII
I
5 IN C A V K  XXII
1
Gaurl standing on a godhikS 
from Cave Nos. XXII and XXIV, Elura
|
PLATE XXIII
Parvatl from Mandoil, Rajshahi
Gaurl from Daksin Muhammadpur, Comilla t 
3
PLATE
Parvatl from Patharghata, Dacca 
»
XXV
6
Gaurl from Kagajipara, Dacca
PLATE XXVI
6 C'O
PLATE XXVI
Durga/Parvati from Shaykh-hati, Jessore
6::;
PLATE XXVIII
Durga Sifrhavahinl from Bihar
6 0 -> 
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PLATE XXIX
KundeSvarl from Bihar
Parvatl as a bride or Kalyapasundara-mflrti
from Chatingram* Bogra 6
PLATE XXXI
Uma-Kahesvara or Um51ifiKana-mflrti 
from Bhatranda, Rajshahi
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XXXII
a t t r ib u t e s PLATE XXXIV
I
1# Khetaka.
5-6. Pa&ma. 
10-12. gasiT"
14-15• Pustaka•
20-24*. ffrlsaia. 
25-26. Va.IraT
2. Liftra.
4*. NSgapasa. 
7-9. Parasu. 
13* glaHT
16. Sakti. 17-19. Saftkha.
HAND POSES PLATE XXXV
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1-2. AbhayamudrSL* 
4*. Jfianamudpg. 
7-8. Kafrihasta.
12-15* Sflclmudra. ■ 
16-17* Varadamudra*
3* An.jalimudra.
5-6. ICafrakamudr a . 
9-11• Lolahasta•
14— 15* yar.ianlmudra, 
18-19* Vismayamudra,
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1« Jatamukuta.
5* Kar apflamukut a» 
Hara, Kucapatta,
4-5. Kirlframukufra.
9-11. Kafrisfitra.
15* Ya.jnopavlta.
2. KaraMamukuta,
6-8, Keyflra.
12. PatrakupgLala,
SITTING  POSTURES PLATE XXXVI I
1• Lalitasana* 
2* Padmasana. 
3. Sukhasana. 
4 # YoKSsana
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1# llldha 
2 . Fratyaltdha,
3♦ Tribhafiga,
Samapadasthanaka «
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CORRIGENDA
Page
28 . ..0 on Addenda, read 1 Sankhayana1 for 1 SSnkhalayana'0
82 .... line 1, read *role'’after ' Sri-Eakjgml1 s *
83 •».. line 5 ? read ' Lak^m!1 s 1 for 1 Laksmi's'.
87 line 12, read Considerable* for fcosiderable1•
105 #.« line 6, read 'Slta* for 'Sita'o
115 <>.. line 9* read 'Maha-' for 'Maha-'.
117 **• line 4, read 'Vippu* fo£ 'Visnu’q
123 .*♦ foot note 8 (on p. 124) *468* after 'po'o
128 .oo line 15 > read *Kalx* for 'Kali'*
138 ... line 14, read 'Uttar Pradesh* for *the United 
Provinces * o
145 last line, read*6* for *4* (foot note No.)*
171 **° foot note 1, read *CI1G, p<> 114* for * YGSI, p*'*
185 line 13* read *Bltala* for 'Sitala*.
186 ... line 14, read *Va£§pavite* for 'Vaisnavite*
188 ... line 8, read 'gramadevatas' for 'gramadevatas*0
195 •** line 10, read 'Npsi&ha1 for 'Npsimha' •i>0^ VjeeTL
196 0.0 line 8, read * wives of* jijtjtftyf/' the *
and 'Saptargis*
205 0.0.line 22, read *be* between *to* and 'Saktis*.
208 .0. line 13* read 'with* between *and* and'GapLesa'.
212 .o. last line, delete one set of 'may be*.
214 *o« line 11, read *Kumaragupta* for 'Kumaragupta'*
221 ..<> line 1, read 1 Haha- 1 for 'Maha-'.
228 ... line 20, read ‘inappropriate* for 'inapproriate*o
231 <>*o line 9* read 'larakasura' for * Par ak&sura1 •
234 oo. line 5* read 'Siva'‘for *Siva*.
244 ... line 1, delete 'attributes of.
253 ••* line 4, read 'to* after 'not*.
259 *00 foot note 2, read 'Bhadrakalx* for 'Bhadrakali'. j
262 ... line 3? read'durgabhavasagaranau' for * durgabhava- j 
sagaranaurasahga ♦ I
268 * * • line 2, read *do' for 'does1 j)
270 0.0 last line, delete 'medieval'. )
282 poo line 16, read 'Sabaras' for 'Savaras'.
293 •** line 2, read 1Sahkhayana1 for 'Sankhayana'.
319 • line 4, read 'Mahi^amardinl'for 'Mahismardini**
326 ... line 5» read 'a* between 'as' and 'form'o
539 last line, read 'his1 for 'her'o 
357 line 15, read 'scared' for 'sacred'.
3?6 .oo line 21, read 'contamination' for 'conatamination'
378 o*o line 19, read 'scholars' for 'scolars*.
386 . foot note 5 , read *373 ff' after 'Supra, p f.
391 ••<> line 11, read 'popularity' for 'poppularity' o
410 o.. line 11, read'OAOA' for '0 0 '♦
lete 'like'•
'Ardochsho' for 'Ardodochsho*.
424 • • Q foot
427 0 m 0 I0.3 C
428 0 • * line
435 # # a line
dha-
439 0  • 9 line
440 ♦ ♦  * line
461 • • 0 line
467 • • • line
475 * m * line
482 • • 0 line
486 • • 0 line
517 * # * line
521 * • 0 line
542 » * * line
543 * * 0 line
552 * * • line
562 • • t line
565 • » « line
read' Vig$upada' for ' Vi^upada' 
. read 'female' for 'feamle'o
5, read *a' between 'her' and 'drinking*, 
 16, read'her' between 'worship' and 'in'.
ATTRIBUTES PLATE X X  XIII
S
1•
3-5. Ankusa.
10-11.£amaru. 
16-18.Gadfi.
21-22.Kapala.
2. Akgamala.
6. Bapa 
1 2 . Darpapa. 
19* Shapti 
23. KFaq^a.
24
7-9. Cakra.
13-14. Dhanufr. 15. Dhva.ja 
20. Kajmandalu.
24-25. KhatvafiKa.-
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